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EDITOR'S NOTE

This

volume

is

a

compilation

of

all

the

papers

presented

at

the

Conference on the Treatment and Conditioning of Radioactive Waste, and
its Disposal in Arid Environments held in Cape Town, South Africa from
the 7 - 1 2 September 1986.

Volumes of this nature are generally of two types, either containing
papers carefully selected as being representative of the best in their
field, or those which contain all presented papers.
their advantages

and disadvantages.

Both types have

The former are often outstanding

reference volumes, but they suffer from the drawback that they usually
only appear some years after the conference.
attain

the

high

comprehensive

standard

report

on

of

the

the

The latter type may not

former,

conference

in

but

it

question,

does
and

provide
allows

a
the

publication of information timeously before it is superseded by later
work.

As this was the first conference of this nature to be held in South
Africa the Publications Committee for this Conference decided to pursue
the latter course.

It provided a venue where, for the first time in

public, South Africa's national radioactive waste disposal facility was
comprehensively described.

The papers are published as submitted, with

minimal editing, and therefore have differing
print quality.

format, type face, and

It is felt that these are minor defects, which do not

detract from the overall value of the content, and are a small price to
pay for the speed with which new data has been brought into publication.

L.C. AINSLIE.
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CONFERENCE ON THE TREATMENT AND
CONTAINMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND ITS DISPOSAL IN ARID ENVIRONMENTS
Cape Town, South Africa

7-12 September 1986

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

P D TOENS:

CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN

Minister Steyn, Mr Mayor Alderman Markowitz, honoured guests, ladies and
gentlemen.
welcome

you

As chairman of Radwaste
here

today

to

the

'86 it is indeed

first

major

a pleasure

conference

dealing

to

with

radioactive waste ever to be held in South Africa.

Those of us involved in the Radwaste project have travelled extensively
in order to study the methods used in other countries and while attending
a conference in Seattle in 1983, the thought struck us that in South
Africa we are in many respects as far advanced
conceptual modelling as many other countries.

in our

thinking and

The time had, therefore,

arrived for us to convene a conference of this nature in South Africa to
enable us to share our experiences with our overseas colleagues from whom
we also have much to learn.

Today marks the culmination of this concept and it would be remiss of me
if I did not use this opportunity to thank my many colleagues at the AEC
and

ESCOM who have

so willingly

given

of

their

time

to

make

this

conference a success.

In initiating the investigations pertaining to radioactive waste disposal
in S.A. we made what, in retrospect, appears to have been a very wise
decision in that we directed our attentions firstly to the socio-economic
and ecological parameters and only when these had been satisfied, did we
embark on the earth science and engineering aspect of the exercise.

This

may sound the obvious path to follow, but many of you sitting here today
know that this has, in the past, not necessarily been the norm in other
parts of the world.
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We cannot pretend

that everything has been perfect, but today we are

totally integrated with the local community and enjoy a measure of public
acceptance which is the envy of others.

We are delighted to have Minister Steyn with us today to officially open
our proceedings.

We are indeed fortunate to have a man of Mr Steyn's

calibre at the helm.

He is a professional engineer and has taken the

trouble to visit Vaalputs and keeps in close touch with developments
there.

His encouragement and interest are most appreciated.

Ladies and gentlemen it gives me great pleasure to call on Mr Steyn to
address us and formally open the conference.
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THE OPENING ADDRESS BY THE MINISTER OF MINERAL AND ENERGY AFFAIRS
AT THE CONFERENCE ON THE TREATMENT AND CONTAINMENT OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE
AND ITS DISPOSAL IN ARID ENVIRONMENTS

MINISTER D W STEYN

It

is

indeed

my

pleasure

to

extend

a

cordial

welcome

to

all

the

participants in this important conference which is the first of this
nature ever to be held in South Africa.

In particular I would like to

welcome Dr Rometsch of Switzerland who is to deliver the keynote address
as also all the other speakers, both from the RSA and abroad, who have so
willingly given of their time to be with us today.

It is particularly

gratifying to note that of the 180 delegates and accompanying persons to
this conference some 75 are from overseas representing 12 countries and
that more than half of the papers to be delivered will be from overseas
participants.

There is no doubt that the Chernobyl reactor accident in April this year
once again brought nuclear power as a source of energy sharply into
focus.

What effect the accident will have on the commitment world-wide

to nuclear power as an important source of energy remains to be seen.
Hopefully those who are in positions where they can determine the role
that auclear power should play in future will base their decisions on
facts and rational argument rather than emotional issues that have been
once again come to the fore.

Clearly, the question that will have to be

answered at the end of the day is, "If not nuclear power, what else?"

It is a fact that each new source of energy or its major applications
discovered by man has brought about changes, none perhaps so dramatic as
the industrial revolution, which would not have been possible without
coal as a sourcs of energy.
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The discovery of oil and development of the internal combustion engine is
another example, and the discovery of fission of the uranium-235 nucleus
by Hahn and Strassman in the late 1930's introduced mankind to a source
of energy of completely new dimensions.

The technological development

that led to the establishment of nuclear power as a viable source of
energy is impressive and as a result of this mankind has assured that its
energy needs can be satisfied well into the 21st century.

In South Africa we are at present largely committed to coal as our source
of energy because of our large reserves and we have, to some extent,
reduced our dependence on oil by the establishment of our oil-from-coal
technology.

Although

we

have

large

reserves

of

coal

these

are

nonetheless limited and we must ask ourselves what alternative we should
pursue.

Investigations to answer this question, indeed to formulate a

comprehensive energy policy are underway.

The nuclear policy of the RSA

is aimed at developing the technological capability to realise the full
potential of this country's vast uranium resources for peaceful purposes
on an economically competitive basis.

To this end the Atomic Energy

Corporation has been actively engaged in nuclear research for many years,
and highly successful applications of radioactive materials, particularly
in the medical field have been developed.

As far as nuclear energy is

concerned the most significant developnent is the capability to enrich
uranium

on

a

commercial

scale

for use

in

conventional

light

water

reactors such as that at Koeberg.

The

energy

electricity

policy

of

the

requirements

of

RSA
the

recognises
country

the

fact

will need

that
to be

the
met

future
by

a

combination of coal-fired and nuclear power stations with nuclear energy
playing a more significant role in the longer term.

Although

I have focussed attention on nuclear power up to now, this

conference is not a conference on nuclear power - it deals specifically
with an important aspect of nuclear power, namely waste disposal, Which
has received attention over the years in all countries that have embarked
on a nuclear power program.
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The need to address this question in South Africa was accepted in 1978.
Since, that time much work has been done on the establishment of a lowand intermediate-level waste repository in South Africa, details of which
will be reviewed at this conference.
what has been achieved:

I believe that we can be proud of

Vaalputs is a reality and the repository is

scheduled to receive its first shipment of waste from Koeberg Nuclear
Power Station in November this year.

The quality and extent of research

that has led to it's establishment compares well with the best in the
world.

Indeed South Africa is one of the few countries, if not the only

country, that identified a disposal site prior to the commissioning of
its first nuclear power station.

Currently attention is being given to the question of storage of spent
fuel at Vaalputs and an expert group has been established to study the
question of the disposal of high-level waste in South Africa.

Although

the spent fuel from Koeberg may not be reprocessed in South Africa, we
must face the possibility that waste arising from reprocessing fuel from
Koeberg will be returned to us from the overseas reprocesser for disposal.

Such studies will obviously include Vaalputs as a possible site.

It has

already shown a number of favourable attributes such as for example its
remoteness, climate and geological characteristics.

Referring

to minerals

in general, the Government

is aware

that

the

mineral industry of the Republic of South Africa has been a cornerstone
of the country's economy.

Moreover, as stated in the White Paper on the

Mineral policy of the RSA, recently tabled in Parliament, Government is
fully committed to the main aim, namely that of the optimal utilisation
of the country's mineral wealth with due regard to economic, safety,
health, environmental and strategic considerations.

The most effective

way to implement this is through the free enterprise system which is
regarded as a prerequisite for the continued health and growth of the
country's mineral industry.

It is Government's contention that the mineral industry, as an intergral
part

of

the

country's

overall

economy,

should

make

an

important

contribution to the realisation of national objectives in the social and
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political spheres.
more

balanced

improvement

These include the creation of adequate employment, a

geographical

of

the

social

distribution
well-being

of

of

all

economic

activity,

citizens, and

the

economic

co-operation on the Southern Africa subcontinent.

With

regard

favourable

to

the

balance

environment,
between

it

dynamic

is

Government's

development

and

policy
the

that

demands

a
of

environmental conservation constantly be sought. The aim is therefore,
that human progress and nature should co-exist in productive harmony to
satisfy the social and economic expectations of the present and future
populations.

Government is also committed to the optimum beneficiation of all minerals
produced in the RSA, subject to sound economic principles, with a view to
increasing
earnings.

both

domestic

economic

In this respect Government

activity

and

foreign

exchange

is of the opinion that foreign

participants in local mineral projects is to be encouraged.

Finally, the

Government reaffirms that it does not subscribe to trade sanctions: the
RSA's minerals will be made available to all countries able to purchase
them.

In conclusion, Mr Chairman, I would like to point out that South Africa
has taken the lead in a number of fields associated with energy and I
believe

that

the disposal

of

low- and

intermediate-level

radioactive

waste is one of them and we remain willing, as always, to share our
expertise.

I sincerely hope that your discussions will be fruitful and that the
delegates from overseas will have a most enjoyable time in this beautiful
country of ours.
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SOUTH AFRICA'S NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

J W L D E VILLIERS
Atomic Energy Corporation of South Africa, Private Bag X256, Pretoria
South Africa

1

HISTORICAL REVIEW AND ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

South

Africa's

interest

in

nuclear

energy

stems

from

its

uranium

resources and its involvement in uranium extraction and production in the
late 1940's, when it first became viable to market uranium.
no attention

had

been given

to the

extensive

but

Previously

low-grade

uranium

resources discovered in 1922 in the gold ores of the Witwatersrand.

The

Atomic

the

Energy

Board

(AEB) was

established

in

1948

to

control

production and sale of this strategic commodity, and first production was
achieved in 1952.

In 1959 by Act of Parliament, the Atomic Energy Board's Nuclear Research
program

was

initiated

at

the

National

Nuclear

Research

Centre

at

Pelindaba, some 20 km west of Pretoria.

Because of the success achieved in developing our own uranium enrichment
process, the

Uranium

Enrichment

Corporation

of

SA Ltd,

(UCOR),

was

established as a separate corporation in 1970, and began its operations
at Valindaba, adjacent to the Pelindaba site.

In 1982, all the nuclear activities funded by the State were combined
under the control of the Atomic Energy Corporation of SA Ltd, structured
as a State Corporation and the AEB, under the new name of the Nuclear
Development Corporation of SA

(Pty) Ltd

subsidiaries.
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(NUCOR) and UCOR

became its

On 1st July 1985, the AEC was further rationalised and its operations
were reorganised in 3 groups, vis. a Nuclear Fuel Cycle Group, a Nuclear
Energy Development Group, and Corporate Services, dispensing with the
subsidiaries.

The AEC now controls all the nuclear research and development in South
Africa, and administers
licensing

of

nuclear

the regulatory
installations.

functions with respect to the
The

use

of

radio-isotopes

is

regulated by the Department of Health and Community Development, after
transfer of this function from the AEC in May 1986.

At the same time as the establishment of the AEC, however, a separate and
independent council for Nuclear Safety (CNS) was established to advise
the Minister on the licensing of nuclear installations.

The CNS has in

effect a veto right on the granting of a licence to operate a nuclear
installation, such as the Xoeberg Nuclear Power Station in the Western
Cape and the Vaalputs Waste Disposal Site.

Koeberg is owned and operated

by the national utility ESCOM.

2

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The Research and Development Program of the AEC is concentrated on the
following four directions:

(i)

The nuclear fuel cycle, encompassing the exploitation of South
Africa's uranium resources, including prospecting, extraction
and

beneficiation,

conversion, enrichment

and

nuclear

fuel

development.

(ii)

Reactor technology

(iii) The application of nuclear techniques in industry, medicine,
agriculture and research, including the local manufacture of
radio-isotopes.

(iv)

Basic

and

applied

research

in

a

supportive

establishment of nuclear energy programs.
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role

for the

3

PROGRESS SINCE 1959

3.1 The Nuclear Fuel Cycle

South Africa was the second largest producer of uranium in the Western
World in 1984 with 14,9% of total production.

We also possess the second

largest known reserves of uranium which can be produced at less than
$130/kg U, a total of 483 000 t classified as 'reasonably assured* and
'estimated additional' resources.

Since its establishment in 1959, the

AEB has done excellent research and development work on improving the
technology

for uranium

extraction

for low-grade gold-uranium

ores in

collaboration with the Council for Mineral Technology (MINTEK) and the
mines.

Since

transferred

the

establishment

of

the

AEC,

this

work

has

been

to MINTEK which is better placed to collaborate with the

mining industry.

The AEB has also established a pilot plant for the conversion of uranium
concentrates

(U-0_

or

ADU)

to

UF,

J O

plant

and

a

commercial-sized

D

UF,
D

to produce feed material for the AEC's semi-commercial uranium

enrichment plant, will be commissioned this year.
This

enrichment

technology

and

plant
our

is

local

being

erected

industry

using

capacity.

only

South

African

Although

small

in size

compared to the biggest plants elsewhere, it will be able to provide for
the requirements of our nuclear energy program for some time.

It is

based on the technology as developed in the UCOR pilot enrichment plant
which has been in continuous operation since 1977 and which has also been
used

to produce the 45% enriched fuel for the ABC research reactor,

SAFARI-I.

The AEC has since the early sixties been developing techniques

for

manufacturing

the

of

UO.,

UC,

and

other

ceramics

manufacture of fuel elements for nuclear power stations.

for

the

I am convinced

that, if necessary, the AEC will also be able to undertake the production
of fuel elements for nuclear power reactors.

As far as the back end of the nuclear fuel cycle is concerned, we have as
yet no plans to undertake the reprocessing of spent fuel.

We have,

however, acquired a suitable waste disposal site in the dry, semi-desert
d"«a of Namaqualand in the northwestern Cape Province,
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the so-called VAALPUTS site, where low-level (LLW) and intermediate-level
wastes (ILW) will be stored in the immediate future.

The same site also

has the potential for the storage of spent fuel or disposal of high-level
wastes (HLW), a requirement that will only be needed some 15 years from
now.

During this conference, this issue will no doubt, be thoroughly

debated.

3.2 Reactor Technology

Although the AEB had been engaged during the 1960's in the development of
a new reactor concept, this work was stopped in 1967 when it was decided
to concentrate on uranium enrichment rather than reactor development.

We

are engaged in a modest reactor development program in support of the
commercial nuclear energy program and work is underway to investigate the
possible development of medium-sized PWR reactors for local application
in South Africa.

3.3 The Application of Nuclear Techniques

The local production of radio-isotopes for industrial and medical use has
progressed to the point where the AEC is able to provide for most of our
own requirements and annual sales of these isotopes are reaching the Rl m
mark.

There are at present some 66 registered users of medical radio-isotopes
and some 854 industrial users.

Export of radio-isotopes amounted to some 90 Curies of different proton
rich isotopes manufactured in the CS1R cyclotron.

The AEC is also very active in providing a service to industry in the
application

of

radio-isotopes

for

special

investigations

and

runs a

mobile laboratory for this purpose.

South Africa is far advanced in the application of high level radiation
for the sterilization of disposable medical products, and after pilot
plant development by the AEC, a commercial plant is now in operation with
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a

capacity

of

6 Hega

Curie, treating more than 1 500 tons of such

products annually.

For the application of radiation to preservation of fresh produce, a
commercial plant to treat semi-tropical fruit such as mangoes, bananas
and papayas is in operation in the Eastern Transvaal.

A second plant was

inaugurated

The AEC has also

in

the Western Cape only

last month.

treated some 300 tons of strawberries commercially at its pilot plant in
the 1983 season, achieving a shelf life of up to 40 days.

No exports of

radiation preserved food are as yet permitted.

4.

BASIC RESEARCH

Since

the establishment

of

the AEC

as a more

industrial

orientated

organisation, basic research has been largely diverted to universities.
We

do, however, maintain

projects

orientated

research programs

towards

improving

on nuclear materials and

the enrichment process and the

nuclear fuel cycle.
v
The existing facilities for nuclear physics research are used more for
studies on material and the use of such methods as particle induced X-ray
emission (PIXE) for analytic purposes while maintaining a modest program
on neutron cross-sections, and charge-exchange reactions in support of
our small nuclear fusion research program.

The

latter program employes a small Tokamak Which has been operated

successfully for a number of years for the study of plasma confinement
and heating.

During the past 25 years, South Africa has developed a fully integrated
nuclear energy program, and our first nuclear power station at Koeberg is
now producing some 10% of ths total generation.

I am convinced that,

given a few more years, we will be able to independently support our
modest nuclear industry.

In the short time available, I could only give a short overview of our
nuclear research and development program.

I trust that it is evident

that South Africa has achieved some measure of success in this field.
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Session - Keynote Address
RADIOACTIVE WASTE, THE EARTH'S CRUST, AND THE HUMAN SOCIETY
R ROMETSCH
Nagra, Parkstrasse 23, CH-5401 Baden, Switzerland
ABSTRACT
Four billion human beings are living In a thin layer around the planet
Earth. Life has always been at risk in several ways in the limited space
defined by the interface between the earth and the atmosphere:
Cosmic changes could be so overwhelming that we do not even want to
consider them. We have learned to live and die in natural catastrophes
caused by the continuous movement of matter in the outer part of the
earth's crust and the surrounding biosphere.
And there are those effects resulting from human activities. Although we
do not like to admit it, perhaps the greatest danger lies in the human
character itself; the root of killing and wars. The growing number of
human beings gives rise to a greater impact on the environment.
The nuclear debate has sharpened our wits with regard to the special case
of radioactive wastes, perceived by large parts of the population as a
particular threat. Hence, their management and disposal has become a
test case to prove that human society is capable of keeping the
environment essentially free of these waste products. This explains the
worldwide efforts in this field - and also this conference.
The results already achieved with regard to radioactive wastes justifies
hopes the it will become possible, technically as well as politically,
to control all kinds of toxic by-products of our technical civilization.
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Radioactive waste management and disposal has become a very important
subject. The number and quality of international meetings - only this
year - shows this overwhelmingly.
On the other side of the globe, in Winnipeg, Canada a similar meeting as
ours will start also today. The Chicago and the Tucson Meeting in
February and March gained the character of mass meetings. And we might
all meet again in Finland in November.
This tends to impress those
wrestling with the greatest
therefore to present to you
comparisons - certainly not
but with the idea to put it

outside of it that the nuclear community is
problem of all times. I feel compelled
some very general considerations and
to dispute the importance of our subject in perspective.

This I would like to do from the three different points of view:
Firstly from the point of view of the physical chemist considering
quantities and compositions of radioactive waste in comparison with all
other wastes. Radioactive substances contain a particular type of
atomic nuclei.
Today we are able to distinguish over 2000 types of atomic nuclei
according to their difference in weight and stability. Only 279 of them
we dare to call stable. The other 1725 are decaying more or less rapidly
giving off more or less intense radiation. A characteristic value for
each nuclide is the time until half of a given number has decayed. This
half-life varies between fractions of seconds and billions of years.
Radioactivity of matter is defined by the content of the individual
radionuclides.
A major part of the long lived radionuclides were formed in the same
process as all matter in the universe. Those radionuclides of transistory
existence originate from various sources: processes going on in the
cosmos, decay of natural radionuclides which means in fact transformation into new ones, formation of by-products of human activities such
as nuclear energy generation, in which case a complex mixture of short
and long lived radionuclides arises. Quite often a particular nuclide is
fabricated on purpose, e.g. for particular medical use.
Because of the biological effects of radiation any matter containing a
sufficient quantity of radionuclides is toxic. Like all toxic matter we
have to keep it under control while using it and extend that control as
far as possible when such matter becomes waste. This means for instance
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during operation of nuclear reactors all technical means are applied to
keep the temporarily very high radioactivity safely enclosed and confined. We have to take as much constructive action as possible to ensure
that by accidental conditions - and we have to analyse any such condition which might develop - there would be virtually no radioactive releases. I feel obliged to make that statement because the responsibility
to confine and enclose radioactive matter has received a new dimension
since the accident of Chernobyl this spring - and it is the same
responsibility, extended in time, which moves those who have made
radioactive waste management their professional duty like most of you
gathered here to discuss achievements.
The time factor makes that practically only those radionuclides are
causing waste to be radioactive which have a half-live of at least some
months. These are the 64 radionuclides enumerated on Table 1.
Some 20 years ago we would have said that 12 of them are natural and the
others artificial. In the meantime it has been discovered that most if
not all, of them had been formed also by the natural reactors at Oklo in
Gabun. In any case the distinction between natural and artificial radionuclides has lost its meaning since the discovery of fission reactors as
a natural phenomenon. But the major part of the radioactive waste, the
handling and disposal of which will be discussed here this week is a
by-product of human activity and there is not the slightest doubt that
management and disposal of it is the responsibility of man.

MID-ATLANTIC RIOGE -,.

DYNAMIC EARTH is depicted in cross section as it is envisioned
in the theory of plate tectonics. Plates of the lilhosphere, which includes the crust and pan of the upper mantle, migrate laterally
over the asthenosphere, which is a hot and perhaps partly molten
la>er of the mantle. Material from the astheno-phere rises below
the cre>t of an ocean ridge, melting to produce lava that is erupted
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to form new criut in the ocean floor. The lithospheric plates di
verfie as new lithosphere if genetaled from the ri-ing material. The
growth of new lilhotphere it balanced by the destruction of an
equivalent amount of lithosphere at convergent plate boundaries,
where the lilhospheric la>er moves down into the mantle. These
boundaries are associated w ith ocean trenches and lines of volcanoes.

Table 1
Radionuciides in Radioactive Waste

Nuclide

Half-life
in years

Nuclide

Half-life
in years

H-3
Be-10
C-14
Cl-36
Ar-39
K-40
Ca-41
Co-60
Ni-59
Ni-63
Se-79
Kr-85
Rb-87
Sr-90
Zr-93
Nb-93 m
NB-94
Mo-93
Tc-99
Pd-107
Ag-108 m
Sn-119 m
Sn-121 m
Sn-126
Te-123 m
1-129
Cs-135
Cs-137
Ba-133
Sm-147
Sm-151
Eu-152
Eu-154

12,3
1,6 Mio
5 730
0,3 Mio
269
1,25 Mia
0,01 Mio
5,27
76'000
100
65'000
10,7
50 Mia
29,1
1,5 Mio
13,6
20'000
3'500
0,213 Mio
6,5 Mio
127
0,8
55
0,1 Mio
0,33
15,7 Mio
2,3 Mio
30,2
10,5
106 Mia
90
13,4
8,5

Ho-166
Ir-192 m
Pb-210
Ra-226
Ra-228
Ac-227
Th-229
Th-230
Th-232
Pa-231
U-232
U-233
U-234
U-235
U-236
U-238
Np-237
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Pu-244
Am-241
Am-242 m
Am-243
Cm-242
Cm-243
Cm-244
Cra-245
Cm-246

l'2OO
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241

22,3
1600
5,76
21,8
7'340
77*000
14 Mia
32'800
71,7
159'000
244'000
0,7 Mia
23,4 Mio
4,47 Mia
2,14 Mio
87,8
24'100
6'540
14,3
376'000
0,83 Mio
432
151
7'370
0,46
28,5
18,1
8'500
4'730

Safe handling, chemical treatment, conditioning, packaging, transportation and intermediate storage are essential elements of waste management. With regard to radioactive waste the improvement of these techniques
has received much attention in the last years and some of them have become
by now rather trivial. However, final disposal remained a problem in many
countries; not with respect to scientific and technical aspects but
certainly regarding the perception by the public of the possibilities of
safe isolation for very long periods in a repository designed to be left
without surveillance and maintenance. The long term safety question has
in fact triggered research into the possibilities to rocket waste into the
sun or transmutate the long-lived radionuclides into short lived or stable
ones. The results of both investigations do not encourage practical application. Today there exists a world-wide consensus among scientists and
engineers that disposal into appropriately selected geological formation
can provide a very satisfactory solution to the problems of inorganic and
radioactive wastes. In view of this consensus we should derive from our
general knowledge on the earth's crust, what possibilities exist for waste
disposal. This should be done from the point of view of the earth scientist:
Of the 6370 km from the surface to the centre of the earth only very
few km have been explored by direct methods - and only at selected
spots. Information on the deeper regions has been gained in the form of
indirect conclusions e.g. from the velocity and the paths of earthquake
waves through the interior of the earth. They say that physical properties change abpruptly at certain levels, thus revealing concentric
layers. But earthquakes provide not only this static picture but also
information on movements of matter, movement of plates i.e. of large
parts of the solid surface layer. In fact, the findings on plate tectonics show us a picture of a dynamic earth. (Fig. 1)
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The rigid plates at the surface are composed of solidified rock that
moves on the partially molten layer of the mantel. The plates and the
outer layer of the mantel are together some 200 km thick under the
continents, whereas what we call the mantel of the earth measures
3000 km, i.e. almost half of the earth's radius. Of course the movement
of the plates is very slow, of the order of 10 km in 1 Million years.
Also the molten parts at greater depth, towards the centre of the earth
should not be imagined as liquid like water but rather as a highly
viscose mass, almost solide, inspite of a temperature between 5000° and
6000° C. The heat is, by the way, produced by the decay of radionuclides
and the heat production is slowly declining since the abundance of
heat-producing elements decreases through the same processes of radioactive decay that produces the heat.
The crust is for us the only technically accessible part of the earth's
interior. That entire continental plates are in constant movement has
its visible consequences. It is the cause of formation of mountain
chaines. They are eroded by wind and water; millions of tonnes of solid
material are transported to lower parts of the earth's crust and to the
sea. But the vast amount of detailed information collected by geologists
reveal almost anywhere stable formations e.g. of crystalline rock if cne
is ready to dig or drill to a certain depth. Stable means here that
these formations demonstrably have existed for many millions of years
and that they will continue to do so with the highest probability. There
are masses of rock material providing the possibility to receive again
and retain those toxic materials which have been separated from minerals
or specially manufactured by busy human beings. This brings me to the
third type of consideration, the reaction of himan society to radioactive matter, particularity that part connected to unclear energy, in
fact, to the 45 years of history of nuclear energy from atomic fission.
When two small groups on different continents recognised in spring 1939
that the recently discovered fission of uranium had a hitherto unknown
potential for generating energy, human society did hardly pay attention
to that discovery. Because of the outbreak of the war, secrecy was
proclaimed and the technical development work concentrated on the fast
release of this new energy with the aim to manufacture what was then
called the superbomb. Human society became in fact aware of nuclear
energy only when atomic bombs destroyed the cities of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki in 1945. This brought the second world war to an end but
implanted in many people a deep fear of the new energy. This fear is
still at the basis of the ongoing debate whether peaceful use should at
all t* made of this energy which cannot be produced without the
by-product of radioactive substances, a connection which makes radioactive
waste a special problem.
However, peaceful use of nuclear energy is accepted in many countries,
in some reluctantly and not at all in a few. But human society has
developed a high sensitivity for and keen perception of the hazard
potential of nuclear energy.
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Therefore, conditions have been set for the acceptance of nuclear power.
The risk must be reduced to lower values than in any other industries
inspite of the relatively high hazard potential. In some countries the
law stipulates, e.g. in Sweden and Switzerland, that not only every
possible protection must be provided against any imagineable danger of
nuclear energy generation but also specifically that feasibility and
long term safety of waste disposal have to be proven.
The hazard potential of nuclear energy can be explained by three major
dangers. All three are connected to the production of radionuclides
unavoidably coupled to the energy release in the neutron fission chain
reaction.
The highest risk is evidently that of a nuclear war in which, in addition
to mechanical destructions, hundreds of tons of a mixture of short lived
and long lived radionuclides would be dispersed by the explosion energy
over the surface of the earth. The probability of a nuclear war is as
difficult to evaluate as it is to predict human society reactions when
politics are involved. The consequences of a nuclear war would be so
horrible that great political efforts are being made to achieve whatever
control is possible. Most essential instruments for that purpose are the
Treaty for the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and the Latin American
Tlatelolko Treaty. Inspite of the imperfections of these treaties 124
Nations have pledged by them not to acquire nuclear weapons. In addition,
there is some chance that the fear of a nuclear war, which would be lost
by everybody and every Nation, makes the Nuclear Weapon States continue
their talks on nuclear disarmament. I think it is an obligation of all
Nations to support worldwide political efforts to avoid a nuclear war the greatest danger inherent to the discovery how to master nuc)ear fission.
A definitely much lower risk is involved in the operation of nuclear
power plants. Indeed such plants are constructed in a way that they
cannot explode, but the energy we want make use of is most efficiently
released at high energy density - and is also unavoidably coupled with
the production of that mixture of short- and long-lived radionuclides.
Nuclear reactors with core arrangements of inherent safety and numerous
control mechanisms and devices have been invented and combined into entire fail safe control systems in order to secure confinement of the
radioactive matter in the nuclear fuel and the components of the plant.
In fact, the operation of some 380 nuclear power plants all over the
world has inspited confidence that the risks of nuclear energy production can be kept so low that it becomes acceptable almost everywhere.
The accident of Chernobyl which happened last April has shattered a substantial part of this confidence, paradoxically mostly in the western
countries and particularly in those where the highest safety standards
are applied to power plant construction as well as operation. It will
take considerable efforts to re-built that confidence. It is not only a
matter of developing any remaining possibility to incorporate inherent
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safety or improving the already highly sophisticated control systems but
also to convince a majority in those countries where such problems undergo a democratic discussion. Majority opinions in human society are often
based on irrational reactions. On the other hand where democratic opinion forming is not in habit no change of policy regarding the use of
fission energy is expected.
A classical example of irrational conclusions by a substantial part of
democratically organised human societies has been for many years the
attitude towards disposal of radioactive waste, the third of the main
problems of nuclear energy, the one with objectively the lowest hazard
potential. Public perception of the risk connected to this hazard
potential has not followed the line of reasoning worked out within the
scientific community. It got entangled in the time problem. Because of
the long half-live of those radionuclides turning up in the radioactive
waste material this waste has been perceived as a major threat to the
future of mankind. There is a wide spread fear that sooner or later the
waste would contaminate areas wh ch would then become uninhabitable. At
public discussions I have been told human society has never before been
confronted with toxic substances lasting that long as say Plutonium-239
which loses only half of its toxicity in 24'000 years. But in fact that
time problem did exist since man has made use of chemically toxic substances such as mercury or arsenic or any other toxic inorganic material.
Only, the duration of this kind of toxicity has simply been overlooked
as it is infinite for all inorganic poisons and therefore not a
distinguishing characteristic.
However, whatever the origine of the arguments the intense public debate
of radioactive waste disposal had beneficial effects in many ways:
firstly, it lead in many countries to a clear definition of radioactive
waste disposal policy, the consequent allocation of responsibility and
the setting up of organisations to undertake the practical realisation;
secondly, the study in depth of such problems as long term safety has
lead to a new philosophical understanding of the interconnection between
applying technical enginuity and accepting the ensuing social responsibility;
thirdly, a far reaching international consensus has developed on the
basic protection objectives to be achieved by waste disposal as well as
quite some good will to harmonise also quantitatively the safety goals;
fourthly, on the practical side, the massive research and development
efforts deployed during the last decade have yielded a wealth of results, the improvement of disposal techniques in application since the
end of the sixties and the construction of new disposal facilities. Many
of these results will be displayed during the conference this week. I am
sure, you will notice that their meaning goes far beyond the question of
radioactive waste disposal, that these results in fact Inspire confi-
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dence that also the general waste problem of the human society can be
solved, always provided the necessary societal willingness can be
developed. Knowing that the 4,6 Billion human beings living on the
limited surface of the earth will most probably be 6 Billions in the
year 2000 only the use of technical means, including nuclear energy,
will give us a chance to assure a decent life of an increasing part,
hopefully the entire human society.
In conclusion: seen in this context - confronted with the task to
organise a decent life for 6 billion people on that thin surface layer
of the earth - radioactive waste management and disposal might be a
relatively minor problem. But its' importance cannot be overestimated as
it gives an example how patient work and sound scientific reasoning
leads to the acceptance of satisfactory solutions and to the overcoming
of irrational judgement within parts of the human society. I am sure
that this conference will confirm in many ways this reasoning - as well
as the hope that the same methods will also be applied to persisting and
much greater problems of the human society.
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COMPLIANCE OF THE VAALPUTS NATIONAL RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITY
TO A FREQUENCY-MAGNITUDE RELEASE CRITERION AS REQUIRED FOR LICENSING
H.W.W. ADRIAN, H.H. GERBER, J. KRUGER, J. WEYGAND.
Atomic Energy Corporation of South Africa
ABSTRACT
Accidental releases of radioactivity from the Vaalputs nuclear waste
repository have been quantified and release frequencies have been
attached to a number of accident scenarios of human or natural origin.
These have then been compared to a frequency - magnitude release
criterion according to South African licensing requirements. It was
shown that the criterion was applicable in three release bands. In two
of these the criterion was met by some orders of magnitude. In the
third band the permitted release frequency was a factor 55 below the
limit in spite of pessimistic release assumptions.
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INTRODUCTION

Release

of

radioactivity

from

the Vaalputs

National Waste

Disposal

Facility can be due to the following:
1) Releases from containers damaged as a result of accidents.

These

are the fast release mechanisms.
2)

Releases from the building into the air via the building ventilation
and via the holding tanks and the French drain system.

These are

termed the operational releases.
3)

Releases due to seepage of isotopes from containers that lose their
integrity with age.

These are termed slow release mechanisms.

Only the fast release mechanisms will be considered in this paper.
2
It

ACCIDENTAL RELEASE CRITERION
is

required

that

accidental

releases

are

frequencies are attached to release scenarios.
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quantified

and

that

The results of these

calculations
Licensing

are

then

Branch

and

compared
it

is a

to

a

basic

release

criterion

requirement

that

set
this

by

the

release

criterion is met.

2.1

Frequency-Magnitude Release Criterion as set by Licensing Branch

The criterion, set by the Licensing Branch, against which all accidental
releases have to be tested is given in Table 1 and in graphical form in
Fig. 1.

2.2

Nature of the waste

Initially, the predominant part of the waste reaching the facility for
disposal will originate in the Koe.berg Nuclear Power station.

Waste will be packed into 2 types of containers.

2.2.1

Concrete containers

The steel reinforced concrete containers are of high strength and built
to IAEA Safety Standards (1972).

Similar containers survived a drop

test from a height of 9 m without loosing their integrity [1].

Intermediate Level Waste (ILW) consisting predominantly of spent resin
immobilised

in concrete, will form the main part of waste packed in

concrete containers. A typical container is shown in Fig. 2.

2.2.2

Steel drums

Low level waste

(LLW) will be packed into steel drums and consists

mostly of contaminated trash.

The drums are of the type as shown in Fig. 3.

2.3

Loss of radioactivity from damaged containers

2.3.1

Concrete containers

Due to the high integrity of the concrete containers any scenario in
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Table 1
THE FREQUENCY-MAGNITUDE RELEASE CRITERION
PERMISSIBLE FREQUENCY
OF ALL RELEASES WITHIN
THE BANDWIDTH PER YEAR

BANDWIDTH
NO

RELEASE MAGNITUDE
(GBq 137 Ct EQUIVALENT)

1

3.7X10 1 - 3 . 7 x 1 0 2

2.7

2

3.7 x i O 2 - 3 . 7 x 1 O 3

0.87

3

3,7 x i O 3 - 3 . 7 x 1 0 4

2.7x10 -1

4

3.7 x 1 0 4 - 3 . 7 x 1 0 8

8.7x10*

F

3.7x10B - 3 . 7 x 1 0 *

2.7x10*

6

3.7 x i O 6 - 3 . 7 x 1 0 7

8.7x10

7

3.7 x 1 0 7 - 4 , 3 x 1 0 7

3x10 *

3
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which a container breaks and releases activity
constitutes

a hazard,

is highly

in such a manner that it

speculative.

Nevertheless,

a

release

scenario must be proposed in order to test the site criterion.

It

is

therefore

proposed

could

break

resin

immobilised

splitting,

into

a

that

two halves
in

due

which

concrete.

shearing

to an

impact

expose

two

It might

process

occurs

be

a

concrete

surfaces
argued

which

grinds

of

radioactive

that
the

container

during
two

this

surfaces

together and which in turn results Ln the pulverization of some resin of
the two exposed surfaces.
off

would

be coarse

Most probably the bulk of the material ground

enough

to settle on

the ground.

It

is

therefore

conservative to assume that as much as I cm of each exposed

surface

involved

a

in

this

pulverization

substance so finely divided
Calculations

show

that

process

that

this

and

results

it constitutes

constitutes

at

in

an airborne
most

4%

radioactive volume of a container holding the maximum

is

powdery

discharge.

of

the

total

radioactive

load.

This is equivalent to a release of 506 GBq.

Such a release scenario
most

of

the

following

is considered

accidents

would

to be adequately
not

inflict

conservative as

damage

going

beyond

the

release

the superficial and would result in no release at all.

It

will

be

shown

later

on

that

with

this

assumption

criterion can easily be met.

2.3.2

Steel

Steel drums

drums

are

therefore

more

described

below.

more

easily

vulnerable
destroyed

Spilled

waste

than
in

items

concrete

some

of

the

trash

is

combustible,

then

accident

are

scenarios

at

most

It was calculated that if
an

airborne

magnitude 42 GBq could result from one drum.

Otherwise the spilled waste will be collected to be repacked.
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and

from a drum do not constitute a

release, which occurs only if the item burns.
all

the

containers

release

of

ACCIDENT SCENARIOS

The following accident scenarios were considered:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Crane drops concrete container
Traffic accident on site
Sabotage
Airplane crash:

large plane
light plane

(v)
(vi)

3.1

Meteorite impact
Earthquake

Release as a result of a crane drop

It is expected that during normal operations the drums will be taken to
the trenches on the same trailer on which they arrive at the site, so
that

only

one

handling

operation

is

carried

out,

this

being

the

off-loading at the trenches.

There will be 4 deliveries per week consisting of 3 concrete containers
(and 12 steel drums) resulting in 600 concrete containers delivered per
year

throughout

the

lifetime

of

the

facility.

However,

to

be

conservative and to cater for the unusual occurrence of extra handling
operations, consisting of a transfer from a road to a site vehicle, it
is assumed that on average 800 drums per year will be delivered.

The

probability

of

an

uncontrolled

lower

is given

as

1,7x10

per

crane motion [2]. For 800 motions a year this gives a frequency of
_2
1,4x10
containers dropping per year.

If one container drops onto another unburied container, both split open
and each releases 4% of its activity, the release frequency will be 14
GBq.y"1 (0,384 Ci.y"1) (Table 3).

As

it cannot be imagined

that a fire breaks out as a result of or

accompanying a crane-drop, releases due to damaged steel drums are not
considered.
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Table 3

SCENARIOS FOR FAST RELEASE
FAILURE MODE

CRANE
TRANSPORT

SABOTAGE

ANNUAL
RELEASE
BANDESTIMATED
MAGNITUDE WIDTH
FREQUENCY
GBq
NO
Pi

ESTIMATED
RELEASE IN
GBqy1

1 012

2

1,4x 10

2

14

506

2

3.7x 10

3

1.9
7,8x10

210

1

3,7x10

4

1 518

2

8x10

4

1.2
0.6

2

630

2

8x10

4

5 060

3

4,9x10

B

2,5x10

B

MASS > 5,7 TON

2 100

2

4,9 x 10

9

1,0x10

B

MASS < 5,7 TON

1 518

2

3,1 x i O

7

4,7x10

4

630

2

3,1 x 1 0

7

2,0 x 10

4

1 618

2

3,1 x 1 0

7

4,7x10

4

630

2

3,1 x 10

7

2,0 x 10

4

1 518

2

3,5x10

7

5,3x10

4

PLANE CRASH

GENERAL TRAFFIC
VAALPUTS FLIGHTS

METEORITE
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3.2

Release as a result of a transport accident

The trucks will come from the gate into the reception area, travelling
about 250 m.

The trenching area has a length of 700 m.

This implies that one round

trip from the building to the trench and back would be about 2 km long.
Using

general

commercial
(3J.

South African

transport

This

tigure

traffic

accident

includes

for

all

statistics,

the

frequency of a
—8
—1
as 917,6x10
km

1983

is

given

degrees

of

accidents

from

light

to

serious and combines rural and urban statistics.

There

will

be

an

average

of

200

vehicle

trips

on

site

per

year.

Therefore the frequency of an accident on site is

no of vehicle trips
year

km

accident

trip

vehicle-km

917

'6
^8

= (200) (2)

y"1

10
3,7xlO"3 y"1

Should one container break and completely release 4% of its radioactive
volume,

the

release

2

frequency

would

correspond

to

1,9 GBq.y

1

(5,0xl0~ Ci.y" ) (Table 3 ) .

If 5 steel drums are damaged during an accident and every 10th accident
is accompanied

by a fire resulting

in a total burn-out of the waste

items, then the release frequency would bj
5x42x3,7xl0~4 = 7,8xlO"2 GBq.y"1

(2,lxl0~3 Ci.y"1) (Table 3).

Short distances and heavy loads force Che trucks to move slowly.
site

is too flat and

traffic to occur.

the surface of the road too rough for runaway

The vehicle fleet on site is small consisting of a

front-end-loader, a grader and a truck.
temporarily

be

The

a

bulldozer,

an
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Every five years there will

excavator

and

an

additional

f ront-end-ioaclsr.

Therefore

traffic

density

is

light.

All

these

factors further reduce the possibility of an accident occurring.

3.3

Release as a result of sabotage and explosion

From recorded events of sabotage, in which explosives or other weapons
were used, the following statistics by the SA Political Violence and
Sabotage, Terrorism Research Centre [5] were obtained.

In 5 years 4 attacks were carried out with projectiles.
frequency of 0,8 attacks per year.

This gives a

Estimating the number of strategic

points (national strategic points and other targets like supermarkets,
sporting events, etc.) within the RSA to be 1000, then the frequency of
attacks will be 8X10"4 y"1.

Assuming that 4& radioactivity would be released if such a projectile
hits a container and say 3 containers will be broken, then this would
result

in

a

release

frequency

of

1,2

GBq.y

(3,3x10

Ci.y

)

(Table 3).

Should 15 metal drums be destroyed and burn out, the release frequency
would be
15x42x8xlO~4 = S.OxlO""1 Bq.y"1 (l,4xlO~2 Ci.y"1) (Table 3)

The

probability

for

successfull

sabotage

is

minimized

by

security

measures such as fences and controlled entry to the site.

3.4

Release as a result of a plane crash

Planes were categorised into 2 classes

(i)

heavy

planes,

of

mass

above

5,7

metric

ton

and

which

are

restricted to air corridors through which they fly on instruments
(ii)

light

planes

necessarily

of
have

less

than

5,7

metric

set

paths

and

whose

unpredictable.
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ton

which

flight

do

pattern

not
is

(i)

Heavy planes

The

only

site,

air

passage

is the

trenches

corridor

lie

corridor.

which

about

could

hold

from

Gape

WD-82

2

km

west

For conservatism

of

a

risk

Town

the

for

burial

to Windhoek.

nearest

it is assumed

the

edge

that the

The

of

the

trenches

lie

under the corridor (Fig. 4 ) .

Only

South

African

route with
number

of

according

From

Airport

aircraft

is

this

and

British Airways

Boeing aircraft of type B-737

to

aircraft

Airways

using

the WD-82

the

SAA

time

given

[7]

as

(confirmed

Control

by

[6J.

between

800

telephone

Tower) an average

are

The

km.h"

enquiry
speed

along

and B-747.

corridor

table

fly

The

936

to

year

of

980

the

total

per

speed
and

this

these
km.U

Jan

of 860 km.h

.

Smuts

for

jet

[8], gives

the

aircraft is a reasonable assumption.

The

National

accident

Transportation

Safety

Board,

rate (fatal) of such aircraft

USA

types as 3 in 6 283 323

hours (flying) over the period 1970-1979, which corresponds to a
frequency of 4,8x10

The

width

of

the

accidents.h

corridor

is

flying time.

37

km.

In

one

hour,

a

plane

travelling
860
km.h
covers
an
air
corridor
area
2
2
31 820 km . The area of the disposal site is 0,35 km .

of

The frequency of an accident occurring on site is therefore

flights over route

area of site

year

no accidents

area of route

hour

hour

= 4,9xlO~ 9

y'1.

If 10 containers of the higher level waste are damaged in such a
way

that

completely
2,5xlO"

5

4%

of

the

released
GBq.y"

1

radioactive

resin

we

a

obtain

(6,7xl0~

45

7

of

each

release
1

Ci.y" )

container

is

frequency

of

(Table

3).

[£ 50 steel drums were destroyed and total y burn out, then the
release frequency would be
50x42x4,9xl0~9 = l,0xl0~5 GBq.y"1 (2,8xl0~7 Ci.y" 1 ;
(Table 3)

(ii)

Light planes

Accident statistics supplied by the Department of Transport [9]
show different categories each representing a separate phase o£
a flight as is given in Table 2.

The

accidents

that

really

are

of

concern

because

of

their

potential for destruction are of the type where the pilot looses
control of his plane resulting in a high speed ground strike.
Such

accidents

collision

occur

in mountainous

in the air or under bad weather

thunderstorms.
traffic

normally

is

The country

light

and

conditions

side around Vaalputs

even

in

summer,

terrain,

after

such as

is flat, air

thunderstorms

are

not

regular occurrences.

Neither aircraft of this type nor their engines (normally of the
piston type) form particularly penetrating missiles.

Therefore

deep

to

penetration

into

the

ground

is not

factor after a light aircraft crash.
on the trenches

considered

be a

The compacted backfilling

forms a capping at least 2 m thick.

Aircraft

striking the ground are therefore not considered to be a hazard
to buried containers.

Only containers in the open trenches are

considered to be vulnerable.

Burial operations are always carried out on two open trenches
each being
assume

20 m wide and

that

aircraft.

their

This

100 m

long.

It

is conservative to

total

area exposes containers to falling
-3
2
area of 4x10
km
is assumed to be exposed

to two risks

(a)

light planes on unpredictable flight paths

(b)

light planes which use the airstrip facilities at Vaalputs.
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(a)

Accidental

releases

due

to light

aircraft

on

unpredictable

flight paths

Table 3 gives the annual average for light
as

159

for

accidents

the
to

period

1973-1983.

aircraft

This

including

plane accidents

figure

those

that

covers

occur

all

on

the

ground, e.g. during taxiing or landing manoeuvres and it is
therefore conservative

to use the figure as is and not

extract

the

accidents

forming

a

accidents

in-flight
potential

hazard.

occur

The

are

figure

the

also

only

ones

covers

all

in South and South West Africa which has a total

of 2 045 311 kra2[10].

area

which

to

than 80% of

accidents

in the Orange Free State and the Transvaal

(data of

1984),

it

is

again

As more

conservative

to

assume

that

these

accidents are equally distributed over the total land area.

The accident rate for open trenches is therefore:

no of accidents

area of open trenches

year

area of RSA and SWA

159
2,045xl0 6

3.1.1O"7

y" 1

Should this cause damage to 3 containers
of

its

4,7.10"

Should

activity,
4

GBq.y"

1

15 steel

then

(1,3.10*

drums

the
5

release

each releasing 4%

frequency

will

be

1

Ci.y" ) (Table 3 ) .

burst

and

their

contents

burn

Che release frequency wvuld be

15x42x3,lxlO" 7 - 2,0xl0~ 4 GBq.y" 1 (5,3xl(T 6 Ci.y' 1 )

(Table 3)
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out,

(b)

Releases

due

to

accidents

occuring

to

aircraft

using

the

Vaalputs airstrip

Accidents
really

to aircraft using the Vaalputs

included

conservative
independent

in

landing

the statistics of scenario

it

is

considered

as

a

strip

are

(a).

To be

separate

risk

of the above and consisting of loss of control

during the approach or climb phase of a flight.

At

the

moment

undertaken
flights

there

are

to Vaalputs.

per month

2

to

3

To be

is assumed

increase, on

building

commencement

on

month

the

This number is not

site

cease.

building

activities

Storage Facility

it might

increase again but no

be

today's

foreseen why

for

in 48

once

the

With

of

the

of

expected

it should decrease

the

being

number

to be 4 which results

the contrary,

activities

per

conservative

flights to Vaalputs per annum.
to

flights

the

Intermediate
reason

levels of air movements

can

should

be

exceeded.

The Department of Transport

[11] states that in 1984, light

planes flew a total of 394 148 hours
is

assumed

Table

to be

3.1.5

period.

they

A

typical
had

flight

an

from

of

any

average
Lanseria

in South Africa which

one
of

year.

159

to

According

accidents

Vaalputs

in

takes

that
about

three hours so that a total of about 300 hours per year
spent

in

flights

to and

from Vaalputs.

The

to

is

statistically

expected number of accidents in that period is therefore

159 x 300
=

394 148

°' 12

Of those 8,82 occur during the climb
a

flight

accidents
the

(1978
per year

Vaalputs

climbs

occur

to

1983

within
strip.

at

Vaalputs,

giving

5,3xio" 3

of, but

excluding

statistics)

the

air

and approach phase of

perimeter

(Only
the

departure.)
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half
other

the
at

approaches
the

point

and
of

According to Wall [12], most crashes occur within two 60
arcs about the centre line at each end of the runway.
burial area

The

is completely covered by the arcs extending

from the SE end of the SE to NW runway (Fig. 5). The small
cut of the 120

arc of the NE to SW runway is neglected.

The area of this arc using a distance of 4 km thus covering
the burial area, is

120

J

<JC r = 16,8
The

annual frequency of an aircraft accident on the
~3
2
4x10
km
area of open trenches, considering that any
of two runways could be used in any of two directions, is
therefore

10

4
Should

" 3 x 5,3xl0-3

16,8
this cause damage

to 3

concrete

containers

each

releasing 4% of its activity, then the release frequency
will
wii:

be

4,7xlO~4

GBq.y"1

(l,2x!0~5

Ci.y"1)

(Table

3).

Should 15 steel drums burst and their contents burn out,
then

the

release

frequency

would

be

15x42x3,lxlO"7 = 2,0xl0"4 GBq.y"1 (5,3xl0~6
Ci.y"1) (Table 3 ) .

3.5

Release as a result of meteorites

The impact of meteorites will be considered here as a random process.
This means that the probability of any area on earth being hit

is a

function only of the area's dimension and the impact frequency.

In the event of an impact on the waste repository, two cases can be kept
distinct
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i) the depth of crater reaches or exceeds the depth of the burial

ii) the depth of the crater is less than the depth of burial, but -night
fracture the disposal horizon.

In the first case it is conceivable that a fraction of the radioactive
material could become airborne, while in the second case the overburden
would

be shattered

and

groundwater

could

gain

access

to the waste,

although no instantaneous release of radionuclides would occur according
to Clairborne and Gera [131.

The estimated frequency of a meteorite fall is given by Mason [14J as
—A
—2 — I
1x10
km .y , corresponding
to a rate of fall on the total
earth's

surface

of

about

500 meteorites

per

year.

Of

the

earth's

surface 70% is covered by water, therefore about 350 would fall into the
sea and 150 on land.

Comparing this estimated frequency of meteorite

falls with the actual recovery of the meteorites themselves, it is found
that the percentage

recovery

is very

low.

For the period

1800-1960

about 670 falls have been collected, an average of about 4 per year.

Therefore

a

conservative.

frequency

of

a

fall

that

every

meteorite

radioactivity of 3 containers.
3,3xlO"

GBq.y"

km" .y

is

The area of the waste disposal site being 0,35 km , the

is assumed
4

1x10

2

frequency of a meteorite hit is 3,5x10

It

of

1

U,4xlO~

5

y

impact

will

release

4%

of

the

This would correspond to a release of
1

Ci.y" ) (Table 3).

According to Mason (1962), meteorite falls are normally not associated
with heat, therefore a fire is not expected.

Hence release from steel

drums is ignored.

3.6

Release as a result of an earthquake

In evaluating the potential damage to the concrete containers due to an
earthquake, only the accelerational
are

considered.

The

amount

of

forces expected on the containers

g-forces

chat

are withstood,

can be

inferred from the drop tests prescribed by the IAEA Safety Series No 6
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Table 4
ESTIMATED RELEASE
IN BANDWIDTH 2
G Bq.y 1

FAILURE MODE

PERCENTAGE
DISTRIBUTION

CRANE

14

79.5%

TRANSPORT

1.9

10.8%

SABOTAGE

1.7

9.7%

PLANE CRASH
> 5,7 TON
< 5.7 TON
METEORITE

1.0x10

6

1.3x10

3

6x10

s

%

7x10

3

%

5.3x10 *

3x103%

17,6

100%

Permissible release 1 000 GBq.y '

Table 5
COMPLIANCE TEST
BAND PERMISSIBLE
WIDTH FREQUENCY
NO
P,yV1
1

2.7

ASSOC.
AVER.
Bq,y

PERMISSIBLE ESTIMATED
RELEASE IN RELEASE IN
GBq.y1
GBq.y1

1.2x10 2

3.2 x i O 2

3

3

2

0.87

1.2x10

3

2.7x10 •'

1.2x10*

3.2x'iO 3

4

8.7x102

1.2x1O 8

1.0x10 4

62

1,0x 10

7.8x10 '
1.8X10 1
2.5x10

s

[15J.

These

forces

are

considerable.

Other

radioactive

package

containers have under the drop test withstood decelerations of more than
100 g even sometimes approaching 500 g as reported at the PAT RAM '80
Conference [16].

It can therefore be safely assumed that the containers

withstand 100 g forces.

Earthquakes that result in ground accelerations

of this order of magnitude do not occur.

Accelerational forces due to earthquakes being at least two orders of
magnitude away from causing potential damage to the concrete containers,
they

are

not

scenarios.

considered

to

contribute

to

any

radioactive

release

Neither are they expected to have any destructive influence

on the steel drums.

4

COMPLIANCE WITH RELEASE CRITERION

As seen in the presentation in Table 4 the criterion is easily met.

The

result is shown in graphical form on Fig. 6.

In only 3 bands does the release criterion apply.

The transport accident scenario in which the contents of 5 steel drums
burn

out is the only contributor in the release band
2
3
*
3,7x10 GBq but is a factor 4x10 below the limiting value.

Crane

drops

calculated

contribute

releases

consideration

79%, sabotage

in the band

that extremely

9%

3,7x10

and

transport

- 3,7x10

conservative

GBq.

assumptions

3,7x10

lit

of

Taking

10

and more below the set criterion.

In

the bandwidth

3,7x10

3

-

3,7x10

into

were made, the

overall release in this bandwidth could be reduced drastically.
accidents which fall in this band can be neglected.

the

Other

They are a factor

(Table 5)
4

GBq,

heavy

the only contributors but they are a factor 10

Overall, there is a wide margin of compliance.

S3

plane

accidents

below the set value.

are

3

CONCLUSION

Using

a number

origin,

of

proposed

frequency-magnitude

accident

scenarios

releases

were

of

natural

calculated

or

human

using,

where

possible, statistics of South African origin.

This was then compared to the frequency-magnitude release criterion as
set by the Licensing Branch and it was found that the criterion can
easily be met.
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Packing

and

International

Transportation
Congress

of

Centre,

Question

MR H HARRIS

The approach to risk evaluation is very conservative what degree of risk-benefit optimization takes place
in an economically non-viable solution?

Answer

D E H U U ADRIAN

The concrete containers are built to IAEA standards
and are therefore very strong because they are built
for transport.
safer state.

In a buried state they are in an even
The criterion is easily met.

There is

therefore no economic implication.

Question

MR A JACOB1

On

your

two

magnitude/frequency

abscissa was indicated
not

have

been

GBq

the

in Bq released. Should this
137
of Cs
equivalent released

rather?

Answer

step-curves

D E H U K ADRIAN

Yes.
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GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS ON THE VAALPUTS RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL SITE
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ABSTRACT
As the rocks of the Namaqualand Metamorphic Complex are sand-covered in the
area of interest, extensive airborne and ground geophysical surveys were
undertaken to assist with the evaluation of the regional and local geology,
as well as to locate and avoid possible mineralization.
A medium sensitivity aeromagnetic survey and an airborne INPUT survey were
used to locate potentially mineralized kimberlite and noritoid intrusions.
After airborne detection, these targets were followed up on the ground
using electromagnetic and resistivity techniques.
Subsequent drilling
proved them to be unmineralized.
A thermal infrared line-scan survey was used in conjunction with the
aeromagnetics to evaluate the structural geology and assist with the
location of groundwater.
Continuous seismics refraction profiling was used to locate an area of
rippable overburden (i.e. having a seismic velocity of less than 1 500 m/s)
and depth greater than 10 m for the excavation of the low-level waste
trenches.
All boreholes were radiometrically logged.
Since the Vaalputs area is entirely sand-covered it was essential to use
geophysical techniques to evaluate the subsurface geology, and to avoid
placing the facility in an area of economic mineralization.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Owing to the extensive Kalahari sand-cover present in the area selected
after completion of the initial screening-phase investigations, it was
essential to use

both

airborne

and

ground

geophysical

techniques

to

assist with the geological evaluation and selection of a final site.

Aercmagnetic as well as airborne electromagnetic (INPUT) techniques were
used

in

the

initial

reconnaissance

phase

to

locate

potentially

mineralized kimberlites and base metal ore occurrences as well as to
evaluate structural geological features.

After airborne detection these

targets were followed up on the ground using magnetic, electromagnetic
and resistivity techniques.
an area devoid

The final disposal site was selected within

of potential mineral

occurrences and as

far away

as

possible from major tectonic features.

An airborne thermal infrared line-scan survey was used in conjunction
with the aeromagnetics to evaluate the structural geology and assist with
the interpretation of groundwater patterns.

The low—level waste disposal site and the spent fuel element storage site
were selected using seismic refraction profiling, resistivity soundings
and magnetic surveying followed up by percussion drilling.
drilled were radiometrically

logged

in

order

All boreholes

to determine

background

radiation and to assist with lithological cross correlations.

A seismic risk analysis of the site was undertaken and owing to the
inadequate recording of earthquake data in the region, a seismological
recording station was established on site.

2.

AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICS

Prior to commencing the airborne geophysical surveys a study was first
made of existing aeromagnetic and airborne radiometric surveys that had
been

undertaken

organizations.

by
These

both
surveys

private
were

mining
used

in

companies

and

State

conjunction

with

other

socio-economic considerations to select an area for detailed airborne
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geophysical coverage within which the final site selection would be made.
Information pertinent to the selection of a site for radioactive waste
disposal that could be derived

from airborne geophysics

includes the

following (1):

The geological origin, type, thickness, depth, location and areal
extent of subsurface rocks and degree of their weathering;

-

elimination of potential economic

to subeconomic deposits within

the site area in particular and of the surrounding area in general;

-

information

regarding

structure,

faults,

fissures,

fractures,

shears and lineaments; and

indirect detection of fault-controlled groundwater.

To this end

airborne magnetic, INPUT and

thermal infrared

line-scan

surveys were conducted.

2.1

Aeromagnetic Survey

The aeromagnetic survey covered an area of 2 100 square kilometres in
extent and was flown at an altitude of 100 metres with flight line and
tie

line

spacings

of

300

and

1

200

metres

respectively.

Using

a

Geometries G813 magnometer with a sensitivity of 0,1 nanoteslas a noise
envelope of less than 0,5 nanotesla was achieved.

Computer-contoured and

coloured maps were produced at scales of 1:25 000, 1:50 000 and
1:100 000.

Using these contour maps, lithological units could be extrapolated from
the

outcrop

sand-covered

areas

and

a

geological

area

surrounding

map

Vaalputs

of

was

the

suboutcrop

produced.

Small

in

the

scale

features such as noritoid intrusives and younger Kimberlite pipes could
be detected under the sand
Faults

could

be

recognized

by their distinctive magnetic signatures.
by

displacement

of

magnetic

trends, by

distinct linear trends, and in one case by the formation of a weak linear
magnetic low formed as a result of the removal of magnetite from the
fault zone.
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Figure 1 shows the interpreted lineament trends and Figure 2 the magnetic
zones and inferred base metal and kimberlitic

occurrences.

Figure 3

delineates the approximate limit of the supracrustal rocks and shows the
trends of Siagnetic highs and lows.

2.2

INPUT Survey

INPUT is an acronym for jtoduced Pulse Transient, which is a towed-bird,
time-domain airborne electromagnetic

system.

The major

aims of this

survey were-

-

to identify additional possible kimberlites and breccia pipes that
do not have magnetic responses,

-

to delineate the thickness and lateral extent of

the surficial

layer, and

to identify other bedrock conductors such as aquifers or massive
sulphide bodies.

In the Vaalputs area one previously unknown sand-covered kimberlitic vent
was identified, prospected and proved to be barren.
deposits

were

discovered.

The

No massive sulphide

conductivity-thickness

product

map

outlined the areas of thick overburden, as well as fault-related aquifers
which gave 4 - 6

2.3

channel INPUT-responses.

Thermal Infrared Line-scanning

Thermal infrared

line-scan

surveys

(TILS) are

used

to detect

subtle

variations in soil temperature, thus providing geological information in
areas of outcrop and suboutcrop, scree and talus accumulations, and in
sand-covered

areas.

detected

thermal variations,

by

Zones

of

moisture
often

build-up, which
indicate

underlying

features which are useful in groundwater exploration.

The objectives of a TILS survey over the Vaalputs area were-

to interpret lineament trends;
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-

to assist in the mapping of the geology beneath the soil cover; and

-

to delineate areas of moisture accumulation.

The survey successfully showed geological structures in areas of shallow
sand cover, but was particularly useful in indicating "drier" areas with
a deeper watertable within which the disposal site was selected.

3

GROUND FOLLOW-UP SURVEYS

Some of the major airborne anomalies that were followed up by ground
geophysical surveys include:

A "bull's-eye" INPUT anomaly on the farm Stofkloof, being a typical
kimberlite-type response;

three magnetic high-low pairs on the farm Geelpan, which represent
possible base metal occurrences, and

-

lineaments, of which the Garing Linear is the most prominent as it
can be traced for a distance of 30 km on the airborne magnetic map.

The "bull's-eye" INPUT anomaly was followed up using electromagnetic and
restivity surveys.
position

of

the

As the area is featureless and is sand-covered, the
pipe

was

first

located

electromagnetic system (Genie SE 88).

using

a

portable

ground

During the follow-up resistivity

survey (Figure 4) the rectangular profiling technique was used with an AB
spacing of 3 000 m and an MN of 80 m.
elliptical

shape with

north-south

A marked resistivity low having an

elongation

and

a

minimum

apparent

resistivity value of 86 ohm.m compared with a background of 600 to 1 500
ohm.m was located.

A gravimetric survey was also conducted over the

anomaly in an attempt to ascertain the plunge of the pipe.
survey recorded a single well-defined

negative

outline with a long axis trending east-west.
the resistivity
changes

shape

survey is north-south
from

being

elliptical east-west in depth.

elliptical

anomaly

The gravity

of

elliptical

As the outline derived by

it is concluded
north-south

that

near

the pipe

surface

The magnitude of the response is -2,9
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milllgals (-29 g.u.).

The negative response is in accordance with that

recorded previously over many kimberlites in Bushmanland and is due to a
negative

density

contrast

between

infill

material

and/or

weathered

kimberlite on the one hand and the surrounding fresh granitic rock on the
other.

The dip of the causative body was derived using the slope ratios of the
flanks

of

the

profiles

to be 80

southeast.

A

diamond

drill

hole

located in the centre of the geophysical anomaly intersected granite at a
depth of 223 m after coring a variety of crater infill sediments such as
aeolian sands,
coloured

clays and

black

bituminous

muds.

The

geophysical

indicates that the granite is in fact a xenolith and
continues in depth.

evidence

that the pipe

No kimberlite material was discovered.

The three magnetic high-low pairs that occur on the triangular portion of
the Vaalputs farm were first located on surface by means of a ground
magnetic
drilling

survey prior to drilling
results

prove

the

(see Figure 2 ) .

causative

bodies

In all cases the

to

be

unmineralized

anorthositic intrusives rich in magnetite.

The "Garing linear" stands out as a strong northwest-southeast striking
linear magnetic low on the airborne magnetic map

(Figure 1) and its

position on surface with regard to the actual burial site had to be
established.
surveying

This was

using

the

done

by

rectangular

ground

magnetic

profiling

surveys,

technique,

and

resistivity
by

ground

electromagnetic traversing.

4

DETAILED SITE SELECTION SURVEYS

Further geophysical investigations were directed at the location of sites
suitable for low-level waste disposal as well as for the storage of spent
fuel elements.
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4.1

Low-level Waste Disposal Site

The target parameters set for the location of this site are the following:

10 m depth to bedrock

Rippable overburden, i.e. seismic velocity less than 1 500 m/s

Aerial extent of 500 x 700 m

No major fault to underlie the site

The homing-in process started with a regional seismic depth

sounding

survey conducted on a 1 km x 1 km spacing, which was followed up by
limited percussion drilling.

On the basis of this work, an area of

1 600 x 1 000 m was selected for detailed geophysical investigations
which included seismic refraction, magnetic and resistivity surveys.

A total of 9 km of continuous seismic refraction profiling was conducted
on the above-mentioned grid.

A 940 kg weight drop system was used as an

energy source while the first arrivals were recorded on a 12-channel
signal enchancement seismograph.

The generalized reciprocal method of

seismic interpretation was used and depths to the different refractors
were calculated beneath each geophone.
striking

channel

(Figure

The results delineated a N - S

5) correlatable

southwestern portion of the grid.

with

a

known

fault

in the

Depths of less than 10 m to bedrock

were located in the central western and southeastern parts of the grid.

A

detailed

ground

magnetic

survey was

conducted

over

a larger area

measuring 2 600 x 2 000 m, with the seismic grid located centrally.

A

Scintrex MP3 memory proton magnetometer was used on survey lines spaced
50 m apart with station intervals of 5 m.

The data were subjected to a

spectral analysis and subsequent low-pass frequency filtering prior to
computer-contouring on a 1:10 000 scale.

The second vertical derivative

was also calculated and computer-contoured.
magnetic
drilling,
Norabees

data

(Figure

showed

6 ) , which

the survey area

granitoid

containing

was

The interpretation of these

based

on

subsequent

to be underlain by

large

raits

of

the syntectonic

fine-grained

magnetite metasediment as well as intrusive anorthosites.
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INTRUSIVE

LINES

Several linear magnetic discontinuities representing faults striking NS,
NNE and NE were detected.

Figure 7 shows the geology of the entire farm

as interpreted from the aeromagnetics.

Geoelectrical methods were used to investigate the 1 000 x 1 600 m block
in more detail.
investigate
secondly

Firstly the rectangular profiling technique was used to

the linear features located by the above two surveys and

the

area

was

probed

with

Schlumberger

soundings

on

a

100 m x 100 m grid to confirm the thickness of the overburden.

There is an excellent correspondence between depths to bedrock obtained
by both the seismic and resistivity
channel

techniques.

The N -

initially detected by the seismic survey and

S striking

confirmed by the

magnetic survey proved to be a conductive zone and 4 of the 5 boreholes
drilled

into

it

yielded

water.

The

other

magnetic

discontinuities

(faults) proved not to be conductive and it is concluded that they are
now

annealed

and

are

not

potential

channelways

for

circulating

groundwater.

The final burial site of 500 x 700 metres in extent was located avoiding
the above-mentioned

channel and

within

an area

velocity of less than 1 500 m/s) overburden

of rippable

of greater

(seismic

than 10 m in

thickness.

4.2

Spent Fuel Storage Site

The selection of a site for the storage of spent fuel elements was based
on the following criteria:

-

Bedrock less than 5 m below surface

Rippable overburden (seismic velocity less than 1 500 m/s)

Hard and sound granitic basement rock

Not too far from the existing low-level waste burial site
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Three previously drilled boreholes indicated an area approximately 1,5 km
to the north of the low level burial site where hard granitic rock is
less than 10 m below surface.
continuous

seismic

kilometre.

The same procedure as described earlier was followed, only a

smaller

geophone

resolution.

refraction

This area was further investigated by

spacing

(5

profiling

instead

on

of

a

8

grid

m) was

of

used

one

square

for

higher

Two areas where the bedrock appeared to be of the order of

6 m deep were identified and further investigated by seismic refraction
profiling on lines 50 m apart using a 3 m geophone spacing.

One of these sites indicated bedrock at a depth of less than 6 metres
over

an area large

enough

to accommodate

the facility

with

bedrock

velocities of 2 000 - 2 500 m/s indicating weathered but sound granitic
rock.

This

program.

site

was

subsequently

proved

by

an

extensive

drilling

A ground magnetic survey was also conducted over the square

kilometre area to ensure that the facility was not sited across any
lithological contact that might result in differential subsidence once
the foundations were under load.

5

A

RADIOMETRIC SURVEYS

regional survey was

undertaken

to measure

tne

radiometric

surface

concentrations of uranium and thorium of some lithologies in the area
surrounding Vaalputs.

The

lithologies

present

on

the

Vaalputs

site

itself were investigated in more detail using a borehole spectrometer.
Both

spectrometers

facility.

were

calibrated

at

the

Pelindaba

calibration

It was not possible to obtain consistent results for potassium

owing to the high uranium content of the rocks since, in radiometric
terms

a 1% potassium content of the rock is equivalent to only about

2 ppm uranium.

5.1

Surface Radiometric Survey

A Geometries DISA-400A gamma-ray spectrometer equipped with a 21 cubic
inch thallium-activated

sodium iodide crystal was used

survey.
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throughout the

The individual rock types were sampled at 10 or more different stations
with

5

readings

being

taken

at

each

station.

Counting

times were

governed by the radiometric concentrations present, with longer counting
times being used for lower concentrations.
were

obtained.

The

rocks

show

a

Table 1 shows the values that

relative

thorium

enrichment

with

decreasing age from early syntectonic to late syntectonic.

5.2

The

Borehole Radiometric Surveys

radiometric

borehole logging

that

drilling was conducted in two phases.
boreholes

totalling

1 894 m

values were obtained

for

were

followed

after

the

exploration

In the first phase 81 shallow

drilled

and

the overburden.

logged

These

and

radiometric

overburden

data are

presented in Table 2.

In the second phase 29 deep boreholes totalling

3 456

and

m

were

drilled

radiometric

underlying bedrock lithologies.

values

were

obtained

for

the

Results are given in Table 3.

A Geometries BLW-2000E differential gamma-ray spectrometer equipped with
a 2 cubic inch thallium activated sodium iodide crystal was used to do
the logging.

Radiometric uranium and thorium values were calculated at

1 m increments in each borehole.

These data were then compared with the

geological log of each hole and mean values were calculated for each
lithology encountered.

The radiometric logging of the overburden showed that there is a marked
difference
layers.
the

in

the ThO-

content

of

the

primary

and

secondary

kaolin

The primary kaolin, which is derived from in situ weathering of

granitic

bedrock, has a higher

ThCL

content

than

the

secondary

kaolin, and it also shows a concentration of ThO 2 in zones of between
0,3 and 0,8 m thick.

The secondary kaolin is the basal portion of the

Dasdap Formation which fills the palaeodrainage channel underlying the
Vaalputs burial site.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of thorium as

contours of ppm TH0 2 x thickness.
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TABLE 1

Lithology/
Suite

SURFACE RADIOMETRIC VALUES* IN SELECTED LOCALITY OF /WESTERN NAMAQUALAND

Locality

eU 3 O 8 + SD**

Enderbitic
anorthosite/
Koperberg

Vaalputs

Leucogranite/
Spektakel
(Late syntectonic)

Vaalputs

Granitic gneiss/
Syntectonic granite

Riembreek
(Vaalputs)

28.3 +

9

Norabees se Vlei
(Vaalputs)

14.1 +

3.1

86.9 +

Roodekloof Hoek
Kat se Vlei

20.6 +

Nababeep-type
Roodekloof Hoek
augen gneiss/
Kat se Vlei
Little Namaqualand
(early syntectonic)

29.2 +

Quartzo-feld
sparthic gneiss/
Hoogoor (early
syntectonic)

*

10 + 14.7*
33***

eThOj - SD**

7.6 +

4.3

Th0 2 /U 3 08

292 + 223
560***

No of samples

25

33 ± 22.5

4.3

28

135.8 + 10.3

4.8

50

3.1

6.2

12

5.8

31.5 ± 11.0

1.5

79

2.9

24.1 + 3.4
0.8

80

All values in ppm, unless in percent {%) when specified
equivalent U3O8 and ThO2
*** Maximum values; measurements by Andreoli and Hart (unplubished data)
** SD: Standard deviation

TABLE 2

RADIOMETRIC U3O8 AND ThO2 VALUES IN OVERBURDEN

[.ithology

Formation

Primary Kaolin

VAALPUTS

8.5 + 5.5

Secondary Kaolin

OASDAP

Clay

Calcrete

*

6U

3°8 ±

SD ppm

eThO* + SD ppm

3°8

8

12. 9

8.4 + 2.5

84 ± 10

10. 0

VAALPUTS

4.5 + 2.5

55 ± 10

12. 2

VAALPUTS

5.5 + 1.0

46 ±

equivalent U3Og and ThO

110 ±

ThO /U

1

8.4

TABLE

Lithology

Suite

Knderbitic
anorthosite

Koperberg
Late Tectonic

Leucosranite

Spektakel Suite
Late synthectonic

Vaalputs
granite
gneiss

BOREHOLE RADIOMETRIC VALUES*

SD

MV

9 + 10

60

61 + 72

500

7

259

19 + 12

45

66 + 35

170

3

41

102 ± 73

350

6

853

91 ± 37

400

7

200

109 + 46

225

4

62

17 + 9

Coarse grained
45

14 + 6

Fine grained
35

ThO2 - SD**

MV

ThO 2 /U 3 O 8

No of samples

Syntectonic
granite suite

Pine grained Caries subgroup
biotite gneis 5

*

u3o8 +

3

25 + 7

45

All values are ppm and integrated over borehole intervals of 1 m;
equivalent U3O3 and TJ1O2
** SD: Standard Deviation
MV: MaxiauM value

6

SEISMOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS

Seismologies! investigations were undertaken in order to estimate design
ground motions that may be expected on site as a result of an earthquake
occurring

within

the

Namaqua

Metamorphic

Province.

A

seismic

risk

analysis of existing earthquake data was undertaken, and owing to the
absence of a permanent seismological recording station in that tectonic
province, a seismic station was established at Vaalputs.

6.1 Seismic Risk Analysis

The very low seismic activity of the Namaqualand Metamorphic Complex, the
lack of seismograph stations and the very low population density makes it
difficult to assign quantitative seismic values to the area.
the

largest

Complex,

the

boundaries of the investigation were chosen between latitudes 27

and

34 S

and

coverage

longitudes

of

17

the

and

Namaqualand

21 E.

The

Metamorphic

To obtain

area

includes

a portion of

the Cape Tectonic Province where the 1969 Ceres earthquake occurred (2).
Seismological data were obtained from the Seismological Data Bank of the
South African Geological Survey.

Tectonic features in the area include structures such as the Platbakkies
and

Pof adder

shear

zones, the Garing

lineament

etc.

At

this stage

however, there is insufficient recorded historic seismic information to
conclusively prove the association between seismic events and structural
features.

For this reason a probabilistic rather than a deterministic

approach was followed during the seismic risk evaluation (3).

In

the probabilistic

approach

adopted, all

the earthquake epicentral

intensities recorded within the boundaries stated above were attenuated
to

the

Vaalputs

Site

(Lat 30.1°S

Long

18.4°E).

A Gumble Type

III

asymptotic form, with an assumed upper limit of 10 Modified Mercalli
Intensity

(MMI),

was

fitted

through

(Figure 9 ) .
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These
hazard

data

were

subsequently

calculation

whereby

used

a

in

family

a probabilistic
of

curves

is

seismic

presented

indicating the probability of the recurrence of seismic events of
varying intensities against time (Figure 10).

6.2

Vaalputs Seismic Station

The Vaalputs seismic station has a 3-component macro- as well as a
k component micro-recording network.

Data transmission from the

macro-seismometers

from

is

by

cable

and

the

micronetwork

by

telemetry with both systems using frequency modulation.

6.2.1

Macro-recorder

The three macro-recording seismometers are located in a subsurface
vault approximately 800 m of the Stofkloof office.

This site was

selected in order to keep well away from noise induced by vehicle
movemant.

The three seismometers are housed in a vault at a depth

of 1,5 m below surface and are orientated geographical N - S and
E - W, with the third being vertical.
on cleared granite bedrock.

The instruments were placed

The system operates for 24 hours per

day and recordings are made on helicorders moving at a rate of 1
mm/s.

The instruments record in the frequency band from 0,5 to

2 Hz and are used for the detection of long-period seismic events
occurring at some distance.

The three-component system enables

the calculation of the magnitude, distance as well as direction of
the seismic event.

6.2.2

Micro-recorder

A network of 4 micro-recording seismometers has been placed at the
intersection of two structural linears about 3 kms to the south of
the low-level waste burial site.

This position was selected in

order to determine if there is any seismic activity associated
with these linears.
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1000

The seismometers have been placed down boreholes in bedrock at a depth of
about 35 m below surface and have been arranged in a 3 pointed star at a
distance

of

500 m

each

from

the

central

seismometer.

Data

are

transmitted by cable from the three remote seismometers to the central
seismometer from where tha data are transmitted by radio using frequency
modulation to the Stofkloof recording station approximately 8 km to the
west.

The system operates in the frequency band from 20 to 100 Hz and data
recording is made by a triggered event recorder onto a chart which moves
at 100 cm/s after triggering.

The trigger threshold has been set such

that triggering will only occur if a seismic event of longer than 40 ms
in duration is simultaneously recorded by all four of the seismometers.

The

system

is designed

to detect

short-period

close

movements on fault planes and geological contacts.

events

such as

No results have yet

been obtained.

7.

OTHER GEOPHYSICAL APPLICATIONS

7.1

Dispersivity Tests

The dispersivity of the overburden in the burial site area was determined
by introducing a scandium 46 isotope in solution into a central borehole
and then measuring the advancing radioactive plume in various observation
holes.

The

scandium,

being

a

gamma

emitter,

was

tracked

in

the

observation boreholes using a radiometric logger.

7.2

Groundwater Exploration

Ground
are

electromagnetic, magnetic

used

extensively

for

the

and

electrical resistivity

location

and

geophysical anomalies for groundwater purposes.

follow-up

of

airborne

Faults and other linear

features as well as intrusive contact zones were exploited
groundwater potential using these geophysical techniques.
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techniques

for their
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Earthquake Hazard in
Survey

of

S.

Afr.,

10

Question

MR A DU PLESSIS

The so-called Pofadder Lineament north of Vaalputs has
recently

shown

installations

some

seismicity.

at

Vaalputs

events

occured

recorded

Have

your

any

local

seismicity?

Answer

MR J N FAURIE

Yes.

These

1985.

The recordings were not up to standard as the

instrument was newly

mainly

during

December

installed and hampered by some

teething problems which were sorted out later.
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ABSTRACT

The Vaalputs site is underlain by an extensive veneer of Tertiary and
Quaternary deposits covering a crystalline basement of Precambrian
age.

The geological history of the area, from the oldest to the

youngest event, may be summarized as follows:

1

Polyphasic

ductile/ductile-brittle

granulite

facies

metamorphism

deformation
of

a

and 1100 Ma old

(volcano)

sedimentary

sequence, and of associated syntectonic to late-tectonic granitic
and basic intrusions.

2

Deposition of glacial tillite after a long erosional hiatus in
Karoo (Permian) times. The preservation of these rocks is limited
to down-faulted structural blocks within the area investigated.
Sills and dykes of basalt were sporadically injected during the
Jurassic (?) along some of the many NNW and NW-trending fractures
and faults related to the opening of the Atlantic Ocean.
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3

Lower Tertiary

rejuvenation

of

older

faults and

shear zones,

accompanied by kimberlitic volcanism, resulted in the uplift of
the Kamiesberge mountain range west of the site.

Intense erosion

of these mountains shed abundant detritus, which accumulated in
tectonically

controlled

troughs

and

fans.

These

fluvial

sediments consist of white kaolinitic clay and sandy to gritty
clay

belonging

to

the

Dasdap

(older) and Vaalputs

(younger)

formations respective]y.

4

From

ca.

25 Ma

(semi)arid

ago

to

the

Present,

tectonic

stability

conditions have generally prevailed, leading

and

to an

extensive thin cover of calcrete and wind-blown Kalahari sands.

The unfaulted, highly impermeable nature of the Vaalputs formation
renders

it

very

suitable

for

the

safe

disposal

medium-level radioactive waste in the area selected.

of

low-

to

However, the

numerous faults and shear zones in the granitic and gneissic basement
will

need

in-depth

investigatons

should

a

high-level

radwaste

repository be required.

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Location of the Radioactive Waste Disposal Site

Vaalputs is located in the northwestern Cape, ca 100 km southeast of
Springbok
and

(see inset 1) between 30°05* and 30°10' south latitude

18°25*

and

18°37'

east

longitude

and

is

shown

on

the

topographic maps 3018 BA Norabees and 3018 AB Rooifontein of the
1:50 000 series.

The site is situated in the District of Namaqualand

on adjoining portions of the farms Vaalputs (portion 1, Geelpan and
portion

2,

Garing)

and

Bok-Puts

(portion

approximately 10 000 ha in extent.

1,

Stofkloof)

and

is

The distances from neighbouring

towns and settlements are in excess of 40 km, with the exception of
the small communities of Paulshoek (35 km) and Rooifontein (25 km).
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1.2

Communications

An untarred provincial road crosses the western part of the property
in

a

north-south

Kliprand.

direction

and

connects

it

to

Springbok

and

In addition, most parts of the AEC property are within

easy reach for normal vehicles, thanks to a network of minor roads
and tracks (shown on the map) which only become impassable during
exceptionally rare periods of flooding.

Some good tracks also exist

on the adjacent properties, facilitating field geological work.

1.3

Previous Work

No specific detailed mapping was ever carried out at Vaalputs prior
to the early 1980s.

Researchers from the University of Cape Town had

however conducted several studies of a regional nature as shown in
inset 2. P Joubert's (1) map shows the existence near Vaalputs of
numerous

NMW-trending

aplogranite

sheet

faults,

containing

of

a

vast

remnants

supracrustal gneisses and schists.

synformal

(rafts)

of

gneissic

pre-existing

A large belt of sheared rocks and

also numerous kimberlitic intrusions are also prominently developed
in the farm Riembreek, Which lies immediately to the west of the
Vaalputs property.

Working

in

the

area

south

of

Vaalputs

and

east

of

the

18°30'

meridian, Albat (2) identified the presence of extensive charnockite
bodies

in addition

to

several distinctly

characterized masses of

syntectonic granite gneisses.

For an in-depth review of the concepts relating to the Precambrian
evolution of Namaqualand and a description of its stratigraphy the
reader should consult the synthesis paper by Joubert (3).

Numerous technical reports by AEC staff have dealt with the geology
of

the Vaalputs

provided

site.

The work by

Andersen

et al.

(4), which

a comprehensive geological map of the property, was used

extensively for the compilation of the map in the eastern part of the
property.
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In addition to this summary a report by Hambleton-Jones et al. (5)
Lists most

if not all of

the earth-sciences

reports and studies

dealing with Vaalputs.

Interesting contributions to the post-Mesozoic history of Namaqualand
are provided by McCarthy et al. (6) and by Levin et al. (7) who
document the changes in conditions from a high rainfall region during
early Tertiary times, through progressive mid-Tertiary desiccation to
a late Tertiary desert environment.

1.4

Present Investigation

To complete and refine the earlier geological investigations careful
mapping of the basement exposures in the western part of the Vaalputs
property
1986.

and adjacent

farms was conducted

between April and June

Such mapping was carried out in the field using published

orthophoto maps on the scale 1:10 000.

This investigation was aimed at obtaining data on the structure and
petrogenetic

relationships

of

the

granitoids

and

of

the

basic

intrusives because of their potential role as natural barriers for
the isolation of high-level radioactive vraste.

For the representation of the basement geology below the Tertiary
cover use was made of airborne and ground geophysical surveys as well
as

drilling

and

rocks, comprising

radiometric

borehole

both Precambrian

logging

(8).

Basic

norite-anorthosite

igneous

and Tertiary

kimberlitic diatremes were identified under the sand cover by their
characteristic "bull's eye" magnetic anomalies (8).

The distribution of lithologies given on the map is that which would
probably be present if all weathered and cover rocks were removed to
expose the fresh (crystalline) basement.
variations

were

reported

in

the

logs,

Where rapid lithological
the predominant

lithotype

within the top two metres of unweathered basement was assigned to
that

borehole

site.

Where

two

adjacent
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boreholes

intersected

(undifferentiated) granite and anorthosite respectively the contact
was drawn mid-way between drill sites unless? indicated differently by
the geophysical data.

The

geophysical

insets

(Nos.

3

to

5)

are

discussed

in

detail

elsewhere (8). The thorium anomalies shown on inset No. 3 are in the
weathered basement and were detected by Roets and Levin (9) during a
routine

investigation

of

the

soil profiles using a down-the-hole

gamma-ray spectrometer.

Inset 8 represents the regional geology of the Vaalputs area and
integrates data from published sources (1, 2, 4, 8) with new field
observations along traverses cross cutting the regional structures
(Andersen, in prep.).

Detailed information concerning the distribution and thickness of the
Tertiary

formations was acquired

from borehole

logs and from the

detailed mapping of the experimental trenches by Levin (10).

Finally,

detailed

environmental

information

on

vegetation,

climate

and

other

aspects are omitted here since they are extensively

reported elsewhere (5).

2

A

PHYSIOGRAPHY

m'jor

N-S

watershed

separates

the Vaalputs

property

into two

distinct geomorphological environments:

a)

An eastern section, situated at an elevation of about 1 000 m
amsl and consisting of the featureless Bushmanland plateau.

b)

A western section separated from (a) by the edge of the great
escarpment,

and

characterized

by

broken

topography,

steep

cliffs of silicified granite and more abundant vegetation.

The watershed between the two sections has great importance sine* it
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separates

the

drainage

basins

of

the

Olifants, Buffels

and

the

important

for

the selection

a waste

(inactive) Koa Rivers.

These

features

are very

of

disposal site as is explained below.

One of the parameters favouring the selection of Vaalputs was that it
2
formed part of an area of about 2 500 km which is topographically
elevated above the surrounding plateau.
water

catchment

area

in the Kamiesberge

potentially create a flood situation.
onto

this

area will

This means that there is no

drain

away

to

the west

that could

Therefore all rainfall falling

into

one of

the

above-mentioned

drainage basins along low-gradient water courses or simply percolate
into the sand, finally dissipating by evaporation in local pans.

The topography of the plateau area is only slightly undulating, with
the eastern portion characterized by low-amplitude fossil dunes which
strike

in

largely

a

northeasterly

inactive and

direction.

frequently end

The

drainage

courses

in depressions or pans.

are
The

interdune troughs may however constitute local ephemeral drainages
having a gradient of approximately 1 in 500 along which minor ponding
has been noted.

The surface topography of Geelpan has been contoured

to 1 m intervals from accurately elevated and co-ordinated points
(11).

3

ITAHAQUALAND MBTAMORPHIC COMPLEX

3.1

Generalities

Frecambrian crystalline rocks of the Namaqualand Metamorphic Complex
form

the basement

over Which shallow veneers of

(Karoo) and

Tertiary

crystalline

rocks,

terrigenous

with

the

rocks were

possible

late Palaeozoic

deposited.

exception

of

pegmatites, bear the imprint of a penetrative fabric.

All the
some

late

This Is most

intense in the older rocks, largely banded gneisses of supracrustal
origin (i.e. metasedimentary and metavolcanic), and is weakest in the
syntectonic

granites

and

in

the
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late-syntectonic

basic

and

anorthositic intrusives of the Koperberg suite (Andersen, in prep.).
A clear reflection of metamorphism is the widespread distribution of
the 1100 ± 50 Ma age in all rocks irrespective of their position in
the stratigraphy (H Welke and J Evans, unpublished data).

A summary

of the stratigraphy of supracrustal rocks in the Northwest Cape is
given in Table 1.

The determination of the precise P-T conditions experienced in time
by the granitic gneisses of Vaalputs was not a specific aim of this
project but lithological similarities and theoretical considerations
indicate a thermal-baric environment similar to that of the general
Springbok area (P: +5 kbars, T: f800°C; D Waters, pers. comm.).

3.2

A

Supracrustal Rocks

comparison

between

the banded,

well

foliated

gneisses

of

the

Vaalputs region and those reported elsewhere in the northwestern Cape
indicates substantial lithological uniformity over an area extending
from Bitterfontein in the south to Pofadder and Bushmanland in the
north.

Overprinted symbols and abbreviations rather than colours are used on
the

map

to

differentiate

the

stratigraphic

units

within

the

supracrustal rocks.

Table

2

gives

the

lithostratigraphic

subdivision

of

rock

suites

intrusive into the Namaqualand Metamorphic Complex (12).

Light-coloured

biotite

gneiss

(rich

in

felsic

minerals)

and

quartzo-feldspathic rocks are the most widespread lithologies and may
represent ancient arkosic-pelitic formations.
are overprinted

Small diagonal crosses

over the Garies subgroup colour code to indicate

terranes with a substantial proportion of granite materials ranging
from scattered dykes, through migmatitic intrusive breccia to zones
of abundant but discontinuous paragneiss rafts.
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In the course of

the mapping we became aware that a significant

proportion of Joubert
comprise,

in

charnockite

a
and

(1) supracrustal quartz-feldspathic

number

of

localities,

orthogneisses.

a

variety

Similarly,

the

of

gneisses

granitoids,

biotite

gneisses

occasionally include sheared metabasic rocks of the Koperberg suite
(e.g. inset 8, farm Kap Kap, co-ords.

x+ 47,5 km

y+ 5A km) and also

probable dacitic (J Moore, pers. comm.) metavolcanic rocks.
biotite-plagioclase-quartz

(K-feldspat,

poor)

gneisses

These

possess

a

strong magnetic signature, caused by an abundance of magnetite, that
is expressed with red tones in inset 7 (i.e. co-ords. x+ 32,5 km
y+ 63 km).

Although

the

investigation

and

interpretation

of

the

geophysical

anomalies are dealt with elsewhere (8), attention is drawn here to
the

close

correspondence

magnetitite,

spinel-magnetite

schists that outcrop
(inset 4, C-2).
exhalatives

of

magnetic

anomalies

quartzite,

in the southwestern

and

with

outcrops of

magnetite-sillimanite

section of the property

The first two rock types could be volcanogenic

(J Moore, pers. comm.) since metavolcanics of acid to

intermediate composition are found in the same general area.

3.3

Infracrustal Rocks

Rocks of granitic bulk composition containing relic granite textures
are the most common in the Vaalputs area.

There is no evidence of

them being the basement on which the paragneisses were deposited.

Table 2 lists the intrusive suites recognized

in the Namaqualand

Metamorphic Complex.

3.3.1

The Littl* Maaaqualand Suite

In the Vaalputs area the Little Wamaqualand Suite is represented by
the Nababeep Augen Gneiss Which is well foliated and streaky, with
well-developed augen consisting of aggregate* of quartz and feldspar
surrounded by biotite.

The matrix is fine-grained and consists of
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TABLE 1
STATIGRAPHY OF SUPRACRUSTAL ROCKS IV THE NORTHWEST CAPE

Subgroup

Sroup

Grange River
)

Een Riet

)
)

Kurisberg

)
3kieP

(3)

)

Aardvark

)
)

Garies

(2)

)
)

Bitterfontien

Sushmanland
Corannaland
tarydale and Kaalen

(1)
(2)
(3)

After (12)
Subsequence represented in Vaalputs
Only the Okiep Group subdivisions are shown here
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(1) (3)

TABLE 2
LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC SUBDIVISION OF ROCK SUITES
(1)
INTRUSIVE INTO THE NAHAQUALAND METAMORPHIC COMPLEX

Rock Type

Suite

Koperberg*

Spektakel**

) Anorthosite/Enderbite*
) Diorite
) Norite
) Hypersthenite

) Kweekfontein granite
) Rietberg granite
) Concordia granite

Keimoes***
Hoogoor*

Little Namaqualand*

) Undifferentiatod quartzo) feldspathic (pink) gneisses
) Mababeep augen gneiss*
) Modderfontein augen gneiss

Gladkop***
Vioolsdrift***

(1)
*
**
***

After (12)
Present in the Vaalputs area
Undifferentiated syntectonie granite in our legend
Ho subdivisions are shown as they are not present in the
Vaalputs area
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interstitial

quartz

and

feldspar.

The presence

of xenoliths of

supracrustal rocks in the Okiep area indicates its intrusive nature.

3.3.2

The Hoogoor Suite

The Hoogoor granite suite refers to the rock type which in the past
has generally been called a pink gneiss (1).

In inset 8 the pink

quartzo-feldspathic gneisses outcropping north of 30

latitude and

(in a smaller sheet) to the west of the property were tentatively
correlated with the Hoogoor Suite.

West of 18 30' longitude the

pink gneiss lies on top of the augen gneiss and its outcrop pattern
is generally controlled by F3 deformation.
given by Joubert
Vaalputs area:

The following description

(1) is consistent with the pink gneisses in the

"The pink gneisses are predominantly fine-grained but

often grade into rocks with poorly developed augen and sometimes into
rocks which contain subhedral to euhedral feldspar porphyroblasts."
They

contain

microcline-microperthite, quartz and

oligoclase with

minor biotite and iron ore.

3.3.3

The

Syntectonic Granite Suite

attribution

of

the

granitic

rocks

of

the

Vaalputs

to

the

Spektakel granite suite (14) is only partly supported by the results
of our investigation, since the suite is late to post-tectonic in
character (15).

Granite sensu stricto only occur as relics in limited areas, because
more often tectono-metamorphic disturbances of major intensity have
caused its transformation into augen gneiss and charnockitic gneiss.
In addition,

the

denomination

of Norabeas

granite used

in older

reports should be discontinued since the exposures of basement in the
Norabees type locality are dominated by augen gneiss and charnockite
lithotypes.
and

The petrographic characters of the Riembeek, Vaalputs

Stofkloof

granites

are

generally

well

preliminary REE data suggest magmatic kinship.
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defined

(13), and

The Riembreek granite gneiss is characterized by the frequent lack of
garnet,

by

streakiness

the

abundance

caused

by

the

of

biotite,

and

concentrations

by
of

a

very

the

persistent

femic minerals.

Feldspar augen are frequently present and the rock may superficially
resemble the Nababeep augen gneiss.

This granite gneiss is possibly

the oldest as it locally records two deformational episodes being
represented

by

a

cleavage

crosscutting

a

better-developed

early

foliation.

The relative scarcity of garnet and biotite, the often fine-grained
texture and a rather uniform pinkish colour distinguish the Vaalputs
granite gneiss from the other syntectonic intrusives.

The

Stofkloof

granite

gneiss

is

typically

coarse-grained

to

megacrystic and porphyritic and in a number of localities it displays
rapakivi-textured

K-feldspar

megacrysts

in

accordance

with

observations by Lipson (16) that metamorphosed rapakivi-type granite
may have regional distribution in Namaqualand.

The Stofkloof granite

frequently hosts veins of garnet-bearing leucosomes that indicate in
situ partial
Stofkloof

melting

(D Waters, pers. commun.).

granite was

emplaced

as a

The megacrystic

sill-like mass

and

on many

localities is seen to intrude the underlying biotite gneisses in a
lit-par-lit fashion.

These areas of intrusive breccias are indicated

on the map by small crosses over the Garies subgroup colour code.

A detailed structural analysis of the granite rocks is in progress
(N J B Andersen,

in

prep.)

as

is

also

an

extensive

geochemical

comparison between the Vaalputs granites and those from Springbok,
Kliprand

and

prep.).

In

elsewhere
several

coarse-grained,

in W

Namaqualand

boreholes

we

relatively undeformed

also

(Hart

and

observed

Andreoli, in
a

type

granite constitued by quartz

and red (hypersolvus) alkali feldspar with scattered garnet.
work will have

of

Future

to show its distribution, if any, on the exposed

western side of the property and its relation to the other granitoids.
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3.3.4

Leucocratic Granite

Leucocratic granite, characterized by an absence of biotite, frequent
large garnets, an off-white colour and rapid changes in grain size
from

aplitic

centimetres)

to

coarse

forms

grained

a broad

within the older granites.
as

such

it

could

be

(even

NE-striking

over
belt

distances
of

of

intrusive

few

sheets

It appears to be the least deformed and
classified

as

late

syn-tectonic.

Its

petrographic features warrant its proposed correlation with some of
the members of the Concordia granite as described by Joubert (1).
Some areas where this leucogranite posesses a grayish colour and a
waxy

lustre,

which

are

distinctive

of

a

granulitic/charnockitic

metamorphic overprint, are indicated on the map.

3.3.5

Kliprand Charnockite Suite

Charnockites

are defined as (meta)plutonic

rocks of granitic bulk

composition and yet characterized by a dark green to black colour, as
well as by the diagnostic orthopyroxene-perthite pair.
and

association

with high-grade

(largely

Their origin

Precambrian) tnetamorphic

environments have been extensively investigated and debated by many
authors mentioned by Albat (2). Our investigations indicate that the
Vaalputs charnockites often contain more biotite than pyroxene and
thus may have more than one mode of origin (Table 3).

The

transition

from

megacrystic

granite,

through

progressively

sheared augen gneiss to charnockitic augen gneiss (Type 1, Table 3)
is exceptionally

well exposed

and

could be used

to test current

hypotheses of charnockite generation.

In view of the irreversible

changes

granite

which

affect

the

Stofkloof

charnockite, this metamorphic

gradient

as

it

is considered

grades

into

as prograde,

e.g. indicative of an increase in metamorphic grade.

Areas

of

assemblages

prograde
to

those

transition
of

from

granulite

amphibolite
facies

geological map by blue cross-hatching.
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are

facies

indicated

mineral
on

the

These intermediate zones are

often characterized by associated bands or zones of light coloured
and dark green coloured
however, be absent.
to acquire

the

augen gneiss

in which orthopyroxene may,

Within the transitional area, the first mineral

green

charnockitic

colour

is quartz, followed by

plagioclase, while augen of perthite are the last to convert.

The

causes of Lhe colour change are complex and involve

exsolution of

submicroscopic

felspar

Fe-Ti

oxides

from

quartz

and

and

redistribution in fine cracks in chlorite which has resulted from the
breakdown of the orthopyroxenes.

We foresee the need to test the capacity of these charnockites to act
as barriers to high-level radioactive waste because their water (and
oxygen) deficient nature should cause a coefficient of radionuclide
retention better than that of an oxidized, hydrous (gneissic) granite
(C Erasmus, pers. commun.).

3.3.6

Koperberg Suite

Early geophysical surveys conducted in the Vaalputs area by the Okiep
Copper Co. provided evidence for the existence of several Precambrian
intrusives

of mafic

to

intermediate

bulk composition.

Subsequent

drilling indicated their low sulphide content but also verified their
kinship
Koperberg

to

the

suite

(copper-bearing)

anorthosite-norite

which

extensively

have

been

rocks

investigated

of

the

in the

Springbok area (17).

In the course of the present, investigation we have mapped a great
number of these bodies which have only a very limited size in the
exposed area.

Far larger bodies of 2 100 to 600 m in extent have

been detected by the aeromagnetic survey in the extreme NE and SE
corners of the property (18,8).

These bodies can be seen in Inset 4

in positions 8A and 7D.

Typical

Koperberg

Suite

lithologies

of

the

Vaalputs

area

are

indicated in Table 4, where we also show the probable petrogenetic
process linking one lithology to another (19). In several places the
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enderbites possess a crude foliation, indicating their emplacement
before the end of the Namaqualand thermo-tectonic cycle.
that both the anorthosite-enderbite

The fact

and the granite gneisses from

Vaalputs yield the same Rb-Sn and Pb/Pb whole-rock ages as many other
Namaqualand rock suites (1 100 + 50) further supports the concept of
at

least

a partial metamorphic

re-equilibraticn

of the Koperberg

suite at that time (H Welke, pers. coram.).

The exceptional geochemical characters of the Koperberg Suite rocks
(indicated

in

Table

multidisciplinary
University

of

4)

are

investigation

under

close

sponsored

by

the Witwatersrand.

These basic

scrutiny
the

AEC

rocks

in
at

are

a
the

in fact

potential sources not only of copper, but also of thorium, rare earth
elements and uranium and could be the terrestrial equivalent of the
lunar KREEP norite suite (Andreoli and Hart, in prep.).

The main

anomaly north of the property (inset 3, A-3) was investigated and
found to be caused by a cluster of anorthosite and related enderbite
bodies,

and

+328 700x.

especially

by

a

sheet

having

co-ordinate

+50 500y,

These enderbite-anorthosite occurrences closely resemble

the mineralized rocks of the old Steenkampskraal monazite mine, ca.
100 km to the south (19, 20).

In view of the abundant content of Fe

2+

bearing phases, the noritic

rocks of the Koperberg suite could constitute an additional efficient
barrier for the isolation of high-level radioactive waste.

3.3.7

Pegmatite and giant quartz veins

In the Vaalputs area we have found only scattered and small pegmatite
bodies that only occasionally display some prominent muscovite books
(co-ord. +51 550y; +335 870x).
bodies

of

quartz-rich

rocks

It is however, more common to find
of

gray

colour

and

with

scattered feldspars (see co-ord. +52 OOOy; +335 950x).

occasional
The kinship

of these quartz, veins either with pegmatite, or with hydrothermal
processes, or with enderbite is a question under scrutiny.

The large

outcrop of quartz rock near the western border (+53 500y; +332 550x)
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is probably related to the hydrothermal processes and shearing on the
NW side of the property.

Moreover

a

study

of

the

shear

zones

of

Riembreek

(inset

8, xf40; y+59 km) indicates the close relationship with large bodies
of (tectonized) pegmatic.

4

KAROO SEQUENCE

Extensive

areas

of

the

northwestern

Cape

in

Bushmanland

and

Namaqualand are underlain by the poorly exposed Dwyka Formation which
forms

the base

of

the Karoo Sequence

(22).

The

Dwyka Formation

consists of massive diamictite, basement-derived breccia, dropstone
argillite and sandstones of glaciogenic origin.

The area north of Kliprand belongs to the Namaqua basin which is
dominated by massive, clast-rich arenaceous diamictite overlying a
massive, clast-poor arenaceous diamictite with sandstone interbands,
and a basal unit of brecciated basement debris.
the Dwyka Formation

Total thickness of

in the Namaqua basin is ca. 130 m.

Our map

indicates the inferred extent of this formation in the southeast of
the property and also an area where Dwyka float is present in the
sand cover.

The best exposures of rocks of the Dwyka Formation are at Santab se
Vloer (inset 8) outside the study area, where a brownish sandstone is
the most prominent

lithology.

Moreover, in the southern part of

Santab the edge of the Dwyka consists of indurated tillite exhibiting
a vertical cleavage where the shale has been altered to a hornfels by
a dolerite intrusion.
but

about

four

No dolerite outcrops could be found on Santab,

kilometres

to

the

south

of

outcrops on the road leading to the homestead.

Groenvlei,

dolerite

The indurated shale

is quite resistant to weathering and forms a ridge following the edge
of the Dwyka Formation.

As shown in Inset 8 the distribution of the

Dwyka outcrops is clearly controlled by the structure of the basement.
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TABLE 3
DIFFERENT STYLES OF CHARNOCKITIZATION RECOGNIZABLE NEAR VAALPUTS

Morphology (and
areal extent)

Possible causative
process

Type locality

Sheets

Loss of H.O favoured
by shear zones and
regional penetrative
fabrics

Stofkloof

Anatectic melting of
gneiss under H 0deficient conditions
(19)

Banke,
homestead
area ca. 28 km
south of Vaalputs

Channelled flux of K,
REE, P, U, and Th
bearing fluids released
from the crystallization
of nelsonite (20, 21)

Norabees se vlei;
Steenkampskraal

2

(±0,5 km )

Patchy
(several hundred
m2)

Discordant veins
and bands (10 cm to
10 m wide)
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TABLE 4
KOPERBERG SUITE ROCKS OF THE VAALPUTS AREA

Lithology

Mineral** Assemblage

Suggested Petrogenetic
Process**

Nelsonite

*Mt + Ap

)
) Liquid immiscibility

Quartzolite

*Qtz

)

Enderbite

*Na pig. + qtz + opx

)
)

Anorthorite

*Na pig ± opx ± qtz

Horite

*Plg + opx

*

**

Fractional

)
) crystallization (?)
)

Mt: magnetite; Ap: apatite; Qtz: quartz;
Ha pig: oligoclase/andesine and, antiperthite;
opx: orthopyroxene; Pig: andesine to labradorite
after Andreoli and Hart, in prep, and (21)
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Dwyka float was observed in two areas on Bok-Puts just south of
Vaalputs, thus indicating the presence of an isolated outlier of
Dwyka rocks underlying the sand.
5

CRETACEOUS PALAEO WEATHERING

A prominent geomorphological feature of the western part of the
Vaalputs property area is light-coloured steep sided cliffs rising
several tens of metres above the talus-covered plain. These ridges
are flat-topped and consist of si.licified and kaolinized crystalline
basement rocks which represent relics of the receding Bushmanland
Plateau. Drilling in the Vaalputs site has proved the existence of
substantial thicknesses of kaolinized basement rocks below the
wind-blown Kalahari sands (see cross-section).
The origin of these silicified and kaolinized basement rocks is
related to a period of planation under humid conditions in late
Creataceous to early Tertiary times (60 Ha). Radiometric logging of
the percussion holes drilled in the site area revealed the presence
of thorium- and uranium-enriched zones within these kaolinized rocks
(inset 3, CB-5, C7). It is possible that such anomalous areas could
have been derived from the weathering of enderbite -anorthosite rather
than granite (19). Since thorium in the enderbite and related rocks
is probably in the form of monazite (20, 21) data by (9) indicate
that the anomalous zone could contain between 0,1 % and 1,0 %
monazite (average about 0,5 %) over a thickness of 0,3 to 0,8 metres.
Field mapping in areas of exposed kaolinized basement is very
difficult since the mineral textures and natural colours have been
destroyed. For this reason an undifferentiated screen is used on the
map.
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6

TERTIARY SEDIMENTARY FORMATIOHS

6.1

Dasdap Formation

During the radioactive waste site selection programme the presence of
an extensive alluvial fan was noted on the LANDSAT image of the
Bushmanland Plateau (23). Outcrops of conglomerates and sandstones
were mapped on Banke and Burtonsputs, where they are exposed along
the Dasdap drainage, as this is the best exposed area and the name
Dasdap Formation is proposed for these sediments.
The exposures at the Koopkoppe Banke (inset 8, x+57 km; y+49 km) lie
on a floor of kaolinized gneiss and consist of a basal conglomerate,
conglomerate and sandstone grading upwards into trough cross-bedded
grits, and massive sandstone with intercalations of silicified
siltstone.
The upper portion of this sequence is highly
ferruginized. It is important to note that much of the conglomerate
consists of blue quartz pebbles derived locally from quartz veins of
that colour.
The outcrops display a consistent palaeocurrent
direction towards the southwest, i.e. subparallel to the structural
trends in the basement.
On Burtonsputs, portion Kalkdraai (inset 8 x+57 km; y+38 km), there
seems to be a wider range of palaeocurrent directions, which suggests
a fan-shaped distributory system. The basal conglomerate is absent
here and is replaced by a pebbly sandstone lying directly on a
kaolinized gneiss surface. There are both upward and eastward fining
trends in the sandstones. Immature, cross-bedded arkosic grits with
subangular granules are locally developed. Ferruginization of the
upper part of the sandstone and the subsequent formation of
ferruginized nodules are observed in this area.
Percussion boreholes drilled on Platbakkies (inset 8, x+52,5 km;
y+47,5 km) penetrated up to 35 metres of gritty silicified sandstones
while a borehole in the southeast corner of Bok-Puts intersected
about 20 metres of yellowish to white sandstones presumed to belong
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to

the Dasdap Formation.

Small exposures of silicified

sandstone

occur throughout the area in small pans and deflation areas between
dunes.

At Vaalputs drilling revealed gritty white sandstones on the western
half of the farm.

In the central disposal area, however, up to 21

metres of alluvial suite (consisting of weathered sandstone, gneisses
and occasional well rounded quartzitic pebbles set in a kaolinitic
matrix) rest on kaolinized basement and are overlain by red sandy
gritty clays.

Table 5 summarizes the stratigraphic relationships in

the Bushmanland Plateau in the area adjacent the waste disposal site.

6.2

The Vaalputs Formation

Extensive drilling

at Vaalputs

revealed

a channel-like depression

cut into Dasdap Formation sediments and gneiss which is filled by red
sandy gritty clay material.

In areas where the Dasdap Formation is

absent the red sandy gritty clay

lies directly on the kaolinized

bedrock.

Three

cycles

of

sandy

gritty

clay

calcretization/silcretization,
Formation.

Grey

sandy

are

gritty

deposition,
recognized

clay

with

each
in

large

followed

the

by

Vaalputs

calcrete/silcrete

nodules indicates humid conditions, while the overlying brown sandy
gritty clay with small calcrete/silcrete nodules at the top points to
increased desiccation.

Ferruginized and laminated sandy gritty clay

at the top is followed by the present-day calcrete layer below the
sand

veneer

quartz

covering the area.

pebbles, very

Ferruginized

conspicious

in

the

concretions and blue

Dasdap

Formation,

occur

concentrated in thin layers in the clay of the early cycle and they
are also scattered throughout the rest of the accumulations.

There

is little doubt that these accumulations represent reworking of the
sediments

of

the

Dasdap

Fan

fluvial action and bioturbation.

by

surface

processes

which

include

Fossil evidence from the Koa Valley

to the northwest suggests that this regrading was well advanced by
the Late Tertiary and was followed by aridification and dune sand
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transgression.

These

sediments

have

tentatively

been

called

the

thickness

and

Vaalputs Formation.

7

YOUNGER SURFICIAL DEPOSITS

7.1

Calcrete and Silcrete

Isolated

patches

of

calcrete

between

1 and

5 m

in

consisting of nodular calcrete with some silcrete were mapped.
calcrete

outcrops

are elongated

into

the

These

strike direction of the

dunes and seem to be associated with the sides of the dunes as they
never occur within a dune valley.

7.2

Gordonia Formation

Most of the Bushmanland Plateau is covered by a veneer of sand which
overlies

remnants

of

the

Vaalputs

and

Dasdap

Formations.

The

sandcover is between 0,5 and 2 metres thick although the topography
gives

the

orientated

impression
in

a

of

hummocky

northeasterly

longitudinal

direction.

dunes

McCarthy

(5 m
et

high)

al.

(6)

concluded that the coarse sand, the low relief of the dunes, and the
presence of small pans and deflation surfaces on the dunes all point
to an advanced state of degradation.
been

correlated

description

of

with
the

the

various

The sandcover has tentatively

Gordonia
types

Formation

of

sand

(12).

distinguished

A

short
on

the

geological map follows.

7.2.1

Red-brown sand

The most common sand is red-brown and is
and valleys.

typical of the dune crests

This sand, generally finer than the other sands, is

probably of aeolian origin and is more thickly developed.
consists

mainly

of

quartz

grains

with

some

minor

The sand

feldspar

and

occasionally some limonite or goethite pellets, all being fairly well
sorted.
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7.2.2

Light-brown sand

This sand occurs mainly in the western portion and closer to the area
of outcrop. Although coarser than the red-brown sand, it consists
basically of the same mineral fragments, namely quartz, feldspar with
some limonite or goethite pellets. Poorly sorted clear quartz
fragments up to a few millimetres in grain size are partly
responsible for the lighter colour of the sand. The light-brown sand
usually occurs as a thin layer on more consolidated sand.
The transition zone between the red-brown sand and the light-brown
sand, as developed in the central Vaalputs site, is marked by
elongated calcrete outcrops. This transition zone is also borne out
by the geobotany of the area changing from succulents to grass.
7.2.3

Intermediate sand

This type of sand occurs as a transition zone between the red-brown
and the light-brown sand, and is better developed south and north of
Vaalputs, being absent on the site. In colour and mineral content it
would lie halfway between the previously mentioned sands. This sand
type tends to occur as elongated patches striking in a similar
direction to the dunes in the area.
7.3

Alluvium

These deposits characterize the infill of depressions and valleys in
the rejuvenated area west of the escarpment. They are incoherent and
of sandy character and in several places they were found slightly
ferruginized, in which case they have a light brown to brown colour
and are weakly compacted.
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8

PHAMEROZOIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS

8.1

Basalt and dolerite

Rocks of basaltic character, i.e. fine-grained and locally vesicular,
dark coloured and yielding a dark sandy alluvial cover, commonly
occur in the northern part of the area investigated. They appear
best represented in the transitional region separating the
Bushmanland Plateau from the Namaqualand escarpment. Since these
rocks were not specifically studied we report here Joubert's (1)
opinion that they represent hypabyssal basalt and dolerite intruded
during the Karoo magmatic cycle. Although many such masses suggest a
sill-like style of emplacement, dyke-like bodies of dolerite
associated with the Garing Fault were also encountered in a few
boreholes.
8.2

Kimberlite

The first reports dealing with the large number of kimberlites and
related (melilite-basalt) pipes occurring in the Gamoep area were by
Reuning (24) and Rogers (25). Exposure, drilling and excavations of
these pipes have indicated that the majority of them are filled with
foreign rock types set in a basic matrix.
Good examples of
wacrobreccias may be seen on Bok-Puts and Riembreek, where two pipes
are exposed.
Drilling into these pipes has shown their filling to be highly
weathered, consisting mainly of clay or gritty sandstones with
sporadic carbonaceous material and occasional sulphides. Isotopic
and palynological studies of these kimberlites indicate a late
Cretaceous to Paleocene age (i.e. 54-68 Ma) for this ultramafic
igneous activity and pipe infill (26). Levin et al. (7) consider
these
sediments,
which
display
ferruginization
and
steep
slump/deposition structures, as correlatives of the Dasdap Formation
developed in the alluvial channels. In view of its prominent IHPUT
(airborne electromagnetic) signature, a large "kimberlite" pipe
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(co-ordinates x+3371801 y44400) was drilled down to a depth of 226 m
without intersecting the end of the sedimentary infill (27).

The kimberlites of the Vaalputs area are characterized by a ground
mass which contains

chrome diopside,

ilmenite, phlogopite, olivine

(montice1lite) and melilite.

In

a

related

+330 880x;

+51

melilite

basalt

430y

observed

we

from

locality

phenocrysts

with
of

co-ordinates

olivine

(partly

readsorbed), melilite, and ilmenite in a matrix rich in perovskite.
In this rock, which is remarkably fresh and well exposed, biotite and
carbonatic alterations were conspicuously absent.
suggests

that

magnesium-rich

these
than

kimberlites

typical

are

kimberlites

more

Available evidence
basaltic,

from which

less

they are also

distinguished by a somewhat younger age of emplacement.

8.3

Breccia Vents

A short distance from the SW corner of the AEC property (co-ordinates
+53 460x; +336 500y) there is a prominent pinnacle 20 to 30 m high
and about 50 m wide at the base.

It is constituted of a silicified

breccia of angular fragments of country granite gneiss without any
visible matrix.

This type of breccia vent is probably related to

kimberlite volcanism (J Evans, pers. comm.).

9

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

9.1

Introduction

The structural history of the Vaalputs area is now recognized as very
complex, despite a superficial appearance of simplicity.
of

a

ductile

Namaqualand

and

ductile-brittle

(Tectono-) Metamorphic

nature

associated

The events
with

Cycle will be discussed

followed by those of Mesozoic age.

the

first,

A brief mention will be made of

present day (neotectonic) activity in southwestern Namaqualand.

Five

episodes of folding, deformation, and foliation development have been
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Table 5

Stratigraphy of the Tertiary formations on the
Bushmanland Plateau

Formation

Gordonia

T-ithologies

Age (Ha)

Red sand

Origin

20-5

Aeolian dunes

Calcrete and silcrete
nodules.

Ferruginized

laminated sandy
gritty clay.
Vaalputs

Fluvial

Brown sandy gritty clay.

35 - 20

sheet wash
Grey sandy gritty clay
with intercalated pebble
bands.

Siliceous sandstone.
Immature cross-bedded
Dasdap

arkosic grits.

38 - 20

Conglomerate.

Unconformity Kaolinized/silicified
surface

Namaqualand

Basement

Metamorphic

granitoids.

65 Ma

1100 + 50

Complex
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Aluvial fan

recognized
D

in

the

to D,, and S

to S

area

and

are

designated

as

F.

to F s ,

respectively.

9.2

Deformation Events of the Hamaqualand Cycle

9.2.1

The first episode of deformation (D.)

The supracrustal sequences display a gneissic banding consisting of
leucocratic and melanocratic layers which have been deformed by the
D. event and are thus designated S..
metasediments
composition

where

layers

of

are present, this

However, in the feldspathic

individual

layering

width

and

mineral

could be interpreted

as a

pre-existing bedding S .

The oldest folds recognized (F..) are intrafolial in nature and have
tight thickened hinge zones with long tapering limbs parallel to the
foliation.

The folds vary in width from less than a centimetre to 10

centimetres from limb to limb, and are up to 1,5 metres in length.
They occur predominantly in the fine-grained biotite gneisses and are
best developed west of the property on Riembreek and Boesmansplaat
(3018AB).

9.2.2

The second episode of deformation (D2)

This second phase of deformation has been referred to by Joubert (3)
as the main phase of deformation of the Namaqualand Event (Kibaran).
Joubert (1) records that F

folds vary in style from isoclinal with

large amplitudes, short wave lengths and rounded hinge zones to open
folds

similar

in

style

to

the

F .

The

folds

usually

have

a

penetrative axial planar foliation S., which due to the isoclinal
nature of the folds is coplanar with the gneissic banding.
folds

can be positively

identified

by

the presence of

lineation parallel to the plunge of the fold.

The F.

a mineral

F. folds have been

identified on several farms within the area of inset 8 (x+17, y+25;
x+20, y+37;

x+22, y+47;

x+30, y+57).

On Boesmanplaat (x+30, y57)

the fine-grained biotite magnetite gneisses have been thickened by
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F

deformation.

dipping

at

The

between

folds

30

are

reclined

40

to

and

lineations plunging eastward

with

the

the

south,

at about 10 .

axial

plane

fold

axial

and

These folds reach out

for about 15 km eastwards, where they form an anticlinal closure on
the farm Klein-Goubees (x+23, yf40).

In this locality the foliation

which parallels the axial planar cleavage dips eastwards at between
37

and

45 .

This

is an area of poor outcrop and the fold has

been mapped using aeromagnetics.

On Wolfkraal (x+22, y+47) the pink

gneisses have been folded into a tight recumbent isocline and then
thrust southwards onto the charnockites.

This contact can be mapped

over a distance of about 3 km, and is the only thrust contact that
has been identified.

9.2.3

The third phase of deformation (D,)

Folds

of

the

D_

generation

(F_)

deform

resulting in large periclinal folds.

the

earlier

structures,

Joubert (1) decribes them as

being open asymmetrical folds, often monoclinal with a steep limb to
the south.
F,

folds

Although the monoclinal nature has not been observed,

have

been

recognized

on Tweefontein

(x+20

y+60) Dik-Matjie, Wolfkraal and Riembreek (inset 8 x+15

y+44;
y+62;

x+40
x+22

y+60).

The largest F_ structure, and the only one which will be described,
has its closure on Riembreek (x+40
limbs

stretch

30 km.

northeastwards

and

southeastwards

for

approximately

This structure underlies the entire Vaalputs site and plunges

eastwards at approximately 15 .
the

y+60) from where the synformal

closure

parallel

the

The mineral lineations measured in

fold

axis,

but

have

been

shown

by

petrofabric techniques to be a-lineations or slickensides (Andersen
in prep.).

The F

phase of deformation is largely responsible for the outcrop

pattern

of

clearly

the

Tectonic

the

Stofkloof

result

slides

of
are

its

granite

as

thickening

found

to
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be

areas
in

of

preservations

are

shallow synclinal axes.

associated

with

the

F.

deformation. They are concordant or sligthly discordant with the
gneissic foliation and thin and remove the strata. The rocks are
intensely refoliated in the plane of sliding, brecciation is absent
but recrystallized mylonites and pegmatite belts are present in these
zones. The movement was probably initiated early in the deformation
history and was pulsating, as in several places on Riembreek the
pegmatite belts have been re-sheared.
9.2.4

The fourth episode of deformation (D.)

The S foliation is distorted by broad open, nearly symmetrical
folds which are not of regional extent and tend to die out laterally
along strike. These F. folds are of the flexural slip type and
have fold axes that plunge steeply to the northwest. The Dik-Matjie
(inset 8, x+22, y+56) structure is a spectacular example of an F.
anticline (1). An F syncline has been identified to the east of
Dik-Matjie where it warps an F_ anticline (x+20, y+45).
9.2.5

The fifth episode of deformation (D 5 )

In the Okiep Copper District, steep structures appear to post-date
(F-) <(28), but in the Vaalputs area they seem to
the open folding (F.)
post-date even D4 folds.
Steep structures are described by Lombaard and Schreuder (29) as
"typically narrow antiformal linear features along which continuity
of the flat-lying country rocks is interrupted by piercement folding
and shearing". In the Okiep area the formation of steep structures
is followed by the development of megabreccias, both of which are
invaded by basic magma. The length of steep structures can vary from
30 m to 7 km and the width of structural interference from 3 m to
500 m. The dominant trend of steep structures is from 65 to
95°, with the main direction being east. Generally speaking, the
steep structure trend follows that of the major open folds. The
copper ore bodies are associated with these structures.
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Two steep structures have been recognized to the west of the Vaalputs
boundary

at

approximately

A3

(inset

3

and

main

map).

At

both

localities steep sided brachyanticlines intruded by anorthosite have
been identified.

9.2.6

Shear zones

The shear zones in the area investigated (inset 8) are represented by
finely banded schistose or cataclastic rocks that separate lenticular
masses

of

gneiss

with

their

pristine

structures/textures

almost

unaltered (1).

The shear belts have a consistent

strike but

the individual zones

bifurcate, sometimes reuniting or else splitting into numerous planes
along which movement has taken place.

Mineral elongation lineations

tend to steepen from the regional 15

east plunge to 60° east in

shear

zones.

parallel

the S

initiated

These

shear

belts

are

deformed

by

F.

folding

and

foliation, so it is likely that the shearing was

post-F2

and

continued

on

into

F,

times.

The

shear

belts trend roughly east-west and are located on the northern and
southern

flanks of

the Riembreek

F. synform.

Since the direction

and sense of shearing in both the shear belts and the tectonic slides
are the same it is possible that they occurred synchronously.

The

sense of movement is from the east to the west (Andersen in prep.).

9.2.7

Faulting

The dominant direction of faulting is north-northwesterly with most
outcrops showing some signs of north-south fracturing.
and

sinistral movement has been observed, but

direction could not be determined.

in many

cases this

Along the edge of the Bushmanland

Plateau the fault lines are marked by kaolinized
probably

Both dextral

rocks which were

formed along old drainage courses which followed lines of

fracturing.
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In the sand covered area the position of the faults were determined
using accurate arthophotos as well as aeromagnetics. It will be
noted in the contral northern part of the map that the surface
position of the fault, as shown on he photography, is indicated by a
dashed line whereas the position indicated by the aeromagnetics is
shown in a heavy line. An interpretation of this phenomenon would
imply that these faults dip in a westerly direction.
A statistical analysis was made of the aeromagnetic lineament
directions by expressing the length of linears present in 5
segments of arc as a percentage of the total length of all lineaments
(andersen in Prep.), Preferred lineament directions are indicated at
52°,
91°, 136° and 7° (weak) with the 52°, 136° and
91°, 7° directions forming orthogonal pairs.
The two most
prominent linears are the Garing Fault Zone trending approximately
136 and the Vaalputs Fault Zone trending about 50 .
The Garing Fault Zone (x+35, y+45) extends for more than 30 km in a
NW-SE direction but its dip in the central part of Vaalputs has not
been defined with sufficient precision. (Recent modelling of ground
magnetic data indicate that the fault has a near vertical dip). The
fault zone has some minor short riedel shears and in the northwest it
appears to die out. The displacement is minimal and is probably
right lateral as can be determined from the orientation of the riedel
shears. Other probably Precambrian faults of relevance are the
Vaalputs fault (x+35, y+45) striking NE-SW beneath the disposal site
area and the Stofkloof fault (x+35, y+51). It is interesting to note
that the faults, especially the Stofkloof one, are characterized by a
narrow zone of reddened, cataclastic granitic/gneissic rocks akin to
unakite, an epidote-rich altered granite containing pink orthoclase
quartz, minor opaque oxides, apatite and zircon (M Watkeys pers.
comm.). Finally, unakite is cored, in localities such as (+335 500x;
+50/ 800y), by mylonite.
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9.3

Tertiary Tectonic Activity

Tectonic activity and uplift in the Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiaryestablished a highland along the southwestern edge of the Bushmanland
Plateau. The best evidence for post-Hesozoic faulting is represented
by slickensides in silicified kaolinitic granites from the Garing
fault zone in locality x+33,5, y+50. Since it is unlikely that
slickensides escaped alteration (along with the host granite) during
the late Cretaceous kaolinisation, we think that the Garing fault
remained active well into Tertiary times. The structural analysis
shown in inset 8 suggests that wrench fault tectonics were operative
with the "Garing linear" being the primary shear, and the NNW
trending faults the riedel shears (Andersen in prep.).
Furthermore, since most of the faults in the western part of the
property (i.e. from y+46 westwards) have an uplifted western block,
we think that they record the early-mid Tertiary uplifting of the
Kamiesberge range towards the coast.
9.4

Recent Tectonic (Seismic) Activity

At Platbakkies, about 20 km south of the Vaalputs site, there is an
active shear zone with recorded seismicity in 1950 of 5,5 on the
Richter scale and in 1967 of 4,3. It falls on the strike extension
of an oceanic transform fault and is visible on both the Landsat
imagery and the aeromagnetic survey map (insets 7 and 8 ) .
10

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

Because of the similarity in the aeromagnetic pattern between the
Okiep Copper District and the Vaslputs Block, the area had been
locally prospected for base metals long before the initiation of the
radioactive waste disposal project. During the same period the
kimberlite pipes and uranium occurrences were examined by several
mining houses but with disappointing results.
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10.1

Base Metals

Two boreholes were drilled by O'okiep Copper Company to a depth of
300 m into the strongly magnetic body of norite adjacent to the
northeastern corner of the property. The intrusive was found barren
of sulphides mineralization (J Marais, pers. commun.). Other mining
houses prospected a small magnetite-rich gossan on Riembreek,
immediately adjacent to the southwestern corner of the property as
well as subsurface (magnetite-biotite) anomalies in the Santab area
without result. The subsequent airborne geophysical study (INPUT) of
the Vaalputs property by Geoterrex failed to reveal the signature of
ore-grade base metal occurrences in the basement down to a depth of
at least 600 m (30).
A geostatistical investigation of the trace element concentrations in
groundwater of a large population of samples from the Bushmanland
Plateau indicates however a regionally extensive polymetallic anomaly
40 km H and NW of Vaalputs (31)
10.2

Uranium

The prominant radiometric anomalies related to enderbite which are
located to the northwest and north of the property (inset 3, A3 and
4) were investigated in about 1980, but the uranium was found largely
locked in stable refractory phases (monazite, apatite, zircon). The
possibility of finding surface concentrations of leachable uranium
was therefore considered unlikely.
The discovery that the
radioactive enderbite of Vaalputs (inset 3, A-3) is equivalent to the
mineralized rocks of Steenkampskraal (20) (21) (apart from the
obvious differences in grade) however opens the possibility for
monazite mineralizations in the area we investigated.
10.3

Diamonds

Numerous pipes of kimberlite were intruded into the Precambrian rocks
of Vaalputs area, yet all were proved to be barren, as found
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elsewhere

in the Namaqualand

Metamorphic

Complex.

Since

diamonds

have been mined with success at least occasionally in Bushmanland, we
may not exclude the that possibly some stones could be found in the
coarse-grained

sediments

overlying

the

basement.

However,

the

diamond potential of the area was evaluated and found to be minimal
(32).

10.4

The

Road-building Materials

most

commonly

provincial
adjacent

road

used

is

material

for

calcrete/silcrete,

trenches down

favourite road metal

the

construction

which

is

of

excavated

to a depth of a few metres.

the
from

Dolerite, a

in many parts of the country, is too deeply

weathered near Vaalputs to be considered as an alternative.

10.5

Underground Water Resources

Numerous

works

co-workers

have

been

produced

on

(see 5 for references) who

this

subject

identified

by

Levin

appreciable

and
flow

rates from boreholes drilled on fault zones (i.e. the Garing fault,
the Stofkloof shear, etc.).

It has been found that the water struck

in the escarpment area, i.e. on the watershed, is generally far less
saline than water derived
clay of

the Vaalputs formation.

underground
westward
drainages

from fault zones encountered beneath the

and

Vaalputs

watershed,

with

the

southward

into

the

respectively.

The

water

is located on a triple

moving

Koa, Buff els

encouraging

slowly

northward,

and Olifants

results

River

obtained

in

prospecting for water near Vaalputs indicate that geophysical methods
are sucessful in locating water in Bushmanland.

11

GEOLOGY AND NUCLEAR WASTE DISPOSAL

The relation of geology to the safe disposal of low- and medium-level
radioactive waste in the area of Vaalputs has received exhaustive
treatment

in

numerous

reports

and

aspects will be recalled here.
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papers.

Only

a

few

specific

The geology has been tectonically

stable since mid-Tertiary times,

and is expected to remain stable well beyond the time required for
total radioactive decay.

Minor earth tremors can be expected from seismically active linears
such as the Platbakkies

and Pofadder

lineaments.

However, due to

their distance from the site and very low seismic activity associated
with them, they are not considered to be a high seismic risk to the
containment vessels.

Although

there

groundwater

at

are
a

fairly

depth

of

large

quantities

approximately

of

40 m

fracture-controlled
below

the

disposal

trenches there is no recharge of this water from the surface.
consequence

there

is very

As a

little

chance

of any escaping

nuclides

entering the regional groundwater

table.

In the unlikely event of

this happening, the groundwater movement is so slow that there is no
chance of any radioactive nuclide entering the food chain.

The brown clays which wi11 host the waste material contain an average
of 39% clay and silt which has been found to play a major role in the
retardation of movement of the radionuclides.

More specifically, the

clay fraction of the samples investigated by H J Brynard (33) has a
mean

volumetric

composition

of

46% smectite,

32% illite

and 21%

kaolinite and as such the clay has a good retardation potential.

The geological data indicate that low and intermediate- level waste
can be safely disposed of in the Vaalputs site.

However, due to the

complex structure of the basement more careful studies accompanied by
deep drilling will be required for the location of a high-level waste
disposal site.
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Question

DR R ROMETSCH

Thorium rich rocks were mentioned.
- What is the Th content?
- In what form is the Th present?
- Could it be used as a natural analog of radioactive
material migration?

Answer

MR N J B ANDERSEN

These values were radiometrically determined.
1.

Anorthosites
samples),

have

a

content

Vaalputs

grained-91 ppm

(200

of

62 ppm

(249

granite

gneiss,

coarse

samples),

Vaalputs

granite

fine grained-90 ppm (1000 samples).
2.

The thorium is contained in monazite.

3.

There are also concentrations of monazite as a
heavy

sand

in

the Vaalputs

Formation.

Narrow

bands 0,30 m thick are derived from weathering of
the

underlying

rocks

and

have

grades

up

to

date

of

150 ppm Th.

Question

MR A DU PLESSIS

Can

an

estimate

be

made

of

the

cost

to

geological and geophysical investigations at Vaalputs
be given?

Answer

MR N J B ANDERSEN

No, I certainly haven't the figures you ask for with
me, and rather than having to guess I would refer this
question to our department's finance controller.
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RADIOACTIVE

WASTE! TRANSPORTS

AND

P.T. BLUM
Transnucle'aire, Paris, France
ABSTRACT
This survey reviews Radioactive Waste (RW) transports in different
countries, giving the origins, amounts, distances and modes of transport
for the different RW categories currently moved. It appears that :
. Present transport experience concerns mainly Low and Medium level
Wastes (LMW) and Spent nuclear Fuel (SF)
. RW transports are implemented in compliance with IAEA recommendations
which proved particularly helpful to gain public acceptance ; the bulk
of LMW is transported as Low Specific Activity (LSA) materials (i.e.
with packaging requirements just equivalent to those needed for their
disposal) and SF as well as liquid RW fire transported in "type B"
packagings which withstand severe accident conditions.
. Records indicate that transport worker irradiation is kept much below
allowable limits and that accidents during RW tranports did not cause
significant release of activity to environment.
. The cost of RW transports includino. insurances, is small compared to
that of RW processing and disposal.
Therefore, one may comment that RW movements are by no means slowed down
by transport problems and just follow the demand which in some countries
may be delayed hy reasons linked to RW disposal strategy or its public
acceptance.
This survey nresents also an assessment of RW transports until the end of
this century and comments incidentally issues such as :
. Problems in connection with TAEA regulations, in particular, activity
limitations of LSA materials transportable per package and conveyance
. RW conditioning at production sites compared to that at centralized
facilities
. Decommissioning RW
. Possible disposal of RW with long periods in ocean sediments
. Control of transport equipments and operations by receiving facilities
through standardization
. Evolution of SF transports (longer cooling time, transport/storage
packagings)
. International transport of 5F and RW issued from SF reprocessing
. Physical protection applied to RW transports.

1

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a broad survey of status and trends concerning the
transport of radioactive wastes (RW) among which we shall distinguish:

- LMW which, in particular, contain negligible amounts of transuranic
elements and generate virtually no heat
- Transuranic wastes (TRU) which differ from LMW by

significant

amounts of transuranic elements
- High Level Wastes (HLW) which differ from TRU by significant heat
generation
- 5F which might be considered as HLW from radiological and thermal
points of view but differ from all precedent wastes by its physical
form and a financial value justifying its reprocessing.

2

PHYSICAL FORM AND PACKAGING OF TRANSPORTED RW

- Most of LMW, TRU and HLW are transported under a solid form in
compliance with the rules established for their disposal and which
concern :*n particular their resistance to crushing and resistance to
water

leaching. The conditioning of LMW and TRU is also largely

influenced by transport

regulations as significant

transport

result

savings

may

of

their

packaging and

classification

as

LSA

materials. Otherwise, they generally have to be transported in "type
B" packagings, "type A" activity limits beeing exceeded.

Typically, LMW and TRU consist of 200 1 drums or concrete blocks
(see fig. 2 and 3) containing compacted items or powdered material
in a resin or cement matrix, necessary

shielding being generally

provided within the drum or block to respect the dose rate limits
for packagings when they are to be transported unpackaged or for
unshielded contents when they are to be transported in an industrial
packaging.

- Most HLW will be transported under glass or ceramic form in tight
stainless steel canisters in "type B" packagings similar to that
used for the transport of SF.
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Figure 2 :
Loading of LSA drums on
road vehicle

Figure 3 :
Transfer of LSA concrete blocks
from railcar onto road trailer

Figure 4 : Industrial packaging for the transport of LSA liquids

Though transports under liquid or slurry form represent just a tiny
part of waste traffic, a large variety of packagings has been
developed
inaximum

for

them, from

capacity

simple

compatible

bottles

with

to pressure

conveyance

vessels of

and

shielding

requirements (see fig. 4 ) .

- 5F

currently

transported

consists

of

intact

assemblies

(or

encapsulated ones in case of minor cladding defects) with, in some
instances, large amount of crud deposited on their surface.

In the future, especially for transports from Monitored Retrievable
Storage

(MRS) to repositories, one expect

a large percentage of

consolidated SF, even if by time being, consolidation is not yet a
common practice.

The casks currently used for the transport of SF have been designed
for rather short cooling times (less than 1 year) ; they belong to
the following categories :

"Legal weight" casks originally developed

in the U.S.A

for road

transports without need of "special permit" (cask loaded weight of
22 t corresponding to a Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) of 36 t ) .

They feature a capacity of 1 PWR or 2 BWR fuel assemblies, a lead in
stainless steel gamma shield, a water-glycol neutron shield and a
bare external surface. Only 5 of these casks are still in operation
in the USA where they are being replaced by "overweight" or "rail"
casks.

"Overweight casks" originally designed in Europe for road transports
without significant speed or traffic limitations in spite of a GVW
requiring an "overweight permit".
They correspond to a loaded weight of about 36 t (GVW of 55 t) for a
capacity of 3 PWR of 7 BWR fuel assemblies.
They feature a lead in st. steel gamma shielding, a resin neutron
shield and copper cooling fins. 4 of these casks are used in the USA
and 6 in Europe (to serve reactors with limited crane capacity).
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- "Large casks", developed for rail, sea and/or short distance road
transports which constitute today :
. the total capacity serving Graphite Gas Reactors. These casks
feature a prismatic body made of forged carbon steel or lead in
stainless steel and a loaded weight of 55-65 t,
. more than 90 percent of the world capacity serving LWR.
These casks generally feature a loaded weight comprised between 75
and 110 t, a capacity between 6 and 12 PWR or 17 and 32 BWR
assemblies, a thick carbon steel shell (90 to 300 mm thick) provided
with cooling fins, a lead in stainless steel inner liner (in case of
water inner medium) or an outer resin neutron shield (in case of
gaseous inner medium), removable baskets and shock absorbing covers
(see fig. 5 ) .
One may expect that by the end by this century, most SF transports
will rely upon casks designed for a cooling time of 5 years or more
and featuring : - a loaded weight less than 115 t
- a capacity of 30 PWR or 60 BWR assemblies (doubled
in case of consolidated fuel)
- a gaseous atmosphere
- a body made of forged steel or nodular cast iron or
lead in carbon steel surrounded by a solid neutron
shield clad with steel
- no cooling fins (see fig. 6 ) .
3

RW STREAMS (See Fig. 1)
All organizations involved in nuclear activities are consignors or
future consignors of RW packages but the fuel cycle industry
(including utilities) produces in fact 100% of TRU, HLW and SF and
more than 80% (in volume) of LMW. Furthermore, LMW produced by other
organizations are mainly low activity/low density wastes.
These proportions will not significantly change before the end of this
century, when the part of decommissioning wastes will start growing to
reach 25 percent of total RW production.
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Table 2 : World RW transport needs by end of 20th century
NUMBER OF VEHICULES (RAIL WAGGONS
AND TRAILERS)
Total by end of 1999

38

I Vehicle GVW (t)

150

I SF

0.6 x 10^
28 x 10
I 29 x 10'
1 x 10 !
8.9 x 10

I Reprocessing LMW
! Reprocessing TRU/HLW
I OTHERS

0.6 x 10* I

TOTAL

3 x 10

150

38

I
I FUEL CYCLE
I Fuel conv/enrich/fabric.
I Reactor LMW

In 1999

0.4 x 10,
22 x 10'
! 2.3x10'
1.2 x 10 !

1 x 10'
0.4 x 10 |

3.8 x 10

2.4 x 10 ! 3.3x10'

Assumptions concerning world nuclear energy production (GWe x year) :
In 1989 : 263 / 1996 : 350 / 2000 : 400
By end of 1989 : 2300 / 1996 : 4520 / 2000 : 6045

LMW
Processing

Figure 1 :
Conversion
Enrichment
Fuel Fabrication

Reactor
SF

Interin
SF
Storage

LMW

LMW

Interim

Reprocessing
Plant

LMW/TRU/HLW

Storage

LMW
SF

TRU/HLW
LMW
TFX'HLW

Geological
repository

Shallow
land b u r i a l
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Main
RW
streams
in fuel
cycle
industry
(thick
lines
correspond
to French
strategy)

Figure 5 :
Unloading of TN 12 packaging
(loaded with 12 PWR fuel
assemblies) from a PNTL ship

Figure 6 : TN 24 packaging for transport and storage of 24 PWR fuel
assemblies
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- As a general

rule, MLW will be

transported

under

solid

form to

centralized shallow land burials (USA, France, UK, etc) or to
geological repositories (Sweden, FRG, Belgium, etc). Their disposal
by burial at production site (as practised in Canada) will be
exceptional. Most of these transports will
therefore

will

not

need

necessarily

be only domestic and

to

fully

comply

with

International Transport Regulations. On the other hand, they will be
ruled by receiving site technical requirements and programs.

Although about 130 000 t of LMW

and TRU have been

successfully

dumped in oceans before 1982 and a shi|. especially modified for that
purpose

remain

available,

it

is

generally

agreed

that

such

immersions will not resume in a near future, mainly due to the lack
of public acceptance.

By time being significant
form)

are

conveyances

also
to

amounts of LMW

transported
conditioning

using

(under solid or liquid

specialized

facilities

(sometimes

packagings
located

and
in

a

different country) and then returned to their production site for
interim

storage.

Nevertheless,

these

transports

should

remain

limited in the future as they concern only countries with disposal
problems

(FRG), and

centralized

LMW

there are nowhere plans to build

conditioning

plants, probably

because

new large
of

safety

problems linked to transport. Instead, mobile LMW conditioning units
have been developed which can be easily moved from one reactor to
another when needed.

TRU and HLW are produced mainly by reprocessing

plants which

currently store them under liquid or solidified form, pending their
transfer to interim storage facilities (from 1992) or geological
disposals (not before next century, except for the USA where such
transports will start by 1990)

As a significant part of these transports will be international,
reprocessors developed the necessary casks in full compliance with
international regulations.
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In the meantime, only small amounts of TRU and HLW (most in liquid
form) use to be transported, generally from research centers to
reprocessing plants (acting for the time being as interim storage
sites)
- Significant amounts of 5F are currently transported to reprocessing
plants (located in France, UK and Japan) and sometimes between pools
(USA).
Transports of SF in transport/storage casks to dry storage
facilities (MRS) built in FRG could not yet start because of lack of
public acceptance although all technical problems are cleared and
all equipments commissioned.
All SF transports (present or future) rely upon specially developed
equipments (casks, railcars, trailers, ships).
More and more, casks have to comply with detailed standards
established by the receiving facilities (reprocessing plants, MRS)
and dealing with :
.
.
.
.
.
.

dimensions and masses
capacity and fuel characteristics
shielding and thermal performances
primary fluid
ancillary equipments
operational procedures, etc.

About 35% of SF will be transported to existing and planned
reprocessing plants. The rest will go to geological repositories,
either directly or after having stayed in an interim storage
facility such as MRS in the United States.
Transports of SF to geological repositories are not expected before
next century. In most instances, SF will have decayed during a long
period (typically 10 years instead of 1 year as for current
transports) and have been previously conditionned i.e. consolidated
or compressed in standard canisters.
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- Subseabed

disposal

of

TRU,

HLW

or

SF

(under

evaluation

as

alternative to geological disposal since 1977) is not likely to be
implemented

before next century

because of public reluctance and

inherent technical and economics problems.

4

SURVEY OF RW TRANSPORTS

We summarize hereafter the status of RW transports in different
countries corresponding to 90% of the world nuclear energy capacity.

- In the USA, about 60% of LMW annually produced
currently

transported

to

3

state-licensed

by utilities are

burial

sites.

These

transports are mainly by road on an average distance of about
1500 km. A recent amendment to LLW policy act of 1979 limits these
transports to about 550 000 m

from 1986 to 1993, when regional

disposal facilities permit a reduction of distances and the disposal
of the whole production.

Almost

6000

SF

assemblies

have

been

already

moved

away

from

reactors, using road and rail casks of both wet and dry types. All
casks still licenced are now operated

in dry conditions

with

eventually a reduced thermal capacity' but, in fact, most SF will
remain

in reactor

pools pending

implementation

of

nuclear

waste

policy act of 1982 which provides for a national storage site or
repository in operation by 1998. Then, SF will be transported by
means of large capacity casks, designed

for long cooled

fuel at

rates increasing to 3000 tU per year in the 5th year.

- In France, the RW strategy chosen several years ago is implemented
without

signifiant

public

opposition

so

that

transports

proceed

smoothly.

Practically all LMW issued from reactors and reprocessing plants are
transported

to a burial

sites. Drums containing
overpacks

(such

contamination

a

risks

site,

conditioning

at

production

loose materials or items are moved in

freight
and

after

containers)

facilitate

to

handling

limit
and

conveyance

storage.

overpacks are thermally isolated in case of combustible wastes.
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These

The total volume of LMW delivered to the burial site reached 260 000
m

by end of 1985 and one expect 800 000 m

by year 2000.

In 1985, that burial site received 1970 trailers bringing 33 800 t
(29 000 m 3 ) of LMW :

- 410 road consignments bringing 7400 t of LMW,
- 550 waggons bringing 26 400 t of LMW to a rail terminal (located
at 30 km from burial site) and 1560 road shuttles from terminal to
site.

Similarly, almost all 5F is transported by rail to a terminal where
casks are transferred on road trailers for a 30 km journey to the
reprocessing plant. All casks are of the dry type and designed for a
large heat output (corresponding to a cooling time of 8 months).
Special railcars and trailers have been developed

to achieve an

optimum turn around time for the average transport distance which is
about 850 km for both LMW and SF.

- As concerns the Soviet Union, available information are limited and
deal with SF transports which rely upon rail casks designed for long
cooled fuels. Recently, their primary coolant changed from water to
gas.

- In Japan, almost all LMW are stored
amount currently

at reactor

increases by 6000 m

sites and

per year pending

their
their

transports by means of dedicated ships to a central site (due
to start in 1991 and to gradually reach a rate of 10000 m

per

year).

Since

1978,

transported

respectively
to European

2000

t

and

300

t

of

SF

have

been

(i.e. at a distance of 11000 miles) and

Japanese reprocessing plants on board of dedicated ships (respective
capacity of 20 and 4 casks and dead weight of 3000 t and 1300 t)
having

exceptional

resistance

to

collision/stranding,

and

floatability even in case of partial immersion. The type of casks
used for these transports is dictated by reprocessors (wet type for
BNFL and PNC, dry

type for COGEMA) and handling

limitations at

reactors. The largest of these casks have a capacity of 5.5 MtU (TN
12 type).
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SF containinq 5000 til will have already been transporter) by 1993
when a new domestic facility (SrilMOKITA) will start receiving SF at
rates increasing

to 800 tlJ per year, probably

in large capacity

casks (10 tU) taking advantage of long cooling time of fuel.
Simultaneously, transports to PNC - TOKAI plant will proceed at a
rate of 200 tU per year and that to Europe will progressely decline
from a peak rate of 550 tU per year reached in 1990.

In 1992, Japan will also start receiving TRU and HLW returned by
foreign reprocessors in 40/100 t casks transported probably by the
same ships as SF casks.

In FRG, for local reasons, LMW cannot be transported at the expected
rate to the buffer storage facility built at HORLF.BEN and have to be
stored at reactors.

As there are no foreseable changes to this situation before 1992
(when KONRAD mine will start receiving LMW), special attention is
paid to achieve high compaction

of LMW at

relatively

reasonable

cost.

This leads each year to about 300 consignments of LMW (i.e. 500 t of
solid and 300 m

of liquid wastes) and to the corresponding return

transports to reactors of compacted or solidified wastes.

Note that these transports are mainly justified by the cost of space
required

for

storage

of

LMW

at

reactors

and

in

geological

repositories (as shallow burials are not planned in FRG).

Nevertheless, to achieve economy and safety, special casks, tanks
and

handling

methods

nave

been

developed

(MOSTRAM

system

for

instance).

SF is currently transported over about 1500 km by rail to foreign
reprocessing plants by means of standard casks and conveyances.
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Special casks (made of nodular cast iron) for lonq storage of SF
have been developed but they are not extensively used for the time
being due to lack of public acceptance of storage sites (built at
GORLEBEN and under construction at AHAUS and WACKERSDORF).

Return of reprocessing TRU and HLW

(due to start

in 1992) will

probably rely upon similar large capacity transport/storage casks.

- In the UK, only LMW produced at SELLAFIELD reprocessing plant and
nearby

reactors are currently

disposed

of at

DRIGG

burial

site

(located in the vicinity).

Until 1982, approx. 70000 t of conditioned

low level wastes have

been dumped in the ocean (together with the same amount produced in
other different

OECO countries) using ships of conventional type as

concerns resistance and floatability. 4000 t are still ready for
such a dumping but one generally considers that LMW long distance
transports will not

resume before 1995 and

then will be rather

directed to a land burial site (not yet chosen).

In the meantime, large shielded packagings are being developed for
that purpose and the impact of site location on transport problems
is being assessed.

Domestic 5F and foreign ones (unloaded from BNFL ships at BARROW
harbour) are

transported

by

special

railcars

in

standard

large

capacity casks of wet type.

- In Canada, the different utilities dispose of their LMW directly at
reactor sites. In case of ONTARIO-HYDRO, 5000 m

of LMW are annually

transported to BRUCE, after their conditioning in 1 m

containers

designed as "type A" packagings.

Except

for

small

amounts

forwarded

in

the

past

to

foreign

reprocessors, SF is stored in reactor pools, while casks are being
developed for transports (due to start in 1995) to storage or
disposal

sites,

taking

advantage

of

SF

particularities

length, long decay, negligible neutron source).
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(short

- In Sweden where original solutions to storage and transport problems
are being implemented, consignments of LMW to a repository under
construction at FORSMARK will start in 1988 using large shielded
casks transported on board of a dedicated ship of roll-on/roll-off
type, already used for moving SF in dry casks to OSKARSHAMN interim
storage (CLAB).
- In Spain, both LMW and SF (except 150 tU forwarded in the past to
the UK for reprocessing) are stored at reactor sites. Transports of
LMW to EL CABRIL burial site will not start before 1988.
SF storage capacity at reactors is sufficient until 1995. Then, SF
excess will probably remain at reactor site in storage casks.
- In Belgium, LMW are transported to a centralized facility (located
at M Q L I in charge of their eventual conditioning and interim storage
pending their transfert to a geological repository due to open by
1992. SF is forwarded to foreign reprocessors, using their standard
casks and conveyances also to be used for returning reprocessing
wastes by 1992.
5

RW TRANSPORT NEEDS
The amount of RW produced per GWe x year by French fuel cycle industry
as well as corresponding road transport requirements are given in
Table 1.
This data permits to evaluate the tansport needs of countries having
defined their RW strategy.
In particular, taking into account current forecast of world nuclear
energy production and assuming that :
. reactor LMW and SF are transported 3 years after corresponding power
generation
. fuel conversion/enrichment/fabrication wastes are transported 1 year
before corresponding power generation
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. 35% of 5F will be reprocessed and reprocessing wastes transported 10
years after corresponding power generation.
. the waste produced by other sources are low density LMW and their
volume is equal to 20% of that of LMW produced by fuel cycleindustries during the preceding year

One may calculate the worldwide RW transport needs at the end of this
century which are given in Table 2.

6

COST OF RW TRANSPORTS

The cost of RW transports depends upon a variety of parameters such as
type of wastes, amounts, packaging requirements, distances, etc.

For example, the cost for transporting LMW from French reactors to
burial site varies from 350 F/m
(in case of 2 m

(in case of 200 1 drums) to 1250 F/m

blocks). These figures correspond to 180 drums (in a

40' freight container) or 5 blocks per trailer and a distance of 850
km for which costs for rail and road

transports do not

differ

significantly. One may calculate that they represent only 8% to 12% of
the total expense for conditioning and disposal of reactor LMW (which
is itself rather moderate in case of French waste strategy which in
turns gives no incentive to costly volume reduction, because of rather
cheap disposal costs).

As concerns civil and nuclear insurance premiums, they represent about
2.5% of transport costs in case of land transports but sea transports
of LSA wastes would probably require special insurance arrangements
providing for recovery

of such a cargo without value and significant

hazardous properties.

The transport cost of SF depends obviously upon cask capacity which is
currently limited by the rather short contractual cooling time agreed
by reprocessors. This leads to prices generally comprised between 35
and 70 US DLR per Kg U, including amortization of casks, conveyances,
auxiliary equipments, maintenance facilities, etc.
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This represents between 5% to 10% of reprocessing costs and less than
0.4%

to

0.8%

of

t\hat

of

nuclear

electricity

generation.

These

percentages will be divided by 2 when the use of casks designed for 5
years cooled fuel will be generalized.

7

IMPLEMENTATION OF REGULATIONS TQ RW TRANSPORTS

All national and

international

from

recommendations

the

IAEA

regulations are
and

this

fortunately
greatly

derived

facilitates

international transports as well as public acceptance of transports in
each country.

- As concerns SF, HLW

and

some

TRU,

their

characteristics

impose

packagings defined as "type B" in IAEA recommendations and which
resist

to

very

minutes/800°C

severe

fire

accident

following

conditions

a 9 meter

drop

(typically
onto

an

a

30

unyielding

surface) thanks to an adeguate design and quality assurance applied
to their construction, operation and maintenance. The current issues
concerning

"type B" packages

are

linked

to

structural

material

properties and radiolysis.

- In case of LMW, and some TRU, especially when they are conditioned
for disposal, their properties permit to consider them as "LSA" or
Surface

Contaminated

transported

Objects

(SCO)

materials

which

may

be

in "industrial packagings" with mechanical, shielding

and quality assurance requirements close to that needed anyways for
their handling and disposal. Nevertheless, IAEA recommendations have
recently limited the amount of LSA (or SCO) materials in "industrial
packagings" and

also

(when

these materials

are combustible) per

conveyance.

These limitations are not always well accepted, in particular where
they conflict with comprehensive systems developed for LMW transport
and disposal.
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This issue is important as "LSA" and "SCO" concepts are already
difficult to justify and suffer from looseness of their definition
(as concerns, in particular, activity estimation and distribution,
combustibility, surface accessibility, etc..) in addition

to the

difficulty to actually verify LMW activity (in particular in case of
alpha emitters).

- The tanks used for the transport of liquid RW have to be constructed
as pressure vessels and to withstand severe fire conditions : this
msy be achieved by means of safety
insulation

according

to

the

valves or by proper

possibility

to consider

thermal

transported

waste as LSA or not.

- As a general rule, RW consignments are performed under "exclusive
use" of conveyances. This is because nobody

is in a hurry to

transport such a worthless cargo (in case of LMW) and for obvious
economical and radiological reasons, here enhanced by the provisions
of regulations which, in that case :

. waive

systematic

decontamination

of

conveyances

used

for

transports of LSA or SCO materials
. allow higher dose rates in the vicinity of individual packages and
conveyance.

8

RADIOLOGICAL IMPACT OF RW TRANSPORTS

The radiological impact of RW transports has been repeatidly assessed
using the results of surveys of doses received by workers and dose
rates measured in the vicinity of conveyances, statistical data
concerning accident frequency and severity, and mechanical strength of
packages specified by regulations.

These assessments permit to conclude that the irradiation of transport
workers is quite acceptable and that of public is an insignificant
hazard

compared

to

injuries by

accidents

transports.
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foreseeable

during

same

As concerns workers, this is mainly due to :
. use of large casks for 5F transports
. limitation of package surface dose rate (2 mSv/h instead of 10
allowed for "exclusive use" of conveyance)
. standardization of packages allowing mechanical remote handling and
facilitating controls
. training of workers
. monitoring of doses received by workers and use of shieldings to
protect truck drivers and ship crews
. quick implementation of corrective actions as required by quality
assurance.
These measures explain that the average (maximum) annual doses
received by French drivers reached in 1985 : 1.0 (7.2) mSv for SF
transports and 2.66 (7.55) mSv for LMW ones.
This is much less than allowed 50 mSv per year and corresponds to
about 3 x 10 man x mSv per km x t of transported package.
During the same annual period, crew members on BNFL ships transporting
SF have received 2.0 (4.0) mSv (i.e. less tthan 2 x 10 man x mSv per
km x t) and harbour workers 0.23 (1.0) mSv.
As concerns public, one assessed that the total dose he receives does
not exceed that by transport workers : public individual doses are
therefore quite negligible (currently 10" of natural irradiation, in
case of UK public).
Although several accidents during RW transports already occured, none
of them resulted in noticeable irradiation of public. One calculated
that the probability for a "type B" package to be breached does not
exceed 7x10"
and 3x10"
per km for respectively road and rail
transports so that mechanical injuries risk is 400 times higher than
radiological one.
In fact, even a breach such as that caused by the sabotage attack of a
large SF cask would not cause early fatalities or morbidities in an
urban environment.
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It would

just cause few latent cancer fatalities according to the

principle of equivalence between the total dose received by population
and latent fatalities.
Available records of accident and incidents show that the main hazard
linked to RW transports, results from abnormal contamination of
conveyances by LMW packages and (exceptionally) escape of LSA solid
material following accidents.

Public opinion should not be signific&ntly concerned by these events
as recovery of solid LSA as well as decontamination of conveyances are
quite simple and safe operations.

One may comment that the weak point of current RW transports concerns
the lack of physical protection except for SF. Nevertheless, physical
protection

may

be easily

implemented

for

all

RW

transports which

already have to be managed, scheduled and controlled quality assurance
principles applicable to all transports of radioactive materials.

9

CONCLUSION

It appears that :
. Present transport experience concerns mainly LMW and S^.
. RW

transports

are

implemented

in

compliance

with

IAEA

recommendations which proved particularly helpfull to gain public
acceptance ; the bulk of LMW is transported as LSA materials (i.e.
with

packaging

requirements

just

equivalent

their disposal) and SF as well as

to those

liquid RW are

needed

transported

for
in

"typeB" packagings which withstand severe accident conditions.
. Records

indicate

that transport

worker

irradiation

is kept much

below allowable limits and that accidents during RW transports did
not cause significant release of activity to environment.
. The cost of RW transports including insurances, is small compared to
that of RW processing and disposal.

Therefore, one may comment that RW movements are by no means slowed
down by transport problems and just follow the demand which in some
countries may be delayed by reasons linked to the RW disposal strategy
or its public acceptance.
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Table 1 : Waste production per GWe x year
(reference : PWR 900 - Load factor : 0.75 - B.U. : 33 GWth/tU)

CONVERSION/ENRICHMENT
FUEL FABRICATION

LMW

PACKAGES
Type / Transport Index
Number
,
Unit volume (m ) / Mass (t)
ROAD VEHICLES
Trailer type
GVW (t)
! Packages / vehicle
Vehicle number

Drums / 10-25
200
0.2 / 0.08
3 axles van
38
200
1

REACTOR OPERATION
PACKAGES
Type / Transport Index
Number
,
Unit volume (m )/mass (t)
ROAD VEHICLES
Trailer type
GVW (t)
Packages/vehicle
Vehicle number

SF REPROCESSING

LMW

S.F.

Drums / 10-25| Blocks/10-25 I Casks/10
1 100
280
6.5
2 / 4.25
0.2 / 0.09
- / 100
3 axles van
38
180
6

3 axles platfm.8 ax.platfm,
38
150
1
5
6.5
56

TRU

LMW

HLW

I
PRIMARY PACKINGS
Type
Transport Index
Number
,
Unit volume (m )/mass (t)
I
PACKAGES
I
Type / Transport Index
I Blocks/10-25
Packings / Package
1
I

Blocksr
5x10
18
1.8 / 4

Drums
h I Canisters
7.5 x 10 I 2 x 10 '
90
I
27
0.25 / 0.231 0.2/0.51

!
Casks/10
3

Casks/10
12

- / 100
6

- / 40
7.5

I
Unit volume (m )/mass (t) 10.6-1.2/1-3]
Package number
222
|
ROAD VEHICLE5
!
Trailer type
13 axles ptf!
GVW (t)
38
|
Packages / vehicle
17
I
Vehicle number
13
I
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I Casks/10!
I
20 |

I

I

I - / 100!
I 1.35

I

8
150
1
6

I

axles platform
150
I 150

2

I

1

3.75

I

1.35

Question

D K H F RoHM

Have you considered spent fuel consolidation as a
means

of

optimizing

dry

storage

and

transport

casks with respect to:
- storage capacity
- number of casks needed for storage
- transportation costs, for instance?
Are any utilities following this line of thought
now, or planning to in the future?

Answer

MR P T BLUM

Consolidation
capacity

generally

of

existing

permits

racks

and

doubling
casks

the

without

major investments.
TRANSNUCLEAIRK

is

developing

a

consolidation

system of modular type usable in reactor pools,
and

which

features

a

fuel

rod

canister

corresponding to half a PWR assembly; this is to
solve

the

anticolity

problem

inherent

in

consolidation, and to optimize rack/cask capacity.
To my knowledge pool consolidation has not yet
reached

the

industrial

four utilities
(where

have

developments

stage

shown

- until now

interest

started),

only

in the USA

probably

because

the economy of consolidation at a reactor is not
clear in the context of US storage policy.

Question

DR MELESE

1.

Would

you

comment

on

the

sinking

of

the

fuel

transport ship off Belgium (St Louis) a few years
ago?
2.

Have new safety requirements been developed since
then?
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Answer

MK P T BLUM

This

sinking

natural

and

cylinders
built

slightly

are

as

reasons

concerned

enriched

"industrial

"pressure

-

cylinders

they

uranium.

packings"

vessels"

were

filled

for

resistant

with
These

which

are

operational

to

accidental

immersion conditions (about 10 metre head) - The
one

accident

concerned

a valve which was bent

(probably by cables used for recovery) and which
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ABSTRACT
The transport of a contaminant through the upper layers of the earth's surface is a complex
phenomenon. To develop a model for this, requires a good understanding of the physical nature
of the phenomenon. This paper discusses two difficulties frequently encountered in developing
such a modei - the nature of the subsurface and the mathematical representation of the
unsaturated hydraulic parameters. It is proposed that information obtained from pump- and
packer tests be used to circumvent the first difficulty, and that the unsaturated flow parameters
be approximated by a C"°° continuous function.

1

INTRODUCTION

A major problem encountered in the present technological age is the disposal of hazardous
wastes. This is particularly true of radioactive materials, which seems to have attracted more
public attention than other equally and in many cases even more hazardous materials [1]. To
satisfy the public opinion, special precautions have to be taken in the disposal of radioactive
waste.
The two most important properties of radioactive waste are its longevity and indestructibility.
While many of the more hazardous wastes are hydrocarbon compounds which can be disposed
of by incineration, radioactivity is an intrinsic property of atomic nuclei. Only two methods are
at present known to destroy the radioactivity of a nucleus - natural decay and transmutation of
the nuclei. In its present stage of development the latter method is just too expensive to apply,
which leaves the slow natural decay as the only alternative. To use this method, the waste has to
be disposed of in such a way that it cannot contaminate the natural biosphere. Although a
number of possibilities have been suggested (send it to outer space) and even applied (dumping
in the sea), all experience gained to date, suggests that the burial of the waste in a land-based
depository is the most viable. The main reason for this is, tluit a land-based depository can he
continuously monitored and corrective action taken if and when necessary.
The major potential problem with a land-based depository, is its possible penetration by water
from some form of precipitation. This can cause waste, leaked from the containers, to dissolve
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and infiltrate the upper layers of the earth's surface. From here the wasie can be transported
over vast distances by the natural flow of groundwater to contaminate public water supplies.
The ideal objective in the management of a land-based depository should thus be to ensure that
that there is no possibility of the waste reaching the water table. However, this is just not
possible. A more reasonable approach is to shield the groundwater as far as possible from the
waste; but at the same time know what the fate of waste will be, if and when a leakage occurs.
Therefore, what is really required is a method that can use information on the distribution of
dissolved waste at any given moment in time and predict how the distribution will look like in
the future. This situation is commonly encountered in many branches of science and a special
method - the mathematical model developed to cope with it.
The main idea behind such a model is to cast all relevant physical information in mathematical
terms and use the powerful methods of mathematics to manipulate the terms in order to obtain
the relevant information. In practice, this frequently means that one has to solve a partial
differential equation with a number of parameters that must be known a priori. The migration of
a fluid or dissolved solid through the heterogeneous geologic formations of the earth's upper
crust is, unfortunately, so complex that it is difficult to even find representative values for the
parameters. An approach that has become very popular in the field of Geohydrology - the
science dealing with subsurface water - is to supplement the model with a well-planned
geohydrological survey and monitor system. Thus allows one to compare the results of the
model with observed quantities and adjust the parameters where necessary. This combination
has been shown to be so powerful in groundwater management problems [1, 2, 3], that the
claim "groundwater resources can be managed better than surface water resources" is not with
its merits. Although the application of the method is only in its infancy, as far as the
management of radioactive waste disposal sites is concerned, there is no reason to believe that it
cannot be applied with equal success here.
This paper will discuss two of the problems encountered in developing a mathematical model
for waste disposal sites : the physical nature of the problem and parameter identification. The
physical problem, briefly discussed in Section 2, usually hinges on the question of whether the
site can be considered as a porous or a fractured medium. It is shown in Section 3 that this
question can be settled (be it only partially) by results obtained from simple pump tests.
Parameter identification, with special reference to the parameters in the flow equation, is
discussed in Section 4. A few of the approximations devised for the characterization of the
unsaturated flow parameters, are analysed. The results indicate that the approximation proposed
by Van Genughten [4], should be considered superior, at least for modelling purposes. The
discussion is illustrated, as far as possible, with results obtained during the development of a
two-dimensional model for the National Waste Disposal Site at Vaalputs
2

THE PHYSICAL PROBLEM

It is well-known that the flow of any fluid is controlled by the form of its immediate
surroundings. The assumption that all fluid flows encountered in nature are always bounded in
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<>tu- spatial dm-ction (taken here to be tlic vertical) allows one to corn ex. 'n'.ly divide nautrul
flows i:no tour types •
(a) surface

- the fluid is free to flow over large horizontal areas without
encountering a physical boundary (e.g. oceans and lakes),

(b) channel

- the flow is restricted in the horizontal direction perpendicular to the
direction of flow by a physical boundary (e.g. rivers, channels, etc.).

(c) capillary

- the flow is restricted in the horizontal direction perpendicular to the
direction of flow by a physical boundary interacting with the fluid
(e.g.a capillary tube), and

(d) porous

- the flow is restricted in all spatial directions by spatial boundaries
interacting with the fluid (e.g. a wet sponge).

The soil and rocks which form the upper crust of the earth's surface generally admit two types
of flow - porous flow (in the soil and sedimentary rocks) and channel flow found in fractures
caused by severe stresses to which the earth was subjected in the past. This type of flow is,
therefore, more commonly known as fracture flow.
To fully understand the difference between porous and fractured flow, consider the schematic
representation of two waste disposal sites in Figure 1. As defined above, porous flow is a
restricted type of flow with the result that the dissolved waste tend to form a plume in the
direction of flow. Nevertheless, given sufficient time, it can contaminate very large areas.
Fracture flow, on the other hand, is confined to the relatively small area covered by the fractures
present in the area. However, since fracture flow is not restricted in the direction of flow, the
dissolved waste can be transported very quickly over long distances. It is, therefore, imperative
to know what type of flow is present in the vicinity of a waste disposal site, before constructing
a model for the site.
3

VALIDITY OF A POROUS FLOW MODEL FOR VAALPUTS

The nature of a given physical phenomenon can be investigated by either one, or a combination,
of two methods. The first is to conduct a detailed experimental study of the phenomenon, and
the second, to show that the phenomenon satisfies predictions based on the theory used in
modelling it. The first method is just too impractical to be applied in the case of subsurface flow
in the earth's upper layers, so that one must be content with the second method. Since the
theory of porous flow is simpler than that of fractured flow, it is natural to start such an
investigation with porous flow.
The basic assumption of the theory of flow through a porous medium is that it must satisfies
Darcy's law, which can be conveniently expressed in terms of Hubert's potential (5|
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of vertical cross-sections through two
waste dumps. The dump (a) is in a porous and (b) in a fractured
domain.

4>(x,t) = Jdp/[p(p)g + z = h(x,t) + z
PO

(1)

in the form
q(x,t) = -Ji(x,t)V(J)(x,t),
where,
X

z
t
P(x,t)
h(x,t)
P(P)
g
q(x,t)

=
=
=
=

K(x,t) =

the three spatial coordinates
the vertical component of the spatial coordinates
the time
the fluid pressure at the point (x,t)
the pressure head
the density of water
the acceleration of gravity
the Darcy flux
the hydraulic conductivity tensor of the medium.

[L],
[L],
[T],
[M.L.T-2],
[L],
[M.L-3],
[L.T-2],
[L.T-1],
[L.T-U-

If the quantity of dissolved material is small enough so as not to influence the density of water
and land subsidence can be neglected, the flow of water in the subsurface of the earth must
satisfy the well-known flow equation [6]
[C(h) + S0]Dth(x,t) = V.[K(h)V<|>(x,t)] + Q(x,t).

(2)

where
Q(x,t) = the rate at which water is recharged (discharged)
So
= pgeSw[oc(l-e)/e + p]
= the specific storativity of the medium
C(h) = Dh9(h),
= the moisture capacity
8(h) = the volumetric water content of the medium
E
= the porosity of the medium
Sw(h) = 8/e, the water capacity of the medium.

[L3.L-3]

and a and P are two constants, which describes the compressibility of the rock and water
respectively. Modellers of subsurface flow may find (2) somewhat unfamiliar, but this is
merely due to the fact that it is a combination of the two equations usually used for saturated and
unsaturated flow (see e.g. [5]).
The most promising method Suggested for testing whether the subsurface flow of water can
indeed be considered as porous flow, or in other words if the flow satisfies (2), is the crossborehole technique developed by Hsieh et al [7|. Unfortunately tests of this nature have never
been undertaken at Vaalputs. What is available, are the results from a number of ordinary
pump- and packer tests [8|.
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It is well-known [5| that the flow in an infinite homogeneous porous medium such as an
aquifer, must satisfy a very primitive form of (2), better known as the Theis equation. The
solution of this equation, usually expressed in the form

s = (Q/4jtKd)J |exp(-y)/y]dy
u
where
s = h(r,0) - h(r,t), is the observed drawdown,
K = the homogeneous hydraulic conductivity,
So = the homogeneous storativity,
d
r
t
u

=
=
=
=

the saturated thickness of the aquifer,
the distance of an observation borehole from the pumping hole,
the time, and
r2S0/4kt,

has a very characteristic form. Therefore, if the drawdown observed in an observation borehole
during a pump test follows this solution, one can accept it as an indication that the theory of
flow in a porous medium applies to the saturated domain in the immediate vicinity of the
borehole. With this in mind, a number of pump tests conducted by Hodgson [8] at Vaalputs
were analysed. All the tests analysed behaved similar to that of borehole PBH 16, shown in
Figure 2. The only exception was in the case of borehole GWB 3 (see Figure 3), but even
these drawdowns do not differ too much from that predicted by the Theis solution. These
results are somewhat surprising, given the inhomogeneity of the natural subsurface at Vaalputs.
Nevertheless, they all seem to agree with the notion that the saturated domain at Vaalputs
behaves as a porous medium.
It can, of course, be argued that the assumption of an infinite and homogeneous domain
invalidates the use of the Theis equation as an objective measure for the applicability of porous
flow. The assumption of infinity has been addressed by [9], who showed that it should not give
rise to any problems, provided that the borehole is not pumped at a rate higher than its natural
yield. (An analysis of the original recorder chart indicates that the results for borehole GWB 3
were indeed influenced adversely by a too high pump rate). The Theis method can obviously
not yield information on inhomogeneities near a single borehole, but this can be readily detected
by either using more than one observation borehole, and/or conducting more than one pump
test. The differences in the curves of Figures 2 and 3 actually demonstrate that inhomogeneities
do exist at Vaalputs.
In the absence of any information of cross-borehole pump tests, nothing can be said with any
confidence about the nature of the unsaturated zone at Vaalputs. The packer tests conducted by
Hodgson [8]), suggest that the fracturing in this zone is of the same intensity as in the saturated
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domain. It would, thus, seem reasonable to assume that the unsaturated zone at Vaalputs can
also be considered as a porous medium.
4

DETERMINATION OF THE FLOW PARAMETERS

4.1

General

The fact that one can always adjust the parameters in a subsurface model, does not imply that
one can choose the parameters at will. On the contrary, since this kind of modelling exercise is
really another method of solving the inverse problem with its infinity of solutions, the
possibility always exists that one can end up with a solution that represents the observed values,
but with the wrong parameters. This may go undetected for quite a period of time, with dire
consequences, particularly for a model designed to manage a waste disposal site. Because of
this importance, every effort should be made to determine at least representative values of the
parameters. Although it is not an easy task, there are some methods available for the
determination of the parameters, S o , K(x,t), and C(h) appearing in (2), which will now be
discussed.
4.2

The saturated zone

In the saturated zone the flow parameters are usually determined by fitting simple analytical
solutions of (2) to drawdowns observed during pump tests [10]. A particularly favourite
solution to use for this purpose is that of the Theis equation. As this solution fits the data from
Vaalputs quite well (see Section 3), this would seem to be a natural choice.
The solution of the Theis equation is highly non-linear [5]. The fitting procedure is, therefore,
usually carried out visually or with a linearized version of the solution [10]. The former process
is highly subjective, while the latter one is open to misuse; particularly if the borehole was
pumped at a rate higher than its natural yield. To avoid these difficulties, all drawdowns from
Vaalputs were analysed with a non-linear least squares fitting technique, developed at the InstiTable 1 Values of the saturated thickness, d, storage coefficient, S, and transmissivity, T,
determined from the Theis equation for a few boreholes at Vaalputs.
Borehole
PBH16
GWB3
GWB5

d
m

S = Sod

T = Kd
m2/s

-22
-45
>11

1,31.10-3
l,25.10-2
l,69.10-2

19,2
53,7
29,2
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tute, that takes full account of the non-linearity of the solution. This explain the differences
between the results quoted by Hodgson |81 and those in Table 1 and Figures 2 and 3.
4.3

The unsaturated zone

The determination of the moisture capacity, C(h) in (2), would, at first sight, seem to be trivial.
All that need be done, is to determine the dependence of h on the moisture content 0 - generally
referred to as the moisture retention curve. While this is an experimental exercise that has been
conducted for years by soil scientists, it is by no means trivial. It turns out that in the
unsaturated zone h is a highly non-linear relation (multi-valued function) of the moisture content
0, that is h(0) displays the phenomenon of hysteresis, (see Figure 4). Fortunately, there are a
number of semi-empirical methods available [11] that can be used to incorporate this phenome non effectively in a model of subsurface flow.
A more serious difficulty is posed by the calculation of C(h). The numerical computation of a
derivative, Df(x), from a set of tabulated data, {xj.fj}, is a highly unstable procedure, unless
the tabulated data is closely spaced and smoothly distributed in the (x,f)-plane. From the
modelling point of view, a more acceptable solution would be to approximate the experimental
moisture retention curve by an analytic function, with the following attributes :
(a)
(b)
(c)

represent the experimental results as accurately as possible,
be compatible with the existing theories on groundwater flow, and
not require an exorbitant computational effort to evaluate.

The simplest approximation to use, is certainly some form of polynomial. Such an
approximation is easy to evaluate and can match the experimental points exactly in its
interpolation form. The only difficulty with this approach is that the number of experimental
points is usually very limited and, because of the inhomogeneity of natural soils and
experimental errors, scattered in the (9,h)-plane. A polynomial approximation to such data and
its first derivative, tend to oscillate so much that it is useless for the calculation of C(h). A more
acceptable procedure is to fit a smooth curve by the method of least squares through the data.
As the pressure head h(x,t) is always negative in the unsaturated zone, these approximations are
generally based on the soilmatric head,
V(x,t) = -h(x,t).
Based on the analysis of a large number of experimental data, Brooks and Corey [12,13]
concluded that the retention curves for many soils can be fitted reasonably well with the
analytical equation

0 = e c (y/y c )- x
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(3)
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Figure 4

Schematic representation of a typical soil moisture retention curve with hysieresis.
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where 0C, vj/c and X are characteristic constants of the soil that must be determined by the
procedure used to fit the data. This approximation is not very good for values of 9 near the
saturated moisture content 9S. Moreover, since
\\f -» 0 as 9 -> 9S(
limC = lim [-A.9c(\|/cA|/)(*e -^ e s e -> e s

->

The accuracy of the approximation can be improved by restricting (3) to the range \jr > y c and
use the approximation

e = es(i when \|/ < y c . However, this approximation is still only C° - continuous. Its only effect on C(h)
is to shift the discontinuity from V|/ = 0 to \|/ = \j/ c .
An equation that behaves in a physical realistic way, is C°°-continuous and easy to evaluate, is
0 = [1 + (yy)n]-m
where
0 = (9 - 9 r )/(9 s - 9 r ), and
9 r = the residual or irreducible moisture content of the soil [4,5],
with y and n (m = 1-1/n), characteristic constants. There is no doubt that this equation,
originally proposed by Van Genughten [4], is, at least from the computational point of view, far
superior to any of the other equations proposed for this purpose. It has only one slight
disadvantage in that it is non-linear. However, by using the approximations detailed by Van
Genughten and an existing non-linear least square subroutine (e.g. E04GBF from the NAGlibrary) the three unknown parameters, y, n, 9 r and their associated variances, can be
determined quite easily. An example of a cur/e determined from the experimental results of Van
der Watt [14,15], for the red clay at Vaalputs is shown in Figure 5. Table 2 contains a few
numerical values of these coefficients for the major soil types present at Vaalputs.
Table 2 Values of the parameters in Van Genughten's equation and the saturated hydraulic
conductivity for a few soil types from Vaalputs.
Type of Material
Iron rich sand
Red clay
White clay
Weathered granite

er
0,093 0,300
0,213 0,414
0,276 0,264
0,114 0,364

Y
16.382
4,078
19,911
8,621

1S9

n

m= 1/n

1,226
1,500
1,096
1,180

0,939
0,333
0,912
0,848

2,903. lO"7
4,287.10-8
2,257.10-8
7,931.10-8

The use of an analytic expression for the moisture retention curve, has an added advantage - it
allows one to calculate the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity analytically [4], The accuracy of
such an approach may still be debatable, but all indications are that the differences between the
calculated and observed hydraulic conductivities are generally restricted to low moisture values
[16]. Since K(h) is small for low values of the moisture content, these differences should not
influence the final results seriously.
The practice of computing K(h) from the functional form of the moisture retention curve is
certainly recommendable, provided that the empirical nature of these equations is always kept in
mind. This implies, at least in principle, that the results of a model can simply be changed by
replacing one representation of K(h) with another. Such a procedure is clearly contrary to the
basic philosophy behind any deterministic, and indeed stochastic model. However, as this is the
only alternative at present available, the best that can be done on comparing results from
different models, is to ensure that the models use the same representation for K(h).
5

SUMMARY

This paper is mainly concerned with the two problems encountered in modelling the transport of
contaminants - to identify the physical nature of the problem and the parameters that appear in
the flow equation. It is shown that the nature of the physical problem can be resolved, be it not
conclusively, by using relative simple information obtainable from ordinary pump- and packer
tests.
The problem of parameter identification in the saturated zone is not very serious, for here one
can use ordinary pump-test data. However, the situation is completely different in the
unsaturated zone. The best that can be done, is to represent the moisture retention curve by a
smooth approximation function. The representation proposed by Van Genughten [4], is
particularly attractive from the modelling point of view, as it is C°°- continuous and thus
approximates C(h) continuously. This approach must, however, be applied with care, as
different representations can result in different model results. Unfortunately, there is no other
alternative at present.
6
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ABSTRACT
Among the various concepts for geological disposal of radioactive waste
the use of underground mines and cavities is being highly accepted by
the IAEA member countries in particular for low and intermediate level
waste. The technical possibilities of existing or disused mines are manifold and depend directly on quantities, nuclide inventories and conditioning of the waste types to be disposed of.
In the Federal Republic of Germany the disused rock salt mine ASSt: near
Braunschweig owned by GSF was chosen in 1964 to become the nations first
and only pilot facility for radioactive waste disposal. From 1967 till
1978 about 125.000 200 1 and 400 1 drums of LLW were cmplaced in existing mining chambers by using either stacking or dumping techniques.
About 1300 drums of ILW have been disposed of by using transport casks
and remote handling techniques for radiation protection. Today the ASSE
mine is a research and testing site for the development of disposal
techniques for high-level waste.
The disused iron ore mine KONRAD at Salzgitter was investigated by GSK
for its feasibility for non-heat generating radioactive waste disposal.
From 1975 till 1982 various geological, hydrogeological, seismic and
rock mechanical investigations were performed and specific technical
concepts for waste disposal in underground galleries were developed. After the overall feasibility was proved the Physikalisch-Technische Bun
desanstalt (PTB) took over and applied for licencing with the appropriate authorities in accordance with the National Atomic Act. It is expected that after licensing in 1987 and two years of construction the
disposal operation may start in 1989.

1

INTRODUCTION

Radioactive waste disposal in the geosphere is highly accepted by all
countries using nuclear power in order to protect mankind and its biosphere against radiation. Today different concepts are developed which
provide for the final disposal without the need for retrievability.
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Aside from the shallow land burial and the disposal in deep geologic
formations existing or disused underground mines offer good possibilities in particular for the disposal of low and intermediate level conditioned waste. These wastes with limited and defined nuclide inventories
and concentrations do not need the same standard of radiation protection
and disposal technique as required for high level waste with its high
radiation, significant decay heat and its content of long lived radionuclides.

On the other hand the possibilities for the disposal of low level waste
by shallow land burial are limited in particular in densely populated
countries where by this technique valuable land will by used up and
where most likely such a repository will not receive broad public acceptance.

In such cases the use of underground mines may be a solution if operational and long term safety of the repository can be achieved by the
adaptation of present technologies and at reasonable costs.

The concept of radioactive waste disposal in man made caverns and underground mines has been described in various publications, especially by
the IAEA Safety Series [1, 2J. Today some countries are either planning
or seriously considering a waste repository of this type, and in the
German Democratic Republic a repository in a disused salt mine is already in operation.

2

SAFETY ASPECTS FOR WASTE DISPOSAL IN MINES

Operational and long term safety are essential for any kind of waste repository. The experiences gained so far by R & D-work have proved that
in respect of low and intermediate level waste disposal the operational
safety is merely a question of the mine's safety with its specific problems. In the field of mining engineering different techniques have been
developed for the support of underground drives and stopes. For instance
roof bolting has been proved as a most efficient method for the stabilization of mine excavations. Another aspect of the operational safety
is the fire protection. Underground radioactive waste disposal calls for
the same kind of measures and regulations as already in force in any
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other mine. However, the risk has to bo. minimized that in addition to
the disasterous consequences of an underground blaze waste casks become
destroyed and radionuclidos are released into the mine ventilation which
could lead to a contamination of the mine. Therefore specific precau
tionary measures have to be taken so that waste and transporting equipment can stand a fire for a sufficient period of time. For the same purpose the mine ventilation has to be planned in such a way that air from
the transport and disposal sections will reach the ventilation shaft on
a direct route. In order to limit the dose radiation of the working personnel to acceptable levels, i.e. to an absolute maximum of 5 manrem/
year, as laid down e.g. in the German Radiation Protection Regulations,
adequate waste management and administrative measures have to be imposed
for waste acceptance, waste handling and the disposal operation. Practical experiences show that the dose radiation can be kept far below
permissible values by the selection of suitable transport and disposal
techniques.

The proof of the long term safety which depends heavily on the site spe
cific situation, in particular on the efficiency of the multiple barrier
system, is most essential for the licensing of an underground waste re
pository. For this purpose a safety analysis has to be performed taking
into consideration all properties of the geologic barrier, the technical
concept of the repository as well as kind and quantity of the waste to
be disposed of [3]. The overall system must suit the safety criteria for
such a waste repository which have already been formulated by various
countries as, for example, by the USA or the Federal Republic of Germany
on the basis of IAEA recommendations [4].

The most important barrier for an underground repository is the geological barrier which consists of two main parts, the host rock formation
and the covering rock strata. The hydrogeological, rock mechanical, mineralogical and geochemical properties of the rock types close to a repository may differ in a wide range and therefore have to be examined by
appropriate in situ and laboratory tests. World-wide most investigations
are focused on halite, granite, clay and basalt of which halite receives
the greatest attention with regard to high level waste disposal [5J. At
some sites, in particular where salt or ore deposits were mined, mine
workings already exist offering good conditions for the performance of
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in situ tests without extensive preparatory work as far as the mining of
underground chambers is concerned. There is also a strong possibility to
select existing road and railway tunnels for such investigations preferably if they are not in use anymore.

While the development of an underground repository at a fresh site can
be matched with the specific technical and safety requirements, the alteration of a disused mine into a waste repository can be done only
within the geological and technical site conditions resulting from the
previous mining operation. Among

these

limiting factors the man made

adits and shafts including the technical installations are most important since it is very difficult and expensive, and in a considerable
number of cases it will be nearly impossible to convert them in such a
way that they suit the requirements of a waste repository. Underground
the open and backfilled mine cavities are of special interest for the
disposal concept as well as for the safety analysis of the repository.
The question is how can the various drifts and stopes be used for disposal purposes or must new disposal rooms be developed. There is also
the problem concerning the effects of old mine workings on the operational and long term safety of the repository which has to be investigated. Therefore data on size, stability, backfilling and the hydrogeological condition of the old mine workings have to be integrated into
the repository model for the calculation of the radionuclide migration
through the geosphere. Only by such studies the efficiency of the geological barrier can be proved.

From the above it becomes quite clear that feasibility studies for dis
used mines require specific investigations which to some extent are different from those needed for a new site.

3

SITE IHVKSTIGATIONS IN DISUSED MIMES

The basic objective of site investigations is to provide all data required for a complete safety analysis of a planned repository. The re
suits have a direct influence on kind and quantities of waste to be disposed of and on technical and safety measures to be taken. At the end
there is a profit and loss calculation on which, together with the safe
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ty assessment, the final decision on the future use of the mine has to
be made.

It is in the nature of things that in existing or disused underground
mines geological exploration has reached a very advanced stage, a stage
which can never be achieved by geological and geophysical prospecting
from surface only. However, in most cases it will still be necessary to
collect additional

information on the hydrological and hydrogeoLogical

conditions of the mine because each mining operation tried to prevent
contact with groundwater, and therefore data on thickness and extension
of aquifers and on groundwater pathways may often be scarce.

In addition recharge and discharge areas of the aquifers, groundwater
velocity, hydraulic gradients, water chemistry as well as permeability,
porosity and sorption capacity of the various rock formations have to be
known.

For the construction of a repository the geological structure of the
site and the rock mechanical properties of the host rock formations are
also of utmost

importance because these parameters determine the ar-

rangement and the dimensions of the disposal chambers and the siza of
the safety pillars underground. In particular geotectonical studies and
seismic measurements have to be performed in order to assess the rock
mechanical and tectonical stability of the repository not only for the
operational but also for the post-operational period. In case that disposal chambers are being planned close to land surface, geomorphological
studies are also needed for the assessment of long term risks by erosion.

In the investigation of existing or disused mines the first and probably
most

important

task is the examination of the mine records available

from different

sources such as mining companies, mining authorities,

geological surveys, local regulatory offices and others. From these records information should be extracted concerning the following subjects
[2]:

history of the mine
property and mineral rights
exploitation data
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geological data
hydrological data
rock mechanics data
mine survey data
engineering data
safety statistics
economic data
socio-economic and ecological data
regulatory data

There are two main questions deciding on the feasibility of a disused
mine which have to be answered by such an evaluation:

1.

Are there any interconnections between the surface water and the
groundwater pumped out of the mine?

2.

Are there any major effects caused by the mining operation on the
containment integrity of the surrounding rock masses?

The various hydrogeological, geodynamical

and technical

investigation

methods to be applied depend directly on the site specific situation.
Therefore only general recommendations can be given. In the Federal Republic of Germany the former salt mine ASSE and the iron ore mine KONHAD
both set an example for how to use two existing mines with different
history, technical installations and geological formations for radioactive waste disposal and what specific site investigations have to be
applied.

4

PILOT REPOSITORY ASSE

Because of the world-wide accepted advantages of salt formations as re
gards

the final disposal of radioactive wastes, the Gesellschaft fur

Strahlen- und Umweltforschung mbH (GSF) purchased the ASSR salt mine in
the year 1964. The mine had terminated salt production shortly before,
due to unfavourable economic conditions. Objectives of the extensive re
search- and development activities carried out in this pilot repository
in the following years were and still are the development and testing of
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methods for the safe disposal of radioactive wastes of all categories
16, 9].

The ASSK mine is situated approximately 25 km to the southeast of Braunschweig

in the eastern part cT Lower Saxony. The triassic overburden

strata of the salt anticline forms a range of hills stretching from east
to west over a length of 8 km. In the years 1906 to 1908 shaft Asse 11
was sunk down to a depth of 765 m which as the only shaft was used for
production and ventilation. At the beginning only potash salt was mined
from the carnallite seams. Subsequently and from 1925 exclusively rock
salt of the Older and Younger Halite formations (Permian) was mined on
the southern flank of the salt anticline between the 490 m and 750 m
mining levels. This operation left about 140 slopes of which only few
have been backfilled. In particular the slopes in the Halite formations
which measure about 60 m in length, 40 m in width and 15 m in height
3
were left open, totalling up to 3,5 mio m . This available cavity volume and the favourable hydrogeological conditions, i.e. the absence of
potentially waterbearing rocks, were the main reasons for the purchase
of the mine.
The new functions of the mine required the alteration of some existing
plants as well as specific new installations. This applied particularly
to the shaft hall, which was reconstructed to enable handling of radioactive wastes which were delivered either in drums or in shielded containers. Under this aspect a 7,2 km long railway line was built to link
up with the nearest railway station. Today radioactive waste casks can
be delivered directly into the shaft hall either by rail or by road. In
order to transport heavy waste loads and especially intermediate level
waste in shielded containers to underground, the hoistung equipment was
enlarged to 10 t capacity. Down to a depth of 320 m, shaft Asse II was
equipped with a new steel-concrete compound casing with bitumen joints
in order to seal off seepage water intrusions from the country rocks
atop the salt anticline.

After 1975 a cavern of 10000 nt

was excavated in about 1000 m depth

for the disposal of intermediate level wastes, which was to be filled
from a hot cell in the shaft hall directly through a newly sunk shaft.
Due to termination of licences it has not yet been possible to use this
installation [7].
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The works on the development of disposal techniques for low and inter
mediate level wastes were carried out parallel to the expansion of the
mine. From 196 7 to 1978 124000 containers with low level and approx.
1300 containers with intermediate level wastes were emplaced in an unre
trievable form. The low level wastes, packed in 200 or 400 1 drums or
lost concrete shields, were transported without additional shielding. In
accordance with the licences granted, the permissible dose rate of the
waste packages could amount to 2 mSv/h (200 mrem/h) at the surface. The
waste drums were stacked in old mining chambers made accessible to loading vehicles or were emplaced later by means of the dumping technique.
By these tests it was shown that the dumping of 200 and 400 1 drums as
well as the subsequent backfilling with salt grit provides a safe disposal technique. For the waste in concrete shields with weights of up to
3,5 Mg, however, the stacking technique together with pneumatic back
filling is a most suitable method (Fig. 1). The entrances to the disposal chambers were sealed at termination of the emplacement operations.

Due to the high dose rate on the outside of the containers of up to
2
4
10 Gy/h (10 rad/h) intermediate level waste can only be handled
and transported in shielded containers. This also applies to the handling of these wastes in an underground repository. Consequently, inaccessible chambers or boreholes need to be selected for final disposal.
For the test in the ASSE mine 200 1 drums containing intermediate level
waste were delivered in collective transport containers and were transported

to underground

in individual shielded containers with a total

weight of 9,8 Mg. Using remote control the 200 1 drums were then lowered
into a sealed chamber through a borehole from a loading station above
(Fig. 2).

During the 12 year's practical disposal operation it was demonstrated
that low and intermediate level wastes can be safely handled and economically disposed of without great technical efforts in a disused mine,
especially in a salt mine. The labour force employed for the disposal
tests was kept under surveillance with dosemeters. In 1978, when approx.
30.000 containers LAW were emplaced, the highest personnel dose rate
ranged below 10 mSv/a (1000 mrem/a). An estimate showed that the stacking technique of lost concrete shields resulted in a mean overall dose
rate of about 6,5 y.Sv (0,65 mrem) per container and the dumping technique in a mean overall dose rate of 0,35 y.Sv (0,035 mrem) per drum
[8].
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Fig. 1

Fig.

Disposal of low level waste in lost concrete shieldings in
the ASSE mine. After emplacement into the old mining chamber
the stack of casks was covered with salt grit by pneumaticbackfilling.

2 Disposal, of i n: • •) 1:11 vi i.-ir.e level v^^te into a sealed off m i n i n g
ciiambor. Fie:;,.*tc• •.:.in'. rol. j-.inol (front, right) , transport v e h i c l e
(cent. ! • • • ) , L:". •).:>: .,r'. container posi ti oneel en top of the fillinq
'.lot'i'holr, v; i ri.- h ^ f i'onnerted to inside waste drum (left)
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The tests with intermediate level wastes demonstrated further that when
using suitable shielding the wastes can also be safely transported and
disposed in a mine. A significant contribution to the personnel dose
rate as a result of these tests could not be measured.

Further tests in which radioactive wastes would remain in the ASSE mine
are no longer possible due to a change of the legal situation in the
Federal

Republic

of

Germany.

Since

this

time

the only

tests being

planned and carried out are those in which the radioactive material, is
removed from the site at the end of the experiment and returned to the
producer.

At present two types of activities are taking place in the ASSE mine
[9J. On the one hand, these are the research and development projects
which contribute towards the concept findings for the envisaged HLW-repository in the salt dome at Gorleben and, on the other hand, research
activities aimed at the safety assessment for the site and the licensing
as a final

repository. Whether such a licensing procedure

is to be

started will most likely be decided in 1987.

The Brine Migration Test- which has now been completed, counts as part
of the research- and development activities connected with HLW-disposal.
By emplacing Co-60 sources in boreholes this test was performed for investigation of radiation effects on rock salt and of possible moisture
release from the rock salt. The experimental programme now being executed consists of borehole emplacement tests using HLW simulates in cans
doped with Cs-137 and Sr-90, tests on the final disposal of spent fuel
elements cut and packed in cans or bundled and packed, as entire elements, in large sized transport- and disposal casks as well as tests in
boreholes with fuel elements from the pebble bed reactor. Here the disposal techniques are to be developed further and optimized while the interactions with the rock salt are investigated. In another large scale
test the technical concept for water- and gastight underground dams for
the sealing of filled mine sections is investigated, which is of decisive importance as regards the long term safety of a final repository in
rock salt.
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In order to perform these tests under realistic conditions as far as the
disposal formation is concerned, new test galleries have to be developed
underground. for this task the shaft Asse II has been extended down to
965 m below surface. Thus a huge block of fresh rock salt in the Older
Halite formation, the same one as preselected in the Gorleben site, will
be made available between the 800 m and 950 m mining levels in the central part of the Asse salt anticline. In this operation the cutting
technique has been used for shaft sinking as well as for the development
of travelling ways. By this technique the rock mechanical effects on
rock masses can be minimized which makes it feasible for the construction of disposal rooms. The cuttings are being used as backfill material
in old workings and disposal chambers. The tested pneumatic transport is
a most suitable backfilling technique. This shows that despite the va
rious tests with radioactive wastes the operation of such a pilot facility can produce valuable information on how to improve the mining technique from which the repository's safety might benefit directly.

The site investigations will be completed in 1986 with the termination
of a deep drilling programme for the exploration of the covering rock
formations as well as the flanks and the base of the Asse salt anticline. At the same time a broad hydrogeological investigation programme
covering the entire Asse structure will come to an end. Then an overall
safety analysis for the site will be carried out.

All in all, the former ASSE salt mine is of great importance with regard
to the realization of a waste repository in rock salt and most especially in the Federal Republic of Germany.

5

PLANNED KOWRAD REPOSITORY

The disused iron ore mine KOMKAD is located about 15 km southwest of
Braunschweig on the outskirts of the city of Salzgitter, a traditional
mining centre in the Eastern part of Lower Saxony. The iron ore deposit
of the minette-type is part of the Upper Oxfordium (Jurassic) and forms
a trough like structure which is completely covered by cretaceous formations. Therefore it was unknown until it was discovered by chance in
the early 30's when a deep drilling programme for oil was carried out in
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this area, but only in the late 50's the decision was made to mine the
ore for use in the nearby steelworks. In 1960 the main shaft Konrad I
reached its final depth of 1232 m. In late 1982 the ventilation shaft
Konrad 2 was completed 999 m below surface. In 1963 both shafts were
connected for the first time by the 1000 m mining level.

Subsequently, the 1100 m and 1200 m levels were developed. Two different
mining methods were employed for exploitation. In the initial phase the
ore was mined in huge stopes by blasting and scraping the bulk ore into
mine cars. After the introduction of diesel driven engines underground
and together with the loading-hauling-dumping technique, room- and pil
lar mining was applied. Until 1976 a total cavity volume of 2.5 mio m

3

was opened up, and 6.6 mio tons of ore were hauled. Before the production terminated in fall 1976, the preliminary investigations for using
the mine as a radioactive waste repository had already been started.

Different to the ASSK mine the research and development programme was
aimed only at the proof of the mine's feasibility for radioactive waste
disposal [10]. There was no intention of using the mine just for scientific purposes. The preliminary site investigations had to check on the
most crucial criteria applicable for radioactive waste repositories in
order to identify the assets of the mine and to establish a catalogue of
scientific and technical R&D-work to be performed as part of a feasibility study. Already at this early stage there were strong indications
that no major disadvantages exist which could jeopardize the safety of
the waste repository. Here the extensive knowledge of the mine's geology
and hydrogeology gained by ore exploitation and 20 years of mining experience were extremely valuable, leaving only little to do for additional site investigations. As a matter of fact not only the geology but
also the technical installations seemed to be suitable for waste disposal operations. In view of the waste categories considered, an appropriate investigation programme was set up and carried out in the years
1976 to 1982. This programme consisted of site, earth science and mining
investigations and the development of a waste disposal concept including
a preliminary safety assessment for the repository.

The site specific conditions favourable for non heat generating low level and decommissioning waste, as proved by geological, hydrogeological
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and rock mechanical investigations, can be stated as follows [11]:

-

great and secluded depth of the Jurassic ore deposit (800 m - 1200 m
below surface) without any outcrops or near surface workings,
lack of large water-bearing rock formations in most of the covering
rock strata and particularly near the mine workings,

-

existence of extensive impermeable claystone formations in the covering rock strata (800 m - 1000 m in thickness) partly composed of clay
minerals with considerable swelling and sorption properties. These
claystone formations are the actual geological barrier of the repository, forming a water seal even for long-lived radionuclides,

-

sufficient rock mechanical properties for the development of suitable
disposal cavities for the application of safe and efficient disposal
techniques,
location of the mine in an area of low seismicity.

Host important is the hydrogeological condition of the site. The extreme
dryness of the mine has led to the situation that even water needed for
mining purposes must be pumped underground. Limited water intrusions occasionally encountered when cutting through fault zones exhausted after
a short time.

The residual moisture content of the iron ore formation is extremely
small, appearing only here and there as seepage water. According to geochemical analyses the mine water does not correspond with meteoric water
and its age seems to be millions of years. To date, mining activities
have not changed

this exceptionally

favourable hydrogeological situa-

tion. Therefore nuclide migration from the repository into the biosphere
via water pathways, even over extended periods of time, seems to be most
unlikely for the simple reason that such effective pathways just do not
exist. This leaves only the two shafts which have to be sealed off properly when closing down the repository.

The technical

feasibility

studies referred exclusively to conditioned

waste packed in drums and containers and how these waste casks with a
maximum dose rate of up to 2 mSv/h (200 mrem/h) at the surface can be
transported

and disposed

of underground

safely and economically. The

technical advantages of the mine with respect to mining engineering are
as follows ]10]:
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Technical alterations in the mine necessary Cor waste disposal can
be carried out at relatively low cost. Main consideration has to be
given particularly

to the buildings at the future disposal shaft

where an entrance hall for the waste casks has to be constructed.

The shaft diameters of 7 m are suitable for the haulage of waste
casks of 20 Mg and 2 m x 2 m in size. By using adequate hoisting
equipment it will be possible to dispose about 20.000 m

of waste

annually in the repository. Kor underground transport on travelling
ways and sublevels large sized diesel engine driven vehicles can be
used.

Cavities to be excavated in the iron ore and its adjacent formations
are mechanically stable. Due to a proved method of roof bolting the
convergence rate in the mine cavities can be kept low, which guarantees operational safety for sufficient periods of time. At present
only haulage ways on the three main levels and an interconnecting
ramp exist, but disposal rooms can be mined at any time after licensing, either before or simultaneously with the waste disposal
operation. The iron ore resulting from this sort of mining can partly be used as backfill material.

The layout of the mine allows the development of disposal galleries
2
with a cross sectional area of 40 m over a total length of some
kilometers, resulting in a total cavity volume underground of about
1 mio m

(Fig. 3, 4 ) . This will be sufficient for the disposal of

about 500.000 m

of waste. Calculated on the present and predicted

annual r,LW production in the Federal Republic of Germany the KONRAD
repository will last for approximately 25 - 40 years.

The radiation exposure of the working personnel, particularly due to
waste handling and underground transport, has been calculated on the ba
sis of the experience gained in the pilot repository ASSK. The results
have proved that normal disposal operations in the KONKAD mine involving
the above waste categories and waste casks can be done without exceeding
the limit values for operating personnel laid down in the National German Radiation Protection Regulations. The use of pallets for transport-
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ing waste drums and special manipulating devices for loading and stack
ing of waste casks will help to reduce radiation doses even with in
creasing disposal operations.

The long term safety of the repository has been assessed by a transport
model for the most important radionuclides which was based on the geological and hydrogeological features of the site as well as on the half
lives of these radionuclides. The results have proved

that low level

waste will be detained for sufficient periods of time within the host
rock formation enabling also the longer lived radionuclides to decay be
low non hazardous levels while separated from the biosphere.

The feasibility studies were finished by GSV in 1982. On the basis of
the

results

achieved,

the Physikalisch-Technische

Bundesanstalt

(PTB)

prepared a first concept for the use of the Konrad mine as radioactive
waste repository. In its capacity as responsible

institution for the

construction and operation of radioactive waste repositories in the Federal Republic of Germany, the PTB applied for licensing with the licensing authority of Lower Saxony on August 31, 1982. Since then PTB has
carried out a wide range of site confirmation studies as well as a further development of the disposal concept and a detailed safety analysis.
End of June 1986 these studies were concluded completing the plan of the
repository. The present

time schedule sets the start of the disposal

operation in 1989 if licensing is successful.

6

GENERAL ASPECTS

Although the German radioactive waste disposal concept is focused on the
development of a new mine in the salt dome of Gorleben particularly for
high level waste disposal [12J, the first repository for non heat generating waste and the experimental facility are both designed in disused
mines. The example of the ASSR mine shows that the inclusion of an already existing mine in the national waste disposal concept can be mostly
advantageous not only for gathering practical experiences with the handling and the disposal of the different types of radioactive waste but
also for the performance of important in situ tests and the verification
of the data base needed

for a specific host rock formation. Because

there is a strong demand for such tests to be performed as far as pos-
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sible under realistic

conditions, a mine selected for these purposes

will have to meet the essential safety requirements for a repository.
Consequently

the proof of favourable site parameters by the in situ

tests will be the first step towards site confirmation studies. By such
a procedure an extensive regional evaluation programme could be saved,
starting the site selection process for a waste repository directly with
the identification of potential sites and existing mines or cavities.
Despite the great advantage of time and cost saving, the future use of
the existing

infrastructure on surface and underground may be another

asset for the construction of a repository. Last not least, there is the
local labour force experienced in mining under the site specific conditions. There is no question that among these people the risk of working underground will find great acceptance, and there are no indications
that the negligible low level dose radiation resulting from the disposal
operation will not also be accepted. In addition, there will be a positive influence with regard to the acceptance by the local and regional
population, an experience which has been made with other industrial societies. There the identification with the source of living and the
awareness of use and risks of today's technologies is highly developed,
a most essential precondition for the licensing of a radioactive waste
repository as for any other industrial venture.
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Question

MR M A VON BELOW

With

changes

in economic

conditions and

technology,

disused mines might become economic in future.
them

as

radwaste

depositories

sterilize such ore bodies.

Answer

will

To use

permanently

Your comments please.

D R H W BREWITZ

In case of salt mines the situation in the FRG is that
there are about 200 salt domes within our boundaries.
Without

any harm

these deposits

to the natural resources, some of

can be used

for other purposes than

salt mining, such as storage sites for oil and gas,
and disposal

sites for different kinds of hazardous

wastes, preferably of radioactive waste.
Concerning

the

iron ore mine Konrad

the entire low

grade deposit contains about two billion tons ore of
which only a small portion will be used up by the
waste

repository.

Under

present

economic

and

political conditions it seems to be very unlikely that
an ore mine will ever become a profitable operation.
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ABSTRACT
Pre-disposal stabilization requirements for spent ion-exchange media
(radioactive waste) have become more stringent over the past ten years.
These stiffening requirements have consequently increased the need for
performance oriented processing equipment and methodologies, for processing
waste ion-exchange media (resins). Current U. S. requirements (10CF61)
mandate that waste forms contain less than 1% by volume, of free standing
water (FSW), when presented for disposal. This equally applies to ionexchange resins stabilized by packaging inside a high integrity container.
A modular resin drying system was designed and constructed by Nuclear
Packaging, for use by NuPac Services to provide waste resin processing
services to U. S. nuclear utilities. The drying system is used to dry the
resins after they are packaged inside a NuPac high integrity container.
The portable drying system contains all the necessary equipment and
controls for removing free water from both granular and powered ion
exchange media (ion-exchange resin and filter media). Extensive
developmental tests were conducted and successfully demonstrated the
system's ability and capacity to remove free standing water in excess of
the requirements of 10CFR61. These comprehensive full-scale tests were
conducted during the design and engineering phase of system development,
using instrumented containers. Extensive computer modeling was also
performed concurrent with the full-scale testing. This approach provided
demonstration of the systems ability to meet regulatory requirements as
well as develop and validate a computer model that is used to predict
system behavior under varying conditions. The resultant, is a
technologically advanced drying system that very closely conforms to
theoretical water removal models for resin beds.
Operationally, the Nuclear Packaging resin drying system allows rapid,
remote, and demonstrable water removal from large volume containers (i.e.
19 m3 containers normally require 8 hours or less). These performance
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capabilities provide for reduced radiation exposure to operators, enhanced
volumetric efficiency for disposable ion-exchange media, and improved
economics for transport and disposal.

1

INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses the development and operation of the Nuclear Packaging
system for in-container resin drying. The nodular system is currently being
used by NuPac Services, in providing resin drying services to several
nuclear utilities. Packaging resins in a high integrity disposable
container, and using the resin drying system, a waste generator avoids the
need to solidify resins. The end benefit is reduced waste costs through
volume reduction (burial cost basis) and lower transport costs.
2

BACKGROUND

Moisture (water) in low level radioactive waste (LLRW) forms has developed
into a major concern in the U. S. regulations that govern the operation of
radioactive waste disposal facilities. The regulations of 1OCFR61 impose a
limit that a waste package contain less than 1% free water, as a percentage
of total waste volume. This regulation also imposed waste form stability
requirements such that certain classes of waste must be structurally stable
for up to 300 years after disposal.
The impact of these two elements of the regulations all but negated then
current methods for packaging depleted radioactive ion-exchange (IX) media
(resins and filter cake). Prior to 10CFR61 (1984), the disposal facilities
were allowed to accept IX media packaged in steel containers and dewatered. Although both volume and cost effective, this process was not
quantitative or qualitative, free standing water was detrimental to che
containers, and problems obviously occurred. After 10CFR61, the waste
generator was faced with the availability of a single alternative;
solidification of the IX media. With solidification efficiencies that
average around 50%, the result was an immediate 100% increase in volume,
more than 100% increase in weight (in the case of cement solidification),
and proportionate increases in transportation and disposal costs.
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The waste form stability requirement impacted on a vide variety of wastes
including IX media. Ensuing developmental activities produced a selection
of stable high integrity containers to provide the long-terra stability for
many of the waste forms. The challenge became; the development of a process
that will remove the free standing water from wet IX media and allow the
materials to be packaged directly into high integrity containers.
3

DEVELOPMENT OF THE RESIN DRYING SYSTEM

Nuclear Packaging, Inc., a Pacific Nuclear company, utilized a combined
design and experimentation approach to the development of the resin drying
system. The basic goal of the development process was to produce an
effective resin drying system that would allow nuclear utilities to
directly package their depleted IX media in a high integrity container and
meet regulatory requirements for its packaging, shipping and disposal. It
had to be recognized early in the developmental process, that many aspects
of the de-watering operation directly affect the outcome. Mechanical
considerations such as container design, pumping system capabilities, and
waste form produce an impact. The inherent phenomena where liquid shifts
back and forth between the liquid and gas phases, leaving condensate
throughout the container, also impacts the result. Finally, the fluid and
thermodynamic properties of IX media, will affect the result.
Performance testing during the developmental process and following
completion, by design, was to be based on a variety of field conditions
that impact process effectiveness. This was a radical departure from past
practices. A model was developed with consideration for all the factors
affecting the end product. The test program was then used to validate and
modify the model. The comprehensive process was divided into segments with
respect to "unknowns" and the methods required to discover them. Some could
be computed, while others could only be determined by actual testing. There
were many inter-related design factors and it became more practical to
resolve the testing criteria as a first priority. The correctness of the
computational models had to be confirmed by actual test data. This
comprehensive approach led to many iterations in the tests, calculations
and equipment functional design.
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The initial testing and design hypothesis was bas~d on a nearly pure fluid
dynamics. Chemical, surface phenomena and absorption/desorption effects
were considered negligible, for this phase. The reasoning behind this
initial position stemmed from 1) surface chemical structure (mostly
polystyrene) of ion-exchange resin is hydrophobic, 2) ion-exchange resins
that are not fully oxidized are mechanically stable, 3) absorbed water in
the resin is there due to chemical solution effects and, 4) other free
water effects would not become obvious in the testing, unless they were
unmasked by removing all of the truly free water.
After several test and equipment modifications an eventually conclusion
was; all the truly free water was being removed by the fluid dynamics
approach. The combination of a thermodynamic and resin water/water vapor
sorption phenomena was also being unmasked. At that point in the
developmental process, with the understanding that resins contain absorbed
water and behave like desiccants, the emphasis shifted to engineering
methods for material drying.
The water that is absorbed into de-watered resins can contain 35 to 65
percent absorbed water which has unique chemical-solution characteristics.
On one of the pair of charged ions that make up this water is free to move,
the other is fixed to the plastic resin bead. This water up-take capability
or desiccant effect is a well understood phenomena. Also, there is an
air/water vapor equilibrium point associated with the water retained by
resin, that could be used to signal a end-point for resin dryness. This
dryness point should correspond to the point where free water will not be
generated in the buried environment. Drying a fluid to a predicted point
depends on the conditions of the drying fluid and the fluid being dried.
The condition of the drying fluid is far easier to determine than is the
condition of the waste solution. In addition, there is almost an infinite
number of factors that affect the drying of the various resins.
Consequently, the thermodynamics aspect of the drying portion of the system
must be accommodating to the worst-case conditions. The fact that
complicated resin analyses cannot be performed at the plant, also supports
this need.
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In consideration of all the variable conditions that affect resin dryness,
it was decided that the desiccant effects of resin should be utilized to
effect a simple, easy to interpret end-point to the drying process. With
available data associated with the water/vapor equilibrium and water uptake effects, measuring the drying air humidity becomes a viable parameter
for determining drying end-point. These humidity measurements are
relatively straight forward. That fact helped to reduce the systems
performance objective to that of achieving an established humidity level in
the drying fluid exhaust, for a minimum number of resin classifications.
The resulting system's primary components consist of an air operated
positive displacement pump, rotary vane blower, water chiller, water
separator, relative humidity detector/indicator, pressure indicators,
process hoses, valves and a remote control panel. The high integrity
container is equipped with an internal resin retention and de-watering
header that is equipped to take a suction at four separate levels within
the container. This header is also valved so that each section (level) can
be isolated during the processing operation. The developmental testing
demonstrated that the system could predictably de-water and dry resins of
all types to a humidity level that would assure a total free water content
of less than 0.5% by volume.
4

OPERATION OF THE DRYING SYSTEM

Plant interface and support services required for operation of the resin
drying system include; 480 vac electric power (100 amp.), 120 vac electric
power (15 amp.), service water (25 gpm @ 80 psig), service air (40 SCFM @
100 psig), and connection to the off-gas vent system.
An empty high integrity container (HIC), equipped with an internal resin
retention and de-watering header, is positioned for receiving resin slurry
from the plant's waste storage tanks. The drying equipment is also
positioned nearby. The resin fill head is placed on the HIC and connected
to the waste storage tank and the drying system, through appropriate hoses.
Air and electrical services are connected to the drying system, and it is
prepared for operation.
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The resin (IX media) slurry is transferred from the plant's storage tanks
into the HIC through the drying system fill head. Detectors provide
indication of the resin level in the HIC so the transfer can be terminated
when the container is filled. The transfer hoses are then flushed to remove
residual resin. The de-watering pump takes a suction on the HIC through the
internal resin retention header, which effectively separates the water from
the resins. This effluent flows through a separator before reaching the
suction pump, so that any solids are removed before reaching the pump. This
feature limits the radioactivity passing through the pump and helps control
the radiation associated with that component. When all four levels of the
internal resin retention header indicate a loss of pump suction, the
equipment is aligned to the drying configuration. The vane blower, water
chiller, and pump are operated together to continue the water removal
process by forced air drying. This part of the operation is continued for a
period of approximately 8 hours and to the point where the humidity of the
exhaust air is down to the point established for that particular waste
classification.
When the resin is sufficiently dried, the drying equipment is removed and
the HIC sealed for transport and disposal.
5

CONCLUSIONS

Frequently, changes in regulations affect the way radioactive wastes are
treated and produce conditions that tended to provide limited alternatives
for the waste generator. Then, pragmatic engineering and problem solving
design responds by developing equipment and methods to expand the available
choices. Such a stimulus/response process led to the development of the
Nuclear Packaging resin drying technology. A balanced design and test
effort has produced a resin drying system that re-establishes some of the
previous economies, associated with packaging and disposal of IX media.
Several of these systems are operating and providing this service to U.S.
nuclear power plants.
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ABSTRACT

The primary mission of the health physics programs in low-level
radioactive management is to ensure radiation safety for personnel and
environment of the Institute of Nuclear Energy Resaarch (INER), and also
for the general public surrounding INER.
In view of the above, the Health Physics programs in low-level
radioactive waste management are divided into three sub-programs: the
radiation control program, the environmental survey and bioassay program,
and the radiation dosimetry supporting program. The general guidelines,
responsibilities, and performance of these programs will be discussed in
this paper in the following order.
The responsibility of radiation control group is to conduct area
monitoring and radiation surveillance for the radioactive waste treatment
workers. It includes the control of radiation field level of the working
area, servicing personnel dosimeters, instruction on radiation safety,
and handling of radiation accidents.
The responsibility of the environmental survey and bioassay group is to
perform environmental
surveys and
bioassays.
Environmental gamma
monitoring stations were installed both on-site and off-site at INER.
For bioassays, urine samples are taken from radioactive waste treatment
workers, and for internal contamination checks of workers, total body
counting systems are being used.
The main responsibility of the radiation dosimetry group is to provide
radiation dosimetrical support to the radiation control group and the
environmental survey and bioassay group.
Some typical work of the
radiation dosimetry group is the qualitative assay and quantitative
determination of radioactive samples, and calibration of dosimeters and
survey meters.
In addition, the main facilities for low-level radioactive waste
treatment at INER will be introduced briefly in this paper. The Health
Physics Monitoring activities for these facilities will be described in
detail, especially the ALARA principle for radiation control and
environmental monitoring as applied in waste management.
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THE HEALTH PHYSICS PROGRAMS IN LOW LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT AT INER, R.O.C.

1

Introduction
The Institute of Nuclear Energy Research (INER) is located

in Lung-Tan about 43 kilometer from Taipei.

At present the

Institute has a staff about 1200 including scientists, engineers
and technicians.

As a result of various research programs being

carried on at INER, a large amount of radioactive wastes is
produced in normal operation.

Although the specific activity of
-4
3
low level radioactive waste (<5x10
yCi/cm ) and the total

activity are very low, the large quantity still poses a problem
as it is apt to release to the environment.

Therefore, a correct

management of low level radioactive waste is an important aspect
in our nuclear activities.

The primary mission of the Health

Physics programs in low level radioactive waste management is to
ensure radiation safety for the personnel and the environment
of INER, and also for the general public surrounding INER.
2

The Sources of Radioactive Waste and Management
At INER there are three research reactors, a natural

uranium metal fuel fabrication plant, a hot laboratory and
several radiochemistry laboratories for radioisotope production.
All of these facilities constitute the main radioactive waste
production sources.

In order to manage the radioactive wastes

safely, several waste treatment facilities have been built to
cope with the wastes generated from various sources at INER.
These facilities comprise a radioactive liquid and solid waste
treatment plant, and an incinerator for combustible solid wastes.
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The liquid waste treatment plant with a capacity of 200
m /day, has been in operation since 1973 to treat low level
radioactive wastes from various facilities at INER.

A conven-

tional method of chemical treatment comprising flocculation and
precipitation was used to copreciptate radioactive nuclides in
the waste.

The precipitate and sludge from the bottom of the

flocculator are centrifuged and then solidified with cement in
a 0.2 m

drum.

storage house.

These drums were transported to a temporary
The gross beta activity of the effluent from

the treatment plant is generally less than 5x10

yCi/cm

and

was discharged to a seeping pool.

The liquid wastes having

activity lower than 5x10

is received in the pretreat-

pCi/cm

ment tanks of the plant and directly discharged to seeping pool
after radioactive monitoring.

Normally the activity of the

effluent is further reduced by soil absorption to a level much
less than 10

yCi/cm

before the effluent reaches the ground-

water at 14 m below the seeping pool.

Careful consideration is

given to the extent of release of radioactive materials to the
environment in order to determine the migration of the radioactive nuclides underground.

Fifteen monitoring wells were

drilled around the liquid waste treatment plant to observe the
movement of underground radioactivity.

Usually large proportions of low level solid waste consisting of routine laboratory rejects, etc, can be reduced in
volume appreciably by incineration or baling processes.

The

incinerator of INER consists of an oil fired high temperature
furnace with burning rate of 22 kg/hr of waste.

The radioactive

ashes from the incinerator are solidified with bitumen in 0.2 m
drums and then transported to a temporary storage house.

The

gases from the incinerator will be filtered by high efficiency
particulate absolute filters, and dilution air are used to
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ensure that the off-gas from the stack is kept well below the
maximum permissible concentration (MPC).

The none combustible

and compressible solid waste were pressed by a 200 ton bailing
press and then sealed in a 0.2 m drum with bitumen.
All drums from temporary storage house with surface exposure
rate less than 2 R/hr were transported to the Lan-Yu National
Radwaste Storage Facility from INER periodically.
3

Health Physics Programs

(1) Radiation Protection Standard
The basic principle of radiation protection regulations in
this country follows the recommendations of the International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP).

For occupational

exposure, the total accumulated lifetime whole body dose may not
exceed the formula D=5(N-18) rem, where N is the worker's age in
year.

The other organ dose limitation is given in Table 1.

Table 1, Maximum permissible organ dose for occupational
exposure (rem)*
Organ or t i s s u e

Normal exposures
13 weeks

year

Planned special exposures
single

l i f e time

3

5

10

25

Skin, thyroid, bone

15

30

60

150

Hands, forearms, feet, ankles

38

75

150

375

8

15

30

75

Gonads, hemopoietic system

Any other single organ
1 rem = 0.01 Sv
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The new ICRP-26

, 30

, recommendations have been adopted

by the regulator authority in this country and the revision of
old regulations is in progress.

Updated regulations are expected

to be promulgated soon.
(2) The Operation of Radiation Protection
The Health Physics programs in low level radioactive waste
treatment are divided into three sub-programs: the radiation
control program, the environmental survey and bioassay program,
and radiation dosimetry supporting program.

The general guid-

lines, responsibilities, and performance of these programs will
be described in the order follows.
The main responsibility of the radiation control program is
to ensure the radiation safety for the radioactive waste treatment
workers.

In working areas, radiation exposure rate, surface

and air contaminations are constantly measured to maintain the
working situation in safety.

Any area where the radiation level

is higher than natural background is defined as a controlled
area.

The controlled areas are set up in all radioactive waste

treatment facilities where there is possibility of radiation
exposure above a certain level or possibility of radioactive
contamination.

The radiation level and contaminating limitation

of working areas are given in Table 2.

The controlled areas are

subdivided into four zones, white, green, yellow and red according to their radiation level.

The recommended values of each

zone are given below in Table 2.

In a controlled areas where radioactive materials are
handled in unsealed state, the continuous radioactive dust
monitor or gas monitor is often used to determine the radioactivities in air.

In these areas, table or ground surfaces may
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Table 2. Guide for Establishment of the Radiation zones and contamination levels at INr;

>

Recommendec maximum contamination levels (dpin/1 00cm')
Exposure-rate
a contain. levels
Kind of areas

range
(mR/hr)

Uncontrolled
area

e, Y contain, levels

mR/week)

Natural background
radiation

Direct survey
(fixed)

Transferable
(Smear)

none

Direct survey
(fixed)

(mR/hr)

Transferable
(Smear)

none

none

none

none

none

<3000

<0. 1:3

none

(0

Control! ed areas

White zone

<0.25

<10

<300

Green zone 0.25-2.50

10-100

<1000

<30

<10 4

<0. 50

<300

Yellow zone 2.50-100

100-1000

<10000

< 1 00

<io5

<5.00

<1000

Red zone

>100

>1000

As low aspracticable

be contaminated due to splash of the radioactive materials.

The

recommended maximum contamination of different class zones are
given in Table 2 for both fixed and loose contamination.
contamination is generally measured by two methods.

Surface

In the

smear test, a specific area of the loose surface contamination
is wiped with filter paper and the radioactivity adhering to its
surface is measured with a counter.

For fix contamination, the

surface are often scanned by a thin window surface contamination
meter.

Normally the controlled areas are regularly nonitored

for any contamination to keep it below the level of recommended
values.

If a controlled area poses possibility of high radiation
exposure, the continuous area monitors are often installed to
monitor the radiation level in that area.

When the preset

control level is exceeded, an audible or a flashing alarm signal
will be produced immediately both at local position and in the
monitor panel of the central system in the control room.

Of

cause, the mult-function survey meters are also used to monitor
the radiation level in every working area.
In order to prevent radioactive contamination in uncontrolled
areas, all personnel and materials carried out from controlled
area are monitored with a hand-and-foot monitor or examined with
a surface contamination meter.

The exhaust gases from stacks of

controlled area are always monitored continuously with a stack
gas monitor and a dust monitor.

The values indicated are moni-

tored in a central monitoring panel of the radiation control
room.

When radioactive materials, contaminated tools, instru-

ments and other articles are transported from one controlled
area to other controlled areas, special container is used to
carry them.

The surface contamination and dose rate of the

container is measured prior to movement in order to ensure that
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its level is within the limit of transportion requirements.
For all work that has to do with radiation, the possible
radiation dose and radioactive contamination are assessed in
advance. In order to minimize radiation exposure of personnel
in working areas and prevent spread of contamination, the radiation monitoring program is planned prior to execution of the
work. When necessary cold test was conducted to gain a real
operation experience. Necessary radiation protective advice
is always provided to the worker. Instructions on usage of
protective outfit, such as personnel dosimeter, work clothing,
shoes, respirator, etc., is also given to ensure personnel
radiation safety. In case radioactive contamination does occur,
the method of decontamination and exmination of the results of
decontamination is provided by health physics personnel.
One main responsibility of the environmental survey and
bioassay program is to carry out environmental survey for low
level radioactive waste treatment facilities at INER. The
radiation exposure rates and radioactive concentration in the
environment around low level radioactive treatment facilities ar
often measured and evaluated. The purpose of these are to
confirm that the measured values are well below the dose limit
of regulatory requirement.
In and around the site of low level radioactive treatment
facilities eighteen thermoluminence dosimeters (TLD) are
installed for continuous measuring of Y~raY dose. Fifteen
monitoring wells were drilled around the seeping pool of the low
level radioactive liquid treatment plant. Water samplings were
taken from the well every month. Most of the time, tritium
water was the only radioactive sample that was detected.
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Urine is the most common sample taken from radioactive
waste treatment workers for bioassay.

Chemical treatment of the

samples were carried out in analysis laboratory.

After treat-

ment, radioactivities in the samples are measured by high
sensitive low background counting system.

The internal dose of

workers were evaluated from the measured values.

When internal

contaminations are detected or suspected, the total body counting
system was then used to measure very small quantities of y or
X-ray radioactivity in body.

When necessary, besides routine

monitoring of radiation workers, a special bioassay or total
body counting can be arranged for waste treatment worker at
anytime.

The main responsibility of the radiation dosimetry program
is to provide radiation dosimetrical support to two other
programs.

Some typical works of the radiation dosimetry program

are qualitative assay and quantitative determination of radioactive samples, calibration of dosimeters and radiation monitoring
instruments, personnel dosimeters supply, TLD fabrication and
reading, etc.

All the survey meters, dust monitors, area

monitors, exhaust and drainage monitors, and hand-and-foot
monitors used by the radiation control program and the environmental survey and bioassay program are calibrated regularly.
4

Research and Development
About eight research projects are being carried on by the

Health Physics Division at INER, of which two are mostly related
to low level radioactive waste treatment and are outlined as
follows:
(1) Establishment of Statistical Index and Model of Personnel
Dose
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The basic goal of radiation protection is to keep exposure
as low as reasonably achievable (AI.ARA) .

Several kinds of

exposure-reduction programs are being carried out at INER.

The

ALARA principle is applied not only to individual doses but also
to collective does.

The reduction of individual doses can be

achieved simply by employing additional workers.

Under the

assumption of linear dose-effect relationship, the risk of
cancer to population depends on collective doses rather than
on individual doses.

Hence such risk can not be lowered by using

extra workers to reduce individual doses but is spreading out
over a larger number of workers.
is analyzed statistically,

When exposure data in personnel

the characteristics in various kinds

of radiation work can be recognized.

The results are reasonably

utilized for reduction of personnel collective dose at INER.

(2) Modeling and Evaluation of Radionuclide Transportation under
Ground
The objective of this research program is to evaluate the
contamination pathway and distribution when low level radioactive waste, either liquid or solid waste, is disposed in the
environment of shallow land.

At INER the liquid effluents of

low level radioactive liquid waste treatment plant has been
discharged to the seeping pool and then infiltrated into the
ground by gravity in the seeping pool.

The results of the

evaluation can be applied to environment safety assessment of
nuclear facilities.
5

Conclusion
Thanks to the efforts of the Health Physics program, there

has not been in any low level radioactive waste treatment facilities worker whose personal radiation dose has exceeded the maximum
permissible doses in the last 12 years.
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During the same period,

there was no release of radioactive gaseous and liquid wastes
that was beyond the release limits specified by the regulations.
From the results of environmental monitoring, it was confirmed
that no abnormality in the levels of radiation and radioactive
concentrations in the environment was observed. The radiation
dose in the general public around the low level radioactive
treatment facilities at INER were also evaluated and the data
obtained was reported relevant governmental authorities every
year.
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Question

MR H J VAN DER WESTU1ZEN
Is there not a possibility

that the decontaminated

low-level wastes discharged to groundwater may contain
soluble

toxic

salts,

e.g.

fluorides

and

organic

substances, which may contaminate the groundwater?

Answer

DR W-L CHEN
I would say that there is very little chance that the
contaminated

low-level

liquid

wastes

discharged

to

groundwater may contain toxic salts such as fluorides
and organic substances, because of two reasons:
(1)

If the radioactive liquid solution contains any
organic substance it should be collected by the
special waste container at each laboratory.

(2) The decontamination agents which we used in our
decontamination

process

do

not

contain

any

soluble toxic salts or other organic substances.
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ABSTRACT

Recently low-level radioactive waste has caused much concern because of
its long term impact on the environment.
Most of the low-level
radioactive waste is produced by nuclear power plants while a small
fraction comes from medical applications, for example, radioactive
isotopes. This waste exists in gas, liquid and solid forms. Research
was carried out on wet solid low-level wastes, which were treated with
polymeric materials. Their properties and applications were studied and
evaluated.
Wet solid radioactive wastes come from evaporated condensates produced by
light-water reactors. The main component of boiling-water reactor waste
is Na2S04 and
that of pressure-water
reactor waste
is H3BO3.
Furthermore the spent ion exchange resin also constitutes a major portion
of the solid
radioactive waste.
In this research, unsaturated
polyesters, such as ETERSET 2565P and 2144 HCM, were employed to solidify
the
wastes;
i.e.
Na2S04,
Ca3(B03)2.2H20,
cationic
ion
exchange resin Duolite ARA 9366 and anionic ion exchange resin Duolite
ARC 9351. It was found that the properties, such as density, compressive
strength, water resistance and thermal stability of unsaturated polyester
solidified wastes were excellent. The radiation resistance could be as
high as 108 Rad and the leachability was low.
The volume reduction
ratios of all samples were better than those of cement solidified waste.
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INTRODUCTION

Low-level r a d i o a c t i v e w a s t e s attracted m a n y c o n c e r n s
recently because of their long term impacts on e n v i r o n m e n t .
Most of the low-level r a d i o a c t i v e w a s t e is p r o d u c e d by
nuclear power plants w h i l e small f r a c t i o n comes from m e d i c a l
a p p l i c a t i o n s , such as the r a d i o a c t i v e i s o t o p e s - T h o s e w a s t e s
exist in g a s , liquid and solid f o r m s . The m a i n c o n s t i t u e n t s
of the solid r a d i o a c t i v e w a s t e include spent r e s i n , c o n c e n trated chemical w a s t e , w a s t e filter and f i l t e r s l u d g e and
c o m p r e s s i b l e waste e t c . . In T a i w a n , all the solid

radioactive

w a s t e s except the c o m p r e s s i b l e w a s t e are s o l i d i f i e d w i t h
cement then stored in an isolate island. A l t h o u g h the c e m e n t
treated w a s t e d i s p l a y s good m e c h a n i c a l p r o p e r t i e s , but its
l e a c h a b i l i t y and w a s t e loading c a p a c i t y are not s a t i f a c t o r y .
Those d i f i c i e n c i e s become even m o r e a p p a r e n t in our c o u n t r y
because we have limit useful land but ample r a i n .
In this r e s e a r c h , new material was being e x p l o r e d to solve
the problems m e n t i o n e d a b o v e . A commercial a v a i l a b l e

unsaturated

p o l y e s t e r was used to s o l i d i f y the s i m u l a t i n g solid w a s t e s ;
i.e. sodium s u l f a t e ( N a 2 $ 0 4 ) , c a l c i u m b o r a t e

(Ca3(B03)2*2H20),

cationic ion e x c h a n g e resin D u o l i t e ARA 9366 and a n i o n i c ion
e x c h a n g e resin D u o l i t e ARC 9 3 5 1 . The p r e p a r a t i o n of the s o l i dified material is very s i m i l a r to that of p a r t i c u l a t e - f i l l e d
t h e r m o s e t s . H o w e v e r , special a t t e n t i o n must be o b s e r v e d if the
waste c o n t a i n s sizable w a t e r . In o r d e r to avoid the phase
separation during the curing process of the r e s i n , a s t a b l e
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emulsion of water and unsaturated polyester must be formed.
This criteria can be met rather easily because of the selfemulsifying nature of the unsaturated polyester ( 1 ) . The
hydroxyl ends in the unsaturated polyester can be neutralized
by adding base and becomes a polyester salt which is an
efficient emuisifier. Thus, a stable emulsion of water and
unsaturated polyester can be obtained. Such a process can
save significant energy since the pretreatment of the water
in the wastes is not necessary. The base chosen to neutralize
the hydroxyl ends in this experiment was triethanolamine, TEA.
In addition to the preparation, the properties of the unsaturated polyester solidified wastes, such as compressive strength,
1eachability, thermal cycling and irradiation and water resistances were evaluated as well.
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EXPERIMENTAL

The flow charts of solidifying the wastes are shown in
Figures 1 and 2 and the formulations are listed in Tables 1,
2, 3 and 4 respectively- Three systems were studied in this
research, namely the ionic exchange resin, fully dried sodium
sulfate and calcium borate and sodium sulfate slurry wastes.
Properties tested include:
1. Leachability: According to method described in IAEA (2)
or ANS 16.1.
2. Compressive strength: ASTM standard D-695.
3. Irradiation resistance: Compare the compressive
strength change after samples being irradiated with
10 8 Rad (3).
4. Water resistance: The volume change of solidified
waste dipped in water for a preselected time (3).
5. Thermal stability: Analyzed by TGA.
6. Thermal cycling: ASTM standard B-553-79.
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DRIED
SIMULATING WASTES

UNSATURATE POLYESTER

J
MIXING BY STIRRING

•|lNITIATOR(MEKP0)|

1

MIXING BY STIRRING

CASTING
IN
A MOLD

DEMOLDING

Figure 1. Solidification Process for Dried Simulating Wastes.
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WET SIMULATING WASTES
(SLURRY)

UNSATURATE
POLYESTER

i

\
EMULSIFIER

MIXING BY STIRRING
AT HIGH SPEED

STIRRING TO UNIFORMITY

CASTING
IN
A MOLD

IDEMOLDINGJ

Figure 2 . Solidification Process for Wet Simulating Wastes
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Table 1. Formulation for Solidifying Spent Resin.

Initiator
(wt %)

2

Formula
Code

Spent Resin
(wt %)

Promotor
(wt %)

A-l4

30

2.0

0.5

A-24

40

2.0

0.5

A-34

50

2.0

0.5

B-l 5

40

2.0

0.5

B-25

50

2.0

0.5

1. unsaturate polyester: ETERSET 2565P.
2. initiator: 55% MEKPO in DMP.
3. pormotor: cobalt octoate
4. the ratio of anionic ion exchange resin and cationic
ion exchange resin: 1/2, water content: 30% by wt.
5. the ratio of anionic ion exchange resin and cationic
ion exchange resin: 1/2. water content: 51%,by wt.,
TEA content: 0.5% by wt..
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Table 2. Formulation for Solidifying Sodium Sulfate
and Calcium Borate Particles.

Formula
Code

Simulating
Waste

Waste Content
(wt %)

Promoter
(wt %)

2

Initiator
(wt %)

C-l

sodium
sulfate

60

0.5

0.9

C-2

sodium
sulfate

65

0.5

0.95

C-3

sodium
sulfate

70

0.5

1.00

C-4

sodium

75

0.5

1.10

sulfate

D-1

calcium
borate

50

0.5

0.90

D-2

calcium
borate

55

0.5

1.00

D-3

calcium
borate

58

0.5

1.00

1. unsaturate polyester: ETERSET 2144 HCM.
2. promoter: cobalt octoate.
3. initiator: 55% MEKPO in DMP.
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3

Table 3. Formulation for Solidifying
Sulfate

Formula
Code

Simulating
Waste

Sodium

Slurry.

Water Content

Waste Content

(wt %)

(wt %)

E-l-1

sod ium
sulfate

30

60

E-l-2

sodium
sulfate

30

50

E-l-3

sodium
sulfate

30

40

E-1-4

sodium
sulfate

30

30

E-2-1

sodium
sulfate

40

60

E-2-2

sodium
sulfate

40

50

E-2-3

sodium
sulfate

40

40

E-2-4

sodium
sulfate

40

30

E-3-1

sodium
sulfate

50

60

E-3-2

sodium
sulfate

50

50

E-3-3

sodium
sulfate

50

40

E-3-4

sodium
sulfate

50

30

1. unsaturate polyester: ETERSET 2565P,
promotor: 0.5 wt % cobalt octoate,
initiator: 1 wt % , 55% MEKPO in DMP,
emulsifier: 1.5-2.0 wt % TEA.
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Table 4. Formulation for Solidifying
Borate

Formula
Code

Simulating
Waste

Calcium

Slurry.

Water Content
(wt %)

Waste Content
(wt %)

F-l-1

calcium
borate

40

60

F-l-2

calcium
borate

40

50

F-l-3

calcium
borate

40

40

F-1-4

calci urn
borate

40

30

F-2-1

calcium
borate

50

60

F-2-2

calcium
borate

50

50

F-2-3

calcium
borate

50

40

F-2-4

calcium
borate

50

30

F-3-1

calcium
borate

60

60

F-3-2

calci urn
borate

60

50

F-3-3

calcium
borate

60

40

F-3-4

calcium
borate

60

30

1. unsaturate polyester: ETERSET 2565P,
promotor: 0.5 wt% cobalt octoate,
initiator: 1 wt% , 55% MEKPO in DMP,
emulsifier: 1.5-2.0 wt% TEA.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

L e a c h a b i 1 i ty
T h e 1 e a c h a b i l i t y of s o l i d i f i e d w a s t e s w a s m e a s u r e d by
t r a c i n g t h e ions w h i c h d i f f u s e d out f r o m t h e w a s t e s to t h e
s u r r o u n d i n g l i q u i d . T h e ions b e i n g t e s t e d w e r e c o b a l t ,

sodium,

c a l c i u m and c e s i u m . T h r o u g h t h e a n a l y s i s of t h e d i f f u s i o n r a t e ,
t h e d i f f u s i v i t i e s of a b o v e ions in t h e w a s t e s c o u l d be d e t e r m i n e d . T h e r e s u l t s a r e l i s t e d in T a b l e s 5, 6, 7 and 8 r e s p e c t i v e l y . It s h o w e d t h a t c o b a l t ion in s e r i e s A s o l i d i f i e d
w a s t e had the l o w e s t d i f f u s i v i t y ( T a b l e 5 ) . S i n c e t h e w a s t e
in s e r i e s A w a s s p e n t r e s i n and c o b a l t ion c o u l d f o r m

ionic

bond w i t h t h e s i m u l a t i n g c a t i o n i c ion e x c h a n g e r e s i n . In
o t h e r s e r i e s , t h e d i f f u s i v i t i e s of t h e s i m u l a t i n g i o n , s u c h
-1
-6
2
as s o d i u m , c a l c i u m and c e s i u m , w e r e b e t w e e n 1 0 " - 1 0
cm / d a y
w h i c h w e r e m u c h b e t t e r t h a n t h o s e of c e m e n t s o l i d i f i e d w a s t e s .

Compressive

strength

T h e c o m p r e s s i v e s t r e n g t h s o f all s o l i d i f i e d w a s t e s a r e
l i s t e d in T a b l e s 5, 6, 7 ,and 8 as w e l l . In c o m p a r i s o n , t h e
c o m p r e s s i v e s t r e n g t h s of s l u r r y s o l i d i f i e d w a s t e s ( s e r i e s E
and F) w e r e m u c h l o w e r t h a n t h o s e o f d r i e d

particulate

s o l i d i f i e d w a s t e s ( s e r i e s C and D ) . B e s i d e s t h e e f f e c t s d u e to
different f o r m u l a t i o n , the m a j o r reason for the low c o m p r e s s i o n
s t r e n g t h s o f s e r i e s E and F w a s the w a t e r c o n t a i n e d in t h e
s l u r r y . B e c a u s e w a t e r will d e c r e a s e t h e a d h e s i v e

strength

b e t w e e n t h e r e s i n and the f i l l e r . N e v e r t h e l e s s , m o s t
s t r e n g t h s o f t h e s l u r r y s o l i d i f i e d w a s t e a r e still
t h e a c c e p t a b l e level w h i c h is 150 k g / c m .
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compressive

above

Table 5. Diffusivity and Compressive Strength
of Solidified Spent Resin Waste.

Formula
Code

*
Di ffus i v i ty
(cm 2 /day)

Compress ive
Strength
(kg/cm 2 )

**
Compress i ve
Strength
(kg/cm2)

A-1

6.25xlO" 10

710±20

781±20

A-2

8.18xlO" 1 0

600120

662(20

A-3

9.64xlO" 10

530+20

546±20

B-1

320+10

345+10

B-2

294±10

330±10

* measured at 27 C (cobalt ion).
** measured after the sample being irradiated by
g
of 10 Rad dosages.
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Table 6. Diffusivity and Compressive Strength of
Solidified Sodium Sulfate or Calcium
Borate Waste.

Formula
Code

Diffusivity

*

p

(cm /day)

Compressive
Strength
(kg/cm2)

Compressive
Strength
(kg/cm 2 )

C-l

1.95xlO"4

1450±30

C-2

4.66xlO"4

14 70+10

C-3

1. 19xlO"3

14 3 0 « 10

C-4

1.93xlO"3

1210±10

D-l

1.19xlO"6

1900+10

1830±30

D-2

9.00xl0"6

1900±10

1800±10

D-3

9.39X10"6

1750±30

1680±20

**

1210+10

* measured at 27 C (sodium ion for C series, calcium
ion for D series).
** measured after the sample being irradiated by y-ray
of 10 Rad dosages.
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Table 7. Diffusivity and Compressive Strength of
Solidified Sodium Sulfate Slurry Waste.

Formula
Code

Diffusivity
(cm2/day)

Compressive
Strength
(kg/cm2)

Compressive
Strength
(kg/cm2)

F.-1-1

10"5-10'4

289

316

E-l-2

10"6-10"3

386

428

E-1-3

io- 6 -io- 4

577

606

E-l-4

10" 7 -10" 5

800

818

243

258

E-2-2

io- -io"
io" 6 -io- 4

340

361

E-2-3

10" 5 -10" 3

419

510

E-2-4

10' 5 -10" 4

627

722

E-3-1

10"6-10"3

'182

200

E-3-2

10"6-10"3

293

312

E-3-3

10~4-10'3

396

439

E-3-4

10" 5 -10" 4

614

643

6

E-2-1

4

**

* measured in the temperature range from 17.5 C to

27.5°C (cesium ion).
** measured after the sample being irradiated by y-ray
Q

of 10

Rad dosages.
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Table 8. Diffusivity and Compressive Strength of
Solidified Calcium Borate Slurry Waste.
*

Diffusivity
(cm 2 /day)

F-l-1

lO"3-^"1

120

156

F-l-2

10" 4 -10" 3

225

252

F-l-3

10" 5 -10" 4

357

372

F-l-4

10" 4 -10" 3

426

465

F-2-1

10

95

148

F-2-2

10~ 4 -10" 3

194

216

F-2-3

-lo-4

303

341

F-2-4

403

442

85

128

F-3-2

--10" 4
-3
-2
10 -10 c
-ID"3

182

208

F-3-3

10~ 5 -10" 4

277

337

F-3-4

10" 4 -10" 3

380

406

F-3-1

-10

c

Compressive
Strength
(kg/cm 2 )

Compressive
Strength
(kg/cm 2 )

Formula
Code

**

* measured in the temperature range from 17.5°C to
27.5°C (cesium ion).
** measured after the sample being irradiated by y-ray
Q

of 10

Rad dosages.
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Irradiation resistance
This experiment was to study the effects of irradiation of
the solid radioactive waste on the matrix (unsaturate polyester).
Samples of solidified waste were irradiated by y-ray at dosage
Q

of 10

Rad. Then the compressive strengths of the sample before

and after the y-ray

treatment were compared. As shown in Tables

5, 6, 7 and 8, irradiation did not affect the compressive
strength very much, on the contrary, it increased the compressive
strength in most cases. Apparently, the irradiation Induced
post-curing effect was much significant than its possible damage
on the matrix.
Water resistance
The water resistance of the solidified waste was justified
by the volume change and compressive strength after the sample
was dipped in water for a period of time. The maximum volume
increase (approximately 7%) happened in sample A-3 after dipping
in water for 63 days. Since the A series sample contained spent
resin which would absorb water. For series contained sodium
sulfate (C s e r i e s ) , the volume change was negligible. The
compressive strengths of E and F series (Table 11) decreased
due to the loss of sodium sulfate.

Thermal cycling
Series E and F were tested by thermal cycling experiment
because they contained large quantity of water. The comparison
of the compressive strengths of series E and F before and after
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Table 9. Cumulatve Volumetric Increment (%) of
Solidified Spent Resin Waste in Water.

Formul a
Code

3 days

28 days

49 days

63 days

A-l

1.1

1.9

2.1

2.2

A-2

1.6

3.2

3.9

3.9

A-3

2.2

6.0

6.2

6.9

B-1
B-2
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Table 10. Cumulative Volumetric Increment {%) of
Solidified Sodium Sulfate Waste in
Water.

Formula
Code

63 days

3 days

28 days

49days

C-1

0.42

0.51

0.81

1.31

C-2

0.84

1.34

3.36

3.80

C-3

0.72

1.79

3.53

4.15

C-4

2.14

5.49
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90 days

1.42

Table 11. Comparison of the Compressive Strengths of
Solidified Sodium Sulfate Slurry and Calcium
Borate Slurry Before and After dipping in
Water.

Water
Content
(wt%)

*

Formula
Code

Simulating
Waste

E-2-1

sodium
sulfate

40

243

135

E-2-2

sodium
sulfate

40

340

295

E-2-3

sodium
sulfate

40

419

300

F-l-1

calcium
borate

40

120

112

F-l-2

calcium
borate

40

225

182

F-1-3

calcium
borate

40

357

325

Compressive
Strength
(kg/cm 2 )

Compressive
Strength
(kg/cm 2 )

**

* measured before the sample dipping in water.
** measured after the sample dipping in water for 90 days
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the thermal cycling experiment are shown in Tables 12 and 13
respectively. It was found that the change of the c o m p r e s s i v e
strength was not s i g n i f i c a n t . The thermal s t a b i l i t y of the
solidified waste was also analyzed with TGA. The thermal
decomposition t e r m e r a t u r e s of series A, C and D were all
above 2 7 0 ° C , which indicated the ceiling t e m p e r a t u r e for
appli cati on.

CONCLUSION

Unsaturate p o l y e s t e r s , ETERSET 2565P and 2144 HCM, w e r e
used to solidified solid r a d i o a c t i v e w a s t e s . The w a s t e s
included spent resin, fully dried sodium sulfate and c a l c i u m
borate particles and sodium sulfate slurry. The c o m p r e s s i v e
s t r e n g t h , w a t e r resistance and thermal s t a b i l i t y of this
polymeric material solidified w a s t e s were e x c e l l e n t . T h e
Q

irradiation resistance could be as high as 10

Rad w h i l e the

leachability was low. A comparison of the general

properties

of solid wastes r a d i o a c t i v e treated by c e m e n t , bitumen and
unsaturate p o l y e s t e r are shown in Table 14. The t r e m e n d o u s
increase of solid waste loading capacity of this study
provides potentials for economic a p p l i c a t i o n .
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Table 12. Comparison of the Compressive Strengths of
Solidified Sodium Sulfate Slurry Waste
Before and After the Thermal Cycling
Treatment.

Formula
Code

Compressive
Strength
(kg/cm 2 )

*

Compressive
Strength
(kg/cm 2 )

E-l-1

289

289

E-l-2

386

407

E-l-3

577

563

E-l-4

800

813

E-2-1

243

228

E-2-2

340

327

E-2-3

419

509

E-2-4

627

671

E-3-1

182

173

E-3-2

293

315

E-3-3

396

464

E-3-4

614

643

**

* measured before the thermal cycling treatment.
** measured after the thermal cycling treatment
(20 cycles, +60 to -20°C).
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Table 13. Comparison of the Compressive Strengths of
Solidified Calcium Borate Slurry Waste
Before and After the Thermal Cycling
Treatment.

Formula
Code

Compressive
Strength
(kg/cm 2 )

*

**
Compressive
Strength
(kg/cm 2 )

F-l-1

120

112

F-l-2

225

211

F-l-3

357

434

F-l-4

426

464

F-2-1

95

103

F-2-2

194

220

F-2-3

303

334

F-2-4

403

429

F-3-1

85

93

F-3-2

182

226

F-3-3

277

277

F-3-4

380

310

* measured before the thermal cycling treatment.
** measured after the thermal cycling treatment
(20 cycles, +60 to -20°C).
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Table 14. Comparison of General Properties of Solidified Waste by
Different Matrice.

^v

Matrix

Unsaturate polyester
Bitumen

Cement

A

Property's.
Diffusivity
(cm2/day)

10"2-10"3
(25°C)

Compressive
Strength
(kg/cm2)

>150

lO^-lO" 2
(25°C)
— 0
(softened
at 25°C)

B

10"4-10"3
(27°C)

10"6-10~5 io-6-io"4
io"6-io-4
(27°C)
(17.5-27.5°C (17.5-27.5°C;

>500

>200

>1200

>1700

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

up to
108 Rad

up to
10 8 Rad

up to
10 8 Rad

up to
10 8 Rad

up to
10 8 Rad

-1.5

1.2-1.6

1.2-1.3

Irradiation
Resistance

up to
10 8 Rad

up to
10 8 Rad

up to
10 8 Rad

1.7-1.8

1.1-1.5

—1.2

-1.2

1.8-2.0

30-50

30-40

60-75

Solid Waste
Loadinq
(%)
Capacity

< 15

—

F

~io- 1 0
(27°C)

Good

Specific
Gravity

E

-10"10
(27°C)

Water
Resistance

Swollen

D

C

60-70

150-800

15-50

100-450

2-36
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ABSTRACT
Cesium 137 1s one of the fission products contaminating reactor pool
water either by diffusion through the cladding or from leaks 1n fuel
elements. In the conventional purification of the pool water, resins
are used to remove the fission products. Recovery of these elements
from the resin 1s, however, very difficult. Recovery of cesium 137,
1n particular, would be very advantageous.
In this paper It 1s proposed that the fission products be removed,
from the pool water, firstly by concentration of the solution, using
reverse osmosis, and then by selective removal of the elements from
the concentrate using a supported liquid membrane.
Experimental results show that a PVOF membrane. Impregnated with
BAMBP and traces of a crown ether, used between a feed solution at pH
10 and diluted nitric a d d as strip solution, selectively recovers
6 g of cesium per square metre 1n a seven day period.

1

INTRODUCTION

A problem encountered In cooling pools 1n the nuclear Industry Is the
137
diffusion of the fission product cesium 137 ( Cs) from fuel
137
elements Into the pool water.
Cs has a half life of 30 years
and a high thermal energy and thus poses a major contamination
problem
to cooling pools . It 1s thus advantageous to remove the
prot
137,Cs from the pool water for the following reasons:
137
(a) By removing the
Cs from the pool water, the contamination
threat 1t poses to the cooling pools 1s removed.
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137

(b) The
Cs has a commercial value as a gamma source for
Irradiation purposes and for density detectors as well as 1n
other areas of Industry and space technology.
137
(c) Removing the
Cs Into a smaller volume will reduce the
quantity of highly active solution and make Its storage and
eventual disposal that much easier.
Cesium 1s traditionally extracted from an aqueous solution by means
of 1on exchange resins. The cesium 1s not easily eluted from the
resins, but If 1t were to be eluted from the resins, large volumes of
137
2
solution containing the
Cs would be generated Increasing the
waste problem. Alternatively 1t 1s possible to dispose of the cesium
loaded resin. Other conventional means of extracting 137 Cs, such
as mixer settlers and contacting columns, have been considered and
rejected on the grounds that the volume of highly expensive cesium
selective extractants would be economically unpractical.
The department of Process Metallurgy at the Atomic Energy Corporation
of South Africa, 1n conjunction with Chemical Engineering Department
of the Potchefstroom University have been developing and testing on a
laboratory scale a technique of extracting cesium using membrane
science. The technique adopted 1s known as a supported liquid
membrane (SIM). The two departments have already made headway with
this membrane technology 1n the field of extracting uranium from
aqueous solutions .
The possibility of utilizing thin layers of organic solution of
solvent extraction reagents, Immobilized on microporou* inert
supports Interposed between two aqeous solutions, for selectively
removing metal Ions from a mixture was first proposed more than
twenty years ago . Such Immobilized liquid layers are refered to
as supported liquid membranes (SLM). SLM's represent an attractive
alternative to conventional I1qu1d-I1qu1d extraction for the
selective removal and concentration of metal Ions from solutions.
The Atomic Energy Corporation of South Africa has recognised the
benefits of adopting SLM technology 1n the nuclear Industry and some
of these are listed below:
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(a) Small volumes of organic extractants are needed. This
eliminates the waste problem Involved with contaminated organic
solutions generated by conventional solvent extraction processes.
(b) The small organic requirement of SLM's makes 1t economically
feasible to utilize some of the more exotic and expensive
extractants available.
(c) By selectively extracting metal species out of an aqueous
stream, high level waste streams can be converted Into medium
level waste streams. The treatment and disposal of the latter
1s easier than the former. These highly active metal species
which cause the waste streams to be classified as high level
waste can be concentrated Into small volumes by the SLM making
their storage and eventual disposal easier.
(d) The process can be switched on and off without any adverse
effects as 1s experienced 1n a solvent extraction unit.
(e) SLM's can operate with unclarified feed solutions.
(f) The equipment Involved 1s simple and has a low energy
consumption.
(g) Fluxes obtained 1n the SLM's are higher than In solid membranes
(e.g. 1on exchange membranes).
2

THEORY OF SUPPORTED LIQUID MEMBRANES

The permeation of metal species through an SLM can be described as
the simultaneous combination of an extraction and a stripping
operation, 1n a single stage, occuring 1n non-equ111br1um
conditions ' . The SLM consists of an extracting reagent, referred
to as a metal carrier, dissolved 1n a water-1mm1sc1ble organic
diluent, absorbed on a microporous polymeric film. The polymeric
film, which acts as a solid support of the liquid membrane, has a
thickness ranging between 25 and 50 pm, and the pore sizes
generally range from 0,02 to 1 pm. The polymeric film Is generally
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hydrophobic. The SIM Is Interposed between two aqueous solutions.
The aqueous solution Initially containing the metal species which can
permeate the SIM 1s referred to as the feed solution and the aqueous
solution on the other side of the SLH, Initially free of the metal
species. Is the strip solution.
The distribution ratio between the organic phase absorbed on the
membrane and the aqueous feed solution, K., must be high enough to
favour metal extraction Into the membrane phase. On the other side
of the membrane, Kd must be made as low as possible 1n order to
favor the complete stripping of the metal species from the organic
membrane phase Into the aqueous strip solution. This process can
occur by several possible transport mechanisms.
2.1 Transport mechanisms
The two main transport mechanisms are counter- and co-transport.
2.1.1

Counter transport

If the metal carrier 1s an addle extractant, HX, the
difference 1n K, between the feed and the strip side of
the membrane 1s generally achieved by a pH gradient. In
this case the transport mechanism 1s referred to as a
counter-transport phenomenon and the chemical reaction
taking place 1s
M+ • HX(membrane) Feed side, MX(membrane) + H +
Strip side
This 1s Illustrated In figure 1.
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(1)

2.1.2

Co-transport

If the metal carrier 1s a neutral species or a basic
extractant (I.e. a long chain alkylamine), E, the
difference 1n Krf between feed and strip 1s generally
obtained by a concentration gradient of the counter Ion,
X~, which accompanies the metal species Into the
membrane. In this case the transport mechanism 1s refered
to as a co-transport phenomenon and the chemical reaction
taking place 1s
K + • X- + E (membrane) feed side ,
Strip side

EMX

(membrane)

This 1s Illustrated 1n figure 2.
2.2 Driving force
From the description of the possible transport mechanism 1t
follows that metal species can be transported across an SLM
against their concentration gradient. This "uphill" transport
will continue until all the metal species which can permeate the
membrane, have been transported across the SLM Into the strip
solution, provided that the driving force of the process Is kept
constant. This driving force 1s the pH gradient for counter
transport and the counter 1on gradient for co-transport.
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(2)

FEED

SLH

STfHP

low (H*J
highly
1
2
3
t

-Jfflux
If flux
FIGURE 1: Counter Transport Mechanics

FEED

STRIP

high 1X1
highly

IOWIXI

1
2
3
t

-X-ftux
F16URE 2: Co-Transport Mechanisa
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It also follows that 1n an SLH permeation process very high
concentration factors can be obtained by making the strip
solution's volume very much smaller than that of the feed
solution. Further more, a very clean separation process can be
performed by choosing a metal carrier which 1s very selective to
the metal species to be extracted. By the nature of the
mechanism, the carrier acts as a shuttle, moving metal species
from the feed to the strip solution and then diffusing back, 1n
this way regenerating the carrier.

3

EXTRACTANT, 0ILUENT AND MEMBRANE SELECTION

Before a possible system for use 1n an SLM 1s chosen, the criteria
for the selection of extractants, diluents and membranes must be
defined.
3.1

Selection Criteria

The selection criteria for extractants, diluents and membranes
are listed below.
3.1.1

Extractant

The selection of the correct metal carrier
(extractant) 1s possibly the most crucial aspect of
the entire operation. The criteria for selecting the
extractant are:
(a) The distribution coefficient for extraction, must
be as high as possible to encourage extraction of
the cesium out of the aqueous feed and Into the
organic membrane (chapter 3 ) .
(b) The distribution coefficient for stripping must
be as low as possible to ensure that all the
cesium 1s stripped out of the organic membrane
Into the aqueous strip (chapter 3 ) .
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(c) The extractant must selectively extract cesium so
that a pure cesium strip solution can be
generated.
3.1.2

Diluent

The diluent 1n which the metal carrier 1s dissolved
before being absorbed onto the membrane 1s also an
Important parameter. The diluent must be hydrophobic
so as to prevent any water bridging across the
membrane caused by water dissolved 1n the organic
membrane phase. Further, the diluent should be
viscous enough to prevent Itself from being washed off
the membrane.
3.1.3

Membrane

The membrane Itself should be hydrophobic In order to
prevent hydrodynamic transport of the aqueous phases
across 1t. The membrane pore size 1s very Important
when choosing a membrane. The extractant and diluent
are absorbed Into the membrane pores when the membrane
1s dipped Into the organic solution. Capillary action
holds the solvent 1n the membrane pores.
Because the membranes are to be used 1n a radioactive
environment It 1s vital that the membrane's Integrity
does not deteriorate under radiation conditions.
3.2 Literature survey
An extensive literature survey was conducted to establish the
possible extractants, diluents and membranes available for the
extraction of cesium.
3.2.1

Extractants

Much work has been published on extractants to extract
cesium. Extractants ranging from metal phosphates and
metal molybdates to nitrobenzene and dibenzoyl
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g
methane have been used to extract cesium from
aqueous solutions. It 1s generally accepted that
substituted phenols are highly selective extractants
for cesium, giving high decontamination from other
fission products. They are also readily stripped with
dilute nitric a d d . Other extractants which fill the
g
above criteria are thenoyl trifluroacetone (TTA)
and d1-2-ethylhexylphosphor1c a d d (D2EHPA) 1 0 f 1 1 f 1 2 .
Horner et al (1963) 13 studied the extraction
performance of a number of substituted phenols for
removing cesium from simulated Purex waste solutions.
It was found that p-dodecylphenol (POP),
o-phenylphenol (OPP), 4-chloro-2 phenylphenol (PCOPP),
4-sec-butyl-2-(o-methylbenzyl)-phenol (BAMBP) and
4-ch1oro-2-benzylphenol (Santophen-1) yielded the best
results. The reaction was found to be a cation
exchange between the alkali metal Ion, M* and the
hydrogen of the phenol as represented by the general
equation.
a H*(aq) + b RH(org) ,

KKK

,(°rg) • aH + (aq)

Where RK Is a substituted phenol.
This reaction takes place at a high pH (pH > 10.). Figure
3 graphicly Illustrates the extraction performance of the
various substituted phenols. It was found that at a certain
pH, the amount of phenol transferred from the organic Into
the aqueous phase lead to the drop off 1n the extraction
coefficient. The only phenol not to show this tendency was
BAMBP.
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FIGURE 3: Extraction Coefficients of Various Substituted Phenols

Horner found that the affinity of the substituted
phenols for cesium was much greater than that for sodium
or other alkali metals. The selectivity of the phenols
for cesium over other fission products was found to be
excellent by Brown et al (1962) 1 4 * 1 5 .
Arnold et al (1965) carried out an extensive study
of cesium extraction using BAMBP and managed to achieve
extraction coefficients as high as 50.
The drawback of using a substituted phenol such as BAMBP
1s that the aqueous feed should Ideally be at a pH of
thirteen. It Is possible to push up the feed solutions
pH to this level with NaOH because the BAMBP will
selectively extract cesium over sodium.
Zingaro et al (1967) Investigated the synergistic
effect of d1-2-ethy1hexyl-phosphor1c a d d (D2EHPA) has
on BAMBP. It was found that the extraction of cesium Is
significantly enhanced by the addition of D2EHPA to
BAMBP, especially at lower pH's. For the extraction of
cesium from the pool water, It Is obviously desirable to
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operate at a pH as close to seven as possible. Smelov
(1974) 1 1 ' 1 2 Investigated the extraction capabilities
of D2EHPA and 2-phenylphenol (OPP) solutions. It was
found that the 02EHPA and OPP mixture showed a strong
synergistic effect 1n the region of pH - 4-5.
Extraction coefficients of approximately ninety were
achieved 1n this range.
q
Henly (1968) reported the performance of TTA as well
as U s synergism with tributyl phosphate (TBP) and tri-noctyl phosphine oxide (TOPO). Extraction coefficients
of as high as ten have been reported at a pH of 7,3.
This neutral pH makes TTA a strong contender as an
extractant. TTA however does suffer from two drawbacks,
1n that It preferentially will extract the smaller
alkali metals before cesium, and secondly 1t 1s most
efficient when the diluent 1s benzene or xylene.
3.2.2

Diluents
13

Horner states that for most phenols, the best
diluents are substituted benzenes, such as d1-1sopropy1
benzene. However with BAHBP considerably higher
extraction coefficients are obtained when alphatic
diluents, such as kerosene, are used.
The findings of Arnold et al (1965) 16 about diluent
effect and selectivity confirms Horner's results.
Because benzene and xylene have high volatilities they
may be unsuitable for used as diluents In membrane
technology.
3.2.3

Membranes

The choice of membranes in this work 1s limited to
polypropylene, PVDF, Teflon and polyesters. The
majority of workers 1n this field have used some or all
of these membranes.
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3.3 Syste.it Selection
Based on the literature survey a number of extractants, diluents
and membranes were considered for selection.
3.3.1

Cxtractants and diluents

Table 1 lists the various extractants Investigated
together with their abbreviations.
TABLE 1: Extractants Investigated
CHEMICAL FORMULA

EXTRACTANTS
Thenoyl Trifluroacetone
D1-2-ethy1hexylphosphor1c a d d
p-dodecylphenol
o-phenylphenol
4-chloro-2-phenylphenol
4-sec-buty1-2-(a-methylbenzyl)
-phenol
tribytyl phosphate
tri-n-octyl phosphine oxide
01cyclohexyl-l8-crown-6-ether

C H F

8 5 3°2 S
C
16 H 35°4 P
C
26 H 46°
C
l2 H 10°
C 12 H g Cl 0
C

18 H 22°
C
12 H 27°4 P
C24H51O P
C

20 H 36°6

ABBREVIATION
TTA
D2EHPA
POP
OPP
PCOPP
BAHBP

TBP
TOPO
Crown ether

The diluents selected were those recommended by the
literature as encouraging extraction and Include
kerosene, benzene and xylene.
In order to establish the extraction and stripping
efficiencies of various extractants 1n the above
diluents and to finalize the system selection, shake out
tests were conducted. CsOH was used 1n these tests.
The pH was adjusted using NH. or HN0_. NaOH was not
used to raise the pH because the sodium caused
Interference 1n the analysis for cesium. A summary of
all the shake out tests appears 1n appendix A.
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Unfortunately the analyses for cesium 1n the organic
phase are unreliable, and so Individual distribution
coefficients for stripping and extraction cannot be
made. Instead an overall efficiency was calculated as
follows:
„

* mass of Cs recovered 1n strip solution
mass of Cs 1n the feed solution

x

The efficiencies achieved are also presented In
Appendix A.
Generally the efficiencies are poor. This highlights
the difficulty with which cesium 1s extracted. The
best efficiency was obtained from D2EHPA when a feed
pH of 11,1 was used. This was somewhat unexpected
since the D2EHPA was reported to be most efficient at
a neutral pH. The results for BAMBP are lower than
for D2EHPA, but they are still good considering the
feed concentration 1s below 10 ppm. The efficiencies
of TTA, TBP and TOPO are all poor and the possibility
of using these extractants for cesium extraction 1s
dubious.
Because both the literature (figure 3} and the
shake-out tests Indicate that BAMBP 1n kerosene
diluent 1s the potentially most selective and useful
system 1t was decided to concentrate further work 1n
this area.
It 1s known that micro quantities of crown ethers have
synergistic effects on extraction 18 . It was
therefore decided to perform tests with this material.
3.3.2

Membranes

A number of membranes have been subjected to standard
dry gamma radiation tests. These Include
polypropylene, teflon, PVDF and polyester membranes.
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Generally the polyester and PVDF membranes stand up
best to radiation whilf the teflon membranes
disintegrate at a fairly low dose.
Tests were also carried out to see how well the
membranes held an organic solvent. The polyester
membranes failed this test, while the PVDF, polypropylene and teflon membranes were the most succesful.
These results Indicated that the PVDF membrane would
be most suited for the application under consideration.

4

EXTRACTION EQUIPMENT

A laboratory scale SIM unit has been developed jointly by the Atomic
Energy Corporation and Potchefstroom University.
4.1

Construction

The equipment consists of an experimental cell fed by a
multihead peristaltic pump. The cell which has been used for
Investigating the extraction of cesium from aqueous solutions 1s
Illustrated 1n figure 4. The cell 1s designed to hold four
membranes so the effect of different membranes with different
metal carriers can be studied 1n the same cell. In figure 4 the
cell 1s shown to have one feed to all four membranes and each
membrane to have its own strip solution. This can be reversed
so as to have four feeds and one strip solution. The solutions
are pumped through the cell using a peristaltic pump to ensure
an even flow.
The cell 1s constructed 1n two halves.
membranes are placed over the "windows"
clamping the two cell halves together.
so that the exposed surface area of the
1s 10 cm 2 .
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The solvent
and held 1n
The cell 1s
membrane on

Impregnated
place by
constructed
each window

Figure 4: Laboratory SLM Cell
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4.2

Operation

The cell 1s filled with feed and strip solutions, and the pump
1s then started. Samples of the feed and strip solutions are
taken on a dally basis, and a typical run lasts three weeks. On
the completion of a run, the cell 1s emptied and the membranes
are removed and examined for any physical and/or chemical
deterioration.
A feed solution of cesium hydroxide 1s used because 1t 1s
assumed that the cesium present 1n the pool water 1s 1n this
state. The strip solution 1s nitric a d d . The concentration of
the cesium 1n the pool water 1s approximately 7 ppm Cs. Feed
solutions were tested at this concentration and at a 100 ppm Cs
as a result of overall process proposal In Appendix C.
4.3

Processing of results

To test the efficiency of a cell operating under a given set of
conditions, It 1s Important to calculate the rate at which the
cesium permeates through the SLH. The mass of cesium
transferred from the feed solution to the strip solution from
start up can be calculated from the concentration changes 1n the
two solutions. A rate per unit area can be calculated by
dividing this mass by the time and membrane area.
In order to process the results two permeation rates can be
calculated - a differential and an accumulative rate. The
differential rate ( R Q ^ J is simply the change 1n the cesium
mass 1n the feed or strip solutions per unit membrane area per
unit time taken over one time Interval (typically one day). It
can be expressed as
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Where

t. and t. . refer to the time at the beginning and
end of Interval 1 respectively,
m, = mass of Cs 1n solution J
J = 1, 2, 3 or 4 refer to the J th window.
A = membrane area
p

The units of R_.. are typically vgCs/cm s. The mass of
the cesium 1n the aqueous solution 1s calculated from the
concentration and volume of the solutions. Im measuring the
volume, the volume of the tubing and cell compartment must be
taken Into account since 1t 1s significant 1n comparison to the
total volume.
The accumulative permeation rate (R»*i) 1s defined as the
change of mass of cesium 1n the feed or strip solutions since
time t=0, per unit membrane area per unit time. It can be
expressed as
RA1J

- ffljLtj) - mj(t=0)
A ti

Where

t. 1s the time at Interval 1 since t=0.
2
Like R o <«. R**« has units yg Cs/cm /s. Since the volume
of the solutions are Initially 500 mis, the system volume lost
due to sampling must be taken Into account.
In order to summarize and compare the results, an accumulative
average permeation rate has been calculated.
5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Five membranes have been tested 1n the experimental cell with BAMBP
and D2EHPA (with and without dicyclohexyl-18-crown-ether). For each
experiment the average accumulative permeation rate was calculated.
A summary of the complete set of experiments 1s presented In Appendix
B. Typical experimental permeation rates are presented 1n figure 5
for 1 H BAMBP with a trace of crown ether where the feed Cs
concentration 1s 86,4 mg/i and the pH 1s 11,5.
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The permeation rates obtained are generally very low (of the order
3

5

2

10-10
vgCs/cm s). These low rates can be attributed to
two factors: firstly a very low concentration feed was used, and
secondly, the low distribution coefficient for cesium. There 1s very
little that can be done about the distribution coefficient. It 1s
nevertheless possible to upgrade the feed solution to a higher cesium
concentration. (See Appendix C ) .
Table 2 presents a qualitative comparison of the effectiveness of the
extractants and diluents tested taking Into consideration not only
the transfer rate but also the retention of the extractant on the
membrane as determined by visual Inspection. In this table the
extractants appear In decreasing order of effectiveness.
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TABLE 2 Extractant/dlluent ranking based on qua11t1ve comparison
EXTRACTANT
1 H BAMBP 1n kerosene with a trace
of crown ether
1 H BAMBP 1n kerosene
0,25 H D2EHPA/
benzene
0,25 M 02EHPA/
benzene with a
trace of crown
ether
0,25 M 02EHPA/
kerosene
0,25 M D2EHPA/
kerosene with a
trace of crown
ether
0,1 M TTA/kerosene with a trace
of crown ether
0,1 H TTA/Xylene
with a traca of
crown ether

RANK
1

2
3
4

QUALITATIVE COMPARISON
Excellent results obtained when feed was
above pH 10
Good results obtained when feed was above
DH 10
Better permeation rate than D2EHPA 1n kerosene. The results are good
The effect of the crown ether on the permeation rates was negligible

5

Poor results obtained

6

The effect of the crown ether on the permeation rates was negligible

7

Permeation rates were negligible.
suspected that the TTA washes off
membrane
Permeation rates were negligible.
suspected that the TTA washes off
membrane

8

It 1s
the
It 1s
the

To date, the most succesful extractant has been BAMBP. This
extractant 1s only effective at a pH greater than ten. It would
obviously be Impractical to raise the pH of the pool water to this
level. However 1f the pool water 1s first treated by reverse
osmosis, the concentrate stream (containing the cesium) which 1s less
than 20% of the feed volume can economically have Its pH adjusted to
suit the extractant. (See Appendix C ) .
The results obtained from TTA were disappointing. It was hoped that
TTA would be the answer to the high pH problem since 1t has been shown
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that TTA 1s most efficient around pH 7. The
experimental supported liquid membrane cells
permeation rate with TTA as an extractant on
viewed with the shake out test results, this

results from the
show virtually no
the membrane. When
Is not unexpected.

The results from the D2EHPA were reasonably good. It 1s Interesting
to note that the D2EHPA yielded better results when benzene was used
as a diluent rather than kerosene.
Table 3 presents a qualitative comparison of the membrane performance
taking Into consideration transfer rates, resistance to the chemical
and radiation environment and extractant retention. Here again the
membranes are presented In decreasing order of usefulness.
TABLE 3 Membrane performance ranking based on qua11t1ve comparison
MEMBRANE
Membrane E
PVDF
Membrane A
polypropylene
Membrane B
reinforced
polypropylene
Membrane C
Reinforced
polypropylene
Membrane D
Reinforced
polypropylene

RANK
1
2
3

4

5

QUALITATIVE COMPARISON
Very good results obtained. Membrane tends
to become brittle after exposure to a d d .
Good results were obtained. No physical
deterioration of membrane
Satisfactory results were obtained, but the
membrane does not retain the solvent for as
long as the polypropylene membrane A
Satisfactory results obtained. The retention of solvent on the membrane 1s not very
qood.
Satisfactory results obtained. Membrane
and reinforcing became unbonded during a
run.

The PVDF and the plain polypropylene membranes yielded the best
results. The PVDF membrane becomes brittle after exposure to the
a d d strip and this could create serious problems If a larger
membrane surface was to be used. The reinforced membrane has also
shown good results. It has been found that some reinforced membranes
tend to unbond from the reinforcing.
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6

CONCLUSIONS

The laboratory experimental work has shown that 1t 1s possible to
extract cesium from an aqueous solution using supported liquid
membranes. The best permeation rates reported appear to be of the
order 0,001 ygCs/cm s which would yield just over 6g cesium 1n a
week 1f the membrane area h i m . It must be remembered that for
the concentration range tested the permeation rates are probably
kinetically controlled Instead of diffusionally controlled. Under
diffusion control higher permeation rates would be expected.
The most succesful system tested has been an organic solution of
4-sec-butyl-2-(a-methylbenzyl)-phenol (BAMBP) and a trace of
d1cyclohexyl-!8-crown-6-ether 1n an kerosene diluent absorbed on a
PVOF membrane. The pH of the feed solution must be adjusted to above
ten, while a strip of dilute nitric a d d has proved to be suitable.
Because the PVDF membrane has a tendancy to become brittle,
polypropylene membrane can be used as an altenative.
Reverse osmosis has proved U s ability to retain the cesium from an
aqueous solution, and to concentrate 1t, while the permeate stream
which would be returned to the cooling pool 1s essentially free of
cesium.
7

RECOMMENDATIONS

It 1s recommended that the work on supported liquid membranes
continues not only because of U s obvious advantages 1n the treatment
of pool water, but because of U s applications 1n the nuclear and
chemical Industry as a whole.
It 1s recommended that a process Incorporating reverse osmosis and
SLM technology be tested for use 1n the treatment of pool water.
8
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APPENDIX * SHAU OUT TEST RESULTS

EXTRAC1ANT/
DILUENT
0.1 H T W
Benzene

STRIP
SOLUTION

fin
PH

1 H HN0 3

8

STRIP
FEED CONCEN- ORGANIC CONmo
CONCENTRATION TRATION AfTER CENTRATION AF- CONCENTRATION
(•gci/i)
EXTRACTION
TER EXTRACTION (•BCi/t)
(MCs/t)
(iKCs/t)
87.4
85.6
0
4.8

n
(*)

5.5

p

a

8

87.4

82.4

0

1.5

1.7

•

•

8

87.4

82.0

0

1.2

1.4

ft

8

87.4

83.8

0

1.5

1.7

8

87.4

83,3

0

1.4

1.6

0,1 H TTA/
Xvlene
•

•

•

8

87,4

81.2

0

2.7

3.1

0,1 * TT» •
0,1 H TOPO/
Benzene

*

8

87,4

90,7

0

1.5

1.7

8

87,4

88,6

0

1.5

1.7

8

87.4

88,1

0

1.2

l.«

8

87.4

88,6

0

1.9

2.2

•

8

87.4

90,2

0.4

1.9

2.2

•

ft

B

87,4

89.6

0

1,3

1.5

0,1 H TTA *
0,1 H TOPO/
Xylene

ft

8

87.4

89.1

0.2

2.0

2.3

•

ft

8

87.4

90,?

0

1.2

1,*

ft

10,89

89,7

92.7

0.9

3,5

3,9

ft

10,89

69.7

91.7

0.6

3.0

3.3

ft

10,89

89.7

91.7

0.6

3.0

3.3

•

ft

10.89

89.7

93.2

0.8

«,5

s.o

0,1 n TTA/
Xvlene

0,1 N HN0 3

0,76

B1.4

B0.3

0

0.6

0.7

•

o.i u r n *
0.1 « TBP/
Benzene
0.1 KTTA •
0.1 N
TBP/
benzene

o.i u r n *

•

i n HNO 3

0,1 II TBP/
Xvlene

30* TBP +
10% TOPO/
Kerosene
*

•

•

10.84

80.3

81.9

0

2.1

2.6

•

•

11,63

80.6

77.3

0

4.2

5.2
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CKTKACTANT/
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0,25 II 02CHPA

FEED CONCENTRATION
AfTER
CONCENTRATION
CXTRACTION
(•jCs/t)
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STRIP

*

STRIP

mo

SOLUTION

PH

Imct/t)

(•oCs/M

•

2.6
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8M

0

0.7

0.8

2.6
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0.3

0.7

0.8

CENTRATION AF- CONCENTRATION
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w

ftenrene

•

•

3.0

86.1

8«.4

1.7

2.*

3.0

•

•

3.0

86.1

Bt.l

2.0

2.*

3.0

•

•

6.8

86.7

85.S

0.7

1.2

1.4

»

•

6.8

86.7

46,1

0.7

1.2

1.4

•

*

7.3

86.7

80.0

5.5

6.6

7.6

0 . 1 H HN03

7.3

86.7

81.7

5.7

6.4

7.4

0,25 H D2EHFA/
Benzene
•

•

11.1

86.7

0.2

46.2

35.2

40.*

•

«

11.1

86.7

53.4

58.4

35.2

40,*

M

5.7

-

1.3

20.3

8)

8.6

5.8

-

1,3

15.1

•

•

8.4

7.5

-

2.6

31.0

•

•

8.4

8.0

-

O.i

J.I

8.4

8.0

-

0.7

8.3

7.8

2.0

-

1.2

15.4

1 ft BM6P/
kerosene

1 ft NN0 3

•
«
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APPENDIX • :

MSULTS r*0H EXPERIMENTAL CELL

"EEO
(•gcs/t)
7,B

6.0
pH . 8.1

4.0
pH . 13,0

6.0
pH . 7.5

6.1
pH • 13.1

EXTRACTANT/
OILUENT

HERBRANI

STRIP

AVERAGE ACCUMULATIVE RATE

mo3

1.17 x 10"*

1 fl BARBP/
kerosen*
1 fl BAMBP/
kerosene

Polypropylene A
Polyprop B
Polyprop A
Polyprop B
Polyprop A

1R
1 R HNOj
1 R mo 3
1 R HNOj

1,87
1.59
4.23
4.87

x 10" S
X 10"*
x 10**
x 10**

1 fl BAMBP/
kerosene

Polyprop. A
PVDF
Polyprop C
Polyprop D

1 R HNOJ
1 R HNOJ
1 flHNOJ
1 N HNOJ

3.53
6.33
1.37
9.66

X 10"*
X 10**
x 10" 5
X 10'*

1 fl BAMBP/
kerosene

Polyprop. A
PVDF
Polyprop. C
Polyprop. 0

1 R HNOJ

7.58
5,39
5,39
6,14

* 10' 7
x 10"'
x 10" 7
x 10" 7

5.50
1.B7
1,77
2,41

x 10"*
x 10"*
x 10"*
x 10"*

1 fl BANBP/
kerosene

Polyprop. A
PVOF
Polyprop. C
Polyprop. D

1R

1 flHNOJ
1 H HNOJ
1 H

mo3

1 flmo 3
1 H HNOj
1 R HN0 3
1 H HNOj

1 H BAHBP/
kerosene

Polyprop. A
PVOF
Polyprop. C
Polyprop. D

1 H HNOJ

1 flHNOJ
1R
1 R HNOJ

7.56
1.75
1.59
4.20

x 10"*
x 10"*
x 10"*
X 10"*

1 H BARBP/
kerosene

Polyprop. 0
Polyprop. A
PVOF
Polyprop. A

1
1
1
1

HNOJ

6.05
1.31
4.01
1.72

x 10**
x 10"*
x 10"*
x 10"*

Polyprop. A
PVDF
Polyprop. C
Polyprop. 0

0,1
0,1
0.1
0.1

flHNOJ
H HNOJ
flH N O J
flHNOJ

4,93
9,09
3.34
5.39

x 10"*
x 10"*
x 10"*
x 10"*

1 N BAHBP with
a trace of
B8.4
PH . 11,5 crown ether/
kerosene

Polyprop. A
PVDF
Polyprop. C
Polyprop. 0

0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1

flHNOj
H HNOJ
H HNOJ
H HNOJ

9.66
1.40
8.09
3,79

x 10"*
x 10" 3
x 10"*
s 10"*

0.25 N D2EHPA/
kerosene
0,25 M 02EHPA/
91.3
Benzene
pH . 11,5 0,25 fl D2EHPA
* crown ether/
kerosene
0,25 H D2EHPA
• crown ether/
Benzene

Polyprop. C

0.1 flHN0 3

5,00 x 10"*

Polyprop. C

0.1 flHNOj

1.11 X 10" 3

Polyprop. C

0.1 H HN0 3

1.00 x 1O"7

Polyprop. C

o.i r.HNOj

6.05 x 10'*

PVOF
Polyprop. A
PVOF
Polyprop. A

0.1
0,1
0.1
0.1

1,56
1,01
1,81
1.09

3.4
pH • 12.7

3.4
pH • 12,7

6,0
PH . 11.6

1 fl BANBP/
kerosene

1 M BANBP with
a trace of
B6.9
pH . 11.9 crown ether/
kerosene
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H
H
H
H

HNOJ
HNOJ
HNOJ

flHNOJ
R HNOJ
flKNOJ
H HNOj

1 10" 3
x 10" 3
x 10* 3
x 10" 3

APPENDIX C
Process Proposal
In this appendix an overall process 1s proposed for the removal of cesium
form pool water. It 1s noticed from Appendix B that the best permeation
rates are achieved at pH's above 10. It 1s Impractical to operate a
cooling pool at this pH level. It 1s, however, possible to circulate the
water through a unit where all the 1on1c species are removed from the
water and concentrated Into a smaller volume. The pH of this concentrate
can then be adjusted before 1t 1s circulated through a membrane
extraction unit to remove the cesium. Such an operation would have two
other benefits - the pool water 1s constantly kept clean, and secondly
the membrane unit will extract the cesium at a higher rate when the feed
has a higher cesium concentration. To date reverse osmosis has been
tested as a means of upgrading the aqueous feed solution.
Tests have been conducted on a small reverse osmosis rig to ascertain Its
efficiency 1n upgrading the cesium concentration of the feed solution.
Table C.I presents the results of the test runs. It 1s envisaged that
clarified (filtered) water from the cooling pools be pumped Into the
reverse osmosis system. The permeate stream would be returned to the
pool. The concentrate would be sent to the membrane unit for cesium
extraction.
TABLE C.I: Reverse Osmosis Results
Feed
(ppm Cs)
6,0
5,8
10,0
15,8
32,8

Concentrate/Permeate concentration (ppm Cs)
60%
20%
40%
80%
90%
95%
revovery recovery recovery recovery recovery
recovery
7,5/3,1 7,9/4,5 8,9/5,5 10,3/6,8
8,6/0,3 11,0/0,0 16,8/1,0 28,4/0,7
15,3/0,39 20,8/0,41 28,5/0,54 52,7/0,50
29,8/3,13 33,0/3,10 51,3/3,18 71,3/3,03 168,5/3,40 228,4/3,93
63,4/1,2 81,4/8,7 12,5/10,9 158,5/9,7 211,8/11,7
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Reverse osmosis has additional benefits 1f used to treat pool water, as
1t removes unwanted contamination without generating added Impurities
and/or excessive waste solutions. The preliminary reverse osmosis tests
have Indicated that this system shows promise as a pretreatment step for
an SLM to extract cesium from pool water.
The proposed process for the treatment of cooling pool water 1s presented
1n figure 6. The pool water 1s to be pumped via a filter through a
reverse osmosis unit. The permeate stream, which will be clear of
contaminants and Impurities, will be returned to the pool. The cesium 1n
the concentrate stream will be at a concentration several orders of
magnitude higher than 1n the pool water. The cesium can be extracted
from this concentrate solution at a higher rate. The raffinate from the
SLM will report back to the Inlet of the reverse osmosis system.
The pool water will only be sent through the reverse osmosis unit as
required. Other fission products 1n the raffinate stream from the
cesium SLM can be selectively extracted by additional SLH units.
The potential of reverse osmosis will explored further with either
tighter membranes and/or new generation dynamic membranes 19 .
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FIGURE 6: Proposed Flow Sheet For Cooling Pool Water Treatment
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CONFERENCE ON THE TREATMENT AND CONTAINMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND ITS DISPOSAL IN ARID ENVIRONMENTS
Cape Town, South Africa

7-12 September 1986

Session 1

AN EVALUATION OF THE PRODUCTION OF SOLID RADIO-ACTIVE WASTE IN THE
TRICASTIN NUCLEAR POWER STATION AND, MORE GENERALLY, IN THE OTHER FRENCH
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

R. G. CUISENIER
Electricity De France, BP 9, 26130 Saint Paul-3-Chateaux, France

ABSTRACT

The importance of the effect of processing and packaging of solid
radio-active wastes on the necessary staff, on the dosimetry acquired by
this personnel and on the running costs will be presented, thus
permitting a quantitative evaluation of the different types of waste
produced, not only for the Tricastin plant but also for any typical
French nuclear plant.
Experience in the Tricastin power plant has shown that the volume of
solid wastes can vary considerably depending on the different problems
which can arise during production (cooling system leaks or less regular
incidents).
The different techniques used will be relooked at in order to facilitate
the explanation of these fluctuations in the volume of waste produced and
the measures which can be taken to limit them.
The different measures which have been taken to improve performance in
this domain will be presented: Improvements in equipment, in methods, and
in the increased awareness of the personnel concerning these problems.
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0 - INTRODUCTION
I wish to assess the importance of problems raised by solid wastes
in French Nuclear plants of the 900 MW P.W.R. line, taking, in
particular, the example of TRICASTIN.
TRICASTIN is a 4 unit power plant : 2 were commissioned in 1980,
and 2 others in 1981 ; it was the first plant of the 900 MW Program
contract number one (CP 1) and is the reference plant for KOEBERG.
The following points will be considered successively :
-

1

staffing requirements
absorbed doses
annual output of solid wastes
resulting costs and improvements aiming at cost reduction
quality organization

- WORKLOAD RESULTING FROM SOLID WASTES
For all 4 units of TRICASTIN Nuclear Production Center, an
E.D.F. Staff of 14 -reinforced during outages by 5 external
employees- deals with the sorting of technological wastes, the
packaging of various types of solid wastes, their handling and
dispatching.
This team is under the charge of a Foreman, who is specifically
appointed to this task, and supervised by an Engineer. The work
adds up to a total of 25 000 hours a year.
Moreover it should be pointed out that the ion exchange resin
drumming is carried out by the S.T.M.I. Company, in cycles of
about 6 weeks a year, with a staff of 6 employees.

2 - DOSES ABSORBED BY PERSONNEL DEALING WITH SOLID WASTES
Thanks to the biological protections that have been set u p , the
personnel entrusted with the treatment of solid wastes are usually
not exposed to high-dose rates.
The total annual dose recorded at TRICASTIN in 1985 was
15 man-rem, half coming from the sorting of wastes and half from
pressing and handling operations.
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3

- ANNUAL SOLID WASTES OUTPUT OF A STANDARD REACTOR
a. Table 1
Table 1 gives details of the average volume and
solid wastes produced by a French 900 MW reactor.

activity of

This table shows that most of the activity is concentrated in
the resins and filters.
The activity of evaporator concentrates is only 25 Ci. This
value confirms indeed the process limit, which is set by the
risk of boron cristallisation, and not by the activity of the
concentrate.
However, the activity retained by the evaporation of liquid
wastes is ten times the activity released in the river, in the
form of non-treated liquid wastes.
Technological wastes represent
very large volume.
b.

a low activity dispersed in a

Table 2
Table 2 shows -for each type of waste produced on average by
a 900 MW reactor- the number of containers or drums, and the
final volume to be stored.
This amounts to 665 packages, consisting of 198 concrete
containers an 4(30 metal drums of 200 liters, for a total activity
of 1 166 Ci.
II can be noted that a concrete block of resins, for an equal
volume, contains 40 times more activity than a concrete block
of evaporator concentrates.
This shows that it might be better to use ion exchange resins
rather than evaporators. This method requires that the liquid
to be treated be absolutely clean and of course free of any
chemical pollution.
One will note also that,
stored is divided into :

as a whole, the final volume to be

- 1/3 resins,
- 1/3 concentrates,
- 1/3 filters and technological wastes.
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TABLE 1

PRODUCTION OF WASTES PER YEAR
P.W.R. 988 MW
VOLUME OF WASTES BEFORE CONDITIONING

Total annual
activity
Ci

Volume

Ion exchange resins

960

8

Filters for liquids

148

number of
filters 180

25

25

. compressible

16

308

. non compressible

25

30

1 166

363 m3
+ 108 filters

type of wastes

Evaporator concentrates

m3

Technological wastes :

TOTAL

256

TABLE 2

PRODUCTION OF WASTES PER YEAR
P.W.R. 900 MW
NUMBER OF PACKAGES AND CORRESPONDING VOLUME

TYPE OF WASTES

Ion exchange resins

CONDITIONING METHOD

NUMBER
OF PACKAGES

FINAL
VOLUME

organic polymers mobile
plants concrete
containers

89

130

contact dose rate OVER
200 mR/h casting in
concrete containers

33

42

contact dose rate
UNDER 200 mR/h
metal drums

67

13

mixed with concrete
containers

70

140

contact dose rate
OVER 200 mR/h
concrete containers

6

12

420

84

Filters for liquids

Concentrates

Technological wastes
contact dose rate
UNDER 200 mR/h
metal drums

TOTAL

:

685
198
concrete
487 drums
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4 - ANNUAL WASTE OUTPUT AT TRICASTIN
Table 3
Table 3 shows how solid waste output has developed at TRICASTIN
since 1983, for all four 900 MW reactors.
a.

In the case of resins, the figures do not show a true picture,
as 2 effects overlap.
On one hand, resin packaging is carried out approximately
every 18 months, and, in certain years, there will be no
drumming operation ; on the other hand, in 1985, the PRECED
machine came into operation, which, for an equal volume of
treated resins, turns out three times fewer packages than the
COMETE machine. This is why it is more precise to refer to the
volume of packaged resins rather than the number of drums.
You will notice an abnormally high output in 1985, due to
chemical pollution by sodium hydroxide of the safety injection
tank.
As to the filters of the reactor primary cooling and auxiliary
systems, there is a notable difference with the French average
(140 for 4 units).
One will see a definitive improvement during the first six
months of 1986, due to a modification of the packaging process
for the filters of the liquid waste treatment system. We shall
return to this later.

c.

As to evaporator concentrates, TRICASTIN conforms to current
standards.

d.

As to the highly contaminated technological wastes, one notes a
continuous drift from 1983 to 1985.
We shall see how this situation is being improved, as is shown
by the figure for the first six months of 1986, which is back
to E.D.F. standards.

e.

As to ordinary technological wastes, TRICASTIN conforms to
E.D.F. standards.

f.

To be complete, it should be pointed out that the ion exchange
resins for the steam generator drain system are now stored in
200-liter drums, waiting to be treated by the PARI machine.
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TABLE 3

NUMBER OF SOLID WASTE PACKAGES
PRODUCED BY
TRICASTIN ALL 4 UNITS

TYPE OF WASTE

1983

a. Ion exchange resins
m3
of reactor primary
coolant and auxiliary
systems
Blocks

30.5

18

5()0

b. Filters of reactor primary
coolant and auxiliary systems
in concrete containers

1985

1986
(first
6 aonths)

39

0

290

0

238

182

207

37

267

306

274

119

36

145

238

49

2 105

2 376

2 172

1 135

c.Evaporator concentrates in
concrete containers

d.Technological wastes in
concrete containers

e. Technological wastes in
200 liter drums

1984
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Annual production is estimated at 6 m3 per unit in the case of
chemical treatment with morpholine of the secondary system.
This table shows that an effort to reduce the solid waste output is
required at TRICASTIN.

5

- ACTIVITY OF TRICASTIN WASTE
The activity of the various types of
TRICASTIN in 1985 is shown in table 4.

packages

produced

at

We should note that the activity of resins corresponds to a period
of 18 months recorded over two cycles of drumming. The value per
unit and per year is therefore of 1 010 Ci, which conforms to
E.D.F. standards.
For the filters, the evaporator concentrates and the wastes,
metal drums, the activity conforms to standards.

in

On the contrary, for the highly-radioactive technological wastes,
stored in concrete containers, TRICASTIN is well above average.
Essentially, this is due to the peculiarity observed only in Unit 1.
The presence of highly radioactive particles, consisting mainly of
Co60, is found during outages ; so far, we have not been able to
find their origin. These particles form a deposit at the bottom of
the pools or sumps and in various places within the auxiliary
systems. At the end of outages, they are found in the concrete
containers of technological wastes. Obviously the presence of these
particles in unit 1 has unfortunate consequences on the doses
absorbed by maintenance personnel during outages, the absorbed
doses in unit 1 being twice those in any other unit.

6

- WASTE TRANSPORT
The shipping of waste to the national storage center is carried out
by rail on 54 tonne live-weight wagons which can transport :
-

11

Cl containers

or

-

18

C4 containers

or

- 180

metal drums of 200 liters, loaded in 3 transcontainers.

Waste shipping represents,
wagons per annum.

for
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TRICASTIN,

a

traffic

of

100

TABLE 4

ACTIVITY OF SOLID WASTES
PRODUCED AT TRICASTIN IN 1985

TYPE OF WASTE

ACTIVITY Ci

a.

Ion exchange resins of reactor primary
coolant and auxiliary systems

b.

Filters of the reactor coolant

c.

Evaporator concentrates in concrete
containers

d.

Technological wastes in concrete containers

e. Technological wastes in 200 liter drums
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6 064

592

89

980

< 10

7

- FINANCIAL ASPECT
At TRICASTIN, in 1985, the treatment and shipping cost of solid
wastes was 30 million francs.
Although less than 0.9 % of the cost of produced KWh, this sum,
which amounts to 5 % of the direct operating costs, appeared to us
much too high, and we are taking steps to reduce the volume -and
thus the cost- of solid wastes.
The cost breakdown is shown by percentage in table 5.
You will notice the small incidence of transport expenses, although
the storage center is 1 000 kilometers distant.
Finally a study conducted at TRICASTIN has enabled us
determine the conditioning cost, in francs, for one liter of waste.

to

The results are shown in table 6.
It should be noted that the conditioning cost of the primary
coolant or auxiliary system filters is 15 000 francs per container,
whatever the number of filters in the container.

8 - WASTE REDUCTION STRATEGY
Fluctuations and increases in waste output are economically
unacceptable. Steps are taken to reduce solid wastes and to limit any
fluctuation.
Let us give for example the variations observed at TRICASTIN.
1 - Chemical pollution
As a result of an error during one of the periodic tests of the
containment spray system, we had a chemical pollution by
sodium hydroxide in the safety injection water tank and in the
primary cooling system.
The error produced 9 m3 of additional resins,
36 concrete containers at a cost of 1.5 million francs.

namely

2 - Vessel overflow
During outages, occasional mishandlings occur in the draining
of vessels. A leak of 7 m3 towards the sumps produces an
additional container of concentrates.
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TABLE 5

BREAKDOWN AND ANALYSIS
OF SOLID WASTE COST
AT TRICASTIN IN 1985

DISTRIBUTION

%

- Manpower

13

- Materials

23

- Resin packaging costs

22

- Transport

5

- Storage costs

37
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TABLE 6

CONDITIONING COST
OF ONE WASTE PACKAGE
EXPRESSED IN FRANCS PER LITER

TYPE OF WASTE

F/l

a - Low radioactive technological wastes

:

- impressed
- pressed

6.0
6.2

b - Highly radioactive technological wastes
requiring a container :
- Cl type
- C2 type
- C3 type

24
85
234

c - Evaporator concentrates

45

d - Resins
(price varies with the radioactivity level, due
to lead biological protections which may have
to be added)

264

167
to
430

3 - Sorting of technological wastes
Little by little, the technological wastes were no longer being as
carefully sorted after outages, so that there were an increasing
volume of wastes to be packaged into containers.
The increase became alarming ; from 1983 to 1985, the number of
containers went from 36 to 238 per annum.
What steps could be taken to reduce waste volume ?
a. Seeking out operation errors
This is carried out jointly
stations.

with

all

French

power

Thanks to the recording and analysis of all incidents
occurring in French P.W.R. plants (today 32 900 MW
units and 8 1300 MW are in operation) we take advantage
of this large feedback experience to improve our work
methods and equipment in every possible case.
b. Seeking out primary coolant water leaks,
during operation or shutdowns, to limit the
liquid wastes released in the river, and
evaporator concentrates.

volume of
thus the

c. Organization of liquid waste separation,
so as to treat the chemically clean fluids
demineralizer, and the soiled fluids in evaporator.

in

a

Note that in our power plants we are now installing
additional demineralizers to treat liquid wastes in preference to using evaporators. We hope thus to reduce by a
factor of from ten to twenty the number of concentrate
containers.
d. Arrange for detailed sorting of solid technological wastes.
The first results are very encouraging as for the first
six months of 1986 the number of concrete containers
containing technological wastes has fallen by half, while
work in radioactive surroundings has greatly increased, as
a result of the five-yearly surveys and of the steamgenerators shot-peening operation.
e. Development of process improvement.
. In order to
drums, a 25
instead of the
The estimated

compress the technological wastes into
ton press has been put into service,
existing 10 ton one.
gain is 33 % of the volume.
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. A distinctive improvement at TRI.CASTIN consists in a
device -for the filters of the liquid waste treatment
system (TEU)- which enables the positioning of either
4 filters of 7 cartridges, or 2 filters of 18 cartridges
for a concrete container, instead of one filter only.
This can be achieved so long as the dose rate in contact
with the filters is lower than 40 rem.
f. Bring the problem to the attention of all the staff.
All the personnel should be made aware of the
importance of limiting the volume of waste and of taking
care to separate the radioactive wastes from ordinary,
hardly contaminated wastes.
All the personnel should be made aware of the
importance of seeking out leaks, overflows and anything
which might result in liquid wastes.
Seek out also any chemical product which might be the
cause of premature resin saturation :
. Attention should be paid to the sodium hydroxide
tanks, which are liable to contaminate the safety
injection water tank.
. Attention should be paid when using powder extinguishers near the pools.
To situate
convincingly
the
importance
of
these
problems, the personnel is informed of the financial costs
of incidents. Today everyone knows that a leak of one
liter of primary system water is equivalent to the cost of
one liter of fuel-oil,
and that drumming of one
demineralizer load costs 0.5 million francs.
Results
The result of the measures taken at TRICASTIN in the last
6 months is encouraging.
Overall 50 % fewer concrete containers for the
concentrates and technological wastes are needed.

filters,

The gain is estimated at 200 concrete blocks, namely
2.5 million francs over 6 months. We thus hope to reduce by
5 million francs the annual cost of waste.
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9 - PRODUCT QUALITY
Environment protection at storage centers requires careful
ging of waste.

packa-

However, as we are dealing with products which make a strong
psychological impression on the public, nuclear power station
operators must not only seek to reduce the volume of waste, but
must above all be able to prove the quality of their packaging.
The storage of radioactive waste, which in France is under the
responsability of a national board (ANDRA), must comply with the
Fundamental Safety
Rules (RFS) laid down by the public
authorities.
In particular, these rules specify a
300 years and in order to guarantee,
integrity of the packages, these will be
center only if they have been produced in
and materiels approved by the ANDRA.

supervised storage of
over this period, the
accepted at the storage
accordance with methods

Therefore operators must know and identify with certainty the
type of products contained in each package ; they must also
guarantee that the conditioning has been meticulously carried out
and conforms with the rules laid down for the process.
Setting up this quality organization ensures the necessary guarantees of the conditioning quality, as well as content information.
9.1 - Recorded activity
The radioelements present in P.W.R. power plants differ
depending on whether or not there have been clad failures.
A concentration of 10
Ci/m3 of a emitters in the primary
cooling system water defines the limit above which we must
admit that serious clad failure has occurred.
The operation of our units shows that we are always below
this level.
a.

Radioelements present in waste
- Without serious clad failure :
One finds only corrosion products and a little Cesium.
. Corrosion products are found in all waste.
. Cesium, which is very soluble, is only present in
water. Therefore it is found only in the ion
exchange resins and in the concentrates.
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- With serious clad failure :
. Besides
the
above
mentioned
radioelements,
a- emitters and Sr90, which are insoluble, are
consequently to be found in almost all waste.
b.

Evaluation of each package's activity
- Without serious clad failure :
This evaluation is carried out :
. either by direct calculation from Y spectrometry in
the case of ion exchange resins which are the
most radioactive wastes and require our main
effort.
. or by associating a spectrum and an average dose
rate measured at mid-height in contact with the
packages. In this case the contained activity is
measured by ANDRA, according to a "TRANSFER
FUNCTION" which sets up a correlation between
the dose rate and the activity for each type of
packaging.
This correlation is set out for a standard spectrum of mixed radio-elements made up of :
90 % Co58
5 % C06O
5 % Mn54
- In case of serious clad failure :
Fortunately, this is very rare and has never occurred
at TRICASTIN.
When this happens, it is necessary to measure the
a emitters and Sr90 output so as to assess the total
quantity released and its distribution between the
resins and the filters.
The standard spectrum is also used to measure the
technological wastes. However a special guide mark
shows that the package comes from a reactor with
serious clad failure.

9.2 - Packaging quality
To be accepted, a supplier of packing material must have a
quality control organization and submit his materials to a
qualification test.
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Moreover, all peckagings are inspected at the factory by an
E.D.F. representative before their delivery to the nuclear
plant.
9.3 - Conditioning quality
Wastes are conditioned
approved by ANDRA.

according

to a

standard

procedure

The procedure mentions all the conditioning requirements
affecting the package quality and sets, for each of these
requirements, a compulsory top and bottom value.
During packaging these requirements will be measured and
entered in the package follow-through file. In particular this
is the case of the materials which make up the concrete,
where the aggregates' granulometry and the weight of each
component is carefully noted.
Control before dispatching
Before dispatching, a visual and a dose rate control is
carried out on each package by a representative of ANDRA.
Safekeeping of documents
The archives hold all the documents which enable us to :
- situate waste origin,
- follow up the waste from its place of production to its
arrival at the storage center,
- keep track of the packages,
- guarantee package quality.

10 - QUALITY ASSURANCE
As we have just seen, the quality is guaranteed by controls
carried out by those responsible for the work at each stage.
In accordance with the rules of quality organization, these controls
are completed by internal checks carried out by the Quality
Section of the site, and by inspections carried out, on the one
hand by ANDRA, and on the other one, by the Ministry of
Industry's Inspectors for Basic Nuclear Installations.
All these inspections aim at establishing a proof of the quality.
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CONCLUSION
We have taken a look at the production and conditioning of solid wastes
at French P.W.R. power plants. What should we remember ?
All the above mentioned figures show us that the quantities involved,
measured either in volume or in Francs, are certainly large, but in fact
relatively small in relation to the considerable amount of electricity
produced.
For my part, and after a detailed look at the work carried out, the
quality of the final product is what strikes me. This quality is permanently beeing improved, and this is in itself the image of E.D.F.'s will
to meet the Nation 's need, both for the production of electricity and
the protection of the environment.
All the personnel in charge of conditioning wastes
concrete

packages

they

are

preparing

300 years.
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will

not

be

know that

the

delivered

for

Question

MR P E MOORE

Could

you

please

elaborate

on the system of gamma

scanning used for determining the radionuclide content
of waste packages containing resins.

Are quantitative

(rather

obtained?

that

qualitative)

results

What

percentage of drums are checked?

Answer

MR R G CUISENIER

Only

the resins from

ion exchange are submitted

to

spectrometry (except those from S.G. Blowdown system)
One spectrometry is performed and is available for a
series of drums.

The suitability of the spectrum is

checked by a double dose rate measurement
without

shielding

screen)

performed

on

(with and
the

resins

before they are poured into each drum.

Question

DR R S BIRKILL

You mentioned that ion exchange resins had an activity
of 6064 Ci.
What are the main contributors to this activity?

Answer

MR R G CUISENIER

Mainly
depending

Co
on

and
clad

Mu.

From

failures

time
and

to
Sb

time

137
Cs

and

Ag

depending on incidents, on control rods or source rods.
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ABSTRACT
The definition of interim fuel storage life is argued to be up to 100
years. The storage of fuel at the generating power station or a central
storage facility should be planned to eliminate the need to physically
handle aged spent fuel assemblies. This paper identifies a currently
available dry storage facility that meets this goal. The unique features
of this alternative are described and its superior licensability and
reasonable cost are discussed. In conclusion, the world-wide applicability
of the Dry Fuel Storage Facility design, with only minor dimensional
changes, is indicated.
1

INTRODUCTION

As the world, using the benefits of atomic energy, looks for an acceptable
back end of the fuel cycle and final disposal solution, a pressing need for
extended

interim

storage of irradiated fuel is growing.

Although water

storage is a proven and accepted storage mode, the potential storage time
(greater

than

the

lifetime

of

the

reactors)

can

lead

to

extended

operational costs for maintaining the wet pool and its support systems.

To

circumvent these annual operating costs, several dry storage modes, taking
advantage of the passive nature of this form of storage, have been under
active investigation and development over the past few years.

This paper addresses those considerations and the design features of a dry
vault for advanced gas reactor (AGR) fuel storage that presently exists in
the detail design stage in the United Kingdom, and is being concurrently
adapted for light water reactor spent fuel assemblies and vitrified waste
storage.

*This paper was presented by R E WOOD on behalf of J CUMISKEY et al.
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The total facility described here is a combination of conceptual design
work by Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC) and detail design
work of National Nuclear Corporation (United Kingdom).

Physically, the

facility consists of two adjacent buildings, the front end plant and a fuel
storage vault.

These buildings are shown on Figure 1.

In outline, the main building comprises the following:

•

A cask handling system which is largely conventional with respect
to dry handling of the cask.

Special attention is given to the

layout and equipment to prevent contamination of the outside of
the fuel transport equipment or the handling areas.

•

The

fuel

individual

preparation
elements

hot

are

cell

is

withdrawn

an

isolated

from

the

cask,

area

where

inspected,

dried, and inserted via a transfer port into a storage container.
This area and the equipment in it will become contaminated, and
appropriate

features

are provided with

respect to controlling

contamination, the means of decontamination, and the servicing
and maintenance of the equipment.

•

The

container transfer

corridor

is a semi-isolated area where

lids are welded to the containers and the containers are filled
with

inert gas.

assurance

that

contamination.

Testing of the container welds provides the
the

storage

facility

remains

container

of

Following a weld acceptance test, the containers

are transferred to the container handling machine.
the

free

handling

machine

are

not

This area and

expected

to

be

contaminated.

•

The container handling machine transfers the containers to the
storage vault.

The containers are placed in storage channels by

the container handling machine.
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CASK STORAGE '
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\

CONTAINER RECEIPT
FUEL TRANSFER
A N D LOADING
AND CONTAINER
PREPARATION
FUTURE EXPANSION
CASK DECON A N D
PREPARATION
V CASK RECEIPT

ro
01

CONTROL AREA
CASK TRANSFER

FIG. I PLOT PLAN FOR 600 - 5000 MTU STORAGE.

•

The

vault

circulation.

cooling

is

by

open

circuit

natural

draft

air

The design employs a unique passive circulation

scheme which recirculates a portion of the heated air exiting the
vault to the air inlet of the vault, thereby reducing relative
humidity to a level that precludes container corrosion.

The facility has a number of unique features:

1.

The vault and equipment design precludes oxidation of the fuel by
keeping the fuel below 200°C and precludes
containers and vault components.

corrosion of fuel

This corrosion protection does

not depend on any coating system or mechanical equipment; it is a
totally passive system.

2.

The corrosion-free environment of the vault allows it to be built
as a simple
wound
made

concrete block with built-in carbon steel spiral

channel material.
of

contrast

standard
to

many

In addition, the fuel containers are

lengths
other

stainless steel racks.

of

carbon steel pipe.

vault

designs

requiring

This

is in

expensive

Although some of the other vault designs

do not require containerizing the fuel, we believe the cost of
containerizing is offset by the design differences which provide
for a compact storage volume and cost effective heat transfer
system.

3.

Containerizing the fuel allows storage of the fuel two-high in
each vault channel in addition to other benefits for long-term
storage such as fuel retrievability.

As a result of the stacking

of the fuel, we are able, with a small increase in construction
cost, to double the capacity of each vault.
storage allowed

by the design effectively

The high density

results

in a lower

dollar per kilogram cost.

The licensability of the facility is considered superior to other concepts,
and a licensing schedule based on a comparison with the current ongoing
British license process is estimated.
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The cost of the facility based on a

construction

program

set

to meet

the needs

of a utility

or group of

utilities is presented showing a cost of as low as 50$/kg.

The

British

AGR

Dry

Fuel

Storage

applicable to South Africa.

Facility

in the storage vault and

this

physical

constraints

design

tests.

A

the

site specific

work

is

directly

Only minor physical dimensional changes are

required

of

design

vault

can be accomplished within the
development

evaluation would provide

and

confirmation

the data

required to

develop a safety analysis report (SAR).

2

DESIGN FEATURES

The NNC dry vault storage facility is designed to handle irradiated fuel
with a minimum of 3 years' decay from LWR stations.

The storage facility consists of a front-end plant or processing area and
the container

storage vaults proper.

The

front-end plant provides for

receipt, unloading, temporary storage, inspection, drying and containerization of spent fuel or vitrified waste.

The processing area for a facility with a maximum capacity of 5000 MTU,
would

process

maximum.

fuel

at

an

average

rate of

1.55 MTU/day

to 2.3 MTU/day

This rate is achieved with a single processing train that has

ample margin to account for routine maintenance and repair of equipment.

The fuel is containerized to prevent oxidation of the fuel during storage
and to eliminate the need to physically handle the aged spent fuel at the
end of storage.

The fuel assemblies are sealed in containers which are of

a size that will allow for storage of one PWR or two BWR elements.

Any

assembly which is significantly damaged, in transit or during handling at
the

facility,

is

bottled

in

a

thin-walled

container

which

is

then

containerized and processed into the vault in the same method as other fuel
assemblies.

The facility is designed to prevent contaminants from entering

the vaults.

Therefore, decommissioning costs are a concern for the front

end facility only.
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The interface between the fuel preparation hot cell and the fuel storage
vault in the fuel transfer and container preparation area.

The spread of

radioactive contamination beyond the hot cell is prevented by the use of a
seal system.

A seal is made just below the closure cap weld preparation on

the container.

A second seal is made just above the weld preparation on

the closure cap.

A crane in the fuel preparation hot cell then removes the

container closure cap with the aid of the cap removal device.

The seal is

designed so that only the interior surface of container and closure cap are
exposed to the hot cell atmosphere.

Slightly negative pressure of the hot

cell with respect to the container transfer area ensures that any leakage
of air is into the hot cell.

The

storage

vault

comprises

vertical pipes in concrete.
in the channels
temperature

channels

an array of

Passive cooling of containerized fuel placed

is accomplished

controls

formed by embedding

by convective air flow.

are provided by venturi

Humidity and

recycle, described

which is designed as an integral part of the vault structure.

later,

Each storage

channels cooling capacity is sufficient for two 5-year decayed PWR spent
fuel assemblies.
be

With administrative control, a 3-year decayed bundle can

stored with longer decayed fuel.

The administrative control assures

that the total heat rate for the channel remains within acceptable limits.

The vault and equipment design prevents fuel oxidation by keeping the fuel
below 200 C. Calculated fuel pin temperatures show close correlation with
test data.2

The design also addresses and precludes corrosion of fuel

containers and vault components.
on

a

coating

system.

This corrosion protection does not depend

system or mechanical

equipment; it is a totally passive

The corrosion-free environment of the vault allows it to be built

as a simple concrete block with built-in carbon steel spiral wound channel
material.

In addition, the fuel containers are made of standard lengths of

carbon steel pipe.
expensive

This is in contrast to other vault designs requiring

stainless

steel

racks.

Containerizing

allows

fuel

storage

two-high in each vault channel without affecting various requirements for
long-term storage such as fuel retrievability.

Fuel stacking doubles the

capacity of each vault with only a small increase in construction cost.
The

high

density

storage

design,

in
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comparison

to

all

other

storage

concepts, results in a lower dollar per kilogram cost.

The facility design

has been devslo.ed to the construction drawing, equipment specification,
and safety analysis report stage for the Central Electricity Generating
Board in the UK.

This, we believe, gives the design both a technical and

licensing edge over other types of dry storage.

3

PLANT DESCRIPTION

The layout of the facility buildings, plant, and equipment is arranged to
ensure

a

smooth,

reversible

direction or level.

operational

flow, with

minimum

change of

Figure 1 provides a plot plan of a 600 to 5000 MTU

storage facility at a location separate from a reactor site.

Such a store

is envisaged as a central store for a multi-unit utility or a group of
utilities.

The

same

receiving

and

storage

structures,

without

the

supporting buildings for services would be provided for an at-reactor site
location.

The fuel reception area (front end) is required to 1) handle the

cask, 2) handle and contain a large number of fuel assemblies, and 3)
perform a number of related preparational processes simultaneously.

Tb<2 storage facility is shown as a series of vaults in line.

The line

arrangement allows the front-end to be built as a compact building at one
end of the storage vaults.

Although all of the fuel handling operations are similar to that in various
existing facilities, three noteworthy innovations exist in the front-end
plant.

1.

These are:

A seal between the cask and the fuel preparation area (hot cell)
prevents the outside of the cask from being exposed to the hot
cell atmosphere.

2.

The seal arrangement at a fuel loading port, between the hot cell
and the fuel transfer and container preparation area, allows the
fuel to be

loaded into the container and the container to be

closed without contaminating the external surface of either the
container or its closure cap.
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This arrangement ensures that the

container

handling

machine

(CHM) and

vaults

remain

free

of

contamination.

3.

The seal-welded container is loaded into the CHM through a shield
tube

that

allows

the

container

to

be

swipe-tested

contamination (although no contamination is expected).

for

Operating

cost assumes swipes will be performed on a sampling basis and, if
necessary, wet or dry decontamination of the container can be
performed in the tube.

4

FUEL CONTAINER HANDLING MACHINE

The CHM consists of a rail-borne

gantry

spanning one storage cell and

traversing one complete row of storage modules.

Mounted on the gantry is a

traversing magazine which consists of a shielded cylinder containing either
one or up to five container positions.

Provision is made for including a

television camera for channel and container inspection.
raised

into the magazine

through the transfer tube.

The containers are
The machine

then

travels to the appropriate storage cell and is stationed over the selected
storage position.

The floor plug is removed, a fuel container lowered into

the cell, and the plug replaced.

The machine is unpressurized natural-

draft cooled, and is relatively simple.

The CHM represents a simplified version of the Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor
(AGR) refueling machine.
hours of operation.

The basic design, therefore, is supported by many

The bulk of the weight is in the magazine shielding.

The shielding permits personnel access to the external component structure
and

to mechanisms

at

all

times

for

inspection

and

maintenance.

The

hand-operated override of electrically-operated mechanisms will facilitate
retrieval

under

faulted

conditions.

The

fuel is contained, precluding

contamination of the machine.

5

CONTAINER STORAGE VAULT MODULE

The fuel container

store vault module consists basically of a concrete

block, in which an array of 625 vertical carbon steel cooling channel tubes
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are

built.

These

tubes

are

supported

in

a concrete matrix which is

supported above the mat, the interspace being the air inlet mixing or lower
plenum (see Figure 2 ) . The upper ends of the tubes are located with an air
space between the top of the tubes and the underside of the vault roof, the
interspace

being

the

outlet

criticality

constraint and

mixing

or

upper

the packing density

plenum.

There

is

no

is mainly influenced by

coolant flow passage and construction parameters.

The fuel containers are

loaded into the steel channel tubes in a predetermined pattern until one
complete

layer

is stored.

The pattern is then repeated for the second

layer.

There are no moving parts or special linings, apart from the steel forms
and concrete surface finishes in the storage matrix.

The

relative

humidity

of

the

incoming

air

is lowered

sufficiently

to

prevent absorption of moisture by pollutant or salts in the vault or on the
containers.

This process prevents conditions which may lead to corrosion.

There is, therefore, no need for maintenance or material replacement within
the storage module.

Air inlet and outlet is arranged through built in

shielded ducts with dogleg turns to prevent radiation streaming.
no permanent filters fitted into the stack.

There are

The front-end plant of the

facility allows for detailed inspection of selected containers retrieved
from

the

vault.

The

inspection

includes

cutting

open

for

examination and selected of samples for laboratory assessment.
reduce

the

possibility

of

unforeseen

failures

leading

to

external
This will

widespread

contamination.

The decay heat from the fuel heats the air in the annulus between the
container and

storage

channel wall.

The hot air rises into the upper

plenum and up the air outlet duct and stack.
additional air in through the inlet.

The natural draught draws

The height of the stack is selected

so as to amplify the natural draught of the storage matrix to the point
that:
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WEATHER PROOF BUILDING
(FORMING AN AIR PUNUW CHAMBER)-

AIR

OUTLET STACK-

CONTAINER
HANOIING MACHINE
LOUVRES (FOR AIR
INLET TO B U I L D I N G ) ^
LONG TRAVEL RAILS

VAULT ROOF
UFfER PLENUM

STORAGE CHANNELS
LOWER PLENUM

GROUND LEVEL

FIG. 2 SPENT FUEL STORAGE VAULT - CROSS SECTION.

TO STACK

CHARGE FLOOR

OUTLET DUCT

BAFFLE BETWEEN
DUCTS

3 NOZZLES
IN EACH D U G

COLD AIR INLET

NECK OF VENTURI

AIR TO CELL

FIG. 3 RECiRCULATlNG VENTURI.
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1.

The bulk upper plenum temperature does not exceed 80°C (176°F).
Close correlation of calculated pin temperatures and test data
have been obtained.2

2.

The

flow

through

the

inlet

venturi

nozzle

is

adequate

to

recirculate sufficient air to reduce the relative humidity of the
lower plenum to 30 percent or lower.1

The steel stack is insulated in order to get the maximum benefit of its
height.

The

most

unique feature of the vault is the venturi

(Figure 3 ) .

The

ejector venturi system minimizes corrosion of the fuel containers by mixing
the incoming cold air with a portion of the hot air leaving the storage
vault.

Sufficient recirculation of the hot air is required to achieve a

mixed air temperature which is at a suitable relative humidity to inhibit
container

corrosion.

The design point of 30-percent

relative

during the most adverse ambient conditions is discussed below.

humidity

The ejector

venturi system is basically a vacuum pump and its operational principles
are well known.

However, there is little empirical data relating to large,

rectangular ejector venturi systems operating under very low pressure head
conditions, as is the case in the dry store design.
of

development

work

has

been

performed

on

A significant amount

the venturi

and the vault

circulation.

The driving force for the recirculation loop is the buoyancy head between
the warm air in the venturi and the hot air in the vault channels, plus
pressure

recovery

overcome

the

flow

from

the

losses

venturi.

in

the

This head must be sufficient to

recirculation

loop.

heating of the channel must be taken into account.

The non-uniform

Five separate nozzle

configurations have been examined and three have been tested extensively.
This allows

for the matching

of the most adverse ambient air and fuel

loading pattern for any specific site to provide a required recirculation
over a wide range of ambient conditions.
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The "throughflow", fed to and from the recirculating loop by the buoyancy
difference

between

the

ambient

temperature, must overcome
outlet duct, and stack.

the

temperature

friction

losses

cooling

air

stack

in the air inlet duct,

The throughflow must also be capable of producing

the venturi nozzle kinetic

energy.

The dominant

items are the nozzle

kinetic energy and, to a much lesser degree, stack exit loss.
comprises

and

The latter

skin friction plus the energy losses in the stack outlet air

arrangement.

The friction loss in the stack only accounts for 2 percent of

the loop loss.

Proper selection of a venturi and stack height combination will provide
corrosion protection for the life of the store and will maintain fuel pin
temperatures below 175°C in normal operation and below 200°C during the
vault filling operations which affect the air flow in the channels.

During the initial loading of the vault, when the total heat rate is low, a
number of the Venturis are blocked off by manually-adjusted dampers.

As

the vault heat rate is increased, more inlets are opened and adjusted.

The

inlet dampers are adjusted to maintain the upper plenum temperature, lower
plenum relative humidity, and fuel pin temperature at or below set limits.
As the fuel in the vault decays, the dampers are periodically adjusted to
account for a fall off in decay heat.

Freedom from corrosion occurs below a critical relative humidity (RH) at
the metal surface.

The critical RH depends on the contaminants present;

e.g. 35 percent for ferric chloride, 32 percent for magnesium cloride, and
32 percent for calcium chloride have the lowest observed critical RH.

The

latter are present in sea salt and therefore relevant to coastal sites.
For the completed AGR dry fuel store design in the UK, magnesium chloride
presence

sets the design criteria

at 30 percent RH.

Traces of ferric

chloride will be present or will develop on the surface of any iron-based
material
present.
chloride

(including

stainless

steel), if any chloride

Since the store is intended
sets

the

design

criteria

to last 50 to 100 years, ferric

for non-coastal

35 percent.
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contamination is

sites at less than

6

The

SPECIAL STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS

design

and

interesting
demanding

construction

of

a

structural problems.
and

require

dry

storage vault offers

Mechanical

particular

some very

and thermal loads are very

attention.

The

structure

has

large

massive areas, and in certain cases, this mass is punctured severely by
storage

channels

recirculation

and

articulated

venturi

characteristics

and

consistent

open

outlet

with

the

configurations

vents

to

facility's

such

enable

as

the

performance

function.

These

have

required careful review of construction constraints as well as ensuring and
maintaining

concrete

strength

compatibility

in

accordance

with

design

objectives.

For solutions to many of these issues, experience was drawn from previous
work by the British as part of their AGR program.

Many of the dry vault's

features are similar to those used for the AGR pressure vessels.

The CHM

used for handling spent fuel is very similar to the design of the refueling
machine used at AGRs to charge the vessel.

The considerations for ligament

spacing between the storage and entry channels for the spent fuel are very
similar to that required for construction of the vessel top face in AGR
designs.

Spacing of these ligaments is established by careful review of

the clearance
concrete

spaces permitting placement

mix.

Concrete

placement

of the reinforcing steel and

techniques which ensure

satisfactory

placement with large drops - as much as 30 feet in height - and uniform
layering had to be evaluated and tested to ensure satisfactory compliance
with design objectives.

The CHM is a massive transporter that consists of a shielded receptacle
into which fuel containers are raised at the head-end transfer corridor.
The transporter

then travels on a rail-born gantry

storage cell where it is stationed.
floor

plug,

removes

it, and

inserts

to the appropriate

The receptacle matches up with the
the

containerized

fuel

into

its

assigned storage channel.

To adequately support the CHM, a special crane rail section, similar to
that used through AGR experience, has been chosen.
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This rail has a bearing

surface 520 mm (20.5 in.) wide conforming to the gantry wheel and holddown
requirements.

Approximately

7 kips horizontal design load acts on this

rail section over a length of 24 inches.

The rail is supported on an 8

feet deep by 3 feet-4 in-wide heavily reinforced concrete beam that spans
some 60 feet over the top of the discharge openings.

The containerized fuel is set into tubed channels that provide a matrix in
which

the

metal

container

is

positioned

and

stored.

Very

careful

positioning of the container in its stored locations is critical to ensure
satisfactory air cooling and maintaining integrity during seismic design
motions.

Positioning

is

assured

through

the

use

of

"pips"

or

hemispherical sections inserted into the sides of the channel wall.

split
The

lower container (each channel will have two containers) is supported on a
breakaway key that will yield if an accidental load larger than the design
load were applied from above.

The lower end of the container has a special

detail that absorbs the energy resulting from the maximum possible drop.
Both the key and absorber detail have been extensively tested to assure
their performance.

The

positioning

of the channels

and

the roof plugs

is critical

since

alignment must occur to permit entry of the container from the CHM.

Since

the fuel will be placed with an ambient temperature considerably different
from

the temperature at construction, precise

calculations

and

forming

dimensions and tolerances need to be determined to achieve the final layout
requirements.

The steel channel matrix will be shop-fabricated, securely

tied and set in place prior to concrete placement placement.
experience

has

been

used

extensively

Again, AGR

to arrive at a satisfactory and

cost-effective design.

In fact, the temperature effects for this structure play aa important part
in

many

of

the

structural

details.

To

ensure

that

as

much

of

the

structural strength from the concrete sections can be used as possible, a
design upper limit of 176°F in the upper plenum of the vault was chosen.
This design temperature permits taking advantage of the concrete strengths
permitted

by code with only a small

section which exceeds 150°F.
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reduction

in that portion of the

7

SAFETY ASPECTS

Individual containers provide a higher integrity than a large calandriatype

buffer

storage

storage

tubes.

containers

can

cell

All
be

and

are

handling

retrieved

less complex

operations

and

are

transported

than individual buffer
contamination-free,

for

fuel

disposal elsewhere without contamination of equipment.

and

reprocessing

or

Fuel is contained

at atmospheric pressure so that an uncontaminated open air cooling cycle
may

be

used.

The

containers

lead

to

and

the

unacceptable

handling methods
consequences.

are such that

accidents

cannot

Drop

tests

have

indicated

that the design of the high-integrity containers and handling

provisions are such that an accidentally-dropped container will not break
or release radioactive material.

Fault analysis and safety studies demonstrate that there is no need for
permanent filters to be fitted in the stack.
continuously monitored
regular

reports

However, the stack cutlet is

for abnormal radioactivity as well as to provide

required

by

a

licensing

authority.

Any

radioactivity

released from a leaking container would in any event be extremely small and
adequate time is available to locate and remove the container responsible
for the

release.

These provisions

constitute an engineered barrier in

addition to the containment barriers provided by the fuel clad and the
container.

The

facility

allows

for retrieval of selected

containers

for detailed

inspection including cutting open for internal examination and selection of
samples for laboratory assessment.

8

The

STATION SERVICES

main

These

incoming

are

station services are electrical and water supplies.

distributed

to

various

substation and a pumping station.
two

separate

points

within

the

facility

The incoming electrical supply is fed to

switchboards, so that alternative

supplies are available.

Water requirements are for potable and service water supplies.
pumping

and

from a

treatment plants, together with the necessary
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Appropriate
distribution

pipework, will be part of the detailed store design and are site specific.
Telecomraunications are expected to be included in the facility design as an
external

9

service.

However, these are outside the scope of this paper.

CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION

Overall control of the facility will be from a central control room in the
front-end plant.

The operational state of the storage facility will be

indicated on a central panel.

Local control is anticipated from shielded

corridors for activities such as remote welding of containers, where visual
assessment through shield windows is possible.
the

CHM

is

proposed

for

its

A suitable cabin mounted on

operation.

Detailed

instrumentation

requirements will be the subject of agreement with the owners during the
design state.
in

Currently, it is envisaged that the general standard will be

accordance

with

current

power

station

practice

and

will

cover

indication, alarm, and control.

10

COST

The single train facility designed to receive 300 MTU/year is estimated at
$40 million (1985 $ ) . An additional 600 MTU storage modules can be added
at $13 million per module.

This

cost

includes engineering and design,

licensing, construction, and equipment installation cost and an allowance
for indeterminants.

The yearly operating cost, which includes the cost of

625 containers and transportation, is approximately $2.5 million.

11

CONCLUSION

The Dry Fuel Facility design work is directly applicable to many areas
throughout the world.
in

the

physical

storage

Only minor physical dimensional changes are required

vault.

constraints

These
of

the

changes
vault

development or confirmation tests.
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can
design

be

accomplished

without

within

invalidating

the
the
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ABSTRACT

The incorporation
products which

of LLW and MLW

have

to be

in an

inert matrix

characterized

in order

gives

rise

to evaluate

to

their

behaviour under accident conditions during interim storage, transport and
final

disposal

and

to

predict,

as

far

as

possible,

the

long-term

durability of the solidified waste forms.

Due

to

the

lack

of

a unique

standard

regulation

several

tests

are

currently employed with the general aim to achieve a complete knowledge
of the products under consideration.

They include compressive strength,

drop test, penetration test, hardness, impact resistance, dispersibility
test, tensile test, flexural strength, high temperature resistance, fire
test, freezing-and-thawing cycles, leachability, evaluation of porosity
and

permeability,

thermogravimetric

analysis,

optical

and

electron

microscopy.

Some process parameters, such as set time, viscosity, workability, and
heat

evolution,

which

can

influence

the

final

properties

of

these

materials, have also to be considered.

Moreover studies concerning the waste/matrix compatibility can help to
predict the long-term behaviour.
involved

however

can

be

A general comprehension of the problems

achieved

only
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by

considering

the

system

solidified

waste/drum/final

repository

as

a

whole, and

taking

into

account the possible interactions.

The present work is a presentation of the most important characterization
methods, with the indication of the regulations followed.

A brief review

of the principal waste streams with notes concerning the problems which
their incorporation poses is also given.

1

INTRODUCTION

The present work aims at focusing the various aspects which concern the
characterization of LLW and MLW embedded in cement or polymer matrix,
with the final goal to get all the elements which can influence the
retention capacity of such products.

In this respect the different stages of the solidification process have
to be taken into account.

So the waste/matrix compatibility and its

relation with the final properties of the solidified wastes, as well as
the incidence of such

properties upon interim storage, transport and

final disposal are to be considered.

Attention is also devoted to the

interactions of the waste package (waste form and packaging) with the
repository, as well as to the problems connected with the prediction of
the long-term behaviour.

In the last ten years the PAS-ISP-AMB Laboratory of ENEA has performed a
comparative

study on the characteristics

of different

matrices

(i.e.

different types of cement and polymers) in order to obtain data about
their

suitability

to

incorporate

various

waste

streams.

Full-scaxe

experiments with a mobile waste conditioning plant have also been carried
out in order to evaluate the effects of scaling up.

2

Very

CHARACTERIZATION OF LOW- AND MEDIUM-LEVEL WASTE FORMS

strict

requirements

to

minimize

the

environmental

impact

of

solidified waste forms were recently imposed by the ENEA Directorate for
Nuclear Safety and Health Protection (1).
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They can be summarized as follows:

a)

Compressive

strength:

not

viscoelastic materials

less

than

500

N/cm ;

for

the compressive load corresponding

to a

deformation of 5% has to be reported.

b)

Freezing-and-thawing cycles:
(24

hours

each) from

no cracks after at least 30 cycles

-40

to +60 C

(RH =

90%):

compressive

strength not less than the above mentioned limit.

c)

Radiation

stability:

after

exposure

at

10

Gy

of

radiation,

compressive strength must not be less than 500 N/cm .

d)

Fire resistance:

solidified wastes must behave as non-burning or

at least self-extinguishing materials, according to ASTM D635-81.

e)

Leachability:

conditioned

waste

must

display

high

leaching

resistance, evaluated by using long-term test methods.

f)

Free standing liquids:

g)

Biodegradability:

absent, according to ANSl/ANS 55-1.

unchanged mechanical strength after bacterial

attack.

h)

Water resistance:
days:

no cracks after immersion in tap water for 90

maintenance of the compressive strength value.

The relevance of such properties for interim storage, transport and final
disposal is outlined in Table 1.

Further

tests and

analyses however

are

commonly

included

in a

full

characterization programme in order to get any element of knowledge and
understanding of the solidified waste properties.

Some specific tests

for cemented wastes cannot be applied to polymers, and vice versa, while
the evaluation of similar properties for different matrices can require a
different approach or test method.
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TABLE I

PROPERTIES OF SOLIDIFIED WASTE FORMS AND THEIR RELEVANCE FOR
INTERIM STORAGE (S), TRANSPORT (T), AND FINAL DISPOSAL (D)

T

S

Property

1. Compressive strength

++

+

D

+

2. Resistance to freezing-and-thawing

+
+

cycles

3. Radiation stability
4. Fire resistance
5. Leach resistance

+
++

+

++

+

+

++

6. Absence of free standing liquids

+

++

+

7. Stability against bacterial attack

+

8. Water resistance

+

++
+

Moreover, for a correct interpretation of the discussion which follows,
it should be born in mind that properties like compressive strength and
leachability have to be examined after irradiation of the waste forms, in
order to better understand

the probable modification

induced

by real

wastes on the structure of the incorporation matrix.

2.1

Cemented Wastes

Cement is by far the most used material for the incorporation of low- and
medium-level

waste.

Apart

from

its

inherent

advantages, like

safe

handling, high shielding and water compatibility, it has been employed in
human activities for centuries and has overcome the challenge of natural
events.

Furthermore

assessment

of

its

several

techniques

properties,

non-destructive methods.
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have

including

been
both

developed

for

destructive

the
and

2.1.1

Mechanical properties

With the aim to a reliable estimate of the quality of cement pastes and
mortars the evaluation of inter-related mechanical properties cannot be
disregarded.
months;

Such properties are time dependant, being developed during

however, because a 28 day curing is enough to reach strength

values quite close to those obtained after one year, this is taken as
reference (Fig. 1 ) .

The

following

mathematical

expression

relates

the

velocity

V

of

ultrasonic waves (54 khz) through the material, the elastic modulus E,
the density p, and Poisson's ratio m:

V2 The Poisson's ratio is a measure of the rigidity of the material:
lower m,

the

more

rigid

the

material.

Similarly

higher

pulse velocities indicate higher strengths in specimens.
and

elastic

strength.

modulus

can

be

related

empirically

Relationships of the type E = K.R

the

ultrasonic

Pulse velocity

with

compressive

have been proposed, where

E = elastic modulus (GPa), K * constant, R = compressive strength (MPa),
and n = fractional power (n< 1 ) .

The above physical quantities can be related also to the dimensional
changes which occur in hardened cements.

The results of such movements

are reported in Fig. 1.

Normally hardened cement pastes shrink (the movement continuing over a
long period of time), due to the smaller volumes, with respect to the
reactants,

occupied

by

the

products

generated

during

the

hydration

reactions.

Expansion may also occur in some pastes (e.g. in the early stages of
hydration of blast furnace cement (2)), but it is more evident when
certain

types

solutions,

are

of

wastes,

such

incorporated.

as

Cases

ion-exchange
of

reported for cemented powdered resias (3).
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extreme

resins
swelling

or

sulphate

have

been

PULSE
VELOCITY
KM SEC-1

3.5

3.0
2 5
20

EMOD
KN MM-2

10

CHANGE OF
POISSON'S
RATIO,
DIMENSIONAL
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I x I0-2

0
.36

.32

28
0

6
3O

COMPRESS IVE
STRENGTH
NPA

20

10
200

TENSILE
STRENGTH
N CM - 2

175
150

FLEXURAL
STRENGTH
N CM - 2

106"

10

20

30

TIME, DAYS
FIG. 1

PROPERTIES OF A POZZOLANIC CEMENT PASTE
(WATER/CEMENT: 0.45).
2S6

Compressive
C191-77) and

strength

(UNI

flexural

6132-72),

(ASTM

surface

C348-80)

hardness,

strength

give

an

tensile
idea

(ASTM
of

the

behaviour of cement materials under mechanical stress, while drop (4),
impact (4), and dispersibility test simulate severe accident conditions.

Surface hardness, which is strictly related to the compressive strength,
is usually measured by the Schmidt sclerometer.

This is a test hammer,

by pressing which against the hardened cement surface an indicator needle
moves along a calibrated scale, following the rebound of a percussion
weight.

Such method embodies sources of errors, negligible in lab. scale

experiments, but which come into evidence in full-scale samples.

A few words should be also spent on the dispersibility test.

This was

first applied by Lerch et al. (5) on cemented wastes by using the Los
Angeles abrasion machine, commonly employed for evaluating the abrasion
resistance of aggregates used in the concrete industry.

Cement specimens

are put inside the apparatus, together with six steel balls, and rotated
up to 1 000 revolutions, after that all pieces greater than one inch in
diameter

are

samples.

The results are reported as weight loss per revolution.

2.1.2

weighed

and

compared

with

the

original weight

of

the

Thermal effects

Thermal effects not only allow us to evaluate the behaviour of solidified
wastes under accident conditions, but also to improve our knowledge of
their physico-chemical characteristics.

Some radwastes are inflammable, but tests carried out on various cements
show most to be effective in preventing ignition of these wastes with
thermal
occurred

effects
because

being

limited

to

of

evaporation

shallow
of

depths.

water

but

Surface

residual

cracking

compressive

strength was usually maintained.

Experiments carried out in our laboratory showed that the central point
of

a

cylindrical

sample

(14 cm

diameter

by

20 cm

height),

made

of

Portland cement with embedded waste solutions, heated at 550°C for 10
minutes reaches a temperature of 105 C within 1 hour, while 7-8 hours
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in open air are necessary for cooling.

This is due to the low thermal

conductivity of cement, the value of which normally ranges from 3-10
to 9.10"3 cal/sec/cm2/cm/°C (6).

Serious trouble however can occur in the case of rehydration of Portland
cements which experience a high relative humidity after a fire.

Calcium

oxide liberated from the lime present in cement rehydrates to calcium
hydroxide with deleterious effects, leading sometimes to the disruption
of

a

cement

which

had

withstood

a

fire

accident

without

actual

disintegration.

Thermogravimetric analysis is highly useful to understand which phenomena
occur by heating a cement sample from ambient temperature to 1 000 C.
They can be outlined in the following way:

20 - 200 C:

200 - 250 C:

loss of sorbed, capillary and crystallization water

water removal from hydrated iron oxide
3 .xH

350 - 450 C:

0 —

decomposition of calcium hydroxide
(Ca(0H)2 --

500 - 800 C:

Freezing-and-thawing

integrity

combine
of

CaO + H 2 0)

decomposition of calcium carbonate
(CaCO- —

effects,

Fe 2 0 3 + xH 2 O)

CaO + C O O

cycles, aimed

in

cemented

the

same

waste

test

forms:

to

the

two

assessment

different

temperature

of

the

challenges

variation

ageing
to

and

the

water

absorbtion.

Performed cycling between -40 and +60 C (with a relative humidity not
less than 90%) they are particularly severe for such products.

Although

the mechanisms are not well understood, it is quite clear that the pore
structure of cement plays an important role in determining the frost
resistance.

In the oldest theory the damage was attributed to the empty

space available being insufficient to accommodate the additional solid
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volume product when the water in cement freezes.

The present theories

however postulate a less direct mechanism for the production of internal
stress (6).

2.1.3

Water resistance

The interactions between water and cemented wastes concern the possible
impact

on

the

product

integrity

(cracks

and

swelling

may

occur

by

immersion in water) and the release of radionuclides to the environment.
The former can be easily assessed by visual inspection and control of the
mechanical

strength;

the

latter

requires

an

exhaustive

analysis

of

intrinsic properties, which depend on both waste and matrix.

Disruption phenomena due to water immersion are often shown by cemented
bead ion-exchange resins and powdered resins as well, due to swelling of
the ion-exchangers with

high

volume

increase

and

subsequent

stress.

Other types of waste are usually less detrimental from this point of view.

The leachability is undoubtly the property which better accounts for the
retention capacity
method

(7) is

of

often

solidified
used

for

waste

forms.

determining

the

A modified
rate

of

IAEA

test

radionuclide

release, according to the following equation:

R = a /A Ft py
n
n o n
where:
R

=

incremental leaching rate (m/sec)

a

=

radioactivity (sec

A

"

specific radioactivity (sec

F

•

2
exposed surface area of the specimen (m )

t

•

duration of each leaching period (sec)

p=

) leached during each leaching interval

) initially present in the specimen

3
density of the specimen (kg/m )
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A

long

series

of

experiments

showed

that

leachability

is

strongly

influenced by parameters like pH, chemical composition of the leachant
and

temperature, while

scarse

or

no

effect

is

caused

by

pressure

variations.

Accurate studies bring to the conclusion
determined

by many

factors, which

can

that leaching

be associated

phenomena are

with

the waste

embedded (like chemical speciation, precipitation, adsorption, buffering
capacity, etc.) or with the matrix (porosity, diffusion of ions in the
pore system, hydraulic conductivity).
account

in order

to develop

Such factors have to be taken into

suitable

mathematical

models

to

predict

leaching of radionuclides from solidified wastes (8).

In

particular

porosity

and

permeability

related) may have an important role.
of these parameters are required.

(which

are

not

necessarily

Thus accurate experimental measures

Water permeability can be determined

by direct methods, under high or low pressure, based ot the application
of the Darcy's equation:

dq/dt = K.A.i

where:
dq/dt = columetric flow rate (m /sec)

K

= hydraulic conductivity (m/sec)

A

2
= cross sectional area of the porous medium (m )

i

= hydraulic gradient, which is dimensionless, being the head of
water driving the flow (m) divided by the distance over which the
flow takes place (m).

The

porosity

according

of

cement

can

be

measured

to the range of pore size.

by

different

methodologies,

The most flexible one is the

Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP), based on the Washburn equation:
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r = 2s cos x/P

where:
r

= pore radius ( )

s

= liquid surface tension (dynes/cm)

x
P

=

contact angle of the liquid used
2
* external pressure applied (kg/cm )

Using mercury as penetrating liquid (s • 480 dynes/cm; x • 140), the
following

relationship

is

practically

obtained:

r

*

75 000/P.

The

results a
are usually reparted as cumulative pore volume (cm /g) vs. pore
diameter.

Strictly

dependent

on

the

porosity

is

the

water

absorption.

Unfortunately the experiments for determining it, based on drying the
sample to a constant weight, followed by water immersion and measuring
the weight increase, give quite different results, consistent with the
procedures used.

The main reason of such discrepancies lies in the

difficulties encountered in removing the water;
at ordinary temperature may be ineffective;

at one extreme, drying

on the other hand, heating

the samples at high temperature may remove some of the combined water.
Anyway most good concretes are reported to have an absorption coefficient
well below 10%.

2.2

Polymerized Products

Due to their mechanical properties, which are highly dependant on the
test conditions (like temperature, rate of applied load, etc.), polymers
can

be hardly

classified

according

to

the

criteria

used

for

other

materials.

First of all two main categories of polymers have to be distinguished:
thermoplastic and thermosetting polymers.

The former are characterized

by a transition from a hard material to a rubbery, at a temperature named
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glass transition temperature (Tg), with a loss in mechanical properties;
the latter do not have Tg, and can retain their properties even at their
decomposition temperature.

?ig. 2 illustrates the behaviour of a thermoplastic
crosslinked).

a)

polymer

(slightly

Three main regions can be identified (9):

Glassy region, characterized
The material

is

usually

by rigidity of the polymer chain.

brittle

and

its

deformation

follows

Hook's law:

s * E.e

where:

s:

applied stress

e:

resulting strain

E:

elasticity modulus or Young's modulus.

Molecular movements are more significant as temperature Tg is
approached.

b)

Transition region, where the elastic modulus changes rapidly as
temperature changes

c)

Rubbery region, where the elasticity of the polymer increases.
In this region the stress depends on the time of application.

The mechanical properties of plastics are based on such behaviour (named
viscoelastic).

2.2.1

In

Mechanical properties

order

to visualize the

correspondence

between viscoelasticity

and

mechanical characteristics four typical tensile stress-strain curves have
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been reported in Fig. 3, where A corresponds to a light deformation (less
than 10%) characterized by brittle failure in the glassy region;

B is a

soft, weak curve with deformations of about 10-20%, obtained when the
transition region is approached;

C is a hard, tough curve, just before

the transition region (deformations up to 100%):
rubbery behaviour.

D is typical of the

Such curves can be obtained by applying the test

method ASTM D638-80 for tensile strength of plastics.

Similar results

however hold for compressive (UNI 6132-72) and flexural (ASTM D256-81)
strength.

GLASSY
oo
oo
LU

or

^TRANSITION

O

y—

OO

O
RUBBERY

STRAIN

TEMPERATURE
Fig. 2 Viscoelastic behaviour
of thermoplastic polymers

Impact resistance

evaluated

by means

Fig. 3 Tensile behaviour of
organic polymers

of a

standardized

pendulum-type

hammer (ASTM D256-81), and Rockwell hardness (ASTM D785-76) give further
information about the mechanical behaviour of polymers.

Drop test from

9 m (4) is endured by such materials, which usually rebound up to 4-5 m
after the impact onto a target.

Dimensional changes (mainly shrinkage),

which are more pronounced than for cement, usually cease the first days
after the preparation.

2.2.2

Thermal effects

Quite interesting are the effects
properties

of

polymers.

From

that temperature has on mechanical

this

point

of

view

heat

deflection

temperature (HDT) (ASTM D648-78), Vicat softening temperature (VST) (ASTM
D1525-76) and brittleness (ASTM D746-79) are quite significant.
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HDT (Fig. 4) is the temperature at which a plastic bar of rectangular
cross section deflects 0,25 mm with a constant load applied at its center.
2
VST (Fig. 5) is the temperature at which a flat-ended needle of 1-mm
circular cross section will penetrate a specimen to a depth of 1 mm under
a specific load using a selected uniform rate of temperature rise.

Brittleness represents the temperature below 0°C at which 50% of test
specimens fail under specified impact conditions.

o

c
Fig. 5 VST of a PE/IER
sample

Fig. 4 HDT of a polyester/IER
sample

Particularly important is the flame test (ASTM D635-81), because plastic
materials can be destroyed
classified

as

burning,

quantities are defined:

by a fire.

non-burning

or

In this

regard

polymers are

self-extinguishing

the Average Extent of Burning

and

two

(AEB) and the

Average Time of Burning (ATB), which give an exact idea of the resistance
to fire.

The modifications induced
depicted

by the TGA curve

on the material by a temperature rise are
(Fig. 6 ) , where

two main

regions can be

identified?

20 - 100 C:

100 - 550 C:

water with wastes is removed

polymer matrix is completely combusted to gaseous
products.
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Polymers are more resistant to freeziug-aod-thawing cycles than cements,
and normally do not suffer any visible damage.

The compressive strength

is uneffected even after 100 cycles.

2.2.3

Water resistance

Quite different from cement samples is the behaviour of polymer matrices
towards the water uptake.
absorbed

Actually an extremely low amount of water is

(due to a low porosity of plastic materials) and a very low

permeability is displayed:

such properties account for the high leaching

resistance (Fig. 7 ) .
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7 13 7Cs release from
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CORRELATION BETWEEN PROCESS PARAMETERS AND FINAL PROPERTIES OF
SOLIDIFIED WASTES

The quality

of the final waste

formulation adopted for
conditions.

forms is strongly

dependent

the solidification as well as on

on the

the curing

Thus a detailed knowledge of composition and physical state

of the waste streams is required, while a rigorous control of the process
parameters is necessary.

3.1

Ceaented Wastes

Both the cementation process and the properties of the final product are
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strongly influenced by the water content.
as

hydraulic

because

they

react

subsequently set and harden.

with

Cements are often referred to
water

to

form

pastes

which

This is an advantage for all the wastes

containing a high quantity of water, which plays a double role in the
mix:

chemically react with cement components to form hydrated products

and contribute to the workability of the paste.

Sometimes an excess of

water is also required for pumping the wastes from the storage tanks to
the mixing station.

With

no

exception,

all

the

properties

influenced by the water/cement ratio.

of

the

is a measure

of

products

are

So a compromise has often to be

reached between process needs and product quality.
the mix, which

final

its workability

The consistency of
(depending

water/cement and waste/cement ratio, can be measured

on

both

by dropping ball

apparatus (BS 4551), flow table (ASTM C230), or Marsh funnel viscometer
(API 13B).

The last method is applied to very liquid pastes.

Other

things being equal, a fluid mix is preferred, but an excessive amount of
water has to be avoided, because it can result in excessive bleeding
(standing

water not

chemically

bound).

Bleeding

is

a

sedimentation

phenomenon (settling of solids in cement paste), governed by the laws of
liquid flow in a capillary system.

ASTM C232-71 is a suitable standard

for its evaluation.

Cement mixes always contain an amount of air voids, whose presence cannot
be avoided but only controlled.

As a matter of fact the presence of air

voids can be useful in improving the frost resistance, but an excess of
them affects the leachability negatively.

This is the reason why they

should be included between 3% and 5%, as measured by the air porosimeter
(UNI 6395).

This is a typical case of a compromise between two different

properties.

Very important are also the setting and hardening of cement paste.

The

former includes both initial and final setj the relative times being
measured

by

means

of

the Vicat

needle

(BS 4550).

Apart

from

some

particular cases, both rapid and slow setting have to be avoided for
reasons to do with both processing and waste form properties.
specific

additives

can

be

very

useful
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to

control

this

The use of
important

parameter.

The hardening of set cement may require a long period of

time, but most of the final strength
mentioned

before

conditions

should

(see
be

paragraph
controlled

is reached

2.1.1).

To

carefully.

within 28 days, as

this

end

Usually

the

they

curing

require

a

temperature of 20 + 2°C and a relative humidity not less than 90%.

In the curing of cement paste hydration reactions occur which bring about
the

formation

of

aluminoferrite.

calcium

silicates, calcium

aluminates

and

calcium

The exothermal nature of such reactions is proved by the

heat evolved, as recorded by thermocouples embedded in the sample.

The

exotherm peak temperature should be kept as low as possible, in order to
avoid crack formation due to the shrinkage which follows the initial
expansion.

Of

course

the

above

process

parameters, whose

correlation

with

the

quality of the solidification product is more and more evident, have to
be reconciled with the maximum amount of waste which can be incorporated,
in order to account for the economic factors involved.

Usually the use

of cement brings about a volume increase of about 100% or more with
respect to the original waste volume.

3.2

Wastes Incorporated in Polymers

Unlike cement, organic polymers are not compatible with water.

That

requires a preliminary dewatering or even drying of the wastes, or the
adoption of a formulation which takes the water content into account.
the last case an emulsifying agent has to be used.

In

After obtaining a

correct emulsion the polymerization reaction is initiated by adding a
proper catalyst.

The workability of the mix can be determined in this case by evaluating
the rheological properties of the system.
recorded

reflect

the

behaviour

of

Usually the viscocity curves

non-Newtonian

fluids

of

the

"pseudo-plastic" type, which are strongly temperature dependant.

The presence of free liquids is avoided here as they are physically
entrapped in the honeycomb structure of the polymer system.
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Similarly to cement products an initial "set time" can be defined, here
named

"gelation

time".

"Gel"

represents

properties are intermediate between
(10).

a

physical

state

those of liquid and

whose

solid phases

Strictly speaking it's the point at which on average there will be

one cross link per molecule.

A suitable method for its evaluation is

described in BS 3532-62.

Depending on the monomer used the polymerization reaction takes different
times, but it is completed within one week at tbe longest.
hydration of cement components, heat
whose

effects

cracks.

can

be more harmful

is evolved during
than

in

As for the

the reaction,

cement, leading

to

deep

Additives which act as a heat sink can be particularly helpful

in lowering the exotherm peak temperature.

Volume efficiencies (waste volume/final product volume) are usually high,
which makes the use of organic polymers more convenient

than cement,

provided that other elements of comparison are left out of consideration.

4

WASTE/MATRIX COMPATIBILITY

Many types of waste are more or less incompatible with the incorporation
matrix of some of its components and several problems can occur in the
short- or long-term.

So pretreatment

of the waste

(sometimes of the

matrix itself) and/or addition of chemicals to the mix are often required.

The difficulties which can be encountered
include

the achievement

of

in the cementation process

a homogeneous mix

and

the

shortening

of

hardening times (with some wastes cement may not solidify at all). Some
other problems come into evidence in the medium- and long term, such as
swelling, water uptake from the hydrated cement components, disruption
phenomena, interaction with the alkaline environment of cement.

Some original wastes and chemicals which are added to the mix may cause
deleterious expansion phenomena even after years.

So there is a limit to

the amount of sodium sulphate and lime which can be tolerated by cement.
Special accelerated tests have been designed in order to evaluate the
soundness of cement pastes and mortars.
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One of these (BS 4550), due to Le Chatelier, Is based on measures of
distance, before and after immersion in both cold and

boiling water,

between two indicator needles connected with a small brass cilinder split
longitudinally.

The ends of the needles diverge

if the cylinder is

forced open by the expansion of the gauged cement which is contained in
it.

The divergency must not exceed 10 mm.

An autoclave expansion test (ASTM C151) has been designed for evaluating
the expansion phenomena due to the presence of magnesia (magnesium oxide
may be present in corrosion products from magnox fuel element debris).
The lenght of cement bars measured after a period of 45-75 minutes in an
autoclave at 20 + 0 , 5 atm of steam pressure is compared with the measure
taken after 24 hours in moist air.

The expansion must not exceed 0,8%.

Table II, where the above mentioned inconveniences are outlined together
with the possible remedies, gives further support to the opportunity of
separately handling and solidifying different waste streams.

As

to

polymer

matrices

the

main

problems

are

represented

by

incompatibility with water, as discussed before, and chemical reactions
between waste and polymer system.

So pH adjustment of solutions and

spent ion-exchange resins is often necessary.

A particular problem is

incineration ash, whose residual carbon may retard the polymerization, as
It seems to adsorb the catalyst.

For this reason the amount of catalyst

required should be determined each time.

5

LONG-TERM BEHAVIOUR OF SOLIDIFIED WASTE FORMS

A complete assessment of the durability of waste forms requires that the
following main aspects are taken into account:

intrinsic durability of

the materials used as incorporation agents, modifications induced by the
presence of wastes, and deterioration due to external agents.

5.1

Cemented Wastes

Cement is undoubtedly a highly durable material.

A clear example is

offered by pozzolanic cements employed by the Romans, which are still
physically sound after 2 x 10

years.
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TABLE II

PROBLEMS POSED BY THE CEMENTATION OF DIFFERENT WASTES

Waste Streams

Troubles for the

Possible remedies

cementation process

Bead ion-exchange
resins

Swelling

Coating of the resin beads
by vinyl ester styrene or
water extendible polymers

BWR evaporator concentrates (sulphate
solutions)

Disruption phenomena

Incorporation of a low
amount of sulphates

PWR evaporator concentrates (borate
solutions)

Very long setting
and hardening times

Addition of slaked lime

Powered resins

Swelling

Use of a suitable cement;
increase of the water/
cement ratio

Decontamination
solutions

Interactions with
the alkaline environment of cement

Neutralization of the
waste with Ca(0H)2

Activated carbon

Tendency to float;
poor wetting

Addition of a fluidifying
and set accelerator agent

Zeolites

Tendency to flocculate; water uptake
from cement

Saturation of zeolites
with water prior to
conditioning; addition
of a fluidifying and set
accelerator agent

Contaminated oil

No possibility of
mixing

Absorption on vermiculite
prior to conditioning

Corrosion products
from magnox fuel
element debris

Disruption phenomena

Incorporation of a low
amount of corrosion
products
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Care should be taken however in avoiding the introduction in cement mixes
of ions and chemical compounds which can have long-term effects.
besides sulphates, magnesium oxide and slaked lime, mentioned

So,

in the

previous chapter, attention should be devoted to the following:

-

Chlorides, whose behaviour is similar to sulphates, giving rise
to reactions which cause volume increase;

-

Magnesium ions., which form soluble products with hydrated silica
and calcium hydroxide;

such products are easily dissolved and

removed by external water, thus increasing the porosity of the
material;

Contemporary

presence

of

sulphates

and

magnesium

ions, whose

combined action is quite harmful, leading to loss of integrity.

Long-term effects can be also caused by ion-exchangers incorporated in
cements, which may continue to exchange ions with cement components (11).

External attack to the integrity of concreted wastes can be brought by
aggressive

waters, especially

those

which

contain

sulphates

or

acid

compounds.

5.2

Polymerized Products

Polymer materials display a viscoelastic behaviour (par. 2.2), knowledge
of which is fundamental for understanding their properties.

In particular the viscoelastic response can be known after a considerable
period

of

time, constructing a

"master curve"

(complete

modulus-time

behaviour at a constant temperature), by means of a technique based on
the principle of time-temperature correspondence.

According to this the

conclusion is drawn that a plastic (high-modulus, low deformation) would
behave like a rubber (low modulus, high deformation) on a time scale of
perhaps thousands of years (12).
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As to external attack polymers may suffer, compared with cement, stronger
chemical and biochemical degradation.
and

alkaline

solutions

and

organic

The former can be caused by acid
solvents,

the

latter

by

various

bacteria, depending on the type of polymer.

6

SOLIDIFIED WASTE/CONTAINER/FINAL REPOSITORY INTERACTIONS

Packaging represents, after solidification, the second important barrier
against radionuclide release.

In this respect a properly designed metal

drum can help in improving corrosion resistance in the repository and, as
a

consequence

of

that,

the

retention

of

radionuclides.

Long-term

corrosion test performed on painted 200 It steel drums stored in the Asse
salt

mine

container

(West
would

Germany) demonstrated
appear

after

about 40

that

the

first

years, during

holes

wnich

in

the

time

the

activity of representive LLW products (wastes from nuclear power station
operation and from research centres) would decay by a factor of 6 to 13
(13).

In disposal at shallow depth drum corrosion is just one of the aspects
which can influence the stability of the system.

Actually reactions may

occur between backfilling materials, like clay, and concrete used as
trench

liner,

as

well

as

between

groundwater and the waste forms.

corrosion

products

dissolved

in

Not to speak of micro-orgnisms which

may degrade iron in contact with cemented wastes.

From

these considerations

the necessity

of

adopting

the

multibarrier

concept in the safety analysis of a burial site appears quite evident.

Considerable attention in this respect should be paid to the permeability
of the reporitory

(Kr), which is related to the permeability

of its

constituents backfill (Kb) and waste forms (Kw). A simple model shows
that, according to the geometrical arrangement of these components, the
repository permeability is controlled by the backfill permeability when
Kw/KbS0,l and by the wastef orm permeability when Kw/Kb > 10 (14).

It should be noticed however that the role played by the backfilling
material is not only to impede the external water ingress, but also to
buffer the water chemistry and to absorb radionuclides.
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7

CONCLUSIONS

Three central points emerge from the discussion above. They are:
1)

Choice of a formulation which is able to reconcile waste/matrix
compatibility, process parameters and final properties

2)

Evaluation of long-term behaviour of solidified waste forms

3)

Adoption

of

a

multibarrier

system

(wasteform/container/final

repository) in order to improve the retention of radionuclides,
thus minimizing the environmental impact.
Strictly related to these is the establishment of a quality assurance
programme which includes the correlation of laboratory with full scale
experiments.

To this end the development of suitable methods for control

standards, based on new techniques, both destructive and non-destructive
is fundamental.

More attention should be paid to the prediction of

long-term effects which are not yet completely understood.
Economic aspects as well as design of process facilities

and safety

factors should not be neglected, considering their influence on the
choice of the most suitable incorporation matrix.

8
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During 1983 a ground geoelectrical survey was done on the farms selected
for the proposed radioactive waste disposal site. The primary aims were
to outline basins of weathering and to delineate faults, fracture zones
and aquifers. The methods used were the Schlumberger electrical sounding
technique and the rectangle profiling method. In total 167 Schlumberger
soundings and 124 km of rectangle profiling were done. The investigation
of linears, detected by means of remote sensing methods, showed that some
of these features are related to faulting and fracturing, but these faults
are not always continuous. The selected areas, chosen for more detailed
investigation on the basis of the already available geophysical and
geological data, proved to have no anomalies suggesting major fracturing
or faulting of the basement.
During 1984 a 1 km x 1,6 km rectangle selected for the repository was
studied in detail by 220 Schlumberger soundings positioned mostly on a
100 m x 100 m grid.
The interpretation of the sounding data in
conjunction with the borehole data showed that the upper surface of the
solid basement is uneven and that it varies in elevation between 982 m and
1005 m amsl within the 1,6 km2 area. This corresponds to an overburden
thickness that varies from 6,6 m to 36,5 m. A zone with large values of
total longitudinal conductance and thicker than normal overburden running
roughly north-south through the rectangle was delineated geophysically and
proved by drilling. Four of the five boreholes drilled in this zone,
yielded water and the other intersected basic rock. The thickening in
overburden along this zone seems to relate to a feature in the basement
which could be a linear zone of jointing or faulting.
1

INTRODUCTION

Ground geoelectrical surveys were done at an early stage in the
extensive and long-term geological and geophysical study to locate and
evaluate a suitable radioactive waste disposal site in Bushmanland. During
the first half of 1983 a survey programme aimed at outlining basins of
weathering and delineating faults and aquifers was conducted in the area
[1]. A favourably placed 1 km x 1,6 km rectangle, with its long axis
parallel to the dune direction, was subsequently selected for the waste
disposal site. During the period February to May 1984 this area was
probed by Schlumberger soundings, positioned on a 100 m x 100 m grid, to
determine the thickness distribution of the overburden and possibly the
resistivity of the solid bedrock [2].
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The geology in the Vaaiputs area consists of basement rocks forming part
of the Namaqualand Metarnorphic Complex overlain in parts by sedimentary
strata of Karoo and younger age. The crystalline basement consists of
metasedimentary, metavolcanic and intrusive rock units which are predominantly gneissic in character. Basic bodies, most probably of Namaqua age
with characteristic magnetic signatures, occur in places as part of the
basement. The cover rocks of Karoo age belong to the Dwyka Formation and
are restricted to the eastern part of the Vaaiputs area and did not affect
the geoelectrical survey.
Kimberlitic intrusions probably of Late
Cretaceous to Early Tertiary age with characteristic electromagnetic
signatures are found in the vicinity of Vaaiputs. In the area studied in
detail the cover rocks are most probably of middle Tertiary and younger
age [3]. These rocks belong to the Dasdap and Vaaiputs Formations [3,4].
In the disposal area up to 10 m of Dasdap Formation consisting of
weathered gneiss, sandstone and the odd, well rounded, quartzitic pebbles
set in a kaolinitic matrix was found resting on kaolinized basement [3].
In a channel-like depression cut into the Dasdap Formation this alluvium
is overlain by sandy gritty clay of the Vaaiputs Formation. Finally, the
succession is covered by a veneer of sand tentatively correlated with the
Gordonia Formation [3], [4], [5].
In the Vaaiputs region all the unweathered rocks of the Namaqualand
Metamorphic Complex have a high electrical resistivity. In the weathered
rocks, being either fractured and containing water or more fully
decomposed, the resistivity is much lower. The kimberlitic intrusions
also have a low resistivity.
The surficial deposits are also more
conductive than the unweathered basement rocks and easily distinguishable
from the latter as far as electrical resistivity is concerned.
The Vaaiputs area is situated over a watershed and has a limited ground
water potential. The general ground water level is at a depth of -v50 m
below the surface and the ground water occurrences are mainly restricted
to fractures. The ground water resistivity ranges from about 1,3 to
40 fi.m with the higher values localized in the west in the escarpment area
where recharge would be expected to be more regular than in the flat-lying
area to the east.
The main aims of the geoelectrical surveys were to investigate basins of
decomposition and to delineate faults and aquifers.
Considering the
geology, the Schlumberger sounding method is the best way of studying the
vertical resistivity and overburden distributions.
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The faults in the Vaalputs area occur in the basement rocks and are
generally overlain by the surficial deposits ranging in thickness from
zero to about 30 m. The aim is therefore to map conductive structures in
a resistive basement under a cover of conductive overburden. The rectangle
profiling or gradient array method is ideal for this purpose. A fault
will show a gradient array resistivity anomaly if it a) separates strata
of different resistivities, or b)
separates strata with similar
resistivities but is associated with a zone of fracturing and contains
water, or c) contains highly weathered material in the form of clays, or
d) is mineralized and contains conductive minerals in a sufficient
quantity with contact between the individual crystals. A fault separating
strata with similar resistivities, without any of the properties in (b) to
(d) will most probably not show a detectable resistivity anomaly.
2

SURVEY METHODS

2.1

Schlumberger Sounding Method

In the Schlumberger electrode arrangement the two current and two
potential electrodes are co-linear, with the distance MN between the
potential electrodes usually being smaller than AB/5, where AB denotes the
current electrode separation [6]. A sounding is performed by progressively increasing the current electrode spacing AB and measuring the
potential difference between M and N.
The apparent resistivity P

as measured with the Schlumberger array is
a

given by
where

K=

L ) . (J

L)

V

(2)

AM AN
BM BN
AV is the potential difference between M and N, I is the electrical
current flowing through the earth between A and B and K is the geometric
coefficient of the array. With AV, I and K in SI units, the apparent
resistivity will be in ohm.metre (n.m). Surface effects are minimized by
increasing either the distance AB or the distance MN between successive
measurements. The sounding data are presented graphically J)y plotting the
apparent resistivity against half the current electrode separation (AB/2)
on bilogarithmic graph paper.
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Each sounding curve measured on the Vaalputs terrain was initially
interpreted semiquantitatively through the determination of appropriate
values of the Dar Zarrouk parameters [6], [7], [8]. This info-mation was
then used together with the available calibration information, and
supplemented by curve-matching of two- and three-layer masters [9] to
obtain a horizontally stratified geoelectrical model.
The resulting
quantitative interpretation was checked in all cases by computing a
theoretical sounding curve from the postulated geoelectrical model [10],
and adjusted to fit the corresponding field curve. This practice leads to
confirmation of the validity of the physical interpretation but does not
generally permit the latter to be regarded as a unique solution.
2.2

The Rectangle Profiling Method

In this array the current electrodes A and B remain stationary and
measurements are made between the potential electrodes M and N which are
moved along lines parallel to AB. The rectangle, within which measurements
are made, is confined to the area where the electric field is largely
uniform and which therefore corresponds to an almost constant depth of
investigation. It is centred at the midpoint of AB and has a length of
AB/3 parallel to AB and AB/2 perpendicular to AB. During a survey the
apparent resistivity and not the field strength is mapped. The geometric
coefficient in eq. 1 varies from station to station and is calculated
using the general formula in eq. 2. Usually the area to be studied is
much larger than the area of the rectangle most appropriate for the
problem in question. In such a case the large area is covered with a
succession of adjacent rectangles by successively shifting the AB spread
by a distance of AB/3.
The most suitable current electrode spacing AB to be used for a specific
problem is determined by carrying out a few preliminary Schlumberger
electrical soundings.
The sounding curves obtained determine the
selection of the AB separation that will guarantee a sufficient depth of
investigation into the stratigraphic unit of interest. In the present
case the AB distances were chosen so that it was large enough for changes
in the crystalline basement under the superficial sedimentary strata to be
detected.
To enhance the sensitivity of the rectangle method the direction of AB is
chosen perpendicular to the strike of the structure sought so that the
electric field undergoes the maximum amount of distortion. When searching
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for conductive targets as in the present instance, this is not an important prerequisite [6]. The results are generally depicted as p - profiles
a
(Pa3 vs distance) and/or apparent resistivity maps (contoured pa -maps),
3

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

3.1

Study of a Pipe Structure

One of the objectives of the 1983 geoelectrical investigation [1]
was to locate the extent of a pipe-like structure on the farm Stofkloof.
This was originally located by an INPUT survey (Fig. 1) and subsequently
intersected by one borehole.
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Fig. 1 Map of the Vaalputs area showing the positions and numbers of the
rectangle profiles (solid lines) and the locality of the disposal site.
A rectangle profiling grid was laid out over the area where the pipe was
expected to occur. Near to the eastern edge of the rectangle the results
(Fig. 2) showed a marked low in the apparent resistivity values with a
minimum of 86 n.m compared with a background of 600 to 1500fi.m.The
anomaly is asymmetrical with higher edge values to the west than to the
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Fig. 2 A contour map of apparent resistivities (n.m) over the pipe on
Stofkloof as observed with rectangle profiling. The rectangle parameters
are: Current electrode spacing, AB = 3000 m, potential electrode spacing,
MN = 80 m, distance between MN stations, a = 20 m, distance between lines
y = 125 m.
east. To investigate this aspect a symmetrical gradient array profile was
done across the middle of the anomaly.
The shorter rectangle profile showed clearly that the apparent resistivity
anomaly is indeed asymmetrical and lower on the eastern side. This could
mean thicker cover material in the east than in the west, or that the pipe
slants downwards in an easterly direction, or that there might be basic
intrusives along the eastern edge of the structure. To investigate this
aspect two rectangle profiles were measured to the east of the anomaly.
These profiles were away from the conductor and they proved that the
superficial cover is thicker in the east. Subsequent drilling confirmed
that an overburden of about 60 m is present to the east compared with only
12 m to the west of the pipe.
3.2

Investigation of linear structures

Remote sensing data of various origins were studied for indications
of linear structures, which could be associated with faulting and
fracturing in the Vaalputs area. The available remote sensing information
included Landsat imagery, aerial photography, thermal infrared linescan
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imagery, aeromagnetic contour maps and data from an airborne electromagnetic survey.
The most important linear, studied by means of ground electrical work is
the Garing lineament (Fig. 1). This is a clear linear feature on aerial
photographs, the thermal infrared linescanning images (a third order
lineament) and on the aeromagnetic contour maps. The work on this linear
started with an investigation around the borehole at W80,03N09,64. This
borehole was drilled on a ground EM anomaly and water was struck at about
75 m. Initially a "mise-a-la-masss" technique [6] and dipole-dipole
profiling were tried, but no large anomalies were observed. Finally, a
rectangle profiling measurement was done around the borehole. The results
of this rectangle profile showed a pronounced linear pattern with a
variation in apparent resistivity from 154fl.mto 957 n.ra with the
borehole situated in the zone with the lowest apparent resistivity. Of
all the techniques tried the rectangle profiling data showed the existence
of a fault structure containing more conductive material the most clearly
and therefore this technique was used to study the linear features.
The Garing linear (Fig. 1) was studied in detail by means of the rectangle
profiling method. Profiles 1 and 2, the two most northwestern rectangle
profiles over the Garing lineament, are consistent with linear features
marked by low-resistivity zones extending almost perpendicularly to the
current electrode direction. Profiles 3 to 6 are also indicative of
fractured basement, displaying large jumps in the P -values and marked
a

zones of low and high Pa-values (Fig. 3). Although the results of these
profiles confirm the existence of a NW-SE fracture zone, it is also clear
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Fig. 3 Rectangle profiling data cross the Garing lineament. Top: Profile
5 where the fracture zone is open, and bottom: Profile 11 where it is
closed.
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that there are cross-cutting linear features. These profiles were positioned in an area where remote sensing linears with different strike
directions intersect. The Garing windmill (Fig. 3) occurs on a resistive
anomaly which could be indicative of quartz vein development in the
fracture zone.
Southeast of Profile 7 the low resistivity anomalies and clear evidence of
fracturing disappears. Profile 11 is an example of these profiles and it
shows that the apparent resistivity values are above 500 a.m. The first
indications of a re-appearance of these apparent resistivity anomalies are
on Profile 17 and from there southeastward the lineament is again
characterized by apparent resistivity anomalies indicative of fracturing.
The 22 rectangle profiles across the Garing lineament (Fig. 1) show that
parts of the linear feature are characterized by clear apparent
resistivity anomalies indicative of fractures filled with water while
other parts of the feature have resistivity properties characteristic of
solid unfractured basement rocks.
After the initial work specific blocks were selected for more detailed
study (Fig. 1 ) . This selection was done on the available geophysical and
drilling results.
These selected blocks were studied by means of
rectangle profiling and Schlumberger soundings. Along the edges of every
1 km2 block a rectangle profile comprising the middle line as well as a
line 100 m on either side was done. The initial rectangle profiling was
carried out using the parameters AB = 1500 m, MN = 80 m, a = 10 m and y =
100 m. The contact resistances at the current electrodes decreased after
it started raining and larger emission currents could be used with larger
potential differences, as a result the MN length could be reduced to 20 m
and ultimately to 10 m. A longer MN length means that an average over a
larger volume is involved with the result that the apparent resistivity
data are more smooth.
Figure 4 shows all the rectangle profiling data for Blocks 1 to 3 in
contour form. To simplify the map the areas with higher apparent resistivities (p >800 fi.m) were hatched and the areas showing lower resisa
tivities (Pa<300 ft.m) were coloured black. The hatched zones occur mostly
in the northern parts of Block 1 and 3 while the black zones occur mostly
in the southwestern part of Block 1 and the southeastern part of Block 2.
The hatched zones almost invariably indicate thinner superficial strata,
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although in a few cases these zones coincide with higher resistivity
strata above the basement. The low resistivity zones mostly coincide with
thicker conductive overburden, but could also mark possible fracture zones
or the presence of basic material in the basement.
On Fig. 4 the
low-resistivity anomalies that could be associated with possible fracture
zones are indicated. Only one set of low resistivity anomalies in Block 1
crosses all the profiles alon^ its strike direction and is possibly a
fault. However none of the features coloured in black are major anomalies
and none of them can unequivocally be associated with faulting or
fracturing.
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Fig. 4 Contour map of apparent resistivities U . m x 10 2 ) over Blocks 1 to
3 as observed by rectangle profiles. In zones coloured in black p <300 n.m
and in hatched areas P >800 n.m. The positions of linears are marked with
arrows.

3.3

Schlumberger Sounding Data within the 1 km x 1,6 km Disposal Site

The sounding curves within the 1 km x 1,6 km rectangular area in
Fig. 1 were interpreted according to the procedures outlined in section
2.1. Since most of the sounding curves measured in the rectangle can be
classified as H, QH, HA or QHA types [6], the diagnostic Dar Zarrouk
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parameter is the total longitudinal conductance S (the thicknessconductivity product). Figure 5 shows that the value of S varies from a
maximum of 3,87 S to a minimum of 0,48 S. The most significant feature on
this S-map is the linear zone of relatively high values (>2,5 S) running
roughly north-south through the rectangle. This zone was detected by
means of rectangle profiling in the 1983 survey [1]. An increase in total
longitudinal conductance can indicate an increase in thickness and/or a
decrease in resistivity of the overburden. The sounding sites with lower
than average values for the S-parameter (<1 S) are significant because
these low values could indicate a thinner than normal overburden.
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Fig. 5 Variation of total longitudinal
conductance (S) in the 1 km x 1,6 km
disposal site as deduced from Schlumberger soundings.

Fig. 6 Histograms of the resistivity distribution of the geological units in the calibration boreholes.

When these Schlumberger sounding data were interpreted the investigation
on the radioactive waste disposal site was at an advanced stage and a
large quantity of borehole data was available for calibration purposes. At
31 sites borehole as well as geoelectrical sounding data were available
for calibration. To agree with the geological interpretation, the basement was equated with the occurrence of the first fresh feldspar in the
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borehole samples. Although the kaolinitic material can also be in situ
weathered basement, the term weathered basement in this paper is used for
non-solid but not extremely weathered basement strata.
Figure 6 gives histograms of the resistivity distribution of the various
geological entities in the calibration boreholes. The loose red sand,
calcrete and calcareous sands that form the surface layer and/or nearsurface layers have a highly variable resistivity. The mean resistivity
of this assemblage is 70 n.m. The unit that occurs in all the calibration
boreholes is the zone of sandy gritty clay. It has a small variation in
resistivity and shows an average value of 8,2 n.m. The kaolinitic clays
have an average resistivity of 10,1 a.m and a small spread. The overlap
in resistivities between the last two units is well demonstrated in Fig.
6. The few samples of weathered basement have a mean resistivity of
31 n.m.
After completion of the calibration interpretations all the sounding data
were interpreted in profile form. The qualitative interpretation is also
presented in the form of an isopach map of the conductive overburden above

Fig. 7 Isopach map of the conductive overburden (m) in the disposal area.
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the resistive substratum (Fig. 7).
This overburden comprises the
sedimentary strata as well as the products of in situ weathering. The
thickest overburden coincides with the zone of high S-values in Fig, 5 and
a thickness in excess of 35 m was proved by drilling. The areas with a
thickness of less than 10 m correspond to the zones of low S-values. The
thinnest overburden interpreted is 6,6 m.
4

CONCLUSIONS

The geoelectrical surveys in the the Vaalputs area were aimed at
evaluating the thickness distribution of the overburden and zone of
weathering and the detection of aquifers and zones of fracturing
associated with faulting.
The study of the pipe-like intrusion on
Stofkloof showed a very clear low-resistivity anomaly and the position and
shape of the structure could be determined accurately. The subsequent
drilling results confirmed all the findings of the geoelectrical survey.
The investigation of linears detected by means of remote sensing methods
of which the Garing linear is a good example showed that very clear signs
of fracturing can be found in rectangle Profiles 1 to 7 and 17 to 22 but
very little indication of fracturing could be found in Profiles 8 to 16.
Although it has to be borne in mind that such fracturing must have an
associated resistivity anomaly to be detectable, it seems that the fault
forming the Garing linear is "open" along some parts and "closed" along
others. The fact that this large fracture zone pinches out and swells at
places along the strike, led to the formation of water compartments which
are sealed off by the pinch-outs at either end. The pinch-outs are zones
along the fault which have been annealed by recrystallization of the
brecciated material.
The 1984 geoelectrical survey on the terrain of the Vaalputs radioactive
waste disposal facility was mainly aimed at the delineation of the resistivity and thickness characteristics of the overburden in the 1 km x 1,6
km area selected for the repository.
The interpretation of the
Schlumberger soundings in conjunction with the available borehole data
shows that the top of the solid basement is an uneven surface that varies
in elevation between 982 m and 1005 m amsl within this 1,6 km2 area. This
corresponds to an overburden thickness that varies from 6,6 m to 36,5 m.
Although the sandy gritty clay has a lower average resistivity than the
kaolinitic material, it is not always possible to discern between these
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two units that form the bulk of the conductive overburden. Results from
the calibration boreholes indicate that, when the overburden has a
resistivity below 8 n.m, it is almost certain that it consists of sandy
gritty clay.
One of the most interesting features found in the 1,6 km2 rectangle is a
zone where the Schlumberger sounding curves have high total longitudinal
conductances.
This zone coincides with a conductive linear feature
discovered in the 1983 survey. As a result of the 1983 survey it was
recommended that three boreholes be sunk in this zone. Of these only one
was drilled. The borehole results showed thicker than normal overburden
(36,5 m) in this zone and water was struck at a depth of about 73 m in
weathered granite. Four of the five boreholes drilled in this zone
yielded water and the other intersected basic rock.
Apparently the
thickening in overburden along this zone relates to a feature in the
basement. This linear feature could be a zone of jointing or faulting
along which the basic material encountered in the one borehole intruded.
This paper demonstrates how ground geoelectrical studies can be utilized
to help select a suitable site for the disposal of low-level radioactive
waste. One of the most important requirements is that such a site must
have a depth of at least 10 m of rippable material. The Schlumberger
sounding method proved an ideal tool to give a first evaluation of the
distribution and character of the surficial material in the Vaalputs area.
Another important requirement is that the geohydrology of the area must be
understood. The examples discussed here show that where the ground water
occurs in fractures in the crystalline basement underlying the sediment
and weathered basement, rectangle profiling is ideal to study such
aquifers.
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Question

H R N J B ANDERSEN

If a mise a-la-masse survey were conducted in an area
where

no

anomaly

existed,

would

the

resultant

equipotential field measured not be elliptical?
If so did you take this into account when interpreting
the survey you conducted on Vaalputs?

Answer

DR J H DB BEER

Near to the electrode the anomaly will by circular.

Question

MR J N FAURIE

Your

results

over

the

Garing

linear,

both

dipole-dipole and gradient array show the linear as a
resistivity "low".

Why did the mise a-la-masse method

not show the same trend?

Answer

DR J H DE BEER

The water in this borehole was struck at 75 m depth.
To

cause

surface
anomaly.

a

detectable

the

aquifer

The

mise-a-la-masse

must

rectangle

have

a

anomaly

large

profiling

and

at

conductive

the EH work

indicated that even when larger volumes are energized
the

resistivity

small.

The

related

to

geometrically

anomalies

lack
the

of

a

fact

around

mise-a-la-masse

that

small,

this borehole

low

we

are

anomaly

dealing

conductivity

with

are
is
a

anomaly

occurring at depth.

Question

DR B B HAMBLETON-JONES

To what depth can you use resistivity to test the
homogeneity of rock masses?
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Do you think that this can be applied to Vaalputs in
order to locate a solid block of granite for a future
potential HLW repository at depths of 500-1000 m.

Answer

DR J H DE BEER

The depth of investigations depend on the current
electrode separation.

For studies of the deeper

rock layers larger AB separations will have to be
used, but there is no technical obstacle to that.
The direct
most

current

resistivity methods are the

suitable electrical methods

to study high

resistivity rocks and can give you an idea of the
the amount of fracturing present.
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UNSATURATED FLOW CONDITIONS
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UNDER
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30332, USA

ABSTRACT
The environmental impact assessment of a shallow land burial site
for LLW depends on a realistic assessment of the actual and worstcase infiltration rate for water, the retention and drainage
capacity of the trench backfill and underlying soil, the leach rate
under unsaturated flow conditions, and the ion exchange properties
of the soil. Additional factors of importance are the pH of the
water after equilibration with the soil, the existence of suspended
particulates, the presence of any chelating reagents in the waste,
the residual moisture content of the soil, and any tendency to crack
formation.
Extensive modeling has been done to simulate ID and 3D dispersion
effects in waste sites. The presence of interfaces and interstices
can affect flow patterns and reduce the source term, or conversely
increase it by causing ponding. The installation of trench floor
drainage can significantly reduce the source term but only for
soils with a low residual moisture value.
For areas of low or lightly intermittent rain fall conventional
models tend to overestimate impact by assuming flooding of the site
and saturated flow conditions.
To be meaningful a model must
incorporate highly site-specific parameters and the drainage
conditions of the site must be planned carefully.
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1

The

INTRODUCTION

burial

of

low-level

radioactive

wastes

in

near-surface

locations poses a number of challenges. Although the concentration
and activity of its radioactive contents are typically low, and
often of the order of terrestrial background activity in the soil
already, the public perception of this material as posing some
extraordinary hazards has forced many countries into operational
and

regulatory

procedures

that

include

many

multibarrier

precautions and a high level of documentation to "prove" the longterm safety and integrity of the site and its contents. In view of
the long half lives of some of the radioactive nuclides involved,
such as carbon-11, the assessment of the site and the prediction of
any radiological impact, tend to be made over a much longer term
than is customary for any other human technical activity.
concern

over

longer-term

changes

in

local

This

conditions

or

institutional continuity than are otherwise considered, has spawned
such concepts as the "home farm" intruder concept (1)
confinement" approaches.

or "deeper

This striving for ever more certain and

secure methods of disposal has tended to delay decision making,
even when confronted with some very specific deadlines (e.g.2).

Generally speaking two approaches have been adopted in most Western
countries for radioactive waste disposal:

a.

selection

of a chemically

stable waste

form surrounded by

appropriate containers to retard dissolution; and

b.

location of the repository in a geological medium that would

impede incursion of water and retard, by ion exchange and low
hydraulic

conductivity,

any

dissolved waste materials.
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subsequent

migration

of

all

A prescriptive approach has been adopted
regarding
(1,3,1).

acceptable

waste

forms

and

in the United States

emplacement

conditions

Since there are no operating sites that completely meet

the new regulations, and only a limited number of small scale
benchmark tests (5,6), planners for new facilities have had to rely
on

theoretical

facility.

models

to predict

the

performance

of

any

new

Although a number of such models have been described

(7,8,9) there has not been a sufficient number of representative
tests to permit a true validation of these models, partly because
waste migration takes a long time under natural conditions.

Another

problem

in

validating

waste

site

models

lies in the

heterogeneous nature of a typical disposal trench and its contents.
Figure 1 presents a cross section showing some of its main features.
These include the trench wall material, the trench floor, whether
compacted or drained (10), the trench cap and the waste material
itself.

Most models, to simplify

the impact estimate, assume

ultimate failure of the trench cap, immersion of the waste in water,
and fully saturated flow through the underlying soil towards an
equifer.

In view of the tremendous design efforts devoted towards

prevention of such a scenario, it seems reasonable to picture more
realistic conditions with limited water incursion, limited waste
leaching and unsaturated flow in the backfill and the underlying
soil.

These are the conditions addressed in this paper.

2

IMPACT ASSESSMENT PROBLEMS

In assessing long-range

impact, it is usually

"conservatively"

assumed that the waste site is subject to a steady incursion of
water,

which

conditions
primarily

and

flows

through

caused

proportional

the

leaching

burial
of

waste

to volumetric
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subsequent

emergence

of

the

dissolved

radionuclides

in

the

biosphere then occurs primarily by slow movement of water to any
underlying aquifer and retardation of cations by ion exchange on
soil particle surfaces.

This

approach

is

relatively

easy

to

model

and

simplifies

regulation, but tends to lead to an over-estimate of the dose
commitment from the burial site. This is due to several problems
that are not

a.

usually addressed sufficiently:

If the underlying soil is as impermeable as some regulations
advocate, the burial trench will fill up, giving rise to a "bath
tub effect", i.e., over-flowing of the trench and surface runoff that may contain radioactive contaminants.

b.

Except in very sandy soil, water movement through the backfill
is controlled

by hydrostatic pressures resulting in a non-

linear flow regime and unsaturated flow conditions.

c.

Realistically, few disposal sites are located in areas where
the rainfall is sufficiently heavy and continuous to keep the
soil saturated.

In the Southeastern coastal plain of the

United States it is estimated that only 25-27? of rainfall
infiltrates the soil; the rest is removed by surface runoff and
evapotranspiration.

d.

Assuming even moderate drainage of the trench, to avoid a
bathtub, this will normally leave the soil at an intermediate
moisture content between residual moisture content and full
saturation.
composition

The residual moisture content depends on the
of

the

soil,

its

pore

conductivity, and its size distribution.
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size

and

hydraulic

Table 1 indicates

TABLE 1 - SOIL PROPERTIES OF SELECTED SOILS

SOIL

BULK
DENSITY

POROSITY

Rollo Sand

1.4.0

0.472

G.T. Sand

1.38

SP #1

SAND
FRACTION

SILT
FRACTION

CLAY
FRACTION

98.9

1.1

0.0

0.479

97.4

2.6

0.0

1.24

0.32

62.0

9.0

SP #2

1.20

0.547

56.0

FP Soil

1.42

0.466

73.4

SATURATED
HYDRAULIC
CONDUCTIVITY
(cm/day)

RESIDUAL
WATER
CONTENT

0.89$
2000

1.59

29.0

30

10.51

4.0

40.0

60

17.37

15.0

11.4

some typical values for coastal plain soils.

By deliberately

providing for controlled drainage of the trench, soil moisture
can be kept minimal, thus reducing waste leaching (11). Figure
2 shows the measured drainage characteristics for such soils.

e.

In a fairly dry climate, torrential rainfall may result in a
pulse

of

water

passing

through

the

soil

column.

This

introduces a momentary sweep of dissolved waste and will be
discussed later.

f.

The absorptive capacity of clay-bearing soils depends on two
factors:
usually

the ion exchange capacity of the clay particles,
concentrated

along

the

edges

of

the

laminar

particulates, and the water absorption of clay minerals which
results in swelling of particles and the retention of immobile
water that does not contribute
consequence
conductivity

of

this

between

the waste migration.

One

is

that

the

difference

in hydraulic

wet

and

dry

conditions

is

less

for

saturated soils than unsaturated ones (12). The ion exchange
characteristics of soils are usually reported as K

values, a

partition coefficient between ion concentration in solution and
ion density per unit particle surface (13).

Unfortunately,

most of the K^ values have been measured in deionized water with
d
the mineral surfaces freely immersed in an excess concentration
of dissolved

ions.

Measurements at Georgia Tech (14) have

shown that published K. values are of little use under actual
conditions because soil-equilibrated water often contains an
abundance of "hardness ions" (Ca +Mg"+,A1
empt adsorption sites.
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) that readily pre-

As a consequence calcium analogs, such as strontium or barium, are
less readily adsorbed than published K. values would indicate.
Figure 3 shows the results
of some tracer determinations of
migration through an unsaturated soil column for barium, using Ba133 as the tracer (1*0.
g. Finally most impact assessments assume continued use of all of
the water reaching the biosphere as a source of drinking water
for man or animals over the next 10,000 yr. In most locations
suitable as disposal sites, this assumption is probably very
questionable and requires considerable justification. Yet at
this time many U.S. limitations on waste disposal ultimately
depend on the projected dose commitment from this source alone.
3

UNSATURATED FLOW

Unsaturated flow occurs whenever there is insufficient water in a
fine-grained well-compacted soil to fill all of the pore volume.
The hydraulic conductivity under these conditions is difficult to
measure, but can be derived from tensiometer measurements or radiotracer determinations. Since water movement is counteracted by
capillary forces, unsaturated flow tends to be slower than
saturated flow. In addition, at intermediate moisture conditions,
flow tends to follow filled pores. This affects particularly flow
near cavities, such as those created by irregular waste packages
where it has been shown that water tends to move around the cavities
instead of across them.
Radiotracer tests on the effect of unsaturated conditions have
recently been described by Whang (14). Figure H and 5 compare the
flow of the I" ion with that of Ba**, using 1-131 and Ba-133 as the
tracers at various suction potentials.
The experiments were
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performed in long compacted soil columns, 60 cm long, with the
application of different suction heads.

Increased suction, i.e.

lower moisture content slows down the migration of both iodine and
barium substantially.

However, the barium is further retarded by

sorption on soil particulates, while the iodine anion moves with
the water.

The cation retardation depends on the effective K. value which is
greatly reduced for the soil-equilibrated water, where Ca and Mg
provide competing ions.

Consequently, actual migration will depend

on the pH and impurity ("hardness") content of the mobile water as
well as on its saturation condition.

4

SOURCE TERM

The calculational models in common use assume a steady source term
representing the dissolution of waste material into the contacting
water.

For vitrified high-level waste the controlling term is the

diffusion rate of waste ions towards the solid/water interface.
For low-level waste complete water penetration is usually assumed
with the rate-controlling step being the volumetric flow rate.
Because

leaching

of solidified

waste

tends

to be slow, many

comparative laboratory tests have been performed at low pH values.

Under the conditions assumed in this paper, the leach rate would be
determined by the actual pH of the pore water, about 5.6 - 6.2 in
the soils of interest, and the concentration gradient across the
interface. Measurements are under way at Georgia Tech to determine
this effect, but for the moment it is probably adequate to assume a
leach

rate proportional

to the volumetric

flow

rate.

For a

reasonably permeable soil, as one might expect to find in compacted
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backfill, the water content surrounding the waste would be somewhat
above residual moisture content, rising and falling slowly as an
infiltration pulse passes.

Consequently the source terra for waste

leaching could well be much lower over the long terra than that
derived for unsaturated flow or standing water.

5

MIGRATION

The subsequent movement of dissolved ions is strongly dependent on
the nature of the soil, the pH of the water and the quality of the
water. The retardation by sorption has already been referred to and
it is often complicated by the heterogeneous nature of many surface
soils.

In most locations

K, values must be obtained for sited

specific conditions as even soils from neighboring locations may
show a wide spread in composition and hydraulic characteristics
(see Table 1 ) .
The

presence

of

fine

particulates

may

provide

carriers

for

otherwise readily retarded ions (15) and the presence of organic
complexants, such as solvent extraction reagents or fertilizers,
may change the dissolved species (16, 17). This is one of several
factors

that has restricted

the acceptability

of most organic

wastes in radioactive waste burial sites.
The water seepage rate is the rate-determining process for most
well-selected disposal sites and if water movements towards the
nearest aquifer is slow enough, variations in waste form and waste
containers are of secondary importance. Site selection, therefore,
must stress the availability of a fracture-free substrate, fairly
impermeable and well above the water table.

It obviously helps if

the site is in a dry climate and any occasional heavy rainfall can
be readily diverted or drained off.
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6

CONCLUSIONS

The existence of unsaturated flow conditions modifies the usual
assumptions regarding the predicted impact of waste burial sites
and affects both the waste leach conditions and the migration
rate.
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Question

PHOK G SANDQU1ST

Nuclide transport under unsaturated flow conditions is
very

sensitive

boundary

to

the 1ime-dependent ground

conditions

such

pressure and humidity.

as

ambient

surface

temperature,

Does your model account for

these?

Answer

PROF G G EICHHOLZ

These effects primarily affect the surface layer.
the

waste

region,

flow

is determined

by

In

hydraulic

pressures, typically greater than barometric effects.
Humidity is part of the water regime and temperature
will be relatively steady.

Question

D R B B HAMBLETON- JONES

Have you considered the influence of vapour flow on
your model?
Do you think it is important?

Answer

PROF G G EICHHOLZ

No, I don't think it is important in the waste zone,
though
layer.

it may

effect

evaporation

rates at

the cap

Further down vapour effects are included in

unsaturated water flow and interactive conditions.

Question

MR C J OSPINA KSPERON

Can

you

please

comment

on

the

importance

of

the

package for low-level waste disposal, and what kind of
credit do you give to it for long term storage, say
300-400 years.
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Answer

PROF G G EICHHOLZ

Since packages and containers will not survive long
under very wet conditions, I believe it is important
to

control

infiltration

by

cap

design,

and

leach

conditions by minimizing water contact.

Question

MR L T LAKEY

How important are waste form and container integrity
in the performance of a shallow land burial facility
for LLW?

Answer

PROF G G EICHHOLZ

Because of the variability of LLW waste materials I
would

give

priority

to

minimising

water

contact.

Compaction and dry waste forms are helpful, but may
not always be effective over long periods.

Question

DR H F RoHM

Have I understood your studies correctly?

You propose

a shallow burial trench that drains quickly and that
some of the drained water is then passed through a
"soil column" with appropriate chemical properties to
absorb (withhold) the radioactive contaminents as long
as possible.

This

"soil

column" does not

form an

intergral part of the trench but is located separately.

Answer

PROF G G EICHHOLZ

For

very

permeable

backfill

material

it

becomes

important to avoid backing up the water into the waste
layer,
helpful.

and

a

drain

and

off-site

sorption

may

be

This is less important if infiltrations are

low anyhow.
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Question

MR P E MOORE

What trench design would you recommend for trenches in
the unsaturated zone which have a clay e.g. non-free
draining backfill?

Answer

PROF G G EICHHOLZ

In that case there may be little benefit in a free
draining base layer; instead a moist layer may form at
the

interface.

backfill

will

However
be

it must be remembered

somewhat.

more

permeable

that
than

undisturbed soil and water contact with waste should
be minimised.
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ABSTRACT
Current strategies for the management of all types of radioactive wastes
have as their ultimate aim the disposal of these wastes safely isolated
from man's environment.
The primary concern in establishing the
suitability of a site is the safety of disposal and therefore an
essential requirement is a safety assessment.
This paper outlines a
methodology developed by Electrowatt Engineering Services (UK) Limited
for performing safety assessments of radioactive waste disposal systems.
The methodology consists of a step by step approach from establishing the
virgin site characteristics, to predicting the risk from releases in the
future (up to millions of years).
Both simple and more complex
mathematical models are used. The simpler models are used to give a
first indication of the safety of the system and to help identify data
requirements for more complex models.
The simpler models are also
suitable for use in non-deterministic type computations using codes such
as SYVAC.
The disposal system is divided into three regions namely near field, far
field and biosphere. In the near field the effectiveness of the chosen
engineered barriers are assessed in terms of their ability to provide
both physical and chemical containment of the radionuclides. For the far
field the ability of the chosen site is assessed in terms of inhibiting
the transport of nuclides from the near field to the biosphere. Both a
reference system and release enhancing scenarios are assessed. In the
biosphere various exposure pathways can be analysed based on current
human habits and projected future hypothetical practices.
The approach is described in the light of assessments performed for
British Nuclear Fuels pic (UK), Department of the Environment (UK),
Physlkallsch Technische Bundesanstalt (D), Nationale Genossenschaft fuer
die Lagerung Radioaktiver AbfSlle (CH) and Nuclear Industry Radioactive
Waste Executive (UK).

*This paper was presented by A JACOBI (Jnr) on behalf of J FITZPATRICK et al.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Disposal of radioactive waste within geological formations, is
currently being examined in a number of countries. Electrowatt
has, over the past several years, been involved in the various
aspects of such assessments. This has been in a number of
areas, ranging from inventory calculations and nuclide
selection, code development, strateqy formulation, and site
specific radiological safety assessments. The methodology
descibed here was evolved durinq the performance of these
assessments.
The primary objective is the assessment of post-closure
radiological safety within the framework of the regulatory
process.
In view of the lonq-term nature of potential
radiological detriment, and recognisinq that present-day safety
and that of future generations are weighted equally, it is
necessary for radiological assessments to consider extended
timescales (tens of millions of years). Over such timescales
many uncertainties arise and many possible release and exposure
scenarios may be postulated.
Radiological criteria are
therefore stated in terms of maximum permitted risk (as opposed
to dose) sometimes (e.g. Ref.l for the UK) such that
probability may be included in the assessment.
Apart from demonstrating requlatory compliance, radiological
assessment is an inteqral part of the process of investigating
and screening potential sites as well as developing the
repository design. If performed as part of a site screening
process, radiological assessment assures that potential sites
upon which design and investigatory resources are expended do
represent sound options in terms of potential authorisation.
2

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

The methodology is shown in the form of an activity flow chart
in Figure 1 and selected activities are described below. Each
may be considered as a single step, however as the figure
indicates the process is in reality iterative. Each scenario
is analysed in turn, and in addition the overall procedure may
be the subject of a two-pass approach (preliminary and detailed
assessment).
2.1

Preliminary Assessment

As stated above, a preliminary assessment may be undertaken for
the purpose of screening a potential site (or sites). It may
also be required to support an initial regulatory and/or
planninq application for the purpose of gaining consent for
site investigation. In terms of preparation for detailed
assessment, the results of a preliminary assessment may also:
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quide the development of the repository desiqn
identify those features of the site requirinq
investiqation in relation to radioloqical safety.
identify possible requirements and priorities for
research
and
development
in
support
of
understandinq and modellinq of release mechanisms
and processes.
Preliminary assessment follows the approach indicated in Fiqure
1 but may make use of simplified calculations and assumptions
and may neqlect certain elements of the overall procedure (e.q.
the probabilistic risk assessment).
2.2

Detailed Assessment

Following a successful preliminary assessment, detailed
assessment is undertaken for the purposes of confirminq the
suitability of the site and of the desiqn, as well as forming
the basis of a detailed safety report demonstrating compliance
with requlatory criteria.
Detailed assessment can take
advantaqe of completed specific to the particular site.
2.3

Description of Radiological Assessment Methodology

2.3.1

Information Collection

The three main areas for which information is required are the
repository, the qeosphere and the biosphere.
Reqardinq the repository, the proposed desiqn (including
backfill material and methods of closure) must be defined
together with details of the radioactive waste inventory,
encapsulation material, and disposal package. For preliminary
assessments this is likely to be available only in conceptual
terms.
Regarding the geosphere,
a detailed understanding of the
regional qeoloqy ana1 hTdroqeoloqy is required. First it is
necessary
to
establish
the
overall
geological
and
hydrogeological characteristics of the region in which the
repository site lies. A 'study area' is then defined,
encompassing the salient features which will affect the site
geologically and hydrogeologically, as well as including the
locations of potential releases to the biosphere (biosphere
receptors). Assuming that transport of nuclides from the
repository to the biosphere is dominated by groundwater
effects, the extent of this study area will be dictated by
natural features controlling qroundwater flow throuqh the
region.
Regarding biosphere, features of concern relate to pathways to
man and include the characteristics of biosphere receptors as
well as factors determining modelling parameters (e.q. transfer
coefficients). It must be recognised that releases from the
repository may occur over a wide area in relation to the
repository itself.

3S4

The extent to which a meaninqful oreliminary assessment can be
performed without on-site investigation depends upon the extent
to which the site and reqional characteristics are documented
by way of, for example, existinq borehole records associated
with qroundwater abstraction, mineral abstraction, and previous
exploration.
2.3.2

Definition of Physical Model

This refers to the understanding and representation (for
subsequent mathematical modelling) of the repository, the
qeosphere and the biosphere based upon interpretation of
information available. This will ranqe from details of packaqe
desiqn to reqional qeoloqy. Examples are shown in Figure 2.
2.3.3

Definition of Scenarios and model!inq

In view of the extended timescale beinq considered, it is
necessary to examine processes as well as discrete events which
may affect the potential radioloqical detriment. In order to
take account of such effects, release scenarios are defined:
Reference release scenario, based upon presentday
qeoloqy
and hydroqeoloqy.
Applicable
throuqhout the analysis, this scenario is
expected to represent the early state of the site
and the repository.
Release enhancing scenarios which may incorporate
time-dependent processes and discrete events
occurrinq durinq the study period.
Such
scenarios represent deviations from the Reference
release scenario.
Unless the repository is situated in a completely dry formation
e.g. a massive evaporite formation, the reference release
scenario for a deep repository will be dominated by the process
of qroundwater ingress into the waste packaqes, dissolution of
radioactive species, subsequent migration of nuclides through
the repository and surroundinq qeosphere by the processes of
diffusion and advection, and eventual release at biosphere
receptors. Releases to the biosphere may be into surface water
bodies (natural e.q. rivers, lakes, the sea - or man-made e.q.
wells
for qroundwater
abstraction),
and/or
by
contamination of deep soil and subsequent entry into food
chains.
Based upon the physical model of the site, a mathematical model
is constructed and appropriate boundary conditions are defined
to enable simulation of qroundwater flow. This must be
verified by reference to known characteristics and it may be
necessary to perform sensitivity studies on uncertain
parameters and boundary conditions in order to establish
confidence in the model.

3S5

Dependinq upon the complexity of the reqional qeoloqy and
hydroqeoloqy, as well as the staqe of assessment (preliminary
or detailed), the model will be two- or three- dimensional. A
typical two-dimensional representation is qiven in Fiqure 3.
In qeneral initial modellinq will be performed usinq a coarse
qrid, followed by detailed analysis with the repository
included.
Durinq the process of proqressive refinement,
additional site date may be collected in accordance with
requirements defined on the basis of model!inq experience.
A cataloque of possible scenarios is compiled from a knowledqe
of the qeoloqy, physioqraphy and hydroqeoloqy of the reqion,
auqmented by knowledqe of larqe scale qeoloqical evolution
(e.q. plate tectonics). Scenarios resultinq from enqineerinq
features of the repository and chanqes in water resource use
are also examined.
Release enhancinq scenarios may include, for example, tectonic
movements, faultinq, seismic activity, climatic chanqes and the
failure of sealinq arranqements of boreholes and shafts.
Direct releases due to intrusion or magmatic events can also
occur.
Each scenario must be examined in terms of how it may influence
release, miqration, and pathways to man, relative to the
Reference release scenario. It must of course be recoqnised
that the processes and events beinq considered need not be
mutually exclusive, hence scenarios may include individual
occurences to particular events and processes, but in some
cases
such
probabilities
may approach
unity
on a
time-independent basis (e.q. in the case of climatic change and
certain tectonic movements).
In order to reduce the number of release enhancinq scenarios to
be examined, these are qrouped together accordinq to the
miqration - related parameters which they may affect. The
qroups identified are:
For releases via qroundwater:
-

Path length
Miqration rate
Dilution factors

For direct releases:
- Mass of material
- Time of intrusion
- Dispersion mechanism
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2.3.4

Analyses of Release, Transport and Risk

It is desirable as a first steD to define a waste inventory in
a simplified (reduced) form, experience indicatinq that not all
of the radioactive species will have a significant effect on
the overall results. As indicated in Fiqure 4, a number of
fission products decay prior to release and may thus be iqnored
(except that any lonq-lived dauqhter products must be taken
into account).
Initially the transport and release scenarios are explored by
performance of preliminary scopinq calculations. These enable
siqnificant scenarios and nuclides to be identified so that
subsequent analysis may be restricted.
Release modellinq takes account of physical and chemical
processes within the repository from which a source term
(defininq time-dependent concentrations of radioactive species
within the repository) is derived. Concentrations may be
limited by chemical solubility in qroundwater or by absolute
inventory of each nuclide. They may also be a function of
isotopic dilution, an example (-omprisinq only active isotopes)
beinq indicated in Fiqure 5. The effect of the chemical reqime
(pH, eH) is of prime importance here, and its evolution with
time is modelled as well. For a preliminary assessment, a
simple equilibrium source term is in most cases satisfactory.
Miqration rnodellinq throuqh the qeosp'nere may utilise one, two
or three dimensional modellinq dependinq on the uniformity of
the qeoloqical
strata, that of the qroundwater flow
distribution and the relative maqnitudes of diffusive/advective
transport processes. An example of a typical release, showinq
nuclide concentration contours indicated durinq two-dimensional
modellinq, is illustrated in Fiqure 6. This was obtained usinq
the TARGET-EWE computer code (Ref. 2) on a DoE - sponsored
research prqramme.
Dose model!inq typically utilises predictive compartment
modellinq of the biosphere with representation of fluxes and/or
concentrations due to releases from the qeosphere and internal
transfers. Such models include receptor compartments such as
well, a river, an estuary, the sea, or the deep soil. This is
calculated usinq for example, the TRENDS computer code (Ref. 3)
2.3.5

Probabilistic Risk Assessment

For the purpose of preliminary assessment, it may be adequate
to perform risk calculations based upon conservative estimates
of parameter and data values. Based upon current knowledqe,
probabilities may be assiqned to the occurence of the different
release scenarios. Simplistically, probabilities of each qroup
of scenarios may be assiqned values of unity in which case the
results represent upper estimates of risk. So lonq as such
upper estimates fall within the requlatory limits, the approach
is useful as a screeninq tool for potential sites. However, in
a detailed assessment, a full probabilistic analysis includinq
parameter and data uncertainties, as well as their
time-dependence, must be considered.
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Such an approach is utilised in the LISA (Ref. 4) and SYVAC
computer codes. The SYVAC code oriqinated in Canada (Ref. 5)
and was further developed and adopted to UK conditions by UK
contractors (includinq Electrowatt) on behalf of the DoE (Ref.
6). It is well suited to performance of probabilistic risk
assessment and has been utilised in the UK for DoE 'dry run'
assessments of reference waste disposal facilities.
The code employs a parameter samplinq technique in conjunction
with relatively simple models for the simulation of release,
transport and dose to man.
This facilitates realistic
computinq times. Those parameter values and combinations found
to dominate risk are re-assessed usinq the detailed
deterministic models in order to confirm the results and where
appropriate to calibrate simple sub-models beinq used in the
overall probabilistic model. The process thus enables economic
utilisation of detailed modellinq and overall simulation
techniques. Presently, probabilistic methods are beinq further
developed in the United Kinqdom under the auspices of the
Department of the Enviroment by Electrowatt in conjunction with
the other UK contractors.
3

Examples of Assessments

3.1

Deep repository in evaporite

A radiological assessment of a deep repository in a thin
evaporite formation was carried out. The content of the
repository was Intermediate Level Waste qenerated by a complete
fuel cycle, includinq reprocessinq. The Reference Release was
due to diffusion from the repository thouqh Marl to an
overlyinq aquifer servinq a well.
The most severe Release Enhancinq Scenario was found to be the
result of gradual evaporite dissolution, followed by collapse
of the overlyinq strata. This leads to a lowerinq of
permebility and increased advective flow into the overlyinq
aquifer. The resultinq total risk for serious health effects
was shown to be below the regulatory limit of 10~6 per year.
3.2

Generic UK Sites

Licensinq authorities in the UK require that conditioning
plants for radwaste qenerate a finished product (encapsulation
matrix and package) that does not prejudice currently envisaqed
disposal routes. It has been necessary to show this for a
number of waste streams, all encapsulated in cement. This is
done by examininq three notional but plausible sites, one in
clay, one in shale and one in qranite.
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The Reference Release is by advection and diffusion into an
aquifer which suDDiies a river. The Release Enhancinq Scenario
considered here was human intrusion in the form of borehole
drilling and close inspection of the core. Results were shown
to comply with requlatory requirements.
3.3

A Clay/Chalk Site

A radioloqical assessment was carried out for a site of well
known qeological and hydroqeoloqical characteristics, usinq the
methodology described here. The waste inventory was made up of
Intermediate Activity Level. This assessment was carried out
to compare and analyse results obtained usinq the probabilistic
SYVAC method (Ref. 5).
The Reference Release is by advection and diffusion into an
aquifer which feeds into a river. The Release enhancinq
scenarios are dominated by faulting causinq increased artesian
flow in a valley located in the vicinity of the repository.
3.4

Deep Sea Disposal

As p a r t of the UK Deparmtent of the Enviroment's study of High
Level Waste Disposal, Electrowatt is c u r r e n t l y assessinq the
radioloqical impact of v i t r i f i e d HLW. Three disposal options
are
being
considered:
drilled
implacement,
penetrator
emplacement and the lowering of a repository to the sea bed.
The methodolqy discussed above is being used, but in a d d i t i o n ,
a p r o b a b i l i s t i c approach i s also beinq considered.
4
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Question

DR G SIBIYA

1.

How many transport parameters can you include in
your programs TARGET and TRANSCOMPUTER?

2.

What is the total number of sampling points in
2-D and 3-D that can be used?

Answer

MR A JACOBI

Trends

will

account

for

transport

in

one

dimension. Input parameters describe advection,
longitudinal

dispersion,

sorption

and

radioactive decay.
TARGET is a more sophisticated code which models
both flow and solute transport.

TARGET can cater

for the following:
-

regional

(rivers,

or

local

recharge

or

discharge

wetlands etc.)

- hydraulic and density induced pressure gradients
- compressibility of matrix and water
- variable saturation
- material property variations
- boundary conditions of all types (head, flux,
or

mixed)

- injection or extraction wells
- mass transport by advection and dispersion,
including density effects
- viscosity effects
- sorption and chemical reactions
- radioactive decay

2.

The

number

of

sample

version of TARGET is ten.
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points

in

the

present

Question

D R H U BREWITZ

You mentioned the term "completely dry formation"
1.

Can you elaborate on this term and explain what

are the characteristics
formation?
2.

01 a complete dry

Is it possible in the initial stage of a site
identification process to select a dry formation
on the basis of these characteristics?

Answer

MR A JACOBI

The

paper

1

was

presenting

reads:

"Unless

the

repository is situated in a completely dry formation,
e.g.

a

massive

evaporite

formation,

the

reference

release scenario is dominated by groundwater ingress"
1 personally recognise
dry

formations.

formations

that there are no completely

However,

processes

other

for

relatively

than groundwater

dry

ingress

may dominate the release of radioactivity to receptors.
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A B S T R A C T
In the United States, shallow land burial has been the
principal method of low-level radioactive waste disposal for
the past 24 years. Experience has included disposal sites in
both arid and humid environments. This paper provides a
general overview of the experience to date at the arid sites
with contrasts to the humid site experience. Current practices
are reviewed with respect to surface water management, trench
construction and disposal operations, environmental monitoring
of air, water, groundwater, soil and vegetation. Recent site
specific impact assessments and relevant physical and chemical
site parameters are discussed and compared with those for humid
disposal sites.
As a result of recent federal legislation, new disposal sites
are soon to be developed in various regions of the country.
Site selection, licensing and development of these new
facilities will be governed by federal regulations which have
been developed on the basis of past experience and research.
Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations Part 61, "Licensing
Requirements fcr Land Disposal of Radioactive Waste", sets
forth certain site suitability requirements and performance
objectives with respect to acceptable levels of Impact to man
and the environment. Guidelines for the site selection process
and site characterisation are also provided. In this paper,
these requirements and their conceptual bases are discussed,
particularly In relation to Implementation at an arid location.
Another rule, 40 Code of Federal Regulations Part 193 Is being
developed to establish "Standards for Low-Level Radioactive
Waste Disposal". This rule is being supported by a risk
assessment computer model developed by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency. The risk assessment computer
•odel and related risk assessment models/techniques are
discussed in this paper along with the relevant factors of
concern for arid disposal sites. These factors Include
cllaatologic, groundwater and vadose zone characteristics.
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Arid locations present unique difficulties in characterization
and environmental Monitoring. New trends in investigation and
modeling technique.;, instrumentation and sampling are discussed,
INTRODUCTION
In the United States, arid disposal sites for low-level
radioactive waste (LLRW) have had the best performance records,
and for that reason, less is known about them. At humid sites,
where the performance has been less than desirable, millions of
dollars have been spent in studying the geologic and hydrologic
systems. We have a detailed understanding of the performance
mechanisms of humid sites where saturated porous flow is the
principal area of concern. At the arid sites, where we have
had our greatest success, we do not have widespread agreement
on how to analyze these successes and translate this experience
to predict the performance of other arid locations. Site
selection guidelines have been developed, largely to avoid the
problems experienced at humid sites. These guidelines can be
used in arid site selection, but arid sites present certain
difficulties in evaluation and monitoring in this concept.

2

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The United States has been disposing of LLRW since the early
1940's, almost exclusively by shallow land burial since 1962.
Prior to that time ocean disposal also was practiced. There
were six commercial LLRW land disposal sites licensed in the
United States between 1962 and 1971. Four of these were in
humid areas of the eastern United States and two were in arid
areas of the western United States.^»2
Although none of the sites in the United States have caused any
damage or threat of damage to human health, all of the humid
area sites have experienced less than desirable performance or
constraints on their design and operation have been imposed by
the unfavorable environment. The performance problems have
been chiefly attributed to three conditions:
1.

the trench cover was more permeable than the
surrounding soil allowing perclpitation to Infiltrate
and collect In the trenches leading to the "bathtub"
effect.

2.

disposal trenches were completed and closed when
they contained significant quantities of rain water.

3.

the compressible, degradable and unstable nature of
much of the waste being burled lead to subsidence of the
trench cover contributing to surface water infiltration
Into the trenches.
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• Open
• Closed

Commercial low-level radioactive waste disposal sites.

Figure 1.
(EG&G I d a h o , I n c . , Ref. 2)
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Each of these conditions led to filling of the trenches with
water and subsequent small releases of radioactivity through
surface and groundwater pathways. At the one humid area
facility which appears to have performed acceptably to date,
the facility design and operations are constrained by a shallow
groundwater table and the need for continuing management of
relatively heavy precipitation and surface water runoff.*
At the arid area sites, their acceptable performance is chiefly
attributable to one simple factor, and that is climate.
Without the low precipitation and high evaporative rates, these
sites would likely have experienced similar problems to those
in the eastern United States. Climate alone, however, does not
provide the perfect situation for LLRW disposal. There are
many other factors which must be taken into consideration to
take full advantage of the opportunity presented by the arid
climate. Some of these factors are better understood than
others. For instance, many desert areas are subject to
occasional, highly erosive flash flooding. Although these
events cannot be accurately predicted, it is standard practice
to predict the magnitudes and locations of these potential
effects. On the other hand, the potential for subsurface
migration of radioactive elements is controlled principally by
unsaturated flow conditions. The mechanisms for unsaturated
zone transport of radionuclides are not well understood and are
widely debated.
3

CURRENT PRACTICE

As a result of the problems experienced at the disposal sites
in the late 60's and 70's, the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission established new regulations which are embodied in
Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations Part 61 (10 CFR Part
61).^ These regulations require, among other things,
improvements in shallow land burial practices related to new
site selection requirements, facility design requirements and
performance objectives. In the humid, eastern United States,
it is unlikely that a site can be found where the performance
objectives can be met using standard shallow land burial
practices. Significant engineering enhancements or alternative
disposal methods are likely to be required due to shallow
groundwater conditions, higher precipitation and seasonal
weathering effects on disposal unit covers. In the arid areas
of the country, however, shallow land burial techniques should
prove acceptable providing site suitability requirements are
satisfied.
The United States Regulation 10 CFR Part 61 establishes ten
specific site suitability requirements. These requirements and
their applicability to site selection In an arid region are
described as follows:^
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Requirement 1. "The disposal site shall be capable of being
characterized, modeled, analyzed and monitored."
This is a requirement which is of great importance at both arid
and humid locations. Groundwater contamination is less likely
to occur at an arid site and if it occurs, it is likely to
require a much greater period of time. However, groundwater
contamination at an arid site is generally more difficult to
remediate due to the significant depth to groundwater and
normally low velocity. Groundwater in arid locations is also
usually more precious than that in humid locations. If the
geohydrologic system at a potential location is very complex,
then it is very difficult to predict the performance of the
facility and provide reasonable assurance that cost effective
remedial actions can be implemented on a timely basis.
Requirement 2. "Within the region or state where the facility
is to be located, a disposal site should be selected so that
projected population growth and future developments are not
likely to affect the ability of the disposal facility to meet
the performance objectives."
Arid disposal site locations are generally very suitable with
respect to this requirement since population densities are
normally quite low and projected growth and potential for
future developments are minimal.
Requirement 3. "Areas must be avoided having known natural
resources which, if exploited, would result in failure to meet
the performance objectives."
For any disposal site location, it is necessary to conduct
adequate investigations to determine that no economically
viable natural resources are present. The development of such
resources could breach the security of the closed disposal
facility and result in radiation exposure to the inadvertent
intruders and potentially the local populace.
Requirement 4. "The disposal site must be generally well
drained and free of areas of flooding or frequent ponding.
Waste disposal shall not take place in a 100-year flood plain,
coastal high-hazard area or wet land."
Although precipitation in arid regions may be low, localized
areas may be subject to periodic flash flooding. These
locations must be avoided since they obviously represent high
erosion potentials and probably include groundwater recharge
areas.
Requirement 5. "Upstream drainage areas must be minimized to
decrease the amount of runoff which could erode or inundate
waste disposal units."
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Most potential disposal site locations have upgradient areas
which could discharge surface water on to and across the
disposal facility. This surface water movement across the site
should be minimized and controlled. Optimal location of the
facility will minimize the upstream drainage areas and
topographic modifications such as berms or dikes or engineered
structures can be utilized to divert surface water drainage
around the facility.
One item that should be of concern is the potential effects
from upstream development activities. Offsite construction and
construction activities related to buildings, pavements and
drainage channel modifications, can have serious effects on the
surface water impacting on the disposal facility. This is of
less concern for an arid site location since the potential for
upstream developments is much less than that in humid regions.
Requirement 6. "The disposal site must provide sufficient
depth to the water table that groundwater intrusion, perennial
or otherwise, into the waste will not occur."
Water contact with waste materials should be avoided since
water is of primary concern in the mobilization of radioactive
waste constituents. A site location should be sought with
sufficient depth to the water table to guarantee that the
highest fluctuation of the groundwater will not enter the
disposal unit. Additionally, sufficient depth between the
bottom of the trenches and the groundwater table should be
available to provide a vertical buffer zone adequate to allow
monitoring for potential vertical migration of waste
constituents. This monitoring would be effected by various
types of unsaturated zone monitoring systems.
Requirement 7. "The hydrogeologic unit used for disposal shall
not discharge groundwater to the surface within the disposal
site."
Arid regions are generally particularly accommodating to this
requirement. Usually, large areas are available which
contribute to neither groundwater recharge nor discharge.
Requirement 8. "Areas must be avoided where tectonic processes
such as faulting, folding, seismic activity, or vulcanism may
occur with such frequency and extent to significantly affect
the ability of the disposal site to meet the performance
objectives, or may preclude defensible modeling and prediction
of long-term impacts."
This requirement is of equal importance to both arid and humid
site locations.
Requirement 9. "Areas must be avoided where surface geologic
processes such as mass wasting, erosion, slumping, land
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sliding, or weathering occur with such frequency and extent to
significantly affect the ability of the disposal site to meet
the performance objectives, or may preclude defensible modeling
and prediction of long-term impacts."
Arid regions are usually susceptible to water erosion in
relatively defined and localized areas; however, wind erosion
is of general concern to these areas, whereas, it may have
little effect in humid site locations. Areas should be avoided
where the surface features can be significantly altered over
short periods of time by wind erosion and deposition. This
requires that the local soil materials at the surface contain a
sufficient fraction of stable particle sizes to prevent
significant reduction of the cover thickness, or worse,
exposure of the buried waste materials.
Requirement 10. "The disposal site must not be located where
nearby facilities or activities could adversely impact the
ability of the site to meet the performance objectives, or
significantly mask the environmental monitoring program."
This requirement is of equal importance to site locations in
arid and humid environments.
4

IMPACTS ON MAN

The United State Environmental Protection Agency is developing
environmental radiation protection standards for LLRW disposal
facilities.^ in support of this development process, the EPA is
conducting risk assessments on the potential impacts of these
disposal activities. The risk assessments are being done for
generic situations representing the three typical climatic and
hydrogeologic situations in the United States. A series of
computer codes known as PRESTO-POP (Prediction of radiation
effects from shallow trench operations-population effects), is
being used for this purpose.
The computer codes being used by the EPA have two basic
functions. One set of codes models the transport of
radionuclides from a disposal facility through several exposure
pathways to a designated receptor location representative of
the local population. For example, the radioactive contents of
the disposal unit may contaminate the groundwater or surface
water supplies if the trench cover is damaged and precipitation
allowed to enter. If contaminated water overflows the trench,
wind erosion may allow the contamination to be transported
through the air pathway. Another set of computer codes deals
with computing the health and genetic effects that may result
from the exposures predicted by the first set of routines.
Health effects are also separated according to exposure
pathway, such as lngestion, inhalation, and Immersion.
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The pathways analysis used by the EPA considers both off-site
and on-site pathways through which man can be exposed to
radioactive waste. The on-slte pathways are as follows:
1.

food grown on-site - radionuclides are brought to the
surface by intruder construction activities or
burrowing animals, or plant roots extending into the
waste. Food grown in on-site gardens is assumed to
absorb radionuclides from the inventories available to
the plants.

2.

direct gamma exposure - intruders live or work on the
site placed over the closed trenches and are exposed to
gamma radiation from buried waste, excavated soil, and
plant intake of soluble radionuclides.

3.

inhalation - radioactive dust is stirred up by workers
and later by intruders digging into the waste.

Off-site pathways are considered as listed below:
1.

2.

Well water - a nearby well used for irrigation,
livestock, or domestic purposes is contaminated
with leachate from the waste trenches.
Inhalation - either a trench fire or a waste
incinerator may be a source of contaminated gas
and particulate matter.

3.

Regional water - a major aquifer becomes contaminated
and a well is installed, or radioactive leachate is
discharged into the ground surface and subsequently
discharged to a surface stream.

A.

Facility overflow - disposal trenches accumulate
water and eventually overflow because of excessive
trench cap failure.

5.

Surface erosion - the cover, and subsequently the
waste itself are eroded. Radioactive contaminants
may reach nearby surface waters.

Potential impacts from the operation of a low-level waste
disposal site can be characterized in three areas:
1.

Potential pathways for exposure to radioactive
materials and consequent effects on human health.

2.

Impacts on economics

3.

Impacts on transportation
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PRECIPITATION
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AT RETAROED VILOCITIEI

STREAM
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AOUIPER

TRANSPORT THROUGH AQUIFER AT RETAROEO VCLOCITIEI

Hydrologlc and atMospheric transport pathways
used In PRESTO-VOP.
Figure 2.
(U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Ref. 6)

Each of a variety of release/transport/pathway combinations
represents a complex series of interactions which are affected
by specific waste characteristics, environmental conditions and
disposal site operating procedures. Of the many exposure
mechanisms which could occur from LLRW sites, only a few of
these are conceivable from typical arid locations.? The
potential pathways and their applicability are described in the
following paragraphs.
Operational period/wind

transport:

During the period of facility operations, exposure pathways
could be initiated by operational accidents, for example, a
package could fall while being hoisted and break open; the
waste could be in a dust form which could escape and be blown
off the site by the wind, thus exposing humans down wind. This
is a plausible potential scenario for any disposal facility.
Another scenario, in which wind erosion might uncover the waste
and the wind would then carry contaminated materials off site,
is not necessarily a viable exposure pathway at an arid
facility if proper design is employed that includes the
placement of gravel and cobbles or other wind erosion
protection material over the surface of the trench.
Operational Period/Surface Water:
A typical surface water pathways scenario is potential off-site
exposures due to surface runoff from contaminated on-site
soil. Since flooding of an arid location that is sufficient to
cause erosion and contaminate off-site surface water is
unlikely, this type of pathway is not normally considered.
Institutional Control Period/Groundwater

Transport:

Groundwater transport pathways result from rain water filtering
through trench covers into the waste after operations have
ceased and subsequently dissolving and transporting
radionuclides. These radionuclides could then theoretically
reach a groundwater well or surface water drinking water
supply. Although this is a viable pathway, the relative risk
for a properly sited arid location is likely to be very low.
For instance, a recent United States Geological Survey study of
the arid site at Beatty, Nevada, concluded that the downward
transport of radionuclides by this pathway could proceed only
at a maximum rate of 4 centimeters per thousand years.^
Institutional Control Period/Direct Access:
Direct radiation exposure pathways could occur for inadvertent
intruders, such as inhabitants who farm the site long after its
closure. These people could be exposed by digging into the
waste while constructing a house, drinking water from a
contaminated well, eating food grown on the site, or living in
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a house on the site. Another example of a direct access
pathway could be in the case of people drilling for mineral,
energy, or other natural resources. These pathways are
speculative, but are used by regulatory agencies to set upper
limits on the concentrations of radionuclides disposed in the
waste and to define design and operating requirements. Because
of these regulatory requirements, however, no substantial
quantity of long-lived radionuclides are allowed in LLRW, and
wastes are placed at depths such that these scenarios are not
considered viable for an arid location.
Instititional Control Period/Surface Water:
Another exposure pathway would result from surface water
transport of radioactive contamination on the surface of the
ground (resulting from inadvertent intruder activities or
through waste exposed due to erosion). Again, because flood
potential is limited at an arid location, these scenarios are
inapplicable.
Institutional Control Period/Wind:
Exposure pathways could result from wind transporting
contaminated materials uncovered by erosion. The materials
could then be carried off to nearby areas and reach soil and
plants. Humans would be Impacted by direct exposure in the
air, as well as indirectly through food. These pathways are
viable scenarios only if the site is not engineered to prevent
surface erosion.
5

TECHNICAL CHALLENGES

Arid site locations represent desirable situations for LLRW
disposal and also present special technical challenges with
respect to predicting the actual performance of these
locations. One of the more significant pathways for
transporting the released radionuclides from an LLRW disposal
site to the biosphere is the hydrologic pathway. The
radionuclides can be released by leaching, breaching of the
disposal site by slow degradation of the disposal facility, by
trench flooding, or by waste spillage during disposal. The
wastes can contaminate surface water, groundwater, atmospheric
water, or any combination of these parts of the hydrosphere.
A large number of hydrogeologic and climatic parameters are
necessary to characterize the release scenarios. Climatic
factors are most Important in the case of land use, such as
through reuse of the land of farming or pasture. Concentration
of radionuclides in the soils and plants of these areas could
bring a wider portion of the population into contact with the
released radionuclides. For these release pathways, the near
surface, microclimatological parameters are the most useful,
yet are the ones least understood and most difficult to
quantify. In fact, in arid regions, they are the ones which
are most variable and unpredictable for the localized area.
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The hydrologlc parameters which are least understood are thos<»
concerned with the movement of fluid through the unsaturated
zone. Unsaturated zone flow mechanisms are not only poorly
understood, but quantifying the parameters which control this
flow is a controversal subject on which there is little
agreement. Hydrologic processes and pathways in saturated
formations are better understood, and quantifying these
parameters is an established practice.
Beyond the characterization and modeling of these facilities,
monitoring also represents particular problems. In the
unsaturated zone around and beneath an arid disposal facility,
the capillary potential of the soil can be several bars of
negative pressure. Normal methods for monitoring and sampling
any potential moisture flow through this zone is ineffective.
Methods which are being attempted to date include the use of
such devices as thermocouple-psychrometers to measure the
soil-matrix potential.9 For sampling of soil moisture in areas
where suction lysimeters are no longer effective, open bottomed
well casings have been used to allow direct access for soil
sampling and subsequent moisture extractions.

SUMMARY
The historical experience at arid LLRW sites has been superior
to that of humid area sites. The humid site problems have been
studied in minute detail; and as a result, less is known about
arid site performance mechanisms than at humid locations.
Although arid climates are desirable, many other siting factors
must be considered to take full advantage of the arid site
opportunities. These include avoiding geologic and
geohydrologic hazards, and quantifying release potentials
through appropriate pathways. Suitable sites must be capable
of being adequately characterized, modeled and monitored.
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Question

DR J J BARNARD

1.

What are the specifications for the permeability
of

the clay

to allow for attenuation

leachate

minimum?
2.

What

is

the

distance

between

lowest

level of

waste and the maximum high level of groundwater?
3.

Is

there

any

radioactive

difference

waste

in

disposal

specifications

sites

compared

for
with

disposal sites for hazardous and toxic wastes?

Answer

MR R K GAYNOR

Clay is not required in the United States for LLW
sites.

In

fact,

free

draining

soils

are

encouraged beneath the waste to avoid prolonged
water contact with the waste materials.
is

placed

on

the

location/design

performance

considerations

Emphasis

standards

and

to

prevent

above

the

maximum

avoid

contact

leachate generation.
Waste

must

groundwater
water.

be

fluctuation

This

Enough

disposed

includes

distance

must

to
the

capillary

also

be

with

fringe.

provided

to

constitute a vertical buffer zone sufficient to
allow

for

corrective

adequate
action

monitoring

and

room

for

if such should be necessary.

This, of course, depends in large part on the
dimensions and shape of disposal trenches as well
as specific soil properties.
In

the

USA

there

are

different

concepts

altogether for LLW and hazardous waste disposal.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission emphasizes the
long

term

performance

in consideration

of

the

total disposal system - waste form, containers,
intruder barriers and institutional control.
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Preference
attributes
systems.

is

given

of

to

the site

desirable

rather

than

natural
engineered

For hazardous wastes the Environmental

Protection Agency relies on prescriptive design
requirements including synthetic membrane liners,
leachate
have

detection

lesser

and

collection

waste-form

requirements.

and

system. They

long-term

care

They currently have no locational

standards.

Question

MR H E TAIT

In

respect

hazardous

of

the

Beatty

chemicals

are

facility

I noticed

co-disposed

along

that
with

radioactive wastes.
Please elaborate on the long-term advisability of this
approach with specific relevance to possible problems
after the period of institutional control has elapsed.

Answer

MR R K GAYNOR

Hazardous wastes are not co-disposed with radioactive
wastes at the Beatty facility.
specially

licensed

They are placed in a

facility which

is separated from

the LLRW disposal site by a buffer zone of several
hundred feet.
The

institutional

control

requirements

for the LLRW

site are more stringent than that for normal hazardous
sites

in the U.S.

Being

co-located, the hazardous

waste site will receive greater long-term care than
might otherwise occur.
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INCINERATION OF BURNABLE LOW-LEVEL WASTE
K.H. GRa'BENER, A. KIRCHENMAYER and K.L.V. WASINGER
Kraftwerk Union AG, Offenbach, Federal Republic of Germany
ABSTRACT
At the German research centres in Karlsruhe and Juelich, incinerators for
volume reduction of burnable radwaste have been developed and operated
for many years.
The first commercial incinerator in Germany started its operation this
year at the KWU service centre in Karlstei.a.
The principle of the incineration corresponds to
Incineration Process".
The capacity of the plant
Incineration takes place in two stages:
Stage 1:
Stage 2:

the "Juelich
is 100 kg/h.

the waste is pyrolyzed
the pyrolyzed products are burnt.

The off-gas is filtered in three units so that the release of
radionuclides is minimized. Operation experience will be reported in the
paper.
The burnable waste is transported from the power plants by rail or by
truck to the incinerator for volume reduction. The ash and the rest of
non-burnable components are subsequently compacted and fixed in cement.
The over-all volume reduction factor is about 45:1. The drums containing
the fixed waste are qualified for final storage.
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Incineration of Burnable Low-Level Waste

1

Introduction

The handling of radioisotopes in nuclear power plants and in other
nuclear facilities is accompanied by the generation of radioactive
wastes which are for the most part burnable. Such combustible
waste accounts for about 50% of the waste in nuclear power plants
and up to 90% of that produced in the field of nuclear medicine.
It roughly comprises the following:
Wood, paper

approx. 40%

Textiles

approx. 30%

Plastics

approx. 30%

The amount of PVC and rubber is limited to about 5% which is of
advantage as regards harmful substances contained in the flue gas.
All in all this waste can be classified as household-type waste
with a calorific value of 21 000 kj/kg. The weight of this waste
can be reduced to about 8 - 10% through incineration, which is
equivalent to volume reduction by a factor of about 80 if the
original volume of waste is not first subjected to mechanical
compaction. In practice however no waste can be completely
incinerated and usually contains an inert portion (metal, glass)
of around 20%. The waste is contaminated heterogeneously with
different radionuclides with an average activity of between
several ,uCi/kg and several mCi/kg depending on their origin.
Particularly high activity peaks are not considered.

The following is a typical activity spectrum for waste from
nuclear power plants:
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Co 60

approx. 50%

Co 58

approx.

Cs 134

approx. 15%

Cs 137

approx.

5%
5%

The following radioisotopes are mainly used for medical purposes:
H 3
C 14
Tn 99
I 131
I 125
Their activity and nuclide content depend on their origin.

In addition to household-type waste, low-level, combustible wastes
such as oil, solutions, activated carbon and ion exchange resins
are also generated. Incineration is also the best way to reduce
the volume of these wastes. Particular attention must be paid to
the deposits on filters since harmful substances may arise when
burning these wastes which can then be released ( e.g. dioxins ) .

2

Legal Requirements regarding Operation of an Incineration Plant

Requirements regarding the handling of radioactive substances in
the Federal Republic of Germany are set forth in the Radiological
Protection Ordinance ( in conjunction with the Atomic Energy Act).
In accordance with Paragraph 3 of this ordinance a special licence
must be obtained in the case of incineration of the waste.

A licence is in any case required for an incineration plant for
industrial waste, whether for conventional or for slightly active
waste, in accordance with the law governing immissions. The
technical guidelines for immissions in air, which form a part of
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the law on immissions, set forth limits for example for SO^, CO,
CQr

, HC1, HF and dust.

Two licences must be obtained for an incineration plant for
radioactive substances. The law on immissions is the main
regulation and also governs the construction, commissioning and
operation of such a plant.

3

Incineration Plant

3.1 General

In the 1970s incineration plants for low-level waste were being
developed throughout the world. Incineration of the waste was
regarded in many cases as a necessity owing to the large volume of
waste being generated and the correspondingly high storage costs.
Some repositories required pretreatment of the waste in the form
of compaction or incineration to prevent the waste from
fermenting, rotting, burning or posing a risk of infection during
storage. Such incineration plants were developed in the research
centers at Karlsruhe and Julich in West Germany and the processes
developed are now being used throughout the world under license
(e.g. in Switzerland, Austria and Japan). The Karlsruhe concept
uses a shaft incinerator with series-connected cartridge filters
for flue gas purification. The Julich concept comprises an
incinerator with two chambers for waste pretreatment and
subsequent combustion. The flue gases are purified in a hot gas
filter and in HEPA filters. In 1980 KWU decided to construct an
incinerator of the Julich type. One reason for this was that mixed
waste could be fed into the plant without prior shredding.
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3.2 KWU Incineration Plant at Karlstein (ARAK)

Planning for the plant was performed together with Kraftanlagen
Heidelberg as licensee to KFA, the research center in Julich.
Erection work was started in Karlstein in spring 1984.
Commissioning with inactive waste was started in March 1986. The
plant has been operating with radioactive waste since June 1986.
The capacity of the plant as well as the approved yearly figures
for radioactivity in the waste and for activity emissions are
given in Table 1. The flow diagram in Figure 1 shows the path
taken by the waste starting with entry through a lock, then on to
removal of the ash and flue gas purification.

3.3 Incinerator with Lock for Waste Feed

The waste is delivered in 200-liter drums or small containers and
then placed in the porting box at the plant. The sorting box
enables unallowable substances such as explosive substances or
nuclear fuels to be identified by visual examination and removed.
All other substances pass through into the incinerator.

The combustion process is divided into two stages. In the upper
section of the incinerator the waste is pretreated and partly
combusted using recirculated flue gases. The low-temperature gases
resulting from carbonization are directed into the combustion
chamber below where they are completely incinerated through the
supply of air under non-stoichiometric conditions. The incinerator
is divided into a pretreatment and a combustion chamber by movable
air-cooled elements. The pyrolysis gases are transferred into the
combustion section through the passages formed between these
elements and the incinerator walls. The pyrolysis coke formed on
the elements during partial combustion is also transferred into
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TABLE 1
A R A K - Incineration Plant of KWU Karlstem
Licensed data for operation
1) activity for burnable waste
-fil/fnudides
0.2 mCi/kg (7.4 x lO6Bq/kg)
of-nuclides
0.5 uCi/kg (1.85 x l o W k g )
Ci/a (1.48 x 1012Bq/a)

2) waste quantity

3) total activity inventory
incinerator building 20 Ci (7.4 x 10 11 Bq)
storage rooms
62 Ci (22.9 x 10 n Bq)
4) radio activity emission per year
- H-3
25 Ci (S.25 X 10 n Bq)
- C-14
7 Ci (2.59 X 10 U Bq)
- Jodine
10 mCi(3.7 x 10 8 Bq)
-Af-aerosols
10 mCi(3.7 x 10 8 Bq)
- d -aerosols
5.2 x 10~ 5 CH1.91 X 106Bq)
5. total capacity
100 kg/h
corresponding to a
heat release of about 2.1 x 10 6 kJ/h
6) start up
in March, 1986:
in June, 1986:

inactive material
active material

F;g. i Simplified Process Flow Sfieet of ARAK
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the combustion chamber through these passages. A supply of fresh
air completely incinerates this coke on a grate.

3.4 Flue Gas Purification

The filter system comprises 3 series-connected filter units,
namely:
- hot gas filter
- safety filter
- aerosol filter (HEPA filter)

The offgas exits the incinerator at about 800 - 900 C and with a
3
dust loading of about 350 - 500 mg/m , passes through an
afterburner and enters the hot gas filter. The filter material is
a ceramic sheet in front of perforated bricks. The sheets can be
replaced using ordinary tools. The run time calculated for the
ceramic sheets is 500 hours. If the collected material is knocked
off the filter during operation the filter run time can be
considerably lengthened.

The second filter, the safety filter, is of identical design to
the hot gas filter. The function of this second filter is to
prevent sparks reaching the HEPA filter in the event of a fault in
the hot gas filter. A supply of fresh air upstream of the second
filter reduces the offgas temperature in the mixing nozzle to
250°C.

Two full-capacity HEPA filters form the third filter stage. Each
filter unit comprises a prefilter and a Type S fine filter. The
offgas passes through one of two fans connected in parallel into
the stack for release.
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Sampling of the gas upstream of the stack is continuous. Each
sample is analysed for:
,— aerosols

Air-

- aerosols

Iodine

Tritium
C 14
Filtered samples are also intermittently evaluated for the purpose
of calculating cumulative values.

.,5 Ash Removal

Ash and slag are discharged from the bottom of the incinerator and
filled into special thin-walled cylindrical containers. These
containers are also arranged under the ceramic filters to
accommodate fine dust and spent filter sheets.

These continers

are transferred to the solidification plant on roller conveyors.

3.6 Auxiliary and Safety Systems

Apart from the safety filter, a system for pressure reduction is
also installed in order to accommodate pressure surges from rapid
combustion processes. In addition to the indicators in the main
control room, indicating equipment is installed at all control
levels, in order to ensure proper monitoring of operation at all
times. Batteries and an emergency diesel are provided in case of
failure of the power supply.

4

Solidification Plant

The containers with the ash are transferred to below a filling
station where cement and water are added. The ratio of water to
cement is non-stoichiometric. After the addition of cement and
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water the containers should be approximately 85 to 90% full. A
cover is then placed on the container and the contents are
homogeneously mixed using a tumble mixer. Directly after mixing,
the container is placed in a high-efficiency compactor.

The

container is crushed at a pressing force of 15 000 N and the
contents thereby reduced to the minimum volume. After hardening
the final product resembles hardened cement paste. The quality of
this product is further improved if the waste for treatment
contains glass-forming agents, particularly insulating wool, rock
wool, etc. The diameter of the compacted product - the pellet - is
such that several such pellets can be placed in a standard
200 liter drum. A further possibility is to stack these pellets in
a square tank and fill in the spaces with cement.

5

Operating Results

In spite of the short time during which the plant nas been in
operation it has been shown that the incinerator can be operated
in an extremely flexible manner.

Differing calorific values of

the wastes lead to fluctuations in the heat generated with a
certain time delay owing to pretreatment.

These can be balanced

out by the sensitive control equipment. The incinerator capacity
can be increased to up to 150 kg/h.

Investigations are at present under way to optimize the ceramic
hot gas filter material to obtain good retention factors,
appropriate run times, good cleaning properties and a mechanically
stable structure for the filter itself. The parameters which are
being investigated are the density of the filter material and the
temperature of the flue gas.

Using the standardized, proven HEPA filters it was possible
straightaway to achieve the required run time and the dust
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retention factor was extremely good even at temperatures of around
250°C.

Monitoring of the flue gas for radionuclides is performed using
equipment (aerosol monitors, iodine and C 14 monitors) which has
also achieved good operating results in nuclear power plants.
Conventional monitoring equipment for concentrations of HC1 and
SOp in the flue gas is also operating extremely well. The few
incineration operations of the plant however point to the fact
that administrative measures to limit the amount of PVC and rubber
will prove to be very difficult. With stricter environmental
protection measures in the future it is probable that the plant
will have to be backfitted with a flue gas scrubber.

6

Conclusion

In the centrally located KWU facility in Karlstein, FRG, the
following steps towards developing a centralized volume reduction
service have been demonstrated:

- Incineration of mixed burnable waste
- High pressure compaction of non-burnable items
- Solidification of ash and slag in cement
- Treatment of pellets to produce a final product complying with
the requirements for final storage.
- Transport of the final product either back to the power plont
or to another storage facility stipulated by the customer.

The figures for volume reduction of mixed radwaste typically
coming from nuclear power plants are as follows:
100 kg waste containing

80 kg burnable and 20 kg non-burnable

material, after treatment to form a solidified product suitable
for final storage, only occupies a volume of 15 liters.
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Question

MK H J VAN DER WESTHU1ZKN

Could

you please comment on the amount and cost of

maintenance such an incinerator requires?

Answer

DR K L V WASINGKR

Because of the short time that it has been in active
operation we still don't have regular figures.

Most

of the maintenance activity is for filter exchange.
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ABSTRACT
Nuclear Packaging, a Pacific Nuclear Company, developed a metallic high
integrity container (HIC) for the burial of low level radioactive waste.
This class of container has received the most extensive review of any
burial container licensed in the United States. It is also the first
container that has been licensed to meet the requirements of Nuclear
Regulatory Commission Regulations 10CFR61.
The design and subsequent review considered 300 years corrosion at a depth
of 55 feet with no degradation of container structural integrity. The
design also included a technical requirement that the container possess a
positive vent that would exclude moisture.
The alloy that was selected, allows for significant flexibility in
container size and configuration which is essential to accommodating the
various waste forms. This allowed the development of containers in various
sizes and with a variety of closures, that accommodate the internal
dimensions of various shipping shields and help minimize radiation exposure
during packaging operations.
The material used in the metallic container is high corrosion resistant
which reduces the need for strict chemical controls at the waste generating
facility. This acts to ease the operational requirements in the treatment
of several waste streams.
The design result is a family of metallic High Integrity Containers (HIC)s
that meet all the performance criteria imposed by the regulations, as well
as provide a disposable waste container with good transportation efficiency
and minimum operational constraints.

1

INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses the developmental program for metallic high integrity
containers (HIC)s conducted by Nuclear Packaging over the past three years,

1.1

BACKGROUND

The need for a high strength, thin walled HIC became apparent with the
implementation of federal regulations dealing with the disposal of

low

level radioactive materials (U.S. NRC Regulation 10CFR61), in late 1983.
Existing containers (HlC)s in use at that time were being produced from
either a low strength material (polyethylene) or a bulky and heavy material
(concrete). None of these materials scould produce a container that was
volume and weight efficient as well as strong enough to survive the burial
imposed by the new criteria.

Implementation of the regulations of Title 10, Part 61 of the United States
Code

of Federal Regulations

created

three categories

of

low

level

radioactive waste that impacted directly on the packaging methods used by
waste generators. At that point, a significant portion of the waste being
generated at nuclear power plants incurred a requirement that it possess
long-term structural stability. For these types of waste, the generator has
two choices; solidify the waste or package it inside a container that
provides the required stability (High Integrity Container). Each option has
drawbacks. Solidification systems that have been "grand-fathered " (i.e.
they were qualified prior to implementation of 10CFR61) possess a variety
of practical and economic problems. Many of these systems have one or a
combination

of

problems

such

as

unreliable

product

quality,

low

transportation efficiency, practical process difficulties. High integrity
container designs that were developed before implementation of 1OCFR61 also
were known to have some short-comings. The Polyethylene containers used
extensively for disposal at the South Carolina disposal facility, have
relatively low strength, a susceptibility to chemical damage, and less than
optimum transport efficiency. Steel and concrete high integrity containers
possess better structural strength and resistance to chemical attack, but
the same poor transport efficiency.

The

Polyethylene

containers, like any

product made

from

polymeric

materials, are susceptible to degradation in the presence of other organic
compounds. These organic solvents are difficult to detect in a waste stream
and even more difficult to quantify. Adding to this problem is a lack of

information regarding how much damage could be expected

from a specific

organic compound, during prolonged periods of exposure (design life of the
container). An acceptable solution to the problem is to exclude organic
chemicals of all kinds from the wastes. However, this
control

over

the use and

disposition

requires

of a wide variety

compounds, and imposes a significant operational

burden

on

tight

of organic
the waste

generating facility.

The transport efficiency of a package, defined as "the ratios of the net
volume to the gross volume and the net weight to the gross weight", is
critical to the economics associated with use of the package. Transport
efficiency is even more of a concern when the waste must be transported
over great distances to the disposal facility. In such cases, the internal
volume of a shield transport cask is relatively expensive. The lowest total
disposal costs are obtained as actual waste volume approaches the available
volume of the cask. Total vehicle and cask

payload

weights are also

limited. As a result, heavy disposal containers (liners) and solidification
media, by using a portion of the cargo weight allowance, in effect reduces
the volume that is available for waste.

Containers with shapes other than

the right cylinder (dome tops/bottoms, etc) have a significant impact on
transport efficiency.

2

CONTAINER DEVELOPMENT

In 1983 Nuclear Packaging began a program to develop a better family of
disposable containers using alternative materials
improved

that would

provide

transport efficiencies as well as meet the newly implemented

regulatory requirements. The design considerations included; a 300 year
container life, the ability to withstand container drop events, positive
closure, the ability to remain stable at disposal depths of 55 feet, and
transport efficiency. Several alternative materials were examined. Ceramics
were undesirable because of their impact properties and

inability

to

withstand bending loads. Plastics were avoided due to the organic chemical
exposure question, and the resulting waste stream limitations. Concrete was
also avoided as a possible container material, because of the concern over
container weight.

Early conclusions were that a metallic container (HIC) held the greatest
potential for overall efficiency. The positive aspects included; ductility
to survive

the impact

criteria, ease of fabrication, and strength to

withstand the burial loading. It was anticipated that container efficiency
could be high due to the high strength to weight ratio of the material. The
largest concern associated with a metallic container was susceptibility to
corrosive attack.

Most experience with iron and steel alloys leads one to consider a 300 year
design life as unattainable. However, there are cases where
objects

have

been unearthed

after

metallic

being buried more than 300 years,

especially in arid climates. In searching for a solution to the corrosion
weakness of metallic materials, the stainless steel family of materials was
reviewed extensively. The stainless steels are not as susceptible

to

generalized corrosion as the carbon steels. However, they will corrode in
some environments and they are susceptible
pitting,

crevice

corrosion

examination of the metals

and

family

stress

to other actions
corrosion

revealed

that

such

cracking.

as

Closer

these problems

were

primarily associated with the lower alloy stainless steels, such as the 300
and 400 series.

Even within

the 300 and 400 series stainless steels, there is a wide

variation in the corrosion resistance of the individual grades. The common
304 stainless steel is far more susceptible to corrosion of all forms, than
is 316 stainless. Regardless, 316 stainless steel is highly corrosive in
certain environments, and is even more susceptible to pitting and crevice
corrosion. It also has the undesirable
sensitized

and

characteristic

for

becoming

losing much of its corrosion resistance under certain

conditions.

These characteristics brought about the development of highly corrosive
resistant alloys primarily for service in components manufactured for the
paper and pulp, oil, marine, and chemical industries. In these industries,
the characteristics associated with the 300 series stainless steels have
proven unacceptable. There are a number of these specialized alloys
available today, with high percentages of nickel, molybdenum, chromium and

other constituents. These are known by names such as C-276, Alloy 625,
Alloy 29-4, and Ferralium Alloy 255. These specialized alloys have been
tested

in various environments and

demonstrated

excellent corrosion

resistance. Unfortunately, these high alloy stainless steels are far more
expensive than the common stainless grades and are not all available in the
form required for fabricating high integrity containers (i.e. plate).

When examining the corrosion resistance of these high alloy materials, one
material (Ferralium 255) consistently performed better than the others in
all

the corrosion tests. This patented duplex alloy produced by Cabot

Corporation (under license from Bonar Langly of the United Kingdom) was
readily

available

in various

plates sizes. Besides having excellent

corrosion resistance, this material also has high strength (80 ksi yield)
compared to that of normal stainless steels (20-30 ksi yield). Because of
the cost for Ferralium Alloy 255, many other duplex stainless steel alloys
were investigated. Despite excellent characteristics associated with the
respective alloys, none possessed the combination of corrosion resistance,
physical strength, and impact resistance of the Ferralium Alloy 255.

Ferralium Alloy 255 was therefore selected as the basic material
development

of

the Nuclear

for

Packaging, Inc. Enviralloy series of high

integrity containers. Following this decision, the chemical make-up of the
various target waste streams, was determined. These chemicals were then
evaluated to determine if they were corrosive to the Ferralium Alloy 255.
These evaluations led to more detailed analysis of the corrosive effect of
commonly used ion-exchange media. It was determined through these analyses
and

tests that

the corrosive

nature of the ion-exchange media was

comparable to the acids previously tested in exposure with the ferralium
Alloy

255. Although

these materials

(ion-exchange media) had

been

particularly damaging to carbon steel and some of the stainless steels,
they had little affect on the Ferralium Alloy 255.

A noted advantage with using the Ferralium material, is associated with its
similarity

to materials commonly

used

at nuclear

power

plants (i.e.

stainless steels). All stainless steel alloys (including Ferralium Alloy
255) are somewhat affected by strong acidic solutions with high halide
(fluorides and chlorides) concentrations. Consequently, the use of such
chemicals is tightly controlled at all nuclear power plants.

The presence

of these chemicals is easier to determine and control than is the presence
of the organic chemicals that affect the dependability of Polyethylene.

With

the chemical compatibility

thickness was determined,

based

established, the acceptable corrosion
on the burial environment

for the

container. The next phase of the development addressed the physical design.
The design goal that was established and then accomplished was; to meet all
the regulatory requirements (drop test, burial loads, etc), and using the
minimum thickness of material, encompass the largest possible volume of
waste in a right cylinder siiape. (See Figure 1)

Geometry is an important consideration in a container's ability to meet the
requirements of 10CFR61. However, the developmental effort and regulatory
approval processes of the past have acted to eliminate all but a few
possible container configurations. As a result, selecting an acceptable
container configuration was limited to those already approved by the NRC or
one of the disposal site Agreement States. It also became apparent that it
would be beneficial to develop a whole family of containers to include all
configurations

with

potential

practical value. The field was finally

narrowed to three distinct configurations unique only by their closure
method. One configuration has a 24" center opening, the second has a full
diameter bolted top, and the third has a full diameter welded top.
configuration

Each

was then adapted for transport in the Nuclear Packaging

families of Type A and Type B casks. The three main configurations were
then applied to even smaller designs including 55 gallon drum (HIC)s, and
external containers (overpacks) for one and two 55 gallon drums. The full
diameter welded top design was developed to act as an overpack for other
disposable liners and solid or solidified wastes that is unable to meet the
10CFR61 requirements.

Because of

the lengthy

approval

process, only one configuration was

included in the initial submittal for licensing. This allowed the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission to begin review of the container concept and material
performance while

the remainder

of

the family

was being

developed.

Certificates of Compliance (C of C) have been issued by both the States of
South Carolina and Washington for the initial design. This marked

the

occasion of the first high integrity container to be issued a license under
the 1OCFR61 disposal requirements, as well as the first container to be
licensed for disposal at both of the commercial burial sites. Certificates
of compliance are expected in the near future, for the remaining container
designs.
FIGURE 1

Enviralloy Family of Containers

Outside
Diameter

Model
EA-21O
EA-190
EA-142
EA-140
EA-7-100
EA-6-100
EA-50
EA-55 gal
EA-55 OP
EA-55 20P
The container

75.25
72.50
64.00
64.00
73.50
59.00
46.50
22.75
25.50
25.50

version with

Weight
Height

Tare

Gross

78.50
73.50
70.25
71.25
39.00
60.25
50.75
35.00
36.25
71.00

4220
3865
2900
2925
2640
2100
1475

20000
20000
10000
15000
13000
12000
4200
1400
1060
2260

270
340
540

the 24 inch center opening is radically

different from the two versions with full diameter openings, to provide for
maximum utilization of the available transport cask volume. This version
(24-inch opening) has four internal supports which re-enforce the strength
of the top and bottom. The other versions (full diameter openings) h?ve
stiffeners on the ends to transfer end loads to the container wall.

The

stiffeners in this version are also position and notched in such a manner
as to accommodate the installation of de-watering internals. Although this
provision is designed for the Nuclear Packaging de-watering system, they
allow for the use of any other approved

de-watering

process that

is

compatible with the container geometry.
The design was analyzed for both burial and transportation related loads.

It wa.s determined that the burial loads at disposal sites like Hanford,
Washington imposed

the controlling design loads. These loading analyses

were performed using a specially constructed finite element model of the
container. This model allowed for analyzing both non-corroded and corroded
versions of the container as well as the effects of localized corrosion.
The containers were also analyzed for elastic stability in both the axial
and radial directions, under all conditions.

The containers are designed to be lifted by wire rope slings. However, they
also accommodate the use of a remotely operated lifting grapple. These
lifting features all meet the regulatory requirement for having a yield
strength more than three times the design gross weight of the container.

An efficient closure was developed for the container version with a 24 inch
center

opening. This closure can be properly sealed within one minute

either directly or using a remotely operated closure device. The container
seal was sustained

through

numerous

static pressure tests, and only

indicates leakage at a nominal internal pressure above 60 psig. This is far
in excess of the regulatory requirements. The structural integrity of the
container was pressure tested to 150 psig without plastic deformation. The
container lid may be equipped with a passive vent system for use with
wastes that are suspected of generating internal pressure after disposal.

3

TESTING

Each model of the container that has been put into use, has undergone a
series

of

prototype

tests. This

included

a

series

of

drop

and

pressurization tests. The drop tests were conducted from four feet onto an
unyielding surface and then from twenty-five feet onto compacted soil. The
five container

orientations for the drop tests included; bottom down,

center of gravity over bottom struck corner, side down, center of gravity
over

top struck corner, and top down. A total of ten drop tests were

performed on each prototype model, one for each of the five orientations
from the two different heights. The maximum plastic deformation that was
observed from these tests was less than 5/8 inch. In all cases, the tested
containers survived the impact events without compromising the container

integrity. These achievements represent a new level of structural integrity
for all classes of high integrity containers.

4

CONCLUSIONS

The development of this family of metallic high integrity containers has
resulted in a stepped increase in the efficiencies that can be achieved in
packaging

radioactive wastes. The containers not only meet regulatory

requirements, but provide the means for packaging and disposal of a large
variety of waste streams, with few restrictions regarding chemical content.
This flexibility

is providing the commercial nuclear industry with

options for waste disposal.

new

Question

D R R S B1KKIIX

How did you achieve a positive vent- t.hat would exclude
moisture?

Answer

MR B ROGERS

The passive vent system design on the HIC is of a
proprietary nature.

Question

MR I O JONES

How have detailed cost benefit analysis been conducted
to

compare

the

total

overall

result

of

the

(presumably) higher cost of individual high integrity
drums against concrete, but taking higher volume per
unit

drum when not mixed, and the transport weight

costs?

Answer

MR B ROGERS

Detailed cost-benefit analysis have been prepared for
the HIC/concrete

evaluations

and

are available upon

your request.

Question

MR M HARRIS

Please

comment

on

the

shielding

properties

of

the

metallic containers versus those offered by concrete
drums?

Answer

MR B ROGERS

The

metallic

shielding.
shield.

This

containers
is

provided

provide
by

a

very
reusable

little
cask

The main purpose of the H1C is to provide structural
stability after burial which meets the solidification
requirements

required

for

radioisotopes

in

concentrations greater than 1,0 uci/ml.

Question

Anonymous

Please indicate the shielding arrangements when using
metallic high integrity containers for the disposal of
nuclear power plant radioactive waste.

Answer

MR B ROGERS

Shielding is provided

Question

by a reusable cask shield.

MR MH LTN

1.

Based

on

your

CRI

benefit

analysis,

would

metallic HIC be applicable in the Orchid Island
environmental conditions?
2.

Answer

Why is the drop testing done at 25 feet?

MR B ROGERS

1.

Yes, the environment at Orchid Island is similar
to those experienced in the US.

2.

The drop test criteria of 25 feet was specified
by

the

State

process.
trench

of

Washington

in

the

licensing

It relates to the depth of a disposal
and

the

subsequent

dropping

of

the

container.

Question

DR H F RoHM

1.

What were the contents and mass of the metallic
container used during the drop test.

2.

How

does

the

metallic

container

cope

with

effectively shielding the radioactive contents to

Answer

MK B ROGERS

1.

Contents were dewatered filter media.
Empty container weight = 2 000 kg
Full container weight = 10 000 kg

2.

This HIC is used in conjunction with a reusable
cask

shield

which

provides

necessary

shielding

during loading and transportation activities.

Question

MR A J HAYNES

1.

Can

the

alloy

container

be manufactured

under

license in South Africa?
2.

Possible cost per container?

3.

Are there manufacturing problems?

4.

Can

the

container

form

part

of

an

effluent

treatment system system and then be removed i.e.
use of resins in the container in situ?

Answer

MR B ROGERS

1.

Yes.

2.

Depending on the waste stream:
$3 500 for 142 ft3 polyethylene HIC
$41 000 for 210 ft

enviralloy HIC

Will vary with local labor and metal supply costs.
3.

No identified problems.

4.

Yes.
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RICHARD T. HAEL3IG
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Federal Way, Washington 98003

ABSTRACT
Nuclear Packaging, a Pacific Nuclear Company, is the leading U. S. designer
of radioactive material transport packages (casks and overpacks). The
company has recently completed the design, fabrication and licensing of the
new spent fuel transport container. This rail car mounted cask is the first
such container to be licensed in the United States during the last decade.
The composite lead cask was contracted for and designed to transport the
damaged nuclear fuel from Three Mile Island Unit 2.
A unique consideration in the design is the two separate levels of
containment that are provided at all times, allowing the shipment of failed
fuel without additional "canning". Another first is associated with the
fact that no other previous U.S. cask design has undergone testing in
support of the traditional analytical design tools.
This experience is the latest in more than a decade of specialized design
and licensing activities conducted by Nuclear Packaging, Inc., providing
safe and efficient transport containers to the U.S. and world nuclear
markets.
1

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear Packaging, Inc., a Pacific Nuclear company, has been designing and
licensing transport casks for more than a decade. At this time, a majority
of the shielded transport containers in service in the United States are
Nuclear Packaging designs. The company has also recognized a pending need
for interim storage capability for both low level waste and spent reactor
fuel. To meet this need, the company designed a complete radioactive waste
handling and storage system for low level waste and acquired the rights to
manufacture and provide a dry fuel storage system developed
Energy of Canada, Ltd.

by

Atomic

This paper addresses the company's experience in the design and licensing
activities associated with both of these areas.

2

EXPERIENCE IN THE DESIGN AND LICENSING OF TRANSPORTATION AND
HANDLING SYSTEMS

Nuclear Packaging, designed and licensed its first transport system the
year the company was founded (1975). Since then the company has designed
and licensed complete Type A and Type B container families including a
variety of overpacks. A challenge that best demonstrates the cumulative
design and

licensing

experience

of Nuclear Packaging, is the recent

delivery of a complete transport and handling system for the damaged fuel
at Three Mile Island Unit 2.

In response to this complex order, Nuclear Packaging designed, developed
and delivered two rail car mounted 125-B spent fuel transport casks, a fuel
transfer

cask, mini-hot cell, and an extensive array of cask handling

equipment.

The development of the cask posed two separate engineering and technical
challenges.

(1) The 125-B cask would be the first U.S. developed, rail car mounted,
irradiated fuel transport cask, in over a decade. A decade characterized by
ever-changing regulations in nuclear plant, design and transportation of
radioactive materials. In reality, there was only one potential

"role

model" for this development effort; the NuPac T-3 Cask that was recently
developed for transport of Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) fuel.

(2) The schedule for defueling TMI-2 underwent a three-to-one compression.
As a result, what normally would have required more than fifty-four months
to complete, had to be delivered in only 18 months.

These two challenges had a way of governing the overall development and
licensing process. First, in order to provide for quick and simplified

demonstrations of adequacy to the regulatory staff, the design had to be
highly conservative. Secondly, redundant demonstration
employed

in all those areas where uncertainty

helped to answer regulatory

techniques

"lurked".

were

This approach

safety and performance concerns with

much

quicker turn-around than would other-wise be expected. As a result, the
certificate of compliance [ USA/9200/B(M)F ] was issued in April, 1986;
less than ten months after application.

2.1

DESIGN

The basic specifications were formulated around the required

operating

parameters for the cask; many of which are somewhat unique to the transport
needs of the damaged TMI-2 fuel. First of all, the cask was to be loaded
and unloaded "dry"; whereas previously developed fuel casks were designed
to be loaded and unloaded while submerged in a spent fuel storage pool.
Regulations (10CFR71.63) in effect mandate double containment for the fuel
debris canisters because of the Plutonium content. Then, the potential
release

rate

considerations

made

it necessary

for

both

levels

of

containment to be leak-tight, per American National Standards Institute
standard ANSI 14.5. Casks used to transport undamaged fuel rods can account
for the fuel cladding as one of the two containment levels. Next; the load
limits for the fuel debris canisters were set at 100 g's laterally and 40
g's axially. This specification was set before cask design started, to
allow for concurrent canister design and fuel criticality analyses. Other
specifications such as payload

(number of canisters per cask), canister

size, maximum gross weight, and etc, were provided as operating parameters
for the cask.

In the design process, the need for double containment was satisfied by
having a completely

independent and removable inner containment

vessel

(ICV). This ICV contains seven canister chambers and its own bolted closure
with leak-tight seals. The ICV can be removed from the outer vessel, if
required

for maintenance and inspection purposes. The Outer Containment

Vessel (OCV) is a complex steel and lead right cylinder that also has its
own leak-tight seals. Both vessel lids are equipped with rupture disc and
vent arrangements that provide the capability to leak test and verify the

integrity of both vessels.

To provide the necessary protection for the fuel debris canisters and meet
the specification for limiting loads, the design incorporated the use of
external and internal impact limiters. These impact limiters were designed
to protect the integrity of the cask during hypothetical accident events,
as well as absorb the forces of impact to the extent that none of the
canister load limits would be exceeded. Achieving this design objective,
required the use of large external impact limiters filled with unusually
"soft" polyurethane foam, with predictable load and deformation qualities.
Additional protection was provided by individual impact limiters for each
end of the fuel canisters. These fourteen internal impact limiters were
constructed of metal honeycomb structure. These function to absorb axial
loads to the canisters.

The need to load and unload the cask in a dry environment guided a portion
of the cask design effort, but in a much

greater

sense

established

technical requirements for the various support and handling equipments. For
shipping, the cask is attached to a skid that acts to support and restrain
it on the rail car, through trunnions on the cask body. In both the loading
and unloading sequences, the 125-B and its shipping skid are separated and
lifted

from the eight axle rail car. At TMI-2, the cask and skid are

secured to the facility floor, and the cask

rotated

to the

vertical

position. An elevated work platform provides access to the top of the cask
for preparing and loading the cask. Other support equipment is used to
handle and transfer fuel canisters and shield plugs as well as perform
other transfer related operations. To unload the cask, a lifting fixture is
used to rotate the 125-B to the vertical position. It is then disconnected
from the shipping skid and moved into a hot-cell for

removal

of

the

canisters.

2.2

TESTS AND ANALYSES

Typically, analyses are used to demonstrate the integrity of transport
packages under the regulations of 10CFR71. The Safety Analysis Report (SAR)
for the NuPac 125-B cask augmented the analytical data with data derived

from a 1/4 scale model test program, which consisted of both drop and
puncture tests. By using both analysis and testing the design effort was
able to keep pace with the accelerated schedule. Either testing or analysis
is acceptable as methods for demonstrating a package's ability

to meet

regulatory requirements. However, each method by and of itself, possesses
fundamental limitations. Test demonstrations, by their nature are limited
in scope and produce incomplete data. In contrast, analysis methods can be
much broader in scope and produce more complete data. However, the data are
only

as acceptable as are the underlying assumptions that go into the

analytical

model. When

combined

as

integrated

test

and

analysis

demonstrations, one methodology tends to validate or invalidate the other's
data. Therefore, design decisions are arrived at more quickly and with
greater conviction. This approach allowed for license application at a much
earlier point than previously

achieved.

Specifically,

the

integrated

approach to test and analysis provided several specific benefits to the
design process. The scale model tests acted to preferentially

validate

certain analytical methodologies and provide confidence in their data. As a
result, these methodologies were used with confidence to demonstrate events
and phenomena that can not be tested directly. The tests also defined the
basic package behavior, and
associated

by doing

so, supported

the

assumptions

with the analysis. This eliminated the need for extremely

conservative, bounding, analytical assumptions that could have compromised
both the design and regulatory review process. In addition, the tests can
provide conclusive evidence in situations where analytic

methods and

supporting acceptance criteria are weak or uncertain. Such a phenomena is
shell buckling from external pressures created by the lead shield. The
combination of tests and analysis made it possible to accurately verify the
subjected loading on the fuel canisters, satisfying an important cask-topayload interface requirement.

The I/A scale test model was sized and proportioned so that all linear
dimensions were l/4th and weight was l/64th that of the full-size cask. The
materials and material properties were identical and essentially all were
of 304 series stainless steel, except for the energy absorption components.
All structural details of the 125-B cask, were accurately represented in
the 1/4 scale test model. However, certain non-functional features were

either

omitted

or not scaled. These included

rupture ports, canister

grapple sockets, surface finishes, and others. Although the fuel canister
internals were not represented in the model, canister impact behavior was
demonstrated by other full-scale tests.
The drop heights for the 1/4 scale model tests were the same as those used
for a full-sized cask. However, the puncture test was performed using a 1/4
scale

bar. Controlling

structural

limitations such as buckling and

instability are the same in a 1/4 scale model as in a full-size cask and
the impact stresses induced by a drop event are identical for both sizes.
Two effects were not accurately

represented

by the selected

scaling

relationship; strain rate effects and effects of gravity upon secondary
impacts. The strain-rate effects are considered trivial and the difference
in gravity

effects upon secondary impacts were compensated

for in the

selection of oblique drop orientations.

The selected acceptance criteria for test model performance during the drop
tests, were based on the objectives that the cask should maintain

its

containment integrity and a criticality-safe geometry. Containment vessel
leak rates could not exceed 1.0 x 10~^ atm.cc/s and neither the cask body
nor the inner containment vessel could experience geometric changes that
permanently alter the spacing or shape of the payload canisters. The lid
seals do not easily accommodate the scaling process. However, performing a
post drop leak tests on the inner and outer vessels provided assurances
that the seal regions had not experienced significant plastic deformation,
the seals had not been ruptured or displaced, causing a loss of containment
integrity.

Specific impact orientations of the cask will impose the maximum damage to
package components. For the 125-B cask, these orientations are center of
gravity over bottom end, center of gravity over top corner, and

center of

gravity over package side. Using these orientation, three 30 ft drop tests
and two puncture tests were performed with the 1/4 scale model. The flat
end drop (e.g. over bottom) determined the peak acceleration response of
the lids and closure bolts as veil as qualify the internal canister impact
limiters. The oblique impact (e.g. over top corner) determined the effect
from maximum stress imposed on the cask body shell. The side drop (e.g.

over package side) determined the effect of maximum loading upon the inner
containment vessel. The 40 inch puncture tests were directed to the side
and closure end of the of the model. The puncture events verified the
integrity of the outer containment vessel exterior wall and closure lid.
The initial conditions established for each test equated to the worst-case
temperature and internal pressure for the feature under consideration. The
initial conditions for the bottom end and oblique drop tests were ambient
pressure and -29° C (-20° F) and ambient pressure and ambient temperature
for all the other tests. The test model was instrumented with a eries of
accelerometers, strain gauge rosettes and thermocouples, during all the
tests. The resulting data were recorded, filtered, and reduced for direct
correlation with analytic predictions. In addition, extensive visual
observations were recorded using normal and high-speed motion picture
films, and video media, from two orthogonal positions. The impact events
demonstrated excellent correlation between analytical predictions and model
behavior. This acted to validate the basic assumptions used in the
structural design and analysis. Energy absorbing elements were deformed in
the predicted manner. The external impact liraiters' shells suffered only
minor tearing and the units remained attached to the cask, even with
failure of two attachment bolts. Other damage to the test model was
confined to localized denting of the side wall and disfiguring caused by
the side puncture tests. Subsequent helium leak tests verified that the
drops did not produce detectable changes in the leak-tight containment of
either the inner or outer vessel.
Design and analysis was complete and license application made in the spring
of 1985; approximately nine months after contract award. One of the two
rail casks was delivered in December 1985 and the other in February 1986;
sixteen and eighteen months after contract award.
Concurrent with the design and development of the 125-B cask was a design
and fabrication effort leading to the production of support and handling
equipment to interface with the rail cask and TMI-2 facilities. This effort
was also completed in February of 1986 following an integrated test program
at Hanford, Washington.
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EXPERIENCE IN RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS AND SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL STORAGE
SYSTEMS

3.1

BACKGROUND

Prevailing conditions and developing social attitudes in the United States
have drastically altered long term management strategies toward the
ultimate disposition of spent reactor fuel and low level radioactive waste.
Abandoning the fuel reprocessing alternative, coupled with the perpetual
extension of the projected availability of a central repository has
generated a great deal of thought and anxiety in the management of spent
fuel inventories. Condensed storage racks in reactor fuel pools produced
some relief, but many of those will soon become filled. In 1975, there was
six disposal sites for the disposal of low level radioactive waste. Today,
only two are viable destinations for the country's two to three million
cubic feet of low level radioactive waste, and one of those has a monthly
volume limitation. In both reactor waste streams (spent fuel and LLRW),
permanent relief is at best, elusive.
Nuclear Packaging has worked to help in the intermediate term solution for
these problems through the design, development and licensing of interim
(on-site) storage systems, for spent nuclear fuel and LLRW.
3.1

SPENT FUEL STORAGE SYSTEMS

Nuclear Packaging, through agreement with Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd
(AECL) obtained access to a technology for containerized storage of spent
nuclear fuel. The system has been in use since 1976 in Canada, to store
fuel from Candu reactors. Utilizing the company's experience in designing
and licensing spent fuel transport containers and building on the
experience gained with use of the existing and proven fuel storage
technology, Nuclear Packaging embarked on an effort to design fuel storage
systems that can be licensed in the United States.

The basic component in the spent fuel storage system is a concrete storage
cask that will provide two levels of containment, maintain an inert
atmosphere, and shield against the radiation from the fuel. The storage
cask is positioned for loading, and the fuel transferred from the spent
fuel pool to the storage cask. Each fuel assembly is loaded into one of
several protective canisters (chambers) of the cask, one at a time. This
first level of containment provides contamination control and an inert
atmosphere for the fuel assembly. After the fuel assembly is in place, a
shield plug is installed, the canister (chamber) filled with an inert gas
and welded shut. The inert gas acts to retard oxidation of the fuel
assembly. When all the canister chambers are filled and sealed, the fuel
transfer cask (machine) is purged with inert gas, sealed and welded shut at
a primary seal. A concrete and steel lid is installed and welded shut,
completing the cask loading process. The loaded storage cask is then moved
to the dry fuel storage area.
Generic topical reports are being prepared for two different applications;
a Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS) system and a reactor plant system.
Nuclear Packaging experience with design and licensing spent fuel transport
containers, data from the Canadian fuel storage experience, information
from the U.S. Department of Energy storage program in Idaho, and the MRS
analyses conducted by Battelle Memorial Institute, form the basis for this
topical report.
The intent is to produce a report that contains information that is generic
enough to be tailored to site specific application at each reactor site.
Nuclear Packaging and AECL are equipped to provide support and guidance to
the interested utility, in obtaining a site-specific license for use of the
storage system. From an overall licensing point of view, this represents
the only operational system, constructed from non-strategic materials, with
an established performance data base.
3.2

STORAGE SYSTEMS FOR LLRW

Nuclear Packaging has designed, fabricated and delivered a complete system

for the transfer and storage of packaged radioactive waste. The total
capability includes shielded storage modules, a shielded transfer cask,
transport trailers and mobile straddle crane. The system was designed to
utilize disposable radioactive waste containers (liners) compatible with
the reactor plant's operational needs and a licensed highway transport
cask. The waste is packaged into the disposable container. When the
container is filled, it is loaded into the shielded transfer cask and
prepared for movement to the on-site storage facility. The containers are
equipped with fixtures so they may be grappled and lifted by a remotely
operated grapple hoist. The grapple hoist raises the container into the
shielded body of the transfer cask, a bottom-opening shield door is closed,
and the transfer cask made ready is for movement. The transfer cask is then
picked up by a facility crane or the straddle crane system and loaded onto
a tractor trailer for transported to the storage facility. At the storage
facility the transfer cask is removed from the trailer and positioned over
an empty cement storage module. The disposable container is then lowered
into the module. The storage module lid is then installed and sealed for
containment. When it is time to load the disposable waste container onto a
trailer or into a shielded transport cask, The module lid is removed and
the transfer cask positioned over the concrete storage module. The grapple
and hoist are operated to engage and lift the waste container up into the
shielded body of the transfer cask. When the waste container is inside the
transfer cask, the shield door is closed and the assembly moved to the
unloading location. If the container is being loaded into a shielded
transport cask, the assembly (transfer cask) is positioned over the open
transport cask, and the container lowered into the cask's cavity. The
grapple hoist is disengaged and the transfer shield removed. With the reinstallation of the lid onto the transport cask, the waste package is
prepared for shipment.
This NuPac system is currently in operation at a multiple reactor power
station providing interim storage capacity for LLRW.

4

CONCLUSIONS

Employing appropriate design, analytical and testing methods can lead to
the efficient development and licensing of spent fuel transport containers
(casks) under today's regulatory requirements. The integrated application
of scale model tests in conjunction with analytical modeling to predict the
effects of accident events, has a dramatic effect on reaching early design
conclusions. Allowing for expedited licensing and use of a complex
specialized transport package.
On-site interim storage of spent fuel and radioactive wastes is a viable
short-term solution to the non-availability of external storage/disposal
facilities. The technologies have already been developed and are readily
licensable for use at reactor sites.
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BOTANICAL ASPECTS OF THE ECOLOGICAL INTEGRITY OF A
RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL SITE
A V HALL
University of Cape Town, Rondebosch, South Africa

ABSTRACT
Botanical factors play a key ro]e in maintaining the long term integrity
of ecosystems.
The results of botanical research at the Vaalputs
radioactive waste disposal site in Bushmanland, South Africa are outlined.
Vaalputs is in an arid region and its vegetation is a patchy mosaic of low
shrub and grass communities. Soil variation from site to site is the main
determinant of community structure and erratic precipitation is a major
stochastic forcing factor.
Management measures to conserve taxa, ecosystems and local genetic biogeography are discussed in relation to natural and artificial disturbances
which may occur over long time-scales. Restoration of vegetation over the
burial trenches should as far as possible be to the site's former ecotypes
except that deep-rooted species should be excluded. Precautions should be
taken against the accidental establishment of exotic plant invaders at
Vaalputs especially if they are deep-rooted. More is now known about
plant ecology at Vaalputs than any other part of Bushmanland. It would be
valuable to develop such studies further and establish Vaalputs as a
permanent reserve for arid-zone biological research.

1

INTRODUCTION

Management for ecological integrity requires that ecosystem processes and
the

species

which

support

indefinite time period.
conserving

ecological

them

are conserved

over some specified or

In the case of a radioactive waste disposal site

integrity

in the plant communities will help to

prevent erosion of the land surface and consequent exposure of buried
radioactive materials.

The conservation period must extend for as long as

the radioactive substances could be a potential danger to humanity and the
environment.

This may be for several hundred years or more depending on

417

the nature ol the waste, the rate ot decay and the effectiveness of the
shielding of the containers.

Such a long specific time-scale of concern

is unusual in vegetation management.

For the purpose of long-term management, more is becoming known about the
plant ecology of Vaalputs than any other area in Bushmanland.

Developing

this further, the area could have a useful extra purpose of acting as a
research reserve for dryland biological studies, producing results which
could be of use to both land managers and theoretical researchers.
parallel

usage

Research

Park

Ecology

has worked

well at the Hanford

in Washington State, USA, which

Reserve.

Many

researchers have used

National

This

Environmental

includes an Arid Lands
the Hanford facility for

their field studies since it was opened in 1968 (J2]. The present paper
shows how instructive the first botanical researches at Vaalputs have been
and how they can serve as a pointer for further dryland studies in the
future.

Plants play a key role in establishing the structure of communities, both
aerial and below-ground:
integrity management.

this makes them the main targets of ecological

The nature of the vegetation and its ecology are

reviewed and discussed below in the light of past, present and possible
future disturbances.

2

FLORISTICS AND VEGETATION AT VAALPUTS

The flora and vegetation of Vaalputs have been described by Lloyd [20].
Vaalputs is in an arid area and the study started in a period of drought:
only perennials could be studied until rain in 1983 brought up a flush of
semi-desert ephemerals after seven almost rainless years.

The vascular

plant flora of the plateau was found to consist of over 160 species, of
which nearly 40 are succulent-leaved shrublets.

In the adjacent eastern

foothills of the Kamiesberg range there is a rich assemblage of plant
species belonging to a somewhat different flora [3],

The vegetation on the Bushmanland plateau in the region of Vaalputs was
found by Acocks [2] to be mainly False Succulent Karoo, a low open shrubland of mainly succulents and grasses.
"
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Detailed studies by Lloyd [20] showed a complex vegetation of eleven plant
communities forming four main groups.
Acccks

1

Arid

Namaqualand

Karoo and
Broken

better represented

Veld

The communities contain mixtures of

False Succulent
[2].

Karoo, merging

in the west into

Structurally, the succulent shrublands are

in the west while the grassy shrublands are chiefly in

the eastern parts, where the low-level radio-active waste burial area is
to be located.

Also in the east, there are 10 m-high, SW to NE trending

rises with differentiated grassy communities (see Map 1 ) .

Map 1.

Main features of the vegetation at Vaalputs, after Lloyd [20],

EDAPHIC VARIABLES
A generalized profile below the soil surface at Vaalputs reveals horizons
which in their variation from site to site are major determinants of the

species-contents
starts

with

derived

a

sand.

thick and

the plant communities.

surficial
This

by

commonly

found

may

silica,

be

in
an

layer

of either
often

arid

important

profile usually

by hardened

or

horizons about

1-5

locally
metres

calcrete or dorbank, a hardened material

with

areas

The vertical

of up to a metre oi aeolian

is underlain

consisting

cemented

layer

of

calcium

carbonate

and

in the Cape Province

barrier

to root

iron

[7].

penetration.

oxides

and

This hardened
The

materials

below the hardened layer consist of up to 20 in of clayey giit and gravels,
overlying layers of calcrete and kaolinite up to 15 m deep which rest on
the granite-gneiss bedrock [15].

There is extensive variation in the surficial layer in salinity, calcariousness, stoniness, acidity and depth, each of which is linked to further
physical

and

chemical

soil

features.

The

gradients

between

sites are

complex, with more than one factor apparently influencing the vegetation
trends [20].

For example, in the 99 ha area to be used for low-level radioactive waste
burial

there are

The most

three major

soil types with related plant communities.

extensive is a 20 cm-deep acid soil consisting of a mixture of

aeolian sand and relatively nutrient-rich derivatives from the underlying
granite-gneiss

basement

rock:

this

supports

a

Stipagrostis

(grass) and Ruschia robusta (succulent shrub) community.
east-facing

slope

different

community

Asthenatherum

On a very gently

there is a strongly acid, one metre-deep pure aeolian

sand which is nutrient-poor
a

brevifolia

(with low exchangable cations) which supports

dominated

glaucum.

Across

by the grasses Stipagrostis ciliata and
the middle of the area are large patches

with an 80% rock cover of calcrete nodules and an alkaline soil only
cm

deep,

rich

characterized

in

exchangeable

cations

and

supporting

a

]-24

community

by the herb Aptosimum procumbens and the salt-bush Salsola

tuberculata.
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CLIMATIC VARIABLES

The short-term climatic variations at Vaalputs which are of significance
to plants were reviewed

by Lloyd

[20],

Although

data it is clear that rainfall is low and erratic.

there is a paucity of
It mainly appears as

convectional showers of a few millimetres on about two days per month in

summer and autumn.
a

Temporary amelioration of dry conditions may come for

few hours from mist and dew.

period

Occasionally

there may be an isolated

of very heavy rain which can account for the almost the entire

year's precipitation [34]. For example, a seven-year drought was broken
in 1983 and in December 1985 there was the extremely rare event of 120 mm
of rain in two days.

Such heavy rain causes exceptional plant growth.

Temperatures vary over a mean annual range of 12° C, from a mean daily
maximum in summer of 31° to a mean daily winter minimum of 5° [20]. Winds
are

not

yet

adequately

documented

but it appears that strong winds,

including summer whirlwinds, are likely to have important effects on seed
distribution and pollen gene flow.

Wind accentuates the drying power of

the air which is in any case high, the relative humidity averaging about
40% at 14h00 SAST [34].

5

PALAEOCLIMATES: A POINTER TO THE FUTURE

Because of incomplete evidence in southern Africa, the sequences of regional palaeoclimates over the past few million years are largely based
upon findings from elsewhere.
pointer to the future.

However, trends in palaeoclimates are a

They are significant in indicating some possible

effects on the integrity of the ecosystems which will assist in guarding
against

exposure

of

buried

radioactive material for the next several

hundred years.

The water table at Vaalputs lies at 30-50 m depth and has been isotopically dated over a roughly even spread of ages from 920 to 14 700 years
[15].

This suggests that in most places either the recharge of ground-

waters from precipitation is exceedingly slow or that the water table is
supplied at each site with some quantities of older subterranean water.
Tritium from nuclear bomb tests since 1953 was generally found not to have
penetrated further than 2-3 m below the surface, showing that at least on
a thirty-year time scale, penetration of water downwards beyond the main
evapo-transpiration uptake zone is very slow [15].

If there has indeed been little supplementation by earlier groundwater,
major inputs from the surface could in some areas be as old as the late
Pleistocene.

This hypothesis suggests synchrony with the evident phase of

higher precipitation in southern Africa from about 16 000 years ago in the

late Pleistocene, followed by drier climates in the Holocene [33 ].

There have been several proposals that the Holocene is in fact an interglacial and is in its terminal stages [16, 19]. There is evidence from
increasing frequency of severe cold events and overall temperature trends
which suggest that the cooling rate is fast enough to bring full glacial
average air surface temperatures to middle latitudes within 300-400 years
[19].

In Europe, glacier-derived

loess deposits interposed by beds of

forest fossils indicate that at least seventeen warm, 5 000 to 15 000 year
interglacial periods like the present have alternated with glacial ages
each

lasting about 90 000 years, during the 1,6 million years of the

Pleistocene.
[9] and

The most recent warm periods have lasted about 11 000 years

if this cycling were to continue, despite currently suggested

greenhouse warming effects, the present phase which has so far lasted ten
thousand years would be likely to end soon.

This speculation about the termination of the Holocene becomes especially
significant for radioactive waste repositories such as Vaalputs when one
turns to evidence for the rapidity of the change to glacial age conditions.

Surprisingly

rapid

transitions are recorded in deposits showing

botanical and climatic events at the end of the last interglacial in
Europe which began about 127 000 years ago and lasted about 11 000 years
[19].

Deposits showing the trends are rare but fossil pollens in an

evidently annually layered gyttja deposit at Grand Pile in France reflects
a series of changes from interglacial deciduous forest like today through
to glacial-age tundra.

The pollens show a vegetation characteristic of

slightly colder weather towards the end of the interglacial followed by an
abrupt 20-year cooling event which was equivalent to a 15-degree shift
northward

in climate.

This colder climate persisted

for about 2 000

years, followed by another rapid cooling event lasting only 130-230 years
to a climate supporting tundra as in the sub-Arctic today.

The transit-

ions are synchronous with changes in sea levels, isotopically determined
temperatures and fossil deposits at other sites in Europe [19] and are
broadly coeval with similar events elsewhere.

Consequent climatic and

vegetation changes at Vaalputs would probably be enough to motivate the
conservation of all present species at Vaalputs, some of which may become
the dominants in future plant covers which may be more xerophytic or mesophytic than at present [33].

6

GENETIC BIOGEOGRAPHY

Genetic biogeography is a field of study concerned with the occurrence and
flow of genes and gene complexes in populations [8], Although of basic
importance this field has been largely neglected in South Africa [11, 13].
Examples of objectives for study at Vaalputs are outlined below.

In plants most species reproduce sexually with their populations made up
of

local breeding demes, assembled

into wider genetic neighbourhoods.

Gene-flow between genetic neighbourhoods takes place infrequently, as a
result of the leptokurtic dispersal patterns of pollen and propagules.

In

ecologically heterogeneous environments such as at Vaalputs each genetic
neighbourhood may evolve almost independantly into a distinct ecotype with
specialized adaptations to the site [4, 8, 12].

Conserving

the

integrity

of

each

genetic

neighbourhood

and

allowing

occasional gene flow between them should be an important objective in the
area.

A total failure of gene flow due to an artificial barrier or the

extinction of a species-specific pollinator could lead to inbreeding and
lack of occasional genetic enrichment from other patches of the species.
This isolation could reduce a populations' chances of survival.

It may

have been a major way in which human impacts caused so many plants to
become threatened with extinction in the western Cape Province [10, 14],

Extensive mobility of pollen, seeds and seed-stores might in general have
low selective value in a diversified, patchy environment as it would tend
to dilute each local gene pool with less ecotypically adapted genetic
material from elsewhere.

A tendancy towards dilution may be corrected by

selective forces operating in the patch [8]. It is interesting that the
very patchy habitats in the western parts of Vaalputs should have such
high dominance of Mesembryanthemaceae, in which the seed stores have low
mobility and localized, temporal gene flow by means of propagules (pollen
gene flow range is unknown).

This contrasts with the less diverse envir-

onments to the east on the Bushmanland Plateau where Poaceae (with likely
extensive pollen gene flow) and Asteraceae (with likely extensive seed
gene flow) are more abundant [2, 35].

Seed stores play a major role in the stability of local gene pools.

Seeds

of the family Mesembryanthemaceae are often stored enclosed in fruits lor
up to several years, especially during droughts.

The see<J: store permits

temporal gene flow to take place to the next generation from the present
plants and up to maybe several past generations.

This gene flow from the

past damps the effects of stochastic, temporary selective forces, slowing
down tendencies for rapid rates of demographic and evolutionary change.
This is beneficial

in an arid environment like Vaalputs where erratic

precipitation profoundly affects both short term selective pressures and
population dynamics [20].

7

SITE DISTURBANCE

Over large areas of the western Karoo in which Vaalputs lies there has
been severe deterioration of the plant cover as a result of poor pasture
and

livestock management.

This has led to increased soil erosion and

desertization to an alarming extent [1, 23].

Former natural grazers and browsers in Bushmanland included vast herds of
springbok, Antidorcas marsupialis, as well as wandering groups of ostrich,
Struthio camelus and gemsbok, Oryx gazella [29, 30]. This natural use of
the veld would have been intensive, local and sporadic.

In historical times up to about 1916, the area was grazed intensively in
patches for irregular periods by the livestock of itinerant farmers who
travelled with their animals seeking the best pasture in the countryside,
which was in effect a general commonage.

This gave way to intensive,

regular grazing in localized, privately owned farmlands [29]. The region
was known up to 1943 to be suitable for cattle farming but droughts led to
their being replaced by sheep [18], In 1983 when livestock were removed
from all but one camp at Vaalputs the carrying capacity was estimated to
be nine hectares per sheep [20], Since then the veld has been browsed and
grazed by the relatively few buck which still occur naturally in the area,
such as the Steenbok, Raphicerus campestris.

The effect of the lifting of

domestic grazing pressure at Vaalputs is being monitored.

The ecological disturbances from facilities being constructed at Vaalputs
are widely dispersed but in some cases cause localized replacement of the
natural ecosystems.

Examples of present and future facilities are:

the

large buildings for project control and for spent fuel storage;
fences;

an airstrip;

boreholes;

roads and

tracks to the weather station, sampling sites and

and the trenches and soil dumps associated with the burial of

the concrete and steel drums which will contain low-level and eventually
medium-level radioactive waste.

The burial operations will open up small

areas (0,025 ha annually) to wind erosion as will the dumping of excess
overburden nearby [15, 24],

Roads,

tracks

and

pathways

through

natural

vegetation

are

potential

establishment belts for invasive weeds, carried in the form of seed on
footwear, clothing or motor vehicles.

In a semi-desert area such as

Vaalputs, the ability to assume a weedy habit (invasive, with rapid growth
and replacement of key natural species) is uncommon.

However, the serious

exotic invader Mesquite (Prosopis spp., from south-western USA) is already
a problem in eastern Bushmanland and many other parts of the Karoo [28].
Vaalputs could

become infested

with

these and other invaders by being

planted for landscaping, or by means of vehicle-borne seed dispersal [6,
28;

N.M. Wace, pers. comm.].

Frequent arrivals of large vehicles which

will bring some 2 000 drums and containers of waste to Vaalputs annually
for many years will increase the chances of infestation.

Only one succ-

essful introduction of Mesquite would be needed to start an infestation
which if allowed to reach the thicket stage would only be eradicated by
drastic physical and chemical methods from which the dryland ecosystems of
Vaalputs would take years to recover.

Mesquite is known for its remark-

ably deep roots which reach a depth of 18 m [31]. This is much deeper
than the low-level waste burials which are to be at 2-7 m.

Roads and tracks have other impacts which are generally thinly researched.
When they

pass through mammal and

insect

populations

they may act as

surprisingly effective barriers to gene flow between the segregates [21].
Plants would be affected when the gene flow in their genetic neighbourhood
is based on pollen transfer by animals.

The genetic neighbourhood would

be divided into two by the road, leading to perhaps deleterious inbreeding
in each segregate [10]. Populations next to tracks through vegetation may
experience locally destructive selective forces such as periodic compaction in their shallow root zone from passing vehicles, soil instability and
seed

burial

beyond

the usual tolerable depth

for germination.

These

effects are probably of minor overall current significance at Vaalputs.

8

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

It may be assumed that after disturbance the best option is to restore the
original ecotypes in the vegetation.

This is based on the premise that

the former plant ecotypes were optimally adapted to the site in both the
short and the long term.

This principle should

be adopted

for re-vegetating the caps of burial

trenches, with the proviso that deep-rooted species are excluded.
distributions of the main communities

The

in the trenching area are being

mapped as a baseline for future restoration programs.

It has been found

that restoration in the uncertain rainfall conditions at Vaalputs should
start with transplanting and irrigating individual pioneer plants [24].
This intensive approach will be practicable in the small 0,025 ha areas to
be re-vegetated each year.

Two species are being used as experimental pioneers:
shrubby

grass

Stipagrostis

Galenia secunda [24].

brevifolia

and

the

the perennial, low

sub-succulent

shrublet

The available water is saline, so irrigation is

confined to half a litre per plant per day for six weeks. Galenia secunda
is proving to be a suitable pioneer but it was not represented in the
original vegetation at the experimental site.

It is planned to establish

among the pioneers a vegetation resembling the original by digging and
irrigating

shallow pits to trap and germinate wind-blown seed, and by

bringing from adjacent areas topsoil containing propagules [24],

If studies .in hand prove that some species can develop deep roots in the
trenching area, it would be advisable to remove them because of their
potential for biotic translocation to the surface of radionuclides that
might appear.in the 2 - 7

metre-deep burial zone [17]. Although little is

known about root depths in the Karoo, some species related to those at
Vaalputs are known to grow down to several metres in natural soils which
may include hardened layers [5, 26, 27]. In the Worcester Karoo in the
south western Cape Province Galenia africana roots penetrated from 3,5 to
7,1 m, one being stopped at 1,1 m by a layer of dor bank [26]; while at
Matjesfontein in the south western Karoo the roots of this species went
down to at least 3 m in a stream-bank soil [5].
related

Galenia secunda is a

species which is being used as a pioneer in re-vegetating the

trench area:

if it has a similar deep root system it should be removed

once its pioneer role has been completed.

Also in the Worcester Karoo

roots of Ruschia multiflora were traced to a depth of 4,4 m, but Euphorbia
mauritanica and _E. burmannii seldom went deeper than 1 m [27], Ruschia
robusta is a common species in the burial area:

if it has similar deep

roots to R_. multiflora it should be kept away from the trenches.

In all these cases, the roots were growing in materials of varying degrees
of clay content and hardness.

In the trenches at Vaalputs the backfill

and the cap may present less obstruction for root penetration than those
observed

either

in the Worcester Karoo or in natural soil profiles at

Vaalputs.

Other management objectives which should be followed are to minimize the
number of tracks through the vegetation, and to eradicate any weedy plants
such as Mesquite (Prosopis spp.:

Mimosaceae) as soon as they appear.

A possible reversion to a colder, Pleistocene-type dry or wet climate over
the next

few centuries could cause a return of many of the selective

pressures which existed for up to 85% of the past 1,6 million years [16,
19,

33].

To

provide

for

effective

ecological

integrity

conditions two policies should be adopted directly.

under these

One policy should be

to aim to conserve any plant species which could assume key functional
importance

in

future

communities.

For

plants which are rare in the

present climate there should be avoidance of artificially caused inbreeding,

stochastic genetic or demographic fluctuations and severe ecological

stresses

[25, 14].

Another policy should be to prevent damage to the

ecotones between the vegetation types at Vaalputs to provide continuity
for ecological shifts of plant communities in response to climate change.
Both policies would support an aim of managing Vaalputs as a reserve for
ecological research [32].

9

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

9.1

Management for ecological integrity
processes and
some

specified

requires that the

ecosystems'

the species which support them are conserved over
or

indefinite

period.

burial site the ecosystems should

For

a radioactive waste

be conserved over the entire

period in which the buried substances remain a potential danger to
humanity and the environment.

9.2

The Vaalputs

facility in

Bushmanland,

South Africa is in an arid

region and has a vascular plant flora of over

160 species.

The

vegetation is a mosaic of eleven communities forming a patchy, low,
open, grassy

shrubland.

Soil variation

from site to site is a

major determinant of community structure.

9.3

Palaeoclimate

studies

suggest a higher

16 000

ago

the

years

in

late

precipitation

Pleistocene,

from about

followed

climates from about 10 000 years ago in the Holocene.

by

drier

There are

indications that the Holocene may terminate within a few hundred
years with a change to a sub-Pleistocene climate.

To provide for

ecological integrity at a time of climate change, presently rare
plant taxa should be conserved for a possible role as key species
in future communities.

Ecotones between the vegetation types at

Vaalputs should be conserved to provide continuity for ecological
shifts in response to climate changes.

9.4

Genetic

biogeography

can give valuable guidance on the management

of plant populations and would be a productive research topic with
practical and theoretical benefits at Vaalputs.

9.5

Studies of recovery of vegetation from intense,

regular grazing by

domestic stock which has been stopped at Vaalputs could be of value
in combatting desertification in the arid Karoo of the central and
north-western Cape Province.

9.6

The

minimum

number of roads and tracks should be used at Vaalputs

as they directly damage vegetation and sever local patterns of gene
flow.

A potentially serious disturbance which could start along

roadsides could be the introduction of an exotic plant invader such
as Mesquite

(Prosopis spp.:

eastern Bushmanland.

Mimosaceae) which infests areas in

Such species should be eradicated as soon as

they appear.

9.7

In establishing a permanent vegetation cover

on

the

caps

of the

back-filled

burial

trenches use should

be made of the original

ecotypes that inhabited the site, except that deep-rooted species
should

be excluded.

Selected

pioneers are being experimentally

transplanted and irrigated, after which it is planned to establish
a vegetation resembling the original by means of seeding methods.

9.8

Because

much is becoming known about ecology for the management of

the Vaalputs area it would be of practical and theoretical value to
establish it as a permanent reserve for biological research.
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Question

MRS S J POSN1K

1.

How

sensitive

are

the

palaeo-climatological

dating techniques you refered

to that they can

resolve 20 years?
2.

We

have

noticed

a

great

increase

of

pioneer

species - Galenia - after the recent rains.

They

were not very obvious during the dryer period.
What is their life span?

Answer

PROF A V HALL

1.

Deposits are in a very finely layered gyttja in
which

summer

and

winter

differentiation

is

apparent.
2.

No data exist on

the

Bushmanland.

habit

Its

life span of Galenia in
suggests

it could

not

survive more than 4-5 years of drought other than
by seed.

Question

Anonymous

Could you expand on the rehabilitation of the trench
caps?

Answer

PROF A V HALL

Experiments
University

conducted
of

the

by

researchers

Witwatersrand

show

from
the

the

optimal

method may be transplanting Stipagrostis and Galenia,
and

drip

irrigating

for up

to

6 weeks.

Seeds in

litter are to be put in depressions to promote later
ecosystem development.

Question

MR B H A SCHLOHS

Do

you

have

any

pH

values

(KC1

or

HO)

for

the

"acid" soils at Vaalputs?

Answer

PROF A V HALL

About 5,5 as best as I can recall: refer to Master's
thesis by Miss JW Lloyd at the University of Cape Town.

Question

MR F CORTOLO

Could you give an estimate of the root lengths of some
of the present vegetation growing in the Vaalputs area?

Answer

PROF A V HALL

Observations show the dorbank to be a major barrier to
root growth.
usually

Only one root has been found at 2 m:

no more than 0,6-1,0 m.

first trench

Inspection of the

in Stipagrostis/Lycium

grassy shrubland

showed no roots below about 0,6 m.

Question

DR A C S SMITH

1.

What

potential

do

biota

infiltration water quality?

have

for

modifying

Is this an important

process?
2.

If

so

do

sufficient

you

think

that

to

change

the

their

capacity

behaviour

of

is
the

infiltrating seepage in the way it will transport
radionuclides?

Answer

PROF A V HALL

In

a

semidesert

effects
best

area

root biomass

on water quality

the effect would

hold on nutrients.

is so

are probably

low that

trivial.

At

probably provide a temporary
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ABSTRACT
The development of four experimental trenches at Vaalputs was a multifaceted
project designed to obtain site specific data on different variables that
ultimately would be used in the construction of the final disposal
trenches. The following factors were addressed: evaluation of excavation
machinery, detailed geology, engineering geology of the excavation,
suitability
of
excavated
material
for
backfilling
and
capping,
characterization of backfilling and capping methods, natural rehabilitation
of soil moisture, corrosion of the drums, and the rehabilitation of the
natural vegetation on denuded areas.
Backfilling procedures were designed to determine the strengths of the
materials placed in the trenches. Three of the trenches were backfilled and
capped whereas the fourth was left open so that the stability of the
sidewalls being exposed to the atmosphere could be monitored in the long
term.
One trench was backfilled with lumpy, desiccated clayey grit with the
material varying in size from -10 mm to lumps of about 0,5 m in diameter: a
second trench was backfilled entirely with uncompacted screened desiccated
-10 mm clayey grit, and the third trench was filled with waste 200
metal
oil drums with the spaces being backfilled with the -10 mm screened clay.
The caps consisted of simple and complex types, both of which were designed
to limit the infiltration of surface water which in the long term may
adversely affect the integrity of the radioactive waste. The simple cap
consisted of 2 m of clayey grit compacted to a bulk density of about
1 800 kg.m~3.
The complex cap contained, in addition, a 250 mm thick
gravel layer designed to create a wick effect.
Aluminium neutron tubes were installed in all the trenches in order to
monitor the rate of moisture rehabilitation and also the percolation rate of
surface water through the cap.

Data collected from the experimental trenches have assisted in the
design of the final disposal trenches at Vaalputs, in particular the
design of the caps with respect to moisture infiltration and
cracking phenomena, methods for determining moisture, and the best
techniques required for rehabilitating the denuded areas of the
trench caps and environment.
1

INTRODUCTION

Intermediate- and low-level radioactive waste (TLLW) in South Africa
will be produced primarily by the Koeberg Nuclear Power Station near
Helkbosstrand, north of Cape Town.
be produced will amount

The radioactive waste that will

to approximately 2 000 m

per year, most

of which will be contained in about 500 metal-lined concrete 2 m
containers and 1 500 metal 0,2 m

drums.

The waste from Koeberg

will be disposed of at Vaalputs by shallow land-burial and it is
recognized that it is highly desirable to evaluate, under controlled
scientific

conditions,

the

containment

offered

by

the

proposed

trench and cap designs.

Several of the 11 existing ILLW disposal facilities in the USA have
not performed well because of the leakage of radioactive pollutants
into the environment, although there has been no obvious injury to
persons (1).

Many of these sites were not selected in accordance

with

prescribed

modern

establishment

of

such

techniques,
sites,

there

because,
were

practice available for this application.

at

virtually

the
no

time

of

codes of

Within the modern codes of

practice for the selection and evaluation of 1LLW disposal sites
many of

the problems are "selected" out.

Vaalputs was selected

according to accepted international norms as outlined in the IAEA
Guidebook

No.

53

in its Safety Series

(2) and

the USA Nuclear

Regulatory Commission's Code of Federal Regulations guide, 10 CFR
61, (3).

At Vaalputs three experimental trenches for simulating variations in
disposal

techniques

were

fourth was left open;

excavated,

backfilled

and

capped

their locality is shown on Fig. 1.

and a
Many of

the techniques used at Vaalputs were based on practices that have
been well researched and documented (4;5;1).

The intended experiments will continue for a number of decades, and
the backfilling and capping methodology

for the Vaalputs disposal

trenches will initially have to be based on the limited data from
the experimental trenches as well as reported practice.

2

The

SCOPE OF VAALPUTS PROJECT

development

multifaceted

of

the experimental

project

designed

to

trenches

obtain

at Vaalputs was a

site specific

data

on

variables that ultimately would be used in the construction of the
final disposal trenches.

Evaluation

of

The following factors were addressed:

excavation

machinery:

The

disposal

site

was

selected on the basis that the sediments of the Vaalputs Basin were
rippable, having a seismic velocity of less than 1 500 m.s
was

considered

equipment

by

necessary

testing

a

to

optimize

variety

of

the

type

machines

of

prior

.

It

excavation
to

eventual

purchase.

Detailed

geology:

been determined
only

The

sediinentology

of

the

disposal

site had

from a limited number of boreholes which provided

generalized

information.

The

exposure of

the sidewalls

in

trenches that are 7 m deep afforded a good opportunity of assessing
lithological

variations

on

a

scale

considerably

larger

than

boreholes.

Engineering

geology

of

the

excavation:

optimize the slope of the trench sidewalls

It

is

important

to

in order to minimise

collapsing which, at Vaalputs, can be caused by the presence of
slickensides due to differential movement in the sediment induced by
heaving of the clays.
clay/silt/sand

Other properties of the material, including

contents, grading, bulk density and natural moisture

content, were important for the investigation.

Suitability

of

excavated

material:

The

suitability

of

the

excavated material for both the trench backfilling and capping was
investigated.

Vertical

changes

in

the

sedimentary

profile

necessitated a sorting process whereby non-plastic material such as
indurated ferruginized sand, massive calcrete and calcrete nodules
were

separated

from

the

more

plastic, clayey

grits

which

have

suitable compaction properties.

Characterization

of

backfilling

methods:

It

is

essential

to

optimize the packing geometry of the packages in the trenches, the
coarseness of the material used in the backfilling, the degree of
the compaction required for the backfilling and the effectiveness of
a gravel drainage sump at the base of the trench.

Characterization of capping methods:

The cap should be designed

to maximize the rainfall run-off and to minimize infiltration of
water.

Various capping materials, degree of material compaction and

cap configurations were addressed to achieve these aims.

Rehabilitation

of

ground

moisture:

After

excavation

of

the

trench, the sidewalls, floor and trench spoil dumps desiccate on
exposure.

It is important to assess the depth of desiccation in the

trench sidewalls and the excavated material and also the rate at
which the moisture will be rehabilitated in the backfilling after
capping.

This moisture may ultimately contribute to the corrosion

of the waste packages and therefore the longer it takes for the
moisture

to

rehabilitate

to

its

natural

levels

the

longer

the

packages are likely to remain intact.

Corrosion of the waste packaging:

The assessment of the rate of

corrosion of the concrete containers and metal drums will be made by
periodically re-excavating them.

Rehabilitation of the vegetation:
return

the denuded

areas

to

To stabilize the caps and to

their original

ecological

status a

program to promote the re establishment of the natural flora has
been established.

3

EXCAVATION OF TRENCHES

The final dimensions of the four experimental trenches are given in
Table 1 and their positions relative to each other in Fig. 4.

TABLE 1
Dimensions of experimental trenches

Trench

The

Depth (m) Wall slope

Opening size (m)

Floor size (m)

1A

7

60°

13 x 10,5

IB

7

90"

13 x 10,5

2A

7

60"

13 x 10,5

7,5 X 5

2B

7

60"

13 x 10,5

7,5 x 5

volumes

of

the

trenches

are

between

7,5 x 5
11 x 8,5

600 and 650 m , and

cross-section through an open trench is illustrated in Fig. 2.
detailed

lithology

of

the

sidewalls

of

the

trenches

has

a

The
been

reported by Levin (6).

The prime objectives during the excavation were:

a. To test the abilities of tne excavating machinery to ensure that
equipment purchased would be fully utilized and as cost-effective
as possible.

Therefore

trenches

in

was

an

the

area

site chosen

that

had

for the experimental

well-developed

layers

of

calcrete and ferruginized sand, both of which were extremely hard
and occurred within the upper two metres of the soil profile.

b. To separate different lithological units such that they could be
used selectively in the backfilling and capping operations.

c. To determine the optimum angle of the sidewalls.

EXPERIMENTAL
TRENCHES

("TEMPORARY SPOIL >
! DUMPING AREA J
I

I

^DISPOSAL
/TRENCHES

i

L_!

LJU Lj UJ LJ

DISPOSAL
SITE
RECEPTION
BUILDING
I

I

R2

W

R1

Figure 1
Location and lay-out of the experimental trenches

Trenches 1.A and IB had a thick layer of calcrete overlying clayey
grit whereas trenches ?.A and 2B had predominantly hard ferruginized
sand with very

little calcrete.

It was found

that a hydraulic

excavator such as a Cat 225 or equivalent could just cope with the
type of cover material 01 trenches 1A and IB although the rate of
excavation was slow, whereas a large D8 bulldozer with a ripper was
required to break up the ferruginized sand of trenches 2A and 2B.
Once the overlying material had been broken up the excavator was
capable of digging down to a depth of 7 m with relative ease.

Figure 2
Cross-section through a trench during the excavation showing
the position of the excavator standing on the -3 m bench

An excavator is limited to a reach of about 7 m and for this reason
it was necessary to ' ,tcavate a ramp and bench to 3 m below surface
from which

it could

operate, thereby

enabling

it

to reach

the

opposite bottom corner of the trench (Fig. 2). This configuration
created

problems when

it came

to

capping

the trenches.

Before

capping could take place a bench 2 m wide and 2 m deep had to be
excavated all around the trench by means of cutting on three sides
and filling up the ramp and bench at -3 m with spoil until the
level had been reached.

2 m

The purpose of this bench was to have the

cap extending 2 m beyond the trench on all sides thereby potentially
directing the surface water run-off well away from the trench.

At

the

time

of

the

excavation

no

information

was

concerning the shear

strengths of the soil profile.

the

trenches

sidewalls

conservatively
whereas

of

cut to 60

c

1A,

2A

and

2B

available

The slopes of

were

therefore

in order to minimize possible collapse

for IB they were 90° to evaluate an extreme condition.

Tests on soil samples taken during the excavation showed that an 80°
slope was stable.

The different

lithological units such as red surface sand, lumpy

calcrete, lumpy ferruginized sand and clayey grit were placed into
separate heaps for use in the backfilling and capping operations.

4

PREPARATION OF BACKFILLING AND CAPPING MATERIAL

The plastic

clayey

grit was

the

obvious

lithologies for backfilling and capping.

choice

over

the other

Subsequent to excavation

the clayey grit tends to desiccate into hard lumpy material.

It was

evident that this material should not be used in that state as it
would

result

in

too many

voids.

In

addition, the

clayey

grit

contained large nodules of calcrete up to 150 tnra in diameter, which
are undesirable for backfilling or capping.

Consequently the clayey

grit was put through vibratory screens with the -37 + 10 mm and the
-10 mm fractions being retained, while the remaining coarse material
was discarded as being unusable.

Similarly, the calcrete was also screened in the same manner with
the coarse

-37 + 10 mm fraction being retained, firstly, for the

construction of the cap to create the wick effect and, secondly, for
the sump at the base of the trench.
also used in the cap of trench 1A.

The fine

-10 mm fraction was

It was inevitable that the finer

calcrete contained a small proportion of the clayey grit.

5

BACKFILLING OF TRENCHES

5.1

Purpose
The backfilling operations were designed to-

a.

test the suitability of the clayey grit as a backfill material;

b.

determine the rate of natural consolidation of the backfill;

c.

determine

the

rate

of

groundwater

rehabilitation

in

the

backfill and the desiccated sidewalls;
d.

evaluate the usefulness of a gravel sump at the base of the
trench;

e.

determine the rate of corrosion on buried concrete containers
and metal drums; and

f.

estimate the rate of percolation through the base of the trench.

5.2

Procedures

Using the above criteria the trenches were backfilled, the details
of which are given in Table 2.

Certain aspects however require

clarification:

Trench 1A

a.

Sample concrete containers and metal drums to be used by ESCOM
for containing waste were placed into the trench in order to
test

their corrosion resistance over a long period of time.

They will be excavated periodically over a number of years.

b.

The lumpy, desiccated clayey grit was used to evaluate whether
the screening phase was necessary.

The size of the material

varied from -10 mm to lumps of about 0,5 m in diameter.

The

major problem created by this material was the excessive number
of voids which would be effective pathways for infiltrating
water.

Trench IB

The purpose of using the uncompacted -10 mm screened clayey grit,
without any waste packages, was to evaluate the rate and degree of

TABLE 2
Backfilling of trenches

Packages

Trench
a

1A

b

Backfill

4 ESCOH concrete containers stacked on top
of each other in the
centre of the trench
4 ESCOH metal drums
placed flat at the
base of the trench

Uncompacted unscreened,
lumpy, desiccated
clayey grit

IB

No packages used

Uncompacted screened
-10 mm clayey grit

2A

Scrap metal oil drums
placed flat 200 mm apart
to fill the trench

200 mm layer of -37 + 10 mm
calcrete gravel sump
covered with geofabric
at the base of trench
Uncompacted screened
-10 mm clayey grit

2B

Left empty

Left empty

natural compaction that would take place during the rehabilitation
of

the

ground

conditions

the

moisture
clayey

in

grit

the
will

backfill.
compact

upon

Under
the

compressive
addition

of

moisture.

Trench 2A

a. To prevent the drums at the bottom of the trench from standing in
seepage water

for prolonged

periods, a

sump

consisting

-37 + 10 mm calcrete gravel layer was laid at the base.
diameter

PVC

inspection

pipe,

slotted

at

the

of a

A 119 mm

bottom,

was

installed to observe and collect possible seepage.

b. Scrap metal oil drums were placed flat surrounded by a 200 mm
thick layer of backfilling.
void

spaces between

rehabilitation

and

The purpose of this was to eliminate

the drums to facilitate optimum moisture
also

to

enable

moisture

and

determinations to be made using the neutron/gamma meter.

density

Trench 2B

The trench was left empty in order to observe:

a. The geology of the surficial material
b. The

stability

of

the

sidewalls

after

prolonged

exposure

to

desiccation and rainfall
c. The rate of percolation of water collecting after heavy rainfall
through the bottom of the trench

5.3

Compaction Meters

Compaction meters were constructed from metal rod to which a metal
base plate of 100 x 100 mm was welded.

The base plates of the

meters were positioned at 2, 3, 4 and 5 m below the natural ground
surface in order to determine whether differential compaction takes
place within the backfill.

Their configuration in each trench is

shown in Fig. 3.

(b)
COMPACTOMETERS
Depth (m)

Figure 3
Configuration of the compactometers (a)
(b)

in plan

in cross-section in the trenches

The elevations of the tops of the rods have been accurately surveyed
and referenced to an established beacon in the immediate vicinity.

Changes

in

the

elevation

reflect differential

of

the

compactometers

will

therefore

movement within the backfilling and capping.

The elevations have been measured on three occasions and it appears
that the compaction is generally taking place although the data is
somewhat erratic.

5.4

Neutron Tubes

The purpose of inserting aluminium neutron tubes in the trenches and
some distance away from them was to determine the moisture regime
within

the

backfilling

and

the

surrounding

in

situ

surficial

material.

Aluminium tubes, 53 nun in diameter and closed at the bottom with an
aluminium plug, were placed in each trench at localities indicated
in Fig. 4.

Those tubes shown by crosses extend to 3 m below the

base of the trenches, i.e. 10 m below surface.

Tubes indicated with

a circle extend to the base of the trench only or are drilled in the
sidewall. The tubes were used in lengths of 3 m which were welded
together using

sockets and extended

as required by

the rate of

backfilling and capping.

6

CAPPING OF TRENCHES

6.1

Purpose

Trench caps form an integral part of thft final trench design and act
as barriers to the infiltration of surface water.
critical

aspect,

the

designs

of

the

caps

of

Considering this
the

experimental

trenches took the following into account:

a. Caps

can

either

be

of

the

simple

(unilayered)

or

complex

(multilayered) types, both of which were constructed
b. The suitability of the available soil in terms of its physical
characteristics such as compactability, shrinkage, permeability,
the wick effect, and shear and tensile strengths
c. Rehabilitation of the local vegetation after the closure of the
trench

NORTH REFERENCE TUBE
(SOm N of trench 1A\
Jr

N

•1

SOUTH REFERENCE
( 5 0 m S of t r e n c h

POINT
1 B)

Figure 4
Localities of the neutron tubes : x = tubes extending 3 m below the
base of the trenches

6-2

; o = tubes to base of trench only

Designs of Caps

The design configurations of the caps are shown in Fig. 5 and in
each case there is a 2 m wide bench on all sides at the -2 m level.

The cap on trench 1A is a simple, unilayered cap consisting of
compacted

clayey

multilayered

grit but

having

a

the caps on

calcrete

gravel

trenches
layer

IB
of

and

2A are

-37 + 10 ma

sandwiched

within

the

clayey

grit.

latter two caps is that the gravel

The difference between the
in ?.k is wrapped in geofabric

cloth (bidum) which has its ends slotted into two horizontal plastic
drain pipes positioned parallel to the length of the trench.

The

purpose of these pipes is to drain water that may infiltrate into
the cap until it reaches the bidum where it should travel laterally
along the interface because of the wick effect.

Additionally, the

bidum prevents finer material getting into the interstices of the
gravel which would decrease its hydraulic conductivity.

Theoretical and experimental simulations on trench caps (5; 7) showed
that if a layer of fine material is underlain by a layer of coarse
material then the interface between the two layers acts as a barrier
to water flow.

Water will build up in the upper fine layer and only

enter the coarse layer at the "moisture break-through point"
the

correct

interface.
effect

water
These

which

pressure-head
phenomena

occurs

primarily

has

are

been

established

collectively

due

to

termed

differences

in

at

when
the

the

wick

the

soil

moisture retention characteristics and hydraulic conductivities of
coarse and fine material.

The larger the differences between these

properties the greater the wick effect.

Laboratory tests on the -10 mm clayey grit from Vaalputs (Fig. 6)
showed that the maximum bulk density of the compacted material was
attained

at

a moisture content of 14,5% which

is known as the

optimum moisture content. Moisture contents greater than or less
than

the

optimum

moisture

content

are known

as wet

or dry of

optimum respectively.

Soil

samples

compacted

wet

of

optimum

give

lower

hydraulic

conductivities and hence permeabilities (probably due to less void
space) than do samples compacted dry of optimum (5). However, soils
compacted dry of optimum can store more water and are able to give
up a greater amount of it and become less saturated than those
compacted wet of optimum should conditions be favourable for the
soil to dry out or should evapotranspiration occur (5).

UNILAYERED CAP
Trench 1A

RED SAND

1.0 m
0,2m

MULTILAYERED CAP
Trenches 1B and 2A

•RED SAND
=4 o.i m — r
_ 0.6 m
•

-10mm CLAY
-37

+

10mm CALCRETE GRAVEL

2 m—
Geofabric in trench
1B only

Figure 5
Designs of caps

Ideally where an underlying coarse layer is used to produce a wick
effect, saturation of the upper compacted clay layer should occur
before water breaks through into the underlying gravel layer.

Thus,

there

should

be

a water

content

which

can be

used

when

compacting the trench caps which will give an optimum combination of
reduced permeability

and water storage capacity.

Johnson et al,

(5), suggested that 2% dry of optimum should be aimed for, and this
was done for the caps for the Vaalputs experimental trenches.

Under

these conditions the Vaalputs clayey grit gave a water permeability
of

1,4

x

10

m.s

and

a water

storage

capacity

of

0,20 (8).

Assuming that the cap is 2 m thick, it should be able to absorb
approximately

400 mm of continuous rain before

saturation occurs

with a subsequent break-through of water.

An automatic weather station has been in operation at Vaalputs since
October 1983 and the rainfall for the twelve months from October
1983 until September 1984 was 47 mm.

Longer-term data will become

available but the average of various weather stations operating in
the Namaqualand area was 95 mm (9).

In either case the caps can

easily absorb the average annual rainfall.

The permeability of the in situ clayey grit in the floor of the
trenches

is

considerably
bath-tub

approximately
higher

effect

than

should

7,5 x 10

for

the

abnormal

m.s

cap.

(10),

This

quantities

of

will

which

is

minimize

the

water

infiltrate

through the cap to the trench bottom (11).

6.3

Construction of the Caps

Both the

10 mm and the -3 7 + 10 mm size fractions of the clayey

grit were used for the construction of the caps because there was
insufficient material of the finer fraction.

In order to achieve a moisture content of 2% dry of optimum (12,5%)
the clay was placed in a row of dumps (each about 6 m
which

were

flattened

with

a

grader

and

rolled

in volume),

with

a

grid

roller to a final thickness of approximately 200 mm.

The clay was

watered by a tanker truck and then mixed and homogenized by the
grader.

Initially

it

was

attempted

to use

a

large

concrete

mixer

for

homogenizing the clay and water but this proved to be too slow and
inadequate in size considering the large volumes of material that
were required.

The moistened material was spread over the backfilling in layers not
in excess of 100 mm which could be easily compacted with a vibratory
roller.

Layers

thicker

than

100 mm

could

not

be

adequately

compacted.

During the capping operation moisture and bulk density measurements
were

made

continuously

using

a

Troxler

density/moisture

meter.

Average data for the respective trenches are given in Table 3.

TABLE 3
Average density and moisture measurements of the caps
of the trenches

Trench

Parameter

_3
Wet density (kg.m )
_3
Dry density (kg.m )
% moisture

1A

IB

2A

1 750

1 790

1 840

1 560

1 570

1 680

12,1

(m/v)

12,8

10,3

The wet densities for all three caps are fairly consistent, and
higher

than

1 500 kg.m" .

the

in

situ

material,

which

is

on

average

For trenches 1A and IB the moisture contents were

very close to the desired value but for 2A the moisture tended to be
slightly on the dry side.

In all the caps the material was "hogged" (or arched) by an amount
of 250 mm along the northeasterly centre lines.
was that in trenches IB and 2A

The reason for this

in particular, the wick effect would

be enhanced by making any infiltrating water move down-slope more
rapidly,

thereby

further

reducing

the

possibility

of

reaching

saturated conditions within the cap (5).

1.9

12,5
1.8-

QQ

1.7

'Natural moisture content
1.6'

20

15

10

% MOISTURE
Figure 6
Changes in bulk densities (i.e. compactions)

with

varying moisture contents

Finally a layer of red sand up to 100 mm thick was placed over the
compacted clayey grit firstly to return the cap to natural ground
level and secondly to prevent its desiccation.

6.4

Soil moisture and density determinations in the trenches

Soil moisture and density determinations through the profile of the
trenches were determined

using a calibrated neutron/gamma probe.

The objective of these measurements was to determine the rate at
which ground moisture rehabilitates.

The first measurements were

taken two months after the trenches had been backfilled and capped
and

a

Fig. 7.

typical moisture

profile

through

trench

2A

is

shown

in

From these data it is clear that the different lithological

units constituting

the trench can easily be distinguished on the

basis of moisture contents.

%
0

ALUMINIUM
TUBE

Mo.sture ! w/ \/i
5

10

15

20

*"

Figure 7
Typical moisture and density profiles through trench 2A

7

SUBSIDENCE OF CAPS AND BACKFILLING

Within 2 months after the completion of the cappings it was observed
that the cap on trench IB started to develop marginal cracks along
its length and breadth close to the edge of the trench as shown
schematically in Fig. 8.

Stephenson

(8) mathematically

modelled

trench

geotechnical parameters as given in Fig. 8.
of dry, uncompacted
1350 kg.m" .

IB

using

its own

The backfill consisted

-10 mm clayey grit having a bulk density of

This was used because its natural compaction would

be relatively rapid thereby facilitating early observation of cap

subsidence and the manner in which it would crack.

The modelling

showed that if subsidence occurred under the cap then it would crack
at the edges of the trench owing to tensile stresses being set up,
which confirmed the field observations.

In addition, Stephenson (8)

showed that when the cap was not extended beyond the edge of the
trench then such stressing would be less likely to occur owing to
the compressive

forces exerted by the cap on the trench walls.

Furthermore, compaction of the backfilling would also reduce the
likelihood of tensile stresses developing

in the cap.

The height

of the outer columns of concrete containers should be decreased by
one container to reduce tensile stressses in the cap should settling
of the backfill occur at these points.

The final designs adopted

for the waste disposal trenches and stacking of waste packages are
illustrated in Fig. 9.

TRENCH 1B
0,1 m RED SAND
jS

CRACK

CRACK

0,6 m COMPACTED

CLAY

0,9 m
- 3 7 • 10mm CALCRETE
GRAVEL
0,4m COMPACTED CLAY

BULK DENSITY OF
COMPACTED CAP
11800 kg.m'3
MOISTURE = l3*/.lmass)

BACKFILLED - 1 0 m m OF
UNCOMPACTED CLAY

BULK

DENSITY

1300 -1500 kg. nrf

MOISTURE CONTENT
S % [mass)

5 V.

S,5m-

Figure 8
Marginal cracks developed in the capping of trench IB caused by
subsidence of backfill

CAP COMPACTED IN 150mm
LAYERS

LIGHTLY
COMPACTED
SAND

COMPACTED

Figure 9
Geometry of the stacked concrete containers showing the
positions of the backfilling and the structure of the cap.

BACKFILL

No marginal

cracking

in the caps has as yet been observed

in

trenches 1A and 2A, which is due to the more consolidated nature of
the backfillings.
8

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1

Conclusions

a)

When

excavating

probably

be

the waste

necessary

to

disposal

trenches,

rip

calcrete

the

it will most
layer

with

a

bulldozer, after which an excavator (Cat 225 or equivalent)
can

satisfactorily

remove

the

calcrete

and

excavate

the

underlying clay layer.
b)

Trenches having the most stable design should have sidewalls
sloping 80° to the horizontal.

c)

The excavated material should be screened down to at least
-10 mm in order to remove non-plastic material such as lumpy
ferruginized sand and clayey grit and calcrete nodules.

The

resultant material is plastic and excellent for backfilling and
capping.
d)

Specific configurations for packing the concrete containers and
metal drums and a suitable design for the caps were arrived at.

e)

The permeability of the trench caps after compaction should be
less than the in situ clay.

f)

Trench caps should not be extended beyond the sidewalls of the
trenches, otherwise tensile cracking may occur.

8.2

Recommendations

Although

the

experimental

trenches

must

be

considered

to

be

long-term experiments much useful data were obtained during the
excavation,

backfilling

and

capping

designing the final disposal trenches.

operations,

and

used

in

The initial design of the

trenches will incorporate the following features:

a.

They will consist of compartments 100 m long, 20 tu wide at the
base and 7,7m deep.

b.

The floor will have a slope of 1:100 across the width and 1:200
along the length of the trench.

The deposition of the waste

will commence at the high end of the trench so that if there
should

be

sufficient

rain

to

cause water

to

stand

in the

trenches, this water will flow away from the waste.
c.

There will be a layer of screened calcrete gravel having a
grading of approximately -374-10 mm at the base of the trench to
form a sump.

This will eliminate the possibility of the waste

packages standing in a pool of water. As the porosity of the
calcrete gravel will be high, water will easily flow down-slope
to a collection sump.
d.

Moisture-measuring

devices will be installed

into the trench

backfill to monitor the natural rehabilitation of soil moisture
and the possible percolation through the cap into the waste.
This will facilitate more reliable predictions in the long term
regarding the migration of radionuclides.
e.

The caps will initially be of the simple unlayered type, in the
form of compacted clay which will not project beyond the edges
of the trenches, thereby preventing

f.

cracking.

A sand layer will be placed ov^r the caps to return then to
natural ground level upon which the indigenous vegetation will
be

re established

according

to

methods

developed

during

revegetation investigations (12). This sand layer will prevent
desiccation cracking of the compacted clay layer.
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Question

MR B ROGERS

The

backfill

operation

showed

riding upon the crane bucket.

a

worker

physically

Is this the anticipated

mode of operations?

Answer

DR B B HAMBLETON-JONES

No, the photo was taken of the contractors, the AEC
would not allow this practice for the final trenches.
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ABSTRACT
Based on the repository concept for high level radioactive wastes (HLW)
developed in Switzerland /I./, which is similar to a deep mine, a thorough
safety assessment was performed for the repository's operational phase. The
approach used is described and the results obtained are given in this
paper.
There were three starting points for this safety assessment, e.g.:
analysis of the operations in the facility, with the aim to identify
the potential for accidents which could lead to radioactivity releases,
investigation of natural phenomena and other possible initiating
events with repository-external origin, to determine their likely effects on the facility,
study even of either hypothetical or unrealistic accident scenarios,
giving an indication on the repository concept's capability to mitigate the consequences of such extreme situations.
The findings of these studies have been summarized and are now available in
German language /2./. They indicate that the proposed repository concept is
- at least during its operational phase - sound and is not vulnerable to
incidents or accidents of internal or external origin. Correspondingly
there are no significant radioactivity releases after any one of the anticipated accidents which were investigated.

1

INTRODUCTION

Safe disposal of radioactive waste had to be studied in Switzerland and demonstrated by its producers at the end of 1985. This is a requirement stipulated by the Atomic Energy Act of this country. The Cooperative of the
Nuclear Waste Producers (Nagra) has taken up this challenge and has presented in a multi-volume document its plans how the disposal of all kinds
of radioactive waste will be effectuated here in the future. This documentation describes amongst others:
the amount and form of wastes to be treated and disposed of
the studied sites for waste disposal, including the geology and hydrology at such sites as presently known
the repository concepts foreseen, which reflect the knowledge of sites
and characteristics/volumes of wastes
the capability of the disposal method, including technical and natural
barriers, to prevent radioactivity from reaching the biosphere.
For the disposal of high level radioactive waste Electrowatt Engineering
Services Ltd. was deeply involved in both, the development of a suitable
repository concept and the safety assessment for the operating phase of
this facility. The study of safety aspects for the post-closure phase of
this repository concept was done by other organizations and has yielded
very favourable results /3./.
2

REPOSITORY CONCEPT

Here below a brief description of the Swiss repository concept for the disposal of HLW is given.
In accordance with the geology of Switzerland a waste repository was developed for granite as host rock formation. The depth of the disposal galleries was assumed at 1200 m under the surface. Based on drilling tests it
was established that the undisturbed rock temperature at this depth is
close to 56 °C, and that groundwater in the host rock is likely to contain
some minerals and methane.
The facility designed and developed should serve different purposes. Firstly it should receive and allow the intermediate storage of waste packages
from reprocessing. They consisted of (see Figure 1 ) :
vitrified waste (reprocessed spent fuel) in SS cylinders
cemented waste (containing the hulls and endcaps of fjel cladding) in
concrete canisters
bituminized waste (technical waste from reprocessing operations) in
200 1 metallic drums.
Secondly, it should provide means for final encapsulation of the glass cylinders (HLW-packages). This technical barrier is formed by a solid nodular
cast iron cask of at least 0.15 m thickness.
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Thirdly, the facility should include all structures, machinery and systems
necessary for excavating new disposal galleries in parallel to the disposal
of the different waste packages.
The repository concept developed is given schematically in Figure 2. One
recognizes, on one hand, the building complexes on the surface, consisting
of:
the waste reception, handling and storage facility
two shaft towers with sheds, and
the centre for air conditioning plant.
On the other hand, the picture depicts the main parts of the underground
works, which are:
the two vertical access shafts; one of them for air inlet (and transports in connection with disposal gallery mining), the other for outlet of ventilation air (and for the vertical transport of waste packages),
the two caverns forming the central part of the underground works,
connected to each other by an airlock, situated close to the bottom of
the shafts,
the main circulation tunnels for the transport of goods (like excavated rock and backfill material) and of personnel,
the disposal galleries, having a circular cross section of 3.7 m each,
which are running parallel to each other,
the disposal silos, arranged in two clusters and connected to the central part of the underground works by a short access tunnel.
The size of the HLW-repository was tailored to a 6000 MWe nuclear generating capacity in Switzerland, which is planned to be operable by the end of
this century.
3

OPERATIONS IN THE FACILITY

Now the regular operation in the repository and associated facility is presented.
Several waste packages are transported together to site, on road vehicles
within licensed flasks. The packages are then unloaded, inspected and put
into an air-cooled buffer storage. Vitrified waste cylinders are transferred one-by-one to the encapsulation bay, where they receive a 0.15 - 0.25 m
thick overpack, which is sealwelded under hot cell conditions.
The transport to the disposal galleries (for glass cylinders) or to the
disposal silos (for the cemented and bituminized wastes) is effectuated in
special shielding containers. Except for the bitumenized waste drums, only
one waste package is hauled at a time, whereby the facility internal narrow-gauge railway system is used for all horizontal movements. In the so
called "operation shaft" the waste packages, without being removed from
their respective transport wagon, is lowered to the disposal level.

Operation shaft
tower with shed
Construction shaft
tower with shed

— Air conditioning centre
Reception, handling
storage facility

Construction
shaft (air inlet)
Construction
cavern
Operation shaft
(air outlet)

Main circulation
tunnel (disposal)
Disposal gallery
Disposal silo

Operation
cavern

Connecting tunnel
Main circulation
tunnel (excavation)

Figure 2: Concept for High Level Waste Repository

Glass cylinders are removed remotely at the disposal location from their
shield container and are placed on a prepared bed of compacted bentonite
blocks right in the axis of the disposal galleries. Thereafter more bentonite blocks are stacked around it until the gallery is completely filled.
By laying further bentonite blocks at a distance of 5 m a new disposal position is prepared.
Cemented and bitumenized waste packages are hoisted by a polar crane from
their shielding wagon and are placed in layers into the freestanding cylindrical concrete vat provided within each disposal silo. When a layer of
waste canisters or drums is complete a special backfill (based on a cementmortar admixture) is poured into the vat, which will cover and fix the
waste packages completely.
New disposal galleries are mined mechanically in a parallel operation to
waste disposal. (Silos and access tunnels are excavated with "soft blasting
methods" prior to commencement of waste disposal operations.) The diameter
of these galleries and the characteristics of the granite rock in Switzerland allow the use of a conventional full-face tunneling machine for this
purpose. Rock fragments are removed without being cooled. Here again the
narrow-gauge railway system is used for horizontal hauling. Wagons with the
detritus are hoisted to surface in the so called "construction shaft",
through which also the materials for construction, the miners and the waste
disposal workers are brought to the underground works.
4

SAFETY ANALYSIS

4.1

Introduction

The safety analyses were aimed to show that radioactivity releases from the
above described facility - even in case of equipment malfunction, operator
error or a natural phenomenon of external origin - remain negligibly low.
In the absence of valid regulations in Switzerland it was assumed, that similar or lower radioactivity release limits would be imposed by the authorities on waste repositories during operation for "nuclear accidents" than
for nuclear power plants.
Less attention has been paid to "conventional accidents", which of course
could also happen in such a mine-type facility.
4.2

Operational Safety Analysis

First the rate at which the three different waste types arrive at site, and
at which they have to be disposed of, was determined. Peak values during
the estimated 50 operating years of the repository are merely:
140 packaged HLW glass cylinders per year
95 concrete canisters with cemented waste per year
460 steel drums containing bitumenized waste per year.
This means that in average, on every calendar day, only one single waste
transport to the underground works needs to take place. Thereby a transport
comprises either one packed glass cylinder, or one concrete canister or
four bituminized waste drums.

Obviously the speed at which waste package handling and transport needs to
take place is slow. This eliminates the potential for serious traffic accidents within the facility and allows the clean separation of the waste
streams either by time and/or by space in this repository.
As indicated above, nuclear waste is exclusively handled in packages in a
solidified form within the repository. Hence, waste material is neither
volatile nor will it spread out within (and leave the boundaries of) the
facility if not damaged. There are several possible ways by which waste
packages could accidentally be injured during normal repository operation.
As experienced by the waste material itself, this is either due to:
mechanical impact
thermal impact
chemical attack, or
combination of the above processes.
Identification and grouping of those undesired operational events which
could lead to one of the above waste damaging processes has only yielded
the following accident categories:
handling/transport accidents
lack of heat removal from waste packages
fire incident
combustible/explosive gas accumulation and deflagration
lack of water removal from the surroundings of waste.
Other thinkable accident categories, e.g. corrosive attack on waste packages by aggressive chemical agents, could be disregarded due to the circumstances in the conceptual HLW-repository.
Then for each accident category, among the different possible scenarios,
those having the greatest consequences at a given facility location were
analysed in detail. The sensibility of the waste forms with respect to the
damaging process was thereby duly reflected. This means for example, that
the bitumenized waste is not very sensitive towards mechanical but rather
towards thermal impacts. Similar evaluations and considerations have led to
the analysis of the following worst case accident scenarios:
4.2.1

Fall of a glass cylinder from the crane hook

A vitrified glass cylinder without overpack is assumed to fall vertically
onto a sharp edge of a piece of machinery in the encapsulation bay. The
hight of the free fall was determined conservatively to 7.7 m. As a consequence the relatively thin SS envelope of the cylinder is teared up and a
large part of the glass monoblock is crashed. The glass fragments have different sizes, some of them being small enough to be airborne. It was determined based on similar impact experiments that a fraction of 3.7 E-5 of the
damaged glass matrix or 1.85 E-7 of the total vitrified waste material is
likely to become volatile after such an accident.
Taking into consideration the specific activity of the vitrified waste (450
Ci/kg) and that the ventilation system in the encapsulation bay is provided
with rather efficient HEPA filters, the expected release to the environment
after this accident is only 1.8 E-4 Ci in form of glass dust. The radioactivity in the released particulates stems mainly from Cs-137, Sr-90 and
Am-241.

4.2.2

Fall of an encapsulated glass cylinder from the crane hook

Similarly, it was determined that the nodular cast iron overpack of the HLW
cylinder protects rather efficiently the vitrified waste. Should such a
package fall 12.2 m vertically from a crane hook onto a rigid surface or a
stiff conical piece of equipment the containment around the glass matrix
would not be breached. Hence, even the worst possible mechanical impact to
be anticipated for the encapsulated HLW cylinder has no radioactivity release as a consequence. Of course, the waste package would suffer substantial damage due to such an accident and its repair prior to disposal would
be imperativ.
4.2.3

Lack of heat removal from HLW cylinders in the buffer storage

Vitrified reprocessing HLW generates, despite a prolonged intermediate
storage at a corresponding facility, a considerable amount of heat. At
arrival to site the energy production rate per glass cylinder is less or
equal to 650 W.
In the buffer storage vault of the reception building up to 30 glass cylinders can be stored simultaneously. Should the forced ventilation system of
this vault suffer a breakdown, the glass cylinders would start to heat up.
Conservative calculations have shown that the central temperature of the
glass cylinder will stay below 190 °C in the wake of the supposed accident.
Radiative heat transfer and natural convection of air through the vault are
thus sufficient to prevent the glass matrix from ever reaching the recristallisation temperature (450 C) as long as it stays in the buffer storage.
4.2.4

Lack of heat removal from a single HLW cylinder

It is deterministically assumed that a vitrified HLW cylinder remains
stucked in the smallest cubicle of the encapsulation bay. Simultaneously
the flow of cooling air is supposed to stop. (Such a situation could be
caused by a loss of electrical power supply.)
As a consequence the heat removal rate from the HLW cylinder is drastically
reduced and the temperature of the glass monoblock starts to increase. The
equilibrium conditions are not adversely affecting the vitrified waste, but
are likely to cause cracks in the cubicle wall which serves as the heat
sink under the supposed conditions. Calculations indicate, however, that
the hottest spot on the inner surface of the concrete will not attain
100 °C before 33 days. This time seems to be more than sufficient for corrective measures.
4.2.5

Fire due to a transport accident

While being
nized waste
fire. 100 1
next to the

transported to the "operation shaft" it is assumed that bitumedrums get involved into a transport accident accompanied by a
of diesel fuel, originating from a truck, is supposed to burn
railway wagon carrying the shielding container of the drums.

The fire is assumed to last for 33 minutes. In this period the temperature
of the steel shielding container increases up to 200 °C at its outer surface. The drum with the bitumenized waste is well protected within the
container; it will attain merely a max. surface temperature of 87 °C some
hours after the fire has ceased.

4.2.6

Fire in the disposal silo next to bitumenized waste

Lubrication oil from the polar crane is assumed to ignite and drip into the
concrete vat of a disposal silo. There bold drums with bitumenized waste
are stored, awaiting backfilling with the cement-mortar admixture. The
duration of the fire equals 10 min, in this period 3.4 E + 2 MJ of energy
is released.
The dynamic conductive, convective and radiative heat transfer of this
scenario was calculated using conservative assumptions. This has shown that
the max. temperature of the bitumen matrix inceases only to 165 °C; a value
which is well below the inflammability/burning/self-ignitability temperatures of this waste solidification material. However, at this temperature
some vapour with tritium might be released from the drum, which was estimated to represent an activity of 1.2 E-4 Ci.
4.2.7

Methane gas accumulation

Groundwater samples from subterranean granite formations in Switzerland
have indicated dissolved methane contents. Therefore a continuous inleakage
of this combustible gas was assumed to happen into the underground works.
Based on the max. expected groundwater inflow and the solubility of methane
in pressurized water, a gas inflow rate of 7.3 kg/h was conservatively determined for the worst possible location, i.e. a disposal silo.
As long as the ventilation system of the repository is operational the global methane/air concentration in the silo stays far away from the inflammability limit of this mixture. Should the ventilation system suffer a
breakdown the lower inflammability limit would be reached globally in the
silo after some 20 hours. Locally, however, near the source of the released
methane, a small airspace is always existing, where the gas mixture is ignitible. Fortunately this space is located next to the rock surface and is
rather small; it was calculated to 0.5 m under the assumed conditions with
operational ventilation system in the silo. Ignition of this gas would
yield a steady heat production of 112 kW, which cannot adversely affect the
waste packages, which are well protected by the concrete wall of the vat.
4.2.8

Radiolythic hydrogen production and accumulation

Bitumenized waste drums and cemented waste canisters are the source of radiolythic gases, especially also of hydrogen. This fact requires to keep
the hydrogen concentration in all halls, cubicles, caverns, tunnels and silos sufficiently low (below 4 % resp. 18 %) so that a combustion or a deflagration is positively avoided.
The places, where the largest number of drums and canisters are accumulating, are the respective disposal silos. In a completely filled silo a hydrogen production rate of:
4.5 E-4 Nm /h
4.6 E-3 Nm /h

(silo with bitumenized waste)
(silo with cemented waste)

was conservatively calculated. As long as the ventilation system is operational this generation rate leads to very low hydrogen concentrations in
these silos, globally as well as locally. On a breakdown or stoppage of
this system, the hydrogen fraction in the air would slowly but steadily
increase. But it would not reach the lower (upwards) inflammability limit

of H ? globally prior to 1.7 years and locally, under the cup of the silo,
prior to a few weeks. This seems to be an adequate time frame for interventions.
4.2.9

Lack of water removal from the underground works

Experiences gained during drilling operations in the granite rock under the
Swiss Plateau have allowed to estimate the flow of percolating water into
the .underground works of the repository. A total water seepage rate of
10 m /h was assumed (with a maximum local inflow rate of 5 m /h) for the
repository concept.
Drainage of percolating water is accomplished by gravity to one of the
shaft sumps. Only the disposal silos are equipped with sump pumps and drain
the respective cavity, should the water level there rise. The disposal galleries are backfilled in such a way that continuous drainage of percolating
water is assured.
Assuming the sump pump of a silo would fail to remove the water accumulating there (at the max. assumed rate), it would take more than 24 hours until the water level outside the vat would reach the level of the lowest
layer of drums or canisters inside the vat. Even more time is needed until
the water gets in contact with the waste package.
A simultaneous failure of all three drainage pumps, removing normally water
from the shaft sumps to the surface, would not cause a flooding of the caverns for at least 14 days. This means, that intervention times are adequate for incident mitigating measures.
4.3

Facility Protection against External Hazards

The exact location of the future HLW-repository was not known at the time
when the concept was developed, only the region of Switzerland was fixed
with the envisaged site. This allowed, nevertheless, to determine the potential external hazards which had to be considered in the design. They included:
earthquake (design horizontal acceleration at structure foundations
0.24 g)
flooding (break of a river barrage)
landslide (caused by heavy rainfalls)
airplane crash (military plane of 20 t mass, maximal force developed
during impact 108 MN)
adverse weather conditions (wind gusts up to 180 km/h, rainfall of
60 mm/h, lightnings, etc.)
intrusion by saboteurs.
In the safety assessment it was checked, whether any of the above events
are likely to cause single/multiple damages to sensitive structures and or
equipment. In case of the earthquake, its effect was even investigated on
the underground works including the equipment installed and waste disposed
of there. The concept proved to be sound with respect to these external
events.

4.4

Extreme Accident Scenarios

Beyond the above described analyses and investigations a few extreme accident scenarios were additionally developed and studied. Their aim was to
gain an insight into the repository's capability to withstand and mitigate
even the consequences of hypothetical events. The following cases were analysed in detail:
4.4.1

Cave-in of the roof of a disposal silo

To demonstrate the effects of potential geologic hazards it was assumed
that a massive 20 t granite block would fall from the cap of a disposal
silo. (Note that the granite host rock is sufficiently rough to bear all
the loads to be considered in the underground works.) The rock is supposed
to fall 45 m onto a single cemented waste canister and to crush it to a
large extent.
As the direct consequence of this hypothetical accident radioactive waste
in form of dust particles will spread out in the silo airspace. The larger
fragments will settle on the horizontal and tilted surfaces of the silo after a while, the smaller ones are removed by the ventilation system. This
removed dust fraction represents some 4.8 kg of waste material having an
equivalent radioactivity content of 0.4 Ci. The filters in the ventilation
system will remove more than 99 % of this aerosol activity, so that the releases to the environment will remain below 4.0 E-3 Ci. Main constituents
of this activity are, in decreasing order, Ni-63, H-3, Fe-55, Sr-90, Cs-137
and Pu-141 .
4.4.2

Shaft liner collapse and flooding of underground works

Another potential hazard was evaluated in its consequences by assuming that
the shaft liner would collapse completely along its full length in the muschelkalk sedimentary formation. It was known from drilling operations that
this formation is the richest aquifer above the granite host rock. The consequential flow of groundwater into the underground works was then determined versus time using additonal conservative assumptions. (The initial
inflow rate amounts to 8 m /min and decreases slowly.)
The corresponding evaluation shows, that the sump of the damaged shaft is
filled first by the inflowing water. This requires approx. 4 hours in case
of the "operation shaft" and 9 hours in case of the "construction shaft".
After these periods the reservoir for percolating water (volume 460 m ),
provided next to the "operation shaft", will be flooded. This reservoir is
equipped with an emergency dewatering-pump, supplied redundantly by electric power, having a capacity of 3 m /min. Despite the start-up of this
pump the water in the underground works will continue to accumulate. But
eventually, after 36 hours, the water inflow will match the water removed
by the emergency dewatering pump. Thereafter, the accident is under control
and the water levels will continuously drop in the sumps and reservoir respectively.
This hypothetical accident has no adverse radiological consequences, because the groundwater entering the underground works is not getting in
touch with the already deposited radioactive waste.

4.4.3

Fall of a HLW package into the repository shaft

This accident scenario has a very remote likelyhood to happen. Measure:.
taken to prohibit any unplanned access to the shaft mouth, the automatic
brakes of all wagons used for waste transport and the periodic verification
of fittness of the mine cage and associated hoisting equipment are among
others ensuring that waste will not fall into an open shaft. Despite these
measures it was assumed that an encapsulated HLW cylinder would fall surrounded by its shielding container into the "operation shaft". The length
of this shaft is 1 ' 250 m and it has a circular cross section of 6.6 m. As
indicated previously the bottom of the shaft is used as a sump.
Assuming free vertical fall conditions the package would hit the granite
floor at a speed of 156 m/s (almost half the speed of sound). By taking
realistically into account air friction during the vertical fall, the fact
that ventilation air is flowing in upwards direction in this shaft and that
the package will have to immerse into the sump water prior to hitting the
ground, the speed of the waste package is reduced to 126 m/s prior to the
impact. This velocity corresponds to a free fall hight of 815 m.
From similar considerations than presented in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, it
has been derived that a fall from this hight would still damage the shielding cask, the nodular cast iron overpack as well as the SS envelope of the
HLW cylinder. No doubt, the glass monoblock would be crushed also completeiy.
Therefore, the accident scenario was investigated and developed further.
The following events, which are difficult to quantify, must happen in case
this hypothetical accident would once occur in reality:
the package will not fall exactly vertically in the shaft (like from a
crane hook). The horizontal component of the movement will lead to several interactions between the package and the installations and/or
lining of the shaft,
the movement of the falling package will have a translational and a
rotational part. The latter will cause the frictional forces in air to
increase,
when penetrating the sump water the package will cause a very rapid
water displacement. Thereby a relatively large mass of water will be
forced to move upwards like a fountain jet. After having lost its initial kinetic energy this water will fall back as a rain to the sump
again.
The first two of above processes are likely to moderate significantly the
expected crash of the waste package at the bottom of the shaft. (A reduction of the kinetic energy by at least 10 % is realistic.) The third process acts as an efficient filter against radioactivity escape. The "rainfall" of water back to the sump will withhold even the smaller fragments of
vitrified HLW generated by the impact and expulsed from the damaged shielding container as well as encapsulation of the glass cylinders.
Such considerations allow to conclude that even this hypothetical accident
would not have catastrophic direct consequences in the environment at the
surface of the conceptual HLW repository.

5

CONCLUSIONS

The detailled analysis of certain worst case operational accidents, the
evaluation of the design of the facility and the investigation of some
hypothetical, constructed accident scenarios have all confirmed that radioactivity releases are small from the proposed HLW repository concept to the
environment.
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Question

MR G H P OPPERMAN

In safety assessment described, reference is made to
active intervention, such as for example sump pumps.
For how many years do you plan to provide and maintain
these mechanical systems?

Answer

MR A JACOBI

The operational phase of the repository concept for
which the safety considerations were made, lasts for
some 50 years.
disposed

If there is a survey period of the

waste,

component;; must
period.

then
be

the

operation

required

even

for

of

active

this

second

After the final closure of the

which needs backfilling
underground

works,

no

repository

of all access ways
active

components

to the

will

be

necessary any more.

Question

D R H F R8HM

Can you indicate, as a rule of thumb, for disposal of
HLW in a deep geological formation:
1.

What is the upper limit of kw/m

or any other

units you may wish to use for the heat content of
HLW prior to disposal.
2.

What would it be for spent fuel if a once-through
cycle be used (kw/fuel assembly) for LWR fuel.

Answer

MR A JACOBI

Desired

maximum

temperature

of

buffer

host rock are given here the limit.

material

and

In the concept we

have worked on an average of 130 w/m was used for
reprocessed

HLW

non-reprocessed

cylinders

and

a

disposed encapsulated

80

w/m

for

fuel elements.

(Note that virgin host rock temperature in our concept
is 56°C, allowing only little temperature increments
for the rock)
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ABSTRACT

After a brieF review of the french nuclear program for electric generation,
the paper presents the different types of wastes and the conditioning
methods used in the power plants.
The prospects about conditioning methods are discussed.
A general idea is given about national management of radioactive wastes and
the procedure to be followed to get, for each type of waste, an approval
for disposal on the national disposal center.

1

FRENCH ELECTRO NUCLEAR PROGRAM

The French nuclear program started with the construction of "graphite-gasnatural uranium" plants (CHINON A, ST-LAURENT A and

BUGEY 1).

The PWR system was introduced at the beginning of the 1970 • s : the first
900 MWe french PWR (FESSENHEIM) was on line in 1977.

Since that time, EDF has conducted an ambitious nuclear program with the
following results :

- 65 % of all electrical power produced in France in 1985 was nuclear with
a total of 41 stations generating 37 MWe

- in 1990, EOF plans to generate 80 % of all french electrical power with
56 nuclear stations producing

55 MWe.

Such a program has been implemented in a short time without major incident
by early standardisation. A large number of units of the same type have
been ordered and commissioned at the same time.

EDF's standardisation policy has also been projected into radwaste management and technics.

The discussion below is only related to wastes of low and medium activity
coming from PWR units.

2

ORIGIN AND CHARACTERISTICS

Radioactive wastes produced by a nuclear power plant can be divided into
four categories.

2.1

Current process wastes, including :

. wastes coming from the purification of the water of radioactive circuits
(primary circuit, pool) :

- ion - exchange resins, whose level of radioactivity can vary from 0 to
more than 500 Ci/m3 in EQUIVALENT 60.Co) collecting most of the radioactivity channelled by the primary circuit,

- filters of liquid circuits whose radioactivity can reach a few Ci per
unit.

. wastes coming from liquid waste treatment (leaks of equipments or water
withdrawn from radioactive circuits) :

- evaporator concentrates whose average level of radioactivity
is of the order of a few 10

of Ci/m3 for recent plants but increases

to 1 Ci/m3 on average after some years of operation.

- ion-exchange resins whose level of radioactivity is about 1 Ci/m3.

. Wastes coming from gas treatment systems :

- pre and absolute filters,

- iodine traps

The level of radioactivity of this type of waste is generally very low.

2.2.

Current technological wastes (miscellaneous wastes)
produced during maintenance of installations, particulary :

- solid wastes such as paper, cardboard, vinyl sheets or bags, wooden or
metallic parts,

- liquid effluents coming from the decontamination of equipments

2.3

Special wastes, by reason of size or level of radioactivity

Those wastes are produced after incidents or special maintenance affecting
radioactive equipments. They may have been contaminated by radioactive
water or directly activated if they are part of internal structures of the
reactor.

2.4

Wastes resulting from decommissioning of installations

3

METHODS OP CONDITIONING THE MAIN TYPES OF HASTES

3.1

900 MW reactors

3.1.1

Evaporator concentrates :

They are solidified on the site of the plants in fixed installations by
coating them with hydraulic binders inside concrete containers of type C.1.
(see figure 1) which serve the dual purpose of acting as confinement
barriers for transport and disposal as well a biological protection.

A blade is used for mixing : in installations of 900 MW reactors (see
figure 2 ) , this blade is not recovered.
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The problems of thermal stress during the insertion of hot concentrates
into the concrete containers have necessitated systematic utilisation o.
a metallic shuting (see figure 3) which slightly reduces the carrying capacity of the container from 950 litres to approximately 880 litres.

Present

methods

allow

360

litres

of

concentrates

to

be

coated

per

container. The main technical difficulties encountered were as follows :

- Quest

for

methods

compatible

with

the

chemical

characteristics

of

wastes,

- Resistance of concrete containers to thermal stresses due to the insertion of hot concentrates, and the heat at which the coated material
sets,

- Design of installations (dosing and handling of powdery substances, efficiency of mixing, cleanliness of installations).

3.1.2

Ion - Exchange resins :

As a result of problems of swelling of coated substances when hydraulic
binders are used, EDF has decided to condition all types of radioactive
resins with organic polymers using mobile installations.

Two processes are presently in use s

. The first one is derived from a gerrnan process (STEAG) and has been developped by STMI (Societe de Travaux en Milieux Ionisants). Two machines
using this process are in operation today : COMET 1 (since 1982) and
COMET 2 (since 1933). They are operated by STMI and they have conditioned
already 450 m 3 of resins (5000 drums of 110 litres).

Radioactive resins are coated inside a 110 litres metal container holding
90 litres of spent resins, blocked in a concrete container of type C1 or
C4. To comply with transport regulations and criteria of acceptability at
the

disposal

(see figure 4 ) .

center,

biological

protections

can

be

installed
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. The second process is the DOW CHEMICAL coating process. A mobile machine
designed by the firm PEC ENGINEERING has been in operation since 1985 and
is operated by STMI.

It allows the processing of resins and liquid wastes (effluents from
decontamination, evaporator concentrates) which makes the machine more
universal.

doses to operators have been minimized and the machine produces
10 containers of 400 litres daily.

Four types of containers have been designed (with different shieldings).
The type C IV.4 is shown in figure 5

In order to have a precise measurement of the resins' activity, STMI has
designed the DIANE system which consists of :

• a high purity germanium isotopic analysis system which includes redondant
recording capabilities,

. DIMAV which is a double dose rate measurement system which indicates
volumic gamma activities such as

60

Co equivalent, fission product and

total activity,

. an EPSON computer which analyses the magnetic tape and transfers the
analyzed spectrum via Modem to a mainframe computer in STMI headquarters
for validation.

3.1.3

Filters from liquid treatment and special irradiating wastes

They are embedded with concrete inside a concrete container of type C1, C2
or C4 depending on their activity level. There is only one filter per
container.

The waste is always set in a basket so as to ensure that it is in the
center of the container and that the concrete will be a sufficiently thick
around it.
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FIGURE 5

The concrete which has been developped, apart from its mechanical ca.ta.c~
teristics/ is fluid enough to fill every remaining space in the container.
Furthermore vibration is performed to help the process.

3.1.4

Common technological solid wastes (vinyl sheets, paper etc.)

They are conditioned in 200 litres metal drums, with or without compacting,
depending on their nature. A selection has to be made on the maintenance
working places, so as; to select the wastes which can be compacted and those
which cannot. No further selection is performed.

The press previously used, was not efficient enough (only 12 drums per
day), had problems of radioactive protection and was noisy.

Reliability was not 100 % and staff operated in two eight hours shifts to
deal

with

the

incoming

flow

of

technological

wastes

during

shutdown

periods.

A new press has already replaced the first one. The advantages are :

. elimination of noise (hydroelectric set separate),

. increased compacting capacity :

- in power (25 tons instead of 10 tons)

- in rate of operation : supply of wastes through a tropdoor located in the
skirt.

. major improvment of confinement,

- reduction of the risks of penetration of the drum (skirt press)

- equipment fitted with a crimping system for the cover providing a package
coming out of the press, immediately ready for transportation to the
disposal center and more resistant if it falls than a package with a
bolted collar seal.

3.1.5

Resins of very low activity

At the moment, only
conditioned

the

differently

steam
from

generators

other

blowdown

system

resins

are

resins. Considering their very low

activity these resins are mixed with clay (in order to fix the free water)
and poured in 200 litres drums.

A machine has been davelopped by the french firm PARI. A special screw
device ensures a ratio of 15 % of clay. While they are being filled, the
drums are vibrated in. order to have a more compressed product (a maximum
volume reduction under pressure

is required for storage) and a larger

amount of resins in each drum.

3.2

1300 MW reactors

The conditioning methods used in the 1300 MW reactors are basically the
same as

in the 900 MW. However there

is a major

difference

for the

concentrates.

Due to the

installation of a demineraliser on the treatment of liquid

effluents, the annual production of concentrates should be very low (10 15 m ^ ) . Then the basic solution for conditioning these wastes will be the
use of a mobile machine : at present PRECKO, but as this solution is quit^
expensive in relation to the activity of these wastes, other solutions
using concrete will be looked into :

. modification of the PRECED machine,

. development of a new mobile unit to condition concentrates in concrete

. use of existing mobile units

For filters coming from liquid treatment systems, the principle will be the
same but a study will come to a decision about, the opportunity to have a
concrete factory in the plant or to buy concrete from a supplier outside
the plant, the concrete being shipped by truck.

4

PROSPECTS FOR CONDITIONING METHOD

As

each

type

of waste

is at present conditionned

with a technically

suitable method, prospects are mainly aimed at economical aspects. Some of
them are listed below :

- increasing use of mobile conditionning machines

The expected advantages are :

. use of the most efficient process

. reduction of investments in EDF plants : one mobile machine takes care of
several or all EDF plants

. availability of specialised teams to operate the unit

This trend appears in the prospects for the last 1300 MW reactors.

Besides, a new container is being designed for the COMET machine. It will
have an internal capacity of 220 litres instead of 110 lit.es.

- the benefit of using incineration for very low activity wastes (resins
and technological wastes) is being considered

- for high activity resins, the use of a reusable cask for shipping, will
be studied. It prevents the discharge of valuable radiation shieldings
included at present in the containers.

-

in order

to find a more economical conditioning binder for resins,

studies are being performed on mixtures of concrete and polymeres.

- at present, the confinement of radioactivity is obtained by the mixture
of waste and binder or by the material (concrete) embedding the waste.
The confinement could be garanteed by the container itself. Then, for
some types of wastes, the conditioning method could be simplified.

5

NATIONAL MANAGEMENT OF RADIOACTIVE HASTES

The national agency for active wastes management (ANDRA - Agence Nationale
pour la Gestion des Dechets Radioactifs) was officially created in 1979. It
manages the national disposal center (Centre Manche) where the packages
sent by french nuclear facilities are disposed.

The "Centre Manche" is a basic nuclear facility for final disoposal of
solid wastes of low and medium activity, above the ground or quite near the
surface. In this regard, it was submitted to an impact study. A safety
report is also available.

Like any basic nuclear facility, it is controlled by the Nuclear Safety
Central

Service

(SCSIN

: Service

Central

de Surete

des

Installations

Nucleaires) and waste producers must consequently comply with the corresponding regulations.

Two safety rules (R.F.S. : regies fondamentales de surete) will be the
basis of this regulation :

One concerning the disposal center has already been issued. The second one
concerning the packages will be issued in a short time.

To complement these two safety rules, ANDRA is allowed to impose other
requirements if it finds it necessary.

The packages must therefore undergo specification tests before they can be
sent to the disposal Center :

First, a temporary agreement is given by ANDRA on the basis of preliminary
tests carried out on the waste produced by the industrial process and on
the content of a detailed test program that has to start immediately. A
final agreement is given later if the results of these tests are suitable.

6

CONCLUSION

Radioactive waste process Lag is a major aspect of operation in a nuclear
power station :

- from a technical point of view, due to the difficult problems met/

- from an economical point of view, due to the high costs of processing,
shipping and storing.

EDF now has perfect control of these problems and keeps developping new
actions on economical aspects.
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TABLE 1

PRODUCTION OF WASTES PER YEAR
PWR 900 MWe
VOLUME OF WASTES BEFORE CONDITIONING

total annual
activity
Ci

'ViPE OF WASTES

Volume
m3

Ion exchange resins

960

8

Filters for liquids

140

number of
filters : 100

25

25

compressible

16

300

non compressible

25

30

Evaporator concentrates

Technological wastes

TOTAL

1 166

490

363 m 3
+ 100 filters

TABLE 2
PRODUCTION OF WASTES PER YEAR
PWR 900 MWe
NUMBER OF PACKAGES AND CORRESPONDING VOLUME

TYPE OF WASTES

conditioning method

ton exchange resins

organic polymers
mobile plants
concrete containers
contact dose rate
OVER 200 mR/h
casting in concrete
concrete containers

Number
of packages

final
volume

39

130

33

42

67

13

70

140

420

34

6

12

Filters for liquids
contact dose rate
UNDER 200 mR/h
drums

Concentrates

mixed with concrete
concrete containers
contact dose rate
UNDER 200 tnR/h
:l.rums

Technological
wastes

contact dose rate
OVER 200 mR/h
concrete containers

TOTAL

685
198 concrete
containers

:

487 drums

491

421

Question

MK B S DE WET

What type of polymers are mixed with concrete to make
containers for waste disposal?
Does degradation of the polymer occur due to radiation
and if so, are there any measures taken to minimize
degradation, e.g. addition of neutron absorbers like
boron?

Answer

MR P JEANSON

The

polymer

tested

is

processed in Switzerland.

called

Syncrete.

It

is

It is intended to be used

for low activity resins (ion-exchange).
The resistance to irradiation has not yot been tested.

Question

DR D VAN AS

What are the relative advantages in terms of costs and
integrity of concrete versus polymer conditioning of
ILRA wastes?

Answer

MR P JEANSON

The

cost

advantage

is mainly

in

the

low

cost of

concrete compared to polymers and the lower cost of a
mobile unit developed for concrete embedding.

On the

other hand, the leachability results should be lower
with polymers.

But concrete would be used only for

low activity wastes (and not for resins).
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ABSTRACT
Shallow land burial (SLB) is a widely used and accepted technique for
disposal of low level radioactive wastes. In the United States, such
activities are governed by U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulations
(10CFR61).
Operating a shallow land burial facility is a complex process requiring
concurrent and consistent management emphasis over a broad spectrum of
interrelated activities. The degree of emphasis required by some of these
activities is predetermined by rigid external influences. Prevailing
natural conditions and characteristics of the site as well as state and
federal regulations are basic, direct and inescapable influences on site
operation.
Management of a Low Level Radioactive Waste (LLRW) disposal site involves
developing accurate and detailed processes to cover all of the site's
activities. These processes are almost always reduced to written
procedures, and many become part of the operating license for the facility.
Detailed procedures are developed for; excavating and preparing disposal
trenches; installing and sampling the environment; scheduling, receiving
and inspecting waste shipments; handling and disposing of the waste and;
practices to ensure things are done properly (quality assurance and
safety). Development of these procedures is pre-requisite to site licensing
and operation.
Having a comprehensive set of outstanding operating procedures does not
insure that things will be done correctly or even done at all. As in most
operations, the overpowering consideration, in operating the disposal site,
is a the skills and qualifications of both management and operating
personnel.
Consequently, the most critical factors in the administration of a safe and
effective disposal operation is the viable recruitment, selection and
training of personnel. Ultimately, the degree of success depends upon the
training process.
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1

INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses some of the prime considerations involved in the safe
and effective operation of a Shallow Land Disposal facility in the United
States. The information is derived from operating experience during the
past decade.

Shallow land burial (SLB) of low level radioactive wastes is a technique
that is accepted

in the United

States and other countries as well.

Currently, such activities are governed by regulations of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission
siting, developing,

(1OCFR&1). This regulation provides standards

for

operating, closing and stabilizing facilities used for

low level radioactive waste disposal.

Operating a shallow land burial facility is a complex process that requires
concurrent and consistent management emphasis in almost every
involvement. As a result, management processes have evolved

area of

to such a

degree that shallow land burial operations have become good study models in
the development of new and advanced disposal techniques. Most of these
management processes, in one way or another, emphasize the need to protect
employees; while others emphasize the need to protect the environment. Of
course, the facility's location which is a result of the site selection
process, has a significant operational impact. Facility location ultimately
dictates how much emphasis is required in several different areas. For
example, the meteorology, geology, and hydro-geology of the selected site
affect not only the design of the disposal
operational

system,

but most

procedures as well. This is then mitigated

by

of

the

outside

influence, in the form of federal and state regulations.
The basic considerations regarding the nature of the site coupled with the
requirements

of

official

rules, are

the

foundations

for

detailed

procedures. The detailed procedures then govern operations associated with
every

phase of the facility's

life. Procedures are developed

for;

excavating and preparing disposal trenches; installing and sampling the
environment; scheduling, receiving and inspecting waste shipments; handling
and

disposing

of

the waste and; practices to ensure things are done

properly. The overpowering consideration, affecting performance
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in all

areas,

then

becomes; skilled and qualified

personnel to carry out the

procedures and operate the facility in a safe and efficient manner.

At a point when the disposal site has been selected, the development work
started and licensing is predictable, the most critical

operational

consideration becomes; the viable recruitment, selection and training of
personnel. Recruitment

and

selection

is always tempered

by

outside

influences such as regional demographics and the proximity of the site to
other nuclear industry. For that reason and others, the chances are remote
that a facility manager can recruit seasoned disposal site staff, operating
and craft personnel. Regardless, the ultimately

degree of success

in

operating a safe and efficient disposal facility depends upon the knowledge
and understanding of the entire organization. The challenge

becomes

selecting a viable approach to organizational management and training of
the available personnel resources. The intent of this paper, is to present
proven

processes

that deal with this aspect of operating a low level

radioactive waste disposal facility.

2

THE TRAINING PROCESS

The guiding

tenet

in constructing

management scheme is that training

and implementing an organizational
should

be viewed

not only

as an

individual cognitive process, but as a management process as well. It also
must be regarded as an essential process during each phase of the disposal
site's life.

2.1 PRE-OPERATIONAL TRAINING
During the pre-operational phase, recruitment and selection should be far
enough along so that the training process can begin at least six months
prior to commencement of disposal operations. An effective organizational
approach

to this training

operational

phase

involves early

development

of

the

teams. Employees are grouped by their intended operational

involvement. In other words, operating personnel such as waste handlers
would attend training sessions as a group. This approach helps start team
development that will carry over into the operational phase. By stimulating
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discussion within the group, the presented information can be related and
projected to the practical involvement that will follow. Another valuable
benefit of the team approach to training is the opportunity it provides to
observe the professional behavior of the employees and their interaction
with other members of their
employees should
roles.

Through

team. Through discussion and simulation,

be allowed to react in all the different operational
this

process, each

individual

develops a

broader

understanding of the team's overall involvement. Properly structured, this
effort will lead to a more cohesive work unit.

Of course, the level of difficulty associated with the training subjects
must be progressive and start by exposing the employee to basic information
that can be easily retained. To a practical extent, the trainee should
achieve a pre-determined level of competence in each subject area, before
being exposed to the more complex information. Competency can generally be
demonstrated through written or oral examination. The information should be
presented in such a manner that each trainee will retain approximately 60%
of the pertinent information. Table 1 is a sample basic pre-operational
training program for disposal site employees.

Wherever possible, the training subject matter should be closely tied to
actual conditions and requirements associated with the disposal site. Then,
as site development progresses to a point where equipment and facilities
are available for use, the training effort should evolve into an advanced
form. At this point, training should include site walk-downs and dry-runs
using actual operating procedures. A secondary benefit to these hands-on
evolutions is feed-back and suggestions from the team members regarding the
practicality of the untested operating procedures. Operational improvements
made during this phase, when radiation exposure is not a concern, will act
to improve safety and

reduce radiation

exposure during

actual

site

operations. As a matter of necessity, all major changes in conditions or
procedures should

be followed by mock-up

training

or dry-runs

before

radioactive materials are involved, regardless of which operational phase
the site is in.
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TABLE 1
BASIC TRAINING COURSES
o

Introduction to the Organization

o

Introduction to LLRW Disposal Operations

o

Introduction to Regulations of 1OCFR61

o

Site Security Plan

o

The Nature of Matter

o

Radioactivity and its Units

o

As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA)

o

General Radiation Health Physics

o

Non-Employee Indoctrination for Unescorted Access

o

Biological Effects of Radiation

o

Biological Risks of In-uteri Radiation Exposure to the Unborn Child

o

State/Federal Regulations for Radiation Protection

o

Radiation Exposure Limits

o

Personnel Dosimetry and Radiation Exposure Records

o

Radiation Exposure Controls

o

Radiological Instrumentation

o

Protective Clothing and Equipment

o

Radiation Safety Calculations

o

Contamination and Decontamination

o

Quality Assurance

o

Procedures, Records, and Document Control

o

Waste Disposal Records and Accountability

o

Emergency Procedures

o

Emergency Response Team

o

Emergency Reporting and Notification

o

On-site Emergencies

o

Fires and Fire Fighting in a Radiological Environment

o

Occupational Safety and Health/Industrial Safety Practices

o

First Aid

o

Natural Hazards of the Area

o

Conditions and Requirements of the Site Operating License

o

Long-term Performance Objectives for the Disposal Facility

o

Site/Trench Utilization Plan

o

Waste Shipment Scheduling and Notification Program
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Safety, quality assurance and health physics personnel should ue invjlvcrl
in all practical (hands-on) training to observe and comment on practices
that impact on quality control, physical and radiation safety. Thit not
only establishes their role in the operational processes but solicits their
input into the training and development of the other work groups.

Advanced

training

during

the

pre-operational

phase

should

involve

specialized training in equipment operation and maintenance, record keeping
and other aspects of the coordinated operation of the disposal facility.
Equipment

vendors and technical representatives are important training

resources for this type of advanced training.

2.2 OPERATIONAL TRAINING
When the disposal site begins operating, the team approach to training
becomes

increasingly

difficult, due

to

the

day-to-day

operational

commitments. Then, as time passes and employees come and go, the training
level among individuals within any one work group can vary drastically. At
this point, several operational dynamics manifest themselves. The work
group itself becomes a training
competition

and

other

arena

through

information

exchange,

dynamics of the functioning group. A full-time

instructor, unable to command valuable employee time, becomes less and less
employed. It then becomes difficult to justify the salary expense of a such
an individual. Experience has shown that it is more practical to gradually
shift the training emphasis shortly after the site begins operating.

A practical approach for administering the basic training at this point
involves implementation of a two-phase self-study program. Programmed study
modules are prepared for each of the basic training courses. Each module
contains self-paced

individual

lessons, followed

by a self-quiz and

evaluation of subject area weaknesses. When a study module is completed,
the trainee is given a written examination

to determine

satisfactory

competency. The first phase of such a program allows a new employee to work
through and complete the basic indoctrination, radiation protection and
safety courses before being allowed to work in areas requiring radiation
protection and personnel .monitoring. When the trainee completes this first
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phase and demonstrates competency as a radiation worker, the second phase
is initiated. In the second phase, the trainee commences work with their
assigned work group as a qualified radiation worker. During phase two, a
portion of each day is devoted to completing the remaining courses in the
basic

program, during this phase, the concurrent practical involvement

provides invaluable re-enforcement to the self-study materials.

Training

that leads to the qualification of operating personnel is an

expensive process. To minimize the cost and operational impact, the program
should

utilize

procedures

that define training objectives for each

employee, as a condition of their employment. A new employee should agree
that phase one of the training program will be completed within a specified
time frame after their employment. Completion of the entire basic training
program (phase one and two) should then signal the ending of a probationary
period, during which the employee was not eligible for promotion or salary
review. Such incentives may be essential to ensure employees complete the
standard basic training requirements, and

become functional

in their

intended operational role.

Advanced

training

for an employee

is generally more

practical than

cognitive in nature. This type of training starts with the

employee's

practical involvement. Therefore, it may begin with the second phase of the
basic training program. This element of employee training

is almost

perpetual in nature and continues throughout an employee's involvement with
the disposal facility. New equipment, new procedures, new regulations,
lessons learned, and many other considerations trigger specialized advance
training efforts. Table 2 is an illustration of a program matrix

for

advanced training of employees, based upon their involvement.

Another form of advanced training involves preparing the operating staff to
handle a variety of potential emergencies. Emergency response training is
time consuming, disruptive and expensive. However, there is no substitute
process that can produce the same essential result. Potential emergencies
should be simulated using prepared scenarios and realistic conditions.
During

these evolutions, training observers and coordinators should be

utilized to provide simulated data and observations that can be interpreted
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SAMPLE ADVANCED TRAINING (MATRIX) PLAN
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by emergency personnel as a basis for their responsive actions. Observers
and coordinators should also record their impressions of

the

problems

encountered and effectiveness of each element of the response efforts.
These impressions may then be evaluated for needs to improve the available
resources

or personnel

training

level. Whenever practical, emergency

response training should also involve responsible organizations of the
state and

local communities. Such

conducted, act to test emergency

training

response

evolutions, if properly

procedures, personnel and

equipment. Outside organizations also gain a better understanding and
appreciation for the organization's abilities in minimizing the impact of
an emergency.

The final aspect of training during the operational phase of a Low Level
Radioactive Waste disposal facility is cyclic re-training in the basic
courses. Employees that are not directly involved in certain aspects of
site operations will not retain all the important information imparted by
the basic training program. Consequently, there must be a provision for
periodic re-training through completion

of at least portions of that

program.

3

CONCLUSIONS

The prime consideration in the operation of a disposal facility is safety.
Radiation safety, personal safety and environmental safety are all equally
important.

A significant

part of

the challenge

involved in managing a disposal

facility is maintaining those three elements of safety at their performance
peek.

That objective can only be achieved when the operating staff is highly
skilled and trained in the performance of each aspect of their involvement.
The only comprehensive training arena for disposal facility operating staff
is the operating disposal facility. An effective disposal facility employee
training program is therefore

crucial to the safe operation of any and all

disposal facilities.
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LONG-TERM INTERIM STORAGE OF SPENT FUEL
Approved Technology for Economical Concepts
A. Kirchenmayer , J. Banck, K. Wasinger
Kraftwerk Union AG, Offenbach, West Germany

ABSTRACT
For several reasons long-term interim storage of spent nuclear
fuel has become increasingly important.
The first step taken by a large number of nuclear power plant
owners and operators has involved the use of high-density storage
racks with neutron absorbing material to assure subcriticality,
resulting in a significant reduction of the pitch between the
stored fuel assemblies. By employing neutron-absorbing, highdensity storage racks the spent fuel storage capacity can be more
than doubled compared to the capacity without neutron absorbers.
A further extension of storage capacity can be achieved through
rod consolidation for which equipment is being developed at KWU
for use under water in nuclear power plant fuel pools, based on
experience gained with fuel reconstitution services. Since the
fuel rods from two assemblies can be stored within the space
normally occupied by one assembly while structural components such
as spacers are disposed of as radwaste, existing storage capacity
can be doubled.
Once the at-reactor pool storage capacity has been exhausted,
away-from-reactor storage facilities are the next step in longterm interim spent fuel storage. For this purpose wet storage
facilities based on at-reactor pool design have been successfully
in operation for many years in several countries. As they are not
the most economical option - wet storage requires energy-consuming
active cooling systems and secondary waste treatment - R&D
activities were started over 10 years ago to reduce the nonproductive investment involved with spent fuel storage, resulting
in the development of a variety of alternative retrievable storage
concepts.
These included drywell, cask and vault dry storage facilities at
which long-term dry storage of spent fuel is made possible by
previous decay of the spent fuel in the at-reactor pools. A
significant number of tssts have demonstrated that structural
integrity of cladding is not affected by dry storage.
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Over the last few years KWU has developed an open-cycle air-cooled
vault-type dry storage facility, the BUNKER STORAGE FACILITY,
which while still satisfying all safety requirements entails a
significant cost reduction, making it economical even for modest
storage needs.
State-of-the-art technology permits long-term interim storage of
spent fuel at reasonable cost, assuring flexibility in the event
of closure of the nuclear fuel cycle.
This paper presents an economical approach for long-term interim
storage of spent fuel consisiting of extending the capacity of atreactor spent fuel storage pools through the use of neutronabsorbing high-density racks and by employing wherever possible
the rod consolidation technique being developed at KWU.
For dry interim storage of spent fuel when at-reactor storage
capacity has been exhausted, this paper describes KWU's BUNKER
STORAGE FACILITY and investigates the economics of combining atreactor storage capacity extensions with dry away-from-reactor
storage techniques.

1

SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT

For the back end of the fuel cycle two options are available. One
is the so-called closed cycle in which reprocessing is employed to
recover uranium and plutonium for use as recycled fuel and the
remaining radwaste is conditioned for final disposal. The other
option is known as the once-through, or throwaway cycle which only
involves spent fuel assembly conditioning and final disposal.

Interim storage can, since it is not a final solution, be
implemented for many decades without any problems. In fact the
time gained in this way can be put to good use for carefully
investigating which option should be selected for the back end of
the fuel cycle. Also, decay during interim storage of the major
portion of the fission product inventory facilitates further
handling.

Detailed analyses have demonstrated that interim storage of spent
fuel is economically attractive for both cycle options.
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2

AT-REACTOR SPENT FUEL STORAGE

The method practised in the past for storage of spent fuel in atreactor pools has been based on keeping the fuel assemblies spaced
under water in such a way that they cannot go critical. The
neutrons were largely absorbed by the water surrounding the fuel
assemblies .

If, however, the individual fuel assemblies are surrounded with
additional neutron absorbers (such as boron), the spacing between
the fuel assemblies and hence the storage capacity increased while
safely maintaining a subcritical condition. Neutron absorption is
then predominantly effected by the boron in the absorber channels
and only partly by the water.

By employing absorber channels the capacity of the existing pools
can be increased by a factor of two to two and a half.

KWU has investigated different types of absorbers. Of these
different types, boron steel absorbers were selected because they
fulfill the following important criteria:

- corrosion resistance
- neutron flux resistance
- no off-gas release
- no inservice inspections.
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Fig. l: KWU design of a
high density storage rack
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3

FUEL ROD CONSOLIDATION

Further economic use of the storage space available can be
achieved through consolidation of the fuel assemblies.

The large spaces between the fuel rods which are necessary for
reactor operation are useless during storage. It is therefore reasonable to consolidate the fuel rods as much as possible. Consolidation makes it possible for the rods of two fuel assemblies to be
stored within the space normally occupied by only one assembly
(see Fig. 2) .

Consolidation of fuel assemblies with the aid of special facilities in nuclear power plants halves the number of transport operations required and doubles the storage capacity of at-reactor
pools and away-from-reactor interim storage facilities. This can
furthermore result in improvements with regard to fuel reprocessing and possible conditioning of the fuel for direct final
disposal. The prerequisite for such consolidation is an adequate
pre-storage period (at least five years) for the temperature of
the fuel rods to reach a sufficiently low value for subsequent dry
transportation and storage.

A description of this concept which is under development at KWU is
given in Reference 2.
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2

Assemblies
15x15-21
204 rods each

(FR = guide tube
position)

Consolidated canister
22x19-10
408 rods

Fig. 2: Rod Consolidation

4

AWAY-FROM-REACTOR

STORAGE AT KWU'S BUNKER STORAGE

FACILITY

Once the storage capacities of the fuel pools on site have been
exhausted, the next step is to use away-from-reactor facilities
for long-term interim storage.

For this purpose wet storage facilities based on the same
principle as the at-reuctor fuel pools have been in successful use
for many years ( see Ref.3 ) .

Since, however, wet storage is not the most economical method of
interim storage - expensive energy-consuming active cooling
systems and equipment for treating and disposing of secondary
waste are needed - KWU started to develop alternative storage

SOB

concepts

over ten years ago in order to reduce the nonproductive

capital investment involved with the interim storage of spent fuel
and to increase the safety of the storage facilities by providing
them with passive systems. The obvious choice was dry storage for
which the cask ( see Ref.4 ) and our special design - the BUNKER
STORAGE FACILITY - were considered. The bunker turned out to be
more attractive due to its lower costs, no need for highly
specialized manufacturing industry and lower fuel temperature.

4.1

CONCEPT BEHIND KWU'S BUNKER STORAGE FACILITY

The bunker storage facility is a vault-type dry storage facility
in which the decay heat of the fuel assemblies is removed by
natural convection of air in an open-cycle system which ultimately
rejects this heat to the ambient air outside the plant. The fuel
assemblies are stored in canisters which have been backfilled with
helium and welded leaktight.

The building (shown in Figures 3 and 4) contains a fuel assembly
receiving station complete with all the equipment needed for
shipping cask and spent fuel handling as well as the equipment for
performance, control and monitoring of storage facility
operations. Adjacent to this is the storage area proper which
contains the storage racks and all the equipment required for
intake and discharge of cooling air.
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Canister
transfer
station
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Fig. 3

Bunker Storage Facility for 800 tU
Longitudinal Section

Canister
transfer
station

29 m

Bunker Storage Facility for 800 tU
Plan View+6.00 m

Fig.4
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Air enters the building via ventilation openings, passes through
mechanical filters and is routed downwards to the area below the
storage racks. The decay heat produced by the stored fuel assemblies induces natural convection so that the cooling air flows up
between them. The air is then discharged to the environment
through the stacks on the roof. The cooling air ducts are designed
such as to ensure that the natural convection required for heat
removal will not break down (Fig. 5 ) .

55 C

Operation temperatures with decay heat of 1 KW per canister

Fig. 5

Bunker Storage Facility
Operation Temperatures
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4.2

CANNING OF SPENT FUEL ASSEMBLIES

The spent fuel assemblies can be canned either in the fuel pool at
the power plant prior to shipment or later at the bunker storage
facility, where provisions can also be made for fuel rod consolidation. All the techniques required for these activities are already available.

When the canisters are to be filled in the pool at the power
plant, they are drained, dried, backfilled with helium and welded
under water inside a shielding tack.

Dry canning, which is performed in a special canning station inside the bunker building, follows the same principle except that a
shielded cell located in the cask receiving station takes the
place of the shielding tank. In this case the fuel assemblies are
dried at the power plant directly after they have been loaded into
the shipping cask and are transported in a dry condition to the
bunker storage facility.

4.3

TRANSPORT AND STORAGE OF SPENT FUEL

The spent fuel assemblies are transported to the storage facility
inside commercially available shipping casks. Variations in cask
design can be accommodated by modifying the equipment in the receiving station accordingly.

As can be seen in Figure 6, when canistered fuel assemblies are
delivered to the storage facility, a special transfer machine
lifts the canisters out of their shipping cask and places them in
the loading machine which takes them by remote control into the
storage area .
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Canning
of fuel assemblies
Insertion of canisters
into transport cask

Canister transfer
Insertion of canister
Cask transportation

into storage rack

Storage area -

Bunker storage facility

Fig. 6

Bunker Storage
Operation Steps

If the fuel assemblies are to be canned at the storage facility a
canning station complete with all the necessary equipment is integrated into the receiving station.

Inside the storage area the loading machine inserts the canisters
in rows into the racks from one end, each canister being connected
to its neighbor by means of simple mechanical latches. The canisters are inserted into the rows and removed from them one by one
in the same way that individual links can be added to or taken
away from a chain.
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4.4

BEHAVIOR OF FUEL ASSEMBLIES IN DRV STORAGE

In order to ensure that dry storage also meets the basic
requirements imposed on long-term wet storage facilities - namely
that fuel assembly defects which can occur during residence in the
core are not supplemented by new defects arising during storage it has been necessary to investigate the mechanisms which give
rise to fuel defects and the factors affecting them. All of these
investigations have revealed that creep deformation is the
mechanism which can pose the greatest threat to the mechanical
integrity of the cladding tubes. For this reason the processes
occurring during post-pile creep, i.e. creep deformation occurring
after discharge from the core, have had to be researched in
greater detail. Tests have been performed to study creep
deformation as a function of rod internal gas pressure and
cladding temperature.

Calculations using the creep formula and conservatively based
on a creep strain of 1 % have resulted in a maximum allowable
cladding tube temperature of 400

C being specified for dry

storage (Ref. 5 ) . That this assumption is sufficiently conservative has been proven by the fact that in all investigations
performed up to now on irradiated cladding tubes, strain after
failure was more than 1 %.

Since the decay heat generation, rod temperature and rod internal
pressure decrease the longer the fuel assemblies are in storage,
creep deformation stops completely after a time at values which
are far below 1 %.

Investigations have also been carried out with respect to the
activity release from fuel rods placed into storage in an already
defective condition (Ref. 6 ) . Experiments conducted on defective
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fuel reds in an inert gas environment and at a constant
temperature of 400 °C have revealed that the release of
which

is very low, stops after only a few days.

However, in the presence of oxygen and at temperatures above those
arising

in the bunker storage facility, oxidation of the fuel

to U - O Q ) takes place, resulting

in a continuous release of fission

gases and at the same time in expansion of the fuel which
the fuel rod

4.5

(UOp

destroys

(Refs. 7 and 8 ) .

INCORPORATION OF DRY STORAGE TEST RESULTS IN
BUNKER STORAGE CONCEPT

Taking as an example the fuel assemblies of PWR plant which have
been stored in the fuel pool of the plant for five years, the
decay heat power generated by each of these assemblies is
approximately 1 kW. The maximum initial temperature at the hottest
spot of the fuel assembly when placed in storage in the bunker
facility is then 200 °C. Since proper selection of materials and
appropriate quality assurance measures as well as the conditions
under which the fuel is stored guarantee without a doubt that the
integrity of the storage canisters will be maintained throughout
the entire storage time, activity release can be expected to be
negligible. The maximum fuel rod temperature of 200 °C lies below
the level which is necessary for fuel oxidation to take place and,
what is more, the helium inside the canisters ensures that an
inert environment prevails.

With the given internal pressure conditions and the temperatures
which prevail during storage at the bunker facility, cladding tube
creep hardly occurs at all and is mainly confined to the reduction
of internal material stresses.
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The bunker storage concept therefore provides optimum conditions
for safe, long-term dry storage of spent fuel.

4.6

SAFETY ASPECTS

By virtue of the fact that the bunker storage facility and the
equipment therein are designed to withstand all site-specific
loading conditions such as earthquakes and other natural phenomena
as well as external man-made hazards, and that only tried and
tested electrical and mechanical components are used, the bunker
storage facility reliably fulfills all the main safety requirements such as assurance of decay heat removal, maintenance of subcriticality and protection against ionizing radiation during normal operation and under every credible off-normal condition. Thus
it meets all national and international licensing requirements and
represents an inherently safe solution for the long-term interim
storage of spent nuclear fuel.

4.7

INTERIM STORAGE OF VITRIFIED HIGH-LEVEL RADWASTE
IN BUNKER STORAGE FACILITIES

If the decision is taken to reprocess the stored spent fuel assemblies in order to recover the fuel still contained in them, the
bunker storage facility is likewise eminently suitable for interim
storage of the vitrified, high-level radioactive waste resulting
from reprocessing, even for the duration of the decay period which
is necessary before these wastes can be placed in final storage a period which, depending on the characteristics of the waste and
of the final storage facility, can be as much as several decades.

In this way, the bunker storage facility can be utilized for far
longer than the period required for interim storage of spent fuel
assemblies and contributes to reducing fuel cycle costs.
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5

CAPITAL INVESTMENT AND COMPARISON OF ECONOMICS

Without any doubt the most attractive option for spent fuel storage from an economic viewpoint is storage in existing at-reactor
pools at which the storage capacity has been extended through the
use of high-density storage racks. The specific costs of rod consolidation are higher than those of the high-density racks but
nevertheless interesting when compared to away-from-reactor storage costs .

For an away-from-reactor bunker storage facility, to be used once
at-reactor storage capacity has been exhausted, a capital investment of about DM 40,-- per kg uranium storage capacity is required. In addition, fuel canister costs of about DM 10,-- per kg
uranium when the canisters are made of stainless steel must also
be considered as a cost which is spread over the entire emplacement period. Furthermore, the investment needed for the receiving
station depends on the condition in which the fuel is received and
on the infrastructural expenses required. A comparison of dry
vault storage concepts shows that similar investments are necessary at all of them for the receiving stations.

In order to be able to compare the capital investment required for
different storage concepts for which costs arise at different
times and in different amounts, it is necessary to determine the
net present value of the individual investments. This means basing
the individual investments for the different concepts on a reference point in time while taking into account the price inflation
and interest on capital which can be expected (levelized cost
analysis).

A comparison of wet, cask and bunker storage facilities when used
as centralized, away-from-reactor spent fuel interim storage fa-
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cilities
very

( s e e F i g . 7) shows t h a t

attractive

economic

t h e bunker s t o r a g e f a c i l i t y

is a

proposition.

Central Interim Storage F a c i l i t y
Start of operation
Through put rate

:
:

Bunker and cask
storage f a c i l i t e s

Wet storage f a c i l i t y :

1995
200 MTU/a

Modules for
300 MTU each
compact storage
racks for
500 MTU each

Net interest rate

:

K;.

7:

Away-Fron-Resctor-Interim-Storage of Spent Fuel Assentlies

Although the investment costs naturally depend on s i t e requirements and decrease sharply as the storage capacity becomes larger,
it

can however be said that the bunker concept is economical from

storage capacities of about 200 MTU upwards.
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6

CONCLUSIONS

Interim storage of spent fuel assemblies in at-reactor fuel pools
is an established practice. For most operating nuclear plants as
well as those under construction high density storage racks are
installed in order to extend the capacity to more than 10
operating years. Methods for further capacity increase by rod
consolidation are being developed.

The question of which subsequent approach is the best economically
will have to be answered by in-depth studies although the results
of rough levelized cost analysis as indicated in section 5 can
certainly give a good comparison of the strategies considered in
each particular case. In this context, the local conditions
prevailing in a country will have a considerable influence.

For interim storage the bunker storage facility is a highly
attractive concept from the point of view of safety, economics and
requirements related to capabilities of local industry.lt meets
all requirements regarding long-term spent fuel storage. Through
the high degree of flexibility inherent in this concept - the
storage capacity can be extended in modular units of 200 to 500
MTU - expenditure can be controlled in accordance with demand and
unnecessary investments avoided.
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Question

MR P JKANSON

What

experience

do

you

have

about

releases

to

environment from dry storage?
How does it compare to wet storage?

Answer

DR K L V WAS1NGER

In a large investigation program performed by UWl/ it
was

demonstrated

that

radio-isotopes, which

the

release

is the only

of

gaseous

form of activity

release from a vault, is actually very low in the wet
conditions and low temperatures considered.
In

the

case

practically

of
no

wet

storage, gaseous release shows

difference,

but

storage

produces

secondary waste not to be considered for dry storage.

Question

MR F CURTOLO

What

is the material

of

the canisters used

in the

Bunker Dry Storage Facility?

Answer

DR K L V WASINGER

We have

thus far used

stabilised

austenitic steel.

Investigations are being continued on other material
e.g. carbon steel canisters.

Question

DR H F R6HM

What
vault

were the seismic design
storage

requirements

investigation, and used

estimates? (in g units if possible)
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for your

in your cost

Answer

DR K L V WASINGEK

The

design

can

be

performed

such

specific requirements can be fulfilled.
seismic

design

requirements

which

considered in each particular case.
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all

site

This includes
have

to

be

CONFERENCE ON THE TREATMENT AND CONTAINMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND ITS DISPOSAL IN ARID ENVIRONMENTS
Cape Town, South Africa 7-12 September 1986
Session 4

Swedish Studies of High-level Waste Disposal in Crystalline Rock
Konrad B. Krauskopf
Stanford University, USA
Abstract
Crystalline rock as a medium for the disposal of high-level
nuclear waste is under consideration in many c o u n t r i e s , and is being studied intensively in Sweden. Swedish scientists have explored
in great detail several areas underlain by granite and schist, using
surface m a p p i n g , many d r i l l h o l e s , and geophysical techniques. Prediction of subsurface conditions from the surface exploration has
enabled them to eliminate some areas on the basis of too much fracturing, and to find a few areas where volumes of nearly unfractured
rock exist that are adequate for repository construction. Studies
of permeability and groundwater composition have made possible predictions about rates of escape of radionuciides from a breached repository. Especially notable is Swedish research on flow of ground
water in fractured rock and on retardation of radionuciides by sorption and dispersion.
In addition to field studies, Swedish scientists have established an underground laboratory in granite, where
in-situ studies are under way on the effects of heating and radiation and on techniques of backfilling and sealing.of tunnels.

S23

The suitability of crystalline rock as a host for high-level
waste repositories is under study in many countries. Attractive
qualities of this rock include its ability to maintain openings indefinitely, the resistance of its minerals to long-term damage by
heat and radiation, the near-impermeability of its structure, and
the small quantity and generally benign composition of its ground
water. On the other hand, crystalline rock is commonly cut by fractures and zones of shearing, which may form a network through which
water can move in considerable quantity and which may contain alteration minerals susceptible to change under the influence of heat and
radiation. To locate a repository site in crystalline rock, therefore, requires that a substantial volume of rock be found at suitable
deptn that is f>ee of major fractures. Minor fractures are not a
serious problem, as long as their permeability is low; the quality
of water moving along them needs study, and also the character and
sorbent properties of the material that fills them. Thus investigations of crystalline rock as a medium for waste disposal involve
both areal studies to locate suitable parts of a large rock mass and
detailed studies of the fracture system and its contained water at
particular sites.
Such investigations have been started in France, Switzerland,,
Japan, the United Kingdom, Canada, and the United States, but have
made most progress in Sweden. A brief review of the Swedish experience will illustrate the kinds of problems that can be expected in
any effort to locate and construct a repository for nuclear waste
in crystalline rock.
Swedish scientists have little choice of rock material for repository construction, since almost the entire country is underlain
by crystalline rocks. These are Precambrian rocks of the Baltic
Shield, which forms the basement of much of northwestern Europe.
The rocks include many varieties of granite, gneiss, and schist,
plus smaller areas of more mafic material. The rocks are cut by
joints and faults in many orientations; the tectonic movement that
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caused them is mostly very ancient, although in far northern Sweden some evidence has been found of rock displacement during the
Pleistocene. The entire country was under a thick ice sheet as recently as 6000 years a g o , so that the topography is subdued and
characterized by many lakes and swamps. Abundant vegetation, w i d e spread glacial d e p o s i t s , and scarcity of outcrops make geologic mapping of bedrock difficult over much of the country.
The Swedish concept of waste disposal relies heavily on engineered barriers to prevent or control radionuclide migration. The
high-level w a s t e , either spent fuel or glass made from reprocessing
w a s t e , is to be enclosed in copper canisters with walls 10 cm thick -a thickness designed to withstand corrosion for long periods and to
minimize radiolysis of water by gamma radiation. The canisters will
be surrounded by compacted bentonite and placed in holes drilled into the repository f l o o r . Tunnels will be backfilled with a bentonitesand m i x t u r e , so that access of water to canister surfaces will be
slowed and radionuclides that might escape will be trapped by sorption. Laboratory experiments under simulated repository conditions
have shown convincingly that the canisters will not.be breached by
corrosion for at least many hundreds of thousands of y e a r s . Thus
the Swedish plan requires little help from the surrounding bedrock
to contain radionuclide m o v e m e n t . Seemingly the canisters could be
placed almost a n y w h e r e , in any kind of rock where the ground water
is not actively c o r r o s i v e , and complete containment of all radioactive material would be assured.
But the Swedes are not content with this assurance. They have
gone to great lengths to show that a properly selected repository
site in crystalline rock would guarantee isolation of waste even in
the very unlikely event of failure of all the canisters shortly after
e m p l a c e m e n t . Redundancy of barriers is a feature of most disposal
p l a n s , but in Sweden redundancy is surely carried to e x t r e m e s !
To find a site that will provide the necessary isolation,
Swedish geologists have mapped large areas in reconnaissance f a s h i o n ,
paying special attention to joints and shear zones that are visible
on outcrops and to lineaments on air photos that may indicate large
fractures concealed by soil and vegetation. The mapping enabled them
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to pick smaller areas where major joints were widely spaced arid the
nature of the rock seemed attractive for further exploration. In
these areas the study was continued by drilling many h o l e s , examining the c o r e s , determining permeability at different d e p t h s , using
geophysical techniques to locate hidden f r a c t u r e s , and analyzing water samples obtained from the h o l e s . Estimating conditions at depths
of a few hundred metres from observations at the surface and in scattered d r i l l h o l e s is d i f f i c u l t , as the Swedish scientists well know.
But these intensive studies have enabled them to eliminate some of
the a r e a s , chiefly on the basis of e x c e s s i v e fracturing at d e p t h ,
and to pick a few where the volume of sound rock between major joints
seems a d e q u a t e to accommodate a r e p o s i t o r y . No ideal site has yet
been f o u n d , and the search is c o n t i n u i n g , but the geologists are confident they have shown that a good place for a repository can be
located in Swedish bedrock.
To illustrate the Swedish approach to locating a repository s i t e ,
we look at some details of a study completed a few years ago in one
of the more promising areas. The search begins with mapping of large
a r e a s , the maps showing chiefly lineaments taken from air photos
(Figure 1 ) . The lineaments presumably represent zones of fracturing
and faulting in bedrock; where evidence of displacement can be seen
in the scanty o u t c r o p s , this is recorded on the m a p . Smaller areas
are selected for similar mapping in more d e t a i l , like the area shown
in Figure 2 of the region around a town called GideS near the coast
500 km north of Stockholm. On the smaller-scale maps areas of a few
square k i l o m e t e r s can be chosen for more intensive study, the c r i teria for selection being chiefly a v o i d a n c e of major fracture zones
and permission for making the study from property o w n e r s . The bedrock geology is m a p p e d , if good maps do not already e x i s t , as is illustrated by Figure 3 for the GideS a r e a . The rock types here are
typical of Swedish bedrock: gneisses of various kinds roughly
g
2 x 10 years old, intruded by slightly younger granites and much
younger d o l e r i t e . The small area (about 6 km ) selected for detailed
study, as the map s h o w s , is in a large mass of gneiss and m i g m a t i t e
derived chiefly from sedimentary r o c k s . This area was perforated by
37 d r i l l h o l e s , of which 13 reached depths of more than 600 metres
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Figure 1 .

\

Map of the f r a c t u r e p a t t e r n in the Oskarsham r e g i o n .

An

example of l a r g e - s c a l e regional maps showing f a u l t s and
1ineaments.
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Figure 2.

Lineaments in the area around Gidea, from air-photo interpretation.
Shaded rectangle is 6km2 area selected for detailed study.
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Regional geological map of the Gidea area. Rectangle is
the area of detailed study.
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and were completely cored. Most of the long tnles were drilled at an
angle, so as to intersect the largely steep or vertical fracture zones.
The drilling made it possible to locate fracture zones accurately, not
only at the surface but at various depths; Figures 4 and 5 are two of
the resulting m a p s , one at the surface and one at 600 metres. The
two maps show clearly that in the west half of the area the major
fracture zones spread apart at depth, leaving a volume of relatively
2
unfractured rock at the 600-metre level considerably more than 1 km
in area, an area considered ample to accommodate the high-level waste
that will be produced in Sweden.
One of the major troublesome questions about locating a repository in crystalline rock concerns the reliability of projections of
observed surface structures down to repository depths. Ultimately,
of course, in any area that is to be seriously considered for repository construction, a shaft will have to be sunk to check such projections. The Swedes have not yet done this checking, but they are well
aware of its necessity and have every intention of sinking exploratory
shafts at a few of the more attractive sites when the surface studies
are completed. In the meantime, their technique of detailed surface
investigation and exploration of the subsurface by slanted holes to
well below intended repository depths gives at least a good indication of rock characteristics that will be encountered in future underground w o r k i n g s .
The drillholes and drillcores provide an opportunity for much
subsurface study besides the mapping of fracture z o n e s . One of the
major questions to be asked in any area of crystalline rock is the
permeability to ground-water flow at various d e p t h s , and this question has been exhaustively studied at GideS by sealing off short
segments of each drillhole with packers, injecting water from the
surface, and noting the rate of pressure decrease. A compilation of
results from such measurements is shown in Figure 6, which gives
average hydraulic conductivities for 25-metre drillhole lengths.
The diagram is limited on the left-hand side by the inability of the
technique to measure hydraulic conductivities below about 10
m/sec;
the Swedes have succeeded in pushing this limit to a lower point than
has been attained in most similar measurements of permeability. The
diagram, as would be expected, shows a great deal of scatter, because
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*HJTH OF FRACTURE ZONES

Figure h.

Map of fracture zones at the surface in the Gidea area. Shaded
areas are bogs.

Numbers (e.g. Gi 12) refer to drillholes;

thin lines projecting from numbers are horizontal projections
of slanted holes.

Fractured zones are defined as areas with

more than 10 fractures per metre.
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Figure 5. Map of fractured zones at a depth of 600 metres in the Gidea area.
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the rock is cut by many minor fractures and zones of shearing, but a
general decrease in permeability downward is obvious^. A similar
downward decrease has been reported in many other areas of crystalline
rock; it is by no means universal, but is a good general presumption
unless notably fractured rock is known to exist at depth. The decrease at Gidea can be displayed in other ways: Figure 7, for example,
shows the frequency of small fractures plotted against depth, and
Figure 8 gives a mathematical expression of the data in Figure 6.
Especially notable is the fact that conductivities below a depth of
300 metres are practically all less than 10 -8 m/sec, which means that
ground-water movement in the undisturbed rock at repository depths is
exceedingly slow.
The permeabilities measured by water injection have been correlated with other properties of the rock by visual inspection of drillcores and by down-hole geophysical measurements, especially measurements of resistivity. All observations confirm that appreciable
ground-water movement is limited tc minor fractures and shear zones,
and that the amount in these is not large enough to transport radionuclides in appreciable quantities from a well-constructed repository.
The fractures, moreover, generally contain fillings of chlorite and
clay minerals which would be effective sorbents for many of the
radionuclides.
Measured heights of the static water table in the drillholes,
combined with data from the surrounding area, make possible the determination of hydraulic gradients and construction of maps showing
regional ground-water movement. As would be expected in this area
of subdued topography, the movement is very slow.
The drillholes permit sampling of ground water at various levels,
and analyses show that the composition would pose no serious problems
for a waste repository. The water here, as in most of the other
Swedish areas that have been studied in detail, is dilute and noncorrosive. Values of pH range from neutral to slightly alkaline, a
range in which most of the principal radionuclides in waste have
minimum solubility. The redox potential of the water, which is
critically important for controlling the solubility of technetium and
the actinide elements, at repository depths is in general slightly
negative, at values which should keep these nuclides in their very
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insoluble reduced forms.
Investigations like that at Gidea have been completed in about
ten other areas. In some, as at Gidea, the studies have demonstrated
the probable existence of nearly impermeable rock at depths of 500 to
600 metres in a volume adequate for repository construction. In others
the amount of sheared and fractured rock at depth is sufficient to
make construction risky, and these areas have been dropped from further consideration. Additional studies of the same sort are planned
for the next decade, in the hope of finding places where suitable rock
exists in greater volume and with less fracturing than in those so far
examined.
The work to date has shown no significant differences among the
various kinds of crystalline rock that would affect their suitability
to act as host for a repository. Granites of different composition
and gneisses derived from various igneous and secimentary rocks all
show roughly similar degrees of fracturing and ground water of similar
chemistry. It was hoped that the exploration could be extended to
gabbro, with the thought that a mafic rock might give greater assurance
of long-lasting reducing conditions in associated ground water, but
large gabbro masses are rare and exploratory drilling in the best one
has been repeatedly interrupted by local public protests.
In addition to the areal studies, Swedish work on crystalline
rock includes laboratory experiments, in-situ experiments, and construction of waste-release models. The laboratory work covers a wide
spectrum of basic research on rock properties, different kinds of
backfill material, and solution chemistry. The work on solutions is
especially notabl^: some of the best data we have on solubilities of
radionuclide compounds and different waste forms, on sorption behavior
of radionuclides under a wide variety of conditions, and on complexes
formed at various levels of Eh and pH have come from Swedish laboratories. The measurement of redox potential has received particular
attention: reliable values of this quantity are notoriously difficult
to obtain, and the Swedish workers have greatly improved techniques
for its determination. One notable improvement is the development of
equipment for measuring Eh in place in deep drillholes, so that all
chance of interference by atmospheric 0~ is avoided.
On the basis of the field and laboratory studies, the Swedes have
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constructed elaborate models of radionuclide escape for variou:
scenarios of premature canister breaching. A common difficulty in
devising models for crystalline rock is the lack of an adequate theoretical background for the movement of fluids through solid materials cut by a network of fractures. Much effort has been devoted to
this problem in Sweden, particularly to the dispersion of fluids away
from fissures into the adjacent rock ("matrix diffusion") and the consequent retardation of movement of dissolved radionuclides. The problem is by no means completely solved, but the Swedish work has shown
that dispersion is an important component of retardation that should
be included in models of radionuclide movement. The models developed
in Sweden have the satisfying result of showing that in crystalline
rock like that at Gidea a thickness as small as 100 metres separating
a repository from a major shear zone is sufficient to keep the quantity
of radioactive material that will escape to the surface well within
regulatory limits.
In-situ experiments are conducted chiefly at Stripa, about 250 km
west of Stockholm. From the workings of an abandoned iron mine in
metasedimentary rocks (leptites), tunnels have been driven into an
adjacent granite at a level about 360 m beneath the surface. The 400
metres of new drifts provide an opportunity for a wide variety of experiments under conditions typical of a repository site in crystalline
rock. Sweden has extended an invitation for joint projects to other
countries that are considering waste disposal in crystalline rock,
and the opportunity has been seized by eight countries -- Canada,
Finland, France, Japan, Spain, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and
the United States. The experiments at Stripa have included tests of
the thermomechanical response of the rock to heating, geophysical
methods for detection and mapping of fracture zones, geochemical
studies of ground water, migration rates of various elements in
fractures, the behavior of bentonite clay as backfill, and methods
of sealing shafts, tunnels, and boreholes.
The experiments on thermomechanical response involved electric
heaters of the same size and thermal power as canisters of highlevel waste, placed in holes in the floor of a drift, just as canisters would be placed in a repository. Temperature measurements in
the rock around the heaters have shown excellent agreement with simple
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mathematical models, but mechanical displacements were less than had
been predicted, presumably because of the narrowing of minor fissures
as the rock expanded on heating.
In the geophysical work both electromagnetic (radar) and seismic
techniques were tested. The borehole radar system developed at
Stripa proved capable of detecting fracture zones as far as '00 metres
from the boreholes; evaluation of the seismic data is not yet complete. Of particular interest in the geochemical studies is the observation that ground water from a very deep borehole (1200 m from
the surface) is highly saline. Similar somewhat elevated salinity
was reported in the deepest waters (below 500 m) at GidSa and some of
the other intensively studied field areas, and these observations
tally with analytical work in Canada showing that most ground water
from depths below 500 m in the Canadian Shield is also saline. The
origin of this deep salt water in Precambrian rocks is still not
satisfactorily explained.
A major part of the research effort at Stripa has concerned the
behavior of bentonite clay when used to fill holes around canisters
and as a constituent of backfill in the tunnel above. An elaborate
experiment was set up a few years ago to simulate a filled repository,
with heaters substituting for canisters; the heaters were emplaced
in holes, surrounded by compacted bentonite, and overlaid by backfill
consisting of a sand-bentonite mixture. The experiment was very
successful, showing that the bentonite took up water and expanded to
fill openings around the heaters and in the tunnel, just as expected,
and that the bentonite was not appreciably altered by year-long heating. Other experiments have demonstrated the usefulness of bentonite
in constructing seals for boreholes and tunnels.
By their geologic studies of prospective repository sites, their
in-situ tests at Stripa, and much experimental work at universities
and government laboratories, Swedish scientists have placed themselves
at the forefront of current crystalline-rock investigations. Their
willingness to publish and distribute widely the results of their
studies, and above all their open invitation to other countries to
participate in the research projects at Strips, have been of great
benefit to the international community concerned with the possible
use of crystalline .rock for disposing of high-level nuclear waste.
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E l s e w h e r e in the world similar studies of c r y s t a l l i n e rock are
in p r o g r e s s , but g e n e r a l l y on a more modest s c a l e . Switzerland
c o n s t r u c t e d an u n d e r g r o u n d laboratory in 1983 at G r i m s e l , in the
Aar M a s s i f in the A l p s , designed for in-situ research like that at
S t r i p a . Canada has conducted e x t e n s i v e r e c o n n a i s s a n c e studies of
parts of the P r e c a m b r i a n s h i e l d , and has also recently completed an
underground l a b o r a t o r y . In the United States a good deal of general
r e c o n n a i s s a n c e has been a c c o m p l i s h e d in the eastern part of the
country, but more i n t e n s i v e study has been hampered by popular opposition in states with the most a t t r a c t i v e areas of c r y s t a l l i n e
rock; a little in-situ testing has been done in u n d e r g r o u n d w o r k i n g s
in Nevada and C o l o r a d o , and experimental work is under way in many
l a b o r a t o r i e s . Field studies of possible c r y s t a l l i n e - r o c k sites are
r e p o r t e d l y in p r o g r e s s in F r a n c e , S p a i n , and J a p a n .
I n v e s t i g a t i o n s • t o date have d e m o n s t r a t e d c o n v i n c i n g l y that
sites s u i t a b l e for high-level waste r e p o s i t o r i e s can be found in
c r y s t a l l i n e rock. Some q u e s t i o n s remain about the m o d e l i n g cf w a t e r
m o v e m e n t and r a d i o n u c l i d e m i g r a t i o n in the intersecting f r a c t u r e
systems of c r y s t a l l i n e rocks and about m e t h o d s of sealing r e p o s i t o r y
o p e n i n g s , but the q u e s t i o n s seem well on their way to s a t i s f a c t o r y
a n s w e r s . In d e m o n s t r a t i n g the d e s i r a b l e q u a l i t i e s of c r y s t a l l i n e
rock and in a p p r o a c h i n g answers to the remaining q u e s t i o n s , the g e o logic and e x p e r i m e n t a l work in Sweden has played a m a j o r r o l e .
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Source of figures

Figure 1. Map of the fracture pattern in the Oskarshamn region.
An example of large-scale regional maps showing faults and lineaments. (KarnbranslesSkerhet (KBS). 1978. Handling and final storage of unreprocessed spent nuclear fuel, volume II, Figure 3.2.
Stockholm.)
Figure 2. Lineaments in the area around GideS, from air-photo
2
interpretation. Shaded rectangle is 6-km area selected for detailed
study. (KBS Technical Report 83-53. 1983. Evaluation of the geological, geophysical, and hydrogeological conditions at Gide8,
Figure 5.1. Authors: Kaj Ahlbom, Bjflrn Albino, Leif Carlsson, Gflran
Nilsson, 011 e Olsson, Leif Stenberg, Holger Timje.)
Figure 3. Regional geologic map of the GideS area. Rectangle
is the area of detailed study. (KBS Technical Report 83-53,
Figure 4.1.)
Figure 4. Map of fracture zones at the surface in the GideS
area. Shaded areas are bogs. Numbers (e.g. Gi 1 2 ) refer to drillholes; thin lines projecting from numbers are horizontal projections
of slanted holes. Fracture zones are defined as areas with more than
10 fractures per metre. Contour interval 2 m. (KBS Technical
Report 83-53, Figure 5.3.)
Figure 5. Map of fracture zones at a depth of 600 metres in
the GideS area. (KBS Technical Report 83-53, Figure 5.4.)
Figure 6. Hydraulic conductivity plotted against depth, for
measurements in 25-m sections of 11 of the 13 long drillholes.
(KBS Technical Report 83-53, Figure 7.8.)
Figure 7. Frequency of fractures plotted against depth, for
parts of the rock between major fracture zones. (KBS Technical
Report 83-53, Figure 5.6.)
Figure 8. Power-law curves showing generalized relation between hydraulic conductivity and depth. In the left-hand drawing,
the heavy line shows the relation for the entire rock mass (data
from Figure 6 ) , and the light line shows the relation for local
fracture zones. (KBS Technical Report 83-53, Figures 7-10 and
7-11.)
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Question

DR H F RoHM

Did I hear you correctly that you said that HLW or
spent fuel contained
contained for 10

in the copper canisters can be

years, before being leached out by

groundwater into the host geological formation?

Answer

PROF K D KRAUSKOPF

You

heard

detailed

me

correctly.

study of copper

The

Swedes

have

made

a

corrosion under repository

conditions, and have good evidence for this figure.

Question

PROF G SANDQUIST

U.S.

models

of

HLW

repositories

predict

that

some

nuclides will be observed off-site as early as 10,000
years

(F.PA

criteria

base).

sequester their wastes for 10

How

do

the

Swedes

years in similar site

materials?

Answer

PROF K B KRAUSKOPF

Mainly by means of the thick-walled copper canisters.
If the canister fails, some release of radionuclides
would be expected much earlier, but the amount would
be

very

small

because

of

insolubility

of

many

rudionuclide compounds in ground water and sorption in
bentonite and granite.

Question

DR R S BIRKILL

Is the Swedish concept based on the retrieveability of
stored spent fuel?
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Answer

PROF K B KRAUSKOPF

Yes, the Swedes have built an interim storage facility
in which the waste will remain for 40 years.

Question

MR A DU PLESSIS

Did

the

frequency

of

fracturing

recorded

in

the

different boreholes (i.e. on the micro-scale) show any
relationship with the areal distribution of fractures
seen

by

remote

sensing

(macro-scale)?

For

example

were any of the areal lineaments actually drilled and
their nature on the micro-scale determined?

Answer

PROF K B KRAUSKOPF

Yes, the slanted drillholes were located specifically
to

intersect

them

were

the fracture zones at depth.

found,

but

some became

Most of

inconspicuous

at

depth.

Question

DR A C S SMITH

You

showed

profiles

of

permeability

fractures with depth and their spacing.

with

depth,

Given your

fracture density and low measured permeability.

Does

this not imply high flow velocities in the fractures
and hence potential rapid rates of solute transport?

Answer

PROF K B KRAUSKOPF

Below 300 m depth the hydraulic conductivities were
—8
all below 10
m/sec. Of course there may well be
some

fractures

with

considerable

conductivity,

these will be plugged with bentonite or cement.
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but

Question

MR N J B ANDERSEN

1.

To what depth were the core holes drilled?

2.

Was any down-the-hole geophysics carried out such
as

cross-hole

seismics,

radiometrics,

resistivity, E-M, etc.?

Answer

PROF K B KRAUSKOPF

1.

600 m below the surface

2.

Yes, much
E-M

down-hole geophysical

measurements

were

especially

locating fracture zones at depth.
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work was done.
successful

in
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ABSTRACT
One of the most important factors in the characterization of a
low-level waste disposal site is a knowledge of the movement of
water in both the unsaturated and saturated zones.
These are
aspects that received much attention at the Vaalputs Radioactive
Waste Disposal Facility.
A model was developed to predict long-term behaviour of groundwater
movement and the consequent migration of radionuclides. Modelling
of the groundwater at Vaalputs was divided into calibration and
verification phases, the latter being still in progress. During the
calibration phase certain parameters
such as the hydraulic
conductivity, hydrodynamic
dispersion coefficient,
distribution
coefficient and soil moisture were determined in the unsaturated
zone below the proposed trenches.
In addition to the above, isotope analyses of tritium and 1 8 0 in
the soil moisture were undertaken to study the rate of soil moisture
movement in the surficial material of the unsaturated zone.
Chemical analyses of this material indicate that percolation is
inhibited as a result of the high inherent salinity.
Studies in the saturated zone included the regional geohydrological
setting of the site, piezometric level monitoring, sampling for
chemical analysis, dating of the groundwater, and pump, packer and
injection tests. Slow movement of the groundwater is borne out by
the hydrogeochemistry and 1 4 C isotope data, While tritium results
showed slow and localized recharge to the underground storage. Pump
tests suggest fair yields but storage is limited in the fractured
granite. Packer tests indicate transmissive zones above and below
the piezometric surface, implying that, though unlikely, recharge to
underground storage could take place once water penetrated the
overlying clay beds.
The favourable site characteristics, backed by the geomorphological
stability of the area, make the Vaaiputs Radioactive Waste Disposal
Facility one of the most suitable sites available in the world.
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1

The

INTRODUCTION

aridity

of

the Bushtnanland

Plateau

and

the thick

surficial

accumulations on the Vaalputs site made it the obvious choice for a
low-level radioactive waste disposal site during the site-selection
phase (1). The leaching and migration of radionuclides from shallow
land burial sites are controlled
mobility

of

characterize

soil

moisture.

the movement

saturated zones.

of

by the amount, composition and

The

emphasis

water

in both

was

therefore

to

the unsaturated

and

This was done in order to confirm that leaching

and migration of radionuclides under present and predicted

future

climatic conditions would be negligible or within the limits laid
down by the licensing authorities.

SCOPE

The measurement of soil moisture, together with the monitoring and
prediction of its behaviour in the soil, is critical to the proper
design and operation of a burial site.

Once the water level is

reached new parameters control the movement of the radionuclides and
knowledge of both the unsaturated and saturated zones is necessary
to characterize the disposal site.

The objectives of this study

were therefore twofold:

(i)

To monitor baseline conditions of soil moisture and determine
the

parameters

necessary

for

prediction

of

soil-moisture

movement in the unsaturated zone

(ii) To monitor baseline
regional

and

local

conditions

in the

scale

to

and

saturated

determine

zone on a

the

parameters

necessary for prediction of water movement in the saturated zone

3

STUDY AREA

3.1

Phys iography

The Vaalputs site (Figure 1) is situated in the District of
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SCALE

Figure 1
Vaalputs in relation to neighbouring towns and settlements
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Namaqualand of the Cape Province, and is about 10 000 ha in extent.
It

is

between 0 18 301

located

and ° 18 37'

east

and ° 30 10'

south on the western portion of the featureless Bushmanland Plateau
at an elevation of about 1 000 m above mean sea level.

The plateau

surface is part of the African erosion surface, with an age spanning
the period from the Upper Cretaceous to the Middle Tertiary (2).

The

topography

in

the

site

area

is

characterized

by

a

gently

undulating dune field dominated by low longitudinal dunes orientated
in a north-easterly direction.

No active drainage exists and in the

interdune areas small pans

(playas) occur in depressions.

areas

drainage

show mainly

internal

systems with

Large

stream courses

ending in these depressions or pans.

The whole area is semi-desert with no more than 100 mm rainfall per
annum, falling mainly during the summer months;
of

the site, however, receives winter

excess of 2 000 mm per annum.

the western portion

rains.

Evaporation is in

Summer temperatures are high, whilst

winter temperatures may drop below freezing point.

The vegetation

varies from low hardy-type scrub in the winter rainfall area to
grass in the summer rainfall area.

3.2

Geology

The main basement rock type both outcropping and suboutc ropp ing in
the vicinity of Vaalputs (Figure 2) is the Norabecs granite which,
together with
part

of

smaller basic bodies intruded

the 1050 Ha Namaqualand

Metamorphic

into it, constitutes
Complex.

Geological

mapping followed by petrological and geochemical investigations of
the Norabees granite by Andreoli et_al. (3)

and Hart and Andreoli

(4) indicates that the Norabees granite is a composite suite of
metamorphic crystalline rocks of granitic bulk composition, ranging
from granite sensu stricto to augen gneiss and charnockite.

Four phases of deformation have been recognized in the area.
Norabees granite, which is a flat-lying body, is slightly folded
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Figure 2
Generalized geological map showing the extent of the Vaalputs
Basin (1)
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into a synform.

A large number of kiraberlite pipes, diatremes and

melilite basalt plugs of Tertiary age intrude the basement rock (5).

Structural interpretations from aerial photographs, Landsat images,
and airborne magnetics show the main trends as northwesterly, with a
northeasterly complementary direction.

The nature of Lhese linears

has been investigated by drilling, which indicates shearing in some
instances

and

intrusion

by

basic

material

along

others.

The

emplacement of these basic bodies was associated with the formation
of steep-structures (6).

The diverse nature of surficial deposits in the site area reflects a
complex history of aggradational and degradational periods.

A large

palaeoalluvial fan, known as the Dasdap fan, of Hid Tertiary age,
radiates eastward

from the Kamiesberg southwest of Vaalputs (7).

Reworked material of the Dasdap fan, consisting of sandy and gritty
clays with small pebbles of blue quartz and ferruginized quartzite
nodules

spreads

out

northwards

covering

the

site

area

and

constitutes the Vaalputs fan (Figure 3 ) .

Sediments of the Dasdap fan constitute the Dasdap formation, whereas
the

sediments

formation.

The

of

the

Vaalputs

undisturbed

fan

nature

are
of

called

these

the

Vaalputs

sediments

is

an

indication of the geomorphological stability of the area since the
early Tertiary, and therefore the suitability of the site.

This

succession of alluvial fan and reworked material fills a depression
known as the Vaalputs basin, which, in the vicinity of the burial
site, attains a thickness of 30 m in places.
indicated

Extensive drilling has

that this surficial sequence overlies highly kaolinized

basement (20 m deep) in some localites (8;9).

In areas where the

Dasdap formation is absent the Vaalputs formation lies directly on
the kaolinized bedrock.

A typical section through the area consists of 0,5 m of aeolian sand
followed by 1 to 3 m of calcrete or silcrete, 10 to 20 m of reddish

SS2

Figure 3
LANDSAT image of the palaeoalluvial fans, constituting the
Vaalputs Formation, which radiate eastwards from the Kamiesberge
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brown sandy gritty clay and 0 to 15 m of kaolin.

Mapping of the

trench walls (10) has shown that despite the complex appearance of
the sediments of the Vaalputs Formation, nine sedimentary cycles
(Table 1) were identified, making up the broad sedimentary units
given above.
TABLE 1
Generalized stratigraphy of the surficial deposits in the
experimental trenches (10)

Unit

Lithology

Thickness

(m)

1

Windblown red sand

2

Partly consolidated

10-2

Aeolian dunes
Aeolian dunes

0,5 - 1

Calcretized and silicified

Pedogenesis under
0,5 - 2

clay and sand
4*

Laminated ferruginized clay

5*

Calcrete/silcrete nodules

drying conditions

1-3

in brown clay matrix

0-2

6*

Light brown clay

0 - 1,5

7*

Pebble layer

0 - 0,3

8*

Large calcrete/silcrete

9*

Origin

(Ma)

0,5 - 1

ferruginized sand
3

Age

25 - 10

Fluviatile
(Vaalputs
Formation)

nodules in grey clay matrix

0 - 1,5

Grey clay.

0-2

*Units A to 9 will largely constitute the material which will host the
radioactive waste.

The clay and silt material ( < 45 ym) constitutes up to 39% of the
reddish-brown sandy gritty clay and it is this material that will
play a major role in the behaviour of radionuclides should leakage
from the drums occur.
fraction

is

The mean volumetric composition of the clay

46% smectite,

32%

illite

and

21% kaolinite.

The

smectite and kaolinite contents generally increase with depth at the
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expense of LI lite but smectite, however, increases at a faster rate
than kaolinite.

3.3

Geobotany

A geobotanical study was undertaken
distribution of the plant

(11) to provide data on the

types on Vaalputs, which assisted with

infiltration studies and

long-term planning

the

Plant

trench

area

(12).

density

for rehabilitation of

measurements

on

the

site

revealed a 30-35% plant cover.

Apart from its contribution to evapotranspiration, plant cover also
affects the infiltration rate of desert soil through the effects of
soil

surface

protection,

stem

penetration

and

root

density.

According to Saxton (13), the portion of the plant above ground will
affect infiltration by:

(i)

absorbing rainfall impact which will reduce puddling, sealing
and crusting;

(ii)

delivering

the

redistributed

precipitation

pattern

energy levels);

to

(different

the
drop

soil

surface

sizes, and

in

a

different

and

(iii) altering the drying rate of the soil surface.

The roots will influence infiltration primarily through their effect
on soil water flow characteristics.

4

UNSATURATED ZONE

The unsaturated

zone

is defined

surface and the watertable.
the

trench

area

is

as the strata between

the land

At Vaalputs, the unsaturated zone below

between

50

and

60 m

thick

consisting

of

sedimentary surficial deposits of between 15 and 25 m in thickness,
while

the Norabees

granite

and

associated

remaining strata down to the watertable.
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rocks

constitute

the
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Figure 4
Soil moisture and profiles from four auger boreholes
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Figure 5
Correlation between tritium (TU) and particle size with depth
in auger borehole AW25S13 (31)
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Correlation between tritium (TU) moisture content and CaO with
depth in auger boreholes AW30S08 and AW25S13
(31)
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The following parameters were studied in order to obtain input data
for the computer modelling of the unsaturated zone:

Evapotranspiration and percolation
Natural isotopes in the soil moisture
Soil moisture
Hydraulic velocity/conductivity
Dispersion coefficient
Distribution coefficient
Soil chemistry

4.1

S',il Moisture

Preliminary

estimates

observations

and

of

the

percolation,

limited

rainfall

based

on

records

a

few

available

site

in the

Bushmanland area, were made using two computer simulation models
Water

Balance

assessment

of

Model

and

a Water

the percolation

Flow Model

(14).

No

a

accurate

factor has been made using

these

models because the very high potential evaporation by far exceeds
the precipitation.

In

order

to

overcome

this

limitation

to

the

model,

tritium

determinations down the sedimentary profile have been carried out on
augered material (15).

The data indicate that "young" or recharge

water only percolates down to about 3 m as shown in Figure 4.
and

Verhagen

(15) showed

Levin

that a correlation exists between mean

particle size and tritium concentration at various depths (Figure
5).

The higher permeability of the calcretized material is also

demonstrated by the correlation between calcium and tritium content
(Figure 6 ) .

A neutron moisture meter was calibrated in the Vaalputs clays (16)
and nine aluminium tubes installed

in the disposal area to measure

the change in soil moisture with time.

Initial moisture profiles in

the augered holes were reported by Russel (17). Rainfall of 128 mm
was registered

during

the first

changes in soil moisture were

5S9

four days of December 1985 and

closely monitored.

These measurements confirmed the results of the

tritium studies as percolation only reached 2,5 to 3 m down the
profile (Figure 7).

To determine the gradient of the soil moisture potential for Darcy's
equation, soil moisture retention curves were determined
various soils by Van der Watt (18,19 and 20).

for the

Examples of these

curves for the sandy gritty clay and white clay are shown in Figure
8.

Soil moisture potential may be obtained from these curves at a

measured volumetric moisture content.

4.2

Hydraulic velocity/conductivity

Hydraulic velocity is defined as the average velocity of water in a
porous medium.

The hydraulic velocity for the unsaturated zone in

terms of other hydrologic parameters is expressed by the Darcy flow
equation:

V = - _1

K r A d

where

V

=

hydraulic velocity (m.s

) in the unsaturated zone

K

=

r

=

hydraulic conductivity (m.s~ )
3
-3
volumetric water content m water, m
soil

Ad

=

gradient of the soil moisture potential (m.m~ )

The hydraulic conductivity is a measure of the ability of a soil to
transmit water.

It depends on grain size, shape and packing as well

as homogeneity of the soil.
better

sorting

conductivities.
10~

m.s" .

averaged

(less

well

Published
At

7,0 x 10~

In general, a coarser grain size and

Vaalputs

graded)

values
values

for

produce
clays

determined

m.s"

higher

range
in

hydraulic

from
the

10

to

field

(21)

while the laboratory values of Van der
—8
1
Watt (19) are slightly lower at 10
m.s .

S60
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Figure 7
During 2-4 December 1985 approximately 130 mm of rain fell.
The soil moisture measurements indicate the amount and depths
of infiltrating water at successive periods
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Water retention curves from samples in boreholes
W35S08 at 14 to 14,8 m and W35SO8 at 9,6 m
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0,5

The

Laboratory

Table 2.

results

for

the various

lithologies

are shown in

These values were used in the modelling as retention curves

were available for the same samples.

TABLE 2
Summary of vertical hydraulic conductivities determined in the
laboratory during March 1985 (19)

Bulk density
(kg.nr3)

Sample description

Ferruginized sand

1 989

Sandy gritty clay

2 230

White clay

2 160

Weathered granite

1 683

4.3

Saturated hydraulic
conductivity
(m.s"1)

-8
x 10
-8
3,55 x 10
-8
1,96 x 10
-8
6,0 x 10

20,9

Dispersivity

The term dispersivity refers to the movement, with respect to the
fluid, of a contaminant being carried by the fluid through a porous
medium.

Sometimes

process.

Dispersion describes the movements of contaminants caused

by

the term

diffusion

is used

to

refer

to this

the spatial gradient of the contaminant concentrations.

Among

other factors, it is dependent on the pore water velocity within the
medium, the eddy-currents of the fluid and the molecular diffusion of
the contaminants.

Initially

laboratory

measurements

augered boreholes (21).
complex

yielded

done

on

samples

In situ field measurements using

acceptable

laboratory results.

were

results which are preferable

from

the

Sc-EDTA
to using

The results in both the horizontal and vertical

directions are shown in Table 3.
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TABLE 3
Results for dispersivities measured in the field at Vaalputs
(21)

Dispersivities
Lithology

Saturated/
unsaturated

Vertical flow
(m)

Horizontal flow
(m)

Brown sandy

unsaturated

0,5 (0,4 - 0,8)

0,02 (0,01 - 0,1)

Gritty clay

saturated

1.0

0,04

White clay

unsaturated

0,1 (0,04 - 0,6)

0,05 (0,03 - 0,15)

saturated

0,2

0,1

4.4

Distribution Coefficients

The distribution coefficient

(Kd) is a measure of the interaction

between a particular dissolved
and the fluid.

ion or molecule, the porous medium

The valences and "effective" radii of the sorbed

ions and the chemical and physical properties of the porous medium
influence the Kd.

Important reactive mineral components in soils

and

clay

rocks

hydroxides

include
and

organic

minerals,

zeolites, metal

compounds.

A

highly

oxides, metal

weathered

granitic

material such as the white clay derived from the Norabees granite
will

also

exhibit

higher

distribution

coefficients

for

specific

radionuclides than unweathered or slightly weathered granite.

K. values for a series of radionuclides, present

in the Koeberg

radioactive waste, were determined by Meyer and Loots (22) using the
general expression
K

d

=

grains element/grams soil
grains element/grams water

The results are presented
especially

for

Cs and

in Table 4 and show acceptable values
Co.

K. values for U and Sr are low

but investigations have shown that the absorption properties of ihe
clays increase at low pH, which suggests that the use of clay
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material containing any excess of calcrete should be avoided during
backfill.ing operations.

TABLE 4
Average distribution coefficients (K ) for the various
lithologies (22)
Element

U

Lithology

Cs

Co

Sr

528
295
076
524
b78

9,1
8,4
7,1
8,3
5,5

Kd value
Loose red sand
Calcretized sand
Brown sandy gritty clay
White clay
Weathered granite

4.5

2,5
2,5
6,8
1.4
3,0

485
589
341
220
261

1
2
1
1

Soil Chemistry

Soluble salts in the various lithologies of the sedimentary profile
were determined by Meyer (23) and typical results are shown in Table
5.

More

comprehensive

analyses

of

samples

from

different

lithologies exposed in the sidewalls of the experimental trenches
(10) were undertaken by the Soils and Irrigation Research Institute
(Table 6 ) .

Sodic soils are defined as soils with exchangeable sodium percentage
(ESP) values greater than 15% and are unique in their hydraulic
properties

because

of

their

potential

to

retard

the

downward

movement of water when irrigated with pure water, e.g. rain (24).
In

agriculture,

sodic

soils

irrigation waters are prevented
the root zones.

This

are

undesirable

chemically

is because

partly

because

from infiltrating into

the colloidal fraction becomes

dispersed or deflocculated when in contact with pure water.

Sodic

soils are present in and around the disposal site (Table 6 ) , and
therefore

create

a

downward

moisture

favourable
movement

condition
exists

for
at

the

inhibition

Vaalputs.

of

Latest

determinations of the hyc'raulic conductivities by Van der Watt (20)
have confirmed this
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dependence of the hydraulic conductivity on the soluble salt content
of

the soil.

hydraulic

Figure 9 shows sympathetic

and

electrical

conductivities

decreases

with

in both the

increasing

effluent

volume passing through the material.

TABLE 5
Macro-component water soluble soil analyses on soil samples
from auger borehole AW35S03 (23)

Depth in metres:

0-0,9

0,9-1,7

1,7-12,2

12,2-13,6

13,6-14,2

Type of soil

LRS

CS

BSGC

we

WGR

7,2

7,3

7,1

7,2

7,2

0

0

0

0

0

370

360

308

345

315

190

200

277

250

315

640

460

814

870

870

0

0

0

0

0

F~

13

8

14

21

22

Na

520

440

666

690

700

+

40

22

33

40

44

48

46

45

46

57

20

21

26

28

36

PH

C0

3~
HCO~
Anion
mg/kg

SO,"
4
Cl"

soil

N0~

Cation
mg/kg
..
soil

K
„ 2+
Ca
2t

«s

LRS
CS
BSGC
WC
WGR

:

= loose red sand
= calcretized sand
= brown sandy gritty clay
= white kaolinitic clay
= weathered granite
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TABLE 6
Results of chemical analyses on sediment samples from the
experimental trenches (10)

Lithology

Sand

Brown sandy
gritty clay

Red sandy
clay

Greenish
sandy clay

Sand %
Silt %
Clay %
pH (sat. paste)
Conductivityy mS.m~^
Extractable Ca meq %
Extractable Hg meq %
Extractable K meq %
Extractable Na meq %
Cation exhange
capacity (cEC)
Ca/Mg ratio
Inferred ESP %
CEC/clay ratio

86,7
3,7
9,6
6,0
17
1,17
0,28
0,30
trace

47,2
16,4
36,4
7,0
870
9,92
8,68
1,70
7,16

67,/
6,6
25,7
7,2
1190
7,90
2,15
1,09
7,26

75,5
7,9
16,6
7,3
780
3,95
3,34
0,65
2,97

25,21

12,98
4/1
43
0,50

9,95
1/1
20
0,59

3,07
4/1
1
0,31

1/1
19
0,69

The reaction is
CaX + 2 Na4"

=

Na X 4- Ca

where Na X represents the ionic species Na on an exchange site of
soil colloids, and is responsible for variations in the exchangeable
sodium percentage (ESP) in soils which is defined as:

exchangeable sodium
ESP

=

(meq/100 g soil)

x 100%

cation exchange capacity
(meq/100 g soil)

where exchangeable sodium is that sodium which is held by absorption
and

the

cation

exchange

capacity

is

the

exchangeable cations that the soil can absorb,

sum

total

of

the

both being expressed

in meq (milli-oquivalents).

In most soils the cation exchange capacity
relationship to the clay content.
the

presence

montmorillonite

of

structured

(CEC) bears a direct

Ratios found at Vaalputs indicate

mixed

clays

(smectite), which support

(25).
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like

kaoUnite

and

the findings of Brynard

5

SATURATED ZONE

The saturated zone is defined
Studies

of

the

saturated

as the area below the watertable.

zone

concerned

the piezometric

level,

sampling and chemical analysis, dating of the groundwater, and pump
and

injection tests. The initial regional survey covered almost
2
30 000 km with samples taken at an approximate density of one
2
2
sample every 10 to 20 km . Later an area of about 6 000 km
surrounding

Vaalputs

was

sampled

in

detail

(26).

Finally,

investigations were concentrated on the radioactive waste disposal
site itself.
In the disposal site, water occurrences seem to be restricted to a
zone about 500 m wide striking northeasterly in the northern portion
of

the

usually
18 600

disposal
have

area

fair

(Figure

yields

with

10).

Boreholes

within

one

borehole,

MON

this

zone

12, yielding

/h. Outside this zone boreholes down to 150 m failed to

intersect water, and six months later were still dry.

5.1

Depth to the Piezometric Surface

The most important aquifer in the area is located in the fractured
Norabeos

granite, which

confined

to

both

underlies

vertical

and

the

disposal

postulated

site.

Water

subhorizontal

is

faults,

weathered joints and in some instances along contacts with basic
intrusives.

The

depth

to

the

piezometric

surface

defines

the

thickness of unsaturated fracturing and the minimum depth at which
water-bearing

structures

could

be

found.

Data

for the regional

survey were geostatically analysed by the kriging technique (27) and
the contoured kriged values are shown in Figure 11.
disposal

site

is

situated

on

the

edge

groundwater lying 15 km south of Vaalputs.

of

an

the

disposal, site

(Figure

10)

between 50 and 60 m below surface.
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the

area

of

deeper

In the deepest part, the

piezometric surface is about 100 m below surface.
of

Regionally, the

Within the area

piezometric

surface

lies
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Geohydrology of the disposal site
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5.2

Elevation of piezometric surface relative to sea level

A contour map of the regional piezometric surface relative to sea
level is shown
Vaalputs

in Figure 12.

is situated

From these data it is noted that

on the triple junction between three river

basins, namely the Koa to the northeast, the 01 if ants to the east
and south, and the Buff els Basin to the west.

The disposal area is

located within the Koa River basin which is a palaeo-drainage system.

The

hydraulic

or

pressure

gradient

slopes

in

a

northeasterly

direction but is less than 1:200 (1). This shallow gradient is also
apparent in the disposal site where several boreholes were drilled
for monitoring purposes (Figure 10).

5.3

Hydrogeochemistry

Sampling of groundwater for hydrogeocheroical studies was done in
accordance with the procedure prescribed by Levin

(28).

Saaples

were collected for both major and trace element analyses. Major ions
included

SO 2 ",

Cl",

N0~,

Ca 2 + ,

F~,

Mg 2 + ,

Na*.

K4" and

Si while trace elements include Al, As, B, Be, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe,
Mn,

Mo,

Ni,

Ti,

U,

V

and

Zr.

In addition,

pH

conductivity and temperature were measured on site.

Eh, CO ~, HCO~
Approximately

700 samples were taken in 1982, and during 1985 another 190 samples
2
were taken in the surrounding 6 000 km to identify any change in
chemical patterns.

All major element analyses have similar distribution patterns, which
are

a direct

conductivity

function
data

are

of

the

shown

conductivity.

in Fig.

13

Contours of kriged

(27), indicating higher

concentrations to the northeast in the Bosluis Pan (Koa Fiver) area,
and lower concentrations
basins.

Data

for

in the Buffels River and Olifants River

chloride

concentrations

in

the

vicinity

of

Vaalputs show a similar pattern (Fig. 14). Once chloride enters the
groundwater it cannot easily be removed as it does not enter into
redox reactions, or form salts with low
therefore concentrate down gradient and
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solubility.

Chloride will
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the build-up of chloride will indicate slow-moving groundwater as is
the case with groundwater in the Koa River.

5.4

Natural Isotopes

Environmental isotopes are particularly suited as natural tracers of
water

movement.

The

isotopic

abundance

of

a

number

of

light

elements can provide information concerning the residence time and
origins of natural waters.

This is especially true in semi-arid

environments, where changes in the hydrological systems are subtle
and difficult to detect by direct observation.

In the Vaalputs environment, radiocarbon, tritium, and the stable
isotopes

of

determining

hydrogen
the

and

origin

oxygen

and

were

residence

analysed

with

time

the

of

a

view

to

groundwater.

Initially, representative water samples were selected, based on the
distribution patterns displayed by the major elements (26), and the
locality of some of these are shown in Fig. 14.

A later batch of

samples were taken for tritium analyses only (15). The results of
14
C were interpreted as percent modern carbon (pmc), taking the
immediately pre- bomb atmospheric concentration as 100 pmc.

The tritium data generally showed very low concentrations compared
with

that

of

rainfall

sampled

at

Kliprand

south

Samples with tritium concentrations above 0,6

of

Vaalputs.

tritium units

(TU)

indicate the presence of small amounts of water younger than 50
years in the groundwater.

However, values less than 0,6 tritium

units (TU) definitely indicate that no recent water younger than 50
years is present.

In the disposal area no samples showed tritium

values above 0,6 tritium units (TU). The tritium results thus point
to very slow recharge of the underground water through surficial
cover.

To interpret the radiocarbon data it is important to consider that
in most cases the water pumped from boreholes is a mixture of more
recent (shallower) and older (deep) groundwater.

All water

struck

in boreholes at Vaalputs is subartesian, i.e. water was struck well
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below the watertable and rose to the piezometric

Level.

In the

deeper fractures and joints of the granite, which carry the bulk of
the groundwater, movement is Jikely to be very slow.
lateral

or

even

vertical

weathered sections.

movement

is probably

Any important

confined

to the

Therefore waters entering the boreholes tend to

represent the deeper, older waters with some admixture of shallow,
younger water.

The proportions might change with time after pumping.

Samples were taken at the beginning and end of 72-hour pump tests on
14
four boreholes near the disposal site (15). In two boreholes
C
results were obtained so that variations during pumping could be
14
observed. In one borehole a significant rise in
C concentration
was found, suggesting an increase in the recent component with time,
the other showed a barely significant change.

Nowhere within the region fossil water in the true sense of the word
was encountered.
hydrological

Ages of up to 14 700 years suggest a slow-moving

system

(15), which

confirms

interpretations

of

the

piezometric level and the chemical data (26).

5.5

Pump and Packer Testing

Pump and packer testing were conducted to determine the permeability
and storage characteristics of the strata in the saturated zone.
Initially five percussion boreholes (GWB boreholes) were drilled to
study the abundance of groundwater in the immediate vicinity of the
site.
drilled

Later a further 19 percussion boreholes (MON boreholes) were
for

monitoring

purposes

around

the

final

disposal

site

(Fig. 10).

The results of the pump and packer testing on the GWB boreholes were
reported on by Hodgson (29), and on the MON boreholes by Hodgson
(30).

The highest yield was obtained

12 which yielded
2
18 600 /h. The transmissivity varied between 2,7 and 46 m /day
-4
while the storage capacity was in the range of 1 x 10
and 9 x
io- 5 .
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from MOM

Packer

testing

was

done

in

distribution down the holes.
the unsaturated
previously
mainly

and

expected

through

to

study

the

permeability

It was found that the granite in both

saturated
owing

the

order

zones

is

far more permeable than

to the prevalence of joints.

fractures,

although

weathered granite matrix is also possible.

some

flow

Flow is

through

the

Permeability data for a

water-bearing borehole and a dry borehole are presented in Figures
15 and 16.

As the site area can be divided into both wet and dry zones it
therefore

appears

that

not

all

the

joints

and

fractures

are

interconnected, and Hodgson (30) estimates that they constitute only
about

10%

of

measurements

the

show

total

that

the

joint

density.

interconnected

However,
fractures

draw-down

extend

over

relatively long distances of up to 700 m.

6

CONCLUSIONS

Various parameters were determined in the unsaturated zone for input
into the hydrological model.
rainfall will be extremely

The percolation resulting from the low
low, and

is likely

except after rare periods of high rainfall.
rain

storms

can

lead

to

increased

to be negligible

Surface sealing during

runoff,

further

reducing

percolation.

The hydraulic

conductivities and dispersivities of the clays are

very low, which together enhance the suitability of the site.

The

slow and restricted moisture movement in the unsaturated zone was
illustrated by the natural isotope studies and the soil moisture
measurements during the December 1985 rainfall event.
also

confirmed

the

low percolation

These have

rate except where fractures,

cracks or other permeable zones permit moisture movement to lower
levels.

Distribution

coefficients

for
Cs and
Co in the clays are
238
90
high, whereas those for
U and
Sr are low, but the presence
of stable secondary yellow uranium minerals in the environment is
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Figure 15
Results of packer testing on water-bearing borehole MON 4 at the
disposal site (30)
(See Fig. 10 for locality)
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DRY BOREHOLE MON 18
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Results of packer testing on dry borehole HON 18 at
the disposal site (30)
(See Fig. 10 for locality)
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evidence of the immobility of uranium.

Soil chemibtry data indicate

that the soils at the disposal site -ire of the sodi.: typt- wit.h high
ESP's which inhibit the downward movement of soil moisture.
investigations

in

the

unsaturated

zone

have

These

demonstrated

thu

suitability of the surficial material at Vaalputs for the disposal
of radioactive waste.

The

aquifers

at

Vaalputs

and

Norabeos granite and are of

its

environs

the confined

occur

type.

in

fractured

The piezometric

level at the disposal site is between 50 and 60 m below surface.
The gradient is generally flat, indicating slow movement with the
regional
1:200.

flow

to

the northeast

having

a gradient

of

less

than

This slow movement is confinned by the hydrogeochemistry and

natural

isotope data.

Recharge to the underground water is very

slow and localized as indicated by the tritium isotope results.

Pump and packer testing suggest that, although the water yields may
be as high as 18 000
limited.

/h, the storage in the fractured granite is

The site may be divided into both dry and wet zones, which

would suggest that only a limited number of the joints and fractures
are interconnected.

Packer testing of all the boreholes showed transroissive zones above
and below the piezometric surface and therefore unsaturated granite
must be regarded as a porous medium for modelling purposes.
implication

of

this

is

that

in

the

unlikely

event

of

The
water

penetrating the overlying clay beds, it could reach the groundwater
through fractures in the unsaturated granite.

Finally the favourable geohydrological site characteristics, coupled
with

the

geomorphological

stability

of

the

area

make

eminently suitable for the disposal of radioactive waste.
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7-12 January.

Proc.

Question

DR B B HAMBLETON-JONFJS

You gave a hydraulic conductivity of 10

m/s.

Was

this before or after the dispersion of soluble salts
had taken place?

Answer

MR M LEVIN

The

hydraulic

conductivity

value

quoted

is

the

integrated value for a sample done over 24 hour period.

Question

DR A C S SMITH

You showed slides of transmissivity

in 2 boreholes,

but they had no values.
1.

What are the values?

2.

What

was

the range of permeability

values you

found actually on the site?

Answer

MR M LEVIN

Details

will

Transmissivity

be

given

varied

in

the

between

2,7

however we distinguished

between

transmissivity

of

fracturing.

because

published

the

and

paper.
2
46 m /day,

local and regional
nature

of

the

In some boreholes local transmissivity is

high and regional low; in others it is vice versa.

Question

DR A C S SMITH

You

described

"clay"
(10

with

the Vaalputs
a

sub site material

permeability

of'

'"~
10

cm/sec).

Is this not really a "silt" and not a "clay"?
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as a
m/sec

Answer

MR M LEVIN

I would prefer to call it a sandy gritty clay.

The

clay fraction consists of about 50-50 clay and silt,
and

this makes

up

39% of

the

sample.

This

is a

alluvial fan deposit, and also contains sand and grit.

Question

D S H W BREWITZ

Can you give more information about the migration rate
which produced the calcretization on surface, and do
you consider such processes as relevant for the long
term safety assessment?

Answer

MR M LEVIN

I

think

the actual process of calcretization

takes

place at each event of evaporation, but I could not
give a rate.

Calcretization is relevant as we found

that K values increase with an increase in pH.
a
Question

DR J J BARNARD

Have you done any permeability coefficient tests on
the clay?
Can you give and idea of the order of the values?

Answer

MR M LEVIN

Hydraulic
input

conductivity

into

Permeability

the

was

flow

may

be

the

parameter

equation

derived

by

of

used

the

dividing

for

model.

hydraulic

conductivity by the specific viscosity, which I think
_2
has a value of about 10
bringing the permeability
to + 10

f%

to 10

7

y

m .
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Question

MR A JACOBI

With

so

many

boreholes

drilled

at

and

around

the

Vaalputs site are you not running into the problem of
disturbing

the

existing

groundwater

conditions

and

opening up new pathways for hypothetical releases from
the disposed waste?

Answer

MR M LEVIN

Mo, as only 20% success was attained, we had to drill
a lot of boreholes to get some that we could monitor.
We

intend

because

of

to pump heavily
the

in core of leakage, and

flat piezometric

create a basin effect.
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level we can then
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CONFERENCE ON THE TREATMENT AND CONTAINMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND ITS DISPOSAL IN ARID ENVIRONMENTS
Cape Town, South Africa 7-12 September 1986
Session 1
THE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM OF RADWASTE TREATMENT
AT CHINSHAN NUCLEAR POWER STATION
MICHAEL M.H. LIN
Nuclear Operation Department. Taiwan Power Company
18F, 242 Roosevelt Road Sec. 3
Taipei, Taiwan 10763
C.Y. HUANG
First (CHINSHAN) Nuclear Power Station
P.O. BOX 8
Shin-Men, Taipei Hsien. Taiwan

ABSTRACT
Chinshan-I and 2, the twin 636-megawatt boiling water reactors with independent radwaste
treatment facilities, located at northern Taiwan, started power generation in 1977 and 1978,
respectively. Initial years of operation of CSNPS indicated a need for improvement of the
radwaste scheme originally provided.
The major betterment programs for radwaste system include:
(1) Addition of Auxiliary Demoralization System and Addition Resin Storage Tank/
Demineralizer.
(2) Addition of Dry Laundry and Miscellant Drain System.
(3) Addition of Off-Gas Charcoal Delay System.
(4) Tie Connection of the Liquid Waste System of unit 1 and 2,
(5) Solid Waste System Retrofit Study
(6) Volume Reduction Study
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Besides these hardware improvement, the administration -jnd water quality controls have also
been much improved and. indeed, play a very important role in decreasing the radioactivity
release to the environment.
The discharge of radioactivity, after the improvement has been implemented, in liquid effluents
is considerably lower than that of initial operating release by 99%. Gaseous effluents are also
anticipated decreasing the radioactivity release after the charcoal delay system is operated.
The incineration of combustible waste is currently underway which also contributes a factor
in lowering the production of solid waste.

1

INTRODUCTION

Chinshan NPS is located at northern sea coast of Taiwan. These two 636 MWe GE BWR units
went into commercial operation in 1977 and 1978. respectively. Each unit has its own radwaste
treatment system. The gaseous radwaste treatment system is shown in Fig.l. Radioactive
gas discharged from SJAE is released to the atmosphere through a 100m height stack on a 100m
height hill after being treated by hydrogen recombiner and 30-minutes hold up pipe. Fig. 2
shows its liquid radwaste treatment system. Floor drain is discharged after being treated by
precoat type filter and sampled. Equipment drain is processed by filtration, demin:ralization,
sampling and then recovered (or discharged). Chemical waste after pH adjustment is pumped
to evaporator and then discharged to cement solidification system when the twenty-five weight
percent concentration is reached. The discharge of laundary waste is performed after filtration
and sampling. For spent resin and filter sludge, cement solidification is used, while the rest of
solid radwaste is drummed after compaction.

2

MAJOR

PROBLEMS INCURRED BY RADWASTE TREATMENT SYSTEM

Following major problems have been incurred since the initial operation of Chinshan NPS.
(1) The amount of radwaste input is beyond the FSAR estimation.
(2) The cross-contamination of different wastes, such as sea water or spent oil contamination
with floor drain, equipment drain or chemical waste and high radioactive liquid waste
contamination with floor drain, etc.
(3) The material corrosion of evaporator.
(4) The insufficient capacity of radwaste treatment system.
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Roof Vent

Fig. 1 CSNPS Gaseous Radwaste System
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CSNPS Liquid Radwaste System

(5) The short service time of precoat filter.
(6) Unqualified solidification product and over-production of radwaste drums.
(7) High volume release of liquid radwaste.

3

THE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM OF RADWASTE TREATMENT

For improving the above-mentioned inadequacies, a radwaste betterment task force was
established in the initial operation period of Chinshan NPS. The main duties of this task force
was to evaluate the original design of radwaste treatment system and its operation procedure
with the corporation of Availability and Reliability Team (ART). The first improvement
methodology proposed was to reduce the liquid waste input and the possibility of crosscontamination. Followed by the proposing of Design Change Request (DCR) or additional
equipment to be designed, procured and constructed by ART. After disbanding the task force,
a radwaste specialist is thereafter in charge of the coordination of related divisions for radwaste
management and betterment. With the corporation from Chemistry Division in water treatment
and water quality control, the system water quality improvement as well as decreasing the liquid
radwaste released and amount of waste drums produced are our major objectives.
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The main betterment items and gained benefits are outlined below:
(1 ) The addition of timer for sump pump motor. From Radwaste Management Daily Report
(Table 1), all liquid radwaste daily input can be statistically obtained, and thereby the
waste input can be controlled and minimized.

TABLE I
CSNPS Radwaste Management Daily Report
_POWER UOAD_
1. LIQUID INPUT SOURCE

3. WASTE SLUDGE TANK INPUT
GALLONS TO:

SOURCE
WCT

WSOT

FDCT

WNT

SOLID (LBS)
MIS.D.T.
-

_

A. CONDEMIN

ECODEX S. FLOC
FILTER BACKWASH

B'. SUMP

CENTRI DECANT

C. PST DECANT

-

0. SLOT DECANT

-

E. CCNCEN COND

LIQUIDIGALI
POWDEX

-

_

-

-

-

TANK BOTTOM

-

OTHERS

-

F. TORUS DRAIN

4. PHASE SEPARATOR
INPUT SOLID
LBS
LIO
OAL
5. CONCENTRATE WAS~
TANK INPUT
G/

TOTAL

-

-

G. OTHERS"
H. TOTAL

2. LIQUID OUTPUT
DISCHARGE TO CANAL
DESCRIPTION
WST

FDST

DDT

RECOVERED TO
C S T

MIS.D.T.

TOTAL GALS
TOTAL CURIES
7. SOLID OUTPUT
SOURCE

t TOTAL netMs
SLGT

CWT

)
PST

SP. RT

MISC

NO. OF DRUMS

(2) The addition of miscellaneous drain system. The non-radioactive drain and sea water can
be collected, therefore the possibility of cross-contamination can be minimized.
(3) Evaporator material changed to Inconel 625 to promote the system availability.
(4) To minimize discharge by pumping floor drain to evaporator after filtration.
(5) The addition of radwaste tie-line for two units to increase treatment capacity.
(6) The addition of radwaste demineralizer to increase the ability of liquid radwaste recovery.
(7) The addition of dry cleaner for laundry waste to minimize liquid radwaste released.
(8) The addition of off-gas charcoal delay system to decrease gaseous waste released.
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(9)

The addition of on-site storage facility to ease the pressure from wa^te drums' transportation and environmental impact.

(10)

Solidification process was improved to upgrade the quality of solidified product and
increase the waste loading to reduce the number of waste drums produced.

(11)

4

The completion of volume reduction study. On incinerator and a supercompactor will be
installed to minimize the volume of combustible and noncombustible wastes produced,
respectively.

CONCLUSION

After a few years efforts, the radwaste treatment system performance has much been improved.
As can be seen from Table 2, the maximum individual radiation dose to the whole body of

TABLE 2
The Result of On-Site Environmental Radiation Measurement
of Chinshan NPS Due to Gaseous Release
(Maximum Individual Radioation Dose to The Whole Boby of Off-Site Population)

YEAR

DOSE EQUIVALENT
(mrem)

PERCENTAGE OCCUPIED
TO
REGULATORY LIMIT

1978

0.38

0.87r

1979

0.43

0.9%

1980

0.49

1 7c

1981

0.42

1 7c

1982

0.78

\.67c

1983

1.14

2.37c

1984

0.85

\.17,

1985

0.36

0.17c

REGULATORY LIMIT

50 inrem/year

off-site population due to gaseous release has much been decreased since the start up of charcoal
delay system in 1985. Table 3 shows the maximum individual radiation dose to the whole
body of off-site population due to liquid release. The radiation dose absorbed has dropped
significantly.

In addition, the reactor water conductivity is always maintained at between

0.1-^0.2/us/cm.
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TABLE 3
The Result of On-Site Environmental Radiation Measurement
of Chinshan NPS Due to Liquid Release
(Maximum Individual Raditation Dose to The Whole Body of Off-Site Population)

i

YEAR

DOSE EQUIVALENT
(mreni)

PERCENTAGE OCCUPIED
TO
REGULATORY LIMIT

1978

0.73

1979

0.60

1980

0.63

4%

1981

0.46

37f

1982

0.28

2</(

1983

0.17

\7<

1984

0.07

0.5$

1985

0.04

0.3%

REGULATORY LIMIT

S7c

15 mrem/year

In conclusion, the unit 2 of Chinshan NPS recently set the BWR continuous operation world
record (418 days), and the improvement program of radwaste treatment was one of the major
contributions to it.
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Question

MR H J VAN HER WKSTHUJZKN

Must chemical treatment and control still be appjied
to combat corrosion in an inconel evaporator?

Answer

MR M H LIN

The original problem was mainly the high Ci content
due

to

control.

the

sea

water

contamination

and

less

pH

The sea water contamination and pH are under

control now.

The only chemical treatment and control

is pH control.

There is no more corrosion problem

since then.
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OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCES IN THE TREATMENT OF LOW- AND MEDIUM-LEVEL
RADWASTE IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
By W. Lindow, D. Herbrechter and W. Stegmaier
Kraftanlagen AG. Heidelberg
Itn Breitspiel 7
D 6900 Heidelberg 1
Most of the activity in liquid waste in the Federal Republic of Germany
as elswhere arises from nuclear fuel reprocessing. Whereas high level
liquid waste is collected and stored in special tanks since 1966,
aqueous medium and low level liquid waste is segregated by evaporation,
ion exchange and precipitation into an essentially inactive part discharged to the municipal sewage system and a concentrated part, containing salt and activity, which is incorporated either in bitumen or
cement for final disposal.
Intermediate storage of the solidified waste is practised for the time
being in huge storage buildings. All solidified waste is monitored and
pertinent data computer-assisted implemented so the inventory is wellknown at any time. Practical experience in liquid waste treatment has
been compiled for more than two decades at yearly production rates of
up to 40,000 m 3 primary low level and 1,000 m 3 medium level liquid
waste without major incident.
Some 30,000 m 3 of primary solid waste are annually, depending on their
nature, either incinerated or compacted with subsequent fixation by
cement or treated individually. Individual treatment includes electrochemical decontamination to back-ground activity or plasma-arc cutting
to pieces to reduce bulkiness.
1

Historical Background

Radioactive waste is generated in the Federal Republic of Germany since
3 decades essentially by
-

research centers
nuclear industry
nuclear power plants
nuclear medicine.

Final disposal in standard drum containers was practised on an experimental basis until the late 70*s using abandoned salt mine. Surface
dose rates of up to 200 mrem/h and particular .£ -emitting nuclides of
up to 15 g per 55 gal drum container were tolerated.
The drums were either simply dumped and covered with salt or systematically stacked or lowered by mechanical hoist into salt caverns.
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Some 50,000 m 3 of low and medium level solid waste have been accumulated
till today in either the experimentally operated salt mine or in intermediate storage places. (1)
The term low and medium level waste was used in the past for the determination of the activity concentration in general. Today these terms
will be used in connection with primary waste treatment only, while
waste products will be characterized by their heat development.
Considerable effort in nuclear research programmes is presently devoted
on international collaboration basis towards the development of adequate
final disposal methods. In addition to salt formations an abandoned iron
or mine will be made available for solid radioactive waste in the Federal
Republic of Germany, but not before 1990. The mine will be able to accept some 20,000 m3/year over 25 years, thus about 500,000 m 3 in total.
The storage capacity will take into account the huge amounts of decommissioning waste form obsolete nuclear installations.
Meanwhile all waste will have to be stored, as in the majority of the
OECD-countries (2), in above-ground storage buildings.
Responsible for realisation and future operation of a final disposal
facility will remain the Federal Government or its delegate, and originators will have to pay according to the polluter-pay-principle for
the final disposal of their waste in planned governments facilities.
Reprocessors have to pay 80 %, nuclear reactor operators and fuel fabricators 17 % and research centers 3 % of the construction costs in advance.

2

Nature and amounts of low and medium level primary waste

Typical and principal waste arisings are:
- the well-known mixture of absorbing paper, plastic sheets,
rubber gloves and plastic overshoes stemming from
controlled areas, the majority of which is normally very
slightly or for formal reasons only considered to be

fi.ft' -contaminated
- low level evaporator concentrates normally without
any X.-active contaminants
- medium level evaporator concentrates from fuel
reprocessing and thus cC -contaminated
- exhausted ion exchange material from water purification
systems
- HEPA-fliter cartridges, and
- a wide variety of items resulting from maintenance repair,
modification and decommissioning of nuclear installations.
Annual waste products packaged, solidified and/or immobilzed by e.
cement amount to (1)
- in 1984
- in 1985

approx.
approx.

5,000 m 3
7,500 m 3 .

Substantially larger amounts are anticipated from future decommissioning
of obsolete nuclear installations and large scale fuel reprocessing (3).
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3

Tentative acceptance criteria for final disposal

The waste treatment and packing techniques applied at present in the
Federal Republic are governed by the existing tentative acceptance
criteria for the selected disposal site.
Waste packages will have to be in accordance with both regulations
for transport and final storage. Transport regulations will respect
latest IAEA recommendations for the handling of radioactive material,
i.e. the external radiation level at 3 m from unshielded material will
not exceed 10 mSv/h, surface dose rate will be kept below 2 mSv/h and,
total activity of package will be restricted to 160 x A 2 material.
Radiation limits for handling waste packages at disposal site will be
2 mSv/h average, 10 mSv/h max. spotwise as surface dose rate. The
inventories of activity result from the safety analysis for both, the
operational and post-operational period of the disposal mine, the most
restrictive of which will be applied.
The maximum allowable activity content for a given nuclide or a groupe
of nuclides is a function of the overall integrity of the packaged
waste (waste form and type of containment) under normal and accidental
conditions. Accidental conditions for standard waste packages include
a 4 m/s inpact and temperature rise to max. 300°C.
The waste form spectrum comprises 6 different categories, the formulations of which are based on presently applied treatment techniques.
Acceptable waste forms have been classified in such a way that, for
a given arising, the nature and activity content of which is sufficiently known, the most economical treatment procedure can be selected.
The waste forms permitting increasing activity concentrations are

(4)

- cat. 1:

content of plastics, bitumen or any other
burnable items with melting point below
300° degrees C exceeding 1 %
(content of ^9, • nuclides to be 1 % of content of cat. 6)

- cat. 2:

non-metallic solid items not or uncompletely
(5 % of cat. 6)

- cat. 3:

metallic items not or uncompletely
(13 % of cat. 6)

- cat. 4:

items being compacted (30 MPa) together with metallic
containment keeping 99 % of items enclosed
(33 % of cat. 6)

- cat. 5:

items being properly fixed by cement or concrete
resisting to mechanical loads of at least 10 N/sqmm
(activity as for cat. 6)

- cat. 6:

dry solids resulting from evaporator concentrates
or filter cakes

immobilized

immobilized

As can be concluded from the waste categorisation a series of properties
have been evaluated. Obviously the flammability, the thermal and radiation stability have been made the strongest criteria in the evaluation
of waste forms rather than leachability. From this time cement is considered to be a better solidification agent than bitumen.
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4

Treatment of low and medium level primary waste

Reactor operators in the Federal Republic normally have their own specific treatment system or make use of appropriate mobile commercial services aiming at a solidified waste product accepted by government disposal facilities.
Much more comprehensive treatment systems are available in the nuclear
research centers in Jiilich (KFA) and Karlsruhe (KfK), both will be
described to some detailed extent.
The possible treatment processes will carefully be evaluated (see
schematic overview) aiming at minimum disposal volumes. The optimal
goal, of course, is the entire re-use of all waste materials.
Huge amounts of low level liquid waste are treated by evaporation throughout since the late 70's. Annual volumes amount to some 6,000 m 3 in each
of the two research centers. In an one-step operation normally sufficient
decontamination has been obtained to discharge destillates to the inactive sewage systems (see flow sheet). Evaporator concentrates were solidified during the inital operating years by bitumen, later by cement
throughout. Forced circulation evaporators of 4 m3/h capacity with and
without vapour recompression systems have been used on routine basis.
Decontamination factors well above 103 (feed/dest) have normally been
obtained,
Evaporation rather than filtration reverse osmosis and ion exchange
as preferred elsewhere (5), has been found a good compromise up to
now in view of the heterogenity of the effluents to be treated.
Medium level waste solutions originated mainly from fuel reprocessing
with sodium-nitrate as principal constituent, acidity of several moles
per liter and activities of up to 4-1013 Bq/m3 are concentrated since
1976 without major incident. Destillate is routed to the low level
liquid waste treatment system. Concentrates (see flow sheet) previously
have been solidified by bitumen, later, as for low level concentrates,
by cement.
About 1,000 m 3 of medium level waste solutions have been treated ,
annually in an all-welded thermosyphon-type evaporator. DF's of 10
(feed/dest) have been obtained normally.

Incineration of low level combustible waste is performed successfully
in both research centers for more than 10 years. Two different systems
are in use for the incineration of low level ft , y -combustible waste
since 1972 (see flow sheets):
- a dual chamber type with co-current waste/gas flow and
tiltable grates between the chambers and
- a single chamber type with counter-current waste/gas flow
Both types have a dry off-gas system, are operated at normal pressure
and induced draught blowers pulling the off-gases through the system.
Their capacities range from 50 to 100 kg of dry waste per hour. Some
1,500 m 3 of solid waste are incinerated per year, animal carcasses,
spent resins and depleted HEPA-fliters included.
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The dual chamber type permits the control of pyrolytic conversion of
solid residues prior to coirbustion.
From activity point of view the retention effect of the dry off-gas
system has been found satisfactory. When hydrogen chloride and sulfur
dioxide are present, wet scrubbing, however, will be required.
Exhausted scrub solutions can normally be disposed off to the inactive
sewage system, in case scrubbing is performed after HEPA-filtration.
Volume reduction factors of about 50 have been obtained normally including filter-volume produced during incineration, Ashes can be compacted and increase volume reduction factor to about 100.
Contaminated solvents are treated separately in a small single burning
chamber.
Volume reduction of non-incinerable LLW by compacting is successfully
applied on commercial basis since three years. The complete treatment
procedure comprises dismantling, cutting, precompacting, high pressure
compacting and containerisation (see handling schema).
Some 2,000 m 3 have been treated by compacting annually without major
problems. Volume reduction factors of up to 10 have been obtained
when compacting incinerable waste. Initial waste density of about
170 kg/m3 can be increased accordingly. The pellet-like products can
be loaded to standard 55 gal. drums. The waste-filled drums will be
checked for activity. While drums are rotated radiation measurements
are made by some 8 individually located instruments. The result are
electronically processed and the approximate activity content of a
drum is determined at present implementing the reported nuclide
composition. A gammaspectroscopical investigation of the waste-filled
drums is foreseen in the future.
In addition to volume reduction by incineration or compaction the
decontamination techniques have been developed and applied aiming at
the re-use of intrinsically valuable materials. Electrochemical,
evaporative solvent decontamination techniques and sand blasting have
been found suitable and economically interesting for various metallic
or electronic items.
Final volume and disposal costs are very much affected by the type of
containment selected for final disposal. A substantial increase in
both has to be encountered when e.g. using rectangular concrete coffins
as containment for cylindrical 55 gal. drums.
Nevertheless the type has become standard in the Federal Republic for
shielding requiring waste to be stored intermediately in above-ground
storage buildings.
At present some 100 million DM are estimated to be spent yearly in the
Federal Republic for the treatment of low and intermediate level waste.
While treatment costs are well known and published (6), final storage
costs are presently estimated to amount to 3,000.— DM/m3 covering all
operational and pre-operational costs.
Treatment by high pressure compacting offers a clear cut cost advantage
over incineration today. Compacting all incinerable waste collected
by KfK at present (some 1,300 m 3 /a, representing 14 % of the total
waste volume) and storing it intermediately on KfK-site would lead to
a cost saving of approx. 2 million DM annually. This cost advantage
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will, however, melt down quickly when including final disposal costs
of DM 3,000.—/a. Moreover the trouble with compacting lies in the
failure to eliminate bacteria from compressed residues.
A reliable bookkeeping system is imposed by law to all operators of
treatment and disposal facilities. Bookkeeping comprises the report
of all data relevant to origin, nature and activity of waste as well
as a description of the treatment procedure to government authorities.
An unique electronic data acquisition and processing systems has been
developed and installed in the research center Karlsruhe to facilitate
both legal reporting and follow-up of commercial aspects of waste
treatment and intermediate storage. The activity inventory can be
determined or predicted rather precisely by the electronic system.
Treatment prices are regularly up-dated to prevent financial losses.
Future improvements of the various treatment facilities will comprise
an incineration unit for oL -contaminated waste, easy to dispose electrolytes for electrochemical decontamination processes and radiation detection systems permitting a quick and reliable originator-independant
nuclide inventory control of waste arisings.
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ABSTRACT

Metamict minerals have been investigated by thermoanalytical
and X-ray methods. Recrystaiiization temperatures were
determined quantitatively, and some further information about
the heat release and the newly obtained phases were obtained.

1

INTRODUCTION[1,2]

Metamict minerals are substances which have been separated
during geological processes in crystalline form but which
have been become amorphous in course of time due to the decay
of uranium and/or thorium which are part of the mineral. The
term "metamict" is derived from the greek terms "meta +
miktos", which means "after + mixed". Metamictization occurs
particularly in uranium/thorium containing niobatestantalates-titanates of rare earth elements and in some
silicates. Recoil nuclei which are emerging with high kinetic
energy of the order of 100 keV due to the a decay are
responsible for the amorphization because they displace atoms
from their lattice sites. Quantitatively the mechanism of the
lattice damage is not understood until today.
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Substances used for longterm storage of high radioactive
waste from spent nuclear fuel which generally contains a
emitting nuclides may suffer radiation damage that resembles
processes that occur during the metamictization of natural
minerals. It may be possible that investigations of metamict
minerals may help in the choice of amorphous or crystalline
substances as hosts for spent nuclear fuel. At least metamict
minerals have one great advantage in contrast to artificial
products which are doped with a emitters of rather short half
life as Pu-238: Metamictization occurred in geological times
resembling periods for which safe storage is anticipated
while results from laboratory produced substances must be
available in rather short times of the order of years.

A disadvantage of metamict minerals is that very often not
only the crystal structure is unknown but also their ideal
chemical composition. The reason is the large scale
heterovalent isomorphism of both the cation and anion parts
of the structure.
1.1

Characteristics of metamict minerals

- All metamict minerals contain uranium and/or thorium. In
some cases it was verified that the degree of metamictization
increases with the U/Th content and the age of the mineral.
Therefore very often crystalline and metamict varieties of
the same minerals are known (euxenite, aeschinite).
- Metamict minerals characteristically have weak ionic
bonding and rather open structures containing atoms with
small coordination numbers and oxygen ion vacancies.
Isomorphous replacements are the rule.
- Metamict minerals are completely or partly amorphous to
X-ray diffraction. In the process of metamictization an
originally crystalline mineral becomes more and more
amorphous, the original external morphology, however, is
preserved and may be used for the identification.
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- In the course of metamictization the unit cell parameters
increase slightly. This process is accompanied by a
- Decrease of specific gravity.
- On heating metamict minerals a crystalline structure is
reformed well below the fusion or sintering temperature. The
crystalline product very often is not identical with the
original nonmetamict mineral. Rather extensive investigations
were performed by J. Lima de Faria[3].
- Recrystallization of metamict minerals may be accompanied
by glowing: The heat of crystallization is released so fast
that the temperature rises above 800°C. Such substances are
called "pyrognomic". In any case only a very small part of
the decay energy is stored in the metamict substance.
- Fully metamictized minerals are optically isotropic with a
lower index of refraction than the nonmetamict mineral. The
hardness decreases and becomes nonvectorial.
- Metamict minerals usually are brittle and show a conchoidal
fracture without cleavage.
- Metamict minerals have a decreased resistance to chemical
attack especially by acids.
1.2

Minerals never reported as metamict

Some U/Th containing minerals are known which have never been
observed as being metamict:
columbite

(Fe,Mn)(Nb,Ta)2O6

monazite

(Ce,Th)PO4

thorianite

ThOz

thortveitite

(Sc,Y)2Si2Cb

xenotime

(Y,U)PO<

uraninite

UO2

baddeleyite

ZrO2
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Substances of this composition and structure prepared
synthetically and containing spent nuclear fuel residues are
expected to show long term stability but they are not suited
for investigations concerning the phenomenon of
metamictization and recrystallization.
1.3

Minerals reported as usual metamict

are summarized in the following survey:
perovskite

CaTiO3

brannerite

(U,Ca,Th,Y)(Ti,Fe)2O6

zircon

ZrSiO*

thorite

ThSiCU

yttrialite

Y2Si2O7

euxenite

(Y,Ce,U,Pb,Ca)(Nb,Ta,Ti)2 (O,OH) 6

polycrase

(Y,Ce,Ca,U,Th)(Ti,Nb,Ta)2 (O,OH) 6

fersmite

<Ca,Ce,Na)(Nb, Ti , Fe, A D 2 (O,OH)s

aeschinite

(Ce,Th,Ca,...)(Ti,Nb,Ta)2 06

pyrochlore* )

(Ca,Na)2 -x < Nb,Ta)2 Oe (O,OH,F)

betafite*)

(U,Ca)2-x (Nb,Ti,Ta)2Oe (0,0H,F)

microlite*)

(Ca,Na,RE,U)z-x (Ta,Nb)2O6 (O,OH,F)

samarskite

(Y,U,Ca)(Nb,Fe3t)z (O,Ori)e
*) pyrochlore-microlite series

2

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Thermal analyses were performed with a Netzsch Simultaneous
Thermal Analyzer, Model 429. Coarsely powdered samples of
approximately 150 mg in an alumina crucible were heated in a
stream of pure argon with a rate of 5 K/min up to 1200 °C.
X-ray powder diffraction diagrams were recorded with the help
of a Guinier-Jagodzinski camera. For high-temperature X-ray
powder diagrams a Guinier-Simon camera was used. While the
temperature is increased slowly the film can be moved without
interrupting the exposition, and temperatures of beginning
crystallization can be estimated.
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RESULTS
3.1

Thermoanalytical experiments

Minerals of different kind expected as metamict were
investigated by thermogravimetry and differential thermal
analysis. So far it has not been possible to evaluate any
heat release quantitatively, therefore only qualitative
results can be presented in the following survey. A decrease
of weight was observed in no case.

serial

mineral*),origin

number

recrystallization
temperature

11

Betafite,Ambatofotsy

3

Davidite,Radium Hill

recrystallization
due to
X-ray

DTA

o
o

Betafite,Crater Mine

317,1
321,4

2

31oomstrandine,Hitterd

381,5(2x?)

7

Samarskite,Setesdal

435,7

4

Fergusonite,Arendal

486,4

o

9

Betafite,Crater Mine

603,4

o

614,1

o

Gadolinite,Evje,Setesdal

624,8
635(?)
637,6
638

Gadolinite,Ytterby
15
12
2

Fergusonite,Berere,Mad
Davidite,Dip-Tal,SWA

632{?)

o

633,2

o

635,9

o

640,1

o

636,6

Bloomstrandine,Hittero
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14

Fergusonite,Mino,Japan

677,5

+

o

15

Fergusonite,Berere,Mad

688,6

+

o

693,4

+

o

720.1

+

++

762,5
769,4

o
+

++
+

982,1

o

o

13
8
1
10
*)

Euxenite,Miarinkofeno
. Tscheffkinite,Ambatof.
Aeschinite,Miask,Ural
Allanite,Amherst,VA
allanite

(Ca,Ce)2 (Fe2' ,Fe 3 M Ale [O/OH/SiO«/Si 2 O 7 ]

bloomstrandine

(Y,Ce,Th,Ca,Na,U)(Ti,Nb,Ta)2O6

(priorité)
davidite

(La,Ce,U)x (U,Fe*' ) (Ti,Fe3* ) 6 Oi 3 - x

fergusonite

YNbCM

gadolinite

Y2Fe 2 •Be 2 [O/SiO4]2

tschef f kinite

(Ce,La)2Ti2 [ (O« /Si2 07 ) ]

**) by computer evaluation; (?) when directly from recorder
draft
***)at 1000 °C

As can be seen from the survey aeschinite(1), bloomstrandine (2) , euxenite(13), gadolinite,Evje(5), samarskite(7)
and tscheffkinite(8) showed very good or good exothermal
peaks in the DTA experiments. All other samples including
gadolinite,Ytterby(6) showed no or almost no effects.
Betafite(9), bloomstrandine(2) and fergusonite(15) had two
exothermal peaks.
3.2

X-ray diffraction experiments

Two kinds of X-ray diffraction experiments were performed so
far. In the first set samples enclosed in small quartz tubes
were heated for 24 h to 1000°C. Very good recrystallization
was observed for both gadolinites(5,6) and for samarskite(7),
observable recrystallization for aeschinite(1), bloomstrandine (2) and euxenite(13) while for allanite(10) and
tscheffkinite(8) there was no or almost no recrystallization.
The betafites(9,11) showed very good or good recrystal-
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lization, the davidites(3,12) good or weak effects while the
three fergusonites(4,14,15) behaved very different from very
good to almost no recrystallization.
In another experiment gadolinite from Evje, Norway, was
heated in the high-temperature camera from 450°C to 800°C
while moving the film. In accordance with the differential
thermal analysis the very weak diffraction lines which were
present in the original sample became distinctly visible at
approximately 650°C.
4

CONCLUSIONS

The experiments described here do not throw much light on the
problem of using metamict minerals as model substances. It
will be necessary to characterize materials much better as
was possible until now. That means that chemical analyses
must be performed to compare natural samples with synthesized
material. Information about the geological age is necessary
and a comparison must be made of the total energy released
during the decay and the energy still stored in the material.
Analysis of phases which appear - and possibly disappear
again - during recrystallization is necessary. Leaching
experiments should give information concerning the stability
of partly or totally metamictized minerals which will be of
great importance concerning the objective mentioned in the
title.
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Question

N R C A R BAIN
1.

Did you measure the emanation of radon gas from
metamict minerals?

2.

Could

you comment on the e f f e c t

annealing

temperatures

of

on p o ten ti a l

different

release of

radon from metamict minerals?

Answer

PROF H MuLLER
I have n o t done such experiments a s y e t because we are
at

t h e beginning

of our work

equipment which was a v a i l a b l e .
that

emanation

experiments

and have

only

I have t h e impression

might

be u s e f u l ,

seems- d i f f i c u l t t o make any prophecies.
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RADIOACTIVE FALL-OUT FROM THE CHERNOBYL DISASTER, AND ITS AFTERMATH IN
CENTRAL EUROPE
A. MiiLLER-BROICH
Institute for Biophysics and Physical Biochemistry,
Regensburgj Regensburg, Federal Republic of Germany

University

of

ABSTRACT
Radioactive fall-out originating from the disaster of the nuclear power
station at Chernobyl in the Soviet Union was measured in Bavaria and
other parts of Central Europe.
Nuclide composition and spatial distribution of fall-out are presented
and compared to radioactive debris from nuclear bomb tests. The uptake
of radioactive material by plants and its passage into human food is
discussed. The contribution of direct deposition,redistribution within
plants and transfer from soil into plants is considered.
Factors
determining the paths of radioactive material into milk and meat are
outlined.
Safety precautions against excessive Incorporation of radioactivity
issued by the authorities are given. Irradiation of humans from external
and internal fall-out is assessed. Nuclldes composition is shown to be
of major importance only for internal radiation.
In view of the dominating abundance of radioiodine and radlocesluo the
differing physical and biochemical qualities of these nuclides are
described in more detail. Finally, the resulting risk of cancer
induction including leukemia is considered.
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1

CASE HISTORY

In the last days of April, Europeans were alarmed by reports of a
sudden rise of atmospheric radioactivity

(Fig. 1).

This phenomenon

was first noted in Finland and Sweden, but one or two days later also
in Germany.
panic.

Soon frenzy was spreading, reaching occasionally near

For example, I was rung up by Radio Luxemburg and asked to

give a statement on the situation.

Though no expert on radiation

protection, I felt that I should comply and attempt to rationalize the
danger.

After

obtaining

some data

from

the Bavarian Ministry of

Ecology, I gave a reassuring statement.

Very soon, the source of the disaster became known to be the burning
reactor station at Chernobyl in the Soviet Union, 2 000 km away from
us.

From there radioactive fission products were carried into the

atmosphere in unprecedented amounts by the enormous heat of the fire.
It was estimated

that most of

the total radioactive

inventory of

80 million Curies of iodine-131 and 6 million Curies of caesium-137
was emitted.

The amount of iodine-131 released during the US Three Mile Island
reactor accident was, by comparison, a mere 15 Curies.

Most of the

material was carried away by winds and spread over all of Germany and
other countries, down to northern Africa (Fig. 2 & 3 ) . The air over
3
Bavaria was found to contain up to 100 Bq/m and more with a peak
value at 1 500 meters.
during rainfalls.

Precipitation onto the ground occurred mainly

Deposition was repeated twice in Bavaria and ended

after about one week.

Analysis of the nuclide composition soon disclosed the presence of
between 10 and 20 different nuclides (Fig. 4 ) .

Most abundant were

iodine isotopes 131 and 132, caesium-134 and 137, and ruthenium-103
and 106.

Strontium-90 was present in relatively small amounts only.

The concentration of plutonium or other put in by hand -emitters was
not enhanced after the disaster.
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.
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Originally,

the

total

several hundred

activity

deposited

in

Bavaria

amounted

to

thousands of Becquerels per square meter, which is

roughly equal to a Curie unit per square kilometer (Fig. 5). With the
course of time, the iodine isotopes decayed as expected and were no
longer

measurable

after

several

weeks

long-lived nuclides still persist.

(Fig.

6).

The

other more

Deposition of these products was

found to be not uniform, but very variable by about a factor of 10
(Fig.

7).

In

addition,

particles of up to 1
particles

consisted

small

hot

spots

consisting

of

spherical

m diameter were identified (Fig. 8 ) .

of nearly pure radioactive

These

fission products in

very different compositions (Fig. 9 ) . Those containing predominantly
ruthenium must have been molten at their origin at a temperature of at
least 2 500° K.

The

radioactive

rainfalls.

material

was

deposited

on

the

ground

mainly

by

There, it was firmly held by leaves of plants and even

more tightly bound

by common

inorganic materials

such as clay or

concrete. Consequently, deeper penetration into the soil or into the
ground water was inhibited.
centimeters only.

Typically, activity reached down to a few

Some leaching does occur, however, especially from

plants but this process is rather slow.

2

INCORPORATION OF RADIOACTIVITY

Ingestion of the exposed

leaves of vegetables entailed the highest

risk of incorporating radioactive material into the human body (Fig.
10).

Therefore, vegetables with a burden

of more

than 250 Bq of

iodine per kilogram were prohibited for human consumption in Germany.
New leaves from most plants, grown after the exposed leaves had been
totally
stemming

removed,
from

contained

transfer

out

fairly
of

small

the

soil.

amounts
Fruits

of

radioactivity

grown

after

the

deposition on plants with contaminated foilage may contain rather high
quantities of radioactive material, which has been transferred from
the leaves.

This phenomenon has been observed with cherries, red and

black currants, gooseberries and others.

In wild mushrooms of the

same species, radioactivity was found to be grossly variable.
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Figure 5.

Figure 6.
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Figure 7,

Figure 8.
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Figure 9.

Figure 10.
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Herbivorous

animals

radioactivity

were

found

corresponding

to

have

incorporated

to the contamination

of

amounts

food.

of

Venison

usually was highly radioactive, the meat of cattle and lambs only if
fed on fresh grass.

The radioactive

load of milk was also found to correspond to green

feeding and consisted mainly of iodine and caesium (Fig. 11).

As a

consequence, the upper limit for radioactivity in milk produced for
human consumption was fixed in Germany at 500 Bq per litre of iodine
isotopes.

The corresponding

German state of Hesse.

limit was set at 2 000 Bq/ltr

in the

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAKA)

recommends a limit of 1 000 Bq/ltr for milk given to children in an
emergency.

It may be noted that 1 800 Bq per year is given as the

maximum permissible total amount of activity which may be incorporated
without

any

further

precautions

according

to

German

legislation

(Strahlenschutzverordnung), or an average of 5 Bq per litre per day.

This limit is reached by consuming only 3,6 litres of milk containing
the highest allowed burden.

Since the radioiodine decayed within a

few weeks, the remaining activity, which is mainly caesium, is fairly
low.

Milk

also

potassium-40.

contains

40

Bq/ltr

of

naturally

radioactive

The amount of caesium and the resulting irradiation are

very similar to the natural burden.

Production

of

cheese

discriminates

concentrated in the remaining whey.

against

caesium,

also

carry

considerable

is

This liquid is frequently fed to

pigs, which may also become radioactive in this way.
may

which

Fresh water fish

contamination, whereas

sea

food

from

outside the Baltic Sea is not affected at all.

3

EXTERNAL IRRADIATION

When

irradiation

of

humans

is

considered,

external

effects must be treated separately (Fig. 12).
emits beta and gamma rays.

and

internal

Radioactive fall-out

The action of beta rays is restricted to

the close proximity of the radioactive material due to their short
range (Fig. 13).

They are able to penetrate only a few millimeters
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Figure 11

Figure 12.
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Figure 13.

Figure 14.
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into the skin, very similar to ultraviolet rays, and can be screened
by comparatively thin sheets or matter of a few meters of air.
contrast, gamma rays can traverse the whole body.

Screening must be

much thicker, but is effective inside solid buildings.
the

action

of

radiation.

gamma

rays

dominates

It has been calculated

health

In

Consequently,

risks

from

external

that permanent exposure to the

gamma rays of fall-out outside buildings, even in areas of highest
deposition, cannot result in total doses very much higher than the
natural terrestrial background radiation.

Therefore, no case of acute

radiation sickness has occurred in Germany.

4

The

INTERNAL IRRADIATION

internal

radiation

of

incorporated

activity

remains

to

be

discussed.

Here, beta radiation

is much more effective than gamma

radiation,

because

in

beta

rays,

contrast

to

gamma

rays,

are

completely absorbed within the body.

Ingestion

is

material

the

(Fig.

dominating

14).

pathway

Significant

of

incorporating

quantities

could

be

radioactive
taken up by

inhalation under special circumstances only.

In

the body,

whereas

iodine

caesium

potassium.

is

is accumulated
distributed

mainly

throughout

in

the

all

thyroid

cells,

gland,

just

like

Radio-iodine is lost by natural decay with half lifes of

78 hours (mother nuclide tellurium-132) and 8 days respectively.

The

long-lived caesium isotopes 134 and 137, decaying with half-lifes of
2.1

and

30

years

respectively,
in

the

constitute

radioactivity

remaining

body

radio-iodine.

However, they are removed

after
from

the
the

bulk

of

the

decay

of

the

the body by natural

metabolism with a resulting biological half-life of about 100 days
(Fig. 15). The possibility of long-term exposure due to a continuous
replenishment of radiocaesium can be dismissed by careful measurements
following the atmospheric bomb testing in the late fifties and early
sixties.

At

this

time, whole

626

body

measurements

of

incorporated

Figure 15.

Figure 16.
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radioactivity
disappeared

have

within

shown
about

that

the

body

content

two years after

of

radiocaesiutn

the test stop agreement.

There is no obvious reason why events should take a different course
now.

5

ACUTE RADIVTION DAMAGE

Combined

external

and

internal

irradiation

sufficient to cause radiation sickness.

in our country was not

More than three months later,

thers is no danger that this can still happen.

The absence of such

incidents is consistent with the result that the total dose received
so far has remained below 0,5 Sv in any case (Fig. 17).

Above this

dose, the most sensitive objective symptons would become visible such
as changed blood counts or chromosome aberrations.

6

LATE DAMAGE

The chief remaining risk is the induction of cancer in various forms
including leukemia.

The latent period for its appearance is known to

cover

range

a very

wide

radiation-induced

of up

to

tens

of years.

All types of

cancer also do occur in the absence of radiation.

Therefore, a particular case can never be attributed definitely to
irradiation.
This

There is just a certain probalility for a correlation.

probability

results

groups.

For

humans,

long-term

irradiation

from

large
at

statistical
uncertainties

small

dose

rates

evaluations
exist

of

exposed

especially

(Fig. 21).

for

Usually, a

linear relation between total dose and effect, is assumed, irrespective
of dose rate (Fig. 22), but this assumption has no basis in factual
evidence.

An upper limit can be derived from the absence of increased

cancer induction in areas of very high natural levels of radiation
(Fig. 23).

In the Indian state of Kerala, the level is about ten

times higher than in Europe, but no significant consequences could be
found in careful investigations.
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Figure 17.

Figure 18.
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Figure 19.

Figure 20.
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Figure 21.

Figure 22.
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Question

DR D VAN AS

Would an early warning by the Russians have made any
difference to your actions, or to the dose received by
the German population?

Answer

PROF A MiiLLER- BROICH

Tn my opinion the answer is flatly: no.

Nobody could

seriously forecast the subsequent course of events.

A

few hours earlier warning could hardly have made any
difference

to the onset of measures which could be

deliberated

and put

into

effect only so many days

later.

Question

DR C J OSPINA -ESPERON

How

high

can

critical

the

organs

Chernobyl

self

for

accident

repair
Cs

mechanism

ingestion

in general.

Can

be

in

human

after

this

the

repair be

assisted by medical means (e.g. vitamin compounds)?

Answer

PROF A Mu'LLER- BROICH

Self-repair

is just as effective as in the case of

whole body

X-irradiation.

conventional medical

It

treatment

is

supported

such as well-balanced

diet and appropriate doses of vitamins.
measures

could

have

harmful

effects.

to be weighed

Regarding

by

More severe

against

possible

the amounts of activity

taken up in Germany such procedures were not indicated.

Question

PROF G G EICHHOLZ

Do you have any information on ruthenium uptake, since
it concentrates in the gastro-intestinal tract?
appears

to have been

a

lot of ruthenium

nitrous - Ru in the Chernobyl fallout.

633

There

(RuO.) or
4

Answer

PROF A MiilXER- BROICH

As far as I know, the effects of ruthenium uptake on
humans have not been studied in the past.
possibly be done now.
present
partly

This may

Fortunately, ruthenium has been

in smaller amounts than other nuclides, and
in aerosol particles

food-chain readily.
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RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT AT ROCKY FLATS
JAMES D. NAVRATIL*
Rockwell International, Rocky Flats Plant
Golden, Colorado 80401 U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
Radioactive waste management at Rocky Flats involves the treating of
process liquid wastes from the plutonium recovery areas and all other plant
liquid process wastes which do not meet the requirements for ot. site
impoundment. The treatment removes radioactive contaminants from aqueous
process wastes and converts the resulting solids to a shippable form for
storage off site.
This paper gives a brief overview of the present production waste treatment
process and provides details of a new ferrite waste treatment process
presently undergoing production testing. Actinlde removal and chemical
properties of ferrites will be described as well as results to date of the
testing of the ferrite waste treatment process.

1

INTRODUCTION

The term "ferrite" refers to a class of mixed valence iron oxide compounds
having the crystal structure of spinel, MgAl2O4-

Ferrites are

ferrimagnetic crystalline materials which are soluble only in strongly
acidic media.

The iron atoms in iron ferrite (FeO-Fe2O3), or magnetite,

can be replaced by many other metal ions without seriously altering the
spinel structure.

Ferrites have been used for waste treatment methods for separating not only
metals from aqueous waste but also suspended solids, organic materials, and
biological matter[l].

The effectivenesss and capability of ferrites for

removing a wide variety of materials from various media have generally
precluded their use in more selective separations applications.

Treatment

methods Involving ferrites have been adopted for use with laboratory waste
solutions at 36 universities in Japan along with some municipal waste
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treatment facilities as well[l].

In the U.S., methods are being developed

to use ferrites for the separation of actinide elements from plutonium
processing waste at the Rocky Flats plant[2].

This paper describes work to date on the development of the ferrite process
for removing plutonium and americium from Rocky Flats waste.

A brief

overview is also presented of the present waste treatment process.

1.1

Present Waste Treatment Process

Figure 1 presents the flow diagram of the Rocky Flats aqueous waste
treatment process.

Low activity laundry waste and other nonradioactive

wastes are sent to an evaporation step and then to a spray dryer.
products are water and low-level salt waste.

Filtrate from the three-stage

FIGURE I. Flow Diagram of Rocky Flats Aqueous Waste Treatment Process.
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The

radioactive decontamination operation is also sent to the evaporator-spray
dryer.

The products are water and low-level salt waste.

Filtrate from the

three-stage operation is also sent to the evaporator-spray dryer.

Laundry

waste and other radioactive wastes are fed to the second or third stage.
Acid wastes are neutralized with sodium hydroxide, combined with fluoride
wastes, and filtered.

The filtrate and other basic waste solutions are fed

to the first stage.

The three states of radioactive decontamination consist of flocculation and
clarification steps.

In the flocculation step, reagent addition is made to

the basic (pH 11) radioactive waste solution.

The reagents are ferric

sulfate, calcium chloride, magnesium sulfate, and coagulating agent.

The

ferric ion forms a ferric hydroxide floe to scavenge radioactive
contaminants.

The calcium and magnesium ions are used to reduce peptizing

and colloidal problems which prevent rapid settling of the precipitate.

An

organic flocculating agent promotes good precipitation and particle
growth.

The mixture, still under suspension, flows by gravity from the

flocculator into the clarifier.

The clarifier is an unagitated vessel in which the previously formed floe
is allowed to settle, thus removing the radioactive contaminants from
solution.

A slow-moving rake revolving on the clarifier floor gathers the

precipitate to the slurry takeoff drain.
flow and filtered.

The slurry is removed by gravity

The clarifier supernatant liquid overflows from an

outlet near the top of the clarifier to the clarifier effluent pump.

This

pump transfers the effluent to the second stage in which the process is
repeated.

The slude from the filtration step is dried, mixed with Portland cement,
and packaged in 55-gal drums for offsite storage.

2

FERRITE WASTE TREATMENT PROCESS

Ferrite treatment can be applied to a wide variety of chemical environments
since ferrites can be raade within the waste medium itself (in situ) or be
prepared separately and added in slurry form (preformed).

Ferrite

crystalline solids are very Insoluble in alkaline media and can be readily
removed from solution by filtration or by magnetic separation.
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Ferrites were found to remove trl-, tetra-, and polymeric plutonlum, along
with americium from aqueous solution[2J.

Plutonium and americium levels

were lowered by three to four orders of magnitude.

This removal appeared

to be accomplished either by the formation of actinide containing ferrites,
or by adsorption onto the ferrite surface.

Results of laboratory-scale experiments on the ferrite process showed
several advantages over the flocculant precipitation process presently in
use at Rocky Flats.

The comparative performance data of the processes are

shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1
Comparison of Waste Treatment Processes

Pu Cone., 8/1
Process

Treatment
Steps, No.

Solids
Initial

Final

g/1

Flc. Pptna

2b

1.0 x 10- 3 c

2.2 x 10- 7 c

15.7

Ferrited

1

1.0 x 10~ 4

3.4 x lO"9

3.2

Plant operation
^Minimum
c
Maximum
^In situ ferrite with simulated waste

In the ferrite treatment study, the jln situ method was used with simulated
process waste:

0.70 g Fe(NO3)3'9H2O and 0.24 g FeSO^,*7H2O was dissolved in

20 ml water and added to 50 ml of the plutonium waste solution.

Next the

pH of the solution was raised to between ten and twelve by the rapid
addition of 1.0 M NaOH solution, and distilled water added to bring the
total volume to 100 ml.

After 10 ml of standing, the solids were separated

from the solution by magnetic filtration.

The one-step ferrite treatment removed more plutonium than two plant
flocculant precipitations.

Americium concentrations were similarly reduced

by three to four orders of magnitude.

At the same time, significantly

lower amounts of solids were generated.
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Experiments were also performed Co test various substances for interference
with ferrite decontamination of plutonium.

The results of testing 20

different anions, 36 cations and some miscellaneous substances typically
found in waste solutions showed that few of the substances interferred with
plutonium decontamination!2]. Anionic species are generally soluble in
alkaline media, and interference from anionic species through coprecipitation in the initial step of in situ ferrite formation would not be
expected.

The maximum concentration of various metal ion species which would allow
for good ferrite formation and satisfactory plutonium removal for various
cations, and the results are shown in Table 2.

None of the alkali metals

interferred with ferrite formation or plutonium removal, even at concentrations of 50 g/1.

The maximum levels of alkaline earth metals which

would allow for satisfactory ferrite formation and plutonium removal
generally increased with the atomic weight of the metal; whereas only 4
ml/1 beryllium interferred with ferrite formation and plutonium removal,
molar concentrations of barium nearly one thousand times higher caused no
apparent adverse effects.

A possible explanation for this behavior could be the relative solubilities
of the individual metal hyroxides.

The initial step in ferrite formation

is the precipitation of a mixed metal hydroxide.

The less soluble metals

would precipitate more readily, and thus would be present to disrupt
ferrite formation or to displace other metal species.

The decrease in the

solubility of both the alkali and alkaline earth hydroxides parallels the
observed increase in interference levels with decreased atomic weight.

Ferrite was effective in removing most metal ions from solution.

The most

notable exceptions were the alkali metals and other species such as T1+ and
Mo0^2- that are soluble in hydroxide solution.

These materials would not

precipitate during the initial ferrite formation step, and thus would not
be incorporated into ferrite compounds.

The removal of many other metal

ions from solution is consistent with reported work[l].
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TABLE 2
Behavior of Various Cations During Ferrite Treatment

Cation
A1+ 3
NHA~
B a

o

+2

Be
Bi+3
Cd + 2
Ca + 2
Cs +
Cr + 3
Co + 2
Cu+2
Er+ 3
Ga+3
In + 3
La+3
Pb+2
Li +
M g+2

Cation
Cone.(g/1)
Max. Before

In Situ
Ferrite After

0.10
5.0
5.0
0.004
0.190
1.0
0.10
5.0
0.10

1.0
0.10

1.0
1.0
0.50
1.0
0.10
5.0
0.05

Cation
Cone.(g/1)
Max. Before

Cation
Mn+ 2
Hg + 2 ,

0.013
0.010
0.001
0.001
0.028

MOOA

Ni + 2
K+

3.6

0.001

4.9
0.001

5.0
0.10
50.0

5.0

Agt+

1.0
50.0
0.50

Tl +

5.0
1.0

Th + ^
Sn+ 4
Ti+3
W04"2
UO2+2
VOo"1"
2n+2
ZrO" 1 " 2

-

0.10
0.10

Rb+
Na
Sr + 2

0.001
0.005
0.001
0.001
0.072

2

In Situ
Ferrite After

0.080
0.18

5.0
5.0
0.40
0.10
0.60

0.001
0.002
5.0
0.0005
3.72
0.001
0.010
0.001
0.002
0.0032
0.050
0.001
0.002

Recent work has shown that naturally occurring magnetite could be activated
and used with greater success for actinide removal than the ferrite work
described above.

In this work, three commercial magnetites (obtained from Pfizer,
Sargent-Welch, and Fisher) were effectively activated with 0.02 M barium
hydroxide solution (0.82 g Ba(OH)2'8H2O per gram of magnetite) within ten
minutes at ambient temperature.

Laboratory studies show that compared to 2

g/1 preformed ferrite, only 1 g/1 of barium hydroxide-activated magnetite
was needed to lower plutonium concentration (from 10~* to 10" g/1) over
wide pH ranges (10 through 13.5).

The use of barium activated magnetite as an alternative to using preformed
ferrite for actinide waste management is attractive because only half as
much magnetite is needed.

Also, compared to preformed ferrite, there is no

by-product generated (e.g., sodium sulfate) would would ultimately be
discharged as low level waste.
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IMMOBILIZATION STUDIES

Immobilization of ferrlte in concrete and vitrification of ferrite with
glass-forming materials was tested in the latter experiments. Mixtures of
iron ferrite, silicon dioxide, and borax were heated in a muffle furnace at
various temperatures for one hour.

Samples of ferrite itself were also

heated at temperatures up to 1AOO°C.

When ferrite solids were heated with

powdered silica (S102) and/or borax (^26^07'lO^O), fused masses of
material could be readily obtained by heating for one hour at 1000°C.

With

finer ferrite particles, a fused material could be formed in as little as
30 to 40 minutes.

Various mixtures were tested and the one containing

6.0 g ferrite and 10.0 g silica combined the features of maximum loading
and well fused solid, although voids were present within the solid
itself[2].

The presence of borax did not significantly effect the results.

At temperatures below 1000°C complete vitrification was not observed after
Thus, heating at 1000CC for up to one hour appeared

one hour of heating.

to be the minimum conditions necessary to attain complete vitrification of
ferrite and silca.

Simply heating ferrite solids without any glass forming reagents for one
hour at temperatures up to 1000°C did not result in any vitrification.

The

most significant change observed in heating ferrite was its loss of
magnetic character after heating between 100 and 1000°C.

A comparison of

ferrite Immobilization methods with the cementation process presently used
for sludge from flocculant precipitation is shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3
Comparison of Immobilization Methods

Material

Solids
Generated
g/1

Sludge
Ferrite
Ferrite

15.7
3.2
3.2

Immob.
Process

Cement
Cement
Vit.wSi02

Loading in
Matrix, %

40
60
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Wt.
Immob.
Solids, g/1

39.3
5.3
2.8

!
Weight
Reduction, %

86
93

These data indicate that, compared to sludge produced by flocculant
precipitation, ferrite can be immobilized more readily with the addition of
less material.

Volume reductions for immobilization by cementation would

be similar to the weight reductions, since the densities of the two
cemented waste forms are similar.

4

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Both in laboratory and recent production testing, ferrite treatment was
effective in removing americium and plutonium from Rocky Flats process
waste.

Actinide concentrations were consistently lowered from over 10"^

g/1 to the 10" 7 to 10" 8 g/1 range.

At the same time, 3.2 to 3.6 g/1 solids

were produced, as compared to 16 g/1 observed for waste treatment by
flocculant precipitation.

Whereas ferrite treatment required only one

treatment step, at least two treatment steps are needed for flocculant
precipitation to achieve the same results.

Naturally occurring magnetite,

after being activated, shows promise as being more effective than preformed
and j ^ situ ferrite.

Immobilization studies showed that greater loadings

of ferrite solids in a cement matrix were obtained so that very significant
weight and volume reductions were observed.

Vitrification of ferrite with

sand or silica resulted in greater weight reductions.

In addition to its effectiveness in actinide removal, ferrite waste
treatment has shown considerable versatility, which would facilitate its
application to a variety of waste media.

Metal ions, anions, and other

dissolved materials generally do not Interfere with the adsorptive removal
of plutonium by preformed ferrite.

However, metal ions which form

insoluble hydroxides and anions which can interact with ferrous and/or
ferric ions through complexation or precipitation, impede in situ ferrite
formations and plutonium removal.

Both in situ and preformed ferrite are

also effective in significantly lowering the concentration of many other
metal ions as well.

Because of their strongly magnetic nature, ferrite

solids can be separated magnetically, in addition to techniques such as
filtration and centrifugation.
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Question

MR D L HOFMAN

Could you please elaborate on how you activate your
magnetite?

Answer

PROP J D NAVRAT1L

The magnetite is activated with 0.02m barium hydroxide
solution for in 10 minutes at ambient temperatures.
The

activation

doubles

the

magnetite in scavenging metals.
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ABSTRACT
The possible effects of nuclear waste disposal at the Vaalputs
terrain on the endemic fauna are being monitored by assessing
changes in the occurrence of small mammal species, their density,
food, reproduction, parasite load, gross abnormalities and
longevity, as well as the occurrence of chromosome and chromatid
lesions.
Interactions between the radiation source and animals
are studied by monitoring burrowing activity of arthropods, and
the soil they transfer to the surface, as well as the burrowing
activity of rodent species.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Current studies on the possible effects of radioactive waste
disposal at the Vaalputs site on the endemic fauna focus
primarily on three aspects:
First, a baseline survey of the
mammals occurring and their density, distribution and habits
have been undertaken.
Changes, if any, due to chronic
radiation stemming from the disposal site on the occurrence,
density, breeding success, mortality rate, parasite loads, and
gross anatomical abnormalities in small mammals will be
monitored once radioactive waste has been introduced.
Second,
the frequency of chromosome and chromatid aberrations in a
resident small mammal population (rodents) have been determined.
Third, a survey of the burrowing arthropods in the vicinity of
the disposal site has been undertaken, to determine the depth
and extent of the burrowing systems, and to provide an estimate
of their population densities.
The r^mmal survey will provide species checklists and species
densities, from the time of the removal of livestock and thus
conservation of the veld.
This will, in years to come,
provide a baseline against which changes in species composition
and their densities can be gauged.
Rodents and insectivores
have been selected as target groups for monitoring changes
possibly brought about by the introduction of a new variable,
i.e. radioactive emission from the disposal site.
The use of
rodents in particular, as target populations was prompted by
several considerations.
First, rodents are easy to acquire
alive by trapping; second, they have a short generation time
(usually - 1 year); third, they respond quickly to improved
environmental conditions as they generally breed prolifically;
fourth, most species present at Vaalputs burrow, although not as
far as is known to the depth at which the waste containers are
buried, so that soil transfer to the surface can be monitored
both for volume and radioactivity ; fifth, the study is freed
from experimental constraints normally associated with human
investigations.
The two projects on small mammals will therefore involve longterm monitoring of possible changes in longevity, reproduction,
and anatomical abnormalities, and chromosome and chromatid
aberrations, arising from radiation from the disposal site.
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Although most rodent species present near the waste-disposal
site burrow, the extent and depth to which they do, (based on
published sources [l]) probably precludes any soil with higher
than normal background radiation being brought to the surface.
On the other hand, certain arthropod species present in
appreciable numbers, e.g. the harvester termite Hodotermes
mossambicus, are potentially capable of burrowing to depths
greater than 7m [2] (this being the base of the disposal
trenches).
This may adversely affect the trench cap and backfill by restructuring the sand profile, in addition to bringing
up radioactive material to the surface.
It should also be
noted that Hodotermes mossambicus forms an important food base
for many vertebrate species and thus, if irradiated through close
contact with the radiation source, can indirectly affect the
predator species, be this lizard, bird or mammal.

As all three aspects of the faunal studies mentioned above are
still being investigated and indeed involve long-term monitoring,
this paper should be seen as an interim progress report rather
than a final statement of results.
2

THE DISTRIBUTION AND HABITS OF MAMMALS AT VAALPUTS

As mentioned above the aims of this study are twofold: to
determine the occurrence and distribution in habitats of the
mammal species at Vaalputs; and to monitor changes in any of
various population parameters e.g. density, longevity,
reproduction, diet, parasite loads and gross abnormalities that
might arise from chronic radiation, albeit of low intensity,
emanating from radioactive waste buried at the site.
To this
end rodent and insectivore populations immediately adjacent to
the disposal site, and, as a control (under the same veld
management regime) in a similar habitat as far as possible
removed from the disposal site, but still on the Vaalputs
terrain, are being monitored.
2.1

Methods

A.
Occurrence and distribution of mammals
For small mammals (e.g. rodents and insectivores) lines of traps
are put out in various habitats (e.g. rocky hills, calcrete flats
red-brown sands).
These lines consist of 12-36 trap stations,
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spaced 20m apart; cc each station one each of 2-3 types of
traps are put out (Sherman aluminium live trap; Victor snap
trap; Museum special snap trap), baited, set, and revisited in
the early morning and late afternoon.
Captured animals are
processed as to species, sex, measurements, reproductive condition, diet, internal parasite load, and gross anatomical
abnormalities.
For medium-sized and small carnivores wire-mesh box traps are
put out in the vicinity of the traplines.
Animals captured are
identified, sexed whenever possible, and released.
All mammals
that are seen, and that can be positively identified are noted
as encountered during visits to traplines, or censusses by day
and night (using a spotlight) along the road network.
In
addition, any skulls picked up in the veld are identified.
B.

Monitoring population parameters

The effect, if any, of chronic radiation from a radioactive
source will be monitored on small mammals only, due to their
fidelity to a restricted area of activity.
A permanent grid of
100 trap stations marked with numbered droppers, in 10 rows with
rows spaced 20m apart, and 10 trap stations per row, again spaced
20m apart (thus covering an area of 3,24ha) was established on
the west side of the disposal site.
One Sherman live trap is
set at each station, and kept set, for as long as possible during
each visit.
Animals caught are identified, sexed, weighed,
reproductive condition noted, and individually marked for
subsequent identification by means of toe-clipping, and released
at point of capture.
Apart from the "experimental" grid next to the disposal site,
specimens are collected to assess diet, more accurate reproductive
condition, parasite loads and abnormalities in a line of snap
traps (24 Victors and 24 Museum Specials, one of each at stations
20m apart) close to the south border of the disposal site.
A control grid is situated in the N corner of the Vaalputs
terrain ca 6km from the disposal site, in a similar habitat with
corresponding grazing regime (no grazing by livestock).
To
assess food availability seed production and insect abundance on
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the experimental and control grids will be calculated;
procedures for capturing animals on the control grid will
replicate those on the experimental grid.
C.

Burrow architecture and soil transfer

Burrows of especially colonial forms (e.g. Parotomys brantsii the Karoo or whistling rat) have been excavated and mapped as to
extent and depth below surface, and in adjacent colonies the
amount (volume) of soil transferred from below surface to the
surface measured over a set period of time.
Changes in colony
size (surface area occupied) are also being tracked.
Burrow
openings where soil production is measured, are marked with
numbered tags; at each visit all soil transferred from below
ground is being measured and removed.
2.2

Results and discussion

Species occurring
A list of the mammal species trapped or seen is given in
Appendix 1.
Eight orders, 18 families and at least 30 species
are represented; further trapping and sight records are
expected to yield a few more species. At present rodent
population numbers are at extremely low levels, and this will
have a bearing on carnivore numbers as well.
Rather surprisingly the good rains during the summer of 1985-86 had no appreciable
effect on rodent numbers, except for Parotomys brantsii;
colonies of these were seen to be active again in March 1986, and
individual colonies are expanding in area, while new ones have
appeared.
Population numbers
The following habitats have been censussed for rodents and
insectivores:
Koppie-plains ecotone (transition) west of Garing
Granite koppies west of Garing
Valleys between koppies west of Garing
Calcrete flats (Saline soils)
Rocky outcrops - red-brown sands
Red-brown sands
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Trapping results are given in Table 1.
As can be seen trapping
success, expressed as a percentage (one trap set for 12h period =
1 trapnight; total number of traps x number of trapnights
divided by number of animals captured and expressed as number
caught per 100 trapnights) varied considerably between the
habitats thus far sampled.
Koppies, valleys (well vegetated)
between koppies and rocky outcrops have, at present, the highest
density of rodents and elephant shrews.
The explanation could
be that these habitats provide refugia (in terms of food) during
droughts or in the presence of the previous heavy grazing the
area was subjected to.
Populations can be expected to recover from present depressed
numbers, due to: 1) normal cycles common in rodents (at the
moment populations are at a low ebb) and 2) the recovery of the
veld and the concommittant increase in available food (especially
seeds) due to the termination of grazing by livestock.
Due to
the low numbers trapped and few recaptures no reliable estimates
of absolute densities of rodents and insectivores on the
experimental and control grids have been attempted.
Table 1.

Trapping results of habitats sampled at Vaalputs.
Relative densities of small mammals are expressed as
percentage trap success.

Habitat
Trap success
Koppie-plains ecotone
2,9
10
Granite koppies
Valleys between koppies
4,9
1,9
Calcrete flats
Rocky outcrops-red sand
2,8
0
Red-brown sand
1,0-1,4
Red-brown sand
a
b
c
d
e
f

No. species represented
2a
1b
4c

2d
3e
2f

Elephantulus, Aethomys namaquensis
Aethomys namaquensis
Elephantulus, Gerbillurus, Aethomys namaguensis
Elephantulus, Gerbillurus
Macroscelides. fiprbillurus, Aethomys
Gerbillurus, Malacothrix (This line is close to the dump site;
in addition, in this habitat Dr Robinson trapped a Aethomys
granti and a Mus minutoides).
6S0

Breeding
With the low numbers of rodents and insectivores trapped the
determination of their breeding season at Vaalputs is at this
stage somewhat conjectural.
During July 1985 all male Aethomys namaquensis (n=8) were in
breeding condition, while 50% (n=6) of females were in likewise
condition (males were regarded as in breeding condition if the
testes were descended and enlarged; females, when the vagina is
perforated).
Of Gerbillurus paeba trapped, 75% (n=4) of males
were sexually active, while all females (n=8) were quiescent.
During September 1985 two out of three (66%) of male
Gerbillurus paeba were sexually active, but all three females
caught were in the non-breeding condition.
A single male
Desmodillus auricularis was in breeding condition.
During a brief trapping session in March 1986 both male
Gerbillurus paeba captured were sexually active, as was the single
female, while in April all male Rhabdomys (n=4) were sexually
active, as were the two females.
At this stage numbers of small mammals have been too low to
reliably estimate density of the different species on the
experimental grid next to the disposal site, or on the control
grid.
In the absence of any radioactive waste, both sites at
this stage act as controls for subsequent changes, at or away
from the disposal site.
Similarly parameters investigated such
as diet, abnormalities, and to a lesser extent reproduction (the
seasonality of the latter is not yet resolved in this area
straddling the winter and summer rainfall areas) even with the
small sample sizes available gives an indication of baseline
levels against which to judge subsequent results.
Soil transfer
One species of rodent present at Vaalputs, Parotomys brantsii, is
known to form large colonies inhabiting extensive burrow systems.
During 1985 and early 1986 few signs of activity in the burrow
systems located were evident; however, since April 1986 the
local population has increased tremendously as is evidenced by
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new colonies of burrows, and the expansion of existing burrow
systems.

A new colony (established sometime between April and

June, had 17 openings in an area of 3,5 x 4,5m;
excavated did not exceed 30cm.

maximum depths

Preliminary data, on soil

transfer (from below surface to surface) are given in Table 2.
Table 2.

Soil transfer by Parotomys brantsii at Vaalputs,
April-June 1986.

Experimental
plot

A
(50 x 50m)

B
(50 x 20m)

3

Colony

No.

No. of burrow
openings

Amount of soil transferred
(cm ) April-June(10 weeks)

1

44

129 200

2

107

255 200

3

20

121 000

4

1

8 000

5

3

30 600

1

77

209 000

2

9

39 000

3

7

26 100

4

3
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SPONTANEOUS CHROMOSOME LESIONS IN FERAL RODENTS

The production of changes in chromosome structure and
organization following the exposure of cells, both in vitro and
in vivo, to ionising radiation can be viewed from a number of
different aspects.

The use of chromosomes or, more specifically,

of aberration frequencies as indices of cellular damage or as
cell markers in studying cell population kinetics in irradiated
tissues is firmly established

[3] .

The damage which is induced following irradiation is basically
of two types, which can be classified according to the unit of
breakage or exchange which is involved.

Aberrations which

involve both chromatids of a chromosome at identical loci are
referred to as chromosome aberrations in contrast to those in
which the unit of aberration formation is the chromatid.
Here the levels of spontaneous chromosome damage in rodents
inhabiting the Vaalputs site are presented and compared to those
of a carefully selected control population.
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These data

provide baseline levels prior to the burial of low and intermediate wastes in this area, and against which subsequent
comparisons can be made during the longterm monitoring of this
region.

3.1

Methods

Rodents at both the Vaalputs site and the control (10km northeast of Vaalputs on the farm Klein Goubees) were trapped
nocturnally using Sherman live traps.

Because of the inherent

bias that can result from chromosome analyses based on lymphocyte culture techniques (cells can repair simple lesions if their
DNA repair mechanism is not impaired:

unstable aberrations

interfere with division in the affected cells and such cells fail
to reproduce and gradually disappear) use was made of direct bone
marrow preparations.
All animals were immediately stressed with the yeast-dextrose
pretreatment

(4) and sacrificed 24h after capture.

Standard

air-dried preparations were made from marrow cell suspensions
using routine protocols (5j and the slides coded to avoid
recording bias and transported to Pretoria for detailed analysis.
Both the Vaalputs site and the control locality were sampled on
a quarterly basis from July 1985 through April 1986.

Sample

sizes, species composition and the mean trapping success based on
the number of trap nights are presented in Table 3.
Table 3

Sample size (N), species composition and mean (X)
trapping success of rodents used in lesion frequency
analyses.
Control

Vaalputs
Species

Gerbillurus paeba;

Gerbillurus paeba;

Mus minutoides;

Desmodillus auricular is;

Desmodillus auricu-

Macroscelides proboscideusr

laris

Aethomys granti

Sample Size
X trap success

N = 33

N = 24

1,01%

0,72%
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A totaL of 50 metaphase configurations were examined microscopically from each experimental animal and screened for breaks,
dicentrics and exchange configurations.
In addition the
chromosome number was recorded for each cell examined, except in
cases where the extra chromosome or chromosomes were out of
condensation phase with the remainder of the complement.
3.2

Results and Discussion

The results of the chromosome breakage studies in rodents of the
Vaalputs site and the control populcition are shown in Table 4.
In spite of the relatively large number of cells examined in this
investigation (N=28 50) no evidence of chromosome damage other
than simple chromosome and chromatid lesions was observed.
Two
separate records were kept of chromatid breaks; those which were
characterised by a marked discontinuity in the ohromatid and a
second category which comprised short unstained regions referred
to as achromatic gaps (6) .
However, since the scoring of such
lesions is sometimes subjective and overall frequency of breaks
in the present investigation extremely low, it was decided to
group both categories together as a single entity (chromosome
breaks) in the calculation of baseline values.
As is evident from these results no statistically significant
differences exist between animals inhabiting the two localities
2
(P>0,05; X =0,999).
However, it is noteworthy that in both
cases the frequency of spontaneous lesions was far higher during
the first sample period (July 1985) than was evident from
subsequent visits to this region.
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Table 4

Frequency of chromosome and chromatid aberrations in
rodents of the Vaalput? radioactive waste disposal
site and its control (X=Arithematic mean).

Sample type

Total breaks/cells counted

X Spontaneous breaks/

during sample periods
Vaalputs

Control

1)

20/500

2)

2/450

3)

1/450

4)

1/250

1)

11/500

2)

4/400

3)

2/250

4)

1/50

cell

0,015

0,015

Although the reasons for the elevated aberration levels recorded
during July 1985 (20/500;

11/500) are not immediately evident,

it is not unreasonable to propose that they may be due to
chromosome damage which resulted from some or other local
infectious viral disease prevalent in the rodent populations at
that time.

Be that as it may, if the initial sampling periods

are excluded from the accumulative data of both localities, the
differences in breakage rates still remain nonsignificant at the
0,05 level (X 2 =3,13).
Bearing in mind that this investigation was conducted prior to
the burial of waste at the Vaalputs landfill, these cytogenetic
data can, in their entirety, be interpreted as representing a
"control" population.

Consequently, the mean breakage rate of

1,5% based on the total sample size (57 rodents;

2850 cells) is

considered a reliable baseline for comparisons with subsequent
studies.
4

FOSCORIAL ARTHROPOD ACTIVITY

The species investigated included Messor barbatus (common
harvesting ant), Pheidole capensis (harvesting ant), Anoplolepis
steingroeveri (black pugnaceous ant), Opisthothalmus

(Scorpioni-

dae), Trinervitermes trinervoides (snouted harvester termite) and
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Hototermes mossambicus (common harvester termite).
The results obtained showed that a high density of fossorial
arthropods occur in the vicinity of the disposal site, dominated
by two species each of Formicidae (ants) and Termitidae
(termites).

The termite, Hodotermes mossambicus, poses the

greatest potential threat to the disposal site as it constructs
an extensive and deep system of tunnels and nests and is capable
of excavating large quantities of sand.

All of these factors

ultimately increase the rate of soil erosion.
H. mossambicus has a preference for denuded areas and therefore
would invade the trench caps, feeding on all available
vegetation (making revegetation difficult).
In the event of a leak, this would be an ideal monitoring system.
If the alternative approach is followed i.e. the maintenance of a
denuded cover to the site, and subsequent elimination of invading
termites with poisoned grass, other advantages would acrue.
The termites would be unlikely to be able to reach the waste
(although invaders from outside the boundary may intrude through
horizontal tunnels), and the site could be monitored for erosion
without having a layer of plants obscuring ground patterns.
Soil erosion would, however, increase.
4.1

Methods

Ant burrows were excavated manually.

Termite burrow systems

were excavated through calcrete and ferrugenized sand using a
compressor, jackhammer and manual labour.

Quadrates to estimate

species diversity were set up in 36 x 12m plots.

Seeds removed

from nests of harvester ants were quantified in the laboratory.
4.2

Results

The results allow for interplot comparisons of density, as well
as an assessment of the recolonisation rate of the fossorial
insects on the area of the burial site immediately after it has
been cleared.

The vegetation cover was estimated by simply

counting the dominant species of plant, the grass Stipagrostris.
The estimated densities for the insects are given in Table 5.
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Table 5

Densities of fossorial insects in three plots
adjacent to the southern boundary of the burial site
(Figures in the table represent number of nest
openings/square metre).

Hodotermes

Trinervitermes

Messor

Pheidole

Plot 1

2.2

0 13

0.03

0 51

0. 7

2

2.1

0 00

0.01

0 14

0. 46

3

1.1

0. 00

0.01

0. 47

0 93

Vegetation cover estimates; for the three plots
12

plants/ro2

2

10.1

plants/m2

3

10.3

plants/m2

Plot 1

Anoplolepis

(Stipagrostis

Burrow depths for various spp. of fossorial arthropods are given
in Table 6.
Table 6

Burrow depths of fossorial arthropods at Vaalputs.

Species

Burrow depth (mean values (cm))

Messor barbatus

40

Pheidole sp.

30

Anoplolepis steingroever

39

Opisthothalmus

27

Trinervitermes trinervoides

72
372 (to base of tunnel

Hodotermes mossambicus

leaving nest)
The volume of seed collected by grass-harvesting ants (Messor
barbatus) was quantified, since seed removal by these ants may
retard or even inhibit revegetation of the dune surface.

A mean

weight of 19.38g seed was found (10 nests), comprising 37 500
seeds.

Five species of seed were collected, Stipagrostris being

the dominant.
4.3

Discussion

The results obtained here indicate that a high density of fossorial
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arthropods, dominated by 2 species of Formicidae, and 2 Termitidae are found in the vicinity of the burial site at Vaalputs.
The burrow systems of all have been investigated, and only one,
that of H. mossambicus, is sufficiently extensive as to be a
possible source of mechanical disturbance to the buried nuclear
waste.

Measures from conspecific nests in other areas indicate

that the termites are able to penetrate to depths of at least
7m

(2) .

The ability of H. mossambicus at Vaalputs to penetrate

compact calcrete layers was demonstrated.

The single excavated

nest penetrated to 3.72m although the deeper water tunnel was
not totally excavated.

As the burrows are essentially systems

to provide a constant temperature and humidity environment for
the occupants, those populations of the more arid regions of
South Africa would construct deeper burrow systems.

The hives

in the systems of the Johannesburg colony were located
relatively near the surface when compared to those excavated in
Bloemfontein

[2] .

It thus seems likely that the Vaalputs

termites are theoretically capable of reaching the buried waste.

It is unlikely however, that they would be able to penetrate
cement.

Nevertheless, they excavate large quantities of sand,

and this coupled with their high densities of up to 2.2/square
meter indicate that they may well in time directly or indirectly
cause soil faults and subsequent erosion.

Penetration of

calcrete and ferrugenized sand is done through natural faults.
They also pose a problem with regard to the surface of the burial
site.

Since the reproductives founding the new colonies settle

preferentially on the most barren ground available

(7j , they

would immediately invade the surface of the site, and begin to
feed on whatever vegetation was available.

Laboratory

experiments have shown that they prefer to feed on dry grass,
although they will cut down fresh plants and store them underground if there are no dry ones available

[8j .

The

revegetation of the surface would thus be difficult, and in
addition would positively attract termites.

This should not be

seen as a disadvantage, as the surface dumps of the insects
containing soil continually removed from the deepest parts of
the nest would provide handy samples which could be screened for
radioactivity.
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In the event of a leak, this would be an ideal monitoring
system.

If the alternative approach is followed i.e. the

maintenance of a denuded cover to the site, and subsequent
elimination of invading termites with poisoned grass, other
advantages would accrue.

The termites would be unlikely to be

able to reach the waste (although invaders from outside the
boundary may intrude through horizontal tunnels), and the site
could be monitored for erosion without having a layer of plants
obscuring ground patterns.

The huge stores of Stipagrostis seed

by Messor barbatus would have detrimental effects on seeding of
the denuded dune surface.
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APPENDIX I

Mammals of Vaalputs
Order Insectivora (insectivores)
Family Macroscelididae (elephant shrews)
Elephantulus edwardii (Cape rock elephant-shrew)
Macroscelides proboscideus (round-eared elephant-shrew)
Order Chiroptera (bats)
Family undertermined : at least one species;
collected.

not yet

Order Lagomorpha (hares and rabbits)
Family Leporidae
Lepus capensis (Cape hare)
Lepus saxatilis (scrub hare)
Order Rodentia (rodents)
Family Sciuridae
Xerus inauris (ground squirrel)
Family Cricetidae
Parotomys brantsii (Brant's whistling rat)
Gerbillurus paeba (hairy-footed gerbil)
Desmodillus auricularis (short-tailed gerbil)
Malacothrix typica (large-eared mouse)
Family Muridae
Aethornys granti
(Grant's rock mouse)
Aethornys namaquensis (Namaqua rock mouse)
Mus minutoides
(Pygmy mouse)
Family Pedetidae
Pedetes capensis (springhaas)
Family Hystricidae
Hystrix africaeaustralis (porcupine)
Family Petromyidae
Petromys typicus (dassie rat)
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Family Bathyergidae
CryptoiTiys hottentotus
Order Carnivora

(common molerat)

(carnivores)

Family Cartidae
Vulpes chama

(Cape fox)

Otocyon megalotis

(Bat-eared fox)

Family Mustelidae
Ictonyx striatus

(striped polecat)

Family Viverridae
Suricata suricatta

(suricate)

Family Hyaenidae
Proteles cristatus

(aardwolf)

Family Felidae
Felis caracal

(caracal)

Felis lybica

(wild cat)

Order Tubulidentata
Family Orycteropodidae
Orycteroptus afer

(aardvark)

Order Hyracoidea
Family Procaviidae
Procavia capensis

(dassie)

Order Artiodactyla
Family Bovidae
Oreotragus oreotragus

(klipspringer)

Rhaphicerus campestris

(steenbok)

Sylvicapra grimmia

(duiker)
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Question

MR C A R BAIN

In the chromosome study, has the very high natural
dose

(3500 ur.h

) occurring

at

the

Steenkampskraal

thorium deposit 100 km to south been considered as a
control site?

Answer

PROF J A J NEL

Not as far as I know.

T can write to Dr Robinsen (who

conducted the genetic studies) and find out.

Even if

not used up to now, it certainly will be an excellent
control site.

Question

MR H J BRYNABD

The management of Vaalputs as a nature reserve will
probably result into a profusion of seeds.
not

attract

mammals

or

abundant

arthropods

seed-eating
which

may

Will this

rodents,

eventually

other
pose a

hazard?

Answer

PROF J A J NEL

It will probably not

attract

species not currently

present but it will probably effect the densities of
particular species.

For example very high numbers of

striped field mice are now present on the Cape Flats
due to the high seed production of alien Acacias (Port
Jackson).

Question

DR R ROMETSCH

Could

you

comment

determining
soil/plant

on

the

experimentally
or

plant/animals

radionuclides?
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possibility
transfer
by

means

of

the

factors

for

of

tracer

Answer

PROF J A J NEL

Yes, it would be possible and in fact it has been done
in other studies at other sites.

Question

MR R K GAY NOR

Are there any construction measures which can be taken
to prevent waste intrusion by the rodents, etc.?
If

not, are

there

any

plans

for

other

action to

prevent or frustrate the little devils?

Answer

PROF J A J NEL

Nocturnal

activity

at. the

site

(e.g.

lights) will

discourage some e.g. Aardvark etc.
Karoo-rats are diurnal (day-active) and their presence
probably will be discouraged by the present activity.
On the other hand they do not burrow much deeper than
1,5 m.
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THE DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF A LOW-COST
SOIL CEMENT CAP FOR LLNW DISPOSAL TRENCHES
A B S T R A C T
Over the past three years, the University of Arizona has conducted
research for the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) to assess
various trench cap designs from the viewpoint of structural stability,
water infiltration, and economy.
As part of that
project,
four
experimental trenches were built and monitored at each of two semi-arid
sites in the vicinity of Tucson, Arizona.
In this paper, the design and construction of one of those trenches
are described in detail.
That trench included a cap-crown system that
incorporates compacted soil backfill and a steel-reinforced, soil-cement
cap with an overlying "wick" drain. The results of structural monitoring
over a period of approximately 2 years are presented and compared to those
of a more conventionally designed trench. The results are evaluated with
respect to surface subsidence and movements of the cap-crown components as
they affect moisture infiltration.
Recommendations are made regarding
standard design criteria for LLNW disposal trenches based on the results
of this research.

*This paper was presented by B P WRENCH on behalf of E A NOWATZKI
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1

INTRODUCTION

In

the

case of low level nuclear waste (LLNW) disposal by burial in

shallow trenches, the construction and maintenance of a
hydrologically

sound

trench/cap/crown

radionuclide

migration

via

groundwater

water

regions such
fissures

and

infiltration
infiltration
cracks

in

through
is

the

greatly

It is accurate to

say

movement has occurred and

continues to occur at some of the major LLNW sites
surface

and

system is essential in preventing

surface water infiltration and leachate formation.
that

structurally

in

trench caps.
increased

the

U.S.

due

to

In arid and semi-arid
by

the

formation

of

cap/crown system due to surface subsidence

and/or dessication of cap/crown soils.

This paper describes one of a
burial,

number

of

cap

designs

for

shallow

LLNW disposal trenches evaluated by the University of Arizona for

the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC).
2

BACKGROUND
In the period from October 1981 to January

Arizona

1985

the

University

of

conducted research sponsored by the USNRC to develop, build, test

and evaluate a number of different trench cap designs that

night

provide

an economical way to reduce surface subsidence and its attendant cracking.
As part of that research four
were

constructed

at

a

full-scale,

shallow-land

burial

trenches

site approximately 75 km (45 miles) northeast of

Tucson, Arizona in the Santa Catalina Mountains

near

Nt.

Lemmon.

This

so-called ML Site was at an elevation of approximately 2400 m (7900 ft) in
a heavily wooded area that receives the equivalent of 64
rain

cm

(25

in) of

per year, including substantial snow accumulations during the winter

months.

In general the trenches were 3 m (10 ft) by 6 m(20

666

ft)

in

plan

and

approximately

3

m

(.10 ft) deep with near vertical siciewails.

Each

trench consisted of the foliowini? components:

I

Waste Simulant - The material

platform)

that

(either

straw

or

a

collapsible

was placed within the trench to a height of approximately

J.3 m (4 ft) from the bottom.

2
waste

QajL " The compacted backfill that extended from the
simulant

to

the

bottom

of

the crown.

top

of

the

The cap thickness varied

according to the type of crown used in the design.

3

Crown

incorporated

the

subsidence in the

-

The
design

event

of

component

on

feature

that

cap

movement

top

of

was
due

the

to
to

cap

reduce

waste

that
surface

decay

and/or

consoJidation.

Table

1

experimental
transverse

contains
trenches

a

summary

built

at

of the design features of the various
the

ML

Site.

Figure

behind its design.

was

the

Nowatzki
philosophy

It should be noted that Trench

built approximately 1-1/2 years after completion of the other

trenches.

It included a number of design features that were developed

a

outcome

direct

a

Because of its superior performance, only Trench No. 5

will be discussed in detail in this paper.
5

presents

cross section for each of the trench configurations.

et al. (1985) give a brief description of each trench and

No.

1

of

the

monitored

performance of the other trenches.

Details of the entire research study are contained in reports
Nowatzki, et al. (1983a, 1983b).
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as

by

McCray,

TABLE 1.

SUMMARY OF TRENCH DESIGN FEATURES - ML SITE
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA/USNRC RESEARCH
TRENCH COMPONENT

Trench
Number

Waste
Simulant

Cap

Crown

1

Straw

Compacted Soil

Compacted Soi i .

2

Straw

Compacted Soil

Single strip of
geotextile reinforcement
overlain by compacted
soil.

3(a)

Collapsible
Platform

Compacted Soil

Geotextile-wrapped
soil-slab overlain
by compacted soils

4

Straw

Compacted Soil

Geotext ile-wrapped
soil-slab overlain
by compacted soil.

5{a)

Straw

Compacted Soil

Steel wire-mesh
reinforced soil-cement
slab overlain by wick
drain
and
compacted
soi] .

(a) The Trench 3 cap/crown system was tested
to
failure.
The
trench was then cleaned out and modified to accept the Trench 5
design.
3

DESIGN FEATURES

As indicated in Fig. .1, Trench No. 5
differences
trench

compared

were

development

slightly
of

surface around
failure

to

a

observed

The

second

design

trenches.

First, the walls of the

sloped

above

the

layer

straw

to

aid

in

the

arch and to inhibit the formation of a weak slip
cap-trench

each

of

the

wall
other

movement of the entire cap-crown system
walls.

maior

other

soil
in

three

the

soil

the

contained

interface.
trenches

along

the

The

predominant

was due to downward

near-vertical

trench

design change involved the use of a steel-reinforced
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Compacted Soil Crown with
Single Sheet of Geotextile
Reinforcement

Compacted Soil Crown

Compacted
Soil Cap

(a)
Trench No. 1 Design

0>

(b)
Trench No. 2

I Crown with Steel-Reinforced Soil Cement
Slab and Capillary Barrier
e-Grained*v

Compacted Soil Crown with
-Wrapped Soil-Slab

|Compacted
I Soil Cap

Design

Compacted
Soil Cap

Geotextile-Wrapped
Soil-Slab

Soil Cover'
\"Ceotextile Sheet
Pea Gravel Drain
Soil Cement Slab
Wire Mesh Reinforcement

(c)
Trench No. 3/4 Design
Strnw
0.6 m
Scale
Figure 1 - Research Trench Configurations - UA/USNRC Study

(d)
Trench No. 5 Design

soil-cerc^rit slab to crown the trench.
concrete

or

economics.
research

some

other

It should
was

to

and cracking.
attractive

be

type

of

Soil cement was chosen rather
engineered

remembered

develop an

that

the

arid

and

main

mainly

because of

objective

of

the

economical way to reduce surface subsidence

The use of soil cement, for trench
in

crown

than

semi-arid

regions

crowns
where

is

particularly

soils

having

the

recommended gradation (PCDOT, 1984) shown in Table 2 are usually abundant.
Table 2.

RECOMMENDED GRADATION FOR SOIL-CEMENT

U.S. Sieve Size

Percent Passing (Dry Weight)

1-1/2 inches

98 -- 100

No. 4

60 -- 90

No. 200

5 -- 15

The last major design change was the
drain

within

the

crown.

This

drain

incorporation

al.,

1977).

A

single

a

capillary

consisted of a thin layer of pea

gravel overlain by approximately 0.3 m (1 ft) of
et

of

compacted

silt

(Frind,

sfteet of geotextile (Mirafi 140S) was placed

between the pea gravel and the silt to inhibit particle migration
event that the silt became saturated.

in

the

Theoretically, the capillary forces

in the fine-grained layer will control the movement of moisture around the
trench

and

prevent

moisture

migration

provided the layers remain unsaturated.

into

the coarse-grained layer,

The USNRC calls

this

feature

a

"wick drain."
4

MONITORING
Two

taken

types

once

performance.

a

of

field measurements, structural and hydrological, were

month
The

for

more

structural

than

1-1/2

years

to

monitor

trench

monitoring program was designed to measure
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vertical movements at various points within
and

the

the

trench/cap/crown

overall settlement of the surface near the middle of the trench.

The hydrological monitoring program was designed to measure the
of

groundwater

purpose

was

performing

4.1

to

determine

how

well

the

trench/cap/crown

through

the

system

bottom

was

of

the

Details of each monitoring program follow.
Monitoring - Four settlement plates were used to monitor

vertical movements at various points within Trench No. 5.
consisted

Each settlement

of a 0.3 m (12 in.) x 0.3 m (12 in.) x 6.35 mm (1/4 in.)

steel plate with a 12.7 mm (1/2 in.) diameter steel extension
perpendicular

to the center of one side.

rod

welded

The length of the extension rod

varied with the depth at which the plate was
rod

Its main

as a barrier to surface water infiltration and to identify the

Structural

plate

direction

movement in, around, and/or through the trench.

source of any moisture infiltration into or
trench.

system

installed.

Each

extension

was covered by a PVC pipe that acted as a sleeve to permit unhindered

vertical movement of the settlement plate after placement of the backfill.
A

surveyor's

tack

was emplaced on the ground surface near the center of

the trench so that surface settlements could also be monitored.
locations

of

the

four

settlement

plates

The exact

in Trench No. 5 are given in

Table 3.
4.2

Hydrological Monitoring - Three porous

obtain

moisture

cup

samplers

were

samples from both saturated and unsaturated soils.

sampler consisted of a 5 cm (2 in.) diameter porous ceramic cup
to

a

length

of

PVC

pipe.

sampler),

and

one

to
Each

connected

One porous cup sampler was emplaced at the

bottom of the trench (intermediate sampler), one
(shallow

used

below

the

midway

elevation

within

cap

of the trench bottom

outside of and downgradient from the trench (deep sampler).
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the

The PVC pipes

connected to the porous cup samplers within the trench were
larger

pipes

that

acted

covered

as sleeves to prevent the trench cap and crown

from "downdragging" on the sampler pipe and possibly damaging
cup.

To

surrounding

This caused air and

that

had

been

placed

trench during its construction.
and

moisture

the porous cup to move into the sampler.

then collected and analyzed to detect the presence
tracers

the

porous

obtain a water sample, a vacuum was applied to the PVC pipe and

maintained for a period of time.
soil

with

at

of

from

the

The water was

specific

chemical

various levels within and around the

The locations of the porous cup

samplers

the types and placement locations of the tracers used in Trench No. 5

are given in Table 3.
Table 3.

Details of Structural and Hydrological
Monitoring Components - Trench No. 5
STRUCTURAL MONITORING

Settlement
Plate Number

SP # 1
SP # 2
SP # 3
SP # 4
Surveyor's
Track

Location of
Base of Plate

Top of Straw
Middle of Cap
Top of Cap (Below Slab)
Top of Slab
On Surface Near
Center of Trench

HYDROLOGICAL MONITORING
Location of
Porous Cup Sampler

Bottom of Trench
(Intermediate)
Middle of Cap
(Shallow)
Down Gradient;
Outside Trench;
0.6 m (2 ft)
Below Bottom (Deep)

Location of
Tracer

Bottom of Trench
Top of Cap
(Below Slab)

Tracer
Type

Heptafluorobutyric
Acid (HFB)
Sodium Bromide

(NaBr)
Middle of "Wick"

Trifluoroacetic Acid

(TFA)
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5

TRENCH CONSTRUCTION

The

critical components in the construction procedure for Trench No.

5 were:
3

at

excavation of the trench following failure testing of Trench

the

same

location;

installation

sampler at the bottom of the trench;

of

No.

the intermediate porous cup

placement

of

the

waste

simulant;

construction of the compacted soil cap; installation of monitoring devices
and the spreading of tracers; the construction of the
and

the

construction

of

the

overlying wick drain.

soil-cement

crown;

Dstails of each of

these components follow.

5.1

Excavation of the Trench

As indicated in Table 1, Trench No. 5 was constructed at the location
of

the

previously

failed

Trench

No.

3.

The

material

used

in the

construction of Trench No. 3 was removed by use of a medium-sized backhoe.
Loose

material

at

the bottom of the trench that could not be reached by

the backhoe was removed manually by workers using shovels and rakes.
was

Care

taken to slightly overexcavate all surfaces of the new trench so that

little or no tracer-contaminated soil would remain fro* the Trench
study.

The

bottom

of

the

No.

3

trench was also slightly sloped towards the

south so that any water that might infiltrate the new trench would collect
in

one

spot

and so could be sampled more easily.

All materials removed

from the failed Trench No. 3 excavation were buried in a pit that had been
dug

previously

approximately 20 m (60 feet) down slope of the test site.

This was done to prevent contamination of the site by tracers used in
Trench

No.

3

study.

The borrow from this pit also provided a source of

uncontaminated material for the cap and crown construction of
5.

This

material

the

Trench

No.

was visually identified to be the same as the on-site
073

native soil and was assumed to have the engineering characteristics listed
in Table 4 for ML Site soils.

5.2

Installation of Intermediate Porous Cup

Because

of

the

shallow soil cover extant at the ML site, weathered

granite was encountered at the deep (southern) end of the
A

depression

had

to

be

manually

trench

chipped into the granite so that the

intermediate PVC/porous cup sampler assembly could be installed.
around

bottom.

The area

the porous cup was filled with sand to insure good surface contact

with the porous cup.

The bottom of the trench was

then

sprayed

with

a

chemical tracer, heptafluorobutyric acid, in preparation for the placement
of the nuclear waste simulant.

Table 4.

Summary of Laboratory Test Data for Soil Fron the ML Site

Value

Soil Property
Unified Soil Classification Designation
Specific Gravity of Solids - ATSM D-854
Shrinkage Limit ASTM D-427
Plastic Limit
ASTM D-424
Liquid Limit
ASTM D-423
Plasticity Index
Minus 2.00 Fraction
Maximum Dry Density - ATSM D-698
Optimum Moisture Content - ATSM D-698
Maximum Dry Density - ATSM D-1557
Optimum Moisture Content - ATSM D-1557
Unconfined Compressive Strength - ATSM D-2166
Peak Effective Friction Angle
Peak Effective Cohesion Intercept
Residual Effective Friction Angle
Residual Effective Cohesion Intercept
Permeability
Organic Content
Compression Index (strain)
Coefficient of Consolidation

Swell
<a)Nonplastic
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SM
2.55
20% ( a )

NP
27*
0
38*
15.87 kN/m3 (101 pcf)
15.8*
16.97 kN/m3 (108 pcf)
13.4*
80 kPa (1683 psf)

35°
11.5 kPa (240 psf)

35°
11.5 kPa (240 psf)
2.9 x 10~6 cm/sec
1.45*
4.12*
3.9 x 10"6 cm2/sec
(6.0 x 10 -7 in2/sec)
-0.32*

5.3

Placement of Waste Simulant

Baled

straw

was

used

as the waste simulant because it was readily

available and relatively inexpensive.
were

hand-placed

in

the

trench.

Approximately 120

straw

the

straw

used

to

gaps between the intact bales and between the bales and the walls of

the trench.
the

of

Most of the bales were placed intact;

however, about 20 of the bales were broken apart and
fill

bales

Loose straw was also carefully packed around the standpipe of

intermediate

porous

backfill of the cap.

stone

The

sampler

elevation

to minimize its movement during

of

straw

in

the

trench

at

the

conclusion of the filling operation was slightly higher that than required
to obtain the design thickness of approximately 1 to 1.3 • (3 to 4

feet).

This was done in order to compensate for the compression of the straw that
was anticipated during construction of the overlying cap and crown.
was

no

There

intent to simulate the compression characteristics or decay rates

of actual radioactive wastes.
5.4

Constiaction of
Devices

Prior

to

Compacted

construction

Soil

of

the

Cap

compacted

plates, Settlement Plate No. 1 (SP #1) and a
(TSP),

were

placed

on

top

of

and

the

Placement

soil

settlement

straw.

and

to

record

long-term

settlements

layer

only.

It

should

nearly 0.3 m (1 ft) due to
extension

rod

from

during

due to decay of the

The TSP was used to measure compression of the straw layer

construction

plate

The functions of the

settlement plates were to indicate compression of the straw
construction

Monitoring

cap two settlement

temporary

straw layer.

of

during

be noted that the straw layer compressed

construction

of

the

soil

cap

alone.

The

the TSP was removed after completion of the soil cap

construction.
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The

soil

cap

separate lifts.
by

a

front

was

constructed to the desired thickness in five (5)

For each lift, stockpiled soil was placed into the trench

end

loader.

The soil was then manually spread to a uniform

thickness of approximately 0.3 m (1 ft).

The

soil

was

wetted

on

the

stockpile, and also during loading and spreading, to near optimum moisture
content.

The soil was then

compactors

to

compacted

D1556)

were

the

encountered

optimum.

Sand

layer.

cone

only

with

Difficulty in meeting

Lift

No.

1.

type

impact

density

tests

Therefore

special

care

the

specification

However, this was anticipated

because of the lack of support due to the lift's
straw

"wacker"

performed on each layer to assure compliance with the

field compaction specification.
was

two

a minimum dry density of 90* of the ASTM D698 maximum at a

moisture content within +3* of
(ASTM

using

was

direct

bearing

on

the

taken to assure that proper

compaction of the lift was attained.
After Lift. No. 1 was completed, the walls of the trench were cut back
at

a

2

vertical

constructed.
sampler

: 1 horizontal slope.

The rest of the lifts were then

Settlement Plate No. 2 (SP #2) and the

were

installed

following

completion

shallow

of Lift No. 2.

fifth lift was in place, the trench walls were cut back 1
around
beam.

in

order

to

porous

m

cup

After the

(3

ft)

all

provide a foundation for the reinforced soil-cement

Settlement Plate No. 3 (SP #3) was installed on top

of

the

fifth

layer arid the surface was sprayed with sodium bromide, a chemical tracer.
5.5

Construction of the Soil-Cement Slab

The

soil-cement

hour period.
volume

of

slab was constructed in four lifts over a fourteen-

The soil-cement slab contained approximately 10* cement
dry

materials).

Because

67S

the

native

soils

(by

at the ML site

contained

too

large

a percentage of minus 200 material for good quality

soil-cement, a well-graded sand obtained from the Pantano Wash in

Tucson,

Arizona was imported and used for construction of the soil cement slab.

The

sand

in) thickbreaking

was

placed on the trench in layers approximately 18 cm (7

Workers then placed bags of cement on top of the soil.
open

the

bags, the workers distributed the cement evenly using

rakes.

Two large self-propelled

cement

together.

Water

was

optimum moisture content.
soil-cement
using

two

suggested

After

appeared

roto-tillers
then

to

the

dry

soil

Workers

"wackers."

The

then

and

bring the mixture to near

Mixing continued until the consistency

uniform.

mechanical

added

mixed

of

the

compacted the soil-cement

procedure

described

above

by a representative of the Portland Cement Association.

on site during placement of the first two lifts of soil-cement to

was

He was
inspect

and approve the installation procedures.
Steel

reinforcing

mesh

(6 x 6, No. 10 x No. 10) was installed near

the bottom of the second lift to withstand the tensile stresses that
anticipated

to

be

generated

were

in the soil cement slab should a void fora

beneath it due to decay of the straw.
The soil-cement beam cured under a covering
period

of

of

moist

straw

seven days before further construction was undertaken.

end of seven days workers removed the straw and

placed

Settlement

for

a

At the
Plate

No. 4 (SP #4) on the surface of the soil-cement slab.
5.6

Construction of the Wick Drain

The
slab.
the

wick

drain

was

constructed directly on top of the soil-cement

A 10 cm (4 in) diameter perforated plastic pipe was
soil-cement

slab.

The

pipe

was

677

placed

around

sloped to direct water to a sump

located southeast of the trench.
drain

Workers manually placed the coarse

wick

material, 6.5 mm (1/4 in), pea gravel, around the pipe and over the

soil-cement slab to a depth of approximately 13 cm (5
geotextile

(Mirafi

140S)

was

placed

over

the

in).

pea

A

layer

of

gravel to prevent

intrusion of the fine-grained wick material that was to be placed on top.
In order for a "wick" to be effective it must consist of fine-grained
soils

in

which capillary phenomena can develop.

development of such phenomena.
previously
although

with

respect

classified

Therefore

the

to

SM,

Silts are ideal for the

As indicated in Table 4 and
the

soil

contained

a

cenent

slab,

considerable

as

discussed

the native soils,
amount

of

fines.

native soils were used to construct the wick in two lifts.

Each lift was compacted

to

the

same

specifications

procedures as were used for the cap construction.

and

by

the

same

Trifluoroacetic acid, a

chemical tracer, was sprayed on the surface of the first lift of the wick.
The

second lift was then constructed and shaped to provide a slight slope

to aid in directing rainfall and surface runoff away from the
surveyor's

tack

trench.

A

was then installed on the surface near the center of the

trench so that surface settlements could be monitored.
A longitudinal cross section of Trench No.

5

(as

built)

depicting

each of the components discussed above is shown in Pig. 2.

6

RESULTS AND EVALUATION

As

indicated

previously,

elevation

measurements were taken of all

settlement plates and water samples were retrieved
samplers

once

a

month

structural Monitoring
movements

within

the

over

program

a

1-1/2

provided

individual

to

porous

cup

year period of time.

The

quantitative

trenches
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2

froa

at

the

all

data

on

vertical

ML site so that the

Shallow Porous Cup
Sampler

Deep Porous Cup
Sampler

SP//2

SP//1

Intermediate Porous Cup
Sampler

SP04
Pea Gravel

Single Sheet of
Geotextile (Mirafi 140S)
Fine Grained"
Soil Cover
?•• 5....0.

}£ifi/t

Steel Wire
Mesh

Compacted Soil Cap

Porous Cup

PVC Perforated

Straw

Porous Cup

0.6 m
(2_ft)
'scale'

Figure 2 - Longitudinal Section - Trench No. 5 As Built

Porous Cup

performance of the
hydrologlcal

different

monitoring

to obtain qualitative

trench

designs

could

be

compared.

The

provided data on tracer movements that were used

information

on

the

most

likely

paths

of

soil

moisture migration.
6.1

Structural Monitoring
The

results

of

the

structural monitoring program for Trench No. 5

are shown in Fig. 3 as a family of settlement-time curves with
for

each

of the settlement plates and the surface tack.

one

curve

As shown in the

figure, the order of measured settlement at the end of approximately 1-1/2
years

(575 days) of monitoring was SP #2 > SP #1 > SP #3 = SP #4 = Tack =

0.

The settlement plate movements suggest that the straw layer had

to

decompose

after

after that time).

about

60

begun

days (uniform rate of settlement of SP #1

The plot also suggests that a portion of

the

cap

had

sloughed off and was tracking the decaying straw (uniform settlement of SP
#2 at a rate eventually about equal to that of
measured

settlements

SP

#1).

No

significant

had been detected either at the top of the soil cap

(SP #3) i.e., at the interface of the soil cap with the soil-cement
or

at

the

top of the soil cement slab (SP #4) i.e., at the Interface of

the soil cement slab and the pea gravel of the capillary barrier.
SP

#3

was

hung

up

in

the

soil-cement

part of the cap had arched over the voids below.
between the magnitudes of settlement measured for
due

to

differences

Unless

slab, the absence of measured

settlement at the top of the soil cap suggests that

probably

slab,

at

least

the

upper

The anomalous difference
SP

#1

and

SP

#2

is

in straw layer thickness and/or settlement

plate emplacement location.
The surface of the trench as monitored by the surface "tack" had
settled

after

575

days,

not

although it had moved cyclically a small mount
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Figure 3 - Settlement vs Time After Completion of Trench No. 5
Completion Date:

June 3, 1983

due

to expansion and contraction of the wick material by frost heave.

No

cracking or fissuring of any kind was visible on the surface.

Trench No. 1 (Refer to Table 1 and Fig. 1)
trench/cap/crown

system

currently

represents

the

used for LLNW disposal.

type

of

Therefore it

can be considered the "baseline" for settlement performance.

A summary comparison of settlements for Trenches 1 and 5 is given
Table 5 for three different times after completion of each.

in

The following

performance features are apparent from the data presented in Table 5:

1
days;

The surface of Trench No. 5 probably did
the

small

amount

of

observed

movement

not

settle

during

after

that period was

apparently due to the effects of frost heave or human activity.
was

located

575

(The site

near a recreational area of the Coronado National Forest and

was not fenced in). In the same period of time the surface of Trench

No.

I had settled approximately 10 cm (4 in). Surface settlement of Trench No.
1 continued at a variable rate over the following year and reached a total
of 26 cm (10.25 in) at the end of 954 days.

2

A

significant

amount

of compression and/or decay of the ciraw

took place in each trench even within the first year as indicated
measured downward movement of SP #1 in both.

by

the

Such movement continued over

the entire monitoring period in both trenches.

3

Soil arching probably did not occur in

either

trench

long term as evidenced by downward movement of SP #2 in both.
movement of SP #3 in Trench No. 5 (Refer to Fig. 3) may be the
the plate's being in contact with the soil cement slab.
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over

the

The lack of
result

of

Table 5.
SuMary Comparison of Settlenents in Centimeters
(Inches) for Trenches 1 and 5

Days After Completion of Trench

Monitoring
Device

1

5

954
Trench No.

575
Trench No.

365
Trench No.
1

5

1

5

Tack<a)

1 .25(0.5)

0(0)

10(4)

1.25(0.5)(e>

26(10. 25)

(d)

SP #2<b)

4 .5(1 75)

14.5 (5 .75)

11.5(4.5)

22(8.25)

29(11.5)

(d)

SP #l(c)

4 .5(1 .75)

8.25 (3 .25)

10.75(4 1/4)

15(6)

15(10)

(d)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Located on surface close to center of trench.
Located approxiaately midway in cap.
Located at bottom of cap on straw.
Beyond project termination date.
Anomalous - probably due to frost heave or human activity.

4

After

approximately

trench/cap/crown

system

of

approximately the same rate.
had

occurred.

one

year,

all

components

the

This suggests that a massive

block

failure

The absence of this type of movement in Trench No. 5, with

soil-cement

slab

bridged

the

void

support

its

self

weight

Indeed,

the

soil-cement

and

the

weight

slab

was

strong

of

slab,

created

settlement of the underlying cap in Trench No. 5 and

medium-sized

the

Trench No. 1 began to settle simultaneous at

virtually no movement of the crown above the soil-cement
that

in

indicates

by the observed

was

still

able

to

the wick drain above it.

enough

to

support

the

backhoe (Case 580C) that was used at the end of the research

contract period to dismantle the trenches and

restore

the

site

to

its

original condition.
The

main

conclusion to be drawn from these observations is that the

structural performance of the trench/cap/crown system of Trench No. 5

far

surpassed that of any of the other trenches, especially that of "baseline"
Trench No. 1.
6.2

Hydrological Monitoring

The results of the tracer studies are
interpreting

soil

cover was shallow.

of

a

mountain.

soil-rock

interface.

As

suggests

vertical

6.

In

indicated

occurring

close

to

entire

sampling

period.

that the integrity of the crown was maintained and that no

infiltration

concentrations

As

indicated in Table 6, no samples could be

obtained fro* the shallow porous cup during the
This

Table

Therefore, groundwater movement was

generally downgradient with the majority of the flow
the

in

these results, it should be noted that the experimental site

was loacted on a small bench on the side
previously,

summarized

of

of
Br~

surface
were

water

observed
684

had
in

occurred.
specimens

taken

Very
from

high
the

Table 6
Trench No. 5 Tracer Results. Concentrations
in Parts Per Million (Refer to Table 2)

Date
[mo-day-yr)

s

HBF

Shallow
Br~

Deep

Intermediate
TFA

HBF

Br"

TFA

Dry

HBF

Br"

TFA

0

1.1

4

2-14-84

Dry

4-20-84

Dry

0

765

0.7

Dry

5-25-84

Dry

0

0

0.8

Dry

6-17-84

Dry

0

5

0.3

Dry

7-16-84

Dry

0

0

5

8-11-84

Dry

0

0

3

9-14-84

Dry

0

0

0

0

0

0.7

Dry
0

0

0

intermediate

sampler

in

April

1984,

rapidly in the subsequent samplings.
interflow

water

dissolved

but concentrations decreased very

This indicates

that

an

influx

the Br~ very rapidly and washed it out of the

trench.

The fact that Br~ was observed in specimens taken from

sampler

in

February

of

of

the

deep

1984 suggests that the water entered the trench

during the winter of 1983-84. HFB was not detected at any of the
locations during the monitoring period.
water movement's vertical component

sampler

This indicates that the interflow

was

much

larger

than

its

lateral

component.
The

TFA

found

in

the

intermediate and deep samplers was probably

contamination from Trench No. 3 and not derived fron that applied
wick

of

Trench

No.

5.

Since

in

the

no water was collected from the shallow

sampler, the TFA placed in the wick could not possibly have moved

through

the cap.
The

results

show

conclusively

that the wick drain and soil-cement

slab were totally effective in preventing downward infiltration of surface
water

through

the

cap,

at

least

for

the

575-day monitoring period.

Similar results for the "baseline" trench show clearly that
compromised,

probably

its

cap

was

through the fissures that opened up on the surface

around the perimeter of the trench as the cap and crown settled as a unit.
7

COSTS
It is virtually

construction

costs

impossible
at

an

to

actual

make

be different because

of

procedures

amount

and

the

estimate

if

trench

Unit costs for

labor,

materials,

Also, construction times are expected to

differences
and

valid

LLNW disposal site based on the costs

incurred during this research project.
etc. are significantly different.

a

type

686

in
of

trench

sizes,

monitoring

waste

handling

instruments to be

emplaced.

In spite of

these

difficulties,

a

rudimentary

analysis

of

disposal costs was made based on the cost experiences of this project.

First,

experimental

costs,

which

would

not

be

encountered

commercial developments, were separated from regular costs.
labor

costs

as

well as material costs.

in

This included

Since labor costs accounted for

the largest portion of both experimental and regular costs, and since most
of

the labor for the research project was performed by graduate students,

adjustments were made in pay rates to reflect the national average
wages

(including

fringe

benefits)

equipment operators and field
were

included;

paid

to

hourly

unskilled laborers, medium

superintendents.

Equipment

rental

costs

however, for commercial developments these would probably

be replaced by amortized equipment purchase costs.
On these bases, the costs for constructing the "baseline" trench
the

soil-cement/wick

(1982 dollars).
long

drain

trench

were

and

$1,200 and $4,550 respectively

Assuming that both trenches had dimensions of 6 m (20 ft)

x 3 m (10 ft) wide x 3 m (10 ft) deep and that only the bottom 1.2 m

(4 ft) of each was used for waste packed in with 80% efficiency, the
costs

per

respectively.

cubic
It

soil-cement/wick

meter
is

clear

of

waste

from

this

compute

to

rudimentary

$66.22

and

analysis

unit

$251.07,
that

the

drain design is 3-1/2 to 4 times more expensive than the

"baseline" design.

It should be noted that monitoring costs Mould have to

be added to these costs to get a clearer picture of total costs.
8
8.1

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions

The

following

general

conclusions may be drawn from the full-scale

trench experiments performed at the ML Site:
687

1
not

Controlled compaction of backfill soils to ASTM D693 standards is

adequate

alone

for trench capping to mitigate surface subsidence in

the long term.
2

The steel-reinforced soil-cement slab was the

performed satisfactorily in all respects.
field-tested design that potentially
low-level

nuclear

waste

disposal

subsidence and reduce surface water
especially

in

harsh

environments,

only

design

that

To our knowledge it is the only

offers

an

economical

way

to

cap

trenches in order to minimize surface
infiltration.
was

Long-term

stability,

not a subject of this research.

However, soil-cement is known to be affected

deleteriously

by

the

same

weathering agents that attack concrete.
3

Hydrological

monitoring showed that the amount of surface water

entering a trench is related to the
trench

cap

stability

stability

of

the

trench

cap.

can be maintained (i.e., no slumping or cracking),

little surface water will infiltrate through the trench cap regardless
the

trench

design.

of

The result3 of the tracer monitoring also show that

natural groundwater interflow through trench
vehicle

If

for moisture migration.

sidewalls

can

be

a

major

Such migration, being site dependent, is

least affected by the cap/crown design.
8.2

Recommendations

Based on the results of this study the following recommendations

are

made:
1

The

trenches

used

for low-level radioactive waste disposal at

existing sites are normally much larger than the experimental trenches
this

study.

of

The larger trenches are susceptible to local subsidence due

either to the nonhomogenelty of the waste form
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or

to

non-uniformity

of

backfill

material and/or placement procedures.

This study has shown that

a reinforced soil-cement slab can effectively span a void as large as
research

trench.

This

suggests

that

a

series

of

relatively narrow

trenches having a depth to width ratio greater than 2

is

from

the

the

viewpoint

of

cap-crown

stability

radionuclide migration than the large trenches
most

disposal sites.

and

disposal field.

more

desirable

monitoring

currently

being

used

of
at

The narrow trench configuration lends itself to the

construction of a reinforced soil-cement slab.
segregation

and

the

better

identification

of

It also allows for

waste

location

better

within

the

This would enable easier isolation of wastes in the event

of loss of containment.

2

The

results

of

this

study

also point to the desirability of

tracer Monitoring at actual disposal sites.
type

used

in

this

study

move

because they are less susceptable
Tracer

to

tracers

of

the

through soil than radionuclides

adsorption

by

soil

constituents.

monitoring at a working site could provide advanced warning in the

case of loss of containment.
and

faster

Generally,

steps

The source of the tracer could be identified

taken to isolate that area before large-scale contamination by

escaping radionuclides can take place.
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Question

DR J P HUGO

As an old fashioned engineer I am somewhat surprised
at

the use

of

vertical walls.

rectangular-section

been

more

-

i.e.

I would expect such a trench to be

inherently unstable.
have

trenches

Would a trapezoidal section not

stable

and

yielded

more

applicable

results?

Answer

MR B P WRENCH

The

choice

of

straight

sided

trenches

is

made

primarily on considerations of cost and the desire to
limit the width of the trench so as to improve the
performance

of

the

crown.

Safety

aspects

of

excavating straight sided trenches must obviously also
be

considered,

and

some

trenches must be

properly

shored in accordance with the relevant legislation.
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A B S T R A C T

The University of Arizona, under the sponsorship of the United States
Department of Energy has recently (1985) developed a site characterization
field manual for near surface geologic disposal of low-level nuclear waste
(LLNW). The manual was developed to aid states and regions in formulating
a program for the detailed characterization of a proposed near-surface
disposal
site.
Included in the program are procedures for site
characterization management, identification
of
pertinent
technical
parameters and methods for their determination, and the development of
general procedures for conducting a site characterization study.
The nine technical study areas identified as critical to LLNW disposal are
discussed briefly in this paper.
A representative parameter, fluid
conductivity, is chosen from the area of groundwater hydrology to
illustrate the format used in the manual to describe why that parameter is
important and how it can be evaluated. An illustration is also given of
the total characterization of a site with respect to geotechnical
engineering parameters. Finally, a brief description is given of a
general procedure for site characterization that can be used by planners,
managers and staff personnel to implement the process of evaluating the
suitability of a site for LLNW disposal.

* T M s paper was presented by B P WRENCH on behalf of E A NOWATZKI and

J G McCRAY.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act (Public Law 96-573), enacted by
the Congress

of

responsibility
themselves.

the

of

United

low

States

of

America

in

1980,

places

the

level nuclear waste (LLNW) disposal on the states

States were encouraged to form regional compacts

to

dispose

of LLNW and, according to the law, such states were given the authority to
refuse LLNW generated outside their compacts beginning 1 January 1986. The
U.S.

Nuclear

Regulatory

Commission

(NRC) was made responsible for site

compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and with the
licensing requirements for environmental protection specified in Title 10,
Code of Federal Regulation, Part 51 (10CFR51).
Energy

(DOE),

on

The

U.S.

Department

of

the other hand, was charged with the mission of aiding

the states in developing LLNW disposal sites.

It was within the context of this mission that the DOE contracted with the
University

of Arizona in 1985 to prepare a manual that could be used as a

guideline by states and regions in formulating a program for the
characterization

of

a

proposed

manual, as developed, is directed
staff

near-surface
primarily

at

LLNW

disposal

planners,

detailed
site. The

managers

and

personnel to give them an overall view of the site characterization

parameters and the methods available for their evaluation.
secondarily

at

It is directed

experts in any given discipline to acquaint them with the

requirements of other disciplines involved in site characterization.

This

was done in the hope of obtaining an integrated plan that would involve as
little duplication of effort as possible.
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1.1

Site Suitability Requirements

According

to

Subpart

D,

Section

suitability requirements is "to
disposal

site

must

have

disposal facility."

61.50 of 10CFR61, the purpose of site

specify

to

be

the

minimum

acceptable

for

characteristics

a

use as a near-surface

The specific site suitability requirements prescribed

in 10CFR61 are:
1

The site

shall

be

capable

of

being

characterized,

modeled,

analyzed and monitored.
2

Within the region or state where the facility is to be located, a
disposal

site

should

be

selected so that projected population

growth and future developments
ability

of

are

not

likely

to

affect

the

the disposal facility to meet performance objectives

in Subpart C, 10CFR61.
3

Areas

must

be

expolited, would

avoided
result

having
in

natural

failure

to

resources
meet

the

which,

if

performance

objectives in Subpart C, 10CFR61.
4

The disposal site must be generally
areas

of

well

flooding or frequent ponding.

drained

and

free

of

No disposal sites shall

be sited in a 100-year flood plain, coastal high-hazard

area

or

wetland (Defined in Executive Order 11988, "Floodplain Management
Guidelines").
5

Upstream

drainage areas must be minimized to decrease the amount

of runoff which could erode or inundate waste disposal units.
6

The

disposal

site

must

provide

sufficient depth to the water

table so that groundwater intrusion, perennial or otherwise, into
the

waste

will

not

occur.

(See

10CFR61,

Section 61.50 for

exceptions.) In no case will waste disposal be permitted
zone of fluctuation of the water table.
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the

7

The hydrogeologic unit used

for

disposal

shall

not

discharge

groundwater to the surface within the disposal site.
8

Areas must be avoided where tectonic processes such as
folding,

seismic

activity,

or

vulcanism

may

frequency and extent as to significantly affect
the

site

faulting,

occur with such
the

ability

of

to meet 10CFR61 performance objectives or may preclude

defensible modeling and prediction of long-term impacts.
9

Areas

must

be

avoided where surface geologic processes such as

mass wasting, erosion slumping, landsliding or
with

such

frequency

and

weathering

occur

extent as to significantly affect the

ability of the site to meet 10CFR61 performance objectives or may
preclude defensible modeling and prediction of long-term impacts.
10

The disposal site must not be located where nearby facilities
activities

could

or

adversely impact on the ability of the site to

meet the performance objectives in 10CFR61 or significantly

mask

the environmental monitoring of the site.
Obviously

these

requirements

function collectively
design,

facility

with

are

other

operation,

very
more

site

general.
detailed

closure,

They are intended to
requirements

waste

on

classification

site
and

segregation, waste form and packaging and institutional controls. However,
as

a starting point, the University of Arizona team decided to identify a

process whereby each of these requirements would be addressed fully.
implementation

of

this

process

could

then

The

be made on a site- to-site

basis.
1.2

Site Characterization Process

The site characterization process
reviews

and

field

and

consists

laboratory
696

of

the

investigations

detailed

literature

that are required to

define

the

site

characteristics

long-term stability

of

the

that affect the isolation of LLNW, the

site,

and

the

environmental

interactions

between the site and its surroundings.
1.2.1 Objectives - The objectives of site characterization are to:
1

Provide the detailed information necessary for acceptance of the
site for near surface disposal of low-level radioactive waste.

2

Establish data collection points.

3

Develop baseline data on the site.

4

Develop a laboratory testing capability to support field tests.

1.2.2 Plan

-

A

site

characterization

plan

must

be

made

prior

to

implementation of detailed site investigations to ensure that:
1

All available existing data on the site are considered.

2

Unnecessary laboratory and/or field investigations are not done.

3

Required and/or desired data, that are not available, are obtained.

4

A proper sequencing and timely accession of the required/desired
data is planned and executed.

5

Technical

and

administrative

coordination

of

laboratory and

field efforts is planned and executed.
Once the site characterization plan has
care

must

been

approved

and

implemented,

be taken to review the efforts periodically to ensure that the

plan is still valid.
1.2.3 Methodology - The methodology to implement the site characterization
process is as follows:
1

Review

all site selection information.

It should be noted here

that the site selection process, with all of its investigations,
precedes

the

site

characterization process.

However, some of

the data collected from the site selection phase may be used
the site characterization study.
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2

Determine additional requirements for site characterization.

3

Determine

sources

for

the site data base requirements such as

laboratory tests, field tests or additional searching out of the
information from government and/or private documentation.
4

Prepare a site characterization plan with close attention to the
priority

of

implementation

considering

the

time

period

requirements of monitoring.
5

Continuously

review

the

site

data

as

the

characterization

proceeds with particular attention to any indication of
disqualification

characteristic

which

may

a

site

require additional

confirmatory efforts.
6
1.3
In

Prepare a comprehensive site characterization report.

Site Characterization Parameters
order

for

the

objectives of the site characterization process to be

met, it was the opinion of the University of Arizona team that inputs from
each of the following disciplines would be required as a minimum:
1

Geosciences
a. Geology
b. Geophysics
c. Geochemistry

2

Hydrological Sciences
a. Surface Water Hydrology
b. Groundwater Hydrology

3

Engineering
a. Geotechnical
b. Structural
c• Mechanical
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j. Nuclear
e. Environmental

Once

4

Radiology and Health Physics

5

Meteorology

6

Biology (ecological)

7

Anthropology

8

Demography

these

areas

of

interest

had

been

identified as having the most

significant impacts on site characterization, the team set about to define
the

site

characterization

parameters

pertaining

to

each.

parameters were drawn up for each specific area of interest.
up

the

these

lists,

no

parameters

site-specific

since

the

conditions.

Indeed,

importance

of

each

would

depend

upon

"wet"

site

and

vice

the importance of a parameter in one categroy might also

category.

characteristics
mineralogical

drawing

For example, the parameters that are important

be dependent upon the importance
another

In

of

consideration was given to the relative importance of

for an "arid" site might not be so important for a
versa.

Lists

For

might
studies

of

example,
become

totally

determination

much

indicate

a

the

more

different
of

soil

important

in

parameter

in

volume change
areas

where

presence of expansive clays than in

areas where the near surface materials are granular or the clay mineralogy
suggests relatively inactive clays.
Once

the

site

characterization parameters for a specific discipline had

been established, the next step was to identify how each
be

evaluated

in

the

field

and/or in the lab.

parameter

could

To this end, a list was

compiled of the information required or test methods available to evaluate
each

parameter.

Additional information was supplied for each test method

with regard to one or more of the following items: equipment to
899

be

used,

standard

for

describe the
especially

conducting the test, and references in the literature that
test

or

applications

of

its

ut;e.

In

some

instances,

for highly specialized testing equipment, manufacturers' names

were given; however, this was done for information purposes
endorsement

of

lists

compiled

were

specific

products

without

only

was intended or implied.

regard

to

any

preference,

and

no

Indeed, the
technical,

economical or otherwise.

The purpose of these compilations was to provide a standard and integrated
format that allows for interactions
procedures.

Such

interactions

duplication of effort.

among

technical

areas

Also, they indicate where data collection

same bore hole could be used
or

to

perform

in

situ

results

in

one

For example, the

pressuremeter

tests,

down-hole seismic tests, and pump tests for the evaluation of

site characterization parameters related to three
The

testing

are desirable since they tend to prevent

technical area would compliment testing in another area.

up-hole

and

from

type of equipment

one
in

different

disciplines.

of these tests might suggest the use of a spcific

another

test

that

would

be

better

suited

for

obtaining good results under the conditions encountered.

Although the compilations were intended to follow the same format and have
the

same

headings

for

each

discipline

so

that

interchange

among

compilations could be done easily, this was not always possible since some
disciplines have rather unique ways of evaluating parameters. However,
general,

the

compilations

for

in

each discipline have the following major

headings:
1

Factor or function to be investigated (task)

2

Parameter(s) to be evaluated
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3

Technical area to which the function belongs

4

Equipment or method used to evaluate factor

It is envisaged that when these lists are
column

actually

being

used,

another

can be added in which other factors or functions can be listed for

which the

specific

parameter

being

evaluated

is

also

used

and

the

corresponding technical area cross referenced.
1.4
The

Format of the DOE/UA Site Characterization Manual
DOE/UA

Site

Characterization

Manual

was

set

up according to the

following format:
1

Introductory Comments

2

A plan for site characterization management

3

The "working" technical portion

4

A general procedure for site characterization

The "working" technical portion is by far the largest section and consists
of

nine

purpose,

chapters.

Each

scope

importance

described,

and

chapter

contains an introduction in which the

of

the

specific

areas

are

followed by a brief discussion of the parameters pertaining to

that area. The discussion of each parameter
importance,

the

collection.

The last section of each chapter

relevant

technical

area(s)

includes

a

section

on

its

of its application, and the techniques for data
contains

cited

and

other

references. This is followed by a discipline-specific table that

contains the listings of tasks, parameters, test methods, and standards or
references.

Because

of

the

magnitude

of information contained in the manual, it is

impossible in the limited space alloted here to give even
each of the technical areas considered in the Manual.
descriptions

are

presented

only

for
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geotechnical

a

summary

for

Therefore, detailed
engineering

and

grounriwater hydrology, two of the areas that are particularly important in
arid site characterization.
2

The

SITE CHARACTERIZATION WITH RESPECT TO GROUND WATER HYDROLOGY

subsurface

disposal

of LLNW requires a complete characterization of

the gound water hydrology of both the disposal site and its
Ground

surroundings.

water hydrology is commonly divided into two categories based upon

degree of

saturation

and

differing

hydraulic

properties.

These

two

categories are the vadose or unsaturated zone, which is between the ground
surface and the phreatic line (free water table), and the saturated
which

is that portion below the water table.

respect

to

the

characterization.
site

parameters
The

characterization

laboratory

and

field

Each zone is discussed with

associated

importance
procedure

zone,

with

its

hydrological

and the role of each parameter in the

are

considered.

The

techniques

for

acquisition of data to evaluate each parameter are

presented and references are given to supplement the preferred methods.
2.1

Vadose Zone

A three phase system of air, water and solid matrix exists in
zone.

Water

may

also

These

factors

vadose

occur in the solid, liquid, or vapor phase.

moisture content and fluid conductivity are both variable
zone.

the

result

in

the

in

the

The

vadose

occurrence of a more complex flow

regime than in the saturated zone.
The predominance of shallow burial depths for
has

made

vadose

zone

hydrological

investigation.

vadose

hydrology

zone

characterization
The

waste
an

parameters

at a proposed site are:

and specific retention, moisture

content,
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disposal

essential
necessary

facilities

part
for

of

the

evaluating

porosity, specific yield

moisture

potential,

moisture

characteristic

curves,

fluid

conductivity,

permeability,

capacity flux, velocity of fluid movement, thermal

infiltration

gradients,

and

vapor

transport.
Each

of

these

parameters

is discussed in detail in the Manual.

space limitations, the treatment of only
conductivity,

is

given

one

of

the

here as an illustration.

parameters,

are

taken directly from the manual.

fluid

The following sections

are enclosed in quotes to indicate that, except for the
they

Due to

heading

numbers,

Also, the references cited are

given at the end of this paper.
2.1.1 Fluid (Hydraulic) Conductivity transmit

"The

ability

of

a

material

to

a spcific fluid is a measureable property of the material called

fluid or hydraulic conductivity."
1

Importance

to

Investigation - "Fluid conductivity is one of the

most important parameters for characterizing ground

water

flow,

incorporating characteristics of fluid as well as solid material.
The variable water content of the vadose
factor controlling fluid conductivity.
the vadose zone increases to a

zone

is

an

important

The fluid conductivity in

constant

rate

as

the

material

approaches saturation."
2

Applications of Parameter essential

parameter

in

"In

addition

describing

ground

to

its

water

role
flow,

as

an

fluid

conductivity measurement is also necessary for engineering design
purposes and geotechnical evaluations."
3

Techniques for Collection - "Measurement techniques are necessary
for

both

saturated

and

unsaturated

determination in the vadose zone because of
in

soil

water

content.

Saturated

fluid

conductivity

seasonal

conditions

nay

variations
occur

in

portions of the vadose zone during certain periods of the year."
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"Three

methods

determining

have

the

been

in-place

conditions

in

Bureau

Reclamation,

of

measurement

found

the

to

fluid

vadose

conductivity

zone.

1978;

be the most adaptable for

The

under

auger hole method (U.S.

Boersma,

1965a)

horizontal

fluid

conductivity

saturated

soil.

(U.S.

Bureau

of

Reclamation,

preferred for determining fluid
that

are

less

The

The

bottom

where

conductivity

in

than 18 inches thick.

the

the

auger

hole

scale

out

at

modification

method called the single well drawdown test

version

for

only

test zone is. Difficulty arises with the

of

a

regular

pump

This test

test

some

period of time.

many situations where the

permeability

is

a

in which fluid

conductivity is calculated from measurements of volume
pumped

soil

The auger hole is

(U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1978) may be used.
small

piezometer

specific

preceeding tests in coarse sands and gravels, and a
of

average

1978; Boersma, 1965a) is

designed to accept a tight fitting casing which is open
the

the

for the portion of the saturated

zone that has been penetrated can be calculated.

layers

involves

of the rate of rise of the water level after pumping

an unlined hole drilled into the

method

saturated

of

water

Slug tests are useful in
of

the

material

being

tested is low (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1977)."
"Various

methods

have also been developed for field measurement

of fluid conductivity in unsaturated media.
test

The ring permeameter

(U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1978; Boersma, 1965b) is based

on the measurement of the rate of outflow from a supply tank to a
cased

flow

water table.
difference

area

at

the

Tensiometers
through

bottom of an auger hole but above the
are

used

to

measure

the

pressure

the cased flow area enabeling calculation of
704

the

vertical

equation.

component
The

of

shallow

fluid

well

pump-in

Reclamation, 1979; Boersma, 1965b)
conductivity

conductivity
test

measures

(U.S.

the

Darcy's
Bureau

lateral

of

fluid

for the entire zone of penetration as a function of

the drop in head in the supply reservoir.
in

from

this method.

No well casing is used

The method has been modified for application in

well-graded soils and is called the test-pit method (U.'~. Bureau
of

Reclamation,

1978).

Boersma

(1965b) described yet another

method which uses a double-tube set up to measure the
in

flow

within

difference

two concnetric rings in an auger hole.

less commonly used air entry method is discussed

by

An even

Bouwer

and

Jackson (19'i*) . "
"Laboratory

measurement

performed using
American

both

Society

of

saturated

constant

for

Testing

head

fluid

conductivity

apparatus

(Klute,

1965a;

and Materials, D 2434, 1974) and

falling head apparatus (Klute, 1965a; Richards, L.A., 1931).
U.S.
using

Bureau

is

The

of Reclamation (1978) discussed the implications of

disturbed

measurements.

and

undisturbed

Unsaturated

fluid

samples

for

laboratory

conductivity measurements are

performed in the laboratory with the aid

of

pressure

chambers,

pressure plates and pressure membranes which enable water content
to be varied and flow measurements to be made.

These methods are

described by Gardner (1956), Klute (1965b) and others."
2.2

Saturated Zone

Below

the

water

table

the

soil

exception of some trapped gases.
to

some

value

between

the

pores

are filled with fluid with the

The moisture content is therefore

total

and
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effective

porosity.

equal

The fluid

conductivity is constant for a specific matrix.
complicated

flow

regime

than

in

the

This results

vadose

zone

in

a

less

where hydrological

parameters generally vary with moisture content.
Aquifers are the source of most recoverable ground water resources and are
of

major

concern

with

respect to human health.

These aquifers are the

destination of contaminants migrating through the vadose
conditions

are

also

optimal

conductivity being achieved.
essential

in

characterizing

conductivity,

permeability,

transmissivity,

water

levels

for

gound

water

zone.

Saturated

flow with maximum fluid

The following parameters were identified
saturated

zone

hydrology. Porosity, fluid

anisotropy,
in

aquifers,

as

storage
hydraulic

coefficient,
gradients,

flow

velocity, flow direction, and ground water users' inventory.
As with the treatment of the vadose zone hydrology, each of the parameters
listed

is

discussed

in

detail

treatment

under

vadose

zone

discussed

here.

The

following

in the Manual.

parameters,
sections

fluid
are

For comparison with its
conductivity
taken

is

also

directly from the

Manual.
2.2.1 Fluid (Hydraulic) Conductivity -

"The

ability

of

a

material

to

transmit a specific fluid is a measureable property of the material called
fluid or hydraulic conductivity."
1

"Fluid conductivity is a primary characterization parameter being
equally important

in

the

vadose

and

saturated

zones.

Fluid

conductivity in the saturated zone is constant and therefore more
easily measured and utilized for characterization."
2

Applications

of

single

useful

most

hydrology.

A

Parameter - "Fluid conductivity is possibly the
parameter

for

evaluating

saturated

zone

number of other parameters can be derived from it
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including those describing flow and

storage

capability

of

the

aquifer."
3

Techniques
pumping1

for

is

collection

-

"Aquifer

testing

by

controlled

the most accurate, reliable and commonly used method

for determining the hydrological characteristics of the saturated
zone.

The

occurrence

of

a

variety

of aquifer conditions and

relationships including unconfined, confined, composite and leaky
aquifers

has

resulted in the development of a number of pumping

test methods and an even
analysis.

Two

head, utilize

greater

head

measurements

methods

in

the

monitoring

Water table recovery

data

wells

in

as

pumped

also be used to determine aquifer characteristics.

Determination of fluid conductivity by these methods as
some

for

Other methods require constant or instantaneous

recharge or discharge of wells.
can

of

pumping test methods, constant head and variable

control factors.

aquifers

number

well

as

of their other applications are discussed by Lohman (1979),

Stallman (1971), Ferris (1962) and others."
"The laboratory measurement of fluid conductivity
zone

samples

is

identical

to

those

...the section relating to... "vadose
Numerical

and

flow

net

for

saturated

procedures described in"
zone

fluid

conductivity.

analyses methods for determining fluid

conductivity and other aquifer

characteristics

are

covered

by

Lohman (1979), Ferris (1962) and others."
2.3

A

Summary

summary

for

fluid

conductivity as a site characterization parameter,

extracted from the Manual's tables of ground water
is presented here in Table 1.
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parameters,
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SITE CHARACTERIZATION
PARAMETERS

WITH

RESPECT

In the previous section an

example

characterization

to

relative

was

TO

given

groundwater

GEOTECHNICAL

of

hydrology

verbatum from the Manual for just one parameter,
In

this

section

an

one

ENGINEERING

aspect

of

site

with details taken

hydraulic

conductivity.

example is given of the overall program required to

characterize a site with respect to just one technical area,

geotechnical

engineering.

3.1

Scope

Among

the

factors

to

be

evaluated

in

the characterization of a LLNW

disposal site from the viewpoint of geotechnical engineering are:
It

The

stability

of

soil

masses

including

trench

slopes

and

embankment slopes.

3.2

2

The stability of structural foundations and retaining structures.

3

The performance of engineered fills.

4

The volume change characteristics of site soils.

5

Surface and ground water movement

Geotechnical Parameters

The evaluation of these factors requires the determination of a number

of

parameters either by field tests, laboratory tests or a combination of the
two.

The following

parameters

were

geotechnical
identified

characteristics
as

those

characterization of a LLNW disposal site:
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and

required

their
for

a

associated
preliminary

1

Shear strength characteristics:
a. Angle of internal friction
i. total
ii. effective
iii. undrained
b. Unit cohesion
i. total (undrained)
ii. affective
iii. unconfined

2

Consolidated characteristics
a. Maximum past effective stress
b. Compression index
c. Recompression index
d. Coefficient of primary consolidation
e. Coefficient of secondary consolidation

3

Collapse - swell characteristics
a. Soil suction/moisture content relationship
b. Volumetric strain under load
c. Collapse index
d. Swell potential or swell pressure

4

Behaviornal indices
a. Atterburg limits
b. Grain size distribution and particle characteristics
c. Hydrometer analysis
d. Activity index
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5

Moisture-density characteristics (compaction)
a. Compaction curve(s)
b. Maximum dry density and optimum moisture content
c. Insitu dry density

6

Volumetric-gravimetric characteristics insitu
a. Porosity/void ratio
b. Moisture content
c. Degree of saturation
d. Specific gravity of solids
e. Unit weight

7

Physicochemical characteristics
a. Minerology
b. pH
c. Cation exchange capacity
d. Salt concentration
e. Fabric

8

Hydrological characteristics
a. Hydraulic conductivity - saturated
b. Hydraulic conductivity - unsaturated
c. Pore water pressures
d. Hydraulic gradients (surface)
e. Erosion potential (surface)
f. Roughness coefficients (surface)

9
10

Liquefaction potential
Elastic properties
a. Elastic moduli
b. Poisson's ratio
c. Constitutive relationships
711

11

Physical characteristics of the site
a. Near surface soil profile
b. Topography
c. Depth to ground water table
d. Anomalies

such

as

sink holes, subsurface voids, impermeable

layers, etc.
e. Vegetation
For

each

of

the parameters identified, the Manual contains a listing of

the test methods and/or equipment currently available for its
as

well as standards, references, and/or names of equipment manufacturers

which may be consulted for details.
and

measurement

it

This listing is

actually

a

summary

follows approximately the same format as shown in Table 1 for the

ground water hydrology parameter, hydraulic conductivity.

No

example

is

given here due to space limitations.
4

A GENERAL PROCEDURE FOR SITE CHARACTERIZATION

It

is apparent from the previous two sections that the DOE/UA Manual

contains an enormous amount of information.
team

was

to

The next task facing

the

UA

determine where in the overall process of developing a LLNW

disposal site, the Manual could be used most efficiently.
question

the

UA

team

suggests

that

the

procedure

characterizing a site for LLNW disposal should consist

To resolve this

to be followed in
of

at

least

the

base

for

all

following steps:
1

Collection of existing data.

2

Evaluation of existing data.

3

Establishment

of

a

pre-characterization

data

disciplines from the existing information.
4

Development of a site-specific characterization plan.
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5

Implementation of a site-specific characterization plan.

6

Final evaluation of suitability of site for LLNW disposal.

7

Development

and

implementation

of

site-specific

monitoring

system.
It is felt that the Manual will be used as

guide

first

three

five.

Indeed, if all of the parameters identified in

specific

steps.

a

discipline

in

undertaking

Its main impact, however, will be in steps four and

are

evaluated,

it

is

felt

the

only

when

technical areas.
evaluation.

for

a

Step six can be

the site has been characterized with respect to all

Here again, the Manual forms the

Step

Manual

that the site will be

completely characterized with respect to that discipline.
completed

the

seven

basis

for

the

final

was included as an integral part of the general

procedure for site

characterization

importance

the lifetime of the disposal site, but also because of

during

the possibility of extending the use
characterization

phase

of

not

of

only

because

of

instrumentation

its

from

obvious

the

site

the project to the operating and post-closure

stages as well.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The development of a LLNW disposal site from inception to
its

subsequent

and

operational and closure stages present numerous problems,

both technical and nontechnical,
Manual

completion

of

a

multi-disciplinary

nature.

The

developed by researchers at the University of Arizona for the U.S.

Department of Energy provides managers, planners and

technical

staff

of

LLNW disposal agencies with a concise yet fairly comprehensive methodology
for characterizing proposed or exising sites for final evaluation of their
suitability

for LLNW disposal.

Because of its multi-disciplinary nature,
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and the r.anner in which it is formulated, the Manual is ideally suited for
site characterization studies.
The

group

at

possibility
contained

the

of
in

University

building
the Manual.

an

of Arizona is currently investigating the
expert

system

based

on

information

Since problems that involve determining one of

many possible solutions are ideal candidates for expert
system

the

systems,

such

a

for the characterization of a potential LLNW disposal site appears

to be feasible.
6
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Question

MR H J VAN DER WESTHUIZEN

You mentioned th2t a disposal site should be above the
100 year floodline.

Should flooding not be totally

excluded?

Answer

MR B P WRENCH

National Environmental Policy Act (1969) requires that
no waste facility may be located within the 100 year
floodplain.

Design of a LLNW facility must obviously

comply with this requirement but this is a minimum
requirement only and the designer may decide to locate
the

facility

in

an

area

satisfying

some

higher

standard (and would probably do so).

Question

DR H F R3HM

Your

computerised

wordprocessor,
software.

safety

or

does

it

analysis:
also

is

contain

this

a

modelling

If so, do these models for geotechnology,

hydrology, mechanical

engineering

parameters

relate

and

inter

etc. identify

them

for

key

optimization

purposes?

Answer

MR B P WRENCH

The University of Arizona research program seeks to
design

an

interface

characterization

system

manual.

to

allow

Commercially

expert system shells are being evaluated.

use

of

the

available
The systems

will not contain modelling software but seek "to aid
access

to

information

and

act

as

an

interactive

textbook that asks only these questions that need to
be

answered

and

can

material."
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walk

the

user

through

the

CONFERENCE ON THE TREATMENT AND CONTAINMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND ITS DISPOSAL IN ARID ENVIRONMENTS
Cape Town, South Africa

7-12 September 1986

Session - Media Session
COMHUNICATIONS: ROOTS OF THE PROBLEM
FHEDRIC C. OLDS
Energy Communications, 910 W. Wildwood Drive, Prospect
Heights, Illinois, 60070, United States
ABSTRACT
Waste management programs are having great difficulty in gaining public
and political acceptance in a number of countries. Communications have
played a major role in tills adverse development. The spectrum of communications consists of many types of information exchange. At one end of
the spectrum is the scientific peer-group discussion through which a consensus of technical truth is established. At the other end of the spectrum
lies the political type of communication, the goal of which is to win,
scientific truths notwithstanding.
Opponents of nuclear power have had much more success in their use of political types of communications than the proponents have had in their use of
scientific facts. The reasons for this difference in degrees of success
are set forth.
Political and social trends play an important role. For example, the trend
toward what is called "participatory democracy11 is advantageous for nuclear
power opponents because it puts the power of making final decisions on complex matters into the hands of masses of people who lack the knowledge by
which to arrive at intelligent decisions.
In the words of an influential U. S. legal authority, it is more important
for a decision to be reached by democratic methods (i.e., public arguments
followed by popular vote) than it is for the decision to be correct. The
implications of this trend are explored.
All these adverse factors, however weighty they are, should not have rendered the nuclear industry as helpless as it seems to be in its quest for public
and political acceptance. There are some £0 ways of reaching the public
and the politicians that do not depend on such mass media vehicles as TV
and newspapers. These $0 are under-utilized by the nuclear comninity.
Further, there are types of high-impact messages that the nuclear community
could use to get itself out of the defensive mode. Sadly enough, however,
it allows itself to be too preoccupied responding to accusations to mount
an effective public education campaign.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The key to the success that nuclear opponents have had in numerous countries in slowing or outright blocking further development of the nuclear
option is their adroit use of communications. There are three main poiuts
here:
1. Their strategists understand the principles of the conmunications
theory.
2. They understand how political, social, and economic systems work, and
3. They have learned how to apply the principles of the communications
theory to these systems in ways that have very high impact.
Their goal was to reach the minds of working majorities of the public, the
legislators, the regulators, and the media. They did this very successfully.
The utilities also wanted to reach these same sectors with their messages.
They had far less success, but not for lack of effort and expenditures. They
failed because:
h' They never really learned how the political, social, and economic systems
were changing.
5. Nor did they learn how communications worked within these systems as
they changed.
This set of five points, simple in appearance, nonetheless describes a communication problem that the utilities, including the nuclear community,
have yet to understand. Aa a consequence, they have yet to compete on an
even footing with their opponents.
NOTE: Although the illustrations in this paper come largely from the utility
field in the U.S., they demonstrate principles of communications that can be
used by any technical sector in any country where there is the wish to get
facts before the public.
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2 DIMENSIONS OF THE PROBLEM
Figure 1 is a simple diagram representing the spectrum of communications.
Scientific and Technical communications are widely separated from Political
and Social Action communications in this spectrum. The separation is both
structural and philosophical.
COMMUNICATIONS SPECTRUM

SCIENTIFIC
TECHNICAL

Business Commerce Education Leisure

Consensus of
Technical Truth

POLITICAL &
SOCIAL ACTION
Tactics & Debate
to Win

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the spectrum of audio-visual communications* depicting the wide separation between scientific/technical sectors
and the political/social activist sectors. The separation is both structural and philosophical.
The communications of the technical community are characterized by the goal
of achieving consensus of technical truth. Typically this is done through
peer group discussion and review.
At the other end of the spectrum, communications in the political and social
activist realm are quite different. Here we see political debate and tactics
used where the goal is to win. This is an enormously important distinction the goal of winning regardless of technical truth.
The scientific/technical realm, has used procedures and customs - rules of
the game, if you will - that were well understood and which were reflected
in its communication processes. Further, the findings of the scientific/
technical community generally used to be accepted. This is another important
historical point.
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For example, in the early 1960s, vitrification of high level waste and its
disposal in a bedded salt repository were demonstrated. It was accepted by
our social and political institutions that this could be done safely and
economically in future years when the quantities of waste became sufficient
to make it worthwhile to set up commercial waste management firms and facilities.
Within 15 years, the opponents of nuclear power had turned this situation
around. They created a predominant belief that disposing of HLW was a mystery, and that the nuclear community had forgotten all about it in the
fervor of establishing the generation side of the business. This was a
masterpiece of the political type of communication. There are other examples, equally dramatic.
How could this have happened? Essentially, there were three crucial trends
that were advantageous to the opponents of nuclear power, and which they
exploited very well. First of all, in the late 1960s and early 1970s,
politics invaded the scientific and technical realms. Secondly, the concept
of participatory democracy became accepted widely and was exercised powerfully by the nuclear opponents. Thirdly, trial by media became accepted.
In an interview some years ago, Harold Green, Professor of Law at George
Washington University, set forth the salient points of the first trend.
When politics invaded the scientific and technical realms, he said, scientists and engineers still expected the game to be played by the customary
rules of science and technology. This cannot be, however, he said. The
game will be played by the rules of politics because that is how the power
structure operates.
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Waste management provides a good example of how this works. For political
reasons in 1977, the then-President Carter decreed that there would be no
spent fuel reprocessing or commercial fast breeder reactors in the U.S., and
that nuclear power was the energy source of last resort.
Congress subsequently defined spent fuel as nuclear waste. Then it went
through a tortured process of formulating a politically dominated program
for intermediate storage of spent fuel and for site selection and development of the first permanent repository.
Congress set a timetable of 20 years or more for the first site. This is
twice as long as it took the U.S. to get a man on the moon. Opponents have used the length of the program

as a powerful argument for convincing large

segments of the public, local politicians, educators, and media that waste
management was a terribly difficult undertaking that the nuclear power people
had sidestepped, and that it also must be perilous.
It has been extremely difficult for the technical people to accommodate this
change. The concepts and practices involved are inimical to their training
and disciplines, and to the processes they use.
Further, most are uncomfortable participating in debates and discussions under
the political-type ground rules. Those who do seldom make good showings.
The cards are too well-stacked against then. They find thewselves trying to
rebut sensational accusations with long, complex explanations that few
listeners comprehend or have the patience to sit through.
As for the second trend, much has been written about the shift in the U.S.
concept of government from representative democracy toward participatory
democracy. The ostensible goal of participatory democracy was to weaken the
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power of the legislators and of the political parties, thus giving the masses
more control over their political> social, and environmental interests.
In effect, participatory democracy in the U.S. did not achieve these idealistic goals. To begin with, it put the power of making vital decisions into
the hands of the masses who had too little knowledge to make intelligent
decisions, especially on complex technical matters. There were no provisions
to disseminate adequate, unbiased information. However, as Professor Green
described the development, it was considered more important that a decision
be reached by democratic means than that the decision be correct. Few in
the scientific/technical community recognized arid understood this.
Further, participatory democracy put power to control events into the hands
of those who were most adroit in exploiting the communication channels that
reached and swayed the masses of people and their politicians*
As a corollary to this, we have seen resurrection on the grand scale of one
of the most powerful progaganda concepts of all time. The principle was expressed in simple terms by Josef Qoebbels: "The truth is that which most
people believe. People believe that which they hear most often."
In practice, the scientific/technical people tend to publish what they have
discovered, or developed, or demonstrated. Then they go on to the next project. In contrast, the anti-nuclear people selected an assortment of key
aspects of nuclear power that they believed they could make vulnerable.
Then they proceeded to hammer away at them in a variety of imaginative ways.
Ultimately, each became an Achilles heel for the industry because of the
weight of persuasive repetition.
Thirdly, we now are seeing trial by the media replace the traditional deliberative processes carried out by official bodies using technically competent
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advice.
These three trends have been the chief means by which new sets of political
and social "truths" have been established. Waste management again provides
an example. Nuclear waste management programs are underway in several
countries, and, indeed, the technology has been demonstrated in the U.S.;
currently, it is being used successfully in the military sector. In contrast to these facts, however, the opposition has been able to establish the
political/social belief that safe, economic waste management is an almost
impossible undertaking. They did it by skillful use of communication principles.
3

THE UTILITY INDUSTRY'S INEPT COMMUNICATIONS EFFORTS

In their attempts to communicate with the American public, the utilities and
their associates did an inexplicable thing. They very seldom made use of
the fundamental principles embodied in the theory of communications.
This shortcoming had a number of adverse consequences:
1. Many of the utility/nuclear industry messages were ineffective, and many
were even counterproductive.
2. Generally, the messages were of a defensive nature, issued in response
to an attack already mounted by the opposition, and which already had
made headlines. There was little or no anticipation, and little or no
effective strategy for presenting the utilities1 story.
3. Only a few in the industry studied and comprehended the philosophies,
goals, and strategies of the opposition. As a result, much of the utility communication effort was poorly aimed and went for naught.
k» The utilities by and large assumed that the main comminication channels
to the public mind were the mass media* Consequently, some 5>0 other
perfectly good channels remain under-utilized.
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$. There always is the question of whether a message has high impact.
This is a matter of opinion and judgment. A few messages that, in the
opinion of this writer, could have high impact are presented. Possible
strategies for using them are discussed briefly.
6. A cardinal rule of constructing public information messages is to look
at the messages as though through the mind of the audience for which they
are intended. Again in the opinion of this writer, the utilities often
failed to do this well.
3.1 BRIEF CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
First, a brief chronology of the utility scene in the U.S. Through 1973,
the utilities had enjoyed a steady compound 1% increase in electricity demand
for 20 years. New plant orders were placed accordingly, a majority being
for nuclear units. Construction time ran from h years for fossil units to
6-7 years for nuclear units. Costs per kilowatthour had dropped steadily.
Starting in 197U» the growth in electric demand became very erratic, with
wide swings up and down from year to year. This made it impossible for utilities to plan accurately for new capacity as they had done in the past.
To compound the planning problem, a combination of actions by intervenors,
regulators; and legislators drove construction times up to some 10 years
for fossil units and Ik or so for nuclear units.
In response to slowing growth in demand, utilities cancelled some 200 units
by the early 1980s. However, they still wound up with more than normal reserve capacity because growth rates finally settled out at only 2-3^/year.
Unit costs escalated by a factor of 10 due to high interest rates, regulations,
and the added construction times. Cost per kWh began to increase, reversing
a long trend.
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Meanwhile, from the late 1960s on, anti-nuclear-power forces had been
coalescing nationally and internationally, and had been making steady
progress in undermining the public's confidence in the utilities. They
had steady success in heightening public fears about nuclear power.
During these years, the utility industry as a whole never comprehended what
was transpiring, nor would it listen to those who tried to point out what
was developing.
In 1976, an anti-nuclear-power President was elected in the U.S. His personal staff, cabinet, and administrative offices were people with antinuclear personnel, who often took anti-utility, anti-growth stances as ifell.
In April, 1977> the White House issued a national energy policy that banned
spent fuel reprocessing and commercial breeders, and decreed that nuclear
power was the energy source of last resort.
May* 1977 saw the first international conference of major anti-nuclear groups.
This was the Salzburg Conference for a Non-Nuclear Future. Strategies and
tactics for stopping nuclear power were polished. Again, the utility industry paid scant attention.
Here are a few of the foundation stones set down at this meeting. W. Patterson, speaking for the UK branch of the Friends of the Earth, Made the point
that the public seldom will reject a technology or an activity simply because
it is characterized by risks. However, he said these will be rejected if
they become too expensive.
The conference therefore adopted the goal of making nuclear power prohibitively expansive, and set forth ways of doing this. In the U.S., they were
resoundingly successful. It was a communications gambit that the utilities
neither recognized nor understood.
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In a brilliant analysis, altftough presented in a very disorderly paper, C.
Benard of the University of Vienna set forth the principles of power embodied in civil disobedience when practiced against nuclear power projects.
Hare again, the strategy and tactics were very successful, ride the Seabrook,
Shoreham, and Diablo Canyon plants, for example.
A paper by J. Camilleri, La Trobe University of Melbourne, Australia, set
forth the basic philosophy for anti-nuclear activities in the industrialized
countries. The goals he outlined were:
(1) Decentralization of energy sources. Coal-fired plants cannot
be attacked at this (1977) time he said because they are too wellaccepted. Nuclear plants, however, are more recent, are fewer, and
can be made vulnerable, e.g., association with the atomic bomb, health
effects of radiation, and so on.
(2) De-industrialization of the industrialized countries and their transition to a more labor-intensive type of society. This, he said, would
do much to relieve unemployment.
(3) Acceptance of the principle that these goals can be achieved only
through radical social change.
By the time of the accident at Three Mile Island in 1979, mass media were
swinging over to the side of the intervenors in accusing utilities of overbuilding because of their inability to plan, and/or their greed for more
money generated by higher rates as the new plants came on line.
The TMI accident provided another communications weapon against the utilities - the claim that they were unable to run their plants safely. The utilities mounted an effort to get their side of the story to the public, but
it was futile; the mass media were uninterested. Attacks on utilities
intensified, and even drove several to the brink of bankruptcy.
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In the early 1930s, some 150 organizations associated with the generation and
use of electricity established the U.S. Committee for Energy Awareness, whose
goal was to provide the public with rational and balanced information about
America's energy: past, present, and future. Original funding requirements
were estimated at some $25 million.
3.2

COMMUNICATIONS ILLUSTRATED

This section begins with an illustrated critique of some of the materials
that the utility industry used in major communication campaigns. The section
concludes with examples of communications the utilities could use to good
advantage, and identifies channels through which they can be conveyed.
Figure 2. The utility industry wants to
appear wise, decisive, and in control of

B^EPENDENCE

its destiny. The industry-supported U.S.
Committee for Energy Awareness used this
illustration in its image-building campaign. The industry is represented by a
flimsy figure adrift at the mercy of the
winds, precariously supported by two
hot air balloons.

Figure 3 . Again from the USCEA's
campaign. Again, the portrayal is|

How coal and nuclear energy arc freeing
America from foreign dependence

iLECTRICITY FROM THE ATOM
Are we moving in the right direction?

of an industry adrift, apparently
not knowing which side i s up, and
asking where i t i s going.
The connotation of these ads i s
anything but wisdom, strength,
and managerial expertise.
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Figure h> Cover illustration on a
booklet issued by Boeing. The au
thor was trying to make the point
that both reactors and weapons
systems embody high degrees of
quality assurance.
Instead, he reinforced the link
between reactors and bombs that
the intervenors want to keep in
the public's mind.
Figure 5. Incredibly,
this came from the P-ft
campaign of a major
utility. Intervenors
could not have written
a more damaging headline.
The message itself, demolishing the false
stories about T W , is
good, but the headline
carries most of the
impact of the ad. Unfortunately, it suggests that a nuclear
plant can explode, exactly as the intervenors claim.

NUCLEAR POWER SYSTEMS AND
NUCLEAR WEAPON SYSTEMS
HAVE MUCH IN COMMON

EXPLODING THREE MILE ISLAND.
Think tack. It hasn't been that Inns ago.
Pennsylvania looked like it might be blown off the
map any minute, turned into a radioactive no-man's-laud
forever. "Permanently uninhabitable" was tile way llicy
said it in tlie movie. The China Syndrome.
That's the trouble.'A lot of people said a lot of
tilings. And a lot of it just wasn't true. Not even close.
Take the hydrogen bubble that made
all the headlines. Rubble, nothing. The
implication was time bomb, ticking
away. And that woukTve frightened
anybody who didn't hare a degree
in chemistry.
The fact is, that bubble
couldn't explode. Not by any
st: ctcli of the imagination.
Tounderstandwhy.you
liave to understand tow the
hydrogen got there in the
first place. And that takes
some understanding of how
i lie reactor at Three Mile
{
Island was designed to work. *
It'sthepressurized-water
lypc, mcaningthefuelcorewas 1
cooled bykeepinjit submerged in
nater.HiO.Hydrogcnandoxygcn. S
Heated by the core to more than 550
degrees, well beyond the boiling point
What kept it from boiling was pressure,
approximately 2,000 pounds worth. But on March 28th,
last year, a relief valve on the pressurizer stuck open,
the pressure dropped, and the water—the H2O—inside
the reactor boiled into steam.
When that happened, the zirconium-alloy lubes
housing the fuel underwent a chemical reaction. A kind
of accelerated rusting that combined the zirconium
from the tubes with oxygen from (lie water to form
zirconium oxide.
That's important, because with all tltc oxygen used
tip by the chemical reaction, the only part of Hie water
left was hydrogen. The bubble. And what nobody
bothered to tell you at the time was that witliout oxygen,
hydrogen can't explode.
On May 1st, more than a month later, Hie Nuclear
Regulatory Commission admitted the scare was all <i
mistake. Roger Mattson, Director of its Systems Safety
Division, told a congressional committee there "never
was any danger of a hydrogen explosion in that bubble."
That never nude headlines.
And more than likely, neither will the fact that even
if there had been a meltdown, it wouldn't have spelled
disaster for Pennsylvania. It couldn't have.
First of all, the fuel core in the reactor vessel was
surrounded bya containment building. Not just any
building, an immense fortress with an enormously thick
j«ricilrfliia on

floor. Eleven feet of solid concrete ivinfnnvilvitli'.:.Second, for a molten mass to eat through 11. {'.:.•:
concrete-and-steel floor couldn't be covered with u.>:.:
But water is what's used to cool Hie am 1 . Amiwl.n: r-»
relief valve on the pressurizer stuck open, sending
severalhundredtliousandfialtonsslioolinjjout.tiie].: :
gravity gave it only one place to yu.
Down to the floor, right under the
reactor vessel. Right in the patha mriii:.
mass would take.
That's the fallacy of the
meltdown theory. In spite 01 the
overwhelming odds againstit. if
all systems failed, if the entire
core melted, if it got through
the foot-thick steel reader
vessel in one piece and
dropped to the door bekv.v.
it would've been stopped
right there. Cooled by a:i
ocean of water inside the
containment building,
not 20 feet from when- '.he
meltdown started.
As for any sudden burst.'[
steam pressure that might be
released when the molten mas?
liits the water, it wouldn't be ncai I .•
powerful enough to rupture the walls <•.;
the building. Walls capable of withstanding
almost twice as much force.
Iri other words, there was no way for significant
radioactivity to reach the atmosphere outside.
The point of it all is that Three Mile Island and
nuclear power itself deserve a fairer shake. A second
look minus the hysteria, the hyperbole, the half-truths,
and the untruths. They deserve a close, careful
reading of tlic facts.
True, we've experienced tlic worst accident i:1. •.;.,•
22 years America lias been using nuclear energy to
produce electricity. But it wasn't tlie apocalypse. Koo:.:
died. And except for tlic stress of being soared stiff,
no one was inured. Despite the equipment failures sal
failures in judgment,dcspitecverythingthat went wii<:.'
the safety systems worked.
What really exploded were myths.

Canmonwealth Edison

in iiurconiniiinilv.|>.iid forty flic company .iridni.I i
CKICHOO TOtUKI. tbrch I t . UK
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Figure 6. Repeatedly, members
of the utility community have
written in papers and said in
interviews that the nuclear in
dustry has to bear the cross
of being born in the bomb. Every time this was said, it reinforced the concept in the
public mind. It was amazing
that utilities kept repeating
one of the best arguments of
the intervenors.

Figure 7. The Walt Disney
studios created a 30-minute
film on nuclear power in
1981. It was a very negative production. The nuclear community succeeded
in getting Disney to soften
the tone and correct some
distortions.
The film's tone still was
negative, but some in the

The power of atomic energy is compared to the mythological genie
in "The Atom: A Closer Look."

nuclear community helped
Disney promote and sell it, even though its ma.ior connotations were bad.
The film features a genie as the atom, as shown in this American Nuclear Society ad for the film. The genie is a fearsome creature, and, without too
much imagination, embodied in the plum of an atomic boob blast.
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3.2.1

SUGGESTIONS FOR NUCLEAR POWER PUBLIC IMAGE PROGRAM

The nuclear power industry (utilities included) and its opponents in effect
are in a debate, the goal of which is to win public support. By and large,
the industry has allowed its opponents to set forth both the issues to be
debated and the language in which the issues are couched.
This has given all the strategic advantages of debate to the opponents. It
has forced the industry to argue endlessly over issues which the opponents
have made their strongest, and which always are couched in pejorative terms.
Four issues will be used to illustrate approaches and tactics the industry
could use to counter the advantages presently enjoyed by the opposition.
These are:
(1) safety of reactors and of the public from radiation, (2) overbuilding of
generating capacity by the utilities, (3) rapidly escalating costs of power
plants and appUcations by utilities for many large rate increases to cover
the costs, and (U) low capacity of U.S. power plants.
The arguments over reactor safety and exposure of the public to radioactive
discharges have gone on for years, and have been outrageously repetitive. The
industry ultimately deals well with all of the questions and accusations, but
the sheer length of time devoted to the matter escalates the matter's importance in the public mind and creates suspicion that the industry is hiding
something, it is vital to get the public's mind onto other topics.
Figures 8 and 9 say that Americans are

LIFE SPAN

living much longer than they used to. This
is a subtle way o£ pointing out that radiation from nuclear power plants is not
killing us off. Further, this is an upbeat
message.

MAN

1920 — - 53

55

1978 — - 70

78

( AT BIRTH )

75

79

(

Figure 8
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This information can be augmented by
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comparing life expectancy in energyintensive countries with that in

I960

900,000

1980

2,000,000

energy-poor countries. UN statistics
for the world show that high QNP,
high energy consumption, including
electricity, and long life tend to go
Figure 9

together. Life expectancy in the

AMER

COUNCIL OF LIFE INS

energy-poor countries tends to be some 30 years less than that in the energyrich countries.
The majority of people in the world are energy-poor, and there is no way to
improve their lot with just fossil fuels and hydroelectric power. Ergo,
nuclear power is vital. There are many ways for utilities to make these points.
Figure 10 illustrates a paradox that the nuclear conminity never got around
to exploiting. A survey in 1960 found that the majority of people want an
appreciable growth in the econony, better job opportunities, and a higher
standard of living. The Majority sees technology and major corporations furthering these goals. The majority sees higher taxes, government spending,,
and regulations working in opposition to its desires.
Figure 10. T H O of the questions asked in a 1980 nationwide survey.
A. How much do you want the economy to grow in the next five years?
(1) A fair amount to a great deal

83% of those answering

(2) Not too much

11*

"

2%

-

(3) Not at all

(continued next page)
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Figure 10, continued
B. Does each of the following help or hinder economic growth?
PERCENT OF ANSWERS
HELP

HINDER

NO OPINION

Technology

63

13

2U

Major Corporations

U3

33

2U

Taxes Paid by Business

27

hi

32

Taxes Paid by People

2k

51

25

Government Spending

20

62

18

Government Regulation

lU

51

35

At the same time, the nuclear industry sees the public strongly supporting
no-growth laws and policies, and re-electing legislators who promote such
laws and policies. It sees the public pinning its growth hopes on energy technologies that are impractical in the large scale, prohibitively expensive,
and more hazardous than nuclear power.
There is powerful P-R leverage in such statistics, but the industry did not
use it to any great extent. Numerous quality-of-life statistics such as these
are available for use in reminding the public that there is more to quality
of life degradation than that from minuscule amounts of radiation from
nuclear power plants.
The second issue is that of matching generating capacity with demand, i.e.,
have the utilities overbuilt capacity as their opponents claim?
This is a very broad consideration, with national and international facets
of which the general public has no cncoption. Spans of time are involved,
not just instant snapshots, and the public never is informed of this either.
The utilities' opponents have succeeded in keeping the issue of supposed excess capacity narrowed to the instant consideration of whether at this immediate time there i« more capacity than needed to meet the demand today, and,
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say, for the balance of the year. As long as the opponents can keep the issue
narrowed this way, they win the debate. On the other hand, they lose it if
the complete issue is on the table.
Figure 11 shows how the capaci-

Average increase for
8 years was 5.4%

ty issue can be broadened to
bring in many facets other than
just the instantaneous match be-

% increase in 6
peak electric
demand

4

tween capacity and today's load.
2
70

U.S. nuclear units are used for

72

74 76 78

80

\82

Year

this example.
The top plot shows the trend in
150

peak demand on U.S. utilities

130

from 1970 through 1981. It was
against this pattern of demand

t Cumulative orders—
.1970 thru 1982 _
153 units

110
Cumulative 90
number of
reactor units 70

swings that utilities has to

Nat remaining of the 153 units due.
to cancellations _
57 Units

plan and order new units.
Through 1973, demand had grown

70 72 74 76 78 80 82 Year

by a little over 7% per year for
20 years. Demand growth plunged in 197U-75 in response to the events of those
years. Then it see-sawed on out past 1982. Such swings never occurred before.
Note that by this time, utilities were planning capacity additions with units
whose lead times were stretching out beyond eight years, and whose costs were
starting to skyrocket.
Unfortunately, the utilities never reminded the public that it, the public,
set the demand patterns against which it was so difficult to plan, and that
cost and schedule escalations were largely the doings of regulators—who were
the public's servants—and of the intervenors who claim to be the public's
representatives. Nor was the public reminded that utilities are obligated
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to meet demand no matter how wildly the people make it swing.
By failing to communicate effectively, the utilities rendered themselves defenseless , and have been giva i the full blame for everything.
For three years, 1975 through 1977, demand growth climbed back to its historical rate of 1%. There was absolutely no consensus of where it might go from
there. Despite this climb and its future uncertainty, utilities correctly assessed the trend and began cancelling units on order at a high rate. This is
shown on the bottom plot of Figure 11. Over kO units were cancelled by 1977.
This was a good showing, but utilities never managed to get credit for it.
Figures 12, 13, and lU illustrate an
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The suggestion here is for the utility people to take steps to thwart the opposition strategy of:
(a) controlling the selection of public issues to be argued,
(b) selecting only those facets of an issue which are to their advantage,
(c) presenting evidence as though they were the sole arbiters.
As pointed out, the intervenors have succeeded in removing the element of time
from the question of demand vs. capacity, and have frozen out such global considerations as ultimate supplies of fossil fuels and our obligation to conserve them for future generations, and of the quality of life in the have-not
nations, and numerous other interlocking factors.
The element of time is particularly important in energy matters, yet the public in the highly industrialized U.S. scarcely perceives this. That the public
steadily uses more and more of its energy as electricity is not widely known,
nor is the fact that even our present low growth rate in demand will require
over 100 GW of nevr capacity sooner than a plant ordered today can be in
service.
In short, the industry needs to flesh out the issues for the public, showing
all possible dimensions. At the srjne time, it needs to challenge the interven735

ors for their miserable inability to see the issuesi in their full scopes.
The industry should assign its highest p-R emphasis to the need for nuclear
power. All power sources are hazardous> and all are expensive. The one most
needed, however, is nuclear power in all of the more advanced nations.
Figure 15 suggests one perspec _
tive. Periodically since 1973, the
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'The United;'
o Ilirt-iil (i

L

By Elmo Zumwalt and Worth.Bagley ^
THE WHITE HOUSE faints It is •gsfa considering
•aUllary action against Iran. Should last weeks
Jconomlc sswilons Dot gain A11W support. ««* ?**•
uned measures aw tba logic*! oext steps.
. Bat the hostage crisis now Is In its stall month uA
* mllilary-polillcal situation is changing. Tbs adtiisliation, U seriota, will be analyzing tbe rlsta to the
•easingly complex clrcumsUDces around the Persian
TlDEn INCIDEIVTS vtOt Inq. «ot f»r from Uio
n oil fidds. flared up last week. Ground forccso
Mnlrld «ro en Ow alert along Iran's soutiwest
* .'.Iraq's army and air forco arc tuoncand wdl-
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unsafe.

U.S. vows to use force
to protect Persian Gulf

Be warned, U.S. safety regulations

the Persian Gulf." More than 20
WASHINGTON — ,TIM 6UI* D*- percent of the world's oil trade passpartment warned luetdiy that the es through the Strait of Hormutat
United SUta would uce mlllUry the mouth of (ha Persfan Gulf.
force it neccuaiy to counter an
TIMT THREAT er«mpt«d Ifea
lnnlan threil to shut down til oil
thipmenu throufb Urn Pcnlui Gulf. SUte Department to issue Its warning, restating "the United Slates'
The U.S. Ntvy't newect aircraft commitment, first expressed at the
carrier, the nuelear-powored Cur) outbreak of hosllJiilca, to freedom of
Vlnson. with nearly loo •Ircrafl navigation In tha gulf, a matter
aboard, la In U» Indian Ocean alons which LJ of vital Importance to the
with a cniiser, • dectroyer and aev- tnUrt international community."
erat frigates, a tpoketnun tor O»
DcfenM Dcpartmwt aald.
Asked in a news briefing if this
meant thai the Reagan administraThe Stale Department warnlnc U * tion had reaffirmed the Carter Docrecponu to a. Kquanca of recem trine, I lit State Department
development! In the war between spokesman, John Hughes; laid,
Iron and Iraq. Thii eitchinfe tp- "Yes." He added that the- United
\Miun to have begun with a throat by Slates had * "strong commitment"
iruq to attack Iranian oil fields and to mslnUin a free Dow of shipping In
•nstaiUtlona, accordfnf to a broad- the Persian Gulf.
cast from Tehran Tuetday.
In 18SO, after the Soviet Invasion of
The broadcast then said: "Iran
could move In a way u lo b»r even
one single ship from entry or exit In

tend to permeate regulations of
other nations, and presently it is
spending untold billions pursuing
further reductions in risks al-

tanct" and noted that "ft contain*
more than two-third* of the world'*
exportable oil." He then propounded
what became known aa the Carter
Doctrine;
"Let our poiilion be absolutely
clear: an attempt by any outside
force to gain control of the Penian
Gulf region will be regarded u an
auault on the vital infercjU of the
United SUtea of America and such

ready so minuscule as to be
immeasurable; some have said up to $2 billion per theoretical life saved.
The third issue, escalating costs of power plants and electricity, is a good
one for P-R items that utilities can
use.
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Figure 16 compares power plant
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ity plans and programs. Building one nuclear unit spans the terms of thre9
presidents and the elections of seven Congresses.
In the U.S., it is important to understand that neither the U.S. nor any of its
states has a permanent energy policy; each administration issues its own policies and goals. There is no requirement or sense of obligation to keep the
policy constant for the duration of even one administration. Energy matters
now are dominated by political considerations, regardless of national good.
President Nixon made the commercial breeder reactor the nation's highest energy priority. President Carter abolished the commercial breeder and made nuclear power the energy source of last resort. President Reagan made nuclear
power a high priority again, but Congress gutted the R&iD funds, and regulators made commercial nuclear power economically and socially impractical.
The American public has no realization of all this, nor that

such policy

inconsistencies make it impossible to manage a raulti-billion dollar power
plant project that spans a decade or more, nor of the economic penalty each
person is paying for such folly.
Figure 17, 16, and 19 address

Growth in rtgulttory tgenciet

the growth and impacts of regu-

A historic*! ptrsptctn/* to »g*ncy growth

lations. This is a useful issue
since American people inherently dislike regulations, even
Pr« I9OO-~I9IO- 1920- 1930- I94O- 1950- I960- 19701900 1909 1919 1929 1939 1949 1959 1969 1979
turn: Cirnr IKtt»Study tlAimrlcm BuHimt

though they have little concept
of how pervasive they are, or of

their high oosts. Figure 17, above, shows regulatory agency growth since 1900.
In the 1970-79 decade, more agencies were established than during the previous
UO years. Each year, all new regulations are published in the Federal Register.
The number of pages in the register grew by over 13%/JT during the 1970s, and
totalled 77>1«97 pages in 1979* This came to 38 pages of new regulations every
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working hour, covering three new regulations every working hour.
It would be useful for the utility industry to keep asking the people how they
can expect to manage their lives if their public servants are saddling society with such a torrent of restrictions.
Figure 18 shows the growth of regulatory requirements in just the nuclear
sector. For the three years prior
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There is hardly any way to manage a
large project under such an outpouring of changes. The costs of constant backfitting of both engineering and hardware in the field were astronomical. For
lack of effective public information, the utilities are blamed for all economic woes associated with power plants and their electricity co&ts.
Figure 19 is the way one utility sought to
dramatize the costs of regulation. California
utilities hoping to build Sundesert nuclear
plant supplied these documents to the State
in compliance with requirements for permission to apply for a construction permit. This
stack of documents represents some $100 million. The state asked for additional studies
that would have cost twice as much, and the
utilities scrubbed the project* Utility customers pay for this sort of thing in their
bills, and the fact should be hammered home
ceaselessly.
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There are imaginative WESTS of directing public attention away from power
plants and toward the public penalties of excessive regulation and intervention. For example, the Alaska pipeline was designed to get 2 million Bbl/day
of Alaskan oil down to the lower U8 states. The construction was delayed
five years by "environmemtal11 intervention and the regulations.
Absent the line, that oil had to be imported at an average cost of about
$700,000 per hour for the five years of delay. This single project alone
thus inflated the cost of living of a family of four by $l50/yr at a time
when polls showed that the average family was willing to spend less than
than $50/yr on all environmental matters. The energy sector never exploited
this issue.
Post-Till regulations make an even better argument, but the utility industry
hesitates to use the numbers. Some fear retaliation by the NRC.
As for the Chernobyl accident, it is long past tins for the utility industry
to stop saying that it nay learn something from the accident and concentrate
on educating the public about the vast difference between Tree World nuclear
plants and the Soviet R 9 K s . By saying it night learn something, the industry
suggests to the public that our reactors and theirs are similar enough for
the same sort of explosion to occur.
It is long past tine for the utility industry to be sure that the public
understands that people like Aaory Lovins are not being honest when they
say that the Chernobyl reactor had a containment similar to those on U.S.
reactors, and stronger than some.
Issue No. U is that of capacity factors of U.S. power plants being lower
than those of foreign power plants. This comparison is aimed at all power
plants, but with special emphasis on nuclear plants, in general, the regulatory excesses discussed along with Figures 17, 18, and 19 have hurt the
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capacity factors of U.S. reactors as much as they have hurt their costs. The
public has never been informed properly of how much operating time has been
lost because of backfits which the NHC has ordered, and often in the complete
absence of any co3t/benefit studies. Here again, however, utilities tend to
fear retaliation from the NRC if they take the CommisBion to task. On the
other hand, they really have no choice but to speak out, and there are ways
of buffering themselves against any hostile moves by the NRC in response.
Figure 20 shows that the ca-

AVERAGE YEARLY NUCLEAR
CAPACITY FACTOR

pacity factors of U.S. reactors had been increasing
steadily until 1979, in spite
of intervention and regulatory
excesses. There are volumes of
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statistics which can be tapped
to show how well the utilities
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have done despite adverse factors not Tinder their control.
As for fossil plant capacity factors, U.S. utilities have not jwt acquainted
the public with the way base load nuclear units cause lower fossil plant capacity factors. Some utility P-R people do not try to do this because they feel
the matter is too complicated for the general public to understand.
This may be so, but it ignores the communication principle that a message need
not be understood to be valuable. The message only needs to be recognizable as
a pro-utility explanation. Actually, the public does not understand the aiitiutility messages and news items, but they are recognizable for what they are,
and they convey fear or adverse economic news, and they are plentiful.
In contrast, many people seldom if ever see a communication that is recognizably pro-utility. Hence, they tend to assume that the weight of evidence
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must be on the anti-utility side.
Technical people strive for full understanding of a matter under discussion,
and for full understanding by their associates. They tend to direct their
communications and messages to those people who are likely to understand them.
Anti-utility people, on the other hand, rely heavily on appearance and suggestion, and they distribute their messages to as many people as possible regardless of what they may actually understand. In this way, the messages
reach multitudes who, at the least, are likely to sense the anti-utility or
anti-nuclear flavor.
h

COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

The objective of the utility industry should be to reach as many people as
possible with messages they will recognize as being favorable to utilities and
nuclear power. In the absence of balanced mass media coverage, other available
channels have to be cultivated and used.
Step 1 might be to break the public up into demographic groups, and identify
channels to each. There are multitudes of groups and organizations that can
be reached. Step 2 would be to compose appropriate messages for the various
groups. Some messages, such as those about regulations, can be used universally.
Others may be more specifically addressed.
Step 3 would be to decide how the messages will be carried. Some can be on
leaflets to hand out, mail, or distribute at conferences and exhibits. Some
will go in house organs. Step U would be to expand house organ mailing lists
to include the top officers) and P-R people of the selected groups and organizations. Step 5 would be to divide the campaign and the groups among
the utility industry participants.
Among groups and organizations to be reached are: men's and women's service
clubs; college fraternities and sorortiesj banka; investment firms; insurance
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companies; churches and religious organizations; fire departments and forest
ranger stations; unions legislators; senior citizen groups; fanners and
rural organizations; trade associations; publications; libraries; and many
others. There are directories that list thousands of organizations.
Most of these groups have news letters, and most are hungry for interesting
features and fillers. Small rural newspapers often carry a good deal of
contributed material. There are directories that list thousands of publications.
Consider setting up a speakers bureau with personable people who can speak
well. Provide carefully constructed talks aimed at monthly and annual meetings
of the groups listed above. Make positively sure the groups know the speakers
are available.
The foregoing suggestions by no means exhaust the possibilities. With imagination and ingenuity, the utility industry can devise all the high impact
messages it wants, and find all the channels it needs to get them widely
distributed.
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CONFERENCE ON THE TREATMENT AND CONTAINMENT OP
RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND ITS DISPOSAL IN ARID ENVIRONMENTS
Cape Town, South Africa

7-12 September 1986

Session 3
DRY STORAGE OF SPENT FUEL: CURRENT PRACTICE, EXPERIENCE AND DEVELOPMENT
TRENDS
C J OSPINA-ESPERON
Swiss Federal Institute for Reactor Research, CH-5303, WUrenlingern,
Switzerland
ABSTRACT
The storage of spent fuel Is a very Important independent step of the
nuclear fuel cycle, which has to be considered in the plans and policies
of a nuclear power station and the electricity utilities, and must cope
with the interim storage, handling and transportation of it before a
final decision is taken. Therefore spent fuel Is not a matter of waste
management alone, but spent fuel management links the fuel cycle with the
waste management together.
Under these circumstances, and given limitations in actual water pool
storage at : factors, there is the necessity for alternative interim
storage systems which allow for long-term passive operation, inherent
safe
transport
readybillty,
easy
decommissioning
and
flexible
implementation.
Appropriate dry storage systems comply with the
mentioned technical necessities.
Dry storage systems have been rapidly developed as a complement to wet
storage in pools, therefore opening various options while bringing back
to nuclear power reactor operators the flexibility and time independence
required in order to take decisions appropriately.
Dry storage
development is been pursued with more than six different technologies
ranging from stationary systems (eg. vaults), modular fixed systems (eg.
silos and concrete canister), up to modular transportable systems (eg.
transport and storage casks).
More than 30 different projects have been committed worldwide to date,
ranging from small demonstration units up to a number of national large
commercial projects, and including seven different types of nuclear fuel
and operational experience ranging from 8 to 25 years. The formulation
of dry storage technology Is well established, permitting clear
specifications on heat transfer, shielding, safety, waste management and
operational criteria. The licensing framework has been established and
verified through very sophisticated quality assurance procedures. The
economics of various dry storage systems have been also refined and
proven, and therefore optimum systems can be used.
The operational experience accumulated to date confirms the formulated
design targets of various dry storage systems. This experience allows
the development and demonstration of similar dry storage systems for
high-level waste, which facilitates greatly nuclear waste management
under optimum technical and economical conditions.
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Introduction

The rapid development of dry storage technology for spent fuel,
as a complement to storage in pools, has opened now an important
option into the narrowing spent fuel cycle options of the seventies, while bringing back to nuclear power utilities the necessary spent fuel operational flexibility and time independance to take
decisisons "as required.
More than thirty five different projects have been implemented
worldwide today, covering from small demonstration units up to
large commercial projects on a national basis and including seven
different types of nuclear fuel and operating experience varying
from 5 years (PWR fuel) up to about 20 years (LMFBR fuel).
The dry storage of spent fuel is been pursued with more than
six different technologies covering stationary systems (e.g. vaults),
modular fixed systems (e.g. concrete canisters and silos), up to
modular transportable systems (e.g. transport and storage casks);
combinations between vault and casks and other systems have been
tried as well.
The formulation of dry storage technology is well established,
permitting a clear especification of spent fuel insertion temperature and related fuel age; the heat transfer, shielding, waste
management and operational criteria are well understood and been
verified.
The licensing frame has been defined, applied and verified
through sophisticated quality assurance procedures (specially in
Europe and also in the U.S.A.). The economics of different concepts
had gone through a process of refinement and good operational experience is already available.
2

Analysis and Design

Relevant to dry storage of spent fuel is the analysis and verification of the fuel behavior and integrity, an efficient heat
transfer of the package system and an optimum shielding system of
the whole storage concept; from the operational standpoint a maximum of leacktighness and a minimum of radwaste should be achieved.
The fuel behaviour and integrity is known through various tests
and demonstrations in Europe (1,2) and U.S.A. (3,**) showing that an insertion temperature of MOO °C or less for LWR-spent fuel is achievable; deleting its insertion by about 5 years oT precooling in
pools, allows a reduction down to 250 °C in fuel peak canning temperature which reduces the heat load while permitting a simple
storage media like e.g. air etc., and resulting in a maximum utilization of the storage volume.
The main design constraints are on the weight and handling facilities for transportable units (casks) while the volume and loading systems should be an optimum for modular fixed systems (concrete vaults, canisters, silos etc.) (5); cask weights of 90 to
120 ton. and modular systems using compact dry-dry handling and
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loading systems should be safe and allow normal operation of such
storage systems.
The shielding systems have been verified for total gamma and
neutron dosis (6); a further refinement of shielding designs coupled with"the storage of older spent fuel, leads already to asecond generation of storage casks, with nearly double payload
capacity (7) increase; nevertheless attention should be paid to
high burnup fuel and higher enrichment of fuel as required.
The leaktigthness of the package systems, specially for type
B(U) transport casks requires a very stringent containment and
reliable monitoring systems; the key design rely practically on
the closure seals and lid systems (8,91; a certain degree of permeation is unavoidable, nevertheless proper testing, specially
for 0-ring seals should minimize such permeation effect.
The radwaste production in dry storage systems, specially for
passive cooling, is a minimum restricted practically to decontamination work during loading and control phases; for vault and
cask storage systems one can expect about 90 It. (basis a 200 It,
container) per ton and per year of conditioned low active waste
while during operation this is negligible.
The various storage systems should be seen on the light of an
specific spent fuel management option or policy which is flexible
enough, but allows a long-term and consistent planning (see table
1). There are few optional techniques that can be implemented simultaneously with dry storage systems e.g. fuel consolidation, rod
storage and conditioned fuel; their use should be balanced against
other factors such as, radwaste production and disposal, higher
dosis, additional equipment and facility limitations, additional
licensing, etc.
The choice and use of storage techniques should be as consistent as possible with various regulations, e.g. transport, etc.,
and not just a solution for today's problem while probably falling
into another in the future.
3

Licensing and Demonstration

The licensing of various dry storage concepts has been established and applied to few demonstration or pilot projects (10,11),
showing that new components or/and systems can be accepted under
existing licensing procedures; some controversial cases have been
found, which relate more to manufacturing and/or quality assurance
than real licensing, namely the acceptance of cast iron with nodular graphite (FRG) and different criteria for brittle fracture in
cast steel - < V > (US-NRC). Those differences should be clearly
analysed and solved e.g. through common testing and demonstration
programmes in the near future.
An important issue
in the licensing process, is to define
and verify the quality assurance (QA) measures for the production
and use of specific packaging; those QA measures apply all the way
from planning, production up to its use, while documentation fixes
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TABLE 1
Spent Fuel Management and some Storage Options

Spent Fuel
Management Options

A
reprocess

B
partial reprocessing
and interim storage

Storage time (y)

5-8

5-20 or more

Adviceable

wet

dry

Technique

Optim. mode
Location
Fuel Age (y)

modular

compact
AR

AR/AFR
>_ 5

0

Insertion
Fuel Temp. (°C)
(Cool. Media Temp.)
Design Capacity

400-500C2O-5C ;

cost

medium-high

low-medium

Optional
techniques

AR-dry-modular

AR-dry-modularconsolidation

Alternative
Management

small

< 250 (3O-5O)
medium-large

B

C
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C
interim storage,
final disposal

10-20

ormore

wet (lOy)
dry-modular (20y)
consolidated
AR + AFR
8-10

< 150 (20-30)
large
low (medium)
AFR-dry conditioned
in modular canisters
or vaults
A,B

the results and clear responsable authorities certify
its compliance. Regulatory Guides are available, e.g. US-NRC R.G. 7.10 which
adheres to the graded approach as described in 10 CFR Part 71 and
discusses its application in establishing QA programmes; this Guide
has two separate annexes, one applicable to design and fabrication
of packages requiring NRC certification, the other to use by NRC
licenses. An extended and very wide demonstration programme on dry storage is already available (see table 2) and covers practically all
type of concepts, nevertheless the actual trend shows a preference
for transport and storage casks with 4 world manufactures already
into manufacturing stage. Three vault designers offer already
commercial projects while concrete canister and silo expansions
are carefully examined.
What is certain and crucial is that a large amount of expected
spent fuel cumulation of about 200'000 MTHM up to the year 2000,
demands the utilization of various storage techniques and the gradual introduction of optional refinement steps that could allow a
maximum utilization of storage capacity with a minimum of investment .
4

Economics
The economic analysis of different dry storage techniques is
necessary, in order to realize that the technological choice is a
sound one to the users. Various studies had already shown (12-15),
that in general dry storage is cheaper than wet storage in pools
by factors of 2 to 3 and reaching an equal cost only when projecting very large AFR storage capacities (see table 3 ) far beyond of
licensing and economical investment incentives even for large
utilities.
The rapid development of various dry storage techniques have
been presented and discussed at various technical levels, nevertheless a clear analysis of different techniques under a comparable basis of relevant parameters shows that storage costs depend
on specific project parameters such as: facility capacity, AR of
AFR location, receiving rate, storage system and duration, licensing requirements and financial considerations; other inherent
storage-system feactures such as barriers to radioactive releases,
active or passive heat transfer etc. are usually included in the
basic unit cost of the system and contribute very little into the
economical analysis itself (these factors play a role in sorting
out various storage techniques). A general picture of the integrated functional feactures to be considered is shown in fig. 1
and reflects the dynamic aspects of the storage facility from adquisition up to decommissioning.
The historical cost development observed today (see table 3),
shows the effect of cost refinement as the different dry storage
concepts achieve their design maturity and most important, the
licensing and demonstration processes confirm their applicability
through large commercial projects (including such factors as real
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TABLE 2
Status of some dry storage projects
a) Storage and transport casks
^^^crountry

FRG

CH

France

U.S.A.

Soviet Union

cask type""^^"
CASTOR Ic

1-Wurgassen
(BWR), Apr.82

CASTOR Ib

1 Stade (PWR)
Feb. 6 3

CASTOR-AVR
TN-AVR

2 AVR (HTR)
Nov. 82

CASTOR la

1 3ibliS
(PWR), Sept.83

1-DIORIT
(HWR)
May 83

1 Superphenix
(FBR) Jan.83
(Tests)

CASTOR-SPX
REA-2023
CASTOR Ic
CASTOR^
and
t AFR
TN
J
TN-1300
CASTOR V

1 Browns Ferry
TVA (BWR)
June 83

Gorleben (84-eS)
Ahaus (86-87)
1 Demo (PWR/BWR)
Dec. 83
1 Demo {PWR)
Dec. 83

3 West Valley
(BWR) 84
1 WWER-1000
(TK-6) March 84

CE-Dry-Cap
total:

16

1 Morris
(BWR) May 83

1 VEPCO (PWR)
84
7

1

1

6

1

b) Storage in canister, vault, drywell, silo
^~"^^~^^Country

Canada

Japan

U.K.

U.S.A.

storage type~~~-~^^___^
Concrete Canister
Vault
Silo

WNRE (CANDU)
1975
Wylfa
(Magnox)
1971-79

EMAD INEL
PWR(78) HTR(71)
LMFBR(64)
EMAD PWR (78)

Drvwell
-soil
-granite
-concrete
building

EMAD PWR(79)
CLIHAX PWR(79)
JRR-3
HWR(92)
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TABLE 3 Cost of Spent Fuel Storage (USS/kgU)
Parameters

Study
Storage^-\^^
Concept
^""--^^

Storage
Capacity
(t)

Reracking

400-520

New Pools

500-1900

New Bassins

5000

Pools
Casks

500

Pools

10000

^ - ^ ^ Storage Type

US-DOE (79-80)[l2]

Receiving
Rate
(t/y)

25
25-100

Wet Storage

AR

IAEA - ISFM (80)
Wet Storage

AFR

AFR

US-DOE (1982) [li]

Dry Storage

Wet Storage

Dry Storage

AFR

AR

AR

18-52.
152.-352.
137.-371.

50

677.
251.

1000

101.

Casks

(0

[i 3]

200.

Vault (indirect)
Vault (indir..H.Pipe)

99.
79.

Caisson (surface)

88.

Caisson (subsurface)
Pools

79.
--

20000

2000

103.

Casks
Vault (indirect)

85.
--

Vault (indir.,H.Pipe)

--

Caisson (surface)

78.
--

Caisson (subsurface)
Pools (2x824MWePWR)

1000

60

344.

Casks

117.
137.*-257.+

Caisson (indirect)
Silo

160.*-251.+
419.* -5O4.+

Vault
* canned in Reactor Pool

+ canned separate Facility

FIG. I
SPENT FUEL STORAGE FACILITY
FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAM
(AR OR AFR)
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- SITE SELECTION

- OPERATION PERSONNEL
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4*

OPERATION

MAINTENANCE

UEC0MMSS10NING

HANDLING AND TRANSPORT
OF SPENT FUEL
RECEIVE SPENT FUEL
STORE SPENT FUEL

- RAOUASTE CONDITIONING
SYSTEMS
- RETRIEVE SPENT FUEL
- MONITOR AND CONTROL
SYSTEMS

- TRANSPORT SPENT FUEL FOR
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- SECURE FACILITY
- RETURN SITE TO OTHER
PURPOSES

mass production costs, r a d , overhead etc.); indeed users should
do their own analysis in order to include e.g.: local cost factors, license effect, own licensing and/or validation factors,
partial or total local-engineering and production of systems,
know-how transfer, etc., and based on project-tenders and/or
engineering studies as required.
An estimation of interim dry storage costs for an specific
spent fuel management can be used basically as an indication to
orientate particular studies and also to recognize technological
comparative advancements; for example, recent evaluations (15)
shows that AFR-casks, silos and dry wells storage unit costs are
in the range of 150 to 125 U$/kgu for storage capacities ranging from 1000 to 2000 MTU respectively (no transport cost included; PWR/BWR ratio 3:1). For the same estimation, one can see
that advanced casks (2nd generation) for fivs or more years old
fuel allows a cost reduction of about 50 to 60 % and finally it
shows also that fuel consolidation in reactor pool brings a
possible savings marge of about 20 to 30 % compared to advanced
casks with assembled old fuel (depending on licensing status,
radwaste disposal, additional equipment or leasing costs etc.).
At a certain facility capacity of e.g. more than 2000 MTU, a
break-even point in unit cost could be found or just simply the
incentive for further technical refinement might be overweight
because of increasing additional costs for retrievable interim
long-term storage; if this policy is extended into a final disposal of spent fuel (see table 1 ) , then further technical

work on spent fuel like e.g. conditioning of fuel becomes a
part of disposal (none retrievable) of spent fuel.

5

Experience and Conclusions

The experience cumulated today confirms the expected heat transfer behaviour of dry cooling for different storage concepts and its
cumulated information do not show at all signs of fuel degradation
or departure from design and licensing expectations. The shielding
functioning has been controlled in many projects and shows a good
performance, even pointing towards a further refinement in order
to minimize its thickness while gainning additional storage capacity, and lower invesment costs.
Insertion temperatures of around ^00 C have been achieved and
the running projects confirm expected thermodynamical behaviour of
spent fuel under storage; those fuel elements will be examined soon
in order to enhace the already existing analytical, experimental
and demonstration information.
Licensing of various dry storage concepts has been established
and demonstrated in various countries e.g. F.R.G., U.S.A., Switzerland, UK etc., using comprehensive quality assurance and control measures; some discrepancies are still in the process of further clarification at an international level, in order to achieve comparable solutions that allow a sound international competition.
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Fig. 2

Estimated Interim Dry Storage Costs
AFR(at site)

[15]
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The expected v/orld wide large spent fuel cummulation suggests a
dynamic introduction of interim storage projects as required; experience shows that small but efficent demonstration projects are
very useful in order to establish an appropriate regulatory frame in
time for large projects.
The economic analysis of various storage concepts is available,
after a good global refinement work in previous years; now is the
time for potential users to do their own exercise in order to
precise their own local factors fitting their capacity, fuel
policies, licensing etc. Modular dry storage techniques are definitively more economic specially when coupling storage and transport
feactures.
A careful look should be giver into the complete spent fuel
management options in order to achieve an optimum choice of storage technique and a good timing in order to avoid bottlenecks in
nuclear power plant operation.
A point to be stressed is the one of fuel loading in large
cask or canisters for further dry storage; here ist the handling of
large and heavy loads sometimes difficult, but the use of other handling techniques should be carefully analyzed e.g. air film cushions
etc.; also the direct fuel loading might be a problem, in this case
indirect wet-dry-dry loading can be used as already demonstrated
(16, 17).
It is desirable to intensify the international practical
collaboration through especific projects and an intensive information exchange as possible; especially direct contact is needed
among research, industry and licensing authorities in order to
show the technology in its real dimension and solve questions
directly.
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Question

MR P JEANSON

Could you please comment on the main safety problems
of dry storage compared to those of wet storage?

Answer

DR OSPINA-ESPEROH

Dry storage of spent fuel is relatively much safer
than wet storage, especially for passive systems (no
electrical or mechanical supplies required).
point

in dry storage

tightness

system

for

The key

is to design a reliable leak
long-term

operation,

this has

already been especially demonstrated in storage casks,
vaults and silos.

Question

DR W J DE WET

Would you comment on the possible use of spent fuel
for radiation processing applications?

Answer

DR OSPINA-ESPERON

There

are

possible

utilization,

such

irradiation

source;

applications
as

its

use

nevertheless

for
for
as

spent

fuel

heating

and

fuel

decays in

time, its heat and irradiation production is too low
to

be

used

economically;

additionally

some

interference with the storage control system might be
produced,

but

eventually

some

specific

for short irradiation might be found
industrial products, etc.).
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applications

(e.g. biology,
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MOSAIK CASKS
Cask-System for Conditioning, Transport and Storage of
Radioactive Waste
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K. Kroth, H. Lammertz
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ABSTRACT
With the conditioning of radioactive waste from the
operations of nuclear facilities in MOSAIK casks, a way
was found of safely and economically putting radioactive
waste into a form fit for interim or final storage.
Suitable for storage are those wastes which must be
provided with shielding due to their activity or which
can be consolidated with appropriate waste conditioning
to high specific activities. Specifically this
includes: cut-up core components, evaporator bottoms,
filter auxiliaries, ion exchange resins, etc. The
conditioning of a waste mixture can be particularly
economical and in some cases improves the product
significantly.
The casks, which can be used in various types of
construction, consist of a thick-walled cask body
made of nodular cast iron, which is sealed leak-tight
with a lid system.
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The wall thickness of the cask is designed according
to the required shielding and, if necessary, can be
reinforced with lead inserts.
For use in conditioning processes, the casks are
provided with the corresponding connections. MOSAIK
casks can easily meet the Type B(U) specifications.
Beside the actual loading with the most varied waste,
even under water, the concentration of liquid waste
is of particular importance, since aside from the
economy of this process the radiation exposure is
also minimized.
The suitability of the casks for transport as well as
for interim and final storage has been proved in
extensive testing, such as drop tests from a maximum
of 800 meters height onto a concrete foundation,
fire tests with a duration of 60 minutes in a
petroleum fire, long-term corrosion tests, and a
measurement program lasting several years.
The measurements, made independently by the Nuclear
Research Center, Jiilich, Inst. for Chemical Technology
on casks loaded at nuclear power plants, included
inventory analyses, release behavior, pressure
build-up and leak-tightness in part at final storage
temperatures (50 °C) with various types of casks and
wastes. On the 8 casks examined to date (measurements
are still being made) no reasons have been found which
would prevent the interim and final storage of
MOSAIK-casks.
In German nuclear facilities more than 2,000 MOSAIK
casks are in use to date.
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Description of the MOSAIK casks
Casks of the MOSAIK family

1.1

For the treatment of various radioactive wastes from the
operations of nuclear facilities and the different
conditioning processes used, casks of the MOSAIK family
are used by the "Gesellschaft fiir Nuklear-Service" (GNS).
The kinds of waste put into the MOSAIK casks with the
various processes are described in the following sections.
The construction and main dimensions of the MOSAIK
casks used are depicted in Figure 1.

»1Q6Q
•1000
»900

MOSAIK I

MOSAIK II

MOSAIK III

Fig. 1 Casks of the MOSAIK Family

The MOSAIK casks are licensed in the FRG as interim
and final storage casks and can be classified for radioactive transports as Type B(U) packaging, if necessary.
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Constructive Design and Wall Thickness

1.2

The base body of the MOSAIK cask consists of a casting
made of cast iron with nodular graphite (German material
no. GGG 40), produced all in one manufacturing process.
The cross-section of the base body is cylindrical, and
the cask has a cylindrical inner cavity. A stand ring is
located on the bottom of the cask.
The wall thicknesses of the MOSAIK casks vary according
to the necessary shielding. If sufficient shielding is
not provided by the wall of the casting, then the cask
is equipped with an additional inner lead shielding.
The usual wall thickness for the MOSAIK-casks are
given in Table 1. For special purposes, casks with
other wall thickness and lead liners are currently in
use.

Wall thickness

cm

Lead wall thickness

cm

MOSAIK I

15

6 ; 8; 10; 12

MOSAIK 11

16

2 ; 4; 6

MOSAIK III

8; 12; 18

Table 1

Wall Thicknesses and Lead Shielding
Thicknesses for MOSAIK Casks in Use
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1.3

Closure Systems

The cask body is closed with a lid and the accompanying
seals, thus forming a leak-tight containment for
conditioned wastes. The lids are disk-shaped,
shouldered, cylindrical bodies which are either set
onto (MOSAIK II) or inserted into the cask and screwed
securely.
For the handling
treatment of the
penetrations are
also closed with

of the casks during loading and for the
wastes loaded (drainaga/drying),
provided in the cask lid, which are
gasketed steel lids.

2

Kinds of Waste in the MOSAIK CASKS

2.1

General

Suitable for storage in casks of the MOSAIK-family is
all waste, which must be provided with shielding due to
its activity or which can be made more dense to high
specific activity through suitable waste conditioning.
The individual kinds of waste are described in more
detail below. Mixed conditioning of individual wastes
can be especially economical and in some cases improves
the product.

2.2

Core Components in MOSAIK casks

The MOSAIK I casks are designed to accommodate and
transport solid wastes from nuclear facilities. They
are especially suitable for containing activated
structural material and other components such as
regulating and measuring equipment from the core
region of nuclear power plants.
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For transport and storage, a safe containment and
sufficient shielding are necessary due to the
composition and the activation activity of the materials,
Witn safe containment and the lead shielding fitted to
the activity contents to be stored, observance of the
allowable dose rates is guaranteed. In detail, the
following parts are packed in MOSAIK I casks:
Pressurized Water Reactor Components
Control elements
Neutron sources
Instrumentation tubes
Absorber rods
Throttle elements

Boiling Water Reactor Components
Control rods
Neutron sources
Instrumentation tubes
Fuel assembly casing/ water casing
Besides the parts mentioned above, other activated,
contaminated metallic parts from power and research
reactors can be put into MOSAIK I casks. Among
these are e.g. waste from the conversion, repair
or decommissioning of nuclear power plants.
As an example, the activity and nuclide composition
for PWR absorber rods with one years' time in reactor
are shown in Tab. 2.
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Average> specific activity in Ci/kg
Nuclide

metal
with a cooling time of
1 yr

2 yr

3 yr

4 yr

4

2.7

Fe-55

9.3
65

49.7

38.0

Co-60

48.8

42.8

37.5

Ni-63

1.3

1.2

1.2

0 .7
29 .2
32 .8
1 2

97.7

79.4

Mn-54

Sum

124

Table 2

64

Average specific activity of metallic
structures of PWR absorber rods with
1 year in reactor service and various
cooling times

2.3

Evaporator Concentrates and Filter Cartridges

The MOSAIK II casks are designed to accommodate various
wastes from nuclear facilities.
The main applications are for the following wastes:
de-hydrated or dried bead resins
de-hydrated or dried powder resins
dried evaporator concentrates
dried filter concentrates
de-hydrated filter cartridges
In principle, the cask is also suitable for accommodating mixtures of these wastes and other ones
not described here.
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The nuclear properties of the storage goods are
determined by components which are carried along in
the coolant of the cooling cycle of nuclear facilities
as erosion- or corrosion-products. The type and
amount of the radioactive materials adhering to the
wastes depend on the reactor type, its manner of
operation (start-up or shut-down, full-power or
partial load), and the age of the wastes. As an
example of waste products, bead resins from a PWR
are listed in Table 3.
Resins, Raw Waste

Parameter

Dehydrated Resins

Density (g/cm )

0.8 - 1.0

0.6 - 0.9

Grain size

0.3 - 1.2

0.3 - 1.2

60 - 40 %

90 - 70 %

(mm)
Percentage
dry material
Chemical

Polystyrene,

composition

amine, sulfonic
acid, lithiumand borate-ions,
corrosion products

Waste volume

3

3

generated
(m3/yr)
Activity

20 - 400

20 - 400

concentration
(Ci/m3)
Table 3

Physical and chemical composition of
used bead resins from pressurized water
reactors
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2.4

Mixture of Wastes

For better volume utilization of the cask cavity, a
mixture of various wastes can be placed into the
casks. Here, the spaces between beads in a load of
resins can be filled in with the solid residues from
the drying of evaporator concentrates. By improving
rhe self-shielding, for instance, the dose rate on
the outer surface of the cask can be minimized.
This kind of mixed conditioning can be done with
a series of other wastes (metals, scrap). The
feasibility of the possible waste mixture should
examined on an individual basis and, if necessary,
experimentally tested.

3

Waste Conditioning Methods in MOSAIK casks

3.1

General

The casks of the MOSAIK family are designed for certain
types of wastes and conditioning methods. For the
placement of the wastes in the casks and their subsequent treatment, the casks are provided with the
appropriate connections and auxiliaries, which are
in some cases removed after conditioning and in others
remain on the cask. Below, the main kinds of waste
and their conditioning methods in MOSAIK casks are
described.

3. 2

Core Components

Wastes arising from the core region of reactors
often exhibit a high specific activity.
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For this reason, underwater cutting is necessary
for the packing of the wastes described in more
detail in Section 2.2. This cutting is performed
with appropriate tools such as scissors, saws, knives
and plasma cutters. For volume reduction, parts
can be compacted under water. Loading and closure
of the MOSAIK casks (types MOSAIK I and II are
used) are likewise performed under water. Before
storage, the casks are drained and their inner
cavities dried.

3.3

Evaporator Concentrates

The radioactive waste water arising in nuclear
facilities is concentrated in evaporators.
Conventionally, these concentrates are solidified
by cementing. In the process, a large number of
waste containers arise which if necessary must be
provided with shielding. In the conditioning of
these wastes in MOSAIK casks, the concentrates are
thoroughly dried, and then the resulting solid
residue is placed into casks without additives for
embedding. With the aid of GNS 1 FAVORIT facility,
the filling of MOSAIK-casks and the drying in these
casks can be performed together (in-drum drying
process). In this manner, a good concentration and
volume utilization produce a relatively small number
of casks. Extensive automation of the facility
guarantees a minimal radiation exposure.
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3.4

Filter Auxiliaries

The waste generated from the water purification cycles
in nuclear power plants, such as filter auxiliaries,
ion exchange resins, etc. can be placed and stored in
MOSAIK casks without fixing just as the evaporator
concentrates. For filling the MOSAIK casks and for
draining and drying the moist waste, GNS' FAFNIR and
FAVORIT facilities can be used.

3,5

Other Wastes and Mixtures of Waste Materials

Besides the treatment of the wastes mentioned here,
other wastes can also be conditioned for final
storage in these casks. This applies, e.g., to radium
sources arising in medicine and research and other
wastes from research institutes. In this case, the
casks are loaded and closed by hand or with
manipulators.
For most of the waste materials conditioned in
MOSAIK casks, one can consider whether cask
utilization can be optimized through subsequent
conditioning with liquid wastes using the FAVORITprocess.
Since the drying process is essentially independent
of the chemical composition of the waste to be
conditioned, a series of waste combinations results.
The feasibility of possible waste mixtures should
be examined on an individual basis and, if necessary,
tested experimentally.
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4

Examinations and Tests on MOSAIK-casks

4.1

General

In order to demonstrate compliance of the transportability of the MOSAIK casks with the IAEARegulations and the final storage ability in a dry
environment, a whole series of testing programs
has been performed to date, in which MOSAIK casks
were subjected to loads far above those anticipated
in normal operations.
Among these, there were:
extensive drop tests (from a max. height of 800 m)
fire tests
corrosion tests
studies on MOSAIK-casks loaded with
various kind of wastes
The tests performed are described in the following
sections.

4.2

Drop Tests with MOSAIK casks

Extensive drop tests have been performed with the casks
of the MOSAIK family under various boundary
conditions.
These include the drop tests necessary for Type B(U)
licensing, such as the drop from a height of 9 m
onto an unyielding foundation and the drop onto a
pin.
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The tests were performed with all casks types
in various orientations (side, top, slap-down)
with and without impact limiters. The results of
these tests, performed in cooperation with the
Federal Institute for Materials' Testing (BAM),
demonstrated clearly the Type B(U) capability
of the MOSAIK casks.
To cover the accident situation in a German final
repository, further tests were performed by
GNS from a height of 800 m onto a concrete
slab. For this, the casks were lifted to 800 m
with a helicopter and released over a concrete
slab. Although the casks penetrated through the
slab upon impact and landed 3 - 4

meters in the

ground, no effects on cask integrity were found.

4.3

Fire tests

To examine the stresses which MOSAIK casks loaded
with waste are subjected to in an accident-case
fire and to verify the calculated results, fire
tests were performed with MOSAIK casks. In these
tests, the high requirements for the hypothetical
accident (800 °C, duration of fire 1 hr) anticipated
for a fire at a mine were taken into consideration.
The temperatures measured in the test on various
casks and in the flame are shown in Fig. 2.
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Temperature curves at various
measuring points

Number Location
MOSAIK II,

cask wall

MOSAIK II,

edge of lid

MOSAIK III, cask wall
Flame temperature between casks
Concrete shielding, middle
of cask
Pellet drum, middle of drum
Flame temperature, near
measuring point 1

0

GNS

2.0

Temperature Curves
0-2 hours
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Fig.

The test demonstrated that during a one-hour fire
releases of solid or liquid components of the cask
contents must not be reckoned with. Dangers which
might result from a high-pressure build-up in the
casks can be ruled out from the test results (max.
pressure build-up = 3 bar). The temperatures in
the interior of the MOSAIK casks are sufficiently
low and do not permit a technically relevant
change in the contents. Evaluation of the cask
contents of MOSAIK II casks (bead resins)
established that only in approx. 1 vol. % in the
outer layer did decomposition processes occur.

4.4

Corrosion Tests with the Cask Material

To evaluate the cask with respect to long storage
periods, the corrosion behavior of the cask
material was studied. More than 100 samples were
subjected to a max. of 672 days in a brine
solution.

This very conservative experimental

setup (due to the storage in salt deposits planned
in Germany) led to a relatively small loss in the
thickness of the casks of approx. 10-15 um per year.
With storage in a dry environment, the anticipated
corrosion is clearly less, so that a safe containment
of the wastes in storage is ensured for several
thousand years.
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4.5

Measurements on MOSAIK casks loaded with
Various Wastes

To clear up questions still open in the interim and
final storage of wastes in MOSAIK casks, measurements
were made by an independent institute (KFA, Nuclear
Research Center Jiilich, Institute for Chemical
Technology) on casks loaded in nuclear power plants.
The measurements included the following points:
Analyses of the cask contents
Release behavior of radioactive materials
from the wastes
Analyses of gas samples from the casks
Pressure build-up and leak tightness of cask
The measurements were partially made at the
temperature expected in final storage, 50 °C.
To date, 8 MOSAIK with various wastes from
4 nuclear power plants and from the "DIDO"
test reactor in Jiilich have been studied. In
the process, questions about the storage of
wastes in casks could be answered, and more
knowledge about the conditioning of wastes
was gained (e.g. cask drying). The results of
the measurements on the various MOSAIK casks
are shown in Table 4.
The measurements are still being made and
can be supplemented or expanded should further
questions arise.
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5

Interim and Final Storage Suitability of
the MOSAIK casks in Germany

Casks of the MOSAIK type arc used in Germany for all
types of waste that need shielding due to their
activity or must be shielded after concentration.
MOSAIK casks are used by nearly all German nuclear
power plants and research institutes for the
conditioning of certain wastes. The storage of the
casks in the interim facilities of the power plants
and other nuclear facilities has been evaluated and
licensed by the competent authorities. For the
planned (German) KONRAD final repository in a shutdown ore mine, all types of MOSAIK casks have been
licensed as final storage casks. In all the
measurements and tests performed, no reason was
found to oppose interim or final storage
of the casks.
In German nuclear facilities, more than 2000 MOSAIK
casks have been loaded with various kinds of
wastes so far.

6

Disposal of MOSAIK Casks in Arid Environments

The waste containers will be brought into dry
locations in the shut-down KONRAD ore mine planned
for the storage of nuclear wastes in Germany.
After the areas are closed, the casks remain in
storage in an arid environment. Influences on the
casks from the outside do not impair the integrity.
There are no technical reasons why MOSAIK casks
should not be stored in other types of arid geologic
repositories, such as caves, desert sites or salt
deposits.
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Question

MR F CURTOLO

Could

you

elaborate

on

the

drying

of

casks

after

underwater loading?
Do you dry the interior of the cask?

Answer

MR G GESTERMANN

After underwater

loading

the casks are first

drained

by means of drainage connectors in the cask lid.

The

second step is the drying of the interior by a vacuum
drying process.

Question

DR H W BREWITZ

What kind of medium did you use in the corrosion tests
for the Konrad mine?

Answer

MR G GSSTERMANN

The medium we used in the corrosion test is a "Quinone
Lange".

I

dont

know

the

exact

composition

of

this

brine at the moment.

Question

DR C J OSPINA-ESPERON

1.

Can you please comment on the licensing status of
the

MOSAIK-cask

in

the

FRG

(storage

and

transportation, license and final disposal)?
2.

Answer

How are MOSIAK-casks dried out?

MR G GESTERMANN

All types of MOSAIK-casks are licensed to be stored in
interim stores inside and remote from power plants in
the planned Konrad repository.
licensed

for

radioactive

MOSAIK-casks are also

transport.

The

type

B(U)

license for the casks in expected in the near future.
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Question

Anonymous

Would

you

like

to

compare

the

cost

of

your

MOSAIK-casks with other casks currently in use?

Answer

MR G GESTERMANN

To

compare

the

cost

of

the MOSAIK-casks

with

other

casks you have to compare the following facts:
- number of casks used
- costs of interim storage
- cost of transportation
- cost of final storage
For many types of wastes the costs of conditioning and
storage are lower.

Question

MR P M SEMARK

What

are

ratios

the container mass to radiation

for

the

various

container

fabrication?

containers

with

material
(e.;».

equivalant

attenuation

options
are

for

the

steel/MOSIAK

radiation

protection

heavier or lighter than concrete equivalents?

If so,

to what degree.)

Answer

MR G GESTERMANN

Iron

casks

equivalant
concrete
same
and

with

radiation

casks.

outer
have,

the

inner

protection

MOSAIK casks

diameter
with

same

as

higher inner capacity.
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and

lighter

than

(Typ Ila.III) have the

standard

equivalant

are

dimension

concrete

radiation

containers

protection,

a
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POTENTIAL EXPOSURES AND HEALTH EFFECTS FROM SPENT FUEL
TRANSPORTATION
6. M. SANDQUIST
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah, USA
V. C. ROGERS
Rogers & Associates Engineering Corporation, Salt Lake City, Utah, USA
ABSTRACT
The radiation exposures ond consequent health effects associated with
normal operations and accidents during transportation of spent fuel have been
analyzed and evaluated. This study was performed for the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) as contributory data for response to specific public inquires
regarding the Draft Environmental Assessments issued by DOE in 1984.
Large quantities of spent fuel from power reactors will be shipped by truck
and/or rail from the site of generation or temporary storage to designated
nuclear waste repositories. This transportation activity has the potential for
increasing radiation exposures and risks obove normal background levels in the
vicinity of the transportation route. For normal, accident-free transport of
spent fuel, radiation exposures arise from both gamma and neutron sources
within the spent fuel cask. The neutrons result from transuranic nuclides in
the spent fuel (U, Pu, Cm,etc.) which undergo spontaneous fission.
U.S. regulations presently limit the radiation dose equivalent rate to 10
millirem per hour at any point 2 meters from the outer lateral surfaces of the
transport vehicle. Computer program PATHRAE-T was developed and employed
to determine the total, combined dose field, including both ground and sky
scatter of neutrons ond gamma photons for any position around a truck or rail
spent fuel cask. Four activity classes, viz., caravan, traffic obstruction,
resident and pedestrian proximity, ond servicing of the cask transport vehicle
were reviewed for maximum individual exposure assessments. Projected doses
for typical activities under maximum exposure conditions were 6 mrem or less
per event. Repetitive occurence of si mi 11 or doses to the same persons arising
from subsequent shipments is considered very unlikely.
A spent fuel rail cask containing up to 14 PWR spent fuel assemblies could
conceivably be involved in a variety of rail related transportation accidents
Release of radioactive materials from spent fuel to the environment and human
exposure is a complex. Improbable process with numerous, physical
mechanisms. For severe but credible accidents, spent fuel could suffer impact
rupture, or both Impact and burst rupture, or a combined impact and burst
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rupture enhanced by oxidation.
PATHRAE-T was used to estimate the maximum individual doses from rail
cask accidents. The maximum individual exposure, primarily due to inhalation,
is about 10 rem and occurs about 70 meters downwind. Ground deposited
nuclides account for 99 percent of the population dose. The maximum
population dose accident could result in about 22 latent health effects for the
urban population. However, during the same period about 410,000 cancer
fatalities would arise from all other causes.
The same case rail cask accidents were also evaluated for a maximum water
pathway contamination scenario. The nuciide contaminated plume was
assumed to be transported over a large reservoir used for domestic and
agricultural water. This accident couid result in a 63,000 person-rem dose
causing about 13 latent health effects in the absence of any natural end
industrial processes for nuclide removal from the water.

INTRODUCTION
The extensive use of nuclear power by any country will eventually result in
large quantities of spent fuel which must be shipped by truck or rail from the
point of generation or temporary storage to a designated nuclear waste
repository. This activity has the potential for increasing radiation exposures
of individuals above their normal background levels in the near vicinity of the
transportation route. The transportation casks that will be employed to ship
spent fuel must satisfy the regulatory and safety design requirements imposed
by appropriate governmental agencies. It has been assumed that the total
maximum dose rate 2 meters from the outer edges of the transport conveyence
is no greater than 10 mrem per hour regardless of the type of ionizing radiation
and the shielding material composition and configuration assumed. This dose
rote is the present U.S. Department of Transportation Regulation* ^ for such
shipping casks. This regulation eliminates the need to employ precise
specifications for cask composition and configuration which are still being
developed throughout the world.
GAMMA RADIATION EXPOSURES
The spent fuel transported in a truck or rail cask can be treated as a
uniform line source of gamma radiation with a length equal to a typical
pressurized water reactor (PWR) fuel assembly. The mathematical expression
for the dose rate H Is then given by the following equation/2^
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H(r,z) = S J . ^ ^ A r c t o n {<L/2*z)/r} + Arctanl(L/2-z)/r}]
4flr
where
S
=
B(r,z) =
L
=
r,z =

effective line gamma radation source strength (mremm/hr)
effective gamma buildup factor (riimensionless)
length of the line radiation source Crn)
the radial and axial position from the source center (m)

The radiation buildup factor B(r,z) is defined as the ratio of the total gamma
dose rate to the direct gamma dose rate, I.e., the total dose rate due to collided
and uncoilIded photons divided by that due only to uncoilided photons. The
buildup factor accounts for those photons that are scattered by the atmosphere
(i.e., skyscatter) and those scattered by the ground (i.e., groundscatter).^ The
buildup factor is assumed to be given by
B(r,z) = 1 + B(atmosphere) • B(ground)
Although both components arise primarily due to Compton scattering of
photons, the marked increase in atom density of the ground over the atmosphere
makes ground scattering more important.
NEUTRON RADIATION EXPOSURES
Spent fuel also contains transuranic elements which are produced as a
result of neutron capture in uranium (and thorium, if present). Many of these
nuclides (viz., uranium, neptunium, piutonium, curium, etc.) undergo
spontaneous fission resulting in the emission of neutrons. A predominant
neutron emitter encountered in spent fuel from light water reactors is the
isotope curium-244 (Cm-244) which has a half life for alpha emission of 19 1
years. A typical PV/R spent fuel element 5 years out of the reactor contains
about 600 curies of Cm-244 which decays predominantly by alpha emission and
0.00013 percent of the time by spontaneous fission, emitting neutrons with a
standard fisssion energy spectrum.
The energy dependent neutron flux field from the spontaneous fission
neutrons emitters was calculated for a current, standard U.S. PWR spent fuel
cask using D1SNEL/4' a generalized, one dimensional, multiple energy group,
neutronics code. The neutron equivalent dose rate H(r) was determined as
follows
H(r) =
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where
r = position vector
H(r) = neutron dose rate (mrem/hr)
A] (r) = neutron flux for the ith energy group (neutrons/rn2 sec)
DF1 = dose conversion factor for the ith energy group
(mrem msec/neutron hr)
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DOSE RATE FIELD
A program entitled PATHRAE-r 5 ' has been developed to provide the total
dose rate field arising from neutrons and gamma photons for any position
around a truck or rail cask. For 5 year old spent fuel in a cask with a wet
neutron shield and dry fuel cavity, the dose rate distribution for the current,
U.S. truck cask*6' is 65 percent gamma and 35 percent neutron. Figure 1 shows
the dose rate field obtained from PATHRAE-T surrounding a spent fuel truck
cask. Isodose lines are given In units of microrem per minute as functions of
distance from the center of the cask. Because of symmetry of the field, only
one quadrant Is shown. The radiation dose rate at the trailer's front or rear
wheels is about 100 microrem per minute, while the dose rate outside the cab
door of the tractor is about 50 mfcrorem per minute. Table 1 provides
tabulations of maximum individual exposure svents which might occur within
the radiation fteld of a spent fuel cask in normal transport. Most of these
potential exposure events will not occur with each spent fuel shipment.
Furthermore, the distances and exposure times are chosen to represent
unlikely, extreme values which In combination result in maximum credible
individual exposures. Four classes of normal spent fuel transportation
exposure are postulated for both truck and rail casks. The first class is the
caravan scenario, which includes all exposures arising from events in which
people are traveling along the same transporation route as the spent fuel cask.
For example, passengers in vehicles traveling ahead, to the side, or behind the
truck cask might be subject to exposures. For this scenario class, the minimum
nominal distance between the passengers and the cask Is estimated at 10
meters for a maximum exposure time of 30 minutes. From Figure 1 the dose
rate at about 10 meters from the truck cask is about 40 microrem per minute.
Therefore, the maximum Individual dose is estimated to be
40 (microrem/min) x 30 (min) = 1200 microrem
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Toble t
PROJECTED MAXIMUM INDIVIDUAL EXPOSURES FROM NORMAL SPENT FUEL TRANSPORT BY TRUCK CASK*
Description
(Service or A c t i v i t y )

Distance To
Center of Cask

Exposure
Time

Maximum
Dose Rate
and Tota) Dose

Caravan
Passengers in vehicles traveling in
adjacent lanes in the same direction
as cask vehicle

10 m

30 min

40 ^rem/min
1 mren

30 min

100 firem/min
3 mrem

T r a f f i c Obstruction
Passengers in stopped vehicles in
lanes adjacent to the cask vehicle
which have stopped due to t r a f f i c
obstruction

Residents and Pedestrians
Slow transit (due to t r a f f i c control
devices through area with pedestrians)
Truck stop for driver's rest.
to residents and passers-by.

6m

Exposures

40 m

Slow transit through area with residents
(homes, businesses, etc.)

15 m

6 min
8 hours
(assumes overnight)
6 min

70
0.4 mrem
6 jxrem/min
3 mrem
20 Mrem/min
0.1 mrem

Truck Servicing
Refueling (100 gallon capacity)
-

7 m (at tank)

60 /jrem/min
40 min
20 min

1 nozzle from 1 pump
2 nozzles from 1 pump

2 mrera
1 mrem

Load inspection/enforcement

3m
(near personnel
barrier)

12 min

160 fxrem/min
2 mrem

Tire change or repair to cask t r a i l e r

5m
(inside tire
nearest cask)

SO min

100 ftrem/min
5 mrem

2 min

80 urem/min
0.2 mrem

State weight scales

S a

These exposures should not be multiplied by the expected number cf shipments to a
repository in an attempt to calculate total exposures to an individual; the same person
would probably not be exposed for every shipment, nor would these maximum exposure circumstances necessarily arisp during every shipment.
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or about 1 rnrem for the truck caravan scenario. This dose estimate neglects
shielding afforded by passenger vehicles and is believed to be conservatively
high. Furthermore, the probability of such an occurence (i.e., to remain within
10 meters of the cask for 30 minutes) is very low and is very unlikely to be
experienced by the same exposed individual more than once. Traffic
obstructions which result in stopping or significant slowing of the
transportation cask constitute the second class of exposures. The occurence of
an obstruction for 30 minutes which results in a 5 meter separation between
the truck cask and an exposed individual is recognized as highly conservative
and unlikely to be repeated for the same exposed individuals. The dose rate of
100 microrem per minute ct 5 meters from the truck cask for a 30 minute
exposure results in a maximum individual dose of 3 mrem. Another class of
individual exposures results from the transit of the cask through areas where
pedestrians and residents are located within the radiation field of the cask,
Slow transit events assume average cask transport speeds less than 1 mph
through these areas. Resulting doses are 3 mrem or less. The final class of
individual exposure events during normal transport operations are those
associated with the servicing of the cask transporter. Doses here are 5 mrem
or less.
POTENTIAL RADIATION EXPOSURES FROM RAIL CASK ACCIDENT
Spent fuel rail casks each containing up to 14 PWR spent fuel assemblies
could conceivably be involved in a variety of rail related transportation
accidents. However, to date there has never been a transportation accident
involving spent fuel which has resulted in a release of radioactive material to
the environment/ 7 ' In fact, no release of radiactive material has ever occurred
from any package designed as an accident-resistant package. Thus, for future
accidents involving rail casks, the most likely outcome will be that no
radioactive material will be released from the cask. This is true even if the
accident involves derailment and overturn of the rail cask car with detachment
of the spent fuel cask from the car. Numerous experimental tests to date have
demonstrated the integrity of such casks. The probability of a release of
radioactivity from a rail cask accident has been estimated to be no greater
than 2 occjrences per million rail transport accidents. Nevertheless, the
consequences of a set of maximum credible accidents which result in
radioactive material release have been examined. There are numerous physical
mechanisms^8' which can contribute to the release of radioactive materials
from spent fuel in a transport cask. These mechanisms, each of which have
distinct, quantifiable processes associated with them are 1) impact rupture
which results in the release of radioactive material due to mechanical
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disruption and failure of the fuel cladding followed by depressurization of the
fuel rod; 2) burst rupture which results in a release due to external heating
which produces internal pressures in the fuel sufficent to deform end burst the
cladding and fuel rod; 3) rapid oxidation resulting from heating, combined with
diffusion and leaching which can enhance the release of radioactive material
from the spent fuel. With the failure of the protective cladding, severe heating
combined with air flow over the exposed uranium dioxide fuel may further
oxidize the fuel, resulting in macroscopic cracking and increased release of
fission products. The release of crud is associated with the liberation of
certain redionuclides which are not fission products generally, but have
deposited on fuel assemblies from corrosion products and trace contaminant
deposition.
A total, catastrophic failure with full breaching of the cask is not
considered credible. However, some casks have employed valves for access to
the cask interior and could be breached by valve failure during a credible
accident scenario. Furthermore, leakage past the cask closure seals or even a
small breach due to a stress crack in the cask wall are considered credible,
although no experimental tests have ever indicated such a failure mode. The set
of accident scenarios examined for radiation dose consequences is considered
to include the worst credible scanario for radioactive material releases which
might occur from an air cooled rail cask. In this worst case scenario, the rail
cask and its spent fuel assemblies may suffer impact rupture, or impact and
burst rupture, or a combined impact and burst rupture accompanied by rapid
oxydiation due to severe heating from a combustible fuel supported fire. Table
2 provides a tabulation of the major radioactive nuclides and their inventory in
a rail cask containing 14 PWR spent fuel assemblies, each 5 years old. On the
basis of projected, worst case rail accidents for an air-cooled rail cask, the
credible releases of nuclides to the environment and the fraction of this
environmental release that is respirable have been estimated/*" These
releases are tabulated for each accident class, viz., impact, burst with impact
and, finally, rapid oxidation accompanying burst and impact rupture. The
nuclides listed in the table have been found to have the greatest human health
consequences ond are used to characterize the total nuclide inventory.
The PATHRAE-T computer code can be used to calculate whole body dose
equivalents to Individuals or population groiups under diverse hydrological,
climatic and demographic conditions. The code employs a standard Gaussian
puff atmospheric dispersion model and the radiation doses are assumed to
result from the following exposure pathways: 1) inhalation of gaseous and
airborne particulate nuclides from the release plume; 2) direct gamma rcy
exposure from nuclides in the atmosphere; 3) direct gamma ray exposure from
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Table 2
ENVIRONMENTAL RELEASES AND RESPIRABLE FRACTIONS OF NUCLIDES
IN SPENT FUEL RAIL ACCIDENT

Environmental Release (Ci)**

Nuclide
Co-60
(as crud)

Cask
Inventory*
(Ci)

645

Impact

Impact
and
Burst

8.06

£.06

512

Impact,
Burst and
Oxidation

Respirabie Fraction**

Impact

Impact
and
Burst

Impact,
Burst and
Oxidation

8.06

0.05

0.05

0.05

4,360

4,780

1.00

1.00

1.00

Kr-85

42,700

Sr-90

417,000

0.0042

0.379

0.379

0.05

0.05

0.05

Ru-106

114,000

0.0011

0.104

4.67

0.05

0.05

0.05

1-129

0.213

0

0

0.001

0.05

1.00

0,12

Cs-134

192,000

0.0019

34.6

326

0.05

1.00

0.15

Cs-137

613,000

0.0061

110

1,040

0.05

1.00

0.15

Pu-239

2,870

0.0026

0.0026

0.05

0.05

0.05

4513

6159

Totals (Ci)

1.38xlO6

0.0
520

512

4505

4990

Based upon a cask inventory of 14 PWR spent fuel assemblies, each 5 years out of
the reactor.
** Source: Reference 13.
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nuclides deposited on the ground from atmospheric transport; 4) inhalation of
airborne particulate nuclides resuspended in the atmosphere from distributed
ground dust; and 5) human ingestion of water contaminated with nuclides
deposited on surface water and soil. Radiation exposures arising from the
consumption of food grown on contaminated land were found to be negligible
and were ignored.
Table 3 and 4 indicate the estimated radiation doses for maximally exposed
individuals and the general population received by persons located generally
downwind of the accident. The location for the maximum individual exposure
occurs at a position about 70 meters directly downwind from the point of
release and results in a maximum individual dose of about 10 rem. This dose is
considered to have no immediate health consequences and only a small increase
in the probability of incurring cancer in later years. Table 3 shows that
nuclides deposited upon the ground account for 99 percent or more of the
population dose, whicle inhalation and plume exposures occur only during the
passage of the airborne nuclides. Exposures from ground deposition continue
for the entire 50 year period of residency assumed in the analysis. For the
urban population density a worst case rail cask accident with impact and
burst rupture enhanced by oxidation could result in up to 22 latent health
effects (latent health effects are possible fatal cancers end genetic defects
over the succeeding two generations) if the nuclides deposited on the ground
are not cleaned up or other measures to reduce radiation exposure are not
implemented. For the rural population density the same accident could result
in up to 0.035 latent heelth effects. These health effects may be put into
perspective by considering cancer fatalilties from all other sources over 50
years. The same urban and rural populations would experience about 470,000
and 730 cancer fatalities respectively from all other cancer causes. Clearly
the severe but credible rail cask accident does not contribute significantly to
the number of cancer fatalities in the region impacted.
POPULATION EXPOSURES THROUGH THE WATER PATHEWAV
The worst case rail cask spent fuel accidents were considered in a setting
which maximized radiation exposure from the water pathway. The plume of
radiactive material was assumed to be transported over a large reservoir that
was wider than the transverse extent of the plume. The reservoir was assumed
to have a surface area of 400,000 square meters (about 100 acres) and to
contain about 3.8 million cubic meters (about 1 billion gallons) of water. The
plume from the release passes over the reservoir as i t travels from 100
meters to about 1400 meters downwind of the release point. The nuclides
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Table 3

MAXIMUM INDIVIDUAL RADIATION DOSE ESTIMATES FOR
RAIL CASK ACCIDENTS

Accident Class

Dose (mrem)*
Plume
Gamma

Inhalation

Ground
Gamma

Dust
Inhalation

Impact

179

10.7

12.3

0.0001

Impact and
Burst

6130

71.1

90.9

0.004

Impact, Burst
and Oxidation

8950

547

707

0.0006

Maximum individual dose occurs about 70 m downwind of the release point
and assumes that the individual remains at this location for the
duration of the passage of the plume of nuclides that are released.
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Table 4
50-YEAR POPULATION DOSE ESTIMATES FOR SPENT FUEL RAIL CASK ACCIDENTS*
NO CLEANUP OF DEPOSITED NUCLIOES

Accident Class

Impact
Oose (person-rem)
Latent Health
Effects**

Urban Area (3860 people/km2)

Rural Area (6 people/km2)

Inhalation

Plume
Gamma

Ground
Gamma

Total

3.09

0.33

936

939

Inhalation

0.005

Plume
Gamma

Ground
Gamma

Total

0.0005

1.45

1.45

0.19

0.00029

Impact and Burst
Dose (person-rem)
Latent Health
Effects**

106

2.23

13,400

13,500

0.16

0.0034

20.8

21
0.0042

2.7

Impact, Burst and Oxidation
Dose (person-rem)
Latent Health
Effects**

*

154

17. 2

112,000

112.000
22

0.24

0.027

174

174
0.035

The ground gamma dose is what would be redeved i f each member of the population stayed at the same location for
50 years. The inhalation dose is a 50-year dose committment from inhalation of the passing plume. Doses are for
the population within 80 km of the release point. I t is assumed that there is no cleanup of deposited nuclides
and that no other measures are used to reduce radiation exposures.
* * Based on 1 person-rem = 2xlO~4 latent health e f f e c t s . A latent health effect here is defined as an early cancer
death by an exposed person or a serious genetic health problem in the two generations after those exposed. About
half of the latent health effects are expected to be cancers and the rest genetic health problems.

deposited on the water surface ere assumed to become thoroughly mixed and
remain suspended within the reservoir water. The contaminated water is used
solely for domestic purposes by the surrounding population. Table 5 provides
estimates of the population doses that would result from this worst case
accident. The impact, burst and oxidation class accident results in a maximum
of about 13 latent health effects. The probability that such a worst case
accident would occur near a major reservoir and that prevailing weather
conditions would combine to result in significant water contamination is
extremely small. Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that normal water
treatment processes, combined with monitoring and emergency actions, would
significantly reduce doses to the affected populations. The water from the
accident model reservoir could supply about 37 million people. This same
population would experience about 72,000 cancer fatalities from other causes.
CONCLUSIONS
Situations that could result in radiation exposure during normal transport of
spent fuel result in doses of the order of 5 mrem or less. This represents less
than 2 weeks of natural background radiation. Furthermore, these exposures are
not likely to be repeated to the same individuals. A person(s) responding to a
worst case rail cask accident could receive a dose of 10 rem if no protective
equipment was worn and the individual remained within the contaminated
cloud of radionuclides during the entire release. However, the consequences of
this radiation exposure are no greater (and probably much less) than those
hazards arising from smoke inhalation and injury from the severe fire assumed.
The maximum population doses could result in up to 22 latent health effects
but monitoring and land cleanup would be inevitable and would greutly reduce
these effects. A worst case rail cask accident which contaminates a water
pathway could result in up to 13 latent health effects but reasonable
surveillance and water treatment operations would significantly reduce this
impact. It is concluded that spent fuel from nuclear power operations can be
safely transported for disposal with risks no greater than those associated
with other industrial related human activities.
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Table 5
POPULATION RADIATION EXPOSURE FROM
WATER INGESTION FOR SEVERE BUT CREDIBLE SPENT FUEL
RAIL CASK ACCIDENTS

Total Release
Accident Class
Impact

from Rail Cask (Ci)*
8.07

Population Dose
Effects from Water Ingestion
182 person-rem
0.036 LHE**

Impact and Burst

153

6870 person-rem
1.4 LHE**

Impact, Burst
and Oxidation

1379

63,000 person-rem
12.6 LHE**

* T h e noble gas Kr-85 is omitted because of its negligible uptake by a
surface water body.
** Latent4 health effect {LHE) estimates are based upon 1 person-rem =
2xlO' LHE.
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Question

DR G SIBIYA

1.

The

line

source

shortcomings
accurately

model

in

the

handle

sense

the

edges of the cask.

you

discuss
that

has

it

discontinuities

some

does

not

at

the

What corrections do you apply

for this?
2.

What

surrounding

plotting

isotope

media

could

curves?

you

similate

(i.e. clean

for

air, dusty

conditions, rainy day, etc.)

Answer

PROF G SANDQUIST

The

line

assumed

source

strength

to be uniform.

was

This

conservatively

over-estimates

the

exposures occurring at the edge of the cask and
is conservative.

2.

The

surrounding

ambient

air

conditions.

temperature

of

was

assumed

to

exist

at

Pressure of one atmosphere,

24 C

(70 F ) ,

and

relative

humidity of 20%.

Question

MR D M SIMPSON

What area did you consider would be affected when you
calculated

population

health

effects

for major

cask

damage accidents?

Answer

PROF G SANDQUIST

The study restricted the area of release to 80 km .

Question

DR D VAN AS

Did

you

calculate

accidents occurring?
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the

probability

of

the

various

Answer

PROF G SANDQUIST

No, but previous data provided
about

probability

two release events per million

values of

rail accidents.

This is an estimate based upon rail accident data.

Question

MR H J MORLAND

In

your

certain

prediction

you

percentage

of

probably
people,
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Only
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summed to provide the total population dose.
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ABSTRACT
A probabilistic model and data set are established to estimate radiation
doses Individuals might receive from radioactive low level waste (LLW) sites
following cessation of surveillance and institutional control.
If Pj is the probability that a given event e{ with radiological consequences
(viz., external exposure, ingestion or inhalation of radionuclides) will occur in
the time interval T( then the probability distribution function for n sequential
time periods is given by the multinomial distribution function
n

M(e,p,n) = JT (Qi + Pp = 1
1=1
where q^ = 1—P| and Pj Is Independent of all time periods except Tj. The expanded
form of the distribution function may be interpreted as the probability of
occurence of a particular set of radiological events in a series of n time
Intervals. The probability of no occurence of any radiological event during any
of the n time periods is given by qjq 2 . . qn = (1-pj)(1-P2> " O~Pn)- F° r
radiological risk assessment the probability that at least one or more
radiological events will occur is of primary interest.
The entire event space in which radiological events can transpire has
dimensions in both
space anC time. The spatial distribution function Is
associated with the selection of land
area sites for various uses (e.g.,
residencies, farms, grazing land, etc.). The temporal distribution function is
associated with the time interval in which the event might occur.
Although low level radioactive waste is stored in numerous locations
throughout the world, focus is made upon the LLW 6ites at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) and the Savannah River Plant (SRP). The major
land use fractions for principal pathways by which persons might be exposed
to radiation for the LLW sites at INEL and SRP are determined. Data are given
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for the U.S., the appropriate agricultural regions and the states hosting these
two sites and projections of land use fractions for the iNEL and SRP sites if no
LLW sites or institutional control existed. Percent changes over the past 24
years (1959 to 1982) are determined to assess trends over time. Estimates for
the annual probabilities for each lend category with potential for exposures
(e.g., food from croplands, diary products from pasture and cropland and
residencies) are made. The mean turnover time intervals are assumed to be
100 years for cropland and pasture and 50 years for residencies.
The probable occurence of at least one radiological exposure event is
tabulated for cropland, pasture and residency at the INEL and SRP sites
following loss of site control. Cropland siting at the INEL end SRP sites
approaches unity within 5000 years. Pasture and grazing use approaches unity
within 1000 years at INEL and 10,000 years at SRP. Residency use at both
sites approaches unity only after about 100,000 years or more.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to develop a satisfactory probabilistic exposure
model with a consistent date set to estimate the expected doses that
uncontrolled intruders might receive from LLW disposal sites in the future. An
arid site and humid site are selected as examples of the methodology. Site
specific data for the U.S. Idaho National Engineering Lebratory (INEL) and the
Savannah River Plant (SRP) are used as examples.
THEORY AND PROBABLISTIC MODEL
Let Pj be the probability that a given intrusion event, e^ with radiological
consequences (viz., external esposure, inhalation, or ingestion) will occur in
the time interval T,. Assume that a sequential series of time periods, T 1#
T

2 ' '"- T h ' o c c u r s 8nd l n e radiological event probabilties within each time
Interval are independent of the outcome or occurrence of events In other time
periods. Then the probability distribution funtion for n sequential time periods
Is given by the multinomial distribution function M(e,p,n)
n
M(e,p,n) = (q, + p, )(q 2 • P 2 ) " (Qn + Pn) s TTfai • Pf> = 1
1=1
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where q, = 1 - Pj
Pl = the probability of occurrence of the radiological event ej during
the time period Tj.
The term M(e,p,n) is equal to unity since M is the total probability distribution
function which accounts for all possible outcomes in n trials and therefore has
a probability of unity. The distribution function M may be expanded to give the
following individual terms
Qn + Pi^2^3 " % * W1 *2 " % * P1 ?2 " p n

M(e,p,n) = q 1 q 2

Each of the terms in Equation 2 may be interpreted as the probability of the
occurence of a particular set of radiological events in a series of n time
intervals. For example, the probability for no occurrence of a radiological
event during any of the n time periods is given by M(e = O,p,n) where
M(0,p,n) = q 1 q 2 " Qn = (1 - Pj)(1 - P2> " O - Pn>
The probability of one occurrence of the radiological event ^ during the time
period Tj is given by M|(e|=1,p,n) where
Mj( 1 ,P,n) s Pi<)iQ2 ~ I f - 1 q 1 +1 ' qn

Now the multinomial probability distribution function can be considerably
simplified if it can be assumed that the probability pj for the ith time interval
is identical for all time periods so that pj= p for all 1. Under appropriate
conditions such an assumption Is justified. Then the probability distribution
function becomes the familiar Monomial distribution function given by
n
n

B(e,p,n) = (p • q) = I = £
r=O

n!

prqn"r

&

rf (n-r)J

The general term (with q = 1 - p) may be Interpreted as the probability of the
occurrence of the radiological event e, r times during the time period spanning
n time Intervals. Also, It should be noted that for this particular event set for
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the occurrence of r radiological events, there ore n!/ri(n-r)! different or
Independent ways such an event set can occur and each has a probability of
Pr(1-P)n"r.
For radiological assesment work It is often of particular significance to
determine the probability that at least one or more radiological events will
occur during the time period 0 to t which spans n time Intervals. If the
probability of occurence in each time interval is p and is the same for all time
intervals than the probability of one or more occurrences is given by B(e>l,p,n)
where

The number of time intervals n can be expressed explicitly In time (n = t/T)
where T is the mean time interval during which the radiological event can
possibly occur and t is the total time period during which such events are
considered.
The derivative of B(e>l,p,n) or equivalent^ B(e>1,p,t) with respect to the
number of event intervals or time provides the expected probability of one or
more radiological events occuring per unit time interval. Letting P = B(e>1,p,t)
then the derivative of P with respect to n =t/T Is given by
= - d - p ) t / T Ln(l-p)

(5)

d(t/T)
or equivalent^
-&•—= p* exp(-p« t/T)
(6)
d(t/T)
where p* = - Ln (1 -p).
Often the probability p for the occurrence of a radiological event will be
small (p«1) so that p*=p. Futhermore, if the mean value (which is given by pn
for a binomial distribution) for the number of occurences of a radiological
event in time periods (i.e.,pn =pt/T=p* t/T) is also small so that p*t/T«1 then
Equation 6 becomes

dU/T)

= p exp (-pt/T) = p

(7)

This provides the interesting result that the probability of one or more
radiological occurrences In time per unit time interval is simply equal to the
probability p for the occurrence in any single time interval if p is small and the
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total number of time intervals t/T is small compared to 1/p. When these
conditions are not satisfied then Equation 5 provides the probability of one or
more radiolgoical events occuring per unit time.
An interestinf; expansion of the exposure model to consider is the
incorporation of event probabilities that are time dependent. Returning to
Equation 1 for the probability Pj (i.e., the probability of occurrence of the
radiological event 6| during the time period Tj), it is reasonable to assume that
these probabilties will change with time. A resonabie mathematical model for
this time dependence is the standard exponential growth equation where
(8)
where
p0 = the probability of occurence of the radiological event e^
during the mean time period T
F = the fractional growth rate per mean time interval T
T = the mean time interval
t = calendar time
Observe that the probability of non occurrence of the event e^ is given by q^
= 1 - Pj where Pj is defined by Equation 8. The use of Equation 8 for the
probability results in rather complex expressions for the probability density
function defined by Equations 1 or 3. Observe that the binomial distribution
given by Equation 3 is valid for time varying probabilities defined by Equation
8. A somewhat simple distribution function results if it can be assumed that
the growth rate F is small so that F t / T « 1 . Then Equation 8 yields the result
that Pj = p0 (1 + Ft/T) and the bionomial distribution function (see Equation 3)
becomes
n
B(e,p,n) = p 0

0

£

£

(t/T)?

r=O

ri (t/T - r)\

(1 + Ft/T)[i - p o (i 4 i t / T > ] t / T ~ r

The general term in the sum may be interpreted, as before, as the occurence of
the radiological event r times during the time period t.
The event space in which the occurrence of radiological events can transpire
is a joint probability space with a spatial probability distribution function
associated with the selection of land area sites for various activities with
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TABLE 2
RESIDENCY CHARACTERISTICS FOR SELECTED REGIONS

U.S.

South
Carolina

Counties
Aiken
Barnwell

Population (1980)

2.26E+8

3.12E+6

1.05E+5

1.99t+4

Residences (1980)

2.1ZE+7

1.15E+6

3.96E+4

7.193

Land Area (acres)

2.27E+9

1.93E+7

6.99E+6

3.57E+6

Persons/residency

10.7

2.71

2.67

2.76

Residences/acre*

.0094

.0603

.0647

.0286

(.0503)

-

-

.60

.40

1.00

Item

Idaho

Butte

Counties
Bingham
Boonevilie Jefferson

-

9.44E+5

3.342

3.65E+4

6.60E+4

1.53E+4

-

3.74E+5

1,280

1.21E+4

2.35E+4

4,994

5.27E+7

1.43E+6

1.34E+6

1.18E+6

7.OOE+5

2.52

2.61

3.02

2.81

3.06

.0072

.0013

.0094

.0199

.0077

(.0057)

.55

.20

.10

.15

1.00

SRP
Site

INEL
Site

00

s

Residency weighting
for site counties

1.93E+5
-

-

5.28E+5
-

*This is the net residency per acre after subtracting respective site area (SRP and INEL). Value for SRP and INEL region is the projected
residency density in the absence of institutional control using the residency weighting given for appropriate site counties.

(Mil/ions of Acres)

s

~*M!i(ill«f>Mu! tlktr Ion

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

NEC.

£RS 5577-61 ( 9 )

FIGURE 1 MAJOR USES OF ALL LAND, BY REGIONS, 48 STATES.

ECONOMIC RE5EAHCH SE»v«l

possible radiological consequences (e.g., residences, farms, commerical
buildings, etc.) and a temporal probability distribution function associated
with the time at which an event might occur and the time duration or interval
over which the event would extend.
DEVELOPMENT OF MODEL DATA BASE
To develop credible estimates of future radiation exposures to individuals
from LLW sites in the absence of control at an arid (e.g., INEL) and humid (e.g.,
SRP) sites k is necessary to establish a data base on pertinent area
populations, land useage patterns and reasonable trends expected in the future
for these date. Low level radioactive waste is stored in numerous locations
throughout the world and the data base for the arid site is appropriate to
several sites proposed by the Republic of South Africa.
Table 1 provides the data base used to develop projections for residency
probabilities at the SRP and INEL sites. With population, residency and land
area data available from the official U.S. 1980 census^', values for persons
per residency and residencies per acre can be determined. Futhermore, by
weighting the residency density values for the counties surrounding the SRP
and INEL sites it is possible to project a residency per unit acre value for
these sites in the absence of the existing restrictions and institutional control.
For example, the SRP site occupies about 193,000 acres and if no restrictions
existed the projected number of residences of the SRP site would by 9700
with about 7 of those residencies located on the LLW site. For the INEL site
which covers a land area of 523,000 acres the projected number of residences
with no control would be 3000 and about 0.4 of these residences would occur on
the LLW site.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture^ 2 ' 3 ' 4 Vith support from Individual state
agencies and reporting services periodically provides data on major uses of
land by regions within the United States. Figure 1 Is a composite of land use
data derived by dividing all U.S. land into one of the following four categories:
1) Cropland includes all land planted and harvested, held Idle, used for pasture,
sustained crop failure, cultivated summer fallow and used for soil
Improvement. 2) Pasture and grazing land used In open, permanent farm pasture
for grazing and grassland range not In farms. 3) Forest land as reported by the
U.S. Forest Service and 4) Other land which Includes land for all cities and
towns of 1000 or more persons, highway and rail rights-of-way, airports,
parks, wildlife refuges, wilderness areas, military lands, flood control areas,
etc. These four categories coupled with human residency density data provide
the data base required for estimating the probabilities associated with the
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various human activies that are related to pathways by which persons might be
exposed to radiation from LLW sites.
Table 2 provides the major land use fractions for the four categories
previously enumerated for selected regions in the U.S. Because primary
interest is directed at accurately projecting esimates of land use that might
prevail in the vicinity of the INEL end SRP sites, those regions which include
these sites ere given. Land use data for the Southeast region (includes that
states of South Carolina, Georgia, Florida and Alabama) and Mountain region
(includes the states of Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico,
Arizona, Utah and Nevada). These two regions are designated by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture as being representative of land use categories and
agricultural activities pertinent to that region of the U.S. Land use data is then
given for South Carolina and its two counties, Aiken and Barwell which contain
the SRP site. Also data for Idaho and the four counties (Bingham, Butte,
Bonneville and Jefferson) associated with the INEL site are given. Finally U.S.
average land use data are given, together with changes in land use experienced
over the last 24 years (1959 to 1982). The annual reduction rate is -0.30
percent and an ennual growth in other land use is 0.61 percent. Annual growth
data for the other regions, states and counties can be similarly assessed.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
With the land use fractions given for specific land uses in Table 2 it is
possible to estimate annual probabilities for those particular land use
activities that might result in radiological exposures to future intruders at the
SRP and INEL sites. The land use activities which have major potential for
human exposure are cropland use through crops, pasture and grazing land
through dairy crops and residency on the land area. Table 3 provides the annual
probabilities estimated for cropland, pasture and residency use at the INEL end
SRP sites as functions of time after loss of institutional control and
radiological survellance.
These annual probabilities are determined by assigning mean turnover time
intervals of 100 years for cropland and pasture use and 50 years to residencies
to obtain annual probability estimates. Using these derived annual probabilites
as asymptotic values (i.e., p for the time range greater that 200 years), the
annuel probabilities for the time range 0 to 100 years were taken as p/10 end
for the time range 100 years to 200 years as p//10. This is based upon the
assumption that loss of these large facilites would significantly decrease new
land occupation for residence and farming activities end that some human
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TABLE 2
ESTIMATES OF LAND USAGE FRACTIONS
FOR 1982 SELECTED REGIONS

CO

o

South
Carolina

cnp

.17
-.02

.18
-1.2

.16
-2.6

.08
.15

.13
.57

.23
.57

.26
-.28

.09
1.3

.04
-1.8

.08
.46

.56
-.13

.38
-.41

.63
-.41

.32
-.30

.60
-.21

.63
.05

.61
.06

.25
-.22

.41
-.02

.09
-.02

.21
.61

.14
1.6

.15
1.5

.15
3.8

.11
.90

.08
1.0

.05
1.0

7.0E-4

2.0E-3

4.5E-3

3.7E-3

1.8E-4

5.3E-4

4.3E-4

Specific Land Use

U.S.

Crop Land
,n\
Percent Change* ;

.21
.15

Pasture
/M
Percent Change* '
Forest Land
Percent Change
Other Land
/^
Percent Change* '
Residences

South East*"1)

Siteu;

Mountain*^

Idaho

Site*4)

(1)Includes some or all of the states of SC, GA, FL, and AL.
(2)Projected values using the SC counties of Aiken and Barnwell.
(3)Includes all of the states of ID, MT, WY, CO, NM, AZ, UT, and NV.
(4)Projected values using the ID counties of Bingham, Butte, Booneville and Jefferson.
(5)Denotes the annual percent growth (or reduction) based upon land use change for the past quarter century.

TABLE 3
ANNUAL PROBABILITY PROJECTIONS IN TIME FOR SELECTED LAND USES
Annual Probabilities Over Time
Time Range
0 to 100 Vrs

100 to 200 Vrs

>200 Vrs

Land Use

INEL

SRP

INEL

SRP

INEL

SRP

Cropland
Pasture/
Grazing

2.3E-4
6.3E-4

1.6E-4
8.5E-5

7.3E-4
2.0E-3

5.1E-4
2.7E-4

2.3E-3
6.3E-3

I.6E-3
8.5E-4

Residency 8.6E-7

7.4E-6

2.7E-6

2.3E-5

8.6E-6

7.4E-5

memory of LLW disposal activities at the INEL and SRP sites would restrain
land use for the first two centuries.
The probability for the occurence of one or more radiological events e for a
given land use over the time t in years after loss of site control is given by
1 - ( 1 - p/10) 1 f o r O < t < 100 years
P(e>1) =

1 - ( 1 - p / 1 0 ) 1 0 0 ( 1 - p / / l O ) 1 " 1 0 0 for 1 0 0 < t < 2 0 0 y r s
-(1 -p/10)100(1 - p / / 1 0 ) 1 0 0 ( l -p)l-200fort>200yrs

where p is the greater than 200 year annual probability given in Table 3 for the
respective land use activity and site location.
Table 4 provides tabulated values of P(e>1) for cropland, pasture and
residency use at the LLW sites at INEL and SRP. The probable occurence of at
least one cropland siting at both the INEL and SRP sites approaches unity
within 5000 years after loss of site control. Pasture use approaches unity
within 1000 years at INEL and within 10,000 years at SRP. The occurence of
residency at both site approaches unity only after about 100,000 years or
longer.
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TABLE 4
PROBABILITY FOR ONE OR MORE
RADIOLOGICAL OCCURRENCES AT A LLW SITE

Time Period (years)

Site

1

10

100

200

500

1000

5000

10,000

50,000

100,000

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

4.1E-2

8.1E-2

3.5E-1

5.8E-1

1

1

1

1

1

IMk
OS
oO)

Cropland

2.3E-4

2.3E-3

2.3E-2

9.2E-2

5.5E-1

8.6E-1

Pasture &
Grazing

6.3E-4

6.3E-3

6.1E-2

1.3E-1

8.8E-1

~1

Residency

8.6E-7

8.6E-6

8.6E-5

3.6E-4

2.9E-3

7.2E-3

Cropland

1.6E-4

1.6E-3

1.6E-2

6.5E-2

4.2E-1

7.4E-1

Pasture &
Grazing

8.5E-5

8.5E-4

8.5E-3

3.5E-2

2.5E-1

5.1E-1

9.8E-1

~1

Residency

7.4E-6

7.4E-5

7.4E-4

3.0E-3

2.5E-2

6.0E-2

3.0E-1

5.2E-1

~-l

SRP
~1

9.8E-1

-~1
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ABSTRACT

The principles for licensing of nuclear installations in South Africa are
based on the control of mortality risk to the operators of an
installation and the population resident in the vicinity of the site.
This paper describes the development of this safety philosophy, and the
nuclear licensing process used in this country.
The structure of the nuclear regulatory function is briefly described,
including the respective roles of the Atomic Energy Corporation,
Licencing Branch and the Council for Nuclear Safety.
The development of risk criteria and quantitative release magnitudeprobability criteria for radioactive material is outlined. Tasks that
have to be undertaken by a potential waste disposal site licensee before
a site licence is issued are described. These tasks include projections
of future population distributions, analyses of release mechanisms,
calculation of event probabilities, consequence modelling, and culminate
in risk estimation. All such analyses should be performed with no more
effort than that required to show compliance with the risk criteria.
Thus simple, but conservative, assumptions can be made. By comparison
with the projected risks arising from a nuclear reactor, it is expected
that the necessarily larger uncertainties associated with predicting the
risk from storage of long-lived radionuclides will be offset by the
smaller risks provided by the remote location and the absence of inherent
features such as high temperatures, pressures etc.
It Is assumed for the purposes of these analyses that the current
societal needs, structure and capabilities will be maintained over the
time period during which it is expected that the waste will pose a threat
to mankind. Thus it is deemed that any radical change in population
location, land usage or mineral and water resource utilization would
result in further risk analyses and, where necessary, further engineered
barriers or relocation of the waste.
Once the facility is commissioned periodic monitoring procedures will
have to be adopted throughout the lifetime of the facility. The scope of
typical monitoring activities is outlined and the ongoing analyses to be
performed and the records to be kept are discussed.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the technological world of today there is always an element of hazard
associated with any major technological construction. In general, where an
activity has a potential for causing harm to the community at large, some
form of control measures are needed.
In the case of nuclear power plants there is a possibility of a major
release of radioactive material which could lead to damage to health and
property and this also applies to the other parts of the nuclear fuel cycle
including radioactive waste disposal facilities. The nuclear industry has
for this and other reasons always been and remains one of the most closely
controlled of all human enterprises.
In the case of South Africa, the Nuclear Energy Act, No 92 of 1982, as
amended provides for this measure of control. The Act charges the Atomic
Energy Corporation with the responsibility for the issue of nuclear licences
to any person for the construction or use of a nuclear installation or for
the carrying out of any activity involving nuclear hazard material. These
1 •"fences may be subject to such conditions as the Corporation may deem
necessary or desirable in the interest of health and safety.
This paper will address the organisation of the South African nuclear
regulatory function, the basis for the safety philosophy and the
interpretation of this risk philosophy as a set of safety criteria.
Evaluation of potential nuclear sites and the approaches necessary to
demonstrate compliance with the criteria are also discussed.
2

THE SOUTH AFRICAN NUCLEAR REGULATORY AUTHORITY

The erstwhile Atomic Energy Board, conscious of the need for impartiality in
regulatory matters, established a Licensing Branch, divorced from the
Board's promotional activities, to execute its responsibilities in terms of
the then Nuclear Installations (Licensing and Security) Act No. 43 of 1963.
In addition, the Board established a Nuclear Safety Advisory Committee
(NSAC) whose members were drawn from outside the Board and charged it with
making recommendations on a broad range of generic safety issues.
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In terms of the Nuclear Energy Act, No. 92 of 1982 which incorporated the
Atomic Energy Act No. 90 of 1967, as amended and the Nuclear Installations
Act No 43 of 1963, as amended, the Atomic Energy Corporation of South Africa
Ltd (AEC) was created and responsiblity for regulation of nuclear safety was
transferred to the AEC. The Council for Nuclear Safety (CNS) was also
established under this Act as an independent body responsible directly to
the Minister of Mineral and Energy Affairs and it replaced the former NSAC.
No nuclear licence may be issued without the recommendation of the CNS.
The overall structure at present is illustrated in Figure 1. The Licensing
Branch, comprising the Standards Department, which incorporates a Generic
Studies Group, and the Evaluation and Inspection Departments is responsible
for determining the fundamental safety standards which should be applied and
these are submitted to the CNS and the AEC Board for approval. The Branch
also makes technical assessments of the safety of nuclear installations,
determines appropriate licence conditions, makes recommendations to the AEC
and CNS regarding the issue, amendment or withdrawal of licences and ensures
compliance with the conditions pertaining to these licences.
Co-ordination with other safety authorities is achieved by ad hoc liaison
between the departments concerned, by the formation of interdepartmental
committees and ultimately, of course, through the Cabinet.
The AEC, ultimately responsible to the Minister, formally issues, and may
amend or withdraw the licences after consultation, where appropriate, with
the Council for Nuclear Safety.
3

COMPARATIVE SAFETY AMD THE CONCEPT OF ACCEPTABLE RISK

The radioactive inventory of typical nuclear installations including
radwaste facilities, is such as to pose a potential threat to the health of
members of the public. Consequently it is necessary to ensure that such
installations are designed, built and operated in a safe manner.
What then constitutes a 'safe' installation? It is not possible to ensure
absolute safety; probably no artifact, and certainly nothing as complex as
a nuclear power plant, can ever be made absolutely safe. What we really
mean is that it is safe enough; that the risk although recognised as real,
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is nevertheless acceptable. A first and essential step, therefore, in the
process of drawing up safety controls is to determine what constitutes an
acceptable risk. This in itself is not a simple task.
Early industrial and technological development tended to follow the
pragmatic, if somewhat callous, approach of "try it and see". At best,
largely subjective and hence rather arbitary judgements regarding safety
standards were made, to be modified only under the pressure of the hazards
that resulted. Even so, the trial and error process was and is really only
tolerable if the consequences of error are not large and are quickly
apparent.
A characteristic of these early methods of tackling the problem is that they
all attempt to arrive at a solution without facing squarely up to the
central question, "What is an acceptable risk?". In the mid 1960's, faced
in many parts of the world with growing confusion and uncertainty about the
safety of nuclear.power plants, many workers in the safety field and in the
nuclear industry in particular realised that the issue could no longer be
avoided. A new look was taken at the fundamentals and in the late 60's and
early 70's men like Farmer and Starr were putting forward constructive ideas
[1] [2]. At about the same time, personnel at the then Atomic Energy Board
were gathering ideas and developing thoughts on the matter [3] [4] in
readiness for the introduction of nuclear power in this country.
It is considered indisputable that assessment of safety implies assessment
of risk. If the assessed risk is to be effectively compared for regulatory
purposes with some standard of acceptable risk, then it is essential that
the risks be expressed in as precise and quantitative a manner as possible.
It may be argued that a new phenomenon or enterprise is acceptably safe if
the benefits to society consequent upon its introduction exceed by some
margin some form of aggregation of all costs, risks and other detractions,
and further that the margin at least equals that obtainable from any
available alternative route by which the desired benefits may be realised.
This cost-benefit or risk-benefit approach which, incidentally, indicates
that acceptable safety standards are conditional upon features of the
phenomenon under consideration and that these standards may change with
time, represents in principle perhaps the best method of arriving at values
for acceptable risk. The idea is being actively pursued by a number of
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workers in the field, including members of the Licensing Branch, but the
establishment of an appropriate method for aggregating the various costs,
risks and benefits is limited to certain parametric surveys of a specific
proposal or comparison of very similar proposals. The difficulty for more
general application lies in the diffuse nature of the various factors that
have to be taken into account as reference to Table 1, by no means an
exhaustive list, will readily show. One needs a quantitative result and
more reseach is necessary before one can with confidence quantify all these
various factors in terms of some common unit.
TABLE 1
SOME FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN A COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
COSTS

BENEFITS

1. Cost of design, construction, operation
2. Risk of death and injury to
humans

1. Worth of the product!s)
2. Reduction of some existing risks
3. Ecological benefits

3. Damage to other forms of
life

4. New amenities

4. Reduction of existing
amenities

5. Gain in aesthetic value
of the environment

5. Reduction in aesthetics

6. Improvement in employment prospects

6. Other forms of pollution

Since the risk-benefit approach represents an ideal which cannot yet be
applied, comparative risk, a simpler, more tractable method based on the
work of Starr and others was chosen. Historical records of the levels of
hazard associated with other aspects of human experience, which are
apparently tolerated by society, were used as an aid in defining the
criteria to apply to nuclear installations on the basis that the tolerated
levels should have been arrived at by society performing something akin to a
risk-benefit analysis.
Trial and error ought to have taken care of some of the factors currently
most difficult to quantify, such as long-term consequences, moral and
aesthetic values, the difference between voluntary and involuntary risks,
and so on.
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4

HISTORICAL DATA

Whilst one is concerned with all aspects of the risk to health and safety,
it is convenient to use mortality risks as a basis for setting safety
standards.
In analysing risks one may group the data into certain categories:
1.

Voluntary e.g. climbing, private aviation, sailing.
Imposed e.g. earthquakes, floods, atmospheric pollution.

2.

Natural catastrophe Man-made or induced events.

3.

Occupational - may be voluntary but only if risks are perceived
accurately.
Population - risks to the public at large.

Examples of some population risks are given
occupational risks are depicted in Table III.

in Table II while

TABLE II
POPULATION RISKS
TYPE OF RISK

AVERAGE ANNUAL MORTALITY
RISK PER INDIVIDUAL

Motor Vehicle, USA
Motor Vehicle, Japan
Motor Vehicle, SA
Railway, Japan
Earthquakes, Japan
Water Transport,
Japan
Water Transport, USA
Aircraft, USA
Medical and Surgical,
Electrical Current,
USA
Lightning, USA
Railway, SA
Drowning, SA
Lightning, SA
Venomous Insects, SA

2 ,7 X 10-4
2 X 10-4
3 X 10-4
2 X 10-5
3 X 10-5
9 X 10"6
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8 X 10-6
7 ,5 X 10-6
5 ,5 X 10-6
5 X 10-6

5 ,5
1
6
2
2

X 10-7
X 10-5
X 10"5
X

10"6

X 10-6

some

TABLE III
OCCUPATIONAL RISKS
AVERAGE ANNUAL
MORTALITY RISK

OCCUPATION
Fishing
Transport
Mining
Glass, Bricks, Tiles
Local Authorities
Wood Industry
Agriculture & Forestry
Food, Drinks, Tobacco
Diamonds, AsDestos, Bitumen
Charitable, Religious,
Political & Trade Orgs.
Chemical
Iron and Steel
Trade & Commerce
Educational Services
Entertainment & Sport
Banking, Finance & Insurance
Printing & Paper
Other Professional services
Personal Services, Hotels
Leather
Textiles

X 10"3
2
9,75 X 10-4
7,85 X 10"4
4,53 X 10-4
3,84 X 10"4
3,74 X 10"4
3,6 X 10-4
2,95 X 10-4
2,89 X 10-4
2,21 X 10-4

1,96
1,87
1,61
1,57
1,25
8,6
5,7
4,5
4,2
3,2
2,8

X

10-4

X 10-4
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

10-4
10"4
10-4
10-5
10-5
10-5
10-5
10-5
10-5

It must be stressed that these figures represent average risks and there
will be a spread about the average. In setting standards we must also be
concerned with the peak individual risk.
As might be expected, the
peak/average risk ratio is generally found to be smaller for occupational
risks than for population risks.
Another point that has to be remembered in relation to accident statistics
is that large accidents will generally occur less frequently than small
accidents. Some typical distributions are illustrated in Figure 2. It will
be seen from these that expressions of the form FREQUENCY x (MAGNITUDE)" =
CONSTANT will fit the data reasonably well, and further, that there is a
bias in risk away from the larger accidents. In other words, for a given
type of accident, the average risk represented by any single accident must
decrease as the size of accident increases.
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CURRENT SAFETY STANDARDS FOR SOUTH AFRICAN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS
Based on the above philosophy the following principles have been invoked
in respect of standards to be applied to nuclear installations in this
country.

(i)

The risks presented by a nuclear plant must not increase significantly
the total population risk.
(ii) The nuclear risks must compare favourably with those associated with
other major industrial enterprises.
(iii) Allowance must be made for a possible increase in the standards of
safety demanded by society over the period - usually several decades represented by the working life of the plant.
This point has
particular relevance for radwaste disposal facilities.
In conjunction with these principles, careful consideration of the general
historical risk data available, coupled with certain other data such as
environmental dispersion characteristics related specifically to the nuclear
hazard, has led to the adoption of the following standards:
A) Population risks
(i)

The population at risk shall normally be taken as that within 50 km of
the site.
(ii) A peak/average risk ratio of 50 shall not be exceeded,
(iii) The average annual mortality risk per individual, resulting from
normal operation of the installation, shall not exceed 10"^.
(iv) The average annual mortality risk per individual, resulting from
accident situations, shall not exceed l n ~ 8 and the limiting
frequency-magnitude relationship for accidents shall be FREQUENCY x
(MAGNITUDE) 1 , 5 = CONSTANT.
(B) Occupational risks
(i) A peak/average risk ratio of 5 shall
(ii) The average annual mortality risk
normal operation, shall not exceed 2
(iii) The average annual mortality risk
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not be exceeded.
per individual, resulting from
x 10"^.
per individual, resulting from

accident situations, shall not exceed 10" 5 and the limiting
frequency-magnitude relationship for accidents shall be FREQUENCY x
(MAGNITUDE) 1 , 5 = CONSTANT.
These risk standards are generally consistent with proposals put forward by
other workers employing similar logic.
The main points that must be
emphasised are, firstly, that when one we say something is safe, we mean
that the risks it poses are acceptable; secondly, that for regulatory
purposes the limits of acceptable risk must be defined in quantitative
terms; thirdly, that both general population and occupational hazards must
be taken into account; and, finally, that attention must be given to both
normal operation and accident situations.
6

SOUTH AFRICAN LICENSING PROCESS .
In order to establish whether or not a nuclear licence can be granted
the Licensing Branch will assess a proposed facility against the basic
risk criteria outlined in the above section (5).
1.

Site data are collected by the Licensee and analysed by the
Licensing Branch.

2.

Site specific quantitative release criteria are defined by the
Licensing Branch.

3.

Plant data and analyses together with probabilistic risk study must
be provided by the Licensee.

4.

Independent plant risk analysis is conducted by the Licensing
Branch.

5.

Evaluation of proposed plant risks against basic risk criteria.

6.

Monitoring of plant construction (and subsequent operation) by
the Licensing Branch to verify initial and ongoing compliance with
safety criteria.
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6.1 Quantitative Safety Criteria
The hazard to members of the public arising from a nuclear installation
is dependent on factors such as the type of installation, the nature of
the occurrence or occurrences which lead to the release, the physical
and chemical form of the • lioactive material that can be released, the
siting

of the

installation,

the

transmission

of

the

radionuclides

through the natural food chain, etc.
In order to determine the risks to individuals and the population as a
whole the pathways by which the radioactive material may reach the
population at risk must be iaantified and, if applicable, the various
concentration factors in biota and dilution and transport factors in
atmosphere, water masses, or ground strata must be established.
Using models of these pathways individual and population dose equivalent
estimates may be made.

Risks may be predicted from these doses using

mortality risk coefficients.

The Licensing Branch is currently using a

coefficient of 200 cases of cancer (assumed fatal) per 10^ man.Si everts.
Conversely, dose limits can be determined from the risk criteria by
calculating backwards to establish activity release limits for a site.
6.1.1

Accidental Release of Radionuclides
A

quantitative

safety

criterion

for

the

accidental

release

of

radionuclides from a nuclear installation must be consistent with the
risk criteria as well as the frequency relation given in Section 5
above.
A relationship

P(C2) - Ptq) = /

GC

J

is defined where C is the release magnitude for the active material
in curies and P(C)is the permissible frequency of all events having
release magnitudes between 0 and C curies and G is a constant which
depends on the characteristics

of the particular

involved the calculation of G are in general :-
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site.

Factors

(a) The population numbers and distribution around the s i t e .
(b) The weather pattern for airborne releases.
(c) The various pathways and transport factors for liquid or liquid-borne
releases.
(d) The dose-effect relationships for the characteristic nuclides.
(e) The average annual mortality risk due to accidental releases.
1 x 10~8 casualties/person/year.
6.1.2 Normal Operational Releases
Under normal circumstances, releases from a radwaste f a c i l i t y , i f dny, w i l l
be restricted to those arising from decontamination procedures.

However,

the design may allow for a planned release of radioactive material during
the storage period and consequently the normal operating risks which are
defined for installations such as power plants may also have relevance for
the radwaste f a c i l i t y .
6.2 Site data collection

In order to determine the quantitative safety criteria it will be
necessary to obtain relevant site data. The scope of the data is
determined partly by the nature of the installation but will include
meteorology, demography, geology, hydrology and seismology. The initial
data may require additional confirmation after the risk studies to
provide the necessary confidence in the risk estimates. Where the data
is associated with events such as floods and earthquakes evidence will
have to be collected to enable predictions of both the magnitude and
frequency of future events.
6.3 Evaluation of plant data and probabilistic analyses.
A subsequent paper will explain in more detail how risks arising from a
radwaste facility are estimated.
The probabilistic risk study is
compared with the risk criteria, while engineering assessments may be
made to provide confidence in plant capability.
Since a radwaste
facility is designed to have extended period of planned operation.
There are large uncertainties about the effectiveness of relying on
active control measures over the lifetime of the facility. Thus it is
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frequently considered desirable to provide the degree of assurance
needed by engineering the plant to provide for the necessary degree of
waste boundary integrity without the need to inspect and maintain these
boundaries. Here a probabilistic risk argument is able to help despite
the large uncertainties since by making reasonable assumptions about
known factors such as local geology and hydrology, it is possible to
demonstrate compliance with probablistic risk criteria without needing
to address issues such as future population growths. Furthermore, the
effort needed for site data collection (e.g. geologic and seismic)
together with the degree of sophistication of the engineering analyses
can be controlled to provide the necessary degree of assurance required
to establish compliance with the risk criteria.
It is assumed for the purposes of these analyses that the current
societal needs, structure and capabilities will be maintained over the
time period during which it is expected that the waste will pose a
threat to mankind.
Thus it is deemed that any radical change in
population location, land usage or mineral and water resource
utilization would result in further risk analyses and, where necessary,
further engineered barriers or relocation of the waste.
6.4 Compliance
Compliance with a risk standard implies not only that the installation
should be designed to meet the standard but that the as-built plant
should meet the defined reliability, maintainability, availability,
dependability and capability goals. In other words, it is necessary to
have assurance that the plant is built and operated as it was intended.
To this end the Licensing Branch has an inspection function whose task
it is to ensure that the necessary quality assurance and inspection
activities are performed during the plant construction and operation.
This is achieved by inspections and audits and the monitoring of plant
data collected by the licensee.
During the lifetime of the radwaste facility audits will be made to
confirm that the plant is being operated according to these design
requirements identified by the risk analyses as necessary to demonstrate
compliance with the criteria. Environmental data will also be collected
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to verify the original design assumption and to confirm that there is no
leakage of radioactive material.
CONCLUSION
Application of

risk-based c r i t e r i a

to radwaste f a c i l i t i e s

problem of achieving the myth of absolute safety.
criteria

as

outlined

above

puts

the

problem

overcomes the

The use of risk-based
into

a more

realistic

perspective, particularly with reference to rare or unlikely events such as
radical changes to population d i s t r i b u t i o n , land and mineral resource usage,
or major changes to the geology, hydrology or seismicity of the region.
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Question

DR J J BARNARD

Is there any liaison between your licensing branch and
the Department of Water Affairs/Environmental

Affairs

re.

of

proposed

licensing

regulations

in

terms

the

Environmental Conservation Act?

Answer

MR D M SIMPSON

Yes.
the

I am not fully aware of the full implications of
Environmental

between

the

Conservation

Licensing

Branch

Act, but
and

the

discussions
Department

Water Affairs, specifically with regard to the Ko

of
erg

Nuclear Power Plant, have taken place with respect to
the amounts of radioactive material to be released to
the environment

as a result

of normal

operation

and

the quantities proposed by the AEC have been accepted
by the Department of Water Affairs.
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ABSTRACT
Over the past fifteen years, prodigious efforts and significant advances
have been made in methods of prediction of the migration rate of dissolved
species in aqueous systems.
Despite such work, there remain formidable
obstacles in prediction of solute transport in the unsaturated zone over
the long time periods necessarily related to the radionuclide bearing
wastes. The objective of this paper is to consider the methods, issues and
problems with
the use
of predictive
solute transport models for
radionuclide migration from nuclear waste disposal in arid environments, if
and when engineering containment of the waste fails. Having considered the
ability for long term solute prediction for a number of geological
environments, the advantages of a disposal environment in which the solute
transport process is diffusion controlled will be described.

1

INTRODUCTION

Over the
have been
species in

past fifteen

years, prodigious

efforts and significant advances

made in methods of prediction of the migration rate of dissolved
aqueous systems.

obstacles in

prediction of

Despite

such work,

solute transport

in the unsaturated zone over

the long

time periods

wastes.

In essence,

field of

nuclear waste disposal; the long time periods necessary to secure

the waste

and prevent

potential loss

necessarily related

there remain formidable

the key

to

problems and

the

radionuclide

issues are

bearing

just these in the

access to the environment and the predictability of

processes over

such time

periods.

Whatever

system

of

nuclear waste storage is chosen in any of geological environments, the long
term security

and ultimate safety of the system is flawed if the behaviour

of the system cannot be reliably predicted.
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The objective of this paper is to consider the methods, issues and problems
with the

use

of

migration from

predictive

nuclear waste

engineering containment
for long

solute

term solute

the advantages

transport

disposal in

for

radionuclide

arid environments,

if and when

of the waste fails. Having considered the ability
prediction for

of a

models

a number of geological environments,

disposal environment

in which

the solute

transport

process is diffusion controlled will be described.
2

NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

A normal,

saturated flow,

predictive model

is based

on equations

which

include solute terms to express:
o

the movement of a solute due to advection, giving a mass flow term;

o

solute spreading controlled by the dispersive properties of the porous
medium through which solute transport occurs; and

o

the removal

or

retardation

of

a

solute

due

to

hydrogeochemical

attenuation by the porous medium.
Typically, a one-dimensional form of a mathematical model to predict solute
transport might be:
dC
dr

D d2C

d72

V

dC
dx"

P Kd
n

dC

Ea'n
I
q

dr

where the three terms of the right hand side of the equation account for
dispersive effectives
of the medium, advection processes and
hydrogeochemical attenuation respectively, the latter being operative for a
ncn-conservative solute. (A notation list for symbols is given at the end
of the paper.)
Applications of such models using analytic, finite
difference and finite element formulations have been given (1,2).
For advection controlled systems, where the model is to be used for the
prediction of radionuclide transport in shallow subgrade disposal above the
phreatic surface, modification is required. The net result might be:
_d_(9C) _ _d_ ( D O ^ £ ) _ d_ ( q C ) _ P Kd. d£ _ C. e X t
dt

CI3

dj ~ d?

~

Eq'n 2

dt

where, again,

the first three terms on the right hand side of the equation

account

dispersive

processes

for
(if

the

effects, advection

solute

under

processes

consideration

hydrogeochemical), respectively.
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is

and

attenuation

non-conservative

The fourth term expresses the loss of the solute due by radioactive decay.
However, if in-growth of a daughter isotope is to be considered, this term
would be modified and be positive.
With a decrease in the inherent permeability of the subgrade material, the
dominance of advection processes will diminish and the dispersion term will
become of increasing importance. The dispersion coefficient (D) is, in
fact, the sum of two separate coefficients - one representing the effects
of mixing in the system (Dm) and the second accounting for molecular
diffusion (De). Where there is flow in the system (i.e. advection), Dm is
the more important component of dispersion but, with decrease in flow
velocity related to a decrease in permeability, the (De) diffusion related
term assumes a significant role. In low permeability methods, De is of
overwhelming importance in solute transport and advection/dispersion "per
se" are negligible. The term (De), the "effective" diffusion coefficient
can be derived from:
De = D o t

Eq'n 3

(i.e., the product of the free solution diffusion coefficient for the
solute and the subgrade material tortuosity)
The net result is that, for low permeability/low advection environments,
equations 1 and 2 require modification as their advective terms reduce and
can be eliminated. For a conservative solute, the solute transport process
approximates to Fick's second law (3) where:
D d 2 c

dx
and,

Eq'n 4

2

therefore,

nature of

considering the effective diffusion coefficient due to the

transport in the subgrade material, as opposed to diffusion in a

free solution,

together with the potential for hydrogeological attenuation

of a non-conservative radionuclide solute, this would become:
dC

De

d2 C

P

Kd dC

2

n

dT

dX

dT

Eq'n 5

or
d (0C)

dr

d

( De 0 d C )

"71

d3

P Kd dC

Ce

A f

Eq n

dt"

6

Equations 5 and 6 are similar to the non-advective form of equations 1 and
2 respectively.

I t is possible to simplify equation 5, for example, if the
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effective diffusion coefficient is redefined (De1 ) for a hydrogeochemically
non-conservative solute (4,5) to
De1 d 2 C
dx :

dC
dt

Eqn 7

where
De.

=

_De_ :DoT
I +_PKd
l + f Kd
n
n

.„

8

Similarly, equation 6 would become
d_(QC) .

1

dt

d ( De1 9 dC )

~ —^—

dy

r

'

. . . . .

to

.
n y

dj

In general, the relative complexity of any of the above predictive models
is indication of the extent and nature of the data required as input to the
model. Clearly, either absence of data and/or uncertainties as to the
reliability of data, place a constraint on the usefulness of the model in
terms of its predictive capabilities, a problem which becomes excerbated
when long term predictions are necessary.
The uncertainties associated with any prediction will vary with the system
in which solute transport is being predicted and the nature of the solute
transport process: e.g., is the process advection controlled or diffusion
controlled.
To illustrate these problems of radionuclide migration
prediction in the long term using solute transport models, a shallow,
subgrade disposal scheme will be evaluated for a variety of geological
conditions in an arid environment.
3

DISPOSAL SCHEMATIC AND OPTIONS

Figure 1 is a schematic of shallow, subgrade waste disposal system, a
number of the factors influencing solute transport being illustrated. The
"raison d'etre" of such sites is based on the disposal of the waste below
grade but above the phreatic surface (groundwater) in the unsaturated zone.
Many processes are discontinuous, e.g., recharge from rare storm events,
and/or may not occur concurrently, e.g., advective processes after recharge
events only with on-going diffusion.
For an arid environment in a variety of geological configurations, there
are a number of general systems that might apply.
Three particular
scenarios will be considered:
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o

scenario 1: unsaturated flow with discontinuous "saturated"
after recharge events and hence intermittent advective flow;

flow

o

scenario 2: unsaturated to temporary saturated conditions, as above,
but in fractured subgrade material; and

o

scenario 3: essentially unsaturated conditions with no appreciable
advective flow and diffusion control.

Below the phreatic surface, saturated conditions will exist, but discussion
of this part of the system is beyond the scope of the present paper.
4

SCENARIO 1: UNSATURATED FLOW WITH INTERMITTENT "SATURATED" FLOW
AND ADVECTION

This first scenario envisages disposal in a non-fractured medium displaying
intergranular solute transport which may be the result of unsaturated flow
varying to "saturated" flow, from intermittent recharge events.
The
permeability is sufficiently high, i.e., greater than 10-5/10-6 cm/sec,
that advective processes dominate.
The mathematical model which could be used for radionuclide solute
prediction in this case would be analogeous to equation 2, although it
would approach equation 1 when conditions approached "saturation".
If
equation 2 were used, the ability to estimate the input parameters to the
model for the system illustrated is Figure 1 will give some measure
probable reliability of the model for long term prediction.
The transient, variable degree of saturation that would be experienced in
the system from discontinuous recharge will result in a variation in o, the
water content, and q, the Darcy flux, both temporarily and spacially. This
water- content presents some problems in measurement, and numerous other
models have been proposed that which attempt incorporate such variation
(6). As can be seen from the equation 2, the dispersion coefficient and,
therefore, the dispersion term are highly dependent on water content. It
would appear there is a degree of uncertainty in the estimation of the 0 ,
dependent first term and q dependent second term of equation 2.
The third term, related to the hydrogeochemical attenuation properties of
the subgrade material incorporates a partition coefficient, Kd.
The
underlying assumptions with regard to the used of Kd values instantaneous, wholly reversible reactions - have been the subject of much
debate (7).
There are examples, particularly of highly partitioned
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radionuclides, which
materials.

react distinctly

irreversibly with

geological

In addition, the natural variation in the inherent properties of geological
materials requires consideration. Advection dependent models are sensitive
to variations, for example, in permeability.
The estimation of
permeability yields results which, realistically, are probably no better
than within an order of magnitude. For example, it has been demonstrated
that, in apparently homogenous sandy materials, the rate of solute
transport varies by twofold (8).
Given the present validity of the above arguments, it would appear that the
compounding effects of the uncertainties associated with data for a number
of input parameter makes the results of modelling an advection controlled
system suspect. Hence, the predictive capabilities of the model are
questionable, particularly over long time periods.
This relatively inability to have confidence in such predictions is
considered to be a serious drawback, if not fatal flaw, in the practical
use of advection controlled systems for radioactive waste disposal.
Therefore, it is suggested that many sites with permeabilities in excess of
approximately 10-5/10-6 cm/sec may not be appropriate disposal areas.
5

SCENARIO 2: UNSATURATED FLOW WITH INTERMITTENT "SATURATED" FLOW
AND ADVECTION IS FRACTURED SUBGRADE MATERIAL

Scenario 2 addresses the case where the subgrade material, although
apparently an unconsolidated sediment, is subject to some degree of
fracturing or fissuring. Intermittent wetting and dessication can cause
"cracking" to depth in the unsaturated zone or the opening of preferential
flow paths in the material, analogous to fractures. The use of any system
where fractures are present raises the spectre of a potentially-rapid and
unpredictable flow regime.
Efforts to model fracture flow and solute transport in fractures are legion
(9, 10).
Many of these studies have addressed radionuclide solute
transport (11,12,13), but in most cases, only transport in a single
fracture is considered. This is because the computation difficulties, in
part, become very formidable if more than one fracture is considered and
the applicability of modelling is questionable due to lack of understanding
or inherent predictably in the system. Indeed, solute transport models are
not readily available for a complex fracture system.
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Fracture modeling is beset with similar problems to those demonstrated for
advective type models for intergranular flow systems in terms of data
acquisition, only the problems are magnified (9). The net result is the
same type of concern expressed about raclionucl ide migration prediction as
advection driven systems, but again the level of concern and uncertainty
are elevated. The corollary of such concern is the questioning of the use
of potential shallow disposal areas bearing any apparent fracturing or
fissuring in the unsaturated zone.
6

SCENARIO 3: ESSENTIALLY UNSATURATED CONDITIONS WITH LITTLE
EFFECTIVE ADVECTION BUT DIFFUSION CONTROL

The third scenario requires the subgrade material to be non-fissured and
have a permeability of less than 10-7 cm/sec.
This results in the
domination of the solute transport by diffusion processes (4). There are
now a multitude of data on the existence of such diffusion controlled
systems and their behaviour (14, 15, 16). Subgrade materials meeting such
specifications would be silt to clay materials.
Equations 7 and 9 give models that are applicable to diffusion controlled
systems. Examination of the equations demonstrates that the only parameter
requiring estimating in the case of both equations in De' , the effective
diffusion coefficient, plus the water content in the case of equation 9.
While there is some uncertainty with the estimation of the water content,
as previously discussed, the effective diffusion coefficient is
comparatively easy to estimate when compared to the variables in advection
controlled models. Equation 8 gives the variables required to establish De
which are Do, the free solution diffusion coefficient, P, the bulk
density of the subgrade material, n, the porosity of the subgrade material,
f, the tortuosity and Kd, the partition coefficient.
Values for free solution diffusion coefficients are relatively well known,
and tortuosity values have been shown to vary over a very narrow range:
i.e., 0.5 to 0.8 (3). The physical parameters for bulk density and
porosity are relatively easy to measure by accepted geotechnical methods
and their ratio is not particularly variable. Some of the questions raised
about the use of partition coefficient values, Kd, (7) are alleviated by
the slow transport process in low permeability materials, which allow long
reaction times and have the opportunity to reach hydrogeochemical
equilibrium.
In essence, the data acquisition constraints are
significantly less for models of radionuclide migration by diffusion when
compared with other solute transport processes.
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The major perceived advantage, however, in the application of models to
diffusion dominated systems is they are not constrained by the system
hetrogeneity as are models of advective controlled systems. The inherent
hetrogeneity of geological media results in significant variation in
permeability and hence the groundwater or seepage velocity, which makes the
system difficult to predict. The input parameters to a diffusion model are
not constrained by the lack of homogenity as they are insensitive to such
variation, if the solute under consideration is hydrogeochemically
conservative. Clearly, there may be more dependence if attenuation is
operative.
The net result is that a diffusion controlled system appears to be far
more predictable than any other likely geological environment.
This
implies that, when long term prediction of radionuclide migration is
required, diffusion models will be more reliable and appropriate. Hence,
the shallow disposal of radioactive wastes in a diffusion controlled
system, i.e., in low permeability materials, has distinct advantages in
terms of reliable prediction of long term radionuclide release.
This
results in a greater assurance of the integrity and safety of such a
system.
7

SUMMARY

While there are many inherent problems with the use of mathematical models
for solute transport prediction, it would appear these problems can be
limited in models of diffusion -lominated systems. Such models have clear
advantages over models involving advection and dispersion "per se" in that
they do not have dependence on the degree of homogeneity of natural
geological systems, amongst other factors.
In terms of the disposal of radioactive wastes in shallow subgrade sites
above the zone of saturation, it would appear prudent to question or
eliminate sites with natural permeabilities in excess of about 10-7 cm/sec
or any apparent degree of fracturing or fissuring, in favour of areas of
low permeability where the diffusion controlled processes are relatively
predictable over long time periods.
8
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NOTATION
C
t
D
x
V

=
=
=
=
=

P=
n =
Kd =
0=
j> =
q =
A =
Do =
Dm=
De =
t =
De'=

solute concentration in the solution phase
time
dispersion coefficient
horizontal (longitudinal) coordinate
average linear (groundwater/seepage/infiltration) velocity,
where V = q/n
dry bulk density of subgrade material
porosity of subgrade material
partition coefficient
volumetric water content
vertical coordinate
Darcy flux
p,693
x_
decay constant, where
'1/2
( T1/2 is the half life of the species)
free solution diffusion coefficient
dispersion coefficient for mixing
effective diffusion coefficient
tortuosity of subgrade material
effective diffusion coefficient of a hydrogeochemically non
conservative solute
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ABSTRACT
The limited land area, precipitous topography and complex geological
structure impose a challenging task in the selection of a storage and
disposal site for the radioactive waste and used nuclear fuel in Taiwan,
ROC.
Particular earth sciences considerations for the site selection in Taiwan
should be paid to the following topics
1. The most demonstrated and tested cystalline rocks, tuffs and salt
deposits in some developed countries are not likely to be found
favorble for this purpose on this island. We have to look for some
less tested rock formations.
2. Situated right on the circum-Pacific seismic zone, the island of Taiwan
has strong and frequent earth quakes. Tectonic mobility is high.
Upheaval and erosional rate of the land are among the highest in the
world.
3. Geothermal gradient is normally high and hot springs are wide spread.
The changes in the level of ground water are also high in some part of
Taiwan due to prominent dry and wet seasons. Ground water hydrology
is not well studied and understood.
4. Orogenic activity is strong. Faulting and folding structures are rather
closely spaced. Rock consolidation and induration processes are
comparatively rapid.
5. Active volcanoes have not been found. But there are Pleistocene
Volcanoes with post-volcanic activities.
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6. Oil and natural gas evidences are common in the Neogene Sediments.
Many prospecting and producing wells have been drilled.
7. High CO, activity.
In view of the above statements, the following rocks on the island of
Taiwan and its offshore islets including Kinmen and Matsu are considered
favorable as candidates for further studies: 1. the plastic, impermeable
and thick shale and mudstone formations; 2. the most stable and shallow
stratigraphic high of Mesozoic basement close to the western coast; 3.
the quartz porphyry islet in the Taiwan Strait; 4. the highly silicified
and impermeable Eocene quartzite formations; 5. the Mesozoic granitic
gneiss of Kinmen island.

1

INTRODUCTION

This paper provides general considerations in the fields of earth sciences
on the selection of a storage and disposal site for the radioactive and
used nuclear fuel in Taiwan, Republic of China.
Taiwan is an island of about 36,000 square kilometers.

Located at the

boundaries between the Eurasian plate and the Philippine Sea plate, this
island Is elevated to a maximal height of about 4000m
compression-plus-shear

as a result of

(Fig. 1 ) . It is an arcuate island extending its

shorter arm eastward to the Ryukyus and its longer arm southward to the
Philippines.

The back bone of this mountainous island is the Central Range

which is mainly Tertiary in age.

It is fringed on the west by the Foothill

Zone and separated on the east from the Coastal Range by the Longitudinal
Valley.

West of the Foothill Zone is a vast coastal plain with the very

shallow Taiwan Strait farther west; east of the Coastal Range is the deep
Pacific Ocean (Fig.2).

The offshore islets of Taiwan include the Penghu

Group in the Strait and Lutao and Lauhsu off the southeast coast.

Kinmen

and Matsu are two islands close to the mainland China covered with
Mesozoic granitic gneiss which may be the surface extension of the Mesozoic
basement of western Taiwan.

In the less tightly compressed northeastern

and southwestern parts of the mountain complex of the Central Range and
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TECTONIC SKETCH-MAP
OF TAIWAN

Fig. 1. Tectonic sketch map of Taiwan. Geographic units'. A, Coastal Plain*,
B, Outer Foothill Zone", C, Inner Foothill Zone; D, Pingtung Valley; E.
Central Range (Hsuehshan Range); F, Central Range (main range); G, Central
Range (Hengchun Peninsula); H, Ilan Plain; I, Longitudinal Valley); J. Coa3tal
Range. Tectonic units: 1, Impinging allochthon folded of late Tertiary
arc massif and subduction complex, melange in solid black; 2, Fault valley
underlain by basement complex and Tertiary cover rocks; 3, Mesozoic subduction
complex reconstituted into basement complex: 4, Mesozoic arc massif reconstituted into basement complex 5, Slate belt folded of Eocene-Hlocene cover
rocks; 6, Intraplate subduction zone buried beneath pleistocene and Recent
sediments, Pliocene melange plastered on slate belt in solid black); 7,
Interarc basin filled with Pleistocene and Recent sediments; 8, Inner Foothill
Zone folded of Miocene cover rocks; 9, Outer Foothill Zone folded of Miocene
cover rocks, Pliocene-Plelstoceneflysch, and Pleistocene molasse; 10,
Volcanic terrane of Pleistocene arc magmatism; 11, Undisturbed area covered
with Pleistocene flood basalt; 12, Coastal plain and coastal terraces
underlain by less disturbed Cenozoic rocks. Fault lines (indented on
overriding side), a, Boundary thrust of Outer Foothill Zone: b, Boundary
Thrust of Inner Foothill Zone c, Chaochow-Chuchih Fault; d, LIshan Fault;
e, Shoufeng Fault; f, Central Range Fault; g, Coastal Range Fault. The
inset map shows the present-day plate-tectonic setting of Taiwan. The
obliquely ruled area includes the Central Range of Taiwan and the Ryukyu
arc, both on the edge of the Eurasian plate; the stippled area includes the
Co-istal Range of Taiwan and the Luzon arc, both on the edge of the Philippine
Sen plate. Their convergent plate boundary is depicted with saw-teeth lines
indented on the overriding side. The long arrow indicates the general
direction of the movement of the Philippine Sea plate.
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Foothill of Taiwan, there are the Ilan Plain and the Pintung Valley, each
in the form of an intramontane trough wedging from the sea into the island,
Such limited area, rugged topography and complex geological setting
certainly impose a challenging task in the selection of a storage and

CHINA

Fig. 2.

Map of Taiwan and offshore areas.
are based on Chase et al. (1971).

Isobaths (depth in 1000 m)

disposal site for the radioactive waste and used nuclear fuel, not to
say the dense population and mushrooming economic activities. However,
potential host rocks have to be suggested with due considerations to the
many geological features which may be unique to Taiwan.

2. UNIQUE GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Some particular earth sciences considerations with regional importance
for the site selection in Taiwan are summarized and discussed in the
following.

It may indicate that we shall have more difficulties to

overcome than most of the developed countries to find a suitable place
to dispose our used nuclear fuel.
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2.1

Less Tested Host Rocks

The most demonstrated and tested crystalline rocks, tuffs and salt deposits
in some developed countries are not likely to be found favorable for this
purpose in Taiwan.

We have to look for some less tested rocks, for example,

shales, mudstones or quartzites.

2.2

High Tectonic Mobility

Located right on the circum-pacific seismic zone, the island of Taiwan has
strong and frequent earthquakes.

A three dimensional plot of foci of

magnitude 3 and above in the Taiwan area during 1973-1980 is shown by
Figure 3 [ l ] . Plate boundaries can be recognized from the plot.

Upheaval

rate in the Taiwan area is among the highest in the world due to the
high tectonic mobility.

Peng et al [2] were able to estimate the average

uplift rates of the Hengchun Peninsula, the Tainan area, and the Coastal
Range of Taiwan for the last 9,000 years which all fall on a narrow range
of 5.0+0.7 mm/yr from the radiocarbon dates of raised coral reefs.

Fig. 3.

A

Three-dimensional plot of loci of MD_>_ 3 earthquakes in the Taiwan
area during 1973-1900. (After Tsai et al., 1981).
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Plot of the minimum uplift vs. the age of samples is shown in Figure 4.
Liu [3] has determined the fission track ages of apatite, zircon and
sphene separated mostly from the gneissic rocks of the Central Range,
Taiwan.

Taking the effective geological track-retention temperatures

of these minerals and the geothermal gradient, the average cooling and
T"

~r

• Central Range
> Henqchun Peninsulo

J

M Foothill

45

O Tainan area
• Dola based on Mo'rner's
euslalic sea level

40
35
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-10
0
Fig.

I

2

3
4
5
6
Age (IO 3 years)

7

8

The plot of the minimum uplift (= a l t i t u d e of the raised
coral reef sample + the e u s t a t l c sea-level r e l a t i v e to
the present sea-level) vs. the age of samples from the
llengchun Peninsula and Tninan area. The dashed line
represents a proposed stepwise rise of the Hengchun
Peninsula (After Peng et a l . , 1977).

u p l i f t r a t e can be c a l c u l a t e d .

The u p l i f t of the Central Range has

increased rapidly since about 3 m.y. ago to an average of 8.9+1.9 mm/yr
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during the last 0.6 m.y., which is probably among the highest known value
for the orogenic belts in the world.
Erosional rate of the land is also high due to high uplift rate and warm,
humid weather.

It has been interesting to have observed that erosion

and uplift have in general the same rate which means that the topography
may not change too drastically.

However, an underground work of 1,000m

in depth in the Central Range area may be brought to the surface in a
matter of 100,000 years with such rates.

2.3 Insufficient Geohydrologic Studies
Ground water play very important role in the corrosion, dissolution and
migration of the radioactive nuclides and their containers.

Previous

geohydrologic studies are far too insufficient to provide good modelling
of the complicated behavior of ground water.

The changes in the level

of ground water are high in some part of Taiwan due to prominent dry
and wet seasons.

While the annual average precipitation in some part of
I2O°E

I22°E

I2!°E

25°N

24°N

23°N

OCOLO !
•HOT

SPRING

/GEOLOGIC
•*
BOUNDARY

Fig. 5. Hot springs in Taiwan (After Yen, 1955) [4],
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Taiwan may reach 5,000 mm, the monthly precipitation may be less than 25
mm in dry season.
Hot springs are wide spread in Taiwan.

They are distributed mainly in

metamorphic and Miocene volcanic terranes, but also in Pliocene or
Miocene sedimentary basins, and are localized generally along faults,
factured zone, and other structure lines (Fig.5).

These hot springs

may imply the high tectonic and post-volcanic activities with higher
than normal geothermal gradient.

Some of the hot spring water are highly

corrosive.

2.4

Complicated Structures and Rapid Consolidation Processes

It's not surprising that we have complicated and closely spaced fauting
and folding structures in Taiwan due to the active and strong orogenic
process which may have just passed its climax during the late Pleistocene
time.

The image lineaments of side looking airbone radar (SLAR) of

Taiwan are shown in Figure 6.

It is interesting to note that only a group

of lineaments with the direction N29°E can be attributed to the existing
geological structures.

How should the other lineaments be interpretated ?

What consequence they may have to the storage of used nuclear fuel in the
long run ?
Rapid consolidation process of the rock is also prominent'and wide spread,
due mostly to the effects of compaction and hydrothermal solutions.

In

what manner and to what extent it may affect the storage of used nuclear
fuel should be given due considerations.

2.5

Volcanic Activities

Active volcanoes have not been found in Taiwan.

But basaltic and andesitic

extrusions and intrusions are quite common, especially post-Neogene time.
Figure 7 is a distribution map of the reported Neogene basalts in Taiwan.
Plerstocene volcanoes with post-volcanic activities like fumaroles can
be observed in northern part of Taiwan.

Many hot springs and geothermal

reservoirs are also related to the volcanic activities.
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Fig. 6.

Image lineaments of side looking airborne radar
(SLAR) of Taiwan (After Liu and Yuan, 1983)[5].
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2.6

Hydrocarbon Minerals

Taiwan is not benefited with rich natural resources.

But thin layers of

coal or lignite are quite common in the Tertiary sedimentary rocks of
northern Taiwan.

Gas and oil seepages are also frequent evidences in

Tertiary and even Quaternary rocks, especially in middle and southern
part of Taiwan.

Exploration and mining activities have been well con-

ducted and managed. Our understanding to the subsurface geology of
Taiwan is greatly advanced through such activities.

2.7

High C0 2 Activity

Liou [6] has reported that high C0 2 activity can be observed through the
following evidences in Taiwan : (1) High C0 2 content up to 80% of natural
gases in the Western Foothills.

(2) High C0 a content of thermal waters

in metamorphic and sedimentary terranes.

(3) High concentration of

carbonate minerals in mafic and pelitic rocks of the Central Range and
the Western Foothills.
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The source of C 0 2 is believed from decomposition of organic materials
and metamorphigm of marine carbonate rocks; however, contribution of
magmatic C 0 2 can not be ruled out.

Source of the released C 0 2 were

trapped at depth due to impermeable capping sediments, creating abnormal
fluid pressure.

Some of the dissolved C 0 2 fluids percolated along

grain boundaries and along fractures and have reacted with primary
Ca-bearing phases in the pre-existing rocks to form carbonate-bearing
assemblages.

Source of ascending fluid may have become oversaturated

in C 0 2 , Ca and other cations", therefore, carbonate minerals may precipitate along fractures and in vugs.

The remaining C 0 2 reaches the

surface in natural gases and thermal waters.
In addition to influencing mineral assemblages, the pervasive C 0 2
activity would undoubtedly affect the reaction temperature, kinetics,
diffusion and transport processes.

High pore fluid pressure due to

the dissolved C 0 2 species has been shown to markedly reduce the
strength of rocks.

3. POTENTIAL HOST ROCKS
Important geological features which should be given due considerations
have been disscussed in previous section.

It may seem frustrating to

find a suitable storage place in Taiwan for the used nuclear fuel.
However, potential host rocks can still be suggested for further studies
on this island and its offshore islets including Kinmen and Matsu.

We

have to bear in mind that no place in the world has been demonstrated
to be perfect for this purpose.

Amon^ the many favorable, unfavorable

and unknown factors, it is always justifiable to nominate the potential
host rocks according to the best knowledge of the local geology for
further characterization and evaluation.

The following are some of

the options.

3.1

Shale and Mudstone Formations

The plastic, impermeable and thick shale and mudstone formations have
many advantages for the storage of used nuclear fuel.

Belgium and

Italy have devoted intensive effort for the characterization of clay
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for this purpose.

The Chinese petroleum company in Taiwan is very

successful to build an underground storage cavern for the liquefied
petroleum gas (LPG)

in a Pliocene shale formation when they could

not find other host rocks like granite in other countries for the same
purpose.

Taiwan is not short of thick and consistent layers of shale.

And the mudstone formation in Tainan area may have a homogeneous and
thick layer of over 4,000m.

3.2

Peikang Basement High

This basement high was first reported by the petroleum geologists in
Taiwan from the drilling data.

It is the most stable and shallow

stratigraphic high of Mesozoic basement close to the western coast of
Taiwan.

However, this structure can be observed now from landsat images

to be encircled by five concentric arc patterns (Fig.8.).
cover rocks can be penetrated in a matter of 1,000m
Peikang.

Tertiary

in the vicinity of

The Mesozoic basement is well indurated and slightly metamor-

phosed.

3.3

Quartz Porphyry

A small islet called Huahsil located to the southwestern corner of
Penghu Group in the middle part of Taiwan Strait is composed solely by
quartz porphyry.

It is the only exception among the 64 islets of this

group which are all covered by basalt.

Some geologists havt: considered

this islet as the surface exposure of the Mesozoic Basement.
area is about one square kilometer.

The land

But the submarine extension is

expected to be large.

3.4.

Quartzite Formations

The highly silicified and impermeable Eocene quartzite formations have
a wide distribution in northern Taiwan.

An outcrop close to the

northern coast has been the controversial topic among the local geologists
for its age designation.

The rock resembles granite very much in

appearance and mechanical property.
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Fig. 8.

Schematic diagram showing the circular pattern
surrounding Peikang Basement High as observed
from Landsat images.
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3.5

Granitic Gneisses

The only large exposure of Mesozoic granitic gneiss is located in Kinmen
island.

Geologically it is favorable in many respects as a candidate

area for further characterization.

People may be reluctant to accept

it because of the military confrontation.
may take place around the year 2020.

But the repository development

Who may say that the situation will

not be changed at that time ?
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ABSTRACT
By producing nuclear power from the 1844 MWe Koeberg power station, the
Electricity Supply Commission (ESCOM) became South Africa's largest producer
of radioactive waste. In preparing for this eventuality, ESCOM and the
Atomic Energy Corporation (AEC) studied the requirements, after which the AEC
agreed to embark on establishing a national radioactive waste repository for
the safe disposal of Koeberg's waste. This work
culminated
in
the
establishment of the National Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility at Vaalputs
situated in the Northern Cape.
At the same time ESCOM began the evaluation of the possible intermediate
steps required to ensure the safe and cost-effective storage and disposal of
high-level waste from Koeberg.
This paper describes and discusses achievements, work underway, and future
plans for storage, transportation and disposal
of
low-level
waste,
intermediate-level waste, spent fuel and high-level waste from the Koeberg
nuclear power station.
1

INTRODUCTION

The decision to generate nuclear
responsibility

on

Escom

encapsulation,

storage

to

and

power
provide

transport

radioactive waste (TLI/W), that would be
power station.

at

the

Koe'ierg

adequate
of

facilities

intermediate-

produced

site

by

the

placed
for

and

Additional programmes of work were also Initiated, in
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safe

low-level

Koeberg

to ensure the availability of a suitable disposal facility on time*

the

nuclear
order

The ensuing commercial operation of Koeberg Units 1 and

2,

each

having

nett electrical output of 922 MWe, focused Escom's attention on another
more complex facet
spent fuel

of the management of the

storage and transport.

the

fuel

and

cycle:

strategy,

derived

is also given.

is believed that this paper demonstrates that,

Africa,

of

An outline of Escom's

from investigating various alternatives,

It

back-end

a

in the Republic

the back-end of the fuel cycle is not the Achilles heel

of
of

South
nuclear

power, but a problem solved.

2

PLANNING OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT.

Nuclear power production and waste management should go
both require careful planning.
if

Escotn,

as

a

producer

of

hand

Implementation of the l a t t e r
nuclear

waste,

is

to

in

hand

is

meet

and

imperative
its

responsibility to safely dispose of i t s waste in a manner that is

social
not

only

technically sound but also acceptable to the public.

The simplified

b.irchart in figure 1 i l l u s t r a t e s

this

interdependence

the provisions for ILLW storage and disposal are linked to the
of nuclear power to the Escom grid.
storage and off-site

Strategies

for

introduction

high-level

transport are also indicated on the

where

waste(HLW)

lower

portion

of

the chart.

Referring to the upper most part of
sixties

with

studies

to

identify

figure

1,

nuclear

work
sites

started

in

the

followed

by

raid

various

engineering and economic investigations in the early seventies, after

which

vendors were invited to tender on 18 February

of

nuclear

power

station.

A period

of

1974

about

for

the

22 months

evaluating the various bids that were received and

supply

was

negotiate

Finally a contract was placed on 31 July 1976 with a

French

a

about 8 years of construction,

Unit

1

was

After

commissioned

commercial operation in August 1984, followed by Unit 2

in

a

and
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of

work

for

period

of

taken

into

November 1985.

In consequence, radioactive waste production commenced in 1984, even
the quantities produced were negligible.

to

contract-

consortium

industrial firms, soon followed by the commencement of excavation
the lower raft at the Koeberg s i t e in September 1976.

devoted

a

though

In fact the records show

that

the

first

radioactive

material

concrete containers were RCV-system* filters on 27 March 1984,
concentrates on 1 October 1984.
less than

0,1 mR/hr.

put

into

followed

The latter contained very little

by

activity,

Although the radioactive content was very little, it

had to be drummed because the boron concentration limit was exceeded.

Since 1984 some 1200 metal and concrete drums have
stored in the ILLW facility on the Koeberg site.

been

produced

and

are

However, we can now firmly

state that this waste will be safely transported to the National Radioactive
Waste Disposal Facility at Vaalputs in November 1986 for disposal in shallow
trenches.

The centre portion of figure 1 shows the steos taken to cater for

ILLW storage, transport and disposal.

Commercial operation also produces

HLW,

mainly

in

products and transuranics contained in the fuel pins,
about 280 per fuel assembly.

the

form

of

which

of

fission

there

In the case of Koeberg, about 100

are

spent

fuel

assemblies are removed from the core per year, equivalent to 1/3 of core per
Unit.

Since each of our spent fuel pools can

provision needs to be made for additional
fuel before 1989.

only

storage

store

4/3 of

capacity

of

core,

irradiated

By then the first fuel pool will have been filled.

Various alternatives for the storage of HLW have

been

studied

by

From this a strategy for HLW storage and transport was derived and
described later.

a

The preferred strategy Is based

on

the

high density racks, followed by wet consolidation of the

Kscom.
will

be

installation

of

fuel

These consolidated fuel assemblies are then transferred to dry

assemblies.
storage

and

transport casks which are then transported to Vaalputs for remote storage.

As indicated by the dashed lines at the bottom of figure 1, this ensemble of
intermediate steps needs to be in place by about 1995.

These

also be dealt with in greater detail later in this paper.

* RCV : Chemical and Volume Control System.
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aspects

will

3

INTERMEDIATE- AND LOW-LEVEL WASTE

3.1

Sources of Waste and their Physical Form

This paper does

not

deal

with

authorised

liquid

and

gaseous

released routinely from the site, since this operational

waste

effluent

is

diluted

and dispersed into the environment, but deals with the so-called solid waste
produced by Koeberg and disposed at Vaalputs.

This waste is either immobilized in a cement matrix or compacted in concrete
or metal drums respectively.

These containers comply

accepted standards and are therefore suitable

with

internationally

for

storage,

transportation

the

radioactive

and disposal.

Table 1 shows the various

systems

in

which

wastes

are

collected and that are eventually drummed in concreteData for wooden boxes containing

redundant

equipment,

trash" (gloves, clothing, paper, cloth etc) that
drums

have

not

unpredictable

been

and,

included

as

yet,

in

both

this

table,

categories

significant amounts of radioactivity.

is

of

filters,

compacted
since

If there are very

"dry

into

the

waste

and

metal

former

do

not

active

is

contain

components

that need to be disposed of, they will be drummed appropriately in concrete.

The estimates shown in Table 1 were derived from various records kept on the
plant and illustrate which systems collect most low specific activity
and which systems collect high specific activity waste

during

both

waste
normal

operating conditions and refuelling outages.

It can clearly be seen that the TEU* system collects by
specific

activity

waste

during

both

normal

outages.

However considering the activity

far

operation

collected,

the
and

both

most

refuelling

during

operation and refuelling outages, the RCV system resins and filters
the most activity.

From this and due to the batch system mode of

it is evident that to reduce the number of concrete drums

low

produced

normal
contain

operation
in

the

TKS* system one

* TEU : Liquid Waste Treatment System
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* TES : Solid Waste Treatment System

possibility is to mix the high specific activity RCV

resins

specific activity TEU concentrates in the appropriate

with

the

proportions

to

low
make

better use of the waste holding capacity of the concrete drums by increasing
the radioactive content to the maximum allowable

dose

limit

required

for

off-site transportation.

3.2

Packaging and storage

At present three types of radwaste
boxes,

steel

metal

drums

and

packages

are

concrete

characteristics are given in Table 2.

produced,

drums

and

namely
their

physical

Figures 2 and 3 are typical

of the metal and concrete drums, whilst figure 4 illustrates

wooden

the

examples
variation

in shielding thickness for drums of the type C2, C3 and C4.

Figure 5 shows a cross section through the

C2

drum.

Basically

the

consists of five elements: the container with tapered sides and a
the reusable mixer blade; the reinforcing 100x100

mesh,

6-8mm

drum

slot

for

thick;

the

liner; the immobilized radioactive waste and the cap.

The steel liner's main function is to absorb deformation that
from the movement of the immobilized radioactive matrix
thus prevent the drum from cracking.

might

during

result

drying

and

It consists of a mild steel plate

3mra

thick and is supported by 4 metal bars 10mm thick, placed at right-angles to
one another near the top of the liner.

The concrete is designed to meet the following requirements:
Minimum cement content 355 kg/m^
Nominal 28 day cube strength 50 uPa.
Nominal 28 day cylinder strength 45 uPa.
Nominal 28 day tensile strength 4,5 uPa.

Furthermore each drum is individually marked and supplied

with

results

of

visual checks, dimensional checks and seepage tests.

Figure 6 shows the storage area, in which handling of

the

place directly via an overhead crane.

building

Work

on

October 1982 and takeover was on 31 July 1984.
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this

drums

can
started

take
in

The reason for providing an ILLW

storage

facility

Station was to have a buffer store on-site to cope
that may a r i s e .

For instance, delays in

the

with

establishing

delays due to problems experienced with off-site
to drums that are found unsuitable for off-site
accordingly designed as a 5-year buffer

at

Koeberg

Power

unforeseen
the

delays

Vaalputs

site,

transportation, delays
transportation, etc.

store, which

can

store

due

It was

over

3000

concrete drums and 7500 steel drums, each stacked 3 high.

Tf it transpires that the

dose

to

directly via the 6 ton crane in

the

the

remote handling may be resorted to.

operator

storage

in

area

handling

is

the

waste

unacceptably

high,

The control panel, shown in

figure

7,

is located in another building.

3.3

Production values for ILLW

For planning purposes, the

estimate

of

drums

produced

annually

by

the

Koeberg Station was taken to be between 500 and 600 concrete drums and about
1500 metal drums.
experience.
felt

Table 3 gives actual operational values based on

Values of dose were omitted for wooden

boxes

limited

because

that the sample size was too small to obtain meaningful

it

was

averages.

As

may be seen from the table, on average, the doses are well within

allowable

limits.

In fact

the dose rates are far

Series 6 Guide for a Type III
experience is built up

the

below
LSA

those

package

activity

increased to levels that are closer to
reduce the number of packages shipped

of

allowed
and

the

the

it

by
is

contents

allowable

the

IAEA

believed
can
limits

Safety

that

as

certainly

be

and

thereby

off-site.

Waste that exceeds the c r i t e r i a for LSA I I I (2 x 10 -3 A2/gm as

defined

IAEA Safety Series 6) will either be stored until the

levels

low enough to be classified

activity

as LSA I I I or a specific request

for permission to ship the waste to Vaalputs.
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will

be

by
are
made

3.i
AIL

Drum Tests
three

packages

are

designed

to

meet

the

IAEA

Safety

Series

6

requirements and the wooden boxes may contain LSA* or SCO* but in all

cases

thijy do fall into the category IP-1.

drums

However both steel and concrete

will be type LSA class IP-2 packages to ensure sufficient shielding.

Thfi tested drums were procured using the same procurement specification
Quality Assurance as for the normal production.

However, for the

and

tests

we

used worst case drums.

In order to qualifv as an IP-2 container, the metal drums and concrete drums
have to pass both stacking and drop tests.

For the compression test four drums were carefully inspected
cracks marked and measured.

Two drums were subjected to

and

total

loads of 29450 kg and 29680 kg, ie more than the required

shrinkage
compressive

25000 kg.

After

24 hours no sign of structal deterioration could be found in either

of

the

drums and consequently the tests met fully with the test specifications.

Free drop tests were performed on two 1500x1500x1110mm concrete blocks
a height not less than 1200mm.

A C3 drum was used for this purpose.

to the actual drop, a Cl drum was used for the trial run
technique of dropping and determine the settlement

of

to
the

from
Prior

establish
target

the

slabs.

During the actual drop the measured settlement was 2mm, Imm, lmm and 2mm

at

the extremities and was considered negligible.

The damage to the drum was limited to the top edge
0,lm2 in area and about .002m3 spalled.

The entire

and
cap

a

piece
and

the

of

about

contents

remained intact.

* LSA : Low Specific Activity

* SCO : Surface contaminated objects.
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Figure 8 shows the actual impact on the target and figure 9 shows
of damage.

As may be seen, although the drum was

part, no visual evidence lead us to believe
container had been compromised such

that

dropped

that

a

the area

on the weakest

the integrity

release

of the

of radioactivity or

insufficient sh?/. -ling would have occurred.

Escom has actually gone one step further

than

the IAEA

requirements and

performed as it were - its own security test - firing a military
it.

rocket at

Again no serious damage was evident as may be seen from figure 10.

These tests are fully

documented

and are referenced

in the licensing

submission already forwarded to the AEC's Licensing Branch.

3.5

Licensing

Although the Koeberg nuclear power plant has been granted a license

on

the

basis of a probabilistic risk assessment study, the AEC's

Licensing

Branch

have decided that for

transportation

the

more

common

proposed

the

IAEA

Safety

Escom are following

these

radioactive

waste

deterministic approach would be used

and

Series 6 Guidelines serve as licensing c r i t e r i a .
guidelines

strictly-

Escom's licensing submission is now with the AEC
case

in

that

respect

of

the

radioactive material from

control

of

Koeberg.

It

and

processing
Is

now

explains
and

in

negotiation and no problems in this area are foreseen.

the

safety

transportation

the

final

Escom

is

stage

of
of

therefore

confident that i t s proposals will be accepted and that drums will be shipped
off-site

3.6

to Vaalputs in November 1986.

Transportation

For transporting the radwaste off-site to Vaalputs,

Escom

purpose built trailer, a model of which is shown in figure
may be seen the payload is 4 concrete

drums

has procured
11.

and 16 metal

particulars associated with the vehicle are given in Table 4»
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drums.

a
As

More

The route followed from Koeberg to Vaalputs

is

shown

in

figure 12.

journey takes between 8 and 9 hours to cover the distance of
using two drivers.

Most of

the

road

remaining portion is a gravel road.

-

some

460 km

As may be seen,

-

the

about
is

passes

through

is

520 km,

tarred,

route

Kliprand

the

passes

several towns with very small populations - 300 to 15000 persons.
the only town that the trailer

The

In

which

by

fact,
has

a

population of 300.

In case of an emergency, immediate contact can be made
entire route and one or more of a series of

by

procedures

radio

can

over

be

the

initiated,

which forms an integral part of the existing emergency plan for Koeberg.

3.7

Insurance

In South Africa the Nuclear Energy
production of nuclear power.

Act

No.

92

of

1982

Section 39 specifies that

must be given to the satisfaction of the

Minister

of

caters

for

financial
Mineral

the

security

and

Energy

Affairs.

Escom has taken out a nuclear liability policy covering that security.
policy caters for the transportation of nuclear waste within the

This

boundaries

of South Africa.

If the limits of indemnity are exceeded the Act in

Section 43

parliament may appropriate further funds as necessary
claimants.

for

the

states
payment

The liability for all damages, however remains with Escora.

that
to
The

prescription period is 30 years.

Our Nuclear Property Damage Policy underwritten by the South African Nuclear
Insurance Pool covers Koeberg for incidents such as happened at TMI.
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3.8

Communi ca t ion

Last, but by

no means

least,

communication

with

the public

has been

established, especially as far as the off-site transportation of radwaste is
concerned.

Escom believes that open and frank communication is the best way

of letting the public know exactly what it intends doing and providing ample
opportunity for comments so as to satisfy themselves that KSCOM will act in
a responsible way when transporting waste to Vaalputs.

Table 5 shows the communication campaigns undertaken by Escom with a view to
not only informing the public and obtaining their acceptance,

but also

prevent "anti-nukes" placing undue stress on the public by misguiding

to
them

through bandying about half-truths which are then usually sensationalized by
an unsympathic press.

Often

these

campaigns

are further

supported

by

examples

of

printed matter such as posters, brochures, audio-visuals etc.,
which are displayed in the foyer.

4

HIGH-LEVEL WASTE (HLW)

4.1

The uncertainties with HLW disposal

The final disposition of high-level waste implies that

the

State

actually

makes the commitment to permit final burial of this waste in a licensed

and

suitably engineered industrial disposal facility that is contained in a deep
geological formation and which has as
solution is scientifically acceptable.

basis

objective

evidence

that

the

Furthermore, the proposal must

also

stand up to public scrutiny.
A pre-requisite, before the State can give this permission,
long-term strategy involving many work

packages

nature and therefore many interested parties.
usually obtained by following a complex and

of

an

is

time-consuming
concensus.

strategy

The

point

various work packages which will eventually lead to the establishment
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is

decision-making

that decisions made now on a high-level waste repository will set in
HLW repository in 15 to 20 years, at considerable cost.

definite

inter-disciplinary

This definitive

process to arrive at various decisions through

a

is,

motion
of

a

Whilst Escom does not believe that South Africa can
that today, it also does not wish to imply that
However

Escom

does

wish

to

emphasize

make

a

nothing

that,

decision

should

before

such

be
a

like
done!

decision

materializes from a scientific concept into an engineered facility ready for
use, like many other utilities, Escora has to proceed in

the

provide facilities for the storage and transportation of

short-term

HLW,

despite

to
all

the prevailing uncertaintiesSome of these uncertainties that Escom faces are given below. (See Table 6)

Availability/desirability/costs of reprocessing
Fuel cycle policies
.

Co-locating ILLW and HLW disposal facilities
Limited/uncertain nuclear power programme
Embargoes
Limited resources
Economics/Financing.

The only certainty that sticks out like a sore thumb is the limited
capacity of the spent fuel pools at Koeberg.

Because the spent

fuel

storage
pools

at Koeberg have a storage capacity of 4/3 of a core per Unit, the short term
issue on

the

critical

path

is

that

facility has to be in place by 1989.

an

alternative/additional

storage

In fact it transpired that this had to

be accelerated by one year, i.e. before the third outages of Units 1 and

2,

in order to prevent additional

of

expenses

resulting

from

transhipments

spent fuel between Units.

Taking the above as given, a strategy for spent fuel storage had to
the following key elements (see Table 7) :

.

Maximum flexibility
Retrievability and transportability
Minimum maintenance
Truly modular system
Minimum handling
Limit HLW inventory at Koeberg outside the containment.
Prevent the power station from being shut down.
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contain

Analysis of the uncertainties and various boundary
issue of an enquiry in April

conditions

1985 for the supply

transport casks, whilst still permitting

vendors

of dry storage and

to propose

which they deemed viable for the Koeberg/Vaalputs conditions.
to our enquiry were received and evaluated.

led to the

In fact

discussions were necessary to better define the scope

a

alternatives
The tenders

second

round of

of supply

and the

potential for local manufacture of the casks.

4.2

Escom's strategy

The proposals received from various vendors revealed a number of alternative
solutions for the storage and transportation of high-level waste, viz

Dry storage and transport casks
Canistering and vault storage
Compact racks
Consolidation

(See Table 8).

These solutions

were

examined

and found

to be technically

feasible.

However, only the compact racks were proven in the sense of being
and in general use at nuclear power stations.

In fact it has been

licensed,
reported

that, for instance in 1980, 135 of the 229 nuclear power plants had compact
racks installed.

At about that time Rscom had

considered

to pursue

this

option

proposal received was of a novel design and not fully tested.
alternative designs with other suppliers would have, at that
Koeberg construction, presented major problems.
that because of the stringent seismic design
Licensing Authority for Koeberg,

there

would

but the

Recourse to
stage

of the

Furthermore, it is believed

requirements

imposed

by the

be little

success

of the

high-density racks beng licensed at that time and the modification completed
within the project timescales.
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Therefore the option that looked most appealing was the use of casks.
were various reasons for t h i s :
activities,

it

^ould

have

the

least

effect

handling a c t i v i t i e s would be greatly reduced, i t was

storage system, suitable for storage in the arid areas

of

There

on
a

site

passive

Vaalputs,

truly

modular, licensing imminent for a number of cask designs, and i t would
be accepted by reprocessors.

It later became apparent that if

fuel could be stored in

casks

the

their

capacity

could

also

consolidated

be

effectively

doubled and hence result in a considerable saving in the purchase of

flasks.

The problem foreseen with using the casks in combination

present

with

the

racks is that the casks would have to dissipate about 1.2 kW heat
assembly, as well as need considerable radiation shielding
spent fuel.

The casks envisaged could store about 25

for

four-year

fuel assemblies ?nd s t i l l keep the clad temperature to below
This would not be possible with consolidated 4-year old
the fuel could be cooled for about 10 years the heat

installed

the

weight

limit

of

content

handling

such

fresh

old

spent

However
of

the

if
fuel

Consolidation

this fuel would then not exceed the design capabilities of the
and transport cask and

fuel

about UOOOQ.

fuel.

assemblies would drop to about 0,6 kW per fuel assembly.

per

of

dry

storage

equipment

already

in both the fuel buildings.

Thus the f i r s t phase of the strategy from a technical point of
be to cool the fuel

in compact racks for say 10 years and

the 10-year old fuel prior to loading them

in

dry

view

then

storage

should

consolidate

and

transport

casks.
Studies performed recently by Escom to establish whether or not consolidated
fuel could be stored in high-density racks showed that the
rack design for 728 fuel assemblies was

very

close

to

limits associated with the AEC's 1/2 SSE* c r i t e r i a .
had to be abandoned.

Thus instead of a

spent fuel assemblies for the s i t e ,

storage

present
the

civil

Therefore

capability

compact
design

this

of

route

some

1200

the storage capacity will be about

1100

spent fuel assemblies.
The only outstanding exercise to be

performed

in

order

to

complete

picture were cost estimates for various scenarios which were done on a
cycle

basis

of

30 years,

taking

arrangements into consideration.
(NPV).

Escom's

financing

Each alternative was

net

and

* SSE = Safe Shutdown Earthquake
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life

accounting

present

A summary of some of the results are shown in Table 9.

the

valued

As may be seen,

the vault option was d i s q u a l i f i e d

Again one can

see

the

considerable

unconsolidated

fuel

in dry storage and transport

with the present spent fuel

Taking a l l

these f a c t o r s

extra

pool storage

into account,

from NPV point

costs

involved

casks used

of

with
in

view.
storing

conjunction

racks.

the proposed

chronological

of interim s t e p s in Escom's HLW s t r a t e g y was derived and is as

1st :

Compact racks i n s t a l l e d - 1987/88.

2nd :

Storage of HLW for

3rd :

Consolidated 10 year old spent fuel - 1994.

4tli :

Transfer consolidated spent fuel

sequence

follows:

lOy in h i g h - d e n s i t y racks - 1985-1994.

to dry storage and t r a n s p o r t

casks -

1994.
5th :

Latest date to t r a n s p o r t casks to Vaalputs - 1996.

To r e l a t e
figure

these timescales to

1, which shows at

and by when they w i l l

be

our

power

production

programme,

the bottom when compact racks need to be
filled

to

capacity.

Figure 13

d e t a i l e d schedule of the planned tiraescales for coping
waste, which i s self

If

refer

installed

shows

with

to

a

highly

more
active

eKplanatory.

reprocessing were to take place at

any

stage,

it

is

hoped

that

the

c a n i s t e r s containing HLW can be stored in the same dry storage and t r a n s p o r t
casks and thus extend the casks useful

l i v e s by at l e a s t an a d d i t i o n a l 30 to

40 y e a r s .

5

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Escotn i s of the opinion that
i s safely s t o r e d .

r a d i o a c t i v e waste

I t w i l l be safely t r a n s p o r t e d .

from

Koeberg

I t w i l l be safely

buried

at Vaalputs.

Therefore Koeberg's s o l i d r a d i o a c t i v e waste is
solved and c e r t a i n l y not the "Achilles
Africa.
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Heel"

believed
of

nuclear

to

be
power

a

problem
in

South

TABLE 1 : 1 9 8 5 / 8 6 ESTIMATES OP RADWASTE COLLECTION BT STSTEM

1

SYSTEM

RELATIVE VOLUMES
PRODUCED

1
1

NORMAL
OPERATION

\ Chemical and Volume
I Control System (RCV)

DISTRIBUTION OF ACTIVITY

71

151

1)

51

801

651

10*

51

21

101

CUBING
OUTAGES

NORMAL
OPERATION

DURING
OUTAGES

501

951
(Resin, filter)

1

i

"

i

1 Primary Effluent
1 System (TEP)

Treatm«nt

! Liquid Waste Treatment
1 System (TEU) (drains)
Steam Generator Blow-down
System (APG)
Reactor Cavity and spent
fuel p i t cooling System
(PTH)

TABLE 2 :

|

TYPE

1
1
1
!
!
1
1
1
1
I
I
I

IS
(Concentrates)

201

201

TTFS3 OF HASTE PAOAQES PRODUCED AT tOEBERG

APPROXIMATE
WALL
THICKNESS
(m)

APPROXIMATE OUTER
DIMENSIONS
(m)

i WOODEN
I BOXES

101

WASTE
CAPACITY

TOTAL
Wt WHEN
FULL

I
I
I

Cm3)

(MT)

I

Varies

I

I
•

0 , 5 X 0 , 5 x 1,0
0,85 X 0 , 3 5 x 0,180
2,0 X 2,0 x 2,0

0,02

0.25 - 4.0

I

STEEL
METAL
DRUMS

$ = 0,59
h = 0,68

16 gauge S,B
14/16 gauge T
12 gauge b e l t
ring

0,21

CONCRETE
DRUMS
C1 - C4

1 = 1,1 - 1,4
b = 1,3

0,15 - 0,4

0,36 - 0 , 0 4

•

I

I -

Dlaaeter

h

height

=

MT 3

865

aetric ton

0.12

¥

3-5

TABLE 3

1984 - 1986 PRODUCTION VALUES OP DRtlMMED WASTE •

RANGE

I

DRUM

I

TY.PE

I WOODEN

No.
PRODUCED

(mR/h)

3
650

Dry Trash

I CONCRETE

5H5

Evaporator
Concsntrates

t

•

SURFACE
DOSE
(mR/h)

(oR/h)

DOSE AT la
(mH/h)

to 155

< 0,5 ,o 15

<0,5 to 250

< 0.05 to 8

15

0,5

0,05 to 2

1,5

0,4

2

Ventilation Filters

I HETAL

AVERAGE ••

DOSE AT 1m

SURFACE DOSE

WASTE TYPE

••

< 0.1 to 10

Resins

0.5 to 260

L

0,05 to 1)0

80

20

Filter

0,5 to 1000

<

0,01 to 50

15

3

I
I
After first cycle Unit 1 and 1 /2 cycle Unit 2.

** Taken at the tine waste has been completely packaged.

TABLE:

K I FEATURES ASSOCIATED WITH TBS ILLW
THUSPOHT VESICLE

I HORSE
1
1

MERCEDES 2633 S/32 MODEL
240 kw at 2300 rpm

1 TRAILER
1

Length
= 12250
Breadth = 2440
Height
z 2800
Antl jack-knife fitting

I
1 PAYLOAD
1

4 concrete drums
16 oetal drums

t

! MAXIMUM SPEED

60 kn per hour

! DURATION OF TRIP

8 to 9 hours

I

i

l

TRIPS PER WEEK
RADIO COMMUNICATION

DRIVERS

3
To Koeberg along entire

I

route

I

2

I
I
|

866

TABL2 5 :

OFF-SITE RADVASTE TRANSPORTATION COMMUNICATION CAMPliGNS

! CAHPAIGN
1
NO.
I

PORTION OF PUBLIC SFCTOR

TIKE/DURATION

1.

Ministers and Parliamentarians
House of Asseably
House of Representatives

February 1986

2.

Secretaries of Divisional Councils
and Town Clerks en Route

Feb - April 1986

3.

Feb - July 1986

1.

Public Tour along route with
transport vehicle containing nonactive raduaste druns

Sept - Oct 1986

TABLI 6 : EUHPLE3 OF UXCZRIADfTISS ASSOCIATES WITH ESCOH'S BLf POL I d

1.

AVAILABILITI/COSTS/DESIRABILITr OF REPROCESSING

2.

FDEL CTCLE POLICIES

3.

CO-LOCATION OF HAW AND RLW DISPOSAL FACILITIES

4.

LIMITED/UNCERTAIN NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAMME

5.

EMBARGOES

6.

LIMITED RESOURCES

7.

ECONOMICS/FINANCING

TABLK 7 : H I

E . M D T S HI ISCOM'3 HLW STUTEDI

HAIUDM
RETIIETABJLITI AM) TRANSPORTABILITT OF SF/HLW
HnllHOM MAUTENAXCB
TJDLI MODULAR STSTEH
MIUIHUH HANDLING
LIMITED KLW INVENTORI AT KOEBERG OOTSIDc COHTAIHMENT
PRETEXT THE POWER STATION FROH BEING SHUTDOWN
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TABLB 8 : 1LTHW1TI7ES POB STORAGE OP IOEBEBO'3 SPEHT FUEL

DRY THAVSFORT 1HD STOIAGE CASI5
CANISTERING AMD VAULTS
COHPACT RACI5
CONSOLIDATION

TABLE 9

: UHIIXS OF ALTERNATIVES FOR SFM PROJECT

ALTERNATIVE

SPENT FUEL MAJAGEMENT SYSTEM

LONG TERM

30 years

1.
Ten y e a r h i g h d e n s i t y r a c k s
s t o r a g e c a p a c i t y and c o n -

2.

solidated fuel in casks

1.0

Local origin
Ten year high density racks
storage capacity and consolidated fuel in caslu

1.1

Ten year higb density racks
storage plus 10 insurance casks
followed by consolidated fuel
in casks

1.1

Local orJBin
Ten year higb density racks
storage plus 10 insurance casks
followed by consolidated fuel
In casks

1.3

Local orlcln
Casks with unconaolidated fuel

1.7

3.

l.

5.

6.

Local c n . l n
Caska/vaul t

2.1
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FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

869

FIGURE 3

FIGURE 4
870

FIGURF b

I ! l , t Ih.l- (•

FIGURE 7

FIGURE 8
872

FIGURE 9

FIGURE 10

873

VAALPUTS

KLIPRAND

BITTERFONTEIN"
NUWERUS

VANRHYNSDORP
VREDENDAL
KLAWER*

a
c

c

CLANWILLIAM*

33

m
POPULATION ±_

CITRUSDAL*

PIKETBERG ;
MOORREESBURG

MALMESBURY •
KOEBERG NUCLEAR
POWER STATION ,
:APE TOWN

30

m

FIGURE 13
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Question

DR G STBIYA

You showed
of

your

only the missile test on the quality
cask.

Have

you

also

performed

the

following:
a. Drop test
b. Fire test
c. High speed collision test?
What are the expected temperatures and radiation
level on your cask surfaces before storage?
The distance of 500km you quote from Cape Town to
Vaalputs
carry

is

long.

out

a

Don't

robust

you

risk

think you need

assessment

to

study

to

guarantee safety during transportation?
Are these casks suitable for overground storage?

Answer

DR H F RoHM

As mentioned

in my presentation, both drop tests

and compression tests have been performed.
ESCOM

is

following

the

IAEA

Since

regulations

as

prescribed by the AEC, and the ILLW packages are
not B-type packages, no fire tests nor high speed
collision

tests

are

required

for

packages

containing ILLW.
If 4 year old
80 C

fue]

depending

used.

However

is stored

on

the

it. will

type

if

we

we

estimate

of

cask

about
design

fuel

that

even

if

the

doubled,

the

outside temperature will almost be the same.

The

10 years

old,

carrying

capacity

of

consolidate

be

the

that

cask

is

is

surface dose will be less than 200 mrem per hour.
Firstly

the

transport

through

low

population

route

for

areas.

ILLW

proceeds

Therefore

the

probability of accidents involving heavy vehicles
is low.

Even

if an accident however did occur,

the waste is solid and therefore its distribution
very limited and identifiable.
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Further-more,

the

ARC

has

prescribed

that

ESCOM

follow the IAEA safety series 6 guidelines which
are

based

on

a deterministic

approach

and

does

not require a PRA type study.
4.

Yes, provided that air circulation is possible in
the cask storage area.

Question

DR D VAN AS

In

addition

other

to

quality

packaged

the

surface

measurements

waste

to

dose
are

determine

measurements

carried

content

out

what

on

integrity

the
etc?

Where and by whom is this done?

Answer

DR H F RoHM

For

LLW

drummed

in

metal

contamination by smear tests.
contents

is

off-site

transportation

established

made

if

the

dose-rates

for

developed.

However,

are

For

for determining

constituents

Techniques

resins
all

surface

No determination of the

criteria.

a technique

radioactive

containers,

below

ILLW we
the

the
have

critical

-spectrometrically.
and

filters

waste

shipped

are

being

off-site

and

disposed of at Vaalputs will comply with IAF.A safety
series 6 guidelines and the AEC's acceptance criteria
for disposal of ILLW.

The integrity of the containers

are ensured by subjecting them to the recommended IAEA
tests for transportation and disposal.

The tests are

performed by ESCOM at Koeberg.

Question

MR L T LAKEY

Have

you

compared

the

costs

of

developing

Vaalputs

with the cost of very long-term storage of wastes at
Koeberg and Pelindaba?
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Answer

DR H K RoHM

The

cost

comparisons

performed
your

by

ESCOM.

question

hydrological
and

mentioned

in

However,
another

groundwater

population

have
perhaps

way.

use by

yet

I

can

Because

local

considerations,

not

for

been
answer

of

the

municipalities
instance

the

Koeberg site was deemed unsuitable for the disposal of
ILLW.

I cannot speak on behalf of the AEC, but as far

as I know their site at Pelindaba/Valindaba

is fully

extended and thus to develop their site as a national
disposal facility is not possible (Perhaps Dr JP Hugo
would

like

to

investigations

comment).

As

for a national

result
disposal

of

extensive

facility,

the

Vaalputs site satisfied the selection criteria, and is
regarded

as the best site in South Africa.

This was

the basis for its choice.

Question

MR J WALMSLEY

What are the criteria for life-time of concrete drums
compared with the longest half-lives of the contents?
Are

these

criteria

easily

or

marginally

within

the

reach of current concrete technology?

Answer

DR H F RoHM

The hydrological

and

chemical

characteristics

of

the

shallow burial trenches at Vaalputs are such that the
critical
levels,

isotopes
as

defined

will
by

have
the

decayed
AEC's

before the container is breached.
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to

acceptable

licensing

branch,

CONFERENCE ON THE TREATMENT AND CONTAINMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND ITS DISPOSAL IN ARID ENVIRONMENTS
Cape Town, South Africa

7-12 September 1986

Session 4
GEOTECHNICAL ASPECTS OF TRENCH CAPPING
D. STEPHENSON
University of
Africa.

the

Witwatersrand,

Johannesburg,

South

P.E. MOORE
B.B. HAMBLETON-JONES
Atomic Energy Corporation of South Africa (Pty) Ltd.,
Pretoria, South Africa.
ABSTRACT
The trenches for burying radwaste drums at Vaalputs have been designed to
minimise the possibility of the penetration by moisture from the surface.
Selection of trench cross section and side fill as well as the capping has
been based on assuring a low permeability. Laboratory tests and field
tests were conducted on soil samples at different compactions to achieve
an optimum compromise between permeability and moisture retentivity.
A deflection analysis of the capping was performed to check for slumping
or cracking of the capping due to settlement of the underlying fill
material. The numerical analysis indicated the best trench cap shape.
1

INTRODUCTION

The Atomic Energy Corporation of South Africa is establishing a site for
the burial of radwaste at Vaalputs in Namaqualand. Part of the intensive
geotechnical

investigations

backfill

capping.

and

infiltration
possibility

into
of

The

the

activity

involves
objective

trench

as

the

optimization

is to minimise

moisture

leaching

from

could

the

of

trench

the possibility

increase

drums

the

into

the

the

of

(remote)

sub-surface

groundwater at great depth.
Vaalputs lies in an arid region but design of the trench is based on the
most extreme

possibilities and rainfall in the area could total

100 mm

hours

avoiding

in

24

in

extreme

the water penetrating

have been adopted

conditions.
the trench

There

are

various

(1). A number of

to minimise rainfall penetration

up to
ways of

precautions

such as design of a

dense impermeable clay capping. The capping will be designed to shed any
precipitation as rapidly as possible. The storage capacity

of the cap,

should water penetrate it, is also adequate to contain a large amount of
moisture thus minimizing the possibility of seepage down to the underlying
containers containing the waste.
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The trench is depicted in Figure 1. for concrete containers which will be
stacked along the

trench and the space between the containers backfilled

using the excavated clay after this has been screened. Tests were done to
optimize

the

material

was obtained from consolidation

will

battered

be

fill

compaction

back

at

and

the

effective

modulus

of

fill

tests. The sides of the trench

approximately

80

to

the

horizontal

structural reasons, to avoid the sides of the trench falling in
trench

the

for

while the

is open. The width of the fill between the containers and trench

wall at the top of the trench will therefore be 1,8 metres while the width
at the bottom is 0,5 metres. The assumed trench depth is some 7 metres so
that consolidation of the side fill could result in settlement of the cap.
In view

of the serious consequences of cap settlement such as possible

cracking of the cap and moisture penetration, a stress analysis of the cap
and fill between the containers and trench wall was undertaken.

2

GEOTECHNICAL ANALYSIS OF CAP SETTLEMENT

2.1

Fill Properties

Soil strength

parameters were obtained

engineers

Wyk

Van

and

Louw

Inc.

from a report by the

(2). Consolidation

test

consulting

results

were

obtained from the report by consultant M.J. Mountain and Associates (3).
The bulk density of the fill material is estimated from site tests
2000

3

kg/m . The

effective cohesion of the material

is estimated

to be
to be

150kPa and the angle of friction as 52 . Cohesion is likely to be absent
between the drums and the fill however, and therefore it was ignored. For
the calculations the shear stress was based on the angle of friction with
no cohesion.

2.2

Computer Stress/Strain Analysis

A two dimensional

stress-strain

analysis of the side fill and overlying

cap was performed using the differential equations of elasticity, solved
numerically

for points on a grid

difference

solution was considered

required,
finite

if

drawn across the fill width. A finite
acceptable as a homogeneous fill was

cracking and other discontinuities were to be considered,

element

analysis, a much

more

required.
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costly

exercise

would

have

been

500mm

SANDY

PROTECTIVE

LAYER

1500mm COMPACTED
CLAY

SCREENED

BACKFILLED CLAYEY
GRIT

Co-ordinate y
Displacement v
5,7 m

DRUMS (1.4 nr. diamettr

x 1.3 m high)

20 m
Co-ordinate x
Displacement u 7
X-Y
FIG. 1

Trench cross-section
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GRID INSIDE
BACKFILL

The differencial equations r e l a t i n g s t r a i n s are
a2 u
Ix^

32 u
3/

1-v
2

l+ v 3 2 v ^ X(l-v 2 ) _
2
gxsy E

£u

0

=0

3x3y
where u is strain in the vertical x direction, v is the y direction, v is
Poisson's ratio, E the elastic modulus and X the unit weight of fill.
The
each

finite difference equations
grid

converged

point

using

a

were solved

computer

iteratively

program.

Once

for u and v at

the

iterations

had

(using a relaxation method) stresses were determined from the

following equations.
Normal stresses

Px =

3u
3v
E — , ry -

Shear stress

Sxy=

^yx

2.3
The

E,9v
jju.
= ^
+ dy)

Results of Computer Analysis
shear stresses on the grid of x and y are summarized for different

cases.

The

computer

also

plots

the

vertical

deflections

at

different

depths below the surface. The variables studied for different cases were
the angle of batter of the side of the trench, the horizontal base width
of the side of the trench, the Poisson ratio of the soil, the elastic
modulus

of

the

soil

and

the

numerical

stability

of

the

calculation

procedure.
The estimated elastic modulus of the soil under the anticipated vertical
loading and compaction is 28MPa. It is however possible that the material
in

the

trench

will

be

less

lightly

compacted

than

for

the

material

previously tested and for this reason a lower soil modulus of lOMPa was
also used in one of the calculations. Under this condition the vertical
stresses beneath the fill may De aleviated as some load will be taken by
the

shear

on

the

sides

of

results however indicate

the

containers

and

the

trench.

Computer

that the shear stresses down the sides of the

drum are a maximum for the 28 MPa case and are lOkPa against the drums
and

against

the

side

of

the

trench.

The

vertical

deflections

however, bigger for the low elastic modulus as would be expected.
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were

The Poisson

ratio is the ratio of horizontal strain to vertical strain

under a vertical

load. A figure of 0,2

is common for soil but it was

permitted to vary between 0,1 and 0,3 to study the effect on the vertical
deflections and stresses. The vertical deflections as well as the shear
stresses

were found

to be a maximum

for the Poisson ratio of 0,3. The

vertical stresses were only 12kPa however and deflections were only a few
millimetres.

The width at the

bottom of the trench between the containers and trench

walls was permitted to vary from 0 to 1 m. The wider the bottom of the
trench outside the drums the bigger the deflection calculated although
these again were only a few millimetres.

The shear stresses for the wider trench reached 15kPa on the sides of the
fill which

is within the strength of the soil as determined from shear

tests. It may be noted that the vertical deflections obtained were less
than

calculated

using

simple

Marston

theory

and

the

plain

vertical

consolidation theory because in the computed cases there is a considerable shear stress on the sides which alleviates vertical stress, thereby
reducing vertical deflections.

When the

batter was decreased from 80

to 60

to the horizontal it was

noted that the shear stresses again increased up to 12kPa. The vertical
deflections

increased

slightly

but

were

only

a

few

millimetres.

A

vertical trench side reduces stresses and deflection.

2.4

Stresses and Deflection

The calculations indicated that the shear stresses between the r:; urns and
the fill would not exceed the shear strength of the material to be used
for backfill and the capping provided reasonable compaction (1800kg/m3 )
is achieved. The vertical deflections are unlikely to exceed 5mm due to
natural soil consolidation although live loads can increase this by 35mm.
In order to avoid dishing and catching of rain it was suggested that the
camber be permitted to fall at least 50mm across the capping in this area
i.e.

from

the

edge

of the drums to the outside of the trench. These
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comments refer only to the fill outside the drums i.e. between the drums
and

the trench

wall. The gap between

individual

drums is considerably

less and the cap will span over those distances.

2.5

Trial Trench Analysis

A trial trench at Vaalputs was analyzed for soil stresses and displacements. Although this was primarily to verify the program, it also yielded
further information.

The trial trenches were assumed to be 8m wide, 7m deep and have a 2m wide
ledge

at

the

uncompacted,
modulus of

top

to

which

take

the

resulted

capping.

The

fill

in

the

trench

in high settlements. An effective

l,5MPa was estimated

was

elastic

for this unconsolidated material using

Mountain's consolidation results.

The analysis indicated horizontal tensile stresses and strains, a sign of
potential

cracking, in the top layers. This was particularly noticeable

over the ledge where cracks parallel to the side of the trench actually
developed. The reasons for the cracking include; the low compaction, the
great width of the trench and the bending over the edge of the ledge. The
computer

results,

particularly

the

horizontal

lines

of

vertical

deflection, show bending of the deflection lines at the inner edge of the
ledge. For purposes of computer analysis only a half width of trench was
analyzed.

2.6

It

Implications for Trench

appeared

that

a

ledge around the top of the trench could

lead to

cracking of the cap. This was verified with a further computer analysis
of the side trench for the trench with drums. Fig. 3 with ledge, shows
tensile stresses and displacement along the ledge.

As

a conservative measure

bonding

between

the

side

it was assumed
fill

and

for

these runs there was no

drums. Hence

the

deflections

are

exaggerated. On the other hand the capping as it goes over the drums has
a ledge effect

i.e.

the drums are more rigid than the side fill. This
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VERTICAL

DEFLECTIONS
All deflections exagerated
by a f a c t o r of
103

80° CUT
E = 10 MPa
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EXPLANATION

Results with side ledge

means there is a possibility of cracking there as over th<= ledge unless
the

geometry

or

soil

is

altered.

An

analysis

indicated

that

with

reasonable compaction (E = lOMPa c.f. 1,5MPa for Fig. 3) the horizontal
stresses and displacements over the ledge are reduced.

Fig.

4

looks

at

the

effect

of

battering

back

the

ledge

instead

of

shelving it. Tensile stresses on the surface are eliminated.

Figs. 5 and 6 look at the stresses over the edge of the containers. The
ledge

effect

there is likely to be greater as friction on the sides of

the drums will be less than on the soil face of the trench side which is
also battered. Again, however, with reasonable compaction of the fill and
pyramid stacking of the top two layers of drums the tensile stresses can
be practically eliminated (Fig. 5 ) .

2.7

Conclusions from Stress Analysis

The side of the trench could be a point of excessive strain of the cap
unless battered
cracking

back

especially

to form a wedge. Otherwise deflection could cause
on

the

faces

of

the

fill,

which

would

encourage

moisture entry. A ledge around the sides of the outsiae of the trench was
intially
diverting
analysis

considered

a

surface

water

revealed

possible
beyond

method
the

that a sharp edged

of

improving

confines

of

ledge could

the

the

seating

and

trench.

Stress

cause tensile

cracks

above the inner edge on the surface. The solution was to create a wed ^itshaped
cap,

ledge which would

thereby

Similarly

eliminating

encourage compressive
the possible

entry

stress

of

in the fill

ana

water through cracks.

it was found the top layer of drums should be stacked to taper

towards the centre of the trench to reduce cracking of the cap over thtouter edge of them. It was also found that the fill under thf cap shc.ie.
be

well

compacted

to

minimize

settlement

tensile cracks described above.
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Results with side ledge cut back
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FIG. 5

Results over edge of drums
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CAPPING COMPACTION AND MOISTURE CONTENT

The proposed clay capping to the trench is to be compacted to provide
strength
density
which

and
can

resistance
be

achieved

to compact

content

will

to
by

moisture

penetration.

The

highest

soil

selecting an optimum moisture content at

the soil. A plot of soil dry density versus moisture

exhibit

a

convex

shape.

Moisture

improves

lubrication

between the soil particles, but too much water prevents close packing of
the grains. An indication of optimum moisture content was obtained with
a laboratory compaction test, the Proctor density test. Soil was wetted
to a selected moisture content and compacted in three layers in a 100mm
dia x 100mm high mould by dropping a 2,5kg hammer 300mm, 25 times per
layer. The resulting moisture-density curves are plotted in Fig. 7. The
curve showed

a higher density

than field test results and possibly a

higher optimum moisture content namely 14% for the laboratory tests c.f.
nearer 10% for the field test results. It will be noted that above 14%
however

the

density

is almost that of a saturated

practically all the voids have been

The

permeability

of

the

soil - indicating

dispelled.

compacted

soil

is

said

(1)

to

drop

with

compaction at high moisture content and results shown in Fig. 8 confirm
this. This is more likely due to the smaller voids than to the degree of
saturation

i.e. saturated

higher permeability

soil could otherwise be expected

to have a

than unsaturated soil. Fig. 8a shows the measured

permeability as a function of initial moisture content.

On the other hand a lower moisture content and correspondingly higher
void ratio

(due to the lower compaction

as well) could result in the

absorption of more extraneous moisture. The moisture absorption of the
different samples is also plotted in Fig. 8b.

In a more humid ervironment than Vaalputs it would be wise to allow a
greater moisture retention in the soil assuming there is regular wetting
on

the

surface.

At

Vaalputs,

even

the

soil

compacted

at

optimum

laboratory moisture content i.e. 14%, could absorb a storm of at least
100 mm assuming a 1,5m

thick capping layer. The lower permeability will
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prevent the majority of the storm from permeating into the capping at
all before it evaporates - assuming it did get through the 0,5m thick
sandy cover. The recommendation was therefore to compact at slightly
less

(12%) than optimum (14%) as it allows an additional measure of

storage for emergencies without sacrificing much in the way of density
or permeability.

As a final barrier to moisture getting through the capping, a 'wick
layer' was studied (4). This relies on capillary action in the capping
exceeding that in a coarser underlying layer. The water is led away
laterally by the 'wick'.

In

order

various

to

reduce

workers

the possibility

have

proposed

a

of

layer

water passing
of

coarse

the

capping,

granular material

underlying a clay cap. The surface tension of the small clay particles
is supposed to prevent moisture travelling from the clay down into the
trench.

A

thin

layer

of

geotextile

could

prevent

clay

particles

migrating into the coarse 'wick' . The wick can also be designed as an
horizontal

drain

if a suitable

slope is provided and a relatively

impermeable bottom layer exists.

Wick tests were performed by compacting

the screened clayey capping

material in a 122mm diameter mould. This was a perspex tube to enable
moisture movement to be observed. 100mm of soil was compacted in 3
layers by 22 drops of a 2kg hammer per layer. This 100mm of soil was put
on 5 different 100mm layers, namely:

1)

12mm gravel

2)

lmm sand

3)

void i.e. space (soil bridged across tube)

4)

100mm of clayey soil sandwiched between 4 layers of
course filter cloth

5)

100mm of clayey soil as top layer

894

100mm of water was then poured into the tube above the top of the soil.
The slowest drop in water level after the soil reached saturation (15
minutes after pouring in water) was in the case of the soil on top of a
gravel layer. This appears to confirm results in the literature that an
underlying gravel layer retards seepage from above.
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Question

MR H E TAIT

When selecting the clay used in the backfilling and/or
cap forming operations, which quality control measures
are recommended?

Answer

PROF D STEPHENSON (Answered by Mr PE Moore)

During excavations the strata, i.e. sand, calcrete and
clay

are

segregated;

it

is

not

possible

to

differentiate between any different clays which may be
present in the one clay layer.
The

clay

is

then

stockpiled

in

heaps,

and

loses

moisture.

It is screened, and used for backfill.

For

the

it

moisture

and

envisaged

are

caps

compacted.
partical

is

wetted

Quality

size

to

+

control

12,5%

measures

check, moisture

checks

after

wetting,

and density/compaction checks after compaction.

Question

MR R K GAYNOR

1.

What

considerations

are

being

made

to

prevent

surface erosion by wind and water?
2.

What

are the thicknessess

of

the clay

and

sand

controlled

by

components of the cover?

Answer

PROF D STEPHENSON

Wind

erosion

revegetation.
by

providing

modelling

is

to

Water erosion
surface

be

is being

drainage.

controlled

Storm

water

of the trenches and upstream catchment

have been done to determine runoff.
Sand will be 0,5 m and clay cap 1,5 m thick.

Question

MR M A VON BELOW

Why was an impermeable trench capping of e.g. concrete
with runoff drainage ditches not considered?
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Answer

PROF D STEPHENSON (Answered by BB Hambleton-Jones)

The

rainfall

75mm/year;

it

at

Vaalputs

therefore

is

seemed

on

average

unnecessary

about

to go to

the extreme of constructing a concrete cap which would
have been expensive.
from

material

used.
clay

excavated

Preliminary
cap

has

Therefore a clay cap constructed
from

data

of

indicated

the

experiments

the percolation

that

the

cap

has

into

was
the

performed

according to expectations.

Question

DR D VAN AS

Can cap integrity against natural erosion processes be
guaranteed over a period of centuries?
(An expensive

and

specialised

tennis

court does not

even last ten years).

Answer

PROF D STEPHENSON

No, the natural soil surrounding the trench is however
more likely to erode than the trench cap.
up with a mound.

We may end

Concrete would be required to give

the cap a life comparable to the "active" life of the
activitv contained.

Question

DR C J OSPINA ESPERON

Can

you

against

please

comment

on

the

advantages

other disposal, techniques

of

for waste

trench

disposal

for the specific case of the Vaalputs facility.

Answer

PROF D STEPHENSON

I

can

view.

only
An

comment

embankment

from

the

fill would

geotechnical

point

have been much more

subject to cracking and settlement.

On the other hand

it would shed water rapidly if it were impermeable.
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of

Deep

level disposal would be unnecessarily expensive.

A trench once filled is aesthetically acceptable.

Question

DR D J W WIUM

How did you account for cracking of the soil in your
finite difference model?

Answer

DR D STEPHENSON

Cracking

on

the

sides

boundary

conditions.

was

allowed

The

body

for

of

by

the

specific
fill

was

assessed uncracked and this was proved correct by the
results, namely
strength
thus

of

finite

the material.

adopted

be more

no

stresses

greater

A pragmatic

than

the

approach

was

as much more sophisticated models would

cumbersome and yield

information

of doubtful

use.

Question

PROF G G EICHHOLZ

Did

your

calculations

include the effect of mounding

or cambering of the cap?
To what extend can cracking or subsidences be modelled?

Answer

DR D STEPHENSON

Mounding
as

the

was not

included

small

mounding

noticeable.

cap

in

would

for settlement was calculated

analysis i.e. 35mm.
result

required

calculations
not

be

On the other hand the mounding necessary

to compensate

would

in the stress

Arching was not considered as it

in a mound, although

compression.

from the

If

it were

it could keep the
necessary

to model

cracking, finite element analysis would be done.
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ABSTRACT

A simplified safety analysis code has been established in order to
a

basic

methodology

for

provide

the preliminary selection of a disposal method.

The disposal type selection is prerequisite to meet the requirements of low
and intermediate level radwaste management
covers

resaturation and leaching,

transport such that the

rock

program

in

Korea.

The

code

migration through fracture-porous media

cavern

disposal

option

can

be

evaluated

compared with that of shallow land burial.

1

INTRODUCTION

In Korea,
is

to

plan is

be

a centralized repository for low and intermediate level radwaste
put into operation beginning

based

advantages

on

and

the

in the earlv 1990's.

report

by

Suh

et

disadvantages

of

the

rock

al..

which

cavern

The current

discussed

the

disposal method and

considered the specific environmental and socioeconomic conditions

on

the

peninsula.

As the discussion was a conceptual one, it has now necessitated an in depth
evaluation

of

possible

alternatives

considerations.
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based

on

the

safety

and

cost

This study presents radionuclide transport computer code which is

used

to

analyze a hypothetical disposal scenario.

Simplified codes have been used in countries at the beginning or

licensing
2

stages of disposal projects; PRESTO and TEMPER are examples.
applicable

for

shallow

land disposal while TEMPER

PRESTO

is

is for rock cavern

disposal. The latter considered only fractured rock neglecting porous sectioi
and

used

effective diffusion coefficient which is based on the assumption

that the rock is a homogeneous porous medium.
is

The main idea of this

study

to describe the phenomena more realistically by introducing a dual rock

type

migration

concept

and

presenting simplified models for

repository

leaching and biosphere transport.

Leaching

rate

resaturation

is
rate

considered
to

enough

in

comparison

with

the

maintain equilibrium state between radwaste package

and surrounding water.

While,

assumed

to

large

rapid

enough

radioactivity content

of

the

package

is

provide a constant concentration release at the

interface of the repository and the surrounding rock.

Some formation like granite are characterized
fracture

networks

and micropores.

as

Neretnieks,

of diffusion and dispersion along the fissure,
of

radionuclides

in

a

single

fracture.

included

nuclides.

the

However,

effects

of

nuclide

they assumed

adsorbed on the fissure walls.

that

Instead,

porous:

neglecting the effects
investigated the

Kanki

analytical solution of the radionuclide transport
They

inhomogeneously

et al.
in

the

transport

obtained an
fissured

rock.

generation by the chain decay of
dissolved

radionuclides

are

not

the dissolved species are assumed

to diffuse into and out of the micropores and are adsorbed on the micropore
surfaces.
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Tang et al. " developed general analytical solutions for

the

contaminant

restricted

transport

in

discrete

fractures.

They

problems

of

their

analysis to a situation of constant concentration release without decay

at

the

we

entrance

boundary to the fractured rock matrix.

modify the analysis of Tang et al.
the repository-granite interface.

by including

Tn what follows,

radionucli.de

decay

at

The results from the fracture model were

used as the boundary condition for the porous media model.

Finally,

four possible pathways to man were introduced for

the

biospere:

potable water, aquatic foods, vegetation and animal products.

The submodels were combined together and a
Using

the

code,

sample

calculations

computer

were

code

was

developed.

performed for the postulated

radionuclide release cases.

2

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Fig. 1

shows

where

the

a

postulated

radioactive

geological
wastes

are

structure

around the

deposited

and

representation of this geological system.

the

repository
mathematical

Our primary concern here will

be the critical path as shown in Fig. 1 along which any radionuclides

that

may

This

have

escaped

primary

confinement

can

reach

the

biosphere.

critical path is likely to follow along fractures that are located near the
repository or that may
intersecting

the

be

formed

fractures,

Molecular diffusion into
through the fissures.

the

the

during

its

lifetime.

Tn

micronores

groundwater flow is almost stationary.

micropores

affects

the

nuclide

transport

Although the exact location of such fractures may be

unknown, worst case predictions of travel time and concentrations likelv to
occur at critical points can be instructive.
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BOUNDARY
1 TO THE
.' BIOSPHERE

REPOSITORY
BOUNDARY I

Figure. 1

BIOSPHERE
GRANITE

Conceptual Transport Scenario of Radionuclides
around Repository and its Model Representation

Radionuclides contained in the waste
before

it

is

refilled

pressure(i.e..rftsaturation^.
repository

is

then

with

can not escape

water

nnd

from

has

the

repository

a

sufficient

reached

The contaminated water from

the

resaturated

to follow alontf fractures or fracture networks of the

host rock to rejoin the aauifer downstream

where

it

is

mixed

with

the

uncontaminated groundwater as shown in Fijf.l.

For

modeling

this

system,

we

will

adaDt

the

following

^lnw

so that

simplifying

assumptions.

i)

Groundwater flow
chemical
path,

ii)

is

equilibrium

sufficiently
results

in

and that the equilibrium

the

instantaneous

repository and the flow

isotherm is linear.

The concentration of radionuclides in the water is
reach

uniform

value

throughout

resaturation.
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the

repository

assumed

to

following

iii)

The flow

rate of

groundwater

through

fracture

of

rock

and

aquifer (saturated soil layer) is assumed to be constant,
iv)

Viewed Ln a single fracture matrix system as well as in a porous
structure, the width of the flow path is
length.
within

As a consequence,

much

smaller than its

transverse diffusion and dispersion

the flow path assure complete nixing across the fracture

or the pore width at all times.
v)

The permeability of the micropore
that

transport

diffusion.
that
vi)

There

in

the

matrix

matrix
is

is

mainly

sufficiently
due

to

low

molecular

Transport along the fissure is thus much faster than

through the micropore matrix.
exists a source release

into

the

aquifer

due

to

the

contaminated groundwater flow from the fracture of host rock. It
is assumed that at the entrance

region

contaminated

completely

groundwater

is

into

the

aquifer

the

mixed

with

and

is

time

instantaneously diluted by the fresh groundwater.
vii)

The contaminant concentration in
dependent

only

through

the

is

time

supported

independent.

by

the

porous

concentration

between granite and the aquifer.
tion

the

aquifer
at

Otherwise the

the interface
the

The quasi-steady

concentration

concentra-

assumption

is

computed

by

distribution

Tang fit al.
viii'!

For individual potential hazard predicticn,

each

individual is

assumed to drink all his water and eat all his aquatic food from
the river or lake
released.

system

into

which

radioactive material was

Furthermore, each individual's diet is assumed to

composed solely of food

products

that

werr either directly or

indirectly contaminated by the river or lake water.
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be

3

RESATURATION AND LEACHING

No radioactivity can be advected out of the
begun

to flow out of thn repository.

repository

until

water

Assumption i suggests that leaching

equilibrium results in Lhe repository by the time of resaturation.
assume

the

homogeneous

has

distribution

of

wastes

If

we

and of porosity in the

repository, the linear adsorption isotherm suggests,
t ( 1 - y )/{V o p)
K

d

=

y /(v 0
where <fi

is the total amount of radionuclide

e the repository porosity,

disposed

in the repository,

y the fraction of nuclide sorbed in the water,

P the repository bulk density and Vo the total repository volume.
expression,

the denominator represents the radionuclide concentration in

the water (Col, while
remaining

per

Kd into Co,

unit

expression

approximation

the
mass

numerator is the
of rock.

After

amount

of

a

substituting

radionnuclide

y

in

terms of

we have

C

This

In this

o =

will
for

Vo

be
the

{ Kd . p +

used

in

constant

(2)

E)

the

rest

of

radionuclide

the

analysis

concentration

as
in

an
the

repository following the resaturation time.

4

RAJDIONUCLIDES MIGRATION THROUGH GEOLOGIC MEDIA

The present, transport model approximates the
around the repository assuming dual rock type
one

dimensional flow path as shown in Fig. 1.
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ground

water

geological

flow

pattern

media along the

At the boundary between the

granite and the porous media the following boundary conditions for concentration and mass flux must be satisfied:
Continuity of the concentration;
CrCl.t)

=

Ca(l,t)

Continuity of the mass flux;
Qrd,t)

=

Qa(l,t)

where 1 is the length from the
interface

and

the

indices

repository boundary to the fracture-porous
"r" and "a" denote respectively the rock and

aquifer.
However,
between

there exists
the

host

Alternatively,
concentration

a

concentration

discontinuity

at

the

boundary

rock and aquifer as explained in the previous section.

we handle the two
profile

sections

separately.

That

is,

the

for the first laver surrounding the repository can

be input and used as a boundary condition to calculate

the

concentration

distribution for the second section.

The transport processes

describing

thp

rnHionuclide

migration

through

fracture networks are divided into two coupled, one dimensional equations,
one

for

the

fracture

and

the

other

for the Dorous rock matrix.

coupling is provided by the continuity of fluxes and concentrations
the interface.

The governing mass balance equation for the fracture is
2

•

3C

V

3C

D

3 C

6D

3C

3t

R

3Z

R

3 Z

bR

3X

=

where
7.
x
t
C
C

: coordinnte along the fracture axis
: coordinate normal to the fracture axis
: tIme
: concentration of radionuclide in the fracture
: concentration of radionuclide in the micronore
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0

(3)

The
along

groundwater velocity at the fissure
decay constant
porosi ty
one half of the fracture width
retardation coefficient defined as R = 1 +
distribution coefficient
dispersion coeffecient described by D = a
longitudinal dispersLvity
effective diffusion coefficient defined in
D* - t D
molecular diffusion coefficient in water
tortuosity of the micropore

V

X

e
b
R
K
D
a
L
D"
D*

r

„
"
v +D
the porous matrix as

with initial and boundary conditions of

(4)

at t = 0

:

C = 0

at z - 0

:

C = Co exp(- At)

as z —

oo :

for all z

(5)

for t > 0

(6)

C -• 0

where Co is the source concentration of a radionuclide.

With assumptions i,

iv and v,

we

can

express

the

equation

for the

radionuclide migration through the micropores as
i

i

D
- —
R

3C
3t

2 i

3C
,
? + AC = 0
3 X

(7)
p

where R' :

b

the retardation factor defined as R' = 1 + --- K

Km :

distribution coefficient

P. :

bulk density

We require that tho results be consistent with

at t = 0

:

- 0

for a l l z and x

at x - b

C' = C

for a l l ?. and t

a s x — oo :

C'-

C

0

(10)

In order to integrate equations 1 and 5 simultaneously,
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we transform

the

concentrations into

C(t) = C(t)exp(- At)

and

C'ft) = C'(t)exp(- At)

(11)

and apply the method of Laplace transformations. The method of solution is
very similar to that described by Tang et al.

The only

change

is

thc>

replacement of their boundary condition (their equation 13a) with equation
5.

Thus,

the

final

form

of

solution

describing

the concentration

distribution in the fractured media is
2

vZ

C.(Z,t) = — r r C exp (
f
*/z °
2D
2

- At ) .

/VZ :

Within the limits of assumptions iii and vii, the basic equation governing
radionuclide transport in the aquifer is given by
D,
a

d 2 C a^
,

V

d Ca
,

R=

dx^

R

dx

_

a

where D is the dispersion coefficient, R the retardation factor. Two boundary conditions with which the result should be consistent are.

at

z = 1

as

z —

:
oo :

Ca(l.t) = CF . C(l,t) = f(t)

(14)

Cn —

(151

0

Here CF is the ratio of the groundwater flow rate in

the

fractured

host

rock to the sum of the flow rate in the; aquifer and in the rock matrix.

Finally, the concentration

distribution of a

is expressed as
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nuclide in th^ aquifer zone

( V - Jv2 + 4DaRa ) ]

C a (x,t) = f ( t ) e x p / —

2D

l a

fl6>

J

Now we can simply pvaluate the release of radionuclides in
or well water by using this expression.
measured

from

repository,
contained

the
and

point
t

where

begins

enters

the

rock

fracture from

resaturation

when

the

nuclides

in the waste are assumed to start escaping from the repository.

The various accident scenarios which may be rather

rare,

but

could

severe, are beyond the scope of the present simplified approach.
we

can

water

In equation 16, the coordinate is

waste

following

surface

make

use

of

be

However,

equations 12 or 16 to roughly predict human dosage

risks from unexpected accidents which are not dealt with in this paper.

5

BIODOSE MODEL

The transport of radionuclides in surface water systems and the
concentration

of

nuclides

in the food chain are considered.

resulting
To predict

human dosage risks for individuals resulting from release of radionuclides
into surface water or well water, we follow the suggestion given in the
I0
U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 1-109
with some modifications. Four possible
dose pathways

to

man

are

examined:

potable

water,

aquatic

foods,

vegetation and animal products.

The removal of radionuclides from raw water C e.g., by
water

treatment)

accounted

for

conditions

and

in

and

during its movement through the biosphere to man is not
the

evaluation

parameters,

compartments and food usage rate,
future.

sedimentation

of

such

radiation
as

exposure.

physical

are assumed to

be

flow

The

rat<=>s

maintained

basic
betwRen
in

the

Lack of information about future conditions makes this assumption
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reasonable.

The bioaccumulation factor and the dose conversion factor are

taken from the U.S.

6.

NRC Regulatory Guide 1-109.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sample computations have been carried out with

the

code

established

bv

combining' the three models discussed in the previous sections.

Five radionuclides,
considered

in

namely,

Co-60,

Cs-137,

Sr-90, U-238 and Ce-144 are

this work as they are representative radioactivity sources

as far as radwaste of nuclear reactor operation
simplification

of the calculation,

is

concerned.

For

the

ground water velocity and retardation

factor are taken into account as parameters playing an important

role

in

determining the final doses, while the others are assumed to be unchanged.

Now four cases are postulated by combining the values of upper
limit

of

and

the foregoing two parameters each other such that case 1 is the

most conservative release pattern and case 4 is the least one as
in table 1.

Fig.

lower

depicted

Most of the values are referred to in previous works.

2 shows tendencies of radionuclide movement in underground depending

on the case 1 to 4 for Cs-137 when 100 years have elapsed.

As expected, a

drastic concentration drop appears at the interface of rock and soil layer
due to dilution by a relatively

large

through

the

the

soil

layer.

On

radionuclide retention is largely

amount

other

dependent

of

ground

hand,
on

water

flowing

it was found that the
the

properties

of

the

fractured rock rather than that, of the porous formation.

The radioactivity concentration of groundwater released to
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surface

water

Table

1.

Input

Data

r
-r
-r
| Media |
Parameter
|
i
i
1
r
1
|
| Water Velocity * |
1

Each Case

S a m p l e i " a : r i ; i i*

in

I

Case-]

|

!

Case-2

1

36.5

Case-3

.,s,-

1
|

36.5

1
|
1
I
1
j

10
100
10
10
10

I

100

1

I

10.0

10.0

i

I
I
I
1
I

Retardation
factor

ROCK

10

Co-60
Cs-137
U-238
Sr-90
Ce-]44

100
10

10
10

j

365

Water Velocity *
_,
Co-60
Retar1
SOIL
dation I Cs-137
factor | U-238
I Sr-90
| Ce-144
j_
J
L
J

—

10
10
10

10

loot1

50
100
100

100

.35

100

10
10
10
10
10

1Q0
100
100
100
100

100

h

"t

— 1h

1
10

ino

100
1000

|
|
|

100
100
100

I

100

|

100

-

J

1

J

Water Velocity(m/yr)

••

—

ROCK -

1 0

"2

•:

i

1

i

r
|

for

— *

SOIL

—i

•H

CASE

1

•\CASE

2

— — < :

a:

I 10-2
\

10,-4

.

v
1

-6

. 10
10

-8

TIME : AFTER 100 YRS

1

In l n - 1 0
U 10

——c:-^CASE^ 3
""" * .
CASE 4

1
t

0
DIS.

10
20 30
IN ROCK CD °

Fig.2

10

°
200
DISTANCE IN SOIL (11)

300

Concentration Profile for Cs-137 in Groundwater
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body is summarized in Table 2.
an

important

even in

the

contribution
optimistic

The data indicate that Sr-90 and U-238 make

to the concentration at the surface water body

release

scenario

while

Ce-144

is decayed away

to a negligible level due to its short half life.

A complete calculation using
Individual
important

Dose
role

condition but
serious

as

the

shown in Table 3.

also

for

the pessimistic cases.

effect in the

Table 2

NUCLIDE

|

not only

pessimistic

apparantly high

the

Sr-90

final

it has almost the same half life

I

Here,

the

hazard

dose

provides

on

conditions due to its

I

code

Annual
and

Total

U-238

play

While,

cases

affinity

Cs-137

gives

but not in the opposite

for the

rock even though

with Sr-90.

CASE-1

i

CASE-2

i

|

CASE-3

|

i

CASE-4

1

|

1.72E-03

|

2.04E-08

|

1.35E-13

|

1.02E-17

I

Sr-90

|

6.84E-00

|

7.32E-01

|

5.12E-00

|

8.62E-01

|
(_
I

Cs-137

|
(_
|

8.08E-00

[

8.99E-00

|
_j
8.96E-00
|

1.98E-09

|

3.75E-10

U-238

i

1

8.96E-00

i

NUCLIDE
Co-60

\I

|
1
|

i

|

CASE-1
1.56E-06
9.06E-01

|

4.04E-01

I

U-238

|

3.97E-02

1

|
1
|

CASE-2

|
-j
5.06E-12
|

j_

1

+
1.01E-00

I

|

1
|

1

|
1
1.01E-C0 [

i

|

CASE-3
3.35E-17

+
2.65E-01

\- —

Cs-137

i

1

i

h

I

1

1

i

Annual Total Body Individual Dose
for Adult (mrem/yr)

I

|

|
i

H
Sr-90

1

+

Table 3

!
f|

1

|
I

Co-60

|

a

Radioactivity Concentration Released
to Surface Water Body (pCi/m3)

I

1_

an

for the optimistic release

I

|

Body

|

|
1
|

CASE-4

|
1
9.22E-21 [

-41.86E-01

|

I

A
1.14E-01

|
j

i

I

|

1.24E-04

|

1.35K-11

j
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Finally,
to

it is found that the integrated individual dose ranged from

0.1

2 rarem/yr which are orders of magnitude less than the design goal in

SFR of Sweden, the natural background and the recommended limit of ICRP.
This

figure

may

not

have

significant

meaning

to

the

extent that, a

quantitative conclusion can be made while it gives an indication that

the

rock cavern disposal method pertains lona term safety margin.

In conclusion,
disposal

of

a simplified safety analysis
low

and

Sample calculations have
understanding
repository.

intermediate
shown

radionuclide

code

for

the

rock

cnvnrn

level radwaste hasi been established.

that

transport

the

code

phenomena

is

a

useful

tool

for

in the rock cavern type

The code also calculates the dose to human beings as well

as

supports the beginning phase of the disposal project.
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ABSTRACT
A program commenced in 1978 to select a suitable site for the disposal
of nuclear waste in South Africa. This entailed the examination of a
variety of socio-economic and earthscience related parameters over large
parts of South Africa.
The site selection program, for which the Geology Department of the
Atomic Energy Corporation of South Africa Ltd (AEC) (previously the
Nuclear
Development
Corporation
(NUCOR))
accepted
responsibility,
commenced with an initial screening phase and led to the identification
of potentially suitable areas by mid 1980. A site suitability phase
involving
regional,
and
subsequently
detailed
socio-economic,
geological, geohydrological
and
geophysical
studies
in the areas
identified by the screening phase was completed in December 1982.
As a result of very positive
indications that the district of
Namaqualand was the most suitable candidate area it was possible, after
further detailed investigations, to identify and purchase a site judged
to be suitable for the disposal of low- and intermediate-level waste by
February 1983. The area acquired measures some 10 000 ha in extent and
is situated 100 km southeast of Springbok in the northwestern Cape and
600 km north of the Koeberg nuclear power station near Cape Town.
Further detailed investigations identified an area overlain by a clay
layer of up to 20 m thick which detailed examination indicated as most
suitable for the disposal of low and intermediate radioactive waste in
shallow trenches. An area measuring 0,9 by 1,1 km has been set aside
for this purpose.
The delivery of the first consignment of low and
intermediate waste is expected in November 1986.
1

The

INTRODUCTION

establishment

Management

of

Alternatives

a

specialist

study

group

on

for Commercial Nuclear Power

1977 resulted in a recommendation

"Radioactive

Waste

in South Africa" in

in 1978 that the State set in motion a

915

program to locate a suitable site or sites for the storage/disposal of
radioactive waste in South Africa.

As a result of this recommendation, a

steering committee was established in 1978 to assume overall responsibility
for the investigations.

A number of working and study groups were also

formed to deal with more specific problems as they arose (1).

The site-selection program for which the Department of Geotechnology of the
Atomic Energy Corporation (previously the Nuclear Development Corporation)
accepted responsibility, commenced with an initial screening phase which
led to the identification of potentially suitable areas by mid-1980.
followed

Next

the site suitability phase which involved regional geological,

geohydrological, geophysical and other earthscience related studies.

By

the

end

of

1982,

investigations

had

reached

a

stage

where

recommendations could be wade regarding the acquisition of an area which
would,

in all probability, be suitable

for the disposal

intermediate-level waste in open trenches.
with the

of

and Namaqualand

and

In February 1983 negotiations

landowners were completed, and an area measuring

hectares was acquired.

low-

some 10 000

The area straddles the boundary between Bushmanland

and is approximately

100 km southeast of Springbok and

600 km north of Koeberg (Fig. 1).

Subsequent
identified

to

the

acquisition

an area underlain by

of

the

some

site,

detailed

investigations

20 m of clay under a veneer of

calcrete and windblown sand, and overlying granite-gneiss.

After further

intensive investigations an area measuring 0,9 by 1,1 km was identified as
the area most suitable for the location of the trenches in which the lowand intermediate- level waste would be disposed of.

A site safety report

has been submitted and licensing procedures are under way.

Investigations

as

to

the

suitability

of

the Vaalputs

site, or other

suitable candidate areas, for the ultimate disposal of high-level waste
(HLW) are due to commence in earnest in 1988.

However, detailed geological

mapping, hydrological modelling and seismic investigations of the region
have already

commenced, and

a steering

committee

appointed

various aspects of HLW disposal pertinent to South Africa.
of spent fuel elements will commence in the early 1990*s.
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Figure 1.

Locality plan of Vaalputs showing the

20

30km

It

was

obvious

from

the

outset

that

arid

density and agricultural potential away

areas with

a

low

population

from international boundaries and

free of seismic hazard would be suitable for the disposal of radioactive
waste, provided geological and related earth-science parameters were found
to be acceptable.
most

likely

to prove

socio-economic
phase.

The

weighted

and

In order to decide which part of South Africa would be
suitable

factors

results

were

for

taken

were plotted

combined

to narrow

the disposal of nuclear waste various
into
on

down

a

consideration
series

the

of

search

during

maps,
for

the

which were

suitable

first
then

candidate

areas.
2

PARAMETERS CONSIDERED

The following parameters were examined in detail, and have been reported on
by Corner and Scott (1980):

1

Climate and rainfall

2

Agricultural production

3

Population density

4

Ecology

5

Mineral occurrences

6

Surface water and groundwater hydrology

7

Corrosion by groundwater

8

Seismic hazards

9

Growth potential

10

Proximity to international boundaries.

2.1

RAINFALL, GROUNDWATER RECHARGE AND CLIMATE

The mean annual rainfall of South Africa is indicated in Fig. 2, from which
it will be noted

that

the rainfall decreases

northern ^ape mean annual rainfall
of country.

from east

is less than 100 mm

to west.

In the

over large tracts

In the Vaalputs area the mean annual rainfall is 74 mm while

the annual evaporation is 2 100 mm (Fig. 3 ) .

A comparison of Fig. 2 and 3

shows an expected close correlation between areas of minimal ground water
recharge and rainfall in the northwest Cape.
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^ORANGE

Figure 2.

FREE'" S T A T E D

Distribution of mean annual rainfall.

SOUTH WEST AFRICA
NAMIBIA

Figure 3.

Distribution of the ratio of mean annual evaporation rate and
rainfall, indicative of groundwater recharge conditions.
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Vaalputs is located on the Bushraanland Plateau, which generally experiences
stable, anticyclonic weather conditions throughout the year.

Temperatures

are extreme, sometimes exceeding 40 °C during the day and often dropping to
below 0 °C at night.

During winter coastal lows and cold fronts cause

westerly winds to blow and as a result Vaalputs is in a rain-shadow area.
In the summer months convective precipitation is inhibited by the lack of
moisture in the easterly winds.
zone

between

summer

and

winter

Vaalputs is situated in the transition
rainfall

areas,

and

data

indicate

a

preference for precipitation during the summer months (2).

2.2

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

The gross yield per hectare for South Africa is illustrated in Fig. 4.

It

will be seen that a strong correlation exists between the availability of
water, agricultural production and population density.

In the Vaalputs

area the only agricultural activity within a 25 km radius is sheep farming.

Figure 4.

Distribution of the gross agricultural yield per hectare.
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Because

of

the

propensity

for

prolonged

droughts

in

the

area,

farming

activities may be severely curtailed for a number of successive years.

The

carrying capacity of the area is considered to be in the region of 1 sheep
per nine hectare.

2.3

POPULATION DENSITY

As would
occurs
and

be expected,

the major

concentration of people in South Africa

in the vicinity of the major ports along the south and east coast

the

centres

of

intensive

industrial,

mining

and

agricultural

activities.

Fig. 5 indicates that the northwestern Cape has a population

density

less

of

population

than

centres

Concordia, O'Kiep,
more

than

8 500

one

within

person
a

per

square

100 Tail radius

WEST

inhabitants.

Within

a radius of

AFRICA /

NAMIBIA

Figure 5.

of

Vaalputs

Springbok, Kamieskroon, Garies, not

estimated population is about 50 people.

SOUTH

kilometre.

Distribution of population density.
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The
are

nearest
Nababeep,

one of which has

25 km of Vaalputs

the

2.4

ECOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

South Africa is fairly well endowed with game parks and wilderness areas.
However, with

one notable exception

wilderness areas.
the

northwest

Subsequent

the northwest Cape

is devoid of any

This was initially considered to be a point in favour of

Cape

in

the

investigations

elimination

indicated

that

process

a highly

of

site

sensitive

selection.
ecology

had

been extensively damaged by over-grazing and poor land management, and it
was

decided

eventual

to

restore

acquisition

Vaalputs

of

to

its original

10 000 ha,

its

wilderness

rehabilitation

state.

and

The

long-term

management as an ecological study area have had spin-offs with far-reaching
implications, which are reported on elsewhere in this volume by Hall.

2.5

MINERAL OCCURRENCES

The distribution of all existing and defunct mines, as well as all mineral
occurrences

per

1/2°

squares,

is

depicted

on

Fig.

6.

Although

this

approach is fairly subjective, as equal weight was given arbitrarily to the
presence of mines and to the presence of mineral occurrences, it is felt
that

the

areas

of

relatively

low

mineral

potential

are

nevertheless

delineated.

It should be noted that Fig. 6 makes no prediction as to the localities of
potential

mineral

occurrences,

but

rather

assumes

that

the

mineral

occurrences which remain to te discovered will occur in already established
mineral provinces.

In view of the widespread exploration activity that has

taken place in South Africa this was felt, at the time, to be a resonable
assumption.

From the map it will be seen that the area north of Up ing ton

and the area south of Pofadder in the northwest Cape are considered to have
a low mineral potential.

2.6

SURFACE AND GROUNDWATER HYDROLOGY

Fig. 7 indicates the main surface drainage patterns of the northwest Cape.
Since the flow of groundwater follows, in a broad sense, that of surface
water

an

idea

is

thus

obtained

of

the

general

pathway

that

radionuclides, if ever taken into solution, might be expected to follow.
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the

Figure 6.

Distribution of all known mineral deposits and occurrences.

Figure 7.

Surface drainage patterns, with distribution and type of salt
content in the groundwater.
92.".

2.7

CORROSION BY GROUNDWATER

Although the potential of groundwater to interact with and corrode any
engineered barriers such as concrete, steel, etc. is not necessarily a norm
that should be considered in the siting of a waste facility, it should be
taken into account in its design and construction.

It will be seen from

Fig. 7 that the corrosion potential of groundwater is high in those areas
which appear to be the most suitable for the siting of a waste facility,
i.e. the northwest and northern Cape.

Thus serious consideration will have

to be taken of this in the design of the various facilities scheduled to be
built in the area (3).

2.8

SEISMIC HAZARD PROBABILITY

Two possible approaches may be used in the estimation of seismic hazard,
viz. either a deterministic or a probabilistic approach.

Owing to the lack

of clear identification of seismologically active geological features, and
the correspondingly low seismicity of southern Africa, the latter approach
must be favoured as the most practical method of estimating seismic hazard.

Fernandez and Gusman (4) thus adopted a probabilistic model, in order to
estimate

the three parameters of seismic hazard, viz. site, period of

recurrence, and intensity.

They based their calculations on the catalogue

of seismic events recorded in South Africa since 1620.

It should, however,

be noted that until the start of 20th century the information is partial,
incomplete,

and

mostly

concentrated

in the southwestern

Cape Province.

This must obviously affect the accuracy of their predictions although they
are of tho opinion that the results give some degree of confidence that
future modifications

to

their seismic hazard estimations, as presented

here, will be slight and not radical.

It should also be noted that in their approach Fernandez and Gusman (4) did
not include artificial or induced seismic events, e.g. those generated by
deep mining operations or by the filling of large dams such as Kariba.
Although such events can yield considerable intensities they are related to
variable human activity and do not follow the same patterns as natural
seismicity.

The epicentres of all events recorded since 1620 are presented

in Fig. 8.
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SOUTH

WEST

AFRICA /

NAMIBIA

Figure 8.

Localities of seismic epicentres, and the distribution of the
probability of seismic events.

Fernandez and Gusman (4) modelled the earthquake process by an experimental
Poisson

distribution

considering

only

time-independent

events,

i.e.

foreshocks and aftershocks of main events were excluded.

They estimated a

population

grid

of

intensities

at points

on

a

one

degree

throughout

southern Africa and applied the Gumbel type-III distribution of extreme
values in the estimation of seismic hazard at these points.
results of

this probabilistic

The final

approach were two maps showing Modified

Mercalli Scale (MMS) intensities having a 90% probability of not being
exceeded in periods of 100 and 500 years respectively, the latter being
shown in Fig. 8.

Estimation for longer periods of time cannot be prudently

based on the short time-span of the data.

This approach is ideally suited

to the requirements of estimating seismic hazard, on a regional scale, in
the selection of a site for a waste disposal repository.

Fernandez and Gusman (4) concluded that the correlation between seismic
foci and geological features was not clear.
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Activity takes place in the

ancient cratons as well as in the mobile belts, the folded mountains and
the high plateaux.

There is, however, a tendency for the occurrence of

earthquake swarms, possibly related to tensional features with associated
kimberlitic and volcanic extrusions.
of

the

East. African

rift

system

In particular the southern extension
is responsible

for

the more

intense

activity in the northeastern part of southern Africa.

Fig. 8 thus clearly indicates that the northern Cape region has a lower
seismic risk probability than the rest of South Africa.

3

AREAS POTENTIALLY SUITABLE FOR THE DISPOSAL/STORAGE OF RADIOACTIVE
WASTE

Although

the

parameters

northwestern

and

radioactive

waste

northern

investigated
Cape

to

disposal/storage

above

be

the

purposes,

generally
most

suitable

Corner

attempted a more accurate delineation of these areas.

indicate

and

areas

Scott

By combining the following parameters into one map

-

Groundwater recharge

-

Seismic hazard probability

-

Mineral potential

-

Agricultural production
Population density

ii)

By excluding from the areas thus delineated

-

a circle of influence, of radius 50 km, around each town and
major settlement;

-

critically and less critically ecologically sensitive areas;
national parks and nature reserves;

-

axes of development and industrial growth (Fig. 9); and
a distance of 100 km from international boundaries
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for

(1980)

This was done in two

parts:

i)

the

Figure 9.

Composite map delineating those areas most suitable for the
storage and disposal of radioactive waste.

In combining the five parameters listed in i) above it was decided to give
equal weight to each parameter.

This could not be done by simple addition

of the numbers given on each map since the absolute magnitudes involved
were often very much greater on one map than on another and would result in
extra weight being given to certain parameters.

In order to overcome this

problem the maps were subdivided into 1/2° squares and the numerical mean
of the values in all these squares calculated for each map. The numerical
means were then aJl normalized to an arbitrary value (unity) and a factor
calculated by which the values on each map should be divided such that the
numerical means would be equal to one.

The resultant five values for each 1/2° square were added together to give
what is here termed a 'weighting factor*, the value of which reflects the
suitability of an area for waste disposal purposes, i.e. the lower the
weighting factor the more suitable the area.

The results were contoured,

using the centre of each 1/2° square as the contouring point.
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Although

other formulae could no doubt be derived to determine weighting factors, it
is felt that the method employed resulted in a sufficiently true combined
assessment of the five parameters.

The resultant contours give a better

idea of the specific areas suitable for waste disposal purposes.

All areas with a weighting factor of less than two were considered to be
potentially suitable for both T.r.LW and HLW options, and were combined with
the above recommendation in Fig. 9, to finally indicate the best possible
areas for radioactive waste disposal/storage in South Africa.

From

the

semi-quantitive

site selection

criteria

assessment
discussed

on

a

above,

country-wide
it

was

basis

concluded

of

the

that

the

following areas were the most suitable, from a socio-economic point of
view, for the siting of a radioactive waste disposal/storage facility:

i)

An area in Namaqualand/Bushmanland bounded roughly (within 50 km)
by the towns Pofadder, Springbok, Loeriesfontein, Brandvlei and
Kenhardt

ii)

The Kalahari, roughly north of Upington

iii) The central portion

of the Richtersveld

From a geological point of view the three areas mentioned above presented
a variety of options.

A further sifting process eliminated the area north of Upington largely
because it has a higher agricultural potential, and its greater distance
from

Koeberg

and

other

potential

nuclear

power

station

sites.

The

central portion of the Richtersveld was eliminated largely on the grounds
that locally the area has a higher population density and lies in the
vicinity of a potential irrigation scheme.

Logistically it is also the

least favourable of the three sites.

Bushmanland therefore seemed to present the most promising area and a
wide-ranging reconnaissance was carried out to locate suitable surficial
material which could host the trenches (5;6).
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Large

tracts

obscures
study

Bushmanland

are

the underlying geology.

of

existing

geophysical
package

of

surveys

of

geological
it

sedimentary

was

covered

maps,

the

Precambrian

times.

The

Namaqualand

Dasdap

and

veneer

satellite

of

to

Tertiary

(older) and Vaalputs (younger) formations

These formations were derived

a

of

sand

which

However, after a lengthy and in- depth

possible

rocks

by

imagery

identify

and

a previously

age now known

as

Vaalputs

unknown

the

Dasdap

(7)(Fig. 10).

from the erosion of granitic
metamorphic

airborne

complex

formations

tectonically controlled palaeodrainage system.

during
seem

gneisses of

early
to

Tertiary

represent

In the area investigated

these sediments attain a maximum combined thickness of about 40 m.
Dasdap

formation

consists

of

white

kaolinitic

a

clays

and

the

The

Vaalputs

formation consists of sandy to gritty clays which are in turn overlain by
a

thin discontinous

layer

of calcrete

0-30 cm

thick.

These

rocks

are

covered by a veneer of Quaternary windblown Kalahari sand which forms a
gently undulating dune country (8).

Figure 10.

LANDSAT image of the Dasdap and Vaalputs palaeo- alluvial fans
radiating northeastwards from the Kamiesberge.
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Airborne

geophysical

investigations

indicated

an

area

of

relatively

undisturbed basement overlain by clays of the Vaalputs formation.
area eventually

chosen

is about equidistant

from

The

the HE- SW striking

Bosluispan lineament to the north and the Platbakkies lineament to the
south,

the

latter

having

a

history

of

recently

occurring

minor

seismisicity (9).

Owing to the large landholdings in the area it was necessary to purchase
three

adjoining

portions

of

individual

farms

totalling

10 000 ha in

extent and measuring 16,5 km from east to west and 6,5 km from north to
south at its narrowest point.

Approximately 500 to 1 000 ha will be

occupied by the sites being developed for low- and intermediate-level
waste, an interim spent fuel storage facility, housing, roads, power
lines and an airstrip.

Subsequent

to

the

identification

and

purchase

of

the

area

in 1983

detailed investigations commenced, and these are described elsewhere in
this volume.

A

LOCAL PUBLIC ATTITUDE

When the original offer to purchase was made to the local landowners,
there was a degree of unhappiness.

They all eventually accepted the

price offered for their ground, which was appreciably more than the going
price of land in the area at that time.

A great deal of effort has gone into keeping the local community informed
on the Atomic Energy Corporations's activities to Vaalputs, and regular
open days and meetings are held with the local community.

A small museum

has been established and the local community is taking an active interest
in its expansion.

The general public is also invited to visit Vaalputs

during

week

the

first

in

September

each

year

available to conduct visitors around the site.

when

scientists

are

The 9 000 ha not under

active development is being developed as a nature conservation area and
all agricultural activities have ceased.
the reintroduction of game.

930

Consideration is being given to

5

CONCLUSIONS

In retrospect- it would seem that the multidisciplinary sifting process,
followed

by

regional

and

local

investigations

Department of the AEC was a wise decision.
position

to gain considerable experience

by

the

Geotechnology

This has put the staff in a
in the selection of nuclear

sites and the subsequent monotoring of these sites for the years to come.
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Question

MR B ROGERS

1.

Dees the local area

around

Vaalputs

reap any

revenue benefit because of the presence of the
site? i.e. improved roads, new schools, lower tax
base.
2.

Did local residents have input into selection of
the site?

Answer

DR P D TOENS

Yes, to date roads have been improved or in the
process

of

electrical

being
power

improved,
supplied

available in the area.

by

and

commercial

ESCOM

is

now

Employment opportunities

have been generated and children of employees are
transported to local schools, and we have a play
school on site for pre-school children.
No, after selection of the site the AEC made the
landowners an offer they could not refuse.
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AN IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM OF LAN-YU RADWASTE RECEIVING
AND STORAGE FACILITY IN TAIWAN, ROC,
C M . Tsai, AND R.T. Lee
Radwaste Administration. Atomic Energy Council,
Taipei 10772, Taiwan, Republic -of China

ABSTRACT
Low level waste generated from three nuclear power plants in Taiwan is
stored at Lan-Yu. The storage facility comprises 23 near-surface concrete
trenches, inspection center,office building, etc., and is operated by the
Radwaste Administration. The construction was completed in January 1982
and has been receiving waste since May 1982. Up to date, about 35.S00
drums of solidified waste have been stored in this facility.
An improvement program for the existing receiving and storage operation
at Lan-Yu facility began in 1984 by the Radwaste Administration. The
first step in this effort will be to install a semi-automatic inspection
line in the inspection center and a remote-controlled unloading equipment
for the storage operation. The new installation will enhance the efficiency and reduce exposure to inspectors. Detailed engineering design was
already completed in January 1985. The installation will be completed
in February 1987. The second step will be to develop an upgraded design
for the second phase construction of the facility. The intent of this
design change based on the ALARA concept is to reduce the exposure to
workers and at the same time preserve the landscape. Thus, the new design
will incorporate remote handling, minimizing exposure to workers and
landscaping at the storage area. The concept design was completed in
August 1986.

1

INTRODUCTION
The application of nuclear energy in Taiwan, ROC has long been re-

cognized for more than two decades.

In addition to the widespread use

of nuclear technology in education, research, industries, and medical
sciences, there are six nuclear power units in operation with a total
output of 5140 MlV(e).

The Atomic Energy Council (AEC) , and its sub-

sidiaries, the Radwaste Administration (RWA) have taken the responsibilities to assure the safety and effective waste management for the
future.
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Since 1971, some storage and disposal alternatives have been studied
hy a study group.

It was concluded that the islet interim storage seems

to be the safest and most practical way for solid or solidfied low level
waste storage.

After the complete survey of all islets around Taiwan,

Lan-Yu (Orchid Island) was selected as the shallow land waste storage site.
Lan-Yu is located 75km east from the southern tip of Taiwan, with
a size of 45 km2.

The object of the storage site is to store radwaste

in an area of 100 hectares prior to final disposal. The storage capacity
of the site is estimated to be capable of storing underground all the
solidified waste in the coming 100 years without hazard to the residents
on the islet and with minimum impact to the environment.

In 1982, the

first stage of the facility was completed and receipt of radwaste initiated.
The capacity of the first stage is 98,112 drums. The total capacity
six stages is of 310,000 drums.

Up to now, about 35,000 drums of solid-

ified low level waste from three nuclear power plants, universities,
institutions and hospitals have been stored in this facility.

2

EXISTING FACILITY
The existing facility is composed of five primary elements, ex-

cluding the offsite exclusive harbor.

These elements are the inspection

center, concrete storage trenches, monitoring system, various utility
system, and onsite transport equipment.
Inspection Center
The inspection center is equipped with some facilities, including
hoisting equipment for unloading drums from the containers, a decontamination room for cleaning the containers, inspection and measurement
instruments, and overpack for damaged drums.
Concrete Trenches
After passing the inspection center, the radwaste drums are unloaded
in reinforced trenches. The unloading process is accomplished manually
by a 40 ton mobile crane equipped with a three-drum wire grappler.
The dimension of a trench is as follows:
Width : 5.4m
Length: Varies with topography, but less than 90m.
Depth : 4.5m, 3m underground and 1.5m above ground.
Wall Thickness: 35cm concrete.
After the trench is filled, it is covered with concrete slabs and the
•joints below are sealed with asphalt.

As each trench is a retriveable

storage facility, no backfilling is used.
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3

THE AUTOMATED DRUM INSPECTION PROCESS
After 2 year of operation at Lan-Yu storage facility, the existing

inspection center became a bottle neck of the site operation.

Some

damaged, corroded or contaminated drums need to be treated manually prior
to lead in the trench.

In addition, because of the salty atmosphere and

high humidity in Lan-Yu, the inspection equipment has severely corroded.
Thus, to upgrade the inspection process was initiated in early 1984.
In order to enhance the inspection efficiency and inventory control, and
to reduce exposures of the inspectors, the specification for the design
change was prepared in April of the same year.
According to the requirements, drum inspection should be as follows:
1. Visual inspection to examine any fracture, corrosion or deformation
of drums.
2. Measurement of drum weight.
3. An automatic and manually operated smear test station is used to
detect drum contamination on the top and surface. If the drum contamination exceeds 2000 dpm/100cm2, the drum should be transfered
to the decontamination station.
4. An automatic and manually operated decontamination/derusting facility
is available.
5. A manually operated painting station is available.
6. An automated surveying recording and alarm system is used to measure
the radiation levels of any drum surface area and at 1 m distance.
To perform the above-mentioned functions, components such as cranes
for drum unloading and reloading, lead glass windows, roller conveyers,
turn-and cross-tables will be installed

(as shown in Fig.l) . For the

component design, the ALARA priciple has been taken into account in respect
of minimizing personnel radiation exposure during maintenence. The most
of the operations can be carried out from outside through built-in gloves.
Operation personnel can threfore avoid being contaminated.
In addition, the system is designed to maintain a constant humidity
of 50-60% within the drum inspection area to prevent drum corrosion.

The

material for the system is selected in such a way that no corrosion is
possible to occur.

The integrated ventilation system, which has air inlet

and outlet, is so designed that a pressure of about 30 mm less than
atmospheric is maintained inside the inspection area.
The total inspection time for a shipment of 288 drums would be
than 20 hours.

less

During a 44-hour working week, the remaining time is

sufficient for another shipment.

After the new process is installed, it

is estimated that the receiving capacity of Lan-Yu storage site can be
increased to a minimum of 80 shipments (23,040 drums) per year.
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way, all radwaste drums from three nuclear power stations and other
organizations delivered to Lan-Yu can be inspected prior to storage in
the trenches.
The detailed engineering design of the automated inspection process
was completed in January 1985. The whole system is under construction
and expected to start the pre-acceptance test in February 1987.
4

SECOND STAGE PROJECT
An upgraded design for the second phase construction of Lan-Yu

radwaste storage facility began in 1985. The objective of this project
is to expand the existing storage capacity by 100,000 drums through the
provision of additional handling and monitoring capabilities, including
appropriate structure and equipment.
The design criteria developed by the RWA provide the guideline for
this project. Since May 1982, thousands of visitor have visited the
facility.

During the development of design criteria, comments from foreign

and local tourists, experts, organizations, and government agencies were
taken into consideration.
ing

In addition, opinions given by the site operat-

personnel about the existing facility also played an important role.

The new design will incorporate remote handling, minimizing exposure to
workers, and landscaping at the storage area in an efficient and safe mode.
The differences in concepts between the first and seemed stage are
given below:
1. Warehouse Concept
The warehouse storage concept offers a great number of attractive
features:
a) Compatible with the use of drums in steel frames, without corrosion
problem.
b) No mechanical ventilation system required.
c) The onsite access roadways are minimized.
d) Less radiation exposure protection to personnel (remote, automated
operation)
e) Structure can be covered and landscaped at completion of construction, without affecting operation.
f) Less maintenance required.
g) Retrievability- of packages without exposure.
h) Enplacement of packages regardless of weather conditions.
2.

Onsite Transport Concept
The existing system uses a tractor/trailer to transport the drums
from the inspection center to the trenches. Additional transfer
interfaces have to be provided to fulfill the loading operation.
The new system will adopt the rail-car concept. The rails for the
car will be installed between the inspection center and the warehouse
area. The car will enter the warehouse building for unloading of drums
through an access door.
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The advantages assuciated with this concept are:
a) It can be automated, requiring less labor.
b) It can be remotely controlled.
c) It can be integrated with other crane system.
d) In dependent of site topography.
e) No vertical transfer interface required in the warehouse.
3. Loading Operation Concept
The existing loading system for trenches is by mobile crane. . The crane
and flatbed trailer are parked between the trenches requiring substantial access roadways. The crane picks up the drums from the
flatbed and places the drums in the trench three at a time. Workers
have to go down to the bottom of the trench for positioning and stacking the drums in place. Thus, the personnel exposure received is
higher than we expected.
The new loading operation will choose the multiple bridge system. This
crane system will utilize the latches and transfer stations, which will
facilitate to transfer a single hoist, among multiple bridges. The
crane will be an underhung type with .single-or double-girder-type
bridge, and the hoist can be remotely controlled. The remote control
system can be aided with a micro-computer system and a close-circuit
television system for the placement of the package in the warehouse.
It is worthwhile mention that one hoist can be used for all bays.
The system will enhance inventory control and minimize personnel
exposures.
The conceptual design was completed in August 1986 (as Shown in Fig.2)
and the final documentation will be issued for detailed engineering
design soon.
The environmental impact assessment is scheduled to be completed in
1988, and the construction will begin in 1989.
5

FLEXIBILITY TO FINAL DISPOSAL
The alternative of final disposal will be decided by RWA before 1995.

Before that, all the package prepared by utilities should meet the requirements of both sea dumping and land burial.
In 1970s, sea dumping was considered the most feasible final disposal
alternative in this country.
Up to now, three candidate sites which meet the performance objective
of sea dumping have been found.

Further oceanographical surveys at the

candidate sites and various preparatory works, such as design of dumping
ship development, confirmation of accuracy of navigation aids, quality
control of the packages and so on, are under studies.
Realizing the sea dumping is not simple a technical issue, RWA is
also developing the land burial as a backup system if sea dumping is not
accepted by domestic people and neighbor countries for some other factors.
Some candidate site of land burial are under study.
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All waste packages stored at Lan-Yu would be either retrieved for sea
dumping or transfered to land burial sites.
It is worth mentioning that the surface area of Lan-Yu storage would
be developed to become a scenic attraction for tourists.
During and after the site operation, RWA will maintain a monitoring
program.

The monitoring system must be capable of providing early warning

of migration of radionuclide from the site.
Land ownership can be transfered for reuse following 100 years institutional control.

6

CONCLUSION
The storage and disposal of radwaste has caused very much public

concern in Taiwan, since Taiwan is a densely populated island and the
nuclear power is likely to increase its share for the future electricity
supply.

The RWA has realized that the safe and effective waste storage

at Lan-Yu is the prerequisite to the development of nuclear power program
in Taiwan.

The comprehensive program as described herein is expected to

be implemented to improve system operability and reliability to correct
some design and operational inadequacies, and to provide for adequate waste
handling and storage at Lan-Yu.
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ABSTRACT

An environmental monitoring programme was initiated two years before
radioactive waste was due to be disposed of at the Vaalputs site. During
this time a database was established against which future changes in the
radiation levels of the environment could be measured.
The monitoring network included the measurement of radiation doses,
radioactivity levels in soil, vegetation, groundwater, and agricultural
produce. A natural radiation dose to the average individual of 2,2 mSv
per annum was established. Meteorological parameters were collected and
used to assess the potential release and transport of radioactivity
through the environment. A survey of the habits of the surrounding
population was conducted to identify the principal food chains.
In addition to complying with the licensing requirements for the waste
disposal site, the environmental monitoring programme is contributing
valuable scientific information on evapotranspiration and percolation in
semi-arid environments.

INTRODUCTION
An environmental monitoring and measuring programme for radioactivity
is a standard requirement at all nuclear sites.

The extent of the

programme is determined by both the characteristics of the site and the
nature of the nuclear activities.

In the case of the Vaalputs site,

which is intended for radioactive waste disposal, the emphasis of the
environmental

programme

is on

the subterranean

aquatic

environment

since it the medium most directly affected by the disposal activities,
while agricultural practices determine the principal means of intake of
the dispersed radioactivity by man.
The primary

objectives

of

the programme during the pre-operational

phase are

9*3

establishment of background levels of environmental radiation by
adequate monitoring; and
recognition

of

the

major

exposure

pathways;

and

during

the

operational phase
confirmation of radiation doses to critical groups through the
measuremnt of radionuclides in the identified critical pathways;
and
verification of dose assessment models used for the estimation
of radiation doses to individuals and the population.

A monitoring network was established which included the measurement
of radiation doses, and of radioactivity levels in soil, vegetation,
groundwater and agricultural produce up to a 20 km radius around the
site.

The programme also included

parameters

such

as wind,

the collection of meteorological

temperature, humidity,

rainfall

and

soil

temperature to quantify the mechanisms by which radioactivity can be
released

and

dispersed

percolation,
habits

of

principal

leaching

in
and

the

environment,

groundwater

i.e.

by

transport.

A

the surrounding population was conducted
food

chains and

the pathways

precipitation,
survey

in

groundwater

for

the

to identify the

of drinking water, and

consumption of mutton, beef, milk and eggs was quantified.
concentrations

of

each

of

these

the

Derived

pathways

were

established.

Based

on

the

operational
provide
the

assessment

environmental

an early

monitoring

determination

of

of

of

indicator

internal

principal

monitoring

indication
of

the

exposure

programme

was

pathways,

an

developed

to

environmental

contamination

species

also

radiation

and

doses

that

to

cannot

through

allow
be

the

measured

directly.

BACKGROUND RADIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VAALPUTS

Radiation

is a natural feature of all environments.

contributors

are

extraterrestrial

(i.e.

primordial nuclides in the earth's crust.
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cosmic)

The principal
sources

and

At the altitude of the Vaalputs site

(1 000 m ) the contribution of

cosmic radiation to the absorbed dose rate in air is 0,35 mGy.a"
(35

mrad.a

)

and the dose

equivalent

rate

is 0,38 mSv.a

(38 mrem.a ) .
The

principal

primordial

nuclides

are

238

U,

232
40
Th and
K.

Concentrations of these nuclides vary over a wide range depending on
the geological composition of the underlying material.

The external

radiation flux is determined by the composition of the surface soil
layer to a depth of some 50 cm.
As part of the pre-operational survey, samples of soil were collected
and analysed for gross alpha and beta activity as well as for certain
individual nuclides, including the primordial nuclides.

The latter

are predominant and average concentrations are given in Table 1.
Using these concentrations the radiation dose from external sources
was calculated and compared with the averaged measured doses and it
agrees

within

deviation
limit)

statistical, fluctuations

of this measured

dose

is

(Table

1 ) . The standard

+ 0,19 mSv ( 9 5 % confidence

and reflects the natural variation in primordial nuclides in

this environment.
In addition

to external

doses, internal doses

are accrued

from the

inhalation and ingestion of these primordial nuclides or their decay
products.
control

Potassium-40

is a major contributor.

on the potassium

concentration

Owing to homostatic

in the body,

the internal

40
run*
radiation dose from
K is constant and independent of environmental
concentrations.

The average effective dose equivalent is 0,2 mSv.a

Other nuclides of importance are a)
and b)

'

Ra and

222
Rn gained through inhalation,

Po gained through ingestion.
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TABLE 1

Comparison of calculated and measured natural radiation doses
from external sources

i

Average U

Average Th

BS~

Average K

Average calculated dose

Averaged

Bq.ff 1

(Terrestrial + Cosmic)

measured

mSv. a

dose
mSv.a

26,4

4,1
± 1.5

a)

± 7,1

222
Rn

0,23

0,91 +• 0,35 = 1,26

1,12

± 0,07

t 0,19

± 0,19

concentrations

surficial

are determined

materials

and

by

values

the U/Ra

concentrations

approximately

of

3

in
_3

Bq.m

(100 pCi.m
lung

) are to be expected in this area. This will result in
-1
(90 mrem.a ) or an effective dose
doses of 0,9 mSv.a

equivalent of 0,7 mSv.a" .

The highest potential exposure is from the use of the local Norabees
granite

as

building

concentrations
levels.

of

1

material,

to

2

which

orders

of

may

result

magnitude

above

in
the

radon
natural

Exposure, however, depends on factors such as occupancy and

ventilation and cannot readily be predicted.

b)

Intake

through

important
waters
50

g

chain

drinking

from

2

to

Radium-226

radiation

of

borehole

Concentration

pathway.

varies
-1
U.
to

the

250

g

is

the

dose.

of
-1

main

Measured

water

natural
with

an

is

considered

uranium
average

contributor of
226
values of
Ra

in

these

in

value

the

(11 pCi.

).
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of

U-decay
borehole

-1 to 5,7 Bq. -1
water vary widely from less than 0,01 Bq.
a mean of 0,4 Bq.

an

with

A daily intake of 1 Bq (27 pCi) from 2,5
assumed.
equivalent

Using
to

a
50

of borehole water can be

conversion factor of 2 x 10
Bq.a~ , which
-1
226 D
mSv.a
the dose contribution from
Ra

-1
drinking water is 0,091 mSv.a

-1.
(9 mrem.a )[1].

The different dose contributions are summarized in Table 2.

TABLE 2

Natural radiation doses in the Vaalputs area

Source

Mode

Effective dose
equivalent (mSv.a

Cosmic

External

0,38

U-series

External

0,19

Th-series

External

0,6

40

External

0,09

K

222

Rn

Internal

0,7

226

Ra

Internal

0,09

Internal

0,2

TOTAL

2,25

40

K
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1,26 (External)

0,99

(Internal)

is
in

ENVIRONMENTAL TRANSPORT OF RADIOACTIVE NUCLIDES

The most

significant

radiological

into

[2].

continuously
inadvertent

in which

impact on the

radionuclides
intrusion

way

the

As

by

the buried

local population

groundwater

the Vaalputs

trained

intrusion

during

probably

is by

the

repository

personnel

will

and

waste may

site

in

1« ^ching of

eventuality

the

be

the

result

of

human

is to be managed
operational

avoided

and,

phase,

therefore,

transport by groundwater was considered to be the critical pathway of
radionuclides

from

the waste

repository

to man.

To quantify

this

pathway a knowledge of the water balance of the area is essential to
ascertain

the

amount

of

water

available

for

leaching

and

the

transport of radioactivity to the groundwater.

Vaalputs is situated in a region described as desert or poor steppe,
generally experiencing less than 100 mm of rainfall per annum.

Meteorological
temperature,

data,
net

temperatures were

consisting

solar

of

radiation,

collected

wind

speed

rainfall,

continuously

and

direction,

humidity

air

and

soil

from September 1983.

The

desiccation of the area is illustrated by a total rainfall of 47 mm
recorded

at Vaalputs

(Fig. 1 ) .
rainfall
summer)

the year October

1983

to September

1984

This is 57% of the average annual rainfall of the closest
station.

and

recorded)

for

Coupled

persistent

with

winds

this, high

(an

annual

temperatures

average

of

(37

only

C

in

2% calms

result in a total annual potential evaporation of 325 mm

[3], far exceeding precipitation (Fig. 1 ) .

However, periods of high rainfall occur in episodic

events such as

the 100 year rainfall experienced at Vaalputs in December 1986 (Fig.
1).

As

using

average

rainfall

figures

resulted

in

a

negligible

percolation of water into the soil and episodic rainfall events would
lead

to

regional
his

the

greatest

percolation,

Hutson

(1983)

decided

to

use

rainfall data of the wettest year on record, i.e. 1976, for

simulations

[4].

Assuming

a

total rainfall

of

261 mm

in 120

days, he predicted percolation using a soil water flow model.

In the

absence of '-'-anspiration a percolation of only 17 mm was predicted by
the model.
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[4]

However, a transpiration rate as low as 4 nun/week was sufficient to
reduce annual percolation to 1,4 mm (Fig. 2 ) .

For further modelling,

it was accepted that this water was available for percolation through
the trench.

The amount
water

of

radioactivity

from the drums

available

for

to the unsaturated

calculated by Stephenson (1985)

transport by

percolating

zone below the trench was

using a basic differential diffusion

equation and taking the shape of the containers into account [5].
It was assumed

that the surrounding soil was saturated

in order to

absorb the radioactivity which could reach the outside of the face of
the

concrete

drums.

Using

as

inventory

the waste

from

3 nuclear

power
stations,
concentrations
of
the principal
radionuclide,
137
Cs, were calculated by Moore (1986) with Stephenson's numerical
137
model [6]. With an inventory of 19 900 TBq (538 000 Ci) of
Cs
being

buried

maximum

of

in

the

12,9 GBq

from the drums

waste

a

in 140 years and

relatively

at

(0,35 Ci) of

through the unsaturated
has

trenches

zone.

Vaalputs

over

Cs is assumed

60

years, a

to have

leached

is available for further transport

As the

Cs inventory is large and
137
(30,5 years),
Cs is considered

long half-life

the critical nuclide, i.e. the nuclide with the highest potential for
radiation

exposure

finite-element

of

model

the

population.

assuming

a

A

porous

two-dimensional

medium

was

used

Galerkin
by

Botha

(1986) to establish the migration of dissolved material through the
unsaturated and saturated zones below the Vaalputs waste trench area
[7].

The modelling

process

is still

in its calibration phase and

requires continuous long-term field measurements to adjust and verify
its

applicability

to

the

specific

site.

Preliminary

however, predicted extremely low water velocities
—8
—11
—1
10
to
10
m.s .
These results compare
tritium

observations which generally

than

m

3

critical

in

50

years

radionuclide,

distribution coefficient
the velocity of

(i.e.

2

x

Cs,
(i.e. K.)

of

results,

the order of

favourably

with

indicated a velocity
of less
-9
-1
10
m.s )
[8].
Using the

once
of

again

with

an

average

340 for the Vaalputs site,

Cs through the medium was calculated as follows:
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V

V

w

Cs
1

+ K

d

B

d

0

V

Cs
V
w
K

d

B

d

=

4 x 10~

m.s~

=

velocity of

=

velocity of water - 1 0

=

distribution coef Lcient = 340
bulk density

0

=

Cs to move 1 m.
most

m.s

1,45

=

volumetric moisture content = 0 , 2

At a velocity of 4 x 10

is

Cs

unlikely

-12

m.s

-1

it will take 8 000 years for

Because of its natural radioactive decay it
that

Cs

will

reach

the

water

table

in

significant quantities.

Until this prediction is confirmed by the modelling exercise it is
137
assumed
that
Cs
could
be
present
in
borehole
water.
jr.
-1
Calculations
were
based
on
a
dose
limit
of
50 Sv.a"
-1
137
(5 mrem.a

)

concentration

from

the

Cs

limits were

present

derived

in

the borehole

for postulated

water

and

pathways using

data from the population and habits survey.
ASSESSMENT OP RADIATION EXPOSURE

Pathways

through

radioactivity

which

were

practices

population.

From

water

population

quantified

agricultural

borehole

the

and

by

personal

could

be

exposed

to

conducting

a

survey

of

habits

these figures, derived
for

the

critical

determined.
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of

the

concentration

radionuclide,

surrounding
limits in
Cs,

were

4.1

Population and Habits Survey

The

rural

area

surrounding

Vaalputs

is

sparsely

populated.

Details on the activities and habits of the

surrounding

population

questionnaire

were

distributed

to

collected
the

by

means

of

a

owners of all farms

within a 20 km radius of the planned disposal facility.
The

survey,

completed

in

1985,

indicated

that

a

population of 102 live in this area, with 35% in this
community being migratory (AEC personnel account for 38
of the total).

The farmers move to their farms in the

wetter areas during the winter rainfall season and return
to Bushmanland for the summer months.

The closest population centres are Springbok, O'Kiep and
Nababeep over 95 km to the northwest, with a combined
population

of

approximately

15 000.

The

only

other

settlement is Kliprand, 55 km to the southwest, with a
population of approximately 200 [9].

The major agricultural activity within the area around
Vaalputs

is

sheep

supporting sheep.

farming,

with

70%

of

the

area

The average carrying capacity of the

land is 1 animal per 9 ha [10]. The sheep graze off the
natural vegetation supplemented by imported fodder, and
are

watered

with

borehole

water.

Cows,

goats

and

chickens are kept by a few farmers for domestic use and
on other farms lucerne is grown for fodder.
quince

trees

are

cultivated

under

Some fig and

irrigation.

Host

boreholes in the area supply brackish water for stock,
and, in many cases, for human consumption.

A.2

Critical Pathways of Exposure

From an analysis of data collected in the habits survey,
the potential exposure pathways to man were identified as
the drinking of borehole water, the drinking of milk from
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cows which drink borehole water, the consumption of meat
from sheep and cattle which drink borehole water and the
consumption of eggs from hens drinking borehole water.

To

determine

in borehole

a

quantitative

water

and

relationship

the eventual

Cs

between

Cs

concentration

in man from each of these pathways, consumption rates of
the

end

products

of

these

food

chains

by

the

local

population (Table 3) and consumption rates of borehole
water by animal and man (Table 4) were approximated from
the survey and from literature [11] respectively.

TABLE 3

Annual per capita consumption

Milk

Water

Mutton

Beef

Eggs

255

800

7 carcasses

180 kg

30 doz

(140 kg)

(20 kg)

TABLE 4

Consumption rates of borehole water [11]

Cattle
Sheep
Chickens
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=

25

.d" 1

5

.d"1

0,5

.d-1

The

dose

conversion

0,0125

Sv.Bq"

1

factor
(4,6

for

x

10~

the
5

oral

intake
1

mrem.pCi" ),

of

Cs

basr-d

or.

is

ICRP

ALI values for the committed effective dose equivalent [1].

In

order

exposed

to

relate

through

concentration

the

radiation

the

in

doses

postulated

borehole

water,

of

critical

pathways

it

is

to

a

necessary

to

groups
137
Cs
have

a

knowledge of the various transfer parameters in the food chains
(viz.

the relationship between

animal

and

the equilibrium

animal

pi
product)

expressed

the daily

intake

Cs

concentration

in

Bq.kg

of Cs by

the

in the particular

(or

)

per

Bq.d

ingested.

The following transfer parameters for

m
F
F

-1

4,8 X io- 3 d

F

5,8 X io-

(beef)

f
f

3

d

137

ikg"

[12]

1

[12]

0,5 d.

(lamb)

[13]

k8

" 1 ]L

0,49 d • kg"

(egg)

Cs were used:

[13]

where

F

=

fraction of nuclide taken in per day which
is transferred to 1

F

=

milk

fraction of nuclide taken in per day which
is transferred to 1 kg muscle or egg

By

postulating

the

a

intake of

dose

limit

Cs present

relationship, it was possible

of

50

Sv.a

(5

mrem.a

)

from

in borehole water and using the above
to derive

Cs concentration

limits

in borehole water (Table 5 ) .

From

these

restrictive

results
(i.e.

it

the

is

clear

critical

potential exposure) at Vaalputs.
be measured

directly

the

that

pathway

drinking
resulting

water
in

the

is

most

highest

Although internal exposures cannot

relationships

approximate individual doses.
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in Table

5 can be used

to

TABLE 5

Concentrations for
resulting in 50

Cs (Bq.

) in borehole water

Sv effective dose equivalent annually.

137

Pathway

C S (Bq. - 1 )

Drinking water

5

Milk

40

Beef

50

Mutton

20

Eggs

800

CONCLUSION

The

natural

radiation
The

radiation

exposure

variation

features

of

comparable
nuclear

in

).

natural
and

dose

cycle

the

personal

major

in

radiation

limit

as

Based

is

the population

site

the

fuel

(0,25 mSv.a

of
the

the

to

background

the Vaalputs
dose

habits

for members

laid

down

by

on preliminary

contributor

owing

of
of

the

results

the

to

the

environment.
to

geological

population

is

the public

from

regulatory

authority

of

the

the modelling

of

percolation, leaching and groundwater dispersion it appears that the
migration

of

radioactivity

radiation

exposure

of

from

the public

the

facility

and

will be negligible

the

consequent

compared

with

this variable background.

The modelling exercise is a complicated task which requires long-term
measurements
facility

for

and

can

many

only

years.

be

verified

after

An

operational

the

operation

monitoring

of

the

programme

has

been established and will be used to verify dose assessments whilst
also confirming the assumptions made regarding the critical pathways
and

groups.

Thus

satisfying

the

regulatory

supplying proof of the integrity of the site.
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and
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Question

MR S J J GELDENHUIS

You

show

800 1;
area.

Answer

an

just

annual
over

drinking

2 I/day.

water

This

consumption

seems

low

for

of
this

Have you confirmed this?

DR D VAN AS

In

its

data base

Commission

on

on

Standard

Radioactive

Man

the

Protection

International

(ICRP)

suggests

2,2 litre per day for the average consumption of water
by man.

Most of the population

around Vaalputs will

complement their water from rainwater tanks as well as
from sweet water wells outside the area of interest.

Question

MR R K GAYNOR

1.

Was background sampling done and analysis of soil
and soil moisture conducted throughout the vadose
zone, and if so how was it performed?

2.

What

consideration

has

characterization

been

and

given

to

chemical

monitoring

for

non-radiological contaminants.

Answer

DR D VAN AS

1.

Refer to M Levin.

2.

Little or no attention was given to this aspect.
With

new

legislation

potential pollution
as

bitumen

etc.

expected

the

from container material

such

will

that

have

is

to

be

investigated.

The same data base will be used.

Question

DR H F RoHM

Have

I

understood

your

concluding

remark

correctly,

that if Cs were to be leached from a waste container

959

it would

take

therefore

say

this

800 years

does

not

to move

even

take

one meter, and
credit

for

the

container itself?

Answer

DR D VAN AS

Rates

of

metre

per

others.
clay

water
second

have

retard

3x10

10

predicted

and
by

10

Botha

and

ion-exchange properties of the

the

and

between

been

The excellent

will

between

movement

rate

of

3x10

caesium

metre

per

movement
annum,

to

which

means it may take from 300 to 30 million years for Cs
to move one metre.

Question

DR R ROMETSCH

How did you derive the allowance of 5 mrem/annum rate
for the particular operation "Vaalputs"?

Answer

DR D VAN AS

The Licensing Authority

sets an annual risk limit of

10

from nuclear, which

to general public

to 25 mrem/a.
population

is equal

Although it is unlikely that the same

groups

will

be

exposed

from

different

installations the dose is apportioned 20%, or 5 mrem/a
of this was apportioned for the low-level waste.

Question

MR R G H HEARD

If

Prof

Hall's

worldwide
possible

is
local

temperature
will

assumption

correct,
effects

could
at

in

size

and

a

you

climate

to

on

the

rainfall

and

the Antarctic

the cold

somewhat colder than at present time?

960

colder

speculate

Vaalputs

etc., given that

increase

of

ice sheet

current will

be

Answer

DR D VAN AS (Answered by Mrs SJ Posnik)

First

of

Western
ages,
has

all, Professor
Europe

which

whereas, due

been

relatively

to

Hall's

assumptions

refer

has

experienced

our

latitude, southern

ice

free.

numerous

However,

a

to
ice

Africa
global

decrease in temperature and a cooler Benguella Current
would result in reduced precipitation

in the Vaalputs

area as there would be less moisture available in the
atmosphere as evaporation would be inhibited.
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CONFERENCE ON THE TREATMENT AND CONTAINMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND ITS DISPOSAL IN ARID ENVIRONMENTS
Cape Town, South Africa

7-12 September 1986

Session 4

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL IN SOUTH AFRICA

H.J. VAN DER WESTHUIZEN and P.E. MOORE
Atomic Energy Corporation of South Africa Limited, Private Bag X256,
Pretoria, South Africa

ABSTRACT

The South
The State
facilities
controlled
accordance

African policy on radioactive waste management is outlined.
is responsible for providing off-site storage and disposal
for radioactive waste and spent fuel. Such activities are
by the Licensing Branch of the Atomic Energy Corporation in
with the appropriate legislation.

The amounts of radwaste produced are given. The waste disposal practices
at Pelindaba, and the proposed practices at the Vaalputs Radioactive
Waste Disposal Facility are described. Details of the planning, design
considerations (including activity inventory), and construction of
Vaalputs are given.
Vaalputs is considered to be an ideal site for radioactive waste disposal
and it admirably satisfies recognized site selection criteria.
The construction of the buildings at Vaalputs is almost complete and the
Facility is scheduled to accept waste from Koeberg Nuclear Power Station
in November 1986.
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POLICY
The Nuclear Energy Act, No. 92 of 1982, as amended, '
that

the

authority

radioactive

waste

to
in

control

South

and

Africa

regulate
vests

CORPORATION OF SOUTH AFRICA (LTD)(AEC).
dispose

of

radioactive

waste

were

in

the
the

by

disposal

of

ATOMIC ENERGY

Initially

issued

, provides

authorities

the

Isotopes

to
and

Radiation Division of the former Atomic Energy Board and currently
t h i s function i s performed by the Licensing Branch of the AEC (in
the case of radionuclides inside nuclear i n s t a l l a t i o n s )
Department

of National

Health

and Population Development

case of fabricated radioisotopes outside nuclear

On the

advice of

an expert

and by the

study group

v(?)

'

(in

the

installations).

on radioactive waste

management i n South A f r i c a the AEB proposed to the Government,

in

1978, that the o f f - s i t e storage of radioactive waste and spent fuel
and the disposal of radioactive waste should be the
of the State.
disposal
built

Nuclear

The proposal was accepted and as a f i r s t p r i o r i t y a

facility

to

responsibility

for

intermediate

accommodate mainly
Power Station

and low level

the operational

waste was to be

waste of

(KNPS), the waste generator

the Koeberg

having to bear

the cost of the disposal of the radioactive waste.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT - PAST AND PRESENT
Before

the

Pelindaba a l l

establishment
radioactive

of

the

Nuclear

Research

Centre

at

isotopes then used in South Africa were

imported.

These isotopes were mainly used by hospitals and research
organizations who only generated minute quantities of radioactive
waste and themselves disposed of the waste or stored the spent
sources.
When the

waste

treatment

plant

v

'

and disposal

facility

at

Pelindaba became operational in 1968, the radioactive wastes which
could not be disposed of safely at source were treated and disposed
of at Pelindaba.
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The treatment plant was designed to treat the wasc3 generated by
the operation of a 20 MW ORR type Materials Testing Reactor, an
Isotope Production Centre, and the research laboratories.
The plant can treat

low-level and intermediate-level

liquid waste

separately.
The low-level
plant

waste is treated in a 100 m /8 h s h i f t

by means of

average

chemical

Al(OH)-, and Fe(OH)^ coprecipitation,

a 90% removal

of

activity

and

metal

and on

contaminants

is

achieved.
The sludge is drummed and disposed of as low-level solid waste.
The intermediate-level waste is evaporated in two evaporators:
a)

High-volume

low-salt

content

waste

is

evaporated

in

a vapour

recompression forced circulation evaporator with a capacity of
10 m3/8 h s h i f t .
b)

Small volumes of higher-salt-content waste generated mainly by the
ion-exchange columns of the reactor clean-up systems are evaporated
in a steam-heated convection circulated evaporator with a capacity
of 2,5 m3/8 h s h i f t .
Small quantities of intermediate-level waste are s o l i d i f i e d direct
in a mixture of cement and exfoliated vermiculite.
The evaporator concentrates are batched and s o l i d i f i e d by a vacuum
intrusion method (4)' .
Compressible solid waste is compacted by means of 6 t baling press
into 100 l i t r e metal drums.
Spent sources of short h a l f - l i f e isotopes are sealed in stainless
steel

canisters

and disposed

embedded in concrete.

All

of

in

a pipe

disposal

facility

solid waste is buried in the disposal

f a c i 1 i t y at Pelindaba.
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sludge

contaminated

with

uranium

is

disposed

of

in

concrete-lined pits in the disposal f a c i l i t y .
To date 9 500 m

of. solid waste and sludges containing 600 GBq

(about 16 Ci) of a c t i v i t y have been buried at Pelindaba, the major
contributor being natural uranium.
Spent sources of mainly short

half-life

isotopes disposed

of

at

Pelindaba have an a c t i v i t y (at the time of disposal) of 10 TBq
(280 C i ) .
The 5,4 ha disposal f a c i l i t y at Pelindaba is called Radiation
Hill

' '

and is on a high ridge where flooding is excluded.

The

s o i l is a decomposed shale with good absorption properties:
Element

Kd

U

648

Cs

137

Co

1115

Sr

8,8

The ground-water table

is

approximately

40 - 45 m deep and the

trench only 5 m.
Regular monitoring of

s i t e borehole and environmental samples show

that to date no release of a c t i v i t y has taken place.
This disposal f a c i l i t y w i l l

continue to take

h a l f - l i f e waste f o r the foreseeable f u t u r e .
disposed of at Vaalputs.
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low-level

and short

Other wastes w i l l be

3

VAALPUTS NATIONAL RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL SITE

3.1

Clients.
From November 1986 onwards the Vaalputs Repository w i l l serve those
clients,
larger

such as KNPS and the AEC's Valindaba s i t e , which produce
volumes

Vaalputs w i l l

of

waste

than

can

be

accepted

at

Pelindaba.

also serve c l i e n t s such as the t r a i n i n g hospitals and

associated medical

schools

i n the Cape Town area f o r

more convenient to send waste to Vaalputs.

whom i t

is

The waste expected from

c l i e n t s other than ESCOM w i l l contain extremely small q u a n t i t i e s of

radioactivity.
3.2

Sources of waste at KNPS and the waste packages used
The major
radioactive

customer of

the Repository

will

waste being produced by KNPS.

be ESCOM, i t s
This

waste

first

consists

essentially of trash, redundant equipment, f i l t e r s and ion-exchange
resins.
The trash

is

compacted

low-level a c t i v i t y .

into

200

litre

metal

drums and

is

of

The redundant equipment w i l l be decontaminated

i f necessary and suitably packed.
The f i l t e r s and resins are used in the various clean-up systems at
KNPS and some of these systems produce waste of
activity.

intermediate-level

Approximately 95 % of the intermediate-level activity is

contained in the ion-exchange resins from the chemical and volume
control.
The

intermediate-level

radioactive

waste

produced

at

KNPS

is

immobilized in concrete containers of which there are essentially
four

types

with

different

wall

thicknesses

to

provide

the

appropriate degree of shielding for the waste inside the containers.
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When immobilizing intermediate-level

waste at KNPS, a metal

is

concrete

placed

inside

radioactive
allowed

to set.

container
sets,

waste

and a cement mix are

put

container
into

liner

the

and

the

liner

and

and the concrete

allows the waste and cement mix to expand as

preventing

container

appropriate

A gap between the metal

wall

thus

an

liner

is

the concrete container

finally

capped

with

it

from cracking. The

concrete,

resulting

in

immobilized radioactive waste completely shielded by concrete.

The

f i l l e d containers have a mass of approximately 5 t .

3.3

A c t i v i t y in the waste from KNPS
The amounts of a c t i v i t y in the radioactive waste produced each year
by KNPS, assuming a 0,28% cladding f a i l u r e rate (CFR), are given in
Table 1.
TABLE 1
A c t i v i t y produced each year by Koeberg
(0,28% cladding f a i l u r e rate)
Isotope

A c t i v i t y , a"

Cobalt-60
Strontium-90

(Ci)

TBq

1 061

39

5

0,2

Caesium-134

9 731

360

Caesium-137

4 796

177

Volume of waste
The volumes of waste which w i l l
and the AEC are given in Table 2 .
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be received at Vaalputs from ESCOM

TABLE 2
Volume o f waste which w i l l

be disposed o f a t V a a l p u t s

I

1

IWaste

Type of

Volume of

Number of

Total v o l .

Total v o l .

generator

contai ner

each con-

containers

of

disposed of

or waste

t a i ner

annum

containers

in 60 y r s

station"1

(m3.a-1)

1
J

(m3)
IESCOM

Concrete

2

500

3 000

120 000

drums

0,2

1500

900

36 000

Filters

-

-

360

14 400

drums

0,1

1700

170

10 200

(three
stations)

(m3)

UCOR
TOTAL

180 600

3.5

A c t i v i t y inventory at Vaalputs
The inventory of a c t i v i t y f o r the s i g n i f i c a n t

radionuclides

i s given

in Table 3 assuming:
a)

Three 1 300 MW s t a t i o n s supply waste

b)

One s t a t i o n i s commissioned every 10 years

c)

Each s t a t i o n has a CFR of 0,28%

TABLE 3
Inventory at Vaalputs (Ci)
Time a f t e r

Cobalt-50

Caesium-134

Caesium-137

Strontium-90

Repository
begins operations

(years)
1

1 061

9 731

4 796

5

10

7 376

44 200

48 192

51

20

15 636

80 563

129 984

137

j>0

23 138

106 860

233 752

245

40

24 156

98 256

311 632

325

18 102

63 418

330 288

341

The peak inventory of 332 971 Ci of caesium-137 occurs 49 years
the Repository has commenced operations.
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after

3.6

Transport of waste
A l l radioactive waste must be transported

in accordance with the

IAEA Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material,
1985 edition,

as

amended,

which

stipulate

that

any

contamination that may be present on the outside

non-fixed

of the waste

packages must be kept as low as practicable.
3.7

Waste acceptance c r i t e r i a
AEC staff have drawn up a set of Waste Acceptance Criteria which
has been reviewed by a l l interested parties.
These

criteria

state

that

only

solid

or

immobilized

waste

is

acceptable and that neither explosive nor pyrophoric materials may
be dispatched to the s i t e and give the maximum surface dose rate
readily acceptable to the Repository.
Because waste received at Vaalputs must
Regulations which l i m i t

the level

waste containers

as well

stipulating

solidified

only

of

have met the Transport

non-fixed contamination on

as the AEC Waste Acceptance
waste,

it

is

thought

that

Criteria
airborne

contamination at Vaalputs w i l l be negligible.
3.8

Method of waste disposal
The method of disposal of radioactive waste at Vaalputs w i l l be by
shallow

land burial

or disposal

(SLB or

SLD).

selected

in accordance with accepted c r i t e r i a ,

suitably

designed

carried

out,

radiological
SLD is

and

then

well-planned

an

SLD

site

operational
will

cause

If

a site

is

the trenches

are

Drocedures

are

no

unacceptable

hazard to the operating personnel or to the public.

particularly

well

suited

to

arid

areas with their

low

r a i n f a l l and sparse population.
Description of Disposal F a c i l i t y
The Disposal F a c i l i t y is a fenced-off srea of 1 100 m x 900 m, i.e.
approximately 100 ha.

I t contains the burial area, 700 m x 500 m,

with its trenches, the building area, site roads, exclusion
and storage and screening area for excavated material.
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The Repository can accept the waste from three
(six

reactors)

and

can

be

increased

in

nuclear

size,

stations

should

this

be

necessary in the future.
Figure 1 i l l u s t r a t e s the Disposal F a c i l i t y .
The building complex is shown in Figs 2, 3 and 4 and consists of
administrative
contains

a

and

operational

areas.

reception/display

area,

The

administrative

offices,

area

canteen/conference

room, change rooms, f i r s t - a i d room, laboratory and instrument room.
The operational

area is approximately 22 m wide to enable a truck

to be contained inside, and consists of a)

a vehicle reception area where incoming vehicles w i l l

be inspected

and monitored;
b)

a transfer

area where a second vehicle

can be parked

and waste

packages transferred to i t , i f necessary;
c)

a store

with

500 mm thick

concrete walls

to

provide

temporary

shielded storage, i f necessary;
d)

a red area to enable operations to be carried out on contaminated
waste packages;

e)

a decontamination
truck;

f)

area which

is

large

enough to

accommodate a

and

a workshop/vehicle service area which is completely separated from
the other operational areas by an internal wall.
Site-specific

factors which could have a potential

site

and

safety

considered.

nuclear

However

no

risk
factors

owing
were

to

the

bearing on the
Repository

identified

which

were
needed

qualified design c r i t e r i a to be included in the buildings or in the
burial

trenches.

The design basis of the f a c i l i t y

was therefore

determined by normal construction c r i t e r i a and general
which aply to ILLW repositories.
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Conventional
radiological
radiation
and contamination
area
classifications are in use and appropriate change rooms are
provided. Air-conditioning or ventilation systems appropriate to
the radiological areas have been provided and all exit air is
passed through prefilters and HEPA f i l t e r s before being released at
roof level. Provision is made for personnel monitoring stations in
addition to monitoring systems for equipment and building surveys.
A standard fire-detection system and fire-fighting equipment are
provided. A security system is also provided and both this and the
fire-detection system alert personnel, via the radio network, to
alarms outside normal working hours.

3.9

Accidental releases
Releases of radioactivity based on accident scenarios were analysed
and results compared with an accidental release criterion
established for the site by the Licensing Branch and this release
criterion was easily met.

3.10 Operational discharges
No radioactivity which is reliably detectable as being above
background level will be discharged with the liquid effluents
produced at Vaalputs.
The liquid effluents produced in the white radiological areas will
be discharged direct to a French drain, while those from the red
and blue areas will be collected in holding tanks. The contents of
these holding tanks will be tested and if below the authorized
release limit they will be discharged to the French drain; if
above the authorized release limit, they will be immobilized using
the method developed at Pelindaba where liquid effluents are drawn
under suction into metal drums containing a mixture of vermiculite
and cement. Such drums will then be disposed of into the waste
disposal trenches.
The activity discharged with the liquid and gaseous effluents will
cause no radiological hazard.
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3.11

Burial trenches
The

burial

trenches

will

be

7,7

m deep

and

constructed

in

compartments 100 m long, with earthen walls between .compartments.
The bottom width of the trenches is 20 m.
The concrete containers and other waste packages w i l l be disposed
of

in separate trenches

maximum

stability

in

to aid
the

inventory control

trenches

and ensure the

containing

the

concrete

containers. S t a b i l i t y of the waste w i t h i n the trenches is important
as unstable waste can s e t t l e or slump and damage the compacted clay
caps above the waste.

A cross-section of the concrete container

trench is i l l u s t r a t e d in F i g . 5.
The clay which is excavated t o form the burial
screened and used as b a c k f i l l .

It

will

trenches w i l l be

be placed between waste

packages where possible and above these waste packages a cap w i l l
be

constructed

permeability

of

screened,

of t h i s

cap w i l l

trench f l o o r so t h a t i f
will

wetted,

and

compacted

be less

than that of

clay.

The

the in

situ

water should percolate through the cap i t

do so at a slower rate than i t w i l l drain through the trench

f l o o r , thus preventing accumulation of water inside the trench.
The compacted clay cap w i l l be covered by a layer of sand at least
300 mm deep, and w i l l be revegetated to ensure soil s t a b i l i t y .
programmes
will

initiated

by the Geotechnology Department of

decide on the most suitable

establishing them.

The f i n a l

plants

The

the AEC

and the best method of

sand cover w i l l

restore the trench

area to the original ground contours.
Caesium-137 is regarded as the relevant radionuclide when studying
possible migration from t h i s

site.

The clay in which the burial

trenches w i l l be situated has a high Kd value for t h i s nuclide and
w i l l consequently retard i t s migration.
One of

the reasons f o r

rainfall
which

choosing the Vaaiputs

which is approximately
is

expected

to

enter

80 mm.a"
the

site

was i t s

on average,

trenches.

However,

little

low
of

certain

contingency features have been incorporated into the trench design
(see F i g . 5 ) .
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(CAP COMPACTED IN
I 150 mm LAYERS.

(TIGHTLY COMPACTED]
I
SAND)

(COMPACTED BACKFILL)-.

HUNCOMPACTED BACKFILL)
H
CD
C

(DETAIL OF BACKFILLING)

m
m

On the f l o o r
layer of
before
standing
towards

of the trench there w i l l

be a 200 mm thick

drainage

screened calcrete which w i l l

absorb one year's

rainfall

the

water

on the

rises
drainage

monitoring

sumps

to

the

layer.
and

bottoms

of

The trench

sampling

pipes

the

waste

floors
so

packages

will

that,

slope
in

the

unlikely event of there being any water on the trench f l o o r ,

its

effects can be monitored and i t can be removed, i f required
3.12

Repository staff

There will be approximately 12 staff members at Vaalputs.
Training, Operational Procedure, Quality, Security and Emergency
Manuals have been prepared in which the appropriate procedures are
detailed. The personnel will be trained in the procedures, and
exercises will be carried out to familiarize the staff with those
procedures carried out infrequently.
3.13

Record system
A simple record system w i l l enable information on waste packages to
be retrieved by date of disposal, package nunber and position

in

the trench.
3.14

Audit procedure

There will be an audit procedure of inspection on a regular and an
ad hoc basis to ensure that procedures are correctly carried out at
the Repository. The results of the inspections will be reviewed
with the senior staff at the Repository and the procedures amended
or updated if necessary.
3.15

Safety assessment
The site for the Vaalputs National Radioactive Waste Disposal
Facility was selected in accordance with internationally accepted
criteria which i t very satisfactorily met.
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After

studying

the

various

possible

accidental

and

operational

pathways by which radionuclides might migrate from the site, no
realistic

radiological

hazard

personnel could be foreseen..

to

the

public

or

to

operational

We therefore concluded that Vaalputs

was an eminently suitable place to establish a radioactive waste
disposal f a c i l i t y .
4.

Other uses for Vaalputs

4.1

Intermediate storage of spent fuel
Present thinking is that a f a c i l i t y w i l l be erected at Vaalputs for
the

intermediate

dry

storage

of

spent

fuel

from

KNPS.

This

f a c i l i t y w i l l come into operation round about 1994.
4.2

High-level waste disposal
The s u i t a b i l i t y

of

Vaalputs

continue to be assessed.

for

high-level

waste disposal

will

This is a low-priority project as such a

f a c i l i t y w i l l only be required in the next century.
5

CONCLUSIONS

5.1

The authority t o control and regulate the disposal of radioactive
waste

is

vested

in

the Atomic

Energy

Corporation

by Act

of

Par!iament.
5.2

The disposal

and storage of radioactive waste and spent fuel are

monitored by the Licensing Branch of the Atomic Energy Corporation,
which i s the National Regulatory A u t h o r i t y .
5.3

The State is responsible f o r providing f a c i l i t i e s f o r the disposal
of radioactive waste and f o r o f f - s i t e storage of spent f u e l .

5.4

The costs of providing and operating such f a c i l i t i e s must be borne
by the u s e r ( s ) .
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te

Question

MR LT LAKEY

Have

any

limits

been

established

concentrations of radionuclides to
Particularly activities

Answer

1

Kr,

for

and

be buried at Vaalputs?

3

C, H .

MR H J VAN DER WESTHUIZEN

No

fixed

limits have been

excepting transuranics.

established

for

radionuclides

But the licenses will set a limit

to the total inventory for Vaalputs.
3
H will be present only in small amounts.

Question

type

Kr,

C

and

DR J J BARNARD

1.

Does the AEC have any jurisdiction over radio-isotope
waste from hospitals, clinics and research institutes?

2.

Can the facility at Pelindaba not be utilized for the
above type wastes from the PWV area as these wastes
inevitably land on urban refuse dumps without control?

3.

The facility at Vaalputs would meet the requirements
of

the

proposed

regulations.

waste

disposal

site

licensing

Could it not accommodate all the toxic

and hazardous waste from the Cape metropolitan area or
even on a national basis?

Answer

MR H J VAN DER WESTHUIZEN

Presently

the

radioactive
institutes.

Department

waste

of

from

Health

hospitals

is

controlling

and

research

But this waste is mostly disposed of at

Pelindaba.
The disposal

facility at Pelindaba

can be used

for

waste from isotope users and is in fact used.

3.

The site and operational requirements for normal toxic
waste are different, and these wastes are usually not
disposed of on the same site.
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ABSTRACT
The first South African nuclear waste disposal facility is to be sited in an arid environment
with an average annual rainfall of about 78 mm. The ground water might therefore be
virtually stationary, making the geohydrology of the area, crucial in the assessment of
radionuclide dispersal, difficult to study with standard hydraulic methods. Environmental
isotopes, which label the water itself and some of its dissolved constituents are able to give
synoptic information about the ground water; from this, some projections about future
mobility can be made.
Tritium profiles in the unsaturated zone show the limited extent of rain water infiltration,
which generally extends down to 3-4 metres, with sporadic evidence of deeper penetration
through cracks and rootholes in the thick clay cover. Soil moisture therefore seems to occur
in tightly bound and more mobile components. This is confirmed by occasionally
measurable tritium observed in the saturated zone.
Radiocarbon in the ground water cannot be simply interpreted on account of the nature of the
granite aquifer. Although suggesting ages of several thousands of years, radiocarbon proves
that the water is not "fossil" or derived from the last pluvial period, postulated to have
occurred some 12 000 years ago. Recharge appears to be more ongoing and to occur
periodically and locally as a result of outliers within the present climatological regime.
Regional movement of ground water is however very limited, as spatial variations seen in
the radiocarbon data of the ground water are non-systematic. These conclusions are
supported by the distribution of the non-radioactive isotopes, such as oxygen-18.
1

INTRODUCTION

The leaching and vertical migration of radionuclides from shallow land burial sites is
controlled by the amount, composition and mobility of soil moisture. The further spreading
of these nuclides into the environment are in turn controlled by the mobility of ground water,
ie. in the saturated zone. In an extensive study of the geohydrology of the Vaalputs area,
environmental isotopes (^H, ^ O , '^C, ^H(tritium) and ^C(radiocarbon)) were employed
to give information about water in both the unsaturated and saturated zones.

2

THE STUDY AREA

2.1

Physiography

The Vaalputs site (Fig.l) is situated in the District of Namaqualand on the western portion of
the featureless Bushmanland plateau at an elevation of about 1000m above sea level.
The topography of the site is characterized by a gently undulating dune field. No active
surface drainage exists and in the interdune areas small pans or playas occur. Large areas
show mainly internal drainage systems with stream courses ending in these depressions or
pans.
The area is semi-desert with an average annual rainfall of 78 mm; mainly summer rains fall
in the east, the west receives winter rains. Evaporation is in excess of 2000 mm per annum.
Temperatures are high in summer whilst dropping below freezing in winter.
2.2

Geology

1. e main basement rock type both outcropping and suboutcropping in the vicinity of
Vaalputs is the Norabees granite with smaller noritoid intrusions. Four phases of
deformation of this basement have been recognized in the area.
The rich variety of surficial deposits at Vaalputs reflects the complex history of aggradational
and degradational periods. A large palaeo-alluvial fan of reworked material, consisting of
sandy and gritty clays with small quartz and quartzite pebbles, fills a depression in the site
area and attains a thickness of 30 m in places.
The top surface of the granite has been found to be extensively kaolinized, in places up to 20
m thick. Red sandy gritty clay deposits, widely calcretized at the surface, fill a palaeochannel
incised into the kaolinized basement. The whole site is covered by a veneer of coarse grained
aeolian sand forming hummocky and longitudinal dunes of low relief.
A typical section through the unconsolidated cover consists of 0,5 m of sand, followed by 13 m of calcrete or silcrete, 10-20 m of sandy gritty clay and 0-15 m kaolin.
2.3

Hydrogeology

2.3.1

Saturated zone

The main aquifers at Vaalputs are the fractured granite and contacts between the granite and
intrusives. In the site area the ground water is locally subartesian with the piezometric level
between 50 m and 60 m deep. More than 20 m of the granite forms part of the unsaturated
zone with the ground water occurring in shallow-dipping (<45°) joints and fractures,
resulting from overthrusting. Water does occur in the fault structures but geophysical
measurements have indicated that some of the faults are sealed.
Ground water level gradients of 1:200 and relatively high salinities indicate slow movement
of ground water, which may be stagnant in some localities.
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2.3.2

Unsaturated zone

In the burial site at Vaalputs the unsaturated zone is between 50 m and 60 m thick, the lower
20-30 m consisting of fractured granite. A detailed section of a trial trench wall (Fig.2)
reveals a sequence of sediments (palaesols) displaying several erosional surfaces. These
palaesols, which now form the surficial deposits, seem to have developed under humid
conditions. Evidence of this is the deep kaolinization of the bedrock. Only during the late
Miocene did the climate change steadily from humid to arid, coinciding with the deposition
of aeolian sand over the region.
Considering the full surficial profile, the clay and silt (<45 |im) constitutes up to 39% of the
material and it is this fraction which is expected to play a major role in the transport
behaviour of potentially leached radionuclides, as well as the movement of soil moisture.
Baseline measurements of the moisture content (percentage by weight) were done on
surficial sediment samples obtained from 19 auger boreholes. The different profiles, varying
between 10 and 20 m in depth, were fairly uniform in moisture content, which was found to
vary between 6% and 20% by weight.
3

ENVIRONMENTAL ISOTOPE STUDIES

The nuclear waste disposal facility was sited at Vaalputs as the movement of ground water
and soil moisture in this arid environment was expected to be both intermittent and slow.
Such movement is therefore difficult to detect by direct observation. However, it is
important to obtain estimates of potential movement of water in order to establish worstcase scenarios for the dispersal of any leaked radionuclides. Such estimates can be made on
the basis of movement in the past, ie. whatever historical information can be obtained for
the ground water.
Environmental isotopes,both radioactive and stable, which label both the water molecule and
dissolved constituents of ground water can, when suitably interpreted, give such historical
information. Environmental tritium was employed as a tracer of the movement of moisture in
the unsaturated zone. In addition radiocarbon, as well as tritium and the stable isotopes of
carbon and oxygen were employed in the investigation of the origins and residence time of
the underlying ground water.
3.1

Environmental tritium

Tritium, with a half-life of 12.37 years, is present in rain water as a result of:
a) Naiural production by cosmic-ray interaction with the atmosphere. Rainfall in southern
African inland regions can be expected to have contained a maximum of 5 TUO) as a result
of this source.
b) Nuclear fallout. This first appeared in southern African rain during the mid-fifties and
reached a maximum of about 60 TU in 1963/64. Levels have since been declining to the
present value of about 8 TU (Verhagen, unpub. data).

=
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Tritium levels in water derived from pro-bomb rain have declined to about 1 TU at present
and to below measurable concentrations (around 0.3 TU) in about 50 years. Rain water is
therefore tagged with an environmental tracer which can be followed over a period of
underground storage and movement of several decades.
In an homogenous unsaturated zone the interpretation [4] of the observed in situ moisture
tritium levels is fairly simple: piston-like flow will have displaced the bomb peak
downwards, where in favourable circumstances it can be observed, diminished in height and
spread by radioactive decay and dispersion. The identification of the peak allows for a semiquantitative interpretation of the infiltration rate.
In the highly heterogeneous, clay-bound unsaturated zone of the present study site,
conditions and therefore the interpretation of the tritium data are more complex.
3.2

Environmental radiocarbon.

As with tritium, radiocarbon is produced in the atmosphere by either cosmic rays or by
nuclear bombs and is oxidized to CO2- The natural isotopic abundance of ^C is called 100
per cent modern carbon (pmc). Bomb fallout increased this concentration to 160 pmc in the
mid-60's and levels have since been declining. Produced by photosynthesis, living organic
materials are tagged with radiocarbon at close to atmospheric values. Carbon dioxide
liberated by plant matter in the soil dissolves in infiltrating rain water and forms bicarbonate,
usually containing radiocarbon at lower than atmospheric abundances as a result of isotope
dilution.
During the relative isolation of water underground the radiocarbon concentration decreases
with it's characteristic half-life of 5730 years. This provides a "dating" range for ground
water or more than 40 000 years. The '.nterpretation of radiocarbon levels in terms of age is
complicated by the uncertainty in the initial concentration and the fact that a dissolved
constituent is being measured, with the possibility of ongoing chemical and therefore
isotopic exchange.
3.3

Stable isotopes

3.3.1

Carbon-13.

The concentration in soil CO2 is established by fractionation during photosynthesis.
Subsequent changes in abundance in dissolved HCO3 can occur as a result of isotope
dilution and exchange.
3.3.2

Oxygen-18 and deuterium in the water molecule.

Concentration changes are brought about by fractionation processes in the atmosphere prior
to and during rain. On the earth's surface further changes occur as a result of evaporation.
The water molecule is therefore tagged with information about it's history before infiltration.
On infiltration, various selection mechanisms become operative, which further determine the
isotopic content of the retained soil moisture and eventually the ground water at a particular
site.
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4

ISOTOPE STUDIES OF SOIL MOISTURE

4.1

Methods

Apart from one soil profile produced by drilling with a flight auger and down-the-hole
hammer, a large diameter bucket auger was used to obtain material for a number of profiles
down to depths of about 20 metres.
The samples obtained were packed rapidly into well sealed preserve jars, from which the
moisture was quantitatively distilled at 100°C under vacuum. The yield of water was about
99% of the loss of weight of the soil sample after distillation; isotope fractionation during the
distillation process could therefore be ignored to a good approximation.
The resulting water samples were subjected to batchwise electrolysis by which the tritium
concentration is enriched 10-fold. The enriched water samples were finally reduced to
hydrogen and synthesised to ethane gas which is introduced into low-level gas proportional
counters for tritium detection.
The minimum detectable tritium concentration under these conditions is estimated to be about
0,3 TU.
4.2

Results

The weight percentage moisture and the tritium concentration are graphically displayed for a
number of major profiles in Fig 3.
The moisture content of the unsaturated zone is surprisingly high, considering the often
almost dry appearance of the augered material. Some variation is observed with depth and
there is a degree of correlation with the different units of the stratigraphic column [l].At the
time of sampling, it would seem that the moisture was in a quasi-stationary condition, ie. no
dynamic transients resulting from recharge could be observed.
The tritium profiles all show a similar behaviour in the first few metres. A peak, ranging
from 6-10 TU is found at about 1 metre. At a depth of 3-4 metres the results drop to around
the minimum detectable concentration, which can be interpreted as about 0 TU.The relatively
low value of 4,4 TU at 0,5 m for profile AW25 S13 may reflect an addition at that site of late
season rain, with it's characteristically low tritium content.
After the initial drop in tritium concentration, increases at certain horizons are observed in
some of the profiles. These show little or no correlation between the different profiles and
are interspersed with further drops to 0 TU at various depths. The significant rise in profile
SW30 SO8 at the very bottom (13,5 m) to 4,5 TU must represent the presence of more
mobile water. Lithologically, this depth corresponds to the weathered granite.
4.3

Discussion of tritium profiles.

The initial drop in tritium concentration is interpreted [2] as defining the depth to which, on
average, rain water has been able to bring the unsaturated zone to field capacity over the past
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Weight percentage moisture and tritium concentration against depth
below surface for four auger holes.Lithologies indicated.
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two to three decades. The shallower values are compatible with the tritium concentration in
present-day rain in the area as well as in other southern African rains at present(Verhagen,
unpub. data).
The virtually 0 TU values observed in most profiles just below the initial peak suggests
relatively tightly held water within the clay matrix which is not easily exchanged with more
mobile infiltrating rain water. Such apparently more tightly bound water is found all the way
down each profile.
Subsequent rises in tritium concentration which indicate the presence of more mobile water
can be ascribed to the movement along more permeable sections or features in the
unsaturated zone. These features can be dessication cracks and rootholes within the clay, and
cracks and solution channels in calcrete horizons as can be seen in Figure 2. Rain water can
in certain instances thus rapidly penetrate to greater depths and spread horizontally along
discontinuities, such as calcrete or silcrete bands. Profiles encountered at different sites can
therefore be expected to depend on chance differences in local conditions and, apart from the
topmost few metres, might be quite heterogeneous [5].
Screen analysis for particle size was conducted on the material from which water was
extracted for one of the profiles. When considering the coarse (>850 |im) and fine silt and
clay fractions, a remarkable correlation is observed between particle size and depth (Figure
4a). This suggests a sharp drop of permeability with depth. The areal vertical movement of
water on the tritium time scale of several decades can therefore be regarded as negligible.
The dried sample material from two profiles was chemically analysed for a range of elements
such as Ca, Mg, Fe, Si, Al. Only Ca was found to correlate positively with the tritium
concentrations in the moisture contained in these samples, as is shown in Figure 4b. This
correlation can be understood in terms of the general calcretization, resulting from repeated
temporary saturated conditions, of the more permeable material in the topmost few metres of
the profiles analysed.
4.4

Stable isotopes in soil moisture

Stable isotope measurements ( 518O and 52H) were performed on the same bulk samples of
water distilled from individual soil samples as were used for tritium analysis. These
measurements are regarded as being a reliable reflection of the value in the in situ water as
the yields from vacuum distillation were, with few exceptions, at least 99%. Isotope
fractionation as a result of the distillation can therefore be regarded as slight.
The Sl^o results for four soil moisture profiles are shown in Figure 5.
The oxygen-18 profiles show patterns similar to those observed in the tritium data. The
&1&O values are more positive near the surface and drop to lower (more negative) values at
about 2-3 metres. At greater depth the values tend to become more uniform and significantly
lower than near the surface.What is striking is that the mean values at depth, which from the
tritium data were shown to be for slow-moving or tightly bound water, show great
variations from profile to profile, covering a range of nearly 3%o. As is discussed below, the
values in the profiles also differ substantially from those measured in the saturated zone.
These observations lead to the following conclusions:
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Oxygen-18 values in moisture plotted against depth for four auger
boreholes

a) The "heavier" values of 818O for the first 2-3 metres suggests water which underwent a
degree of evaporation before or during infiltration. The tritium data has shown this moisture
to be the most recent. The moisture at greater depth, being "lighter" isotopically lies closer
to the expected values in local rains.
b) The substantial differences in 818O values between different profiles at depth suggests
that infiltration in site-specific. This depends on selection mechanisms, such as which part
of the rainstorm will preferentially infiltrate, surface buildup before infiltration etc. It is
shown later that a spatial variability is also observed in the saturated zone.
c) The considerable difference between the S18O values in the deeper moisture and in the
saturated zone water suggests recharge under substantially different rainfall conditions. The
fact that the mean 14C ground water "ages" are as low as 7 000 years, tends to show that the
ground water relates to recurrent wetter phases within the present climatological regime,
rather than to the most recent "pluvial", postulated to have ended some 12 000 years ago.
5

ISOTOPE STUDIES IN THE SATURATED ZONE

5.1

Data

The isotopes 3 H, ^ O and 14 C were measured in samples of ground water from farm
boreholes on the Bushmanland plateau [1] in general and at Vaalputs. These isotopes were
also measured [5] in water samples obtained during pump tests on project boreholes at the
Vaalputs site.
The 14 C results from the general survey range from 16,5 pmc to 109 pmc. The highest
value (at Zwartrand, some 30 km to the east of Vaalputs) is accompanied by a tritium
concentration of 11,6 TU. In some other cases, measurable tritium is reported [1] in the
presence of low radiocarbon values. This suggests some; admixture of recently recharged
ground water at low alkalinity. 818O values range from -5,3%o to + l,2%o.
Tritium measurements at greater resolution and at a cutoff of about 0,3 TU were done on
samples from farm boreholes at and around Vaalputs. Again, measurable tritium was found
[5] at several locations.
However, samples taken during pump tests on relatively high-yielding project boreholes at
the Vaalputs site [5] invariably show effectively zero values for tritium. As is shown in
Figure 6, the ^C concentrations in the range of 19,4 pmc to 29,8 pmc differ substantially
between the individual boreholes. Only minor changes are observed where repeat samples
were taken during a pump test. The 8 ^ 0 data show small but definite differences between
different test and production boreholes.
5.2

Discussion

The regional survey of environmental isotopes in the ground water of the Bushmanland
plateau demonstrates the considerable variability in recharge conditions obtaining at the
different sites sampled. Oxygen-18 values demonstrate that local conditions play ar
important role in establishing the composition of the ground water and that regional flo1..
considerations are secondary. Such variability is seen also in the chemical characteristics ot
the ground water [1].
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The time-dependent factors of l^C anc j 3j-j ^Q similarly strongly site-dependent and no
regional trends are seen. Measurable tritium in farm boreholes is taken as evidence of the
existence of occasional perched, recent ground water or of age stratification in the saturated
zone. In a particular case such as at Zwartrand, with high tritium and radiocarbon
concentrations indicating rapidly turned-over water, local physiographic factors are clearly
involved.' In most other cases, it is impossible to link the apparent ^ C "age" of the ground
water to physiographic factors or to ground water quality. As with the 8 ^ 0 data, no
regional trends in l^C values are observed.
To c btain an idea of the residence time of the ground water, crucial in the assessment of the
long-term dispersion of radionuclides from the disposal site, it is important to consider the
hydrological situation at the site and it's effect on the observed ^ C data.
All ground water was struck well below the water table at Vaalputs in joints and fissures of
the granite which carry the bulk of the ground water. As we have seen, regional movement
is hardly observable under present conditions and local lateral or even vertical movement is
likely to be confined to the shallower weathered sections. Water entering the boreholes
therefore tends to represent the deeper, older waters with occasional admixture of shallower,
younger waters.
Neither in the region as a whole nor at Vaalputs itself is "fossil" or very low radiocarbon
ground water encountered. The model ages of up to 14 700 years can therefore be
interpreted in terms of small admixtures of higher radiocarbon waters to the deeper waters
pumped.
In pump tests, some change in radiocarbon levels was observed with time of pumping,
which is to be expected on the basis of the above model. Tritium consistently remains below
measurable levels during pump tests at all Vaalputs sites. For the duration of the tests, no
significant proportion of very recent shallower water was therefore drawn into the
boreholes. This tends to substantiate the model and proves, in comparison to earlier
assessments, considerable deep storage of ground waters. The small but measurable
differences in 8 ^ O in individual boreholes suggests significantly different recharge
conditions even over the limited area of the site.
6

CONCLUSIONS

Measurable tritium in soil moisture is consistently observed down to a maximum of about
three metres below surface. It can be concluded from the moisture profiles that rain water
over the past 50 years has in general not penetrated to more than that depth in the unsaturated
zone. This depth coincides with the occurrence of coarser material and shallow calcrete
horizons. The deeper, more clayey material shows considerably greater resistance to soil
water movement.
At certain sites measurable tritium concentrations are encountered at greater depth in the
unsaturated zone, interspersed with zero values. This indicates the presence of more tightlybound moisture in the clay matrix and a more mobile component, probably in cracks and
root holes.
The clay material of the unsaturated zone at Vaalputs has proved to be an effective aquitard
when free of such cracks and holes. When firmly packed into the disposal trenches it should
provide an excellent capping material when these trenches are backfilled.
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Generally, infiltration constituting recharge to the ground water table is strongly inhibited.
Some infiltration does occur at certain localities, but under rainfall conditions rather diffent
from those observed on average at present. This is suggested by the difference in 5 ^ 0
between the unsaturated and saturated, zones and it's spatial variability in the latter.
Ground water is struck in the granite almost invariably under sub-artesian conditions, where
it is relatively immobile and therefore old. Radiocarbon or age stratification resulting from
active recharge is likely to be masked, but has been indirectly demonstrated by changes in
isotopic content during pumping tests.
Under present average climatological conditions, ground water recharge is minimal.
However, most conventional radiocarbon "ages" are considerably less than 10 000 years
and, as has been argued above, are probably generated by mixtures of older and younger
waters. They indicate residence times much shorter than would be expected only from
recharge events such as the last pluvial, postulated to have ended some 10 000 to 12 000
years ago. More probably, significant recharge will occur more frequently, during statistical
rainfall outliers within the present climatic regime.
This possibility was foreseen well before the rainfall event of 1-4 December 1985 when 87
mm of rain was deposited over the Vaalputs site within the first 24 horus and 128 mm in
four days [3]. At O'kiep, some 110 km to the north-west, with an average annual rainfall of
162 mm - more than double that of Vaalputs - the corresponding estimated figures for a 100
year return period are 82 mm and 1224 mm, respectively.
Although the effects from the December 1985 event at Vaalputs have not yet been observed
in the soil moisture or local ground water levels, the isotopic values of the ground water
suggest that such, and even more dramatic, events should occur on an ongoing basis and
that the limits of variability within the present climate - and their effect on ground water - are
not yet fully appreciated.
7
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ABSTRACT
Our environment is precious and has to be protected by scientists choosing the very best disposal site which minimises the
environmental impact of radioactive waste when eventually it
leaks from a disposal vault and reaches man. • Such disposal
systems have to be acceptable to scientists, to the public who
reside in the country concerned, and also to international
bodies.
A full appraisal of the risk assessment involves
studying the detailed chemistry of the waste packaging, of the
disposal vault, of the geosphere, and of the biosphere.
The amounts and speeds through which radioactive waste components travel from packaging through to the biosphere are critically dependent upon the specific speciation occurring.
To
chemists and geochemists, "speciation" refers to the different
chemical forms in which an element exists as a solid, liquid,
gas, or as a range of complexes in solution.
Some of these
forms will move rapidly whereas others will be precipitated;
some species will be reasonably bio-available and others will
present relatively little challenge to living organisms.
Countries which have had a nuclear power programme for many
years use large computer models in order to assess the likely
risks from a given waste disposal scenario. A detailed representation of the speciation chemistry is necessary as input
into these models and for cross-verification and validation
exercises.
This requires two types of speciation program those that calculate species present at equilibrium and those
which can assess mass transfer phenomena.
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Next, at the beginning of this century, came the intro-

duction of a whole range of complexing ligands called pharmaceutical - agents which could disturb equilibria in vivo - and
then, beginning in 1939/40, we began to pollute our atmosphere
with the products of nuclear fission.
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problems arising from radioactive wastes.
2

RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES

This article addresses the final point which is that of radioactive waste.

The problem will not disappear.

Nature has 340

isotopes which are readily found, some 70 of which are radioactive and which have been incorporated
research

and

medical

century,

man

has

applications.

introduced

an

into a wide range of
During

additional

the
900

isotopes but this does not signify a 10-fold

last

half

radioactive

increase in the

dangers because some of the artificial isotopes are present in
only small amounts.

The true threat from each isotope has to

be studied individually in terms of its type of radiation, the
half-life of radioactive decay, and the intensity of the radiation.

It has been known

for several decades
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large
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amounts.

to genetic

To

throw

problems, or even

the

problem

into

cancer,

in

perspective,

it

ought to be mentioned that more than 6 million grams of plutonium have been released into the atmosphere over the last few
decades (mainly from "dirty" nuclear bomb tests) [l,2J.
2.1

Energy Production Giving Rise to Wastes
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Amazing as this high figure may seem, it must be realized that
it embodies all the energy

necessary

for producing the food,

the clothes, the buildings, the energy

required at work, the

energy to heat our environment, to prepare our motorcars, and
all the other facets of modern life that we have begun to take
for granted.

It is important also to realize that not only is

the world*s population expanding but, in addition, the number
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standards
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living

is expanding

Thus, most countries now have to have a

portfolio of sources of energy composed on the basis of financial, political, and environmental considerations.
of these technologies has its particular waste problems.
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for recycling.

A whole range of wastes is likely to be

present ranging from those whose radioactivity approximates to
natural

background

cubic metre.
ting

right up to those exhibiting 10 i Z MHq per

The challenge we face is either one of dissipa-

these wastes

throughout

nature at a level equivalent to

that of natural background, or of locking them away in such a
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forr that the decays from radioactivity and package-leaking is
at a rate which releases such small amounts that it does not
markedly contribute to the natural background radiation over a
very long period of time.
Technologists owe it to this, and to future, civilizations to
ensure

that we protect

our environment

by choosing

the very

best disposal site, by reducing the environmental impact to a
minimum, and by choosing a disposal route that has both public
and international acceptability.
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Wastes

arise

from

medicine,

industry,

research,

power,

and

defence to give a wide range of nuclides which may be broadly
categorized into the types of wastes shown in Table 1 [ 3 ] .
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at
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The low level wastes may be disposed of by shallow land

burial, those highly active wastes which have heat-generating
properties will need to be kept for the order of 50 years in
order

for

the

heat

not

to

interfere

with

their

ultimate

disposal packaging, and the intermediate wastes between
extremes
sea-,

can be placed

and

even

in trenches, or put

undersea-,

disposal.

these

to underground-,

There

are

also

some

wastes that are gaseous, such as tritium, but these are not of
immediate interest to environmental chemists.

3

CHEMICAL SPECIATION

Whenever

one disposes

of a waste

into a disposal

site,

the

maximum speed of travel of that waste from the disposal vault
back through to man may be approximated to the rate of flow of
water

through

the

intervening

environment.

In reality,

the

speed at which a nuclide travels depends upon its speciation,
precipitation,

and

sorption

characteristics.
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Whether one is

TABLE 1 The UK Department of the Environment broad
Classification of Radioactive Wastes

Very Low-Level Wastes
Wastes whose very low levels of activity mean that they
can be safely disposed of with household refuse (dustbin
disposal) : up to 0.1 m3 of material containing less
than 400 kBq (19 yCi) beta/gamma activity or single
items containing less than 40 kBq (1 yCi) beta/gamma
activity
Low-Level Wastes
Wastes containing radioactive materials other than those
acceptable for dustbin disposal, but not exceeding 4
GBq/te alpha (about 100 mCi/te) or 12 GBq/te beta/gamma
(about 300 mCi/te)
Intermediate-Level Wastes
Wastes with radioactivity levels exceeding the upper
boundaries for low-level wastes, but which do not
require heating to be taken into account in the design
of storage or disposal facilities.
High-Level, or Heat-Generating, Wastes
Wastes in which the temperature may rise significantly as
a result of their radioactivity, so that this factor has
to be taken into account in designing storage or disposal
facilities.

TABLE 2

Composition of Typical Radioactive Wastes

Total content - about 60 main isotopes
e.g. Reprocessing of spent fuel produces.Uranium + Plutonium + Fission products + non-radioactive
products
Typical Waste composition =
Actinides 5-6%, rJ 2.9% Np 2.1%
Pu 0.02%
* 10% Zr, Mo, Ru, Cs, Ce, Nd
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dealing

with

high,

intermediate

or

low

level

wastes,

the

industry needs to make a full safety assessment appraisal and
convincingly

argue

responsible

for

speciation
30-50

this

appraisal

licensing.

actinides.

fission

the

This

chemistry commences.

different

to

Government

is

where

Wastes contain

products

and

up

body

the

real

approximately

to

10

of

the

For brevity, plutonium will be mainly used as an

example throughout this paper but it must be realised that all
speciation calculations take on board the naturally-occurring
elements,
present

the

as

fission

one

products,

concerted

and

all

computation.

of
It

the
so

actinides,

happens

that

plutonium is but a minor fraction of the radioactive

isotopes

present

half

toxic

in

or

the waste

dangerous

Nevertheless,

(see Table

as press

the

first

2 [ 5] ) and

reports would

Chairman

of

the

is not

have

us

as

believe.

Radioactive

Waste

Management Advisory Committee serving the UK Department of the
Environment,

Sir

Denys

Wilkinson,

has

pointed

perception of a hazard, even if it has very
reality,

can

cause

quality of life.
ium

is

real

fear, anxiety, and

out

that

the

little basis in
detract

from

the

The press will have us believe that pluton-

the

biggest

threat

and

so

The problem

is that

the plutonium

we

use

it

as

an

example

element.

vault

will eventually

since the half-life of one common isotope P u

leave
239

the

(half-

life = 24 390 years) far exceeds that of any possible man-made
vault and so it will eventually

travel through the geosphere

into the biosphere and still be decaying away when it reaches
man.

The

changing

chemical

environment

from

vault

to geo-

sphere to biosphere will dictate its speciation, the speed of
flow,

the

bioavailability,

and

the

ultimate

threat

to man,

albeit of a future generation.
we define

speciation

element which
given
and

substance.

both

high

as

together
and

Such

the different

comprise
chemical

chemical

its total

forms will

low molecular masses.

forms

concentration

of

an

in a

include charges,

Each of these will

participate in a different pathway, mechanism, bioavailability
spectrum, and toxicity.
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To

take a very

simple example, we might imagine three clean

beakers

in

element

carbon, but

ethanolic
present

which

is

solution

as calcium

placed

the

in

water,

in

total

the

carbonate, and

present as potassium cyanide.
certain

same

in the first beaker

amount

of

the

it is present as an

second

beaker

it

in the third beaker

is

it is

Clearly, one cannot say that a

level of carbon is either acceptable or lethal unless

one knows the speciation because these three beakers represent
a

pleasant

drink,

respectively.
example

to

a

In

one

tasteless

similar

in which

solid,

vein,
there

we

and

can

a

lethal

extend

is placed

this

a small

uranium, of water, and of carbon dioxide,

poison,
beaker

amount

No fewer

of

than 40

different species can be present, some of them solids, some of
them in solution, and a couple of gases.
4

COMPUTER SIMULATION MODELLING

When one realizes that a radioactive waste disposal

scenario

is not to be considered in terms of clean beakers but in terms
of very many

other

elements

and

parameters, one

understands

the necessity to introduce computers in order to unravel these
mysteries.

Fortunately,

there has been an explosion

in the

computing

power available, of

iate, which matches the magni-

tude

the

problems

of

computers,
bases,
This,

environmental

along

will

with

help

us

their
to

facing

appropriate

simulate

the

us.

programs

speciation

These
and

data-

prevailing.

in turn, permits us to do models of radioactive waste

disposal scenarios before we initiate the actual building.
It is important to realize that such models are only of use if
they

are

designed

well

validated

laboratory

by

comparisons

experiments.

In

an

with

specifically

ideal

world,

such

models ought to have pre-diagnosis facilities but this objective is not really within our grasp, as yet.
immense
there

analytical

complexity

is an additional

models

reason

in radwaste disposal

of

the

for

using

Other than the

speciation
computer

challenge,
simulation

in that we cannot afford

to wait

50-100 000 years for each of our experiments concerning different
sion

types of radwaste disposal vault to draw to a conclu-

before

we

plump

for

the
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best

practical

environmental

option.

(The

waste would

long

half-lives

necessitate

involved

with

experiments of

that

the

radioactive

length

were

not

to be made mandatory

for

the technique of simulation to be available.)
Computer
any

simulation modelling ought

legislative

waste

or

technology

difficult,
complete

too

regulatory

and

in which

expensive,

or

laboratory mock-up.

matter

involving

radioactive

the

experiments

would

too

time-consuming

be too

to

do

a

The aim of such modelling is to

identify key components of this system for further investigation in research laboratories.
5

PROGRAMS

How do the programs work?
groundwater

As input we use the whole list of

components, of radioactive waste components, the

pH, temperature, and the redox potential (Eh) of the solution,
and a large database of equilibrium
products.
solids

constants and

solubility

Programs then calculate the speciation in solution,

present,

pH/Eh

dependence,

and

maximum

solubilities,

etc. for any given scenario fed into the computer.
There

is a vast

range

of

speciation calculations.

programs

available

for doing

One review commissioned

such

by the CEC

in Brussels showed that there were over 240 programs but many
of them are not sufficiently sophisticated even to be considered

for

Cardiff

radioactive
we

available

have

waste

fifteen

[ 8j .

Many

of

of

programs but we also have
reaction

calculations
the most

them

are

chemical

[7].

At

fJWIST in

sophisticated

programs

equilibrium/steady-state
transport

simulators

pathway programs which can deal with chemical

tions which occur as the element travels or reacts.
more

user-friendly

must

be

terms

stressed

of

practice,

the

and
that

physical

this

is

more
all

interactive
programs

chemistry

usually

done

than

have

built
by

the

intercode

reac-

Rome are

others

to be

into

and

and

it

verified

in

codes.

In

comparison

exercises f 9j .

6

DATABASES

Additionally,

the work

has to be validated
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by comparing

the

output

from

such

computations

with

laboratory

experiments.

This validation touches on not only the specific computer code
used

but also on the quality of the database being employed.

Without good data as input, one can never get a good output in
terms

of

predictive

reliability.

This

data

not

only

has

therrnodynamic terms embodied within it as well as retardation
knowledge, but also site specific data such as hydrogeologic
information.
covering

In UWIST we have approximately

some

thermodynamic

13 000 constants

50 elements

in our databases.

A

data

obtained

literature

can

be

from

the

lot of

this
but

even there accurate values are scarce and so guestimates sometimes need to be made using analogues or by actual
experiments.
ium

are

Some of the chemical analogues used for pluton-

shown

encountered
plutonium

laboratory

in

with

are

the Table
building

first

its

3.

Some

up

a

of

the

many

thermodynamic

radiotoxicity

which

problems

database

makes

for

handling

difficult, the wide range of oxidation states which are feasible, and the fact that the element tends to polymerize very
readily.

Furthermore, laboratory experiments are able to deal

with high concentrations of total plutonium but can only keep
it in solution by using a low pH, whereas a radioactive waste
disposal

vault

which

employs

cement

definition, have a high pH and

or

concrete

furthermore

of total plutonium will be very

the

will,

by

concentration

low because of

its

inherent

low solubility and the fact that most of it has been recycled
for further use in nuclear power.
from

laboratory

result

to

vault

Clearly, the extrapolation
can

only

be

made

using

a

computer.
7

PATHWAYS

figure 1 shows that the path from radioactive waste disposal
vault

to man may be considered

in terms of physical

chemical

processes which can be built into computer programs to quantity the radionuclide flow.

Thus, one can obtain the following

information about the vault - maximum concentration of radioelements,

effect

of

vault

geosphere

- retardation

of

components

on

radionuclides

solubility
due

to

levels,

adsorption,

ion exchange, and other processes, effect of geosphere compon-
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TABLE 3

Useful Chemical Analogues for different oxidation
states of plutonium
La(III)

for

Pu(III)

Th(IV)

for

Pu(IV)

NpO+

for

PuO+

for

PuOf+

+

uof

H2 0 Flow
VAULT

Radioactive
decay

FIGURE 1

H 2 0 Flow
GEOSPHERE

BIOSPHERE

Sorption (physical, electrostatic)
Diffusion (into pores/solids)
Chemical substitution
Precipitation/dissolution
Isotope exchange

Mechanisms by which flow of radioactive
elements can be affected
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ents on migration of radioelements;
ity, toxicities, the efficacy

of

biosphere - bioavailabil-

chelating

drugs

for radio-

element removal etc.
7.1

Vault
studies

governed

reveal

that

the

vault

by cementitious factors.

chemistry

is very

much

For example, the interac-

tion between concrete and the environment liberates sulphate,
carbonate, and
and

dry

calcium

cycles.

The

hydroxide.
concrete

which dictates redox states.

The

cement

contains

undergoes

metal

wet

reinforcement

There are radiolysis

reactions

to consider between the waste and the cement, and microorganisms are able to degrade most

cements.

Forecasts

show

that

concretes may be expected to last from 380 to as long as 3 000
years.
Our models show that the solubility of plutonium varies as the
pH changes with cement aging, a typical pH drop being from pH
= 13 to pH = 10.
the

plutonium

similar

As the pH falls under given Eh conditions,

solubility

studies

on

decreases

americium

increases as the pH drops.

find

whereas,
that

paradoxically,
its

solubility

Some of the most useful validation

exercises on these models have involved samples of radioactive
waste embedded
water

in concretes being shaken with typical ground-

solutions

for

considerable

periods

of

time

and

then

comparing the amounts of plutonium analysed as being liberated
from the waste with those calculated from speciation studies.
7.2

Geosphere

Plutonium speciation in the geosphere must consider the speciation of solids present including those of naturally occurring
phenomena such as rocks and soils as well as the products of
degradation from the radwaste vault, of solutions present such
as the soil water and the groundwater, and of pathways leading
to

food

chains

into

plants

and

animals.

programs require the total concentrations
pH

details

of

the

redox

conditions,

the

The

geochemioal

of all components,
temperature,

ion-

exchange and sorption processes and radiochemical details such
as the half lives of the elements involved.
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These chemical speciation calculations use static equilibrium
programs

such

as MINEQL

or

SOLMMQ,

reaction

pathways

codes

such as PHREEQE, or EQ3/6 and also chemical transport programs
such as CHEMTRN.
the

fact

that

These last three programs make allowance for

chemicals

may

be

radioactive waste moves through
may be an overall

added

or

subtracted

the geosphere and

as

the

that there

transport of chemicals such as occurs with

hydrogeologic flow of groundwater solutions.

Sorption

is

chemical

sorption,

crudest,

it

ought really

a

word

is

used
and

to

embrace

physical

electrostatic

summarized

in

terms

absorption,

absorption.

of

a K^

At

value

but

its
this

to be broken down into its constituent factors.

In the geosphere, one ought not to ignore organic acids such
as

humic

and

fulvic

decontamination

of

example, citrate
been considered
formation.

acids,

the

and

as

well

radioactive

EDTA,

as

those

waste

must

vessels

with,

An area which has only

in terms of the geosphere

We

arising

consider

both

the

from
for

recently

is that of colloid
true

radioed loids

formed by polymerization of the radioelement and also pseudocolloids whereby the radionuclide becomes attached to colloids
already present.

Such colloids are an

important

feature of

the speciation model because they increase apparent solubility
and

sometimes cause

radioelements

to move more

rapidly

than

one would expect from normal equilibrium conditions.
It is dangerous to generalise but, broadly speaking, plutonium
is mainly present as the +IV oxidation state in the geosphere
in preference to the VI, III and V and carbonate is an important complexing ligand.
7.3

Biosphere

When one considers radioelements

in the biosphere we have to

concentrate on those elements which are passed on as greatest
risks from the geosphere.

As far as plutonium

is concerned,

the fact that the metal ion polymerizes so readily effectively
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retards the plutonium

in food chains but, on the other hand,

chelating agents, either naturally occurring or added as washing agents by the nuclear

industry, have the opposite effect

and keep plutonium(IV) in solution.
Plutonium

in man is a subject which

from

point

the

of

view

containing plutonium.

of

has been mainly

detoxifying

workers

The element has entered

studied

accidentally
through

cuts,

abrasions, and wounds, or through the food/drink or inhalation
pathways.
in

an

ferritin
[ lj .

We have considered

inert

storage

bound

-

form

and

this plutonium as being

such

even

as

polymeric

either

aggregates

haemosiderin-plutonium

or

complexes

Then there is a more labile form such as the plutonium

complexed

onto

transferrin

which

is

in

equilibrium

with

a

whole host of low molecular weight complexes, the most predominant of which is plutonium citrate.

Regardless of its mode

of administration, plutoniuni attains the same oxidation state
in vivo.

All available evidence points to that being Pu(IV).

The ECCLES computer program, which contains the possibility of
considering more than 10 000 different species in fluids such
as blood
plutonium

plasma,
was

examined

as
using

mobiliser

has

found

present
r

oxidation state
suggested

has
10J .

a

been

this

predominantly

low

as

molecular

citrate

in

weight
the

+IV

The efficacy of a whole range of drugs

means
this

that

of

ECCLES
found

removing

the

plutonium

has

program

and

the

efficient

to be CDTA

forms neutral complexes capable of

but,

most

been

unfortunately,

traversing

cell

it

membranes

and therefore the CDTA might only mobilise the plutonium from
one site to another site within the body.
DTPA

is quite

a good

complexing

agent

More realistically,
although

it has mild

toxicity because it also complexes some of the zinc present in
vivo.

This means that the zinc status of the patient has to

be carefully monitored and topping-up used as necessary.

7.4
A

Coupled Approaches
new

generation

of

computer

simulation

modelling

is

now

becoming available with so-called "coupled" approaches whereby
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one couples chemical

transport

simulators with mass

and reaction path simulators.
one program
We

have

by

as

environment
n

the

mass

transfer

predicting

solubility

Alternatively, the output from

can be used to prime another program with input.

used

CHEMTRN

transfer

r

the

determined

program

chemical
by

the

PHREEQE

speciation
waste

form

to

"prime"

and

maximum

and

ambient

9\ .

PROBABILISTIC AND DETERMINISTIC CODES AND SAFETY
ASSESSMENTS

When regulatory bodies are faced with the task of evaluating a
submission

from the industry

for use of a potential

disposal

site, they have to do a full and comprehensive risk and safety
appraisal.

The first step, which uses computer modelling, is

a preliminary assessment whereby more experiments are suggested.

The

from

large

SYVAC
Italy

These

important

as used
r

additional

computerized

tests

variability

in the UK

or LISA

and

experiments

analysis

which

codes

has been

arise

such

as

derived

in

11) .

codes

consider

all

radwaste disposal vault.

possible

parameters

in

terms

of

a

The SYVAC simulation is probabilis-

tic and uses Monte Carlo sampling methods to represent mathematically

the sequence of barriers to radionuclide

migration

from waste to man.

The detailed modelling of the speciation

chemistry

as

researches

is

not,

supplement

yet,

present

SYVAC

models

in
by

SYVAC
using

and

so

our

sophisticated

deterministic models describing the speciation from within the
vault

and

along migration

pathways

to the biosphere

as des-

cribed in the previous Sections.

SYVAC has no fewer than 1100 different parameters, some 540 of
which

are

variable.

Examples

of

these

parameters

include

details of the degree of saturation in the vault, permeability
of

rocks

and

soils

present,

hydraulic gradients, etc.

details

of

the

water

table,

The program is then run many times

over in order to conduct a sensitivity analysis and the output
may be in terms of expected dose or risk "x" years after the
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closing
dose

of

the vault

to man,

albeit

or, alternatively,
of

a

future

the "worst" maximum

generation,

for

the

worst

chemistry, the worst engineering, the worst groundwater conditions etc.

(Risk assessment programs always consider multiple

bad-risk occurrances all happening simultaneously.)
Bearing

in mind

that

the assessment

of a suggested

disposal

scenario could well require models of no fewer than eight or
ten

different

geologies,

one

can

immense task requires computers.
that

the

solubility

of

a

understand

why

such

an

It is not uncommon to find

transuranic

element

varies

by

a

factor of up to 1 000 as it passes, for example, from one type
of clay through limestone through to sand.
Only by using such a computer-based objective approach can the
scientists in the licensing departments of the various Ministries reach a fairly balanced viewpoint concerning the viability of using the suggested site.
the

public

In government terms, it is

important

for

confidence

situation

to have the environmental

in our

handling

assessment

and

of

the

licensing

of such sites handled by a completely different Department to
the one responsible for energy production.

9

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion,

we must

note that a great deal

of

this work

depends upon the availability of good, reliable, thermodynamic
and

geological

involving

data.

Interestingly,

such

data

the more exotic elements with rather

is not

just

sophisticated

ligands but also the basic geochemical models require data for
such, apparently mundane, species such as calcium,
carbonate, etc.

silicate,

So many of these constants, adsorption coef-

ficients, etc., have been measured

more

than half a century

ago and sorely need to be remeasured as they form the cornerstone of such calculations.
'"he computer
problems

is unequivocably

which

are

too

useful at tackling these

complex,
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too

expensive,

or

large
would

involve

too

long a time for full experiments.

maximum return on investment, not only
and

site

selection,

but

also

in

It assures a

in terms of materials

decision

making,

and

it

enables the safety for future generations to be put on as firm
a scientific footing as possible.
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Session h
ENGINEERING INPUT PARAMETERS FOR THE SEISMIC DESIGN OF
NUCLEAR FACILITIES IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
D.J.W. Wium and G.H.P. Opperman
Van Wyk & Louw Inc., Pretoria, South Africa
ABSTRACT
Appropriate parameters need to be provided for the seismic design of
safety related structures, systems and components. A probability based
methodology is described for defining such input for sites in Southern
Africa. First, the general approach is briefly explained, after which
models for the occurrence of earthquakes in this region are developed.
Attenuation functions which express the diminishing effects of earthquake
motion in Southern Africa are also proposed. The developed method is then
used to predict design response spectra for various return periods for a
typical site. These can then be used for the design of structures at that
location for any particular level of risk.

1

All

INTRODUCTION

safety

related

structures,

systems

and

components

in

a

nuclear

facility need to be designed to prevent the release of inacceptably high
levels of radioactive materials to the environment.

In areas where some

seismic activity can be expected, due consideration need to be given to
the

response

of

these

structures

and

systems

during

an

earthquake.

Traditionally, major emphasis has been placed on the seismic design of
nuclear power plants, but nuclear waste disposal

facilities

should be

treated likewise, in view of the possible release of radioactive materials
in the event of structural or mechanical failures.

A widely accepted basis for the design of the nuclear facilities is to
ensure that the risk to the public due to a postulated event (such as an
earthquake)
Farmer

is

acceptably

small.

Typical

guidelines

were

given

by

, and are being enforced by the Licencing Branch of the Atomic

Energy Corporation.

In evaluating the risk to the public, the probability

of failure of a structure system or component need to be predicted:

this

is a function of the probability of occurrence of a particular event (eg.
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an

earthquake),

result

of

and

that

the probability

event.

It

is

of

failure

therefore

of

the

component

necessary

to

as

develop

a
a

probabilistic model of the expected seismic events at a proposed site, and
to use this

in the design

of such facilities.

This papers summarizes a

method for developing such a model of the seismicity at a site in Southern
Africa.
Although only limited data is available on the seismic history of Southern
Africa,

all

relevant

probabilistic
used

models

as a basis

particular
dance) .

methodology
and

on

'

and

Lee

Trifunac
Section 2.
unique

to estimate

,
(3"1

is discussed

been

the design

used

later

and

Two numerical

properties

has

for the seismicity

site for any required
The

Cornell

information

of

used

this

extentions
(4)

levels

work

,

models

to be

set

data

of

can be
at a

(or probability of exceeis

and

a

for the earthquakes

are

based

on

by

briefly

developed

of the Southern African region:

in Section

This

implemented

Trifunac
had

compile

the area.

return period
in

to

to

the work
Anderson

and

discussed

in

represent

the

the attenuation

3, and a model of the seismicity

of

in this

model
region

(i.e. the spatial and temporal distributions, as well as the intensities
of

earthquakes)

is presented in Section 4.
In Section 5, the models
(4)
proposed by Lee and Trifunac
are briefly discussed, while in Section 6
the proposed models are used to predict earthquake design parameters for
the Vaalputs area.
2
BACKGROUND
(2)
Cornell
tions

suggested

of

seismic

a method

effects

at

for calculating
a

particular

the probability

site.

The

distribu-

various

aspects

involved in this procedure are briefly discussed below.
2.1
Seismicity
The occurrence

of earthquakes

in a given region can be represented

by a

model of the seismicity which describes the location of seismic events in
the region, the frequency of these events, and
sity at the epicentre.
of

different

associated.

seismic
The most

their magnitude or inten-

Typically, the region can be divided into a number
zones

or

features

with

which

earthquakes

can

be

obvious features are faults and point sources, but

in many cases, earthquakes cannot be associated with any particular

fea-

ture, and a region therefore has to be treated as an area of distributed
seismic

activity.

It

is assumed

that
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throughout

each

of

these

zones,

there is an equal probability of an earthquake of a specific intensity or
magnitude

occurring

anywhere

in

such

a zone.

The

probability

of an

earthquake is usually expressed as an exponential function, such that

P fi > I ] =
where

P

exp (al

o

L

- b)

(1)

o

i> I J

is the probability that an earthquake of Modified
Mercali Intensity greater that 'I ' will occur in the
region during one year, and

a and b

are numerical constants obtained from historical
data.

Notice that this model is expressed
Intensity (MMI) at the epicentre.

in terms of the Modified

Mercalli

Although a model for magnitudes would

be more apt, little or incomplete magnitude data exists on earthquakes in
Southern Africa prior to the 1970's.

Seismologists therefore have to rely

on records of MMI values.
2.2

Attenuation

The seismicity model of Equation 1 expresses the probability distribution
of events at the epicentre.

However, the effect of such an earthquake

rapidly diminishes with distance.

This phenomena is represented by an

attenuation model.

Various expressions have been suggested to represent

the

earthquake

attenuation

epicentre

and

of

the

site

.

waves

due

to

the distance

Isoseismal maps can be used

suitable expression for the Southern Africa.

between

the

to derive a

Typically, the intensity at

a site (I) is expressed as a function of the intensity at the epicentre
(I ) , the epicentral distance (R) and the focal depth (h), such that
I

=

f(I 0 ; R)

(2a)

or

I

=

f(M; R; h)

(2b)

for example,

I

=

I

(2c)

2.3

+ c. In R + c_ R + C,

Engineering manifestations of earthquakes

In the design of a structure, it is necessary to predict its response by
using engineering input parameters, such as the peak ground acceleration,
or the response spectrum for the design earthquake.

MMI values, predic-

ted by expressions 1 and 2 above, cannot be used for this purpose.
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No strong motion records are available of any significant natural earthquakes

in

Southern

Africa.

Rather,

functionals

expressing

the

peak

acceleration, response and Fourier amplitude spectra as functions of the
site intensity

have been proposed, and are based on a large number of

worldwide earthquakes

' '

.

These correlations represent the relation-

ship between two site parameters (e.g.

MM I and peak acceleration), and

are not significantly influenced by the geological characteristics of the
region.

This data can therefore be transferred from one seismic area to

the next, and can be used to develop seismic input parameters for sites in
Southern Africa.
2.4

Final model

The above expressions and functionals are obtained from observed data, and
inherently exhibit a certain degree of scatter.
be treated as probability distributions.

Therefore, they need to

Using this data, it is possible

to derive a probabilistic model of the response at a given site by considering the seismicity of all seismic sources (Equation 1) in the vicinity,
by attenuating the effect to the site (Equation 2 ) , by converting the MMI
value to the response variable of interest, and then by integrating these
functions for all seismic sources to obtain, for example, the response
spectrum values at a range of frequencies.

The response spectra obtained

from these models can easily be used to generate the design time histories
by using

other methods

for generating artificial earthquakes that are

compatible with the design response spectra

.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to further discuss the details, but
(2)
the methods are more fully explained in the work of Cornell
, and
Anderson

and

Trifunac

.

effects have been developed

Models

for

the

seismicity

for the Southern African

and

attenuating

region, and are

discussed in the following sections.

3

ATTENUATION

An important step in evaluating the seismicity at a particular site is to
obtain a mathematical model which describes the diminishing or attenuating
effect of earthquake effects at points distant from the epicentre of the
earthquake.

This is usually expressed as some relationship between the
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earthquake parameters at the epicentre, a response parameter at the site
of interest, and the distance between the two locations.

As discussed

above, the

attention

is only

focused

on establishing an

attenuation relation expressing MMI at the site in terms of the MMI at the
epicentre and some measure of the distance between the two locations.
Other parameters, such-as the magnitude and focal depth of the earthquake,
could not be used due to a lack of data for Che earlier occurrences, or
estimated values had to be used.

Similar studies have among others, been

undertaken by Howell and Schultz
Nuttli

.

differs

However,

markedly

the

from

, Cornell and Merz

attenuation

one

geological

therefore not necessarily possible
foreign

regions.

These

properties
region

to

, and Gupta and

of

earthquake

motion

next,

it

the

to use attenuation

differences

can

primarily

and

is

expressions from
be

ascribed

to

differences in base rock properties.

The

only

representative

data

source

that

can

be

used

to

study

the

attenuation properties of Southern Africa, are the isoseismal maps of a
small number of earthquakes.
recordings

at different

(Only a very limited set of time history

locations

are available of single events, and

these are primarily for mine induced events).
are associated with using this data:

A number of deficiencies

Firstly, MMI values represent the

subjective assessment of people during and after the earthquake, and in
cases where

earthquakes

occur

infrequently,

people

overestimate

the actual degree of an earthquake.

may

in some cases

An attenuation model

based on this data may invariably underestimate the attenuation of the
earthquake ground motion.

Secondly, the MMI value of the origin can in

many cases not be accurately estimated.

This will be addressed below.

A limited number of isoseismal records could be obtained which contained
sufficient data for calculating attenuation characteristics.

Only in a

few cases were the epicentral depths of the earthquakes available, while
in all other cases the depth had to be estimated.
therefore
study.

not

For

deemed

sufficiently

accurate

This statistic was

to be used

in the present

these earthquakes, the intensity at the origin was either

obtained from the references, or had to be estimated from the isoseismal
maps.

In

the

case

of

the

more

recent

earthquakes,

the

statistics were used to calculate the MMI values at the origin.
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magnitude

For

each

earthquake,

L6

equally

epicentre on the isoseismal map.

spaced

radii

were

drawn

through

the

All intersections of these radii with

the isoseismals were selected as data points for the attenuation models.
The distance from the epicentre, the intensity at the origin and the value
of the isoseismal line were recorded and used in the regression studies.

Various models have in the past been used to represent the attenuation
properties of

a region.

These include both parametric and nonparametric

models, but in this study, only parametric models were used. A commonly
used model expresses the attenuation as

1=1
o
where I

+ a, + a, In R + a Q R
1
2
3

(3)

is the MMI value at the site,

I

is the MMI value at the epicentre of the earthquake,

R

is some measure of the distance between the epicentre and
the site,

a

to a_

and

are parameters obtained from a regression analysis.

As discussed above it is not possible to accurately estimate the MMI value
at the epicentre.
above

model was

This invariably introduces a bias in the model.
therefore adjusted

to eliminate the I

indicator variables

values from the original model:

I = s. + bl + b 2 In R + b

where s.

to incorporate

The

R

(4)

are different constants for each isoseismal map (i = 1 to
number of maps); and

b

to b_ are parameters.

The values of s. can be used to calculate representative I
each earthquake.

values for

The above models were also rewritten to express the

distance in terms of the difference in MMI values to be compatible with
the probabilistic model discussed in Section 2.4 above.

and

where

Then

In R + Cj R = c 2 (I-Io) + c 3

(5)

In R + dL R = d 2 I + r. + d

(6)

r.

are constants similar to s. above, and

c. to d_

are parameters.
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A

computer

program

for

linear

regression

coefficients of the different models.

was

used

to

calculate

the

In Figure 1 the different models

are compared with the isoseismal data points of the Ceres earthquake of
September 1969.

It is evident that those models with indicator variables

are superior to the other.
4

SEISMICITY IN SOUTHERN AFRICA

Although

a

comprehensive

delineation

of

seismo-techtonic

features

on

Southern Africa are still lacking, a preliminary model was provided by
Smit

'.

Different seismic zones have been identified, and are indicated

in Figure 2.

These zones are:

Zone 1:

South West Africa/Namibia and North Western Cape Province.

Zone 2:

This Zone is found to the south of the Cape Folding Belt and

consists of two areas, i.e. the areas to the west and east of Zone 3.
Zone 3:

This Zone represents

the seemingly more active region in the

vicinity

of Ceres, as well as the

Cape

Town

area

(large

earthquakes

occurred in this area in 1809 near Cape Town, and at Ceres in 1969).

Zone 4:

This Zone is concentrated around Koffiefontein, and represents
(12)
the activity associated with the kimberlite found in this area

Zone 5:

Zone 5 represents an area of relatively low seismic activity in

central Southern Africa.

Due to low population density in the areas to

the north of the 27.0 S latitude
subregions.

line, the zone was divided

into two

Previous researchers have indicated that the seismic record

of an area depend largely on the presence of population in that area.

It

was therefore assumed that the seismicity of this tectonic region could be
represented by the historic activity of Zone 5a.
was

then

extrapolated

from

this.

Zone

Johannesburg/Pretoria area in the north-west.

5a

The activity of Zone 5
extends

up

to

the

Previous workers have shown

that mining induced seismicity attenuates much more rapidly than natural
events, and these events were therefore not included in the activity of
this zone.

Zone 6:

This zone was not included in the present study, due to the

large distance between the site and the southern most tip of the region.
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This zone may be regarded as being a subregion of the East African Rift
system.
Zone 7:

Zone

7

represents

the

east

coast

of

Southern

Africa, and

includes a small off-shore area.

Zone 8:This

region

extends

from

the

Pretoria

area northwards, and

is

truncated at the 15.0 S latitude, due to the large d'stance from the site.
It was assumed

that the maximum intensity in any region would be 10.5,

except

3, where

in Zone

Historic seismic

the maximum

intensity was assumed

to be 12.

records indicate that no perceivable seismic activity

exists immediately

offshore to the west and south of Southern Africa.

These sea areas were therefore excluded from the current delineation of
seismic zones.
Following

the proposed method of Cornell

distribution

of

earthquakes

in

a

, it was assumed

region

can

be

that the

expressed

by

a

semi-logarithmic expression;
log n

=

ul.ere n T

a I

+ b

(7)

is the number of earthquakes that are equal to or exceed
an intensity of I , and

a and b

are constants.

A comprehensive list of all recorded earthquakes in Southern Africa from
1620 up to 1983 was obtained from the Geological Survey of the Department
(13)
of Mineral and Energy Affairs
. These events were selectively grouped
into

the

seven

subsequent

to

seismic
the

turn

zones
of

indicated
the

century

above
were

and

only

retained.

those

events

Fore-

and

aftershocks were judiciously excluded from the list or earthquake.

These events were then sorted in desending order of their intensities, and
all events with intensities less or equal to 3 were not retained in the
list.

This was done to account for the fact that events with smaller

intensities are not always observed, as is evident from the data presented
in Figure 3.

The rank of each entry (its position in the sorted data set)

was then divided by 83, being the total time span of reliable set of data.
These numbers were then used as the raw data for n T . A linear regression
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computer

program

was

zone.

By using

these

regressions

Zone

used

the data

to calculated

consisting

are given

of

in Table

the

values

I. and

of

a and

(log n ) . .

2, and are depicted

b

for

each

The results
in Figure

of

3 for

1.

TABLE 1: SEISMIC1TY OF ZONES
ZONE

A
1,091
0,702
1,668
0,533
1 ,620
1,663
1,590

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

5

ENGINEERING

B
0,382
0,384
0,427
0,319
0,489
0,408
0,515

R2 .
0,907
0,840
0,898
0,913
0,799
0,892
0,813

MANIFESTATIONS

OF

EARTHQUAKES

The distribution of seismic energy in the frequency domain plays a dominant role in the response of the structures and systems.

Only with this

information can the participation of the different mode shapes of these
systems be evaluated
deformations.

to predict the resulting stress distributions and

It is therefore not sufficient to only estimate the peak

ground acceleration.
The frequency contents of the ground motion during an earthquake can be
represented by the actual acceleration time history of the ground motion,
the response spectrum for the earthquake, the Fourier amplitude spectrum
or its power spectral density function. Standard response spectra propo(14)
sed by Newmark, Blume and Kapur
(and prescribed in US NRC Regulatory
Guide 1.60) have been used on a wide basis.

These spectra are usually

scaled to a given peak ground acceleration.

However, later work by Mohraz
marked

differences

in response

and Newmark and Hall
spectra

for different

depending on the stiffness of the material.

pointed out
site

conditions,

Cornell, Banon and Shakal

investigated various options for predicting seismic response of systems,
and found that the least amount of dispersion (as measured by the variance
of

the

predicted

value) is introduced

when using

intermediate variables in the prediction model.

as

few as

possible

In the above discussed

method, the peak ground accelleration can be regarded as such an intermediate variable.

Alternative models should therefore be used which elimi-

nates intermediate variables and

reduce the scatter to more realisticly

predict the response of systems.
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A number of models have been developed

for expressing the response or

Fourier spectra in terms of the MMI at the site, notably that by Anderson
and

Trifunacv

and

by

Lee

and

representative range of frequencies.

Trifunac

for

spectra

over

a

A number of other expressions have

also been derived by other workers, for example by Cornell, Banon and
Shakal

for response spectra at lHz and 4Hz , and for a Fourier spectrum

value at lHz.
(4)
The models by Lee and Trifunac

were used in the present study, since

these models are based upon the most comprehensive set of earthquakes.

In

these models, the spectrum value at a particular frequency (or period T)
is given by
log 10 (PSV(T)) = b j C D l ^ + b 2 (T)s + b 3 (T)
where

T

+ b4(T)v

(8)

is the period (inverse of frequency);

PSV(T) is the predicted pseudo velocity (response spectrum value)
at T (in inches per second);
b (T) through b, (T) are constants given in Table 2;
I._,
MM
s

is the MMI value at the site;
is an indicator variable indicating whether it is a soil
(0), intermediate (1) or rock (2) site;

v

and

is an indicator variable indicating whether the earthquake
is in a horizontal (0) or vertical (1) direction.

The regression

constants are given in Table

2.

In addition

to these

constants,

the distributions of prediction errors for each model were
(4)
determined
. It is therefore possible to calculate the confidence
limits of any predicted value.
These models were compared with
parameters

and

were

found

to

other

expressions

correspond

for similar

closely with

other

seismic

available

models.

TABLE 2: CONSTANTS FOR 2% RESPONSE SPECTRUM
Period(s)
0.040 0.065 0.11
0.19
0.34
0.50
0.90
1.60
2.80
b1 0.207 0.210 0.239 0.292 0.347 0.368 0.372 0.348 0.309
b2 0.082 0.085 0.071 0.036 0.008 0.029 0.044 0.058 0.079
b3 0.090 0.062 0.044 0.063 0.118 0.149 0.147 0.105 0.074
b4 -1.854-1.625-1.465-1.488-1.650-1.744-1.752-1.562-1.235
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4.40
0.269
0.087
0.078
0.957

7.50
0.220
0.059
0.104
0.746

14.00
0.167
0.029
0.122
0.715

6

PREDICTED RESPONSE SPECTRUM

The models described in Section 4 and 5 for the seismicity and attenuation
in

Southern

discussed

Africa

were

used

in Se-.: ion 2.4.

as

The

input

response

for

the

spectra

probabilistic
for

model

systems with

2 %

damping were generated for a number of return periods (or probabilities of
exceedance) for the Vaalputs site, and are

shown

in Figure

4.

These

spectra are also compared with a spectrum based on the work of Newmarky
(14)
Blume and Kapur
(NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60) for a peak ground
acceleration of 0.25g.
design

of

a

facility

The particular spectrum
will

depend

upon

its

to be selected

safety

function

in the
and

the

radiological risk associated with it.
7

CONCLUSION

A method is presented in this paper for deriving a uniform risk response
spectrum

to be

used

in the

mechanical components.

seismic

design

of

structural

systems

and

The method uses all available data on the seismic

history of Southern Africa, and makes due allowance for the scatter of
this data.

However, it provides results in which the uncertainties are

quantified, and which can be used in both the design and in a seismic
probabilistic risk assessment of the facility.
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Question

PROF G SANDQU1ST

Microscismic activity
future

trends

region.

is of ton employed

of major

Have

you

seismic

actually

in predicting

activity

been

in a given

monitoring

such

activity in South Africa?

Answer

DR D J W WTUM

We have not been involved in such monitoring, but some
of the other speakers may be able to expand on the
monitoring that is being done at Vaalputs.

Question

MR R VAN DEK VLUGT

What is the design life of the facility used in the
calculation

of

probability

of

recurrence

at

the

Vaalputs site?

Answer

DR D J W WIUM

1

assume

that

you

refer

to

the

graph

showing

the

annual probability of exceedance for the peak ground
acceleration.
exceedance

This

represents

in one year, and

facility

therefore

calculation.

does

probability

the design
not

The underlying

the

enter

assumption

of

life of the
into
is that

this
the

i

occurrence of earthquakes is a Poisson process.

One

can therefore calculate the probability of exceedance
for

any

licensing

required

length

of

time.

approach does not address

However,

the

the risk during

the life time of the facility, but rather looks at the
annual probability of exceedance.
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LIST OF DELEGATES AND COMPANIONS
RADWASTE '86
DELEGAT3/C0MPANI0N

POSITION

ORGANISATION

COUNTRY

Dr HWW Adrian

Head: Risk Analysis

AEC

SA

Mr LC Alnslie

Geologist/Control Scientist

AEC

SA

Mr NJB Andersen

Head: Geophysics

AEC

SA

Mr CAR Sain

chief Scientist

AEC

SA

Dr JJ Barnard

SA

Dr GP Barzon

Deputy Director: Water Pollution Control Department of Water Affairs
AGIP s.p.a

Dr JI' B.asson

General Manager: Nuclear Technology

SA

Mrs H Basson

Companion

AEC

Zambia

Dr RS Birkill

Manager: Process Metallurgy

AEC

SA

Mr PT Blum

Delegated Director

Transnucleaire

France

Mrs Y Blum

Companion

Dr JC Botha

Senior Physicist: Health Physics

ESCOM

SA

Prof JF Botha

Professoral Researcher

University of OFS

SA

Dr HW Brewitz

Head: Project Department Institut fur

GSF

FRG

Tieflagerung
Mr P Brown

station Chemist

ESCOM

SA

Mr HJ Brynard

Head: Research and Geotechnical Studies

AEC

SA

Mr BG Builey

Senior Geologist

Geolocical Survey

SA

Mr 1! Castelnau

Chairman

US Department of State
Franej CC

USA
SA

Mrs P Castelnau

Companion

Dr AR Burkart

Mr FH Chen

Section Chief

Taivan Power Company

Taiwan

Dr WL Chen

Director: Health Physics

Institute of Nuclear Enerav
Research

Taiwan

Dr TS Chou

Director: Radwaste Management

Atomic Energy Council

Ta iwa n

Chief Officer: Commercial

Mr WM Craig

Head: Process Engineering Department of

Nuclear Assurance Corp.
ESCOM
AEC

USA

Mr M Corrigall

Mr RG Cuisenier

Deputy Manager: Nuclear Production

Electricite de France

France

AEC

SA

ENEA

Italy

ENEA

Italy

Mr DM Collier

SA
SA

Process Metallurgy
Centre
Mrs CMJ Cuisenier

Companion

Mr F Curtolo

Deputy Divisional Head: Reactor
Mechanical Equipment

Mr G Cuttica

Director: Nuclear Fuel Branch

Mrs MC Cuttica

Companion

Dr C D'Anna
Mrs G D'Anna

Companion

Dr G De Angelis

ENEA

Italy

Head: Geophysics

CSIR

SA

Dr JWL De Villiers

Executive Chairman

AEC

SA

Mrs J De Villiers

Companion

SA
SA
France
SA
USA

Dr JH De Beer

Mr BS De Wet

Student

University of Stcllenbotch

Dr WJ De Wet

Manager: Industrial Chemistry

AEC

Mr B Desforges

Nuclear Fuel Branch

Electricite dc France

Mr A Du Plessis

Head: Geophysics

Geological Survey

Prof GG Eichholz

Regents' Professor

Georgij Institute of

Mr JN Faurie

Geologist/Control Scientist

Technology
AEC
Edlow International Co.

Mr RW Fi«k
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DELEGATE/COMPANION

POSITION

ORGANISATION

COUNTRY

Dr B Fitzpatrick

Senior Physicist

ESCOM

SA

Dr KF Fouche

Assistant Manager: Chemistry

AEC

SA

Prof A Fuller

Professor

University of Cape Town

SA

Mr JW Funke

Special Consultant:

Water Research Commission

SA

Dr A Gandellini

Director Manager: Plant Project

AGIP S.P.A.

Italy
USA

Development
Mr RK Gaynor

vice President

US Ecology. Inc

Mr SJJ Geldenhuis

Head: Environmental Engineering

Steffen Robertson S Kirsten

SA

Gesellschaft fur

FRG

Mr G Gesterman

Nuclear-Service mbh GNS
Mr CA Gopsill
Prof R Guillaumont

Profes6or

ESCOM

SA

Institute of Nuclear Physics

France

Prof AV Hall

Associate Professor: Botany

University of Cape Town

SA

Dr BB Hambleton-

Head: Radioactive Waste and Site

AEC

SA

Jones

Investigations
ESCOM

SA

Mr MIJ Harris

Generation Nuclear Services Manager

Mrs AJ Harris

Companion

Ms ER Hay

Geologist/Senior Scientist
President

AEC

SA

Delaware Custom Material,Inc

USA

Mr AJ Haynes

Senior Officer: Health Physics

ESCOM

SA

Dr AJ Hayzen

Head: Geodata Processing

AEC

SA

Mr RG Heard

Geologist/Control Scientist

AEC

SA

Mr D Herbrechter

Assistant Head: Nuclear Engineering

Kraftanlagen AG

Mr JFX Hayes

FRG

Mrs A Herbrechtec
Mr LD Hobbs

Companion

Council for Nuclear Safety

Companion

AEC

SA

Mrs LD Hobbs
Mr DL Hofman
Mr CY Huang
Mr P Huang

Section Chief

Taiwan Power Company

SA

Institute of Nuclear Energy

Taiwan

Research

Taiwan

Dr JP Hugo

Executive General Manager: Nuclear Fuels AEC

Mrs CL Hugo

Companion

SA

Dr AGM Jackson

General Manager: Process Production

AEC

SA

Mr A Jacobi Jnr.

Assistant Vice President

Electrowatt Engineering
Pacific Nuclear Systeas Inc.

Switzerla
France
USA

ESCOM

SA

ESCOM
Geusteyn, Forsythe & Joubert

SA
SA

Stanford University
Battelle Northwest

USA
USA

Electricite de France

Mr P Jeanson
Mr DF Jones

President

Mrs EB Jones

Companion

Mr 10 Jones

Chief Engineer: Nuclear Plant
Performance

Mr J Jones

Engineer

Mr JF Kapp

Associate

Prof KB Krauskopf

Emeritus Professor

Mr LT La key
Mrs EC Lakey

Companion

Mr RT Lee

Section Ch<ef: Radwaste Administration

Atomic Energy Council

Taiwan

Mr M Levin

Geologist/Control Scientist

Mr CNW Ligthelm

Manager: Communication

AEC
AEC

SA
SA

Mrs B Ligthelm

Companion

Mr HH Lin

Head: Nuclear Chemistry Division

Taiwan Power Conpany

Taiwan

Mr H Lindow

Divisional Head

Kraftanlagen AG

FRO

Mrs G Lindow

Companion

Mr KC Liu

Director

Institute of Nuclear Energy

Taiwan

Research
Mr Longuet
Dr RS Loubser

Executive General Manager: Corporate
Services
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Electricite de France

Pranct

AEC

SA

DELEGATE/COMPANION

POSITION

Mrs H Loubser

Companion

Mr HB Halan

Consulting Engineer

Mis HB Halan

Companion

Mr JJ Malan

Coordinator: National Waste Management

Prof JB Martin

Dean: Faculty of Engineering

Mrs JB Martin

Companion

Mr IC McRae

Chief Executive Officer

Mrs JM McRae

Companion

ORGANISATION

COUNTRY

Council of Nuclear Safety

S*.

Council for Nuclear Safety

SA

ESCOM

SA

Programme

Dr G Melese

Science and Technology Attache

US Embassy

Dr R McG Miller

Director

Geological Survey

Mr PE Moore

Project Engineer: Nuclear Waste

AEC

Technology
Mr HJ Norland

Student

University of Stellenbosch

SA

Mr MJ Mountain

Director

MJ Mountain & Partners

SA

Mr GR Mulder

Engineer

AEC

SA

Prof H Moller

Professor

Albert-Ludwige-Universitat

FRG

Mrs DL Moller

Companion

Prof A Moller-

Professor

University of Regensburg

FRG

Prof JD Navratil

Professor

Colorado School of Mines

USA

Mrs S Navratil

Companion

Freiburg

Broich

Prof JAJ Nel

Professor

University of Stellenbosch

Mr KPJ Nel

Head: Reactor Process Engineering

Mr HW Niebuhr

Manager: Research Reactor

Mr N Niemand

Geologist/Scientist

Mr NG Norman

Control scientist/Geologist

AEC
AEC
AEC
AEC

Mr BE Oaten

Power Station Manager

ESCOM

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

Mrs Oaten

Companion

Mr FC Olds

Consultant

Energy Communications

USA

Mrs NS Olds

Companion

Dr GHP Opperman

Director

Van Hyk & Louw

Dr C Ospina-

Scientific Assistant: Fuel Division

Eidg. Institut Fur

Esperon
Reaktorforschung
Mrs SM Ospina-

Companion

Riable
Lawrence Livermore National

Mr PV Pabian

USA

Laboratory
Mrs CH Pabian

Companion

Mrs SJ Posnik

Climatologist/principal

Mr H Posnik

Companion

Mr J Pradel

Head: Technical Protection

Commissariat A L'Energie Ato»iqu«

Mr EH Ralph

General Manager: Engineering

ESCOM

SA

Mrs AJ Ralph

Companion

AEC

SA

France

Mr E Raubenheimer

Geologist/Senior Scientist

Dr JV Retief

Manager: Nuclear Engineering

AEC
AEC

SA
SA

Mr M Robatel

Chairman/Managing Director

Robatel Spli

Franc*

Mrs Robatel

Companion
Pacific Nuclear Systcai

USA
SA

Mr B Rogers
Dr HF RBhm

Senior Physicist

Mrs D RBhm

Companion

ESCOM
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DELEGATE/COMPANION

POSITION

ORGANISATION

Dr R Rometsch

President

NAGRA

Dr H Rometsch

Companion

COUNTRY

Dr P Roux

Head: Engineering Geology

Mr H Salveter

Student

Mrs K Salveter

Companion

Prof G Sanquist

Professor

Ben Gurion University

Israel

Mr MO Schaal

Chief Engineer: Nuclear Engineering

ESCOM

SA

Mr BHA Scholms

Lecturer

University of Stellenbosch

SA

Mr PM Semark

Generation Division Manager

ESCOM

SA

Mrs Semark

Companion

Gelogical Survey
Ludwig-Maximilians University

SA
FRG

Dr G Sibiya

Senior Project Engineer

Cegelec (Pty) Ltd

SA

Mr DM Simpson

Chief Scientist

AEC

SA

Mr CJB Smit

Geologist/Control Scientist

AEC

SA

Prof JJ Smit

Professor

Potchefstroom University

SA

Mrs CM Smit

Companion

Dr ACS Smith

Corporate Consultant

Steffen Robertson & Kirsten

Canada

Dr KL Soong

Senior Geologist

Institute of Nuclear Energy

Taiwan

Research
Mr PH Spencer

Nuclear Manager

Mrs K Spencer

Companion

ESCOM

SA

Mr OA Stark

Head: Civil Nuclear Engineer

AEC

SA

Mr N Stegmaier

Assistant Head: Nuclear Engineering

Kraftanlagen AG

FRG

AEC
AEC

SA
SA

Mrs I Stegmaier

Companion

Prof D Stephenson

Companion

Dr WE Stumpf

Senior Manager: Beva

Mr HE Tait

Chief Project Engineer

Mr AM Taormina

Nuclear Assurance Corp.

Switzerlar

Mr JO Tattersall

General Manager

Atomic Energy Corporation

SA

Dr PD Toens

Manager: Geotechnology

AEC

SA

Mrs E Toens

Companion

Dr CM Tsai

Director: Radwaste Administration

Atomic Energy Council

Taiwan
Jopan

Mr N Uchida

Sumitomo Corporation

Dr D Van As

Manager: Isotopes and Radiation

ABC

Mr R Van Der Vlugt

Partner

MJ Mountain & Partners

Mr HJ v/d West-

Manager: Nuclear Waste Technology

AEC

Mnr A Van Heerden

Regional Information Officer

ESCOM

SA

Mr PJW Venter

Head: Risk Analysis and Documentation

AEC

SA

Mr MA von Below

Lecturer

Rand Afrikaans University

SA

Dr N von Wielligh

Manager: Corporate Safety

AEC

SA

Mr JW von Wiese

Lecturer: Engineering Geology

University of the Western

SA

SA
SA
SA

huizen

Cape
Mr J Walmsey

senior Physicist: Nuclear Safety

ESCOM

SA

Dr JJ Wannenburg

General Manager: Engineering

AEC

SA

Mrs Y Wannenburg

Companion

FRG
SA

Mr KLV Waeinger

Senior Project Engineer

Kraftwerk Union AG

Mr BC Winkler

Assistant General Manager: Licensing

AEC

Branch
Dr DJW Hium

Associate

Van Wyk & Louw

SA

Mr RE Wood

Senior Engineer

Stone & Webster Engineering

USA

Mr BP Wrench

Head: Civil Division

Group
Steffen. Robertson & Klrcten
University of Cane Town

Dr SA Young
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM AND SESSION INDEX
OPENING ADDRESSES
Intoductory remarks
P D Toens
Opening address by the Minister of Mineral and Energy Affairs
of South Africa
D W Steyn
South Africa's nuclear research and development progran
J H L d e Villiers
Keynote address
Radioactive waste, the Earth's crust and human society
R. Rometsch

SESSION 1: CONDITIONING, TREATMENT, AND MANAGEMENT OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE
Radioactive waste disposal: solutions pursued in South Africa
by ESCOM
P H Spencer, H F R3hm and M I J Harris
Treatment of solid radioactive waste by Electricite de
France (EdF)
P Jeanson
The improvement of radwaste treatment at Chinshan nuclear
power station
M M H Lin and C Y Huang
Operational experiences in the treatment of low- and
medium-level radwaste in the Federal Republic of Germany
W Lindow, D Herbrechter and W Stegmaier
An evaluation of the production of solid radioactive waste
in the Tricastin nuclear power station and, more generally,
in the other French nuclear power plants
R G Cuisenier
Treatment of wet solid low-level radioactive waste
T-S Chou and Y-D Lee
Radioactive waste management at Rocky Flats
J D Navratil
Incineration of burnable low-level waste
K M Grabener, A Kirchenmayer and K L V Wasinger
Characterization of products arising from the incorporation
of low- and medium-level waste in cement or polymer matrix
G de Angelis and G Caropeso
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Cesium extraction from reactor pool water using supported
liquid membranes
W M Craig, D L Hofman, E M Buchalter, R S Birkill
and J J Salt
Resin drying in high integrity containers - advanced waste
stabilization methodology
M P Carson
Radioactive fall-out from the Chernobyl disaster, and its
aftermath in Central Europe
A Miiller-Broich

SESSION 2: CONTAINMENT, SAFE HANDLING, AND LONG-TERM INTEGRITY
OF ILLW PACKAGES
Development of a metallic high integrity container
R T Haelsig
Cask-system for conditioning, transport and storage of
radioactive waste
D- Rittscher, G. Gestermann, K. Kroth and H. Lamrnertz

SESSION 3: TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE OF RADWASTE AND SPENT FUEL
Broad survey of radioactive waste transports and trends
P T Blum
Transportation and storage experience
R T Haelsig
Potential exposures and health effects from spent fuel
transportation
G M Sandquist and V C Rogers
Dry storage of spent fuel: current practice, experience and
development trends
C J Ospina-Esperon
Long-term interim storage of spent fuel - approved technology
for economical concepts
A Klrchenmayer, J Banck and K L V Wasinger
An improvement program of LAN-YU radwaste receiving and
storage facility in Taiwan, Republic of China
C M Tsai and R T Lee
Dry storage of light water reactor fuel
J Cumiskey, J Cardito, G Bushnell and S Popper
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SESSION 4: RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Site selection issues for radioactive waste disposal in
arid regions of the United States
R K Gaynor
Safety and licencing requirements in the Republic of South Africa
D M Simpson and E L Langford
Compliance of the Vaalputs National Radioactive Waste Disposal
Facility to a frequency-magnitude release criterion as required
for licensing
H W W Adrian, H H Gerber, J Kruger and J Weygand
Probability of intrusion events at radioactive waste
disposal facilities
G M Sandquist and V C Rogers
Safety assessment for radwaste disposal in Korea:
Part 1. Development of a code for simplified safety
analysis
I S Suh, H M Park, K W Han and P S Hahn
Selection criteria for a radioactive waste disposal site in
the Republic of South Africa
P D Toens and B B Hambleton-Jones
Design criteria for experimental radioactive waste disposal
trenches at the Vaalputs Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility
B B Hambleton-Jones and P E Moore
Radioactive waste disposal in South Africa
H J van der Westhuizen and P E Moore
Operating considerations of shallow land disposal
D F Jones
Feasibility of disused underground mines for low-level and
intermediate-level radioactive waste disposal
W Brewitz
Considerations in the development of a site characterization
field manual for near surface geologic disposal of LLNW
E A Nowatzki and J G Me Cray
The health physics programs in low-level radioactive waste
management at the Institute of Nuclear Energy Research3
Republic of China
W-L Chen
Impact assessment of buried low-level wastes under unss.turated
flow conditions
G G Eichholz
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Metamict minerals as model substances for radwaste
H Miiller
Safety assessment of a projected waste repository for HLW
during its operational phase
A Jacob! Jr.
Methodology for performing safety assessments for potential
radioactive waste disposal facilities
J Fitzpatrick, Z A Gralewski, D vande Putte and G Waplington
Geotechnical aspects of trench capping
D Stephenson, P E Moore and B B Hambleton-Jones
Geology of the Vaalputs Radioactive Waste Disposal Site in the
Republic of South Africa
M A G Andreolij N J B Andersen, M Levin and N Niemand
Earth science considerations on the storage and disposal
of radioactive waste and used nuclear fuel in Taiwan,
Republic of China
K L Soong
Geophysical investigations on the Vaalputs Radioactive Waste
Disposal Site in the Republic of South Africa
N J B Andersen, J N Faurie and L M Fernandez
Resistivity studies of the Vaalputs Radioactive Waste
Disposal Site
J H de Beer and J Blume
Engineering input parameters for the seismic design of nuclear
facilities in Southern Africa
D J W Wium and G H P Opperman
Geohydrology of the Vaalputs Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility
M Levin, B B Hambleton-Jones, E Raubenheimer and N Niemand
Swedish studies of high-level waste disposal in
crystalline rocks
K B Krauskopf
Environmental isotopes assist in the site assessment of the
Vaalputs Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility
B Th Verhagen and M Levin
The Vaalputs radiological environmental monitoring programme
D van As, S J Posnik and C A R Bain
Botanical aspects of the ecological integrity of a radioactive
waste disposal site
A V Hall
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Zoological aspects of the ecological integrity of a radioactive
waste disposal site
J A J Nel, M D Picker and T S Robinson
Speciation aspects of predictive modelling in radwaste disposal
D R Williams
The design and performance of low-cost, soil cement cap for
LLNW disposal trenches
E A Nowatzki
Modelling contaminant transport using site specific data
from Vaalputs
J F Botha
Modelling and prediction of radionuclide migration from
shallow, subgrade nuclear facilities in arid environments
A Smith, A Ward and S Geldenhuis

MEDIA SESSION
Communications:
F C Olds

Roots of the problem

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF THE VAALPUTS NATIONAL
RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITY,
NORTHWESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA
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PROCEEDINGS VOLUME
CONFERENCE ON THE TREATMENT AND CONTAINMENT
OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE, AND ITS DISPOSAL
IN ARID ENVIRONMENTS
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